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R.OME
SPIRIT OF ANCIENT ROME
BY W. WARDE FOWLER, M.A.

THE
REEK

and Roman civilisations are
two component parts of one great
whole. Politically the form of state and
the ideas of government which we meet
in Greece and Italy are substantially the
same. Greek literature, art, and science
survived with abundant vitality throughout the period which we roughly call

f^

^-*

Roman

;

half of the

in

Roman

empire

Greek was the universal language, and
every educated Roman of the later period
spoke and wrote Greek almost as easily as
Roman literature was modelled
Latin.
every Roman poet thought
upon Greek
it a matter of duty to imitate some Greek
The Christian fathers wrote
original.
both in Greek and Latin, and thus Christian thought was passed on into the Middle
Ages strongly tinged with both Greek and
;

Roman

ideas.

Yet Rome was very far from being
Rome
merely an outgrowth of Greece.
grew from her own root, and Greek ideas
were grafted on to her stock only after it
had attained a certain maturity of its own.
Rome made an independent
s
contribution to the great whole
which we may call Mediter*.
Culture
.,.
ranean
and thus
civilisation,
also to the civilisation which we may call
modern and European. The Roman spirit,
though it came to be so greatly affected
by the Greek spirit as to tempt us to
call it Graco-Roman, did in reality sur,

.

all through the history of the Roman
people, and it is the object of this section to trace it continually at work.

vive

166

Let us begin by asking what was the
peculiar contribution of the Romans, as
distinct from that of the Greeks, to that
great Grseco-Roman whole on which our
modern civilisation is- so largely based ?
can separate it from the other chief
contributing element if we steadily bear

We
in

mind two

facts.

First,

Rome became

the guardian of Greek civilisaGuardian
tion after the political and
of Greek
,
material decay of Greece
~. ... ..
Civilisation
she
the
supplied
military
force and the organising genius which
saved the choicest products of Ihe Greek
spirit for centuries from destruction at the
hands of semi-barbarous peoples of the
east and wholly barbarous peoples of the
north
and when at last the invaders
broke through the barriers she had planted,
her spirit was still so completely in the
ascendant as to move them with an awe
which secured the immortality of her longguarded treasures. Secondly, the Roman
.

,

;

,

;

genius for public and private law supplied
a common basis of orderly life for the
whole Graeco- Roman world. Mommsen,
the great historical exponent of Roman
law, denned law as state interference in
the interests and passions of humanity.
Applying (his to the work of Rome
in the world, we may say that in her
a state power at last arose, after long
periods of tentative and unintelligent
government, which did so effectually interfere among the interests and passions of
humanity in that Graeco -Roman world
that we still feel it at work among us.
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"

"

civil law
is still the basis
our best conceptions of jurisprudence.
These two facts, the military defence of

of

civilisation,

human

and the

single expression

the

defended

civi-

allowing no enemy to invade its
and Roman
sacred precincts
law was thus able to develop
;

e

_

of

ordering

summed up in a
Roman peace (pax

be

Roman arms

Romana).
lisation,

_

legal

may both

life,

itself
leisurely and peacefully,
to the infinite and permanent
of -mankind.
Incidentally, we

p
benefit

may note that room was found under this
Roman peace for the growth of Chrismost remarkable phenomenon
Graeco-Roman, period.
Such then was the main result of the
work of Rome and it shows us that the
Roman had two great qualities which were
denied to the Greek, and which, taken

tianity, the
of the later

;

'

what we may call the
Roman spirit. The Roman could fight,
not only in short campaigns or in single
battles, but in
long and protracted
together, constitute

constantly defeated, yet never
permanently losing ground, and holding

struggles,

tenaciously to the

main object

of securing

a territory or organising a frontier. And
he had the power of orderly government,
taking shape not merely in a neat legal
code suited to a single city-state, but
adapting itself to the needs of a great
variety of peoples, incorporating their
usages, learning from their experience,
yet subordinating all this variety to a
In the possession of
single great end.
these two qualities the Romans seem to
have stood alone among all the peoples of
the Mediterranean basin. We see them at
work throughout the whole of Roman
history, in spite of

many dark

periods and

national shortcomings.
Can we
account for them by any reference to early

many

Roman

experience ?
To some extent we may get an idea of
the conditions under which they deve-

we cannot alto,,
gether explain them, by fixing
loped, even

_

Conditions
.

R

if

,

,

.

,

,,

.

our attention on some unques, ,
Uevelopment ,.
.,
11-,
.

,

.

tioned facts in the early history
Let us look at the map, and mark

of Italy.
well the position of Rome in relation to
The
Italy and the peoples inhabiting it.
long, narrow peninsula is cloven in two
parts by the river Tiber, the largest stream
south of the Po, draining almost the whole

middle portion of the mountainous region
of Central Italy.
The whole country to
2602

the north of the Tiber, when Rome first
appeared on the scene, was held by the
Etruscans a mysterious people, whose
origin is still unknown, a warlike people,

spreading their dominion far to north and
south, and an adventurous people, building
fleets and engaging in commerce in the
Western Mediterranean. To the south of
the Tiber lay the territory of the Latins,
extending over what we now call the Latin
Campagna, on which from east and south
the outskirts of the Apennines look down,
then inhabited by peoples related to the
Latins, but at constant feud with them.
The natural centre and citadel of Latium
is the Mons Albanus, which rises some
miles to the south of Rome to a height of
But this was too far from the
3,000 feet.
river, the natural frontier against the
Etruscans, to defend the Latins from these
enemies
what was needed was not only
a citadel of refuge, but an outpost to anticipate the need of such a citadel.
;

Rome was this outpost ; sitting astride
of the river in the post of danger, about
twenty miles from, its mouth, holding land
on both banks, guarding the sacred
wooden bridge which might be broken at
any moment, and owning the
'

mouth

the river with a
there by way of
port (Ostia), she was obviously
exposed to continual strain, while the
kindred and allied peoples in her rear

out
ost
u.pos

itself of

se ^j emen

|.

enjoyed comparative peace. Here we have
something at least of the secret of Rome's
her training in the art
genius for war
of war was not that of a petty community
apt to attack a neighbour or to be attacked
by him, to raid or be raided in the course
it was that of a people
of a summer
having a continual duty before them,
many miles of frontier to hold, constant
;

;

liability to surprise

by sheer necessity

defeat, yet bound
to cling for very life

and

to their position, and when and
possible, to advance and strengthen

where
it.

Such advance, as time went on and the
position was still held, became ever more
the Tiber
possible and more tempting
valley was the natural entrance into the
heart of Italy.
So it came about that
the Romans, having learnt their lesson of
;

military endurance in the school of defensive warfare, were able to put it to use
in the slow but steady acquisition of the
dominion of the whole peninsula. For of
them alone could it be said, as the historian Tacitus said of the Chatti people

THE

SPIRIT OF

ANCIENT ROME

in Germany, that other peoples went out
to battle, but the Romans went out to war.
But warfare of this steady, dogged

the tradition that in civil matters of great
moment he should consult a council of

which the Roman people have
hardly ever been equalled, cannot be
carried on without a habit of discipline,

of religious difficulty a college of persons
skilled in religious law and ritual (pontiin war he was probably
fices, augures)
even more absolute than at home. Thus

kind, in

of obedience
for which the

constituted

to

authority,
military position of Rome
To explain
will not by itself account.
this we must turn to that other great
quality of this wonderful people the

Can
instinct for law and government.
we find, in the internal organisation of
the Roman people, or in their early
experience, anything which helps us to
explain not only their later genius for law,
but their instinct for order and discipline ?

One fact we know which will go a long
way towards supplying the explanation
we need. From the earliest times the basis
and
of Roman society was the family
;

the family was organised and governed
on a principle at once simple and stringent.
It was under the absolute authority of
the head of the household (pater familias),
subject only to the tradition that in matters
of great moment he should consult his
Wife and
relations in a family council.
children were "in his hand,"

T ilr

,

fortheState

heads of families (senatus), and in matters

;

there

developed

of Citizenship

.

and their representatives
afterwards, in which a Roman of all ages
recognised a state force, which it was practically impossible for him to defy, because,
like the members of the family, he had
learnt that all that made life worth
living for him depended upon his obedience
For this famous word, imperium,
to it.
it
the Greeks had no real equivalent
sums up the genius of the Roman for
,

,

;

discipline,

and

civil

obeying

whether in the observance of

religious order at home, or in
their commanders in the field.

Even

and had no le & al status of their
Wn and in a11 the relations
of the family to the beings both

and

;

dwelt around them

he was absolute arbiter.

He was

chief

priest of the family, and on his knowledge
of the ritual necessary to the propitiation
of its deities or the discovery of their will
for
the very existence of it depended
without the proper rites and formulae so
the Romans at all times firmly believed
the gods could not be induced to perform
their functions as guardians of the land
and its products, on which the family
Thus there must have grown
subsisted.
up, long before the state came into being,
the idea of authority, both civil and
religious, vested in a single individual,
to defy which was almost impossible and
unthinkable, because the safety and welfare
of the ruled depended absolutely on the
;

order, for while they recognised the
necessity of modifying their institutions
to suit changed conditions of life, they never
lost sight of the supreme value of the idea
of imperium, or of that wholesome adjunct of it, the idea that its holder should
in matters of moment consult those who
were qualified to advise him.
Thus the Roman character was built
up under a combination of external
This
warfare and internal discipline.
character, as we might expect, was not

altogether a pleasing one
admirably adapted for the
had to do in the world.
;

Roman was
ra '

s

It was only natural that as the state
gradually arose, built upon a concentration of families, its order of government
should be based on the same ideas and
traditions. In the earliest form of Roman
state of which we know anything, the
king (rex) was the sole interpreter of

religious law,

subject only to

Greek
in

;

the

;

he was

intellec-

somewhat

slow, wanting
in
the quickness and versatility that characterised the
wanting also in imagination, and
tually

*

but it was
work Rome
The typical

hard, stubborn, narrow, un-

sympathetic

.

ruler.

and

wonderful

the limitations placed upon it as
time went on the discovery, for example,
that the voice of the people is necessary
to make a legal enactment binding on
and to confirm a magisterial senall,
tence of death do but bear out the truth
that this people had an instinct for law

human and divine who

civil

that

itself

the imperium of
Obedience the conception,
the chief magistrate; of rex in
the earliest age, and of consuls

adventurousness

which

is

the

practical side of the imaginative faculty.

Deeds pleased him more than words, and
it was long before he began to learn the

own tongue.
Seriousness (gravitas) in all his conduct,
public and private, was the quality he

wonderful resources of his

2603

most admired, and this was expected
also in married women, and even in children. He was not indeed without a certain
sense of humour, but his humour was
rough and apt to be coarse, and later on
in literature developed into satire, the
one original contribution of the Romans
In morals the Roman
to have been
strict
.
rather than delicate, and always
J
Morals and
_..
more lenient to the man than
Ethics
to the woman
in religion he

to literary form.

seems

.

,

,

,

.

like all Italians, ancient and modern
peculiarly superstitious, but here his
natural tendency was checked and regulated by his religious law and its administrators. This and all other tendencies to
emotional excess or display were discour-

was

aged both " in public and private life
for love," for example, were
marriages
quite unknown, and at all times in Roman
;

history love

was an

illicit

passion only.

deadly enemy was in Italy, bent with an
incredible vindictiveness on her destruction, ever victorious, and with famine and
but the great
pestilence at his heels
Roman families never gave up hope or
allowed themselves to be beaten, and the
people, trained to trust them, never really
failed to answer to the call of duty. Who;

ever would really understand the Roman
character, with all its strong and weak
points, should read the story of this great
struggle, and note how in such a crisis
in the history of civilisation the victory
lay ultimately with the people that could

endure and obey.
And such a study is all the more valuable,
because from this time forward the Roman
j

character

Rome

began to deteriorate.

passed safely through the struggle, but at
the cost of the best part of her strength,

moral as well as physical. The strain had
been too great for her, and, indeed, for

The emotional characters with whom we
meet in later times, such as Cicero and
Catullus, were not Roman by descent
and Virgil, who stands alone in Roman
literature for sympathy and tenderness,
was perhaps of Gallic blood. Caesar, on
the other hand, a true Roman by birth,
had all the old characteristics of the
race, but tempered by the courtesy and
humaniias which had come in with Greek
education and a wider experience of the

Italy as a whole. It is difficult to trace the
subtle processes by which such a trial
can affect the nervous tissue of the people,
weakening its virility, laying it open to
the temptation to indulge in ease, to look
for wealth and comfort, and so gradually
the sense of dutv
destroying
Aftermath
3 ,
-i
j
j
towards family,
, _
J state and gods.

world.

followed the war will show that alike in
family life, in religion, in the performance
of state duties, the Roman fell rapidly
away from the old ideal of conduct the
true Roman spirit seems to have vanished.

;

The character thus

built

up was put to

severe trial in the third century B.C.
The invasion of Pyrrhus and the long
first struggle with Carthage strained the
endurance and resources of the people to
but the war with Hannibal
the utmost
was a trial such as no people has ever
gone through before or since, and survived.
;

Fortunately, Rome had by this time
become the head of what may loosely be
called an Italian federation, using her

conquests not to destroy the conquered,
but to unite them with herself on terms
which both might profit
The Greatest by
and the additional str ength
Ordeal
j
thus gained was enough to
disappoint Hannibal's expectations and, materially speaking, to carry
her through the ordeal. Yet it is none the
;

.

.

true that it was the Roman spirit
"
that saved her the
courage never to
submit or yield," the tenacity that was the
result, as with the Boers of the Transvaal,
of an imperfect education and a narrow
range of vision. For fourteen years her
less
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of
~

Rome

,

s

A
And
,

.

,

,

,

.

,

.

here, indeed, it, is not
posr
,
A
sible to say more than that a
careful study of the two centuries that

ouccess

.,

,

t

;

The state went on conquering and organising her conquests. Rome became the arbiter
whole civilised world but the spirit
which the work was done was not that
which had built up an Italian federation,
and driven Hannibal out of Italy.
of the

;

in

It

is

now

the individual

comes to the
advancement
;

that

the

type were

front,

and

best

Roman who

seeking
this

qualities

his

own

pimply means
of

the

old

and the worst gaining
The individual had been substrength.
ordinated to the state, and had found his
failing,

best life in that subordination.
In forgetting the state and working for his own
ends, he simply gave the chance of growth
to all his lower instincts, and neither

Greek philosophy nor an improved system
education had the least power to
check this growth permanently. We meet,
indeed, with a few leading men of a finer
of

than

Rome had

produced
two Gracchi,
Mucius Scaevola, Sertorius, who added
the grace of learning and humanity to

type

Scipio

yEmilianus,

yet

the

much

but
of the old cast of character
the typical Roman of this age was the man
who gained office by corruption, plundered
the provincials whom he was called upon
to rule, and then retired into luxurious
ease to enjoy the fruits of his misdoings.
The result of this deterioration was that
Rome ceased to perform adequately that
function for which, as we saw, she was
wanted in the world
Mediterranean
;

;

was

no longer
protected
securely from enemies within and without.
In the western half of her empire wild tribes
from the north invaded the province of
Gaul at the end of the second century B.C.,
and finally penetrated even into Northern
and the defeats the Roman armies
Italy
suffered at their hands were due, not to
the skill of the enemy as in the Hannibalic
war, but to bad discipline and the corcivilisation

;

ruption of generals. Then for nearly forty
years Mithradates of Pontus continued
to menace the Greek half of the empire,
and at one time overran the province of
_,

e

and was with difficulty
n Asia,

beaten back from trie walls of
Athens. The sea was infested
.,,
Corruption
j
with pirates, and no traveller s
{

HI

or property was safe. All this was due
to the supineness of the Roman government, and to the violence of party faction,
in which the true interest of the state and
of civilisation were lost to view.
The
life

Senate,
carried

the

great

council

which

had

Rome

safely through so many
dangers, seemed to have lost its capacity
for business, and wasted time in personal
quarrels or in satisfying the interests of
individuals.
Even after it had been reorganised and
politically strengthened by Sulla it failed
to hold the empire together effectually,

and each provincial governor ruled

his

province only for his own advantage, or
for the advantage of the companies of tax-

with whom all
collectors
(publicani),
Romans of property invested their capital.
Thus the administration of the law was

and corrupt throughout the
empire, for in every province it depended on
the caprice of the governor, and the money
extorted from the provincials was used at
home for corrupt purposes in the courts.
The genius of Rome for law as well as for
warfare might well se.em to have deserted

unsound

Unless the Roman spirit could be
revived, the prospect for civilisation was
dark indeed. True, Roman literature
grew in this melancholy period into greatthe intense individualism of the age
ness
left us at least one valuable legacy in the
works of such men as Cicero, Lucretius,
and Catullus
sound and able men like
her.

;

;

Mucius Scaevola, and Sulpicius
R u f us carried the philosophic
treatment of mrisprudence
to a
*
.,
opint
,
i
j
height which it had never yet
reached in any state. But in the field of
action, whether in war or government,
we can hardly find a trace of the old
_

svmng
the Roman

,

Roman
Yet

.

,

,

,

.

spirit.

was to be revived, but
not in the body politic, which it had once
animated. That body politic no longer
existed
the Roman city-state had been
this spirit

;

merged in something new and strange,
which we call empire, but to which the
Romans themselves were only just beginning to apply that famous word of theirs
imperium. The Roman citizen body was
scattered all over this empire, and probably the meanest part of it was that which
played at politics for money in the capital.
of the old constitution were
still there, but they were forms without

The forms

substance. No vital force underlay them
neither magistrates nor senate, and not
even the people, understood what the condition of the civilised world called on them
to do, or had the will and energy to do it.
If in such an age the Roman spirit
was to be revived, this could be done only
by the character and gen us of some individual having the necessary understanding
and the necessary will, the understanding
capable of grasping the conditions of the
problem which Rome had to face the
defence of the frontiers and the internal
organisation of the empire and the will
to carry this work through with infinite
The actual
patience and perseverance.
material for the accomplishment of this
task must now be drawn
e
imes great
not on
irom Rome or even
;

^

Call for a

Great

Man frQm

It

,

J ',

^

frQm

,,

^

^

resources of the empire
the
army must henceforth be organised on an
imperial basis, and the host of workers in
the domain of peaceful organisation must
be recruited from east and west alike.
But the animating spirit of it all was
still to be Roman, and if it was to be
;

found anywhere, must be found
individual

Roman

of genius

in

an

and industry.
3605
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Such a man was

families, and, as has been already said,
not without some traits of the old Roman
character.
We may allow that for the

Roman spirit, as it was
applied to the necessary work without let
or hindrance, we must turn to the long
reign of Augustus the nephew and the
pupil of Caesar.

greater part of his life, like most of his
contemporaries, he was playing for his own
hand but the last fifteen years of it he spent
_
in continual hard work, to

Antony at Actium the empire was in
chaos and confusion, the frontiers unde-

Roman

of

one

C. Julius Caesar, a true
of the oldest patrician

;

wsar,
which he brought an amount
Greatest Roman r
,,
of insight and determmaSlatesman
,.
.

,

tion such as

been combined in a

had never yet
,

Roman statesman.

His

study the new

When Augustus became undisputed
master after the defeat of the self-seeking

fended, the provinces disorganised, the
finance unscientific
and for many years
men's minds had been given up to apathy
;

and

despair.

When

he

died, forty-five

first .work

was the creation of an army thoroughly disciplined, ready to go anywhere
and do anything, with which he con-

years later, the pax Romana was firmly
established, the empire was knit together
in every department of government, the

quered the great province of Gaul, henceforward to become the most valuable of

frontiers were adequately defended by an
admirable standing army, or by the
prestige arising from the long successful,

all

the

Roman

possessions,

and established

a permanent frontier for the empire in the
Rhine and the ocean, removing far from
Italy all danger of immediate invasion.
That he found himself compelled to use
this army for the overthrow of the old
constitution we may regret
but in this
he was perhaps more sinned against than
When he had grasped supreme
sinning.
power, he went on indefatigably with the
work of internal reform, and all that he had
time to achieve before he was struck down
by fanatical assassins shows the same
keen scientific intelligence that marks the
conquest of Gaul as we know it from his
own commentaries. His work is indeed
not only the internal reonly a torso
organisation of the empire, but the completion of its military frontiers had to be
left for others.
Yet if we ask who it was
;

;

that inaugurated the new type of Roman
the spirit of hard work and rational

spirit

intelligence in matters

both military and

there is but one answer.
Caesar woke the Roman world from the
lethargy which had so long been paralysing
civil

and stood out as the visible impersonation of the Roman state and its function
in the world at a time when men had
almost forgotten that there was
a state claiming loyalty,
and
J
it,

Augustan

.

,

j-

a-

an empire demanding efficient
work. We have a large correspondence surviving from the years in
which he was in supreme power
and
.

;

the impression it
that the men of
amazed at the
ability of the new

leaves on the mind is
that time were fairly

audacity, energy, and
master. But there was

also
resentment, and Caesar's opportunities were cut short.
If we wish to
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what was perhaps
even more important at the moment,
Augustus had succeeded in creating an
almost universal confidence in himself and
his government, and in renewing the
conviction that it was the mission and the
destiny of Rome to defend and to govern
the whole civilised world.
This confidence and conviction are fully
reflected in the literature of the age, and
reign of the ruler, and,

more especially in the history
Q{
Liyy &nd jn the
The^Roman
The historian's part
Virgil.
Idealised
,,
men s minds
was to recall
to the wonderful story of the growth of
the Roman dominion, to induce them to
look back on the past and be worthy of
their great ancestry. The work of the poet
was to paint a national hero, endowed
with qualities which every Roman would
_.

_

^^

Qf

,

to
recognise as the finest of his race
tell the story of that hero's divine mission,
to which he faithfully adheres in spite
In
of many dangers and temptations.
a form which all educated men could
appreciate, the JEneid showed the Divine
Will guiding the Roman state from infancy
onwards, and individual passion forced
to give way not only to the will of the
gods but to the interests of humanity.
It pointed to the sense of duty, pietas,
as .the Romans called it, as the virtue
which alone had enabled ^Eneas to fulfil
and which alone could
his
mission,
qualify Rome and Augustus to fulfil
In the ^Eneid the Roman spirit
theirs.
but this itself exis indeed idealised
;

;

took such strong and permanent possession of the Roman mind.

plains

why

Augustus

it

himself

was

no

heroic

THE

SPIRIT OF

and the great impression he
the world can be explained only
by the persevering industry and unfailing

character,

made on

good judgment which he and his chief
helpers devoted to the defence of the
frontiers and the organisation of the
provinces, thus at once exemplifying
and stimulating the true Roman genius
for warfare and for law.

Let anyone

who would

appreciate this
industry follow the story of the gradual
establishment of the military frontier from
the mouth of the Rhine to the Euxine,
which, as the map will show him, was a
screen effectually covering all GraecoRoman civilisation from Spain to Asia
Minor. In this story he will find the old

Roman genius for protracted persevering
warfare fully illustrated, and in the man
who bore the brunt of the work and wore
himself out in the prosecution of it

Tiberius, the stepson of Augustus, and
afterwards his successor all the true
Roman caution and tenacity of purpose, shown especially at one period of
extreme danger, in which he may almost
be said to have saved Italy and the
empire. Or let him follow the work of
Augustus himself and his faith-

mp
R

Agrippa, who
in respent Jyear .,after year
J
.,
Citizenship
organising the provinces both
in east and west.
This means that every
community in the empire, and every individual in each community, was placed
in a definite legal status, was secured in
ful

helpmate

.

.

.

,

.

respect of his person and his property,
and was no longer at the mercy of rapacious
or provincial governors.
tax-collectors
His status (jus) might, indeed, be an
inferior one
he might not have attained
to any part of the Roman citizenship
but the central government now had a
long arm, and as his legal position was
defined and recognised, redress was to be
;

;

And in
injustice were done him.
the course of the .next two centuries the
jus of all communities, of all free men, was
gradually raised to the same level ; the
had

if

Roman

ANCIENT ROME
theatres, triumphal arches, of which the
still to be seen where-

huge remains are

Roman

ever

mark on

left

occupation

the land.

are

They

a lasting
not

handiwork of a gifted
but they seem to tell us of strong
beautiful

powerful

will,

love of things
They are all on a

organisation,

and

large

the
race,

lasting.

large scale

Tendencies

nates

;

size

over

*

predomibeauty, and
,

details are

wanting in deliin true relation to

cacy, and
the whole
the eye does not rest on them
so much in admiration as in wonder.
Here is laborious tenacity of purpose,
never that inherent love of perfect proportion that inspired the Greek artist.
The same tendency is to be seen in the
sculptures in the scenes crowded with
soldiers and captives adorning the triumphal arches and, again in the realistic
portrait-busts of men who defended the
frontiers or governed the provinces. Even
in the greatest Roman poets, even in Virgil
himself, some trace of the same spirit is
;

visible

;

here,

too,

realistic

descriptions

and crowded scenes may be compared
with the inimitable touch of the Homeric
story-teller and the minor poets, Statius
or Silius Italicus, are as monotonously
lengthy as the Colosseum is monotonously
;

huge. Individual genius is absent or
suppressed the artist works on traditional
lines, whether he produces poems, buildings,
busts, or even coins, and does not indulge
his fancy
because fancy, like adventure,
was no part of the Roman mental equipment. Solid practical work, obvious to
the eye in the public places of a crowded
city, obvious to the mind in all the intercourse of human life this was what the
Roman spirit expected from all her
;

great men, whether soldiers, legislators,
or artists, and with this from first to last
it

was
This

weak

faithfully supplied.
is not the place to explain the
points of the Roman empire, or
the internal cankers which
ie

slowly paralysed

its

strength.

citizenship was extended to the
whole empire, and the Roman law the

The real value of the empire to
mankind lay in the fact that

interference of the state in the interests

for four centuries it did effectually protect
the civilisation which had been developed
in the basin of the Mediterranean, and by
an elaborate internal organisation raiser1
the whole level of human comfort an<-'

and

of
passions
humanity
ministered in every court.

The Roman

was

ad-

spirit, in this new phase
can be discerned not only
and military history of the
empire, but in the great works of architectural art, bridges, aqueducts, amphi-

of its being,
in the civil

confidence.
Thus, the chance was given
to Christianity to grow, with comparatively few interruptions, into a universal
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religion of high and low, rich and poor
and as the invaders also gradually embraced this religion there arose upon
the ruins of the Roman dominion the
;

new

far-reaching organisation of the
Church of Christendom, inheriting not a
little of the old Roman
spirit, as well as
of the prestige of the great
system on

which

it

was

built.

The Holy Roman

THE TRIUMPH OF A CAESAR
From the

2608

painting by F.

W. Topham,

IN
R.I.,

Empire of the Middle Ages was rather an
idea than a fact of overwhelming importance to mankind
it
is
in the Latin
;

with

genius for law and
organisation, and with its popes arid
their claim to universal supremacy, that
we may see the legitimate heir of the

Church,

Roman

its

dominion.

W. WARDE FOWLER

THE DAYS OF ROME'S GRANDEUR
by permission of the Corporation of Leicester.
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OF ANCIENT ROME

TO WORLD-DOMINION
DECLINE AND FALL
BEGINNINGS OF THE CITY-STATE
ITS RISE
AND ITS

THE

TTHE pleasing legend

told by the Romans
concerning the origin of their city has
passed into the literature of the world.
Art in early times embellished it. The
she-wolf with the sucking twins appears
on the Roman-Campanian coins of the
In the year 296 B.C.
fourth century B.C.
the government erected a bronze monument representing this group in the
"
Wolf's Cave," the Lupercal, on the
Palatine, where the wolf is said to have
suckled the twins. Sacrifices were offered
here on February I7th, the festival of the
Lupercalia, to Faunus, god of "the woods
and fields, and to Lupercus as guardian
The so-called Capitoline
from wolves."
wolf has been partially restored in later
We know, besides, that in the
times.
ninth and tenth
centuries A.D. a
"
"
stood
Lupa
near the Lateran.
Afterwards the
mother-wolf was

*

herdsmen, on April 2ist, on which day
King Romulus, with herdsmen from Alba
Longa, is said to have planned the founda-

tion of the city.
The Roman historians
afterwards calculated the year of the
foundation to be the year 753 B.C., if we
may anticipate our own era. The millenjubilee of the city of Rome was
celebrated, therefore, in the year 248 A.D.,

nial

Philip, the Arabian.
partially trustworthy tradition begins

under the Emperor

A

in the fifth century B.C., when the record
the Fasti
of the lists of magistrates
Consulares, as the Romans called Ihen-and the publishing of the calendar by the
Pontifices, or colleges of priests, come to
be supplemented by notices of the most
important occurrences of each year, which

increase

-

.

in

amount as the
town becomes of

more

conse-

quence.

Dis-

such

asters,

as
of
the

known

as the di-

the

vinely

honoured
the

Rome by
Gauls, were,

state

naturally, re-

the
throughout
world which was
ruled from the

corded the most

of

symbol

Roman

on the Tiber.
The birthday of
Rome was cele-

lllia,

festival

I6 7

tne Spring
Of
the

de-

phases of

the constitutional

THE CAPITOLINE SHE-WOLF OF ROME
at
the
brated
f Rome
f unders
Romulus and Remus
Same
time as the The '!f? nd f
....
the
suckled
a wolf in their
has been for
.

The

fully.

cisive

city

,

taking

^

struggles also
were noted. The
earlier
being

subject of
ages
by
nj an y statues in the city.
This is reproduced from the most ancient
existing group, which has been partially restored in modern times,

infancy

period is
us in

vei]ed
,
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notwithstanding the many legends which
are to be read on the subject in the
Roman historians. Oral traditions, fables,

Volci, in

Southern Etruria, a place where
vases are found, is a

many Etruscan

representation of the liberation of Caile
Caeles
Latin,
Vibenna),
(in
Vipinas
whom the Romans had taken prisoner,

myths, and etymological interpretations
are worked up together, from which
we must strip away the husks before we
can disclose the true kernel.
In order that the historical
state of affairs may be clear,
we must go further back in
our narrative. At the period
when Phoenicians and Greeks
were disputing the supremacy
over the islands and coasts of
the Sardinian Sea the Etruscans
the preas
appear
dominant power in the central

by

and
Macstarna
his
companions. During this fight

friend

his

Cneve Tarchu Rumach, that

Cn. Tarquinius, the Roman,
his death.
His troops,
it
to be noticed, equally
is
bear Etruscan names.
The
Roman account, on the other
hand, names a Tarquinius the
the prenomen
Elder, with
Lucius, which is derived from
Lucumo, the designation of
the chief men in the Etruscan
and northerly portions of the
OF ROME towns.
It is said that he
Apennine peninsula.
They THE FOUNDER
6
ho "iTsa^to hTv^Tounded came from the Etruscan town
frequently took part in those
Rome in 753 B c From a coin
Tarquinii (near the present
struggles as the allies of the
Phoenicians, in order to protect themselves
Corneto) to Rome, and there became king.
in their own Tyrrhenian Sea against the
Since, however, the name Tarquinius is a
well-accredited native Roman name, the
aggressive Greek seafarers. The ascendwhole story seems to owe its existence to
ancy of the Syracusans was particularly
the unfortunate etymology of later hishateful to the maritime towns of the
is,

found

-

and they therefore
some ships to aid the

Etruscan country,
_

sent

eginnmgs

Koman

ot
...

Athenians in their expedition to
o- -i
ji
ri-n
Sicily in the year 416 B.C. We see
from this that the Etrurians

preferred the more distant powers to the
nearer that is to say, leaving the Carthaginians out of the question, the Corinthians
and Athenians, who were rivals on the
coasts of Italy since the fifth century B.C.,
were preferred to the Syracusans and the
Massiliots. Even Cumae, an ancient colony
of the Chalcidians and the Grae'i (Latinised
as Graeci) on the Campanian coast, the
;

mother town of Naples, had to keep its
maritime communications free from the
Etrurian privateers by force of arms,
until finally the Etruscans were decisively
beaten in a great sea-fight by the allied

Cumaeans and Syracusans. The Etruscans,
at the height of their prosperity

sixth

and fifth centuries B.C. had the upper
hand in the neighbouring regions inhabited
by the Umbrians, Sabellians, and Latins
down to Campania.
According to tradition, Rome, the
frontier town of the Latins, was repeatedly
captured by the Etruscans, and, indeed,
became a large city under the rule of
In details
from the
paintings which

dynasts of Etruscan descent.
Etruscan account varies

the

Roman.

On

the

wall

adorned a tomb at Vulci, the present
2618

-

-

torians. So much, at any rate, is certain
though the develo'pment of the constitution
proceeded on native, that is to say, Latin,
lines, the relations with the towns of
Southern Etruria from the beginning
:

respects the political
In architecture, in art,
in religious ceremonial, this influence was
only gradually crossed by the Greek power,
which spread through the whole Mediterranean.
On the other hand, the country
"
"

decided in
position of

many

Rome.

was considered a
beyond the Tiber
strange country, into which the hardhearted creditor sold his debtor. The
Greek influences which come* to Latium
proceed from towns which are hostile to
the Etruscans, as Cumae and Syracuse.
Writing, indeed, developed in Latium, as
Etruria, under Greek influence, but
independently, a fact which shows that
the two countries were for a long time
In this uncertain
closed to each other.
light Rome appears to us at the beginning
of her history. The town had
omc m
S p run pr U p on the lower course
th e Twihght
of the Tiber, the largest river
f H
of Central Italy, which was then
navigable for ships far upstream. Besides
that is, the salt road
this, the Via Salaria
which touched Rome, led inland from
the sea into the country of the cattleThis Sabellian stock
breeding Sabines.
lived in villages, so that for them Rome
in

THE BEGINNINGS OF ANCIENT ROME
became

"

the town."

The towns of the
on the terrace at

Latins also, which lay
the foot of the Alban Hills, were outstripped in development by Rome. Alba
Longa, the acropolis of which has lately,
and with some probability, been supposed
to be Castel Gandolfo, stretched along
the Alban lake. Alba Longa was the chief
town of the Latin confederacy, which
held its conferences by the Ferentine
spring, in the beautiful part of the valley
between Albano and Marino. The sacrifices of the league were offered on the
Alban Mountain, from which the whole
country of Latium could be surveyed
down to the sea. The sacred grove of
"
Aricia also, the
Nemus Dianae," on the

Lake of Aricia (now Lago di Nemi), was
at all times one of the most frequented
places of pilgrimage for the Latin race.

It

is

significant

acquired

the

that

"

Rome

very early

of

headship

Latin

this

league, which in the first instance served
Alba Longa, which
religious objects.
appeared as a rival, was destroyed, the
confederation of towns was dissolved, and
the foremost families were compelled
to remove to Rome. In this way the union
of the two ruling towns into a
Rome Leads
.
..
.,
single ,fpower was effected at
the Latin
,,
A1
T
that time Alba Longa, the
~ t A
,,
Confederacy
r i
mother city, was blended into
Rome, the daughter. At the same time the
,

,

:

,

commanding positions on the mountain
ridge came into the possession of Rome,
in consequence of which the Latin national
festival was from that date held every

spring on the Alban Mount under the
of the Roman magistrates.
presidency
"
"
Thirty cities were entitled to take part,

and

emblem was

their

a sow with a

litter of
thirty young. After the

had been
offered to Jupiter
sacrificial bull

the
tribal
Latiaris,
deity, the flesh of the

was

divided
the
rightful
of the league.
While extending her
influence towards the

sacrifice

among
members

Rome

mountains,

took

possession of the most
commanding position

down-stream

namely,

mouths

of
the
Tiber, where the port
of
was conOstia
structed and secured

the

attacks

against

by a

permanent garrison.

On the other side of
the river the Roman
abutted

territory

on

the district owned by
the Etruscan towns,
Caere

and

Veii.

Caere

modern
The town
Cerveteri.
was removed in the
Middle Ages on account
lies

of

near the

its

unhealthiness,

of
consequence
which another Ceri was
founded in the neighbourhood. The whole
Vmc Kppn rip.
in

THE LEGEND OF THE FOUNDING OF ROME

This ancient sculpture from Ostia, now in the National Museum at Rome, illustrates
the legend of the suckling of Romulus and Remus and their coming with their
shepherds to plan the foundation of the city, the god of the Tiber being shown below. Sorted

Since

the close
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of the Middle Ages. Rome early established
friendly relations with Care, which maintained one harbour lor Greek and another
for Phoenician ships.
On the other hand,
a war broke out with Veii, which was'
waged partly for the salt meadows at 'the
mouth of the Tiber, partly for the possession of Fidenae, the tete-du-pont of Etruria
to Latium, on the left bank of the Tiber.
The citadel of Veii lay near the modern
Isola Farnese
Fidenae was near Villa
;

four

Spada,

miles

from

Rome.

The

Romans

interrupted the communication
between Veii and Fidenae by building a

the social crisis, which was threatening in
Rome, as in all the agrarian communities
of antiquity, might not reach a dangerous
point it was necessary to tread the path
of conquest and to colonise new tracts
with settlements dependent on Rome.
Therefore, the tedious siege of Veii was
afterwards compared with the Trojan War
by the poetical narrators of early Roman
history, Naevius and Ennius, who nourished
during and after the Second Punic War.

war with Veii was of decisive
importance for the development of Rome.
In fact, the fall of Veii immediately

This

THE SABINE WOMEN INTERVENING BETWEEN THE ROMANS

IEIR

OWN KINSMEN

According to the legend, the Romans needed wives, so Romulus invited his neighbours of the Sabine Hills to a series
games, and at a signal the Roman youths made captives of the Sabine women who had come as visitors. Later
on the Sabines attacked Rome, but the women interceded with their kindred, and the two peoples joined hands.
of

on the brook Cremera, which flows
into the Tiber opposite Fidenae, and placed
a garrison there. It is recorded that the
clan of the Fabii undertook this task, but
sustained an almost annihilating defeat.
fort

At the same time the war was constantly
renewed until Fidenae fell, when hostilities
were directed against Veii itself.
The

Roman
tions,

population received great addi-

since other

towns had been incor-

porated, like Alba Longa, into the Roman
but, in order that the populaterritory
tion might not be crowded there, and that
;

26 ^ n

doubled the power of the Romans. Hardly
a town of Italy could now compare with

Rome

in extent of territory.
Added to
the Latin league, under her headship,
showed itself to be far more firmly united
than the confederation of the Etruscans,
which held its meetings in the sacred
grove of Voltumnia. Veii, left to itself,
was plundered and destroyed by the
Romans, who sallied out in small bodies
the population was put to the sword or
sold into slavery, and the territory of
the town declared the property of the
this,

;

CISALPINE GAUt
ANDTBE ISLANDS
I'-'
Century B

III the

Scale

MAP OF

Roman

ITALY, CISALPINE

GAUL AND THE ISLANDS

people. This territory reached as
far as the ridge of the Ciminian Forest,
north of Sutri (beyond the Ciminian lake,
now Lago di Vico, past which the Ciminian
road led), and up to the mountain group
of Soracte, which can be seen from the
hills of Rome.
Soracte is the present

IN

1

C

4900000

THE FIRST CENTURY

B.C.

Monte Sant'

Oreste, so called because in
the Middle Ages an inscription was misinterpreted and a new saint created in
consequence. Here the Romans and their
allies some years later planted the settlements, or colons, of Sutrium and Nepete,
employing a strictly regulated ritual,
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since they had first to determine, by
observation of the flight of birds and other
signs in the sky, whether the gods approved
of the founding of the town. Such colonies
"
"
because the same
Latin
were termed

autonomous position was conceded to
_
them as the old Latin towns
The Early
en Oy e(j and because, like them,
j

k* tin

j

they remained in their external
independent of the
policy

.

Thus the
community, Rome.
destruction of the one, city, Veii, was
followed by the founding of two towns,
which were, so to speak, scions of Rome,
while the remaining portions of territory
were left as public land of Rome, and as
such could be used by the citizens entitled
to do so.
Sutrium and Nepete formed
afterwards the advanced posts of the
head

the metropolis of the Etrurian league of
twelve towns, was compelled to abandon
its resistance.

The towns lying to the north soon found
themselves obliged to seek support from
the Roman-Latin power, since the Gauls,
who had established themselves at the
cost of the Etruscans and Umbrians on the
Po and southward on the Adriatic, were
already extending their inroads over the
Apennines. Here, some years after the
capture of Veii by the Romans, an army
of the Senonian Gauls besieged the town
of Clusium, the modern Chiusi, whose
territory extended in the* north as far as
Lake Trasimene, where Cortona and
Clusium had formerly
Perusia meet.
taken a leading position in Etruria
and,
according to tradition, under its king
;

THE MOTHER CITY OF THE ROMAN PEOPLE:
From the Alban

ANCIENT ALBA LONGA

Hills south-east of Rome came the people who founded the imperial city. Alba Longa was the chief
in this sense the mother city of Rome, with which it became incorporated as Rome rose into

of the Alban towns, and

power.

The

present Castel Gandolfo, a general view of which

is

given,

is

supposed to be the ancient Alba Longa.

Roman-.Latin power in Southern Etruria,
which underwent such great political and

Porsenna had actually defeated Rome.
The Romans, although not directly men-

agrarian changes.
The neighbouring communities of the
Capenates at the foot of Soracte. which
formed a canton among themselves,
and Falerii which was moved by the
Romans westward into the plain, while in
the Middle Ages the old site came again
into importance as Civita Castellana
where the population was not Etruscan,
but more nearly akin to the Latins, recognised the supremacy of Rome.
Finally,
Volsinii also, near the present Orvieto
Urbs Vetus, because the Romans, in the
year 264 B.C., founded a second Volsinii as
a colony on the Lake of Bolsena, near
"
"
which the
old town
still continued

aced, sent two envoys in order to collect
accurate information as to the state of
As these envoys treated the Gauls
affairs.
as barbarians, with whom the rights of the
law of nations might be disregarded, a
disaster ensued, which re-echoed throughout the whole of the then preGauls
Greek world. Since
March on dominantly
the older Roman chronology
Rome
can be only approximately
determined, this may have happened
about 387 or 386 B.C. Other calculations
place it in the year 390. The Gauls
marched against Rome without encountering opposition, since the Veientine territhe Roman
tory was not yet colonised
;
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army was overthrown and
the brook Allia

;

scattered

at

on the fourth day the

town was captured after the inhabitants
had taken refuge in the

was for
Romans.

centuries

impressed

on

the

The Gauls renewed their invasions periodically. At such times Rome
put into the

field everj;

places,
neighbouring
such as Caere, carrying
sacred objects
their

available man, not excepting the priests and

thither for safety. Only
the highest quarter of
the city, the Capitol,
where the chief temple
and the
of Jupiter
citadel connected with
it stood, was success-

otherwise exempt, until
the danger was past.
But these wars had
another and wider sig-

law

nificance.

height was repulsed.
After seven months the

homes threatened

Veneti, consented to withdraw on
"the

payment
thousand

The Romans

Latin, and Italian
towns generally.
At
the same time the fact

Gauls, suffering from
disease and also seeing

by

who were

acquired in them an
of
the
experience
methods of desultory
warfare which made
them superior to the
troops of the Etrurian,

fully defended, and an
attempt to scale the

their

officers,

is

emphasised that the
could be mar-

Romans

of
one
pounds of

shalled in large bodies,
that after the siege of
Veii they were accustomed to continue the

The tradition
attributes the
delivery of Rome to
the victorious arms or

gold.

which

war, if necessary, even
in the winter season
"
to go out to wage
Camillus
is,
CHIEF GODDESS OF THE ROMANS
beyond
the chief goddess of the Romans, and espe- war, not merely to fight
question, mythical. Al- Juno was
of virtuous womankind.
She was U-tfl ao
K
cially the patron
tln^TrrV,
tVic.
Irvccoc
in
onrl that
that tne
tho
and
though the losses in- call /d also M atrona, or Romano, and Juno Sospita. battles
elected
consuls
made
solemn
sacrifice
to her.
Newly
CUrred by the attack
grant of pay to the
were soon repaired, and the city rebuilt
troops in the field, which was defrayed
"
"
and fortified, the
fear of the Gauls
from the revenue of the public land.

THE ANCIENT ETRUSCAN TOWN OF

VEII,

DESTROYED

IN

THE EARLY DAYS OF ROME

The

ancient civilisation of Etruria, many centuries older than our earliest records of Rome, had its southern posts in
the towns of Veii and Fidenae, a few miles north Of Rome on the other side of the Tiber. From Canina's reconstruction.
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marked a considerable advance on th-e
otherwise usual custom of a citizen army
providing their own supplies.
With the fourth century B.C. the
Romans, and not the Etruscans, became
the representatives of Central Italy to the
outside world, even to the great maritime
Powers. Not merely the Greek towns,
the
R om 5 s ii \ such as Massilia, but
Carthaginians, now concluded
with the Romans, as formerly
J
Over Etruna
.,, ,,
-~,
f
with the Etruscans, treaties for
the protection of commerce, which suffered
,

,

,

.

much from piracy* The allies of both
But the power
parties were included.
of Rome had already expanded in a
southern direction.
The country of the Latins was bordered
on the south-west by the Volsci, on the
north-east by the ^Equi. The Volsci were
settled around Suessa Pometia ,in the
Pomptine or Pontine plain, and in the hill
country as far as the Liris and beyond its
upper course. The JEqui, whose settlements extended up the Anio and as far
as the uplands near the Fucine lake, disturbed the country round Tibur. Mount
Algidus also, east of the Alban Mountains,
was often the scene of collisions between
Latins and Jiqui. Occasionally the ^Equi
and Volsci made common cause. On the
other hand, the towns of the Hernici, with
Anagnia (now Anagni) as centre, early
joined the Latins, who were headed by
Rome. These founded along the line of

communication from

Rome

to

Anagnia on

a slope in a strong position, from which
the whole country of the Hernici is visible,
the colony of Signia, of which the old
walls

and gates are

still

partly standing.

All the places of the Hernici are, like
The wars
Signia, situated on high ground.
of these tribes turned for a long time on
the possession of some few positions
sometimes they were mere raids, in which
;

the mountaineers ravaged the plain, which
was richer through trade and a more fertile
soil.
The unrest was fostered
e
a
.
i?
by
J immigrants and political
r

League Grows
.

p

.,

exiles,

..,

who sought with

,,

the

enemy a refuge from their
victorious antagonists in the civil dissenIn this manner Romans found
shelter with the Volsci. Since the Romans,
however, had obtained such successes in
Etruria, and had repulsed the Gauls, their
superiority over these small tribes was
decisive.
The war against the Volsci
ended, like that against Veii, in the consions.
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quered being deprived of a portion of their
territory and its addition to the Roman
Two
public domain, the ager publicus.
colonies were also planted
namely, Satricum in the plain, near the present Conca,
where in 1896 the walls of circumvallation
of the colony Satricum were discovered

and

Setia.

Velitrse

was

also occupied,

and

Ardea, the town of the Rutuli. Finally,
we find Suessa Pometia made into a Latin
colony in the middle of the region where,
later,

when

the cultivation of the district

was neglected, the Pontine marshes extended.

Of course, reverses occurred; a part of
the Volsci rebelled, while others submitted
and in return were placed on an equal
footing with the Romans as regards rights
of commerce and intermarriage.
This
prepared the way for the assimilation of
the Volscian country to Latium, a process
to be accomplished only in the course of
time, and with variations of place and
circumstance.
It was an important fact
that the seaports of the Volsci, especially
Antium, Circeii, Anxur, or Tarracina, and
the
sland group of Pontiae, belonged
henceforth to the Roman dominion. The
_
majority of these places were
not organised
as autonomous
D
Governed
...
,

,

but were admmHer Colonies communities,
,
istered from Rome as Roman
.

,

.

colonies

;

,

,

the burgesses settled there had to

perform permanent garrison duty, as at
Ostia, and were, consequently, only in
exceptional cases employed in the field.
Individual towns were treated differently,
in order that common sympathies might not
be aroused. The same policy was adopted
by the Romans with respect to the Latin
towns. When these resisted her encroachments Rome declared the Latin league to
be dissolved
each town had to enter
separately into a new agreement with
Rome, which was dictated by the capital,
and to some all municipal rights were
denied.
Thus, for example, Laurentum,
the rival of Ostia, forfeited its independence.
Its territory was conceded to
Lavinium, which lies more inland, near
In
Pratica, in the Roman campagna.
return Lavinium had to take over the
;

traditional religious institutions of Laurenalso, for the Romans did not wish to

tum,
fight

against

the gods.

This they had

before, when Alba Longa was incorporated, for they took measures that'
the neighbouring Bovillae should be responsible for carrying out the cult of the

shown

HOW ROME WAS SAVED
About the year 390

B.C.,

when

the Gauls attacked

BY THE SACRED GEESE OF JUNO

Rome and

speedily occupied the lower parts of the city, the Capitol

Hill remained uncaptured. According to legend it too would have fallen but for the sacred geese kept near the temple
loud cackling
of Juno raising the alarm by
">y lo
ugJas the Gauls endeavoured to climb up the height under cover of the night.
From photograph by Btaun, Clement & Cie. of the painting by H. P. Motte.
i
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Albans
the same thing occurred at the
conquest of Veii, where Juno, the goddess
of the town, had been expressly asked
whether she, in fact, wished to settle in
Rome. The goddess, so the holy legend
;

Isolated
ran, distinctly nodded assent.
towns of the Latins, as, for example, Tus"
the proudest town of all," reculum,

ceived favourable terms, which
rendered the acquisition of the

ns

*
_f

ma

full

-

C't'

p

others, as

Roman

and

to Tibur

easier

citizenship

for their inhabitants

;

while to

Praeneste, their

communal independence was guaranteed
in appropriate forms.

"

In

Rome

itself

the

families," or patricii,

members

of the old

were for a long time

very haughty towards the new

citizens, or

by the destruction of neighbouring towns or by voluntary domicile.
The plebeians were not admitted to
plebs, created

the

Roman

ancient

cults,

the

priest-

hoods or the magistracies, in accordance
with the strict ritual of the ancients,
by which each town formed a distinct
religious association.
increased in numbers,

But the plebeians
came to discharge

military duties, created the office of tribune,
which was held only by members of their
own body, and enforced the promulgation
of a legal code, so as to set bounds to the
In these
caprice of the magistrates.
political struggles, which on one occasion
led to an actual revolution and made the
"
"
a
founding of an
opposition Rome
possible contingency, the tribunes asserted
themselves as the leaders and advocates
"
"
of the plebs, and their
had
inviolability
to be guaranteed by the state on the final
restoration of peace.
Rome, moreover,
since the expulsion of the Tarquins, was a
free staje, where death was the price of any
attempt at tyranny or kingly rule. This
was, in fact, the fate of Spurius Cassius,
who thrice filled the highest magistracy,
the league with
and had
effected
the
Hernici
similar cases occurred
twice again, for the Roman
Wnen Rome
i
j ,>
annals record the execution of
ri
M. Manlius and of Spurius
T
Mselius by order of the government as a warning example. From that
time it was considered dangerous at Rome
to become too popular.
Since the offices
could now be held only for a year, no danger
on this ground threatened the constitution.
On the other hand, the plebeians demanded to be admitted to the magisterial
dignities and to the priesthoods, a claim
;

A
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which the patricians resisted as long as
For a considerable time, as in

possible.

the years
conquered,

when

was besieged and

Veii

military

tribunes,

to

whom

magisterial powers were given, governed
the republic
the plebeians in this way
first attained to the highest offices.
But
since the retention of the patrician privileges was not favourable to the general
condition of the community, the admission
of the plebeians to the consulship was
finally granted in 367 B.C., while their
admission to the ancient traditional
"
"
of
and
colleges
pontifices
priestly
"
"
did
not
follow
for
many
augures
Some priestly posts, from condecades.
sideration for the gods, to whom any
deviation from traditional custom must be
displeasing, remained even later in the
exclusive possession of the patricians.
These priesthoods were preserved as an
honourable legacy of antiquity up to the
time of the emperors, until, finally, there
was no one left worthy to fill them.
In opposition to this conservative spirit
of the old citizens, the practical requirements of the people were met by the Greek
cults, which had been introduced into
Latium and into Etruria at a
At times of
V6r y Cari y Period
;

'

t'cre,

particularly when
for Religion
t
^v
A
pestilence or famine threatened,
the oracular books, which had come to
Rome from Cumae, were officially referred
to and consulted by the plebeian keepers
and the usual result was
of the oracles
the introduction of a new foreign cult, by
which the inherent religious feeling of the

great
...

crisis,

;

country vas

satisfied.

The supreme official power was exercised by two equally powerful magistrates,
who were judges, as well as generals, and
"
to whom, in fine, the term "consules was
appropriated. The year was dated after
the two consuls. As the state expanded,
separate functions were detached and
entrusted to independent functionaries
to the praetors, the maintenance of justice
to the censors, the new assessment to be
made every five years to the aediles. the
to the quaestors, the
police authority
When critical times
financial business.
demanded the concentration of the command in a single hand, one of the consuls,
at the request of the senate, had to nomi"
nate a dictator, or
commander," who
himself chose his subordinate colleague,
the master of the horse (magister equilum).
Both could hold office only for six months.
:

;

;

;

AN EARLY ROMAN IDEAL OF PATRIOTIC DEVOTION
Decius Mus was a celebrated Roman consul, who, in the year 338 B.C., when Rome was engaged in bringing all the
Latin cities within her power, dedicated himself solemnly to the gods manes, or spirits of the dead, before going to
From one of a series of paintings by Rubens, now at Vienna.
battle, an example frequently followed in later years.

were developments of the
magistracy prevailing among

All these offices

municipal

the Latins.
By the side ol the officials stood tne
senate and the popular assembly, the
former for deliberation, the latter for the
final decision of mere municipal business
as well as state affairs. The magistrates
had to lay motions before the senate.
According to the order of business, the.
report on religious matters, which the
officers

municipal

to furnish to the

on entering

office

had

communal

council within
ten days, had precedence of all others.
Here also great attention was paid to
omens and to popular superstition

monstrous births, thunderwolves roaming over the Capitol,

generally
claps,

;

were appropriately expiated according to
the advice of the pontifices.
Special
haruspices, or augurs, were appointed by
the state for the inspection of entrails,
according to the custom of the Etruscans,
and augury from the flight of birds was
practised by the magistrates themselves.
The sacred geese of Juno on the Capitol,

Tike

the

sacred fowls, which, by their
of eating, foretold the issue of an
enterprise, play a part in the traditional
history of ancient Rome. Since the

manner

popular assembly did not meet very often,
only the most important matters could
for the ordinary transbe decided by it
;

decision
business the
lay
The multitude
entirely with the senate.
was content with the government if salt
"
"
was cheap, the tributum not assessed
too high, and the forced labour imposed
by the community, as, for instance, the
rebuilding of the town walls, did not
weigh too heavily on them, and, finally,
if there was from time to time a distribution of conquered territory. Thus the

action

of

Roman

state continually gained ground.
peninsula, which did not
a
collective
name the name
possess
yet
"
"
was only given to it in the second
Italy
century B.C. was now the scene of remarkable movements among the nations. Races
which did not develop any fresh powers
of expansion, as the Etruscans and the

The Apennine

Umbrians, were crowded together within
2627
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The Sabellian stocks, on
limits.
the other hand, which had their ancient
central
mountain
settlements in the
districts round the Gran Sasso and the
Majella group, proclaimed, so often as
narrow

were threatened with over-population,
they
"
"
a
sacred spring
everything that was
born of man or beast within a certain
period was destined to be sent
M*
S
bevond their boundaries and
;

^ e as it were, offered up
*
About the time
to the gods.
that Romans were fighting with Veientines, Gauls, and Volsci, such bands of
Sabellians occupied Campania, Apulia,
and Lucania, making friendly terms with
the natives, and waged war on the Greek
>

Cumae and

towns.

its

daughter town,

Neapolis, suffered especially in this

way

;

but even in Magna Graecia proper many
less populous Greek colonies were unable
to withstand the attack.
They were
forced

to

capitulate

and

to

give

the

hand against the Latins, Volsci,
But finally a treaty was
made between Rome and Teanum and,
what was more important, Capua was

had a

free

and- Aurunci.

;

forced to form the closest kind of alliance

Rome in 338 B.C. Capua was put on
an absolutely equal footing with Rome as
regards trade and commerce and even
marriage rights, points which were usually
treated by the ancients as exclusive
In other respects Capua was
privileges.
with

left

who

to the Capuans,

retained their

own

magistrates and Oscan as their
language, since Capua was politically
Roman in obligations, but not in rights.
In particular, the Capuans had no
but they termed
at Rome
right of voting
"
themselves Romans," and the identity of
the Roman-Campanian state was emphasised on the coinage, since the Capuans
;

placed on their coins, which they still
the
struck
to
customary
according
Phocaean standard, the mother-wolf with
the twins. The same thing was noticeable
in their military system, for the Cam-

immigrants a share in their territory and
since these were reinforced by fresh bands,
while the Greek numbers diminished, an
ethnical displacement resulted, of which
the end could not be foreseen.
Only towns like Tarentum, Croton,
Thurii, Locri, Rhegium, could maintain
their position, Tarentum being a not unimportant maritime power. The supremacy
of the Sabellian immigrants was never,

the so-called cohorts, as was
customary in the more insignifiman
cant towns Thus the
for "he
., power was increased a second
,
Mother-wolf
,,
,,
f.
^
time, for that Rome was the
the
is
clear
from
aboveleading party

indeed, firmly established, chiefly because
they were scattered over too wide areas,
and often seized a more remote position
before an important and nearer one was

mentioned circumstances, and is also
expressed in a divergent tradition of the
legendary founding of Rome, according to
which Romus, a son of ^Eneas, is said

completely occupied in contrast to Rome,
they worked without a definite plan. In
any case, the movement convulsed the
whole southern portion of the peninsula,

to

;

;

and those towns or districts which opposed
Sabellians looked round for aid in
their resistance.
This was the case of
Cumae and Neapolis in Campania, and
Teanum also, the town of the Sidicini,
which competed with Capua. Capua jvas,
settled by Sabellians,
Roman Power indeed, i. j
j
j
but wished to develop mdeReaching
.,
The
Pendently.
opportune
Southward
help was offered by Rome,
since her sphere of power after the in-

the

i

,

_

corporation of the Volscian country extended to the Liris, and thence, through
the territory of the Aurunci, came into
touch with Campania. For some time
the Samnites and Romans avoided all
collision, and rather tried to mark out their
spheres of interest, so that the Romans
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panians formed their soldiers into legions,
Roman style, not into smaller

after the

divisions,

M

_

R

-

,

have founded both

Rome and

Capua.

the Roman power was established over the lower portion of Central
Nine other places of Campania,
Italy.
Cumae among the number, were, like
Capua, given the right of citizenship
without the right of voting, while a part
of the district north of the Volturnus was
embodied into the Roman public domain,
or ager publicus, and two colonies were
on
it
afterwards
founded
namely,
Minturnae and Sinuessa, in the old country
of the Aurunci.
But soon the might of the Samnites was
seen to be opposed to this power. On
the upper Liris, in Fregellae, in former
Volscian territory, a Latin colony had
been founded and, secondly, the Romans
forced a Samnite garrison, which had

In this

way

;

been imposed on Naples, to withdraw.
On these grounds war was declared,
for the Samnites did not choose to be cut

HISTORY OF THE WORLD
from their
from
communications with the country round
access to the sea or

off

the

the

When

the
Romans took the aggressive and tried to
force their way through the denies of
Caudium to Apulia, which had fallen to
the Samnites. they suffered a severe defeat.

source

of

Liris.

The Roman army was surrounded by
the Sarnnites in the mountains of Caudium
"
and
sent under the yoke," a sentence
which was considered a great degradation.
The consuls and the officers
were forced to guarantee that the places
in dispute would be evacuated by the
Romans and that peace should be mainNevertheless, the war was continued by the Romans, and lasted over
twenty-two years. Though the Romans
were not a match
for the Samnites
in the hills, they
were superior to
tained.

secure

once

for

all

the

The Romans had already come

it

which Greek
settlers from

Rhodes
Cnidus

Romans
came

from

through the

T iirpria
rid.

founded

WTC;
Wdb

Manse11

THE TWIN GODS CASTOR AND POLLUX""

'

With

Rhodes
Romans
Komans

of Leda and Jupiter, the heroic twins were favourite goas
Romans, and being supposed to have helped the Romans in the
great battle at Lake Regillus against the Etrurians, who sought to
restore the Tarquins, a temple was reared in their honour in the Forum.

in
314 B.C. This became a populous Latin
It
centre, possessing an ample territory.

lay in the plain, extending to the foot of

the Samnite Mountains, with which it was
most closely connected economically, since
the mountain pastures in summer and
the lowland meadows in the winter are, up
to the present day, the alternate homes
of the cattle-breeding industry.
The founding of Luceria was, therefore,
a great event in the history of Italy, for
by it the Samnite supremacy in those parts

was checked and the Roman established
in its place
and it is not strange that the
war between Romans and Samnites centred
for years round this town.
The Romans,
however, held it, and planted in 291 BX.
;

a second colony, Venusia.
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with

friendship
Massilia.

check, the Colony The sons
of the
rf

There

Delphi.

secured, and, to
in

con-

was an old

the

Hirpini was
permanently
keep Apulia

first

into

tact when, after
the conquest of
Veii,
they sent
ambassadors to
the
at
oracle

derived

of

and

had

founded, the
I

Rome to Capua,
the passage
country

into

Islands,

Lipari

from

name

in

on the Campanian coast, in the ^Egean
Sea, and at the expense of Carthage, but
was hindered from further advance by
With the pirate
internal dissensions.
state on the

The Appian Way was
then built by the
censor Appius
its

ol

touch with Tarentum, which jealously
guarded its sea route, with the other
Greek towns, which rejoiced that Rome
had humiliated the hated Sabellians, and,
The latter, under
finally, with Syracuse.
the rule of the tyrants Dionysius and Agathocles, extended her power in the Adriatic,

plain.

whom

of

the country of the Hirpini in 268 B.C.,
while the Appian Way was extended as
far as the Ionian Sea.

them on the

Claudius

connection

Campania with that part, the colony
Beneventum was afterwards founded

In order to

the

cona COm-

eluded
,,.,,:,,
t rpa f,, 11n
merciai
reaty
{\IQ year 306 B.C.
and it is also reported of the Antiates that
they had extended their voyages as far
as Asia Minor.
The nations conquered by the Romans
resisted
the
repeatedly
colonies in their territory.

i

planting

;

of

The Etruscans

and Umbrians actually called in their
hereditary foe, the Gauls, to their help.
The Samnites also joined the coalition.
This gave the Romans a pretext to subdue
the Etruscan towns and to bring the
southern coast directly into their power
by planting colonies, while Caere remained
in possession of the Roman citizenship
without right of voting. The Romans
also won the pass over the Umbrian Apennines in a battle with the allies, after
which they attacked the Gauls in their

A FRUGAL AND INCORRUPTIBLE HERO OF ANCIENT ROME
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own homes on

the Adriatic Sea. Part
of their territory was taken from them, and
the colony of Sena Gallica now Sini-

was endowed with it in 283 B.C.
The Romans established a firm footing
The
also on the coast of Picenum.
gaglia

"

that
discontented
their
Tarentines,
"
was no longer respected, and yet
sea
unable to check the encroachments of
the Romans, called in the help of King

Pyrrhus from Epirus. Pyrrhus appeared
with a well-trained army in Lower Italy,
where, as a champion not merely of the
Tarentines, but also of the Samnites, who
would gladly have seen Luceria and
Venusia destroyed, he marched against

THE APPIAN WAY AS

IT

he was defeated at Beneventum by the
Roir.-.ns, while Tarentum was threatened
by tile Carthaginians. Pyrrhu? returned
to Greece, for at that time there was a
prospect of winning the throne of Macedonia
but not without having left
behind a garrison in Tarentum in the
;

expectation of returning to Italy. When
the king soon afterwards was killed, the
Tarentines had to join the Romans.
On the other side a colony, ^Esernia,

was planted

right

among

Mountains, situated so that

the
.it

Samnite

commanded

the communications between the valley
the Volturnus and that of the Sangrus.
In consequence, the newly founded town

.of

APPEARED AT THE HEIGHT OF ROME'S PROSPERITY

'

Originally built about 310 B.C. by Appius Claudius, this great highway, paved with lava blocks, ran from Rome to
Capua, and was later extended to Brindisi. Within some nine miles of its length from Rome it was lined with splendid
mansions and imposing tombs of noted and wealthy Romans. On the opposite page it is shown in its existing ruin.

Rome. By his skilful manoeuvres he
repeatedly gained the victory over the
armies of the Romans, who Jor the first
time faced the Macedonian phalanx and the
war elephants of the East. But he could not
prevail against the strong circle of colonies
founded to secure Roman supremacy.
Besides this, Pyrrhus did not make
He allowed himdirectly for his goal.
self to be won over by the Syracusans,
who called in his help against the
Carthaginians, and the only result was
that Carthage and Rome made common
cause against him. The victorious advance of the king on Sicily was of short
duration ; when he returned to Italy
2632

attracted all the traffic of the interior,
since the upland villages of the Samnites
were inadequate to meet the requirements
of the improved conditions of trade.
The land of the /Equi also, which,
since the successes against the Samnites,
could be attacked from the side of the
Liris, had been taken by force of arms.
The Latins ROW wreaked vengeance on
their hereditary enemies.
Fully twothirds of their territory was taken from
the JEqui and employed for the establish-

ment

of two unusually strong colonies,
Carsioli and Alba (on the Fucine lake).

Where now the railroad mounts from the
valley of the Anio to the uplands, between

CHARACTER OF THE COUNTRY

ROME

a swamp.
the destroying of the enormous aqueducts which extended over its entire length turned the plain into
Photos by Anderson and Underwood & Underwood.
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we have it presented to us now in the
historians of the Augustan Age. In Umbria
the road which led on the one hand over
the Apennines to Picenum, on the other
to Perusia and Etruria, was guarded by
Rome through the planting of the colonies

modern Arsoli and Carsoli, near Piano
del Cavaliere, lay the municipal centre of
the territory of Carsioli, between the forty-

as

the

second and forty-third milestones on the
Carsioli and
road leading from Rome.
Alba were the Roman guard in the heart of
Italy, half-way between the western and

Rome itself,
Marnia and Spoletium.
which had been surrounded with new walls
since the Gallic disaster, could be reckoned
These
an almost impregnable fortress.
are the walls mentioned in history as
those of Servius Tullius, parts of which are

the eastern seas. The Valerian Way was
the line of communication between Rome and the new Alba,

"

Whlch had been made ne f
the most important fortresses
in Italy.
Three hill-tops, on the most
north-easterly of which, 3,200 feet above
the sea, lies the modern Alba, were conthe

still

standing.

Thus a few decades

after the death of
Alexander the Great of Macedon a power
was founded which, as the head of a confederation, could throw the weight of
almost the whole Apennine peninsula into

nected by a strong wall in the polygonal
style, and each of them was separately
fortified as a castle.
Only a third of the
territory, which extended to the frontier of
the Sabines, was left to the

The

the scale.

jEqui, or, as they were
so called, the ^Equiculani
that is the district now
called
on the
Cicolano

Rome

;

which
furnish

and the
in war

to
exclusively
the
contingent

belonged

;

allies had
and the duties

the

to
of

each separate colony were
fixed as a matter of course.
It was estimated that the
league could furnish in time
of need over 700,000 foot-

River Salto, the Himella
of antiquity, which in its
upper course, in the territory of Alba, still bears
the name of Imele.
The
Sabellian tribes lying more
to
the east, the Marsi,
Peligni,
Vestini,
part in

foreign policy

supreme command

and 70,000 horse.
places where the troops
to meet were once for

soldiers

The
had

and
Marrucini,
not taken
the resistance of

who had

all settled.

Thus, for opera-

tions against the Kelts in

the north the rendezvous
were Arretium in Etruria,
and Ariminum, a colony
founded in the year 268 B.C.,
Rome, formed an alliance
with Rome on favourable A LEGENDARY KING OF ROME on the Adriatic coast. Both
The long, peaceful, and enlightened reign T
rnnHitirmc
Thf>
n f c wf r p
ine
of Numa p om piiius, the sabine phifo- points were
sopher, belongs to the realm of legend.
also
lost
its
indeRome b national roads.
country
pendence, and was deprived of some These roads, with Rome as their point of
but the Roman settlers soon departure, exercised a consolidating effect,
territory
amalgamated with the natives, with whom while the former communications had
they had had intercourse from early times. rather served the needs of
separate
In the course of the third century B.C. the districts or towns. The Via Appia led
Sabines were admitted to the full Roman southward to Brundisium, which had been
secured by a colony in the
citizenship, and were assigned to a parImportance
ticular division, with powers of administrayear 244 B.C. The small navies
of the
tion and the right of voting, called the
towns, TTtogether
Roman Roads of.,,the ,,Greek
i-_-u
r\
-A
jt_
i
-^,
?
Tribus Quirina. Cures, the capital, though
with the Etruscan, Volscian,
still in the Sabine
and Latin ships, formed the beginnings of
country, took a privileged
a maritime power, which was first to test its
position, since it was allotted to the Tribus
Sergia. From that time there grew up, side
strength and grow powerful in opposition
by side with the legends of the founders of to neighbouring Sicily, which enjoyed a
Rome, the twin brothers Romulus and large commerce.
The real centre of the power lay in the
Remus, whose legal successors were the
two consuls, the story of the Sabine kings, Roman citizen class, which was divided
Titus Tatius and Numa Pompiiius, such
into thirty-five departments, the so-called

the Samnites, and, besides,
in the immediate
sphere of the power of

were not

..-.:

>

,

;

.

<r*
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Economic

four urban and thirty-one rural.
These tribes were made the basis both for

any interference from

voting and for levies, and thus became
more and more important. Within the
tribe the individual citizen was assessed
so
according
5 to his property,
*
Extraordinary
the man W Q
a
osl tion to bear the larger
tf Cttfe*.
,
burdens of the community
enjoyed also the privilege of voting. Those
without property were excluded on prin
but the social grievances were at all
ciple
times successfully surmounted, since the

been somewhat
Greek influence since the settlement
in
The oldest standard
Campania.
of value
in
Latium, as among all
pastoral peoples, seems to have been
cattle, which is shown by the name

tribes,

'

^

one

newly-conquered territory was always

among

re-

indigent citizens or the

The commonprivileged classes of allies.
wealth was thus victoriously advancing,
and the citizen body increased to an
extent that roused the astonishment of
the outside world.
At the same time
it was prepared to adopt vigorous action
concerning every new question that arose.
In the north the Roman sphere of power
bordered on the Gauls.
In the islands
the Carthaginians tried to make themselves
more exclusively supreme, as
regards both the Syracusans and also

;

for
cattle)
(from
pecus',
ten sheep were equivalent to

ox.

Besides

;

distributed

originally

"
"
" pecunia"

money

this,

as the

ordinary

The next
of

step

copper

who

also,

medium

were
which served

metals

precious

weighed out, and copper

of

exchange.

was to mark the bars

officially

for

instance,

with

the figure of an ox. The later ones have
the inscription Romanom that is, Romanorum over it is seen a pegasus, on
the reverse a flying eagle with
Economic
a thunderbolt in its, claws.
Advance
From this was developed the
of Rome
oldest Roman coin, the as, on
the obverse a head of Janus, on the reverse
the bows of a ship, the arms of Rome, all
well executed, but massive. Rome appears
to have been in advance of the other Italians.
;

REMAINS OF THE SERVIAN WALL OF ROME, NEARLY
Parts

Itaty.

very simple, had
more developed under

conditions,

2,500

YEARS OLD

remain, such as this near the railway-station, of the walls of Rome built by the sixth king, Serrius Tullius,
surrounded the city with new walls after the Gallic disaster, making it an almost impregnable fortress.
still
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THE STRUGGLE WITH CARTHAGE
THE GIANT NATIONS OF THE ANCIENT
WORLD AND THEIR FIGHT FOR MASTERY

BEING THE STORY OF THE PUNIC WARS
the Romans renewed the attempt which
the entrance of Rome into general
WITH
commerce begins the struggle which Agathocles, tyrant of Syracuse, had made
in its consequences determined the course
of history in our part of the civilfsed world.
It was a contest between the foremost
power in Africa in the ancient and narrower sense of the word formerly the ally
of the Etruscans, and the new leading
power in Italy. Often in later times these
waters have been the theatre of conflicts
and struggles for empire.
It was in the beginning a struggle for

Besides the Carthaginian power,
which had its strongholds in Lilybaeum,
in Drepana, and in Panormus, and Syracuse, which ruled the south-easterly part
of the island, Campanian mercenaries had
seized the power in Messana, through a
revolution, and set up a state there, in
which Oscan was the official language.
Sicily.

How

the

Punic Wars

Began

These so - called Mamertines
found themselves forced to call
in

the

help

of

Italian

their

kinsmen and even of the Romans
if they, did not wish to be overpowered by
the Syracusans and Carthaginians. Only
after considerable hesitation, and after the
Carthaginians had already entered Messana, did the Romans determine to cross
the straits.
After this the Carthaginian

by cunning, force, and negotiawas made to withdraw in 264 B.C.

garrison,
tions,

The Romans remained

in Messana,

much

against the will of the Carthaginians and
the Syracusans, who did not, however,
In the end Syracuse
long remain united.
itself went over to the Romans, in order to
win support against the selfishness of
Carthage. During their united action
Agrigentum, a Greek town, but allied with
Carthage against Syracuse, was taken.
The Carthaginians retained only the places
on the western coast, especially Lilybaeum,
to which at the same time assistance could
be sent from Caralis. On the other hand,
,

fifty

years before to transfer the theatre of

war to Africa.
But a fleet that should be able to face
the Carthaginians had first to be built
and organised by the Romans;
Rome s
i_
_
and even then they were' no
ew
a
match for their antagonists
until
they placed soldiers on
board the ships and, by the employment
,

i_

of boarding-bridges, transferred to naval
warfare the manoeuvres of the land army.
Thus in the year 260 B.C. the consul,
M. Duilius, succeeded in defeating the
Carthaginians at Mylae, on the northern
coast of Sicily, and in annihilating half of
their fleet.

Encouraged in their projects, doubtless,
by this success, the consuls of the year
256 B.C. landed an army in Africa, in order
As the war
to compel Carthage to submit.
dragged on, the senate ordered part of
the troops to return to Italy, while one of
the consuls, M. Atilius Regulus, encamped
with the other part near Tunis, and from
that point blockaded Carthage. But after
had succeeded in
the
Carthaginians
the
Numidian
mercenaries,
cavalry had hurried to their assistance,
and the Greek tactician Xantippus had
properly drilled the troops, Regulus sustained a complete defeat in 255 B.C.,. and
only a small portion of his army saw
enlisting

Italy again. The war was again restricted
to Sicily, Corsica having been pre-

the Romans.
an viously occupied by
the whole, the Roman adOn
Admirals
,
,,
,
mirals proved themselves incompetent. In particular, they failed to
take Sardinia. The southern coast of
l

,

.

Sicily,

,

which has no good harbour, and

is

excessively exposed to the tempestuous
south wind, proved repeatedly disastrous
to the naval operations.
Even at the
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present day ships sail from Cagliari, the
old Caralis, or from Marsala, the old
Lilybaeum, directly to Tunis, in the vicinity
of which ancient Carthage stood but not
from Syracuse or Agrigentum. In Western
Sicily the Carthaginians held the strongest
;

on land also Lilybaeum, Drepana, and Mount Eryx, which commands
the country eastward of DreHamilcar' s
pana, and was renowned for its
in
Army
temple of Venus. Mount Ericte,
positions

Sicily

above Panormus (now Monte
Pellegrino), was occupied by Hamilcar
Barca, the boldest of the Carthaginian
generals, and made the starting-point of
his raiding expeditions.

Both

powers

were

weakened

by

a

struggle which lasted twenty-three years,

and was waged sometimes without spirit,
In
sometimes with renewed energy.
l^ y\
i/-V
TTr^r*
rm
nrrr-friC'C'iTril
f\lt"'l"T7
was the
which
Rome,
aggressive party,
At the
there were conflicting views.
-*-\

r\

i*rV-\

4-

*-

outset the senate, as well as the popular
assembly, had supported the operations in
The Italian
Sicily, but their zeal cooled.
peasantry saw that they would win
that only the wealthy traders
nothing
would gain by the continuance of the
war, especially since the state of war
stimulated pro'fitable privateerThe great political aim,
ing.
the liberation of the coasts and
islands of Italy from the foreign
dominion, seemed no longer
attractive to the people.
It
was sufficient that Corsica was
held, and that Syracuse was a
;

strong ally of

Rome

The decisive turn
was given by the

their mercenaries to pay, which were
collected
from Libya, Greece, Gaul,

Liguria,

and even from among the Cam-

who had

long been put off with
promises, could no longer be restrained.
They refused to obey orders in Sicily,
and soon after in Sardinia and in
soldiers,

Africa.

had

preposterous measures. Rome
peace on condition that
Hamilcar, who
Sicily was evacuated
conducted the negotiations, laid great
stress on the
importance of keeping
Caralis for Carthage, and had given up
Lilybaeum and Drepana in exchange.
In the meantime, the mercenaries were
led over to Africa, although

adopted

had

offered

;

The

successful.

was attacked, defeated, and annihilated
off the

jEgatian Islands.

The moral

effect was still greater than
material loss. The Carthaginians
were at the end of their pecuniary resources as much as the Romans were
but,
while the latter were waging war with
their own forces, the
Carthaginians had

the

;
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n
r\
no

Vi
*vr>- in nr +/to
means \trzim
were forthcoming
their
and no
demands,
satisfy
in Revolt
plans had been formed for
keeping the mutinous masses in check.
The Carthaginian government had completely lost its head
incompetent aristo**

Mercenaries

rvi f^ o

t-

<r>

-f/-\t- 4-

/

;

crats got themselves appointed as colleagues
of Hamilcar, with equal powers, until he
suddenly withdrew. The soldiers then
mutinied, and masses of them
chose leaders of their own,
Campanians, Gauls, or Libyans,
with the immediate object of
obtaining their pay. But the
movement might well have gone
further,

and

Carthage

have

shared

the fate of Messana,
where the Mamertines had
massacred the males, and taken
the women for their wives.

wealthy

The attempt was

Carthaginian

generals,
of Hamilcar,
lost the confidence of their troops,

private individuals in Rome
who directed the policy of the
state, when they adopted the
resolution of equipping a fleet
at their own cost, and of once one^f'the^niosreminent'of
more trying whether permanent the Roman commanders enin the First Punic Wan
success could not be attained in gaged
Sicily.

The

who, with the exception

in Sicily.
in events

Carthaginian fleet, which, heavily laden
with reinforcements and provisions, was
steering towards the harbour of Drepana,

after this disaster, these

Now,

panians.

Even Syracuse had once been
saved from its mercenaries only
through the energetic measures
of Hiero, a service which gained
* ne
crown f the Sicilian

mm

kingdom. In the same manner
Carthage was now saved, after
years of desperate efforts, by Hamilcar
Barca, to whom the terrified citizens
entrusted the supreme command with
He brought about a
unlimited powers.
thorough reorganisation of the whole
Hamilcar took over the
political system.

command

of the
of foreign affairs.

army and the direction
The aristocratic party,

which had shown itself as incapable in
carrying on the war as in checking the
mutiny, was completely crippled for the
future, while Hamilcar handed down his

SOLDIERS OF THE ARMY THAT SAVED ITALY FROM HANNIBAL
A fine sculpture in high relief from the base of the Antonine Column, representing soldiers of the victorious Roman army,
which, as Tacitus said, went out not to battle but to war.

post 6f general of the state first to his son-inTheir policy was
law, and then to his son.
directed towards an aggressive war against
Rome, which had deprived them of their
superiority at sea. The Romans perfidiously
availed themselves of the revolt of the mercenaries to seize Sardinia and, above all,
Caralis, a point most important for the
and
position of Carthage in the world
the Punic capital, busied with internal
disorder, had been unable to prevent this.
Hamilcar Barca, like any other Carthaginian, had never been able to forgive
the Romans for this step.
If we would realise the importance of
Caralis to the commercial and political
power of Carthage, we must study the commercial treaties of the Carthaginians. From
them we see that the foreign trade was
;

organised in Carthaginian Sicily on a much
freer system than in Africa or in
ami car

c

,

s

g^^inia, which seemed an island
belonging to the southern con-

Trade was here strictly
supervised, and the Sardinian Sea closed
to the subjects of a state which was not
admitted to treaty rights. The indignatinent.

tion of the Carthaginians at the loss of
Sardinia had greatly contributed to the
granting of full power to Hamilcar in
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It is

one of the least damaged

reliefs of its

kind

in

Rome.

carrying out his far-sighted scheme of
vengeance. Since Carthage was outstripped
at sea, Hamilcar was driven to begin land
operations, in order to acquire for Carthage

enlarged
oun

mg

*w

spheres of commerce, and to
renew her position as a power.
pj e

wen

^.

w jth

his

army

to Spain,

where the Phoenicians had till
now occupied merely the south
coast and the Balearic Isles. Thence
he pushed into the interior, seized the
mining districts, and founded in the neighbourhood an arsenal, with the significant
,

kagc

"
of
New Carthage." The administration was completely in the hands of
the general, who struck coins of his own,
and set about bringing the Spanish chiefs
to
into relations of personal loyalty
himself.
The Spanish trade with Africa
revived.
Nothing is more characteristic of the
citizens of Carthage than that they re-

name

garded the whole enterprise from the
commercial point of view, as one intended
to replace the lost market with a new one.
Only on the north coast was there competition with some Greek towns, which
were favoured by Massilia and thus
indirectly

manded

by Rome.

The Romans

de-

that Carthage should not cross the

THE STRUGGLE WITH CARTHAGE
of the Ebro, and concluded with
Saguntum, which actually lay to the south
of that river, a treaty which was exThe
pressly recognised by Hasdrubal.
Grevk towns in the country, moreover,
took an active part in -the newly-opened
trade with Africa, and assimilated their
currency to the Carthaginian monetary
standards, as had been already
ng
done in Sicily by the Car_
e ar> ons
line

.

s

who elsewhere
thaginians,
retained their BabylonianTynan system of coinage. The Carthaginian
commanders required time to complete
Hamilcar
their scheme of organisation.
trained his army and the future generals
by constant wars with the natives. Though
the business interests of the republic
were too vast to allow of any hard-andfast policy, the preparations for the war
of revenge were carried on for decades in
5nge

Spain with marvellous pertinacity.
Meantime, the Romans secured the
frontiers of their Italian dominion, in the
country of the Po, and on the Illyrian

They chastised
the pirates of the
coasts of Dalmatia
coast.

who
Epirus,
harassed the trade
between the seaports
of Picenum and the
country of the
and the
Senones
Greek places on the
islands and on the
mainland. The Gallic
tribes north of the
Po also, especially the

to Roman settlers, after the former inhabitants had been expelled by force,
and the opposition of the Boii was still
to be broken, so that no one at this time
contemplated a new war between Rome
and Carthage. The Carthaginians could
make great .exertions in the subjugation.
of Iberia, the Romans in their wars
Between them lav
against the Kelts.
the civilised zone of Massilia, which
stretched far into Gaul and the
Alps,
and after the close of the First Punic
-

War had come
at sea.

into
It

;

The new commander pursued the

aims of
Hamilcar
until he too fell, in
221

an

by

B.C.,

The
officers and .the army
now raised the young
assassin's hand.

Hannibal
supreme
but
loud

the

to

command,

not

without

in
opposition
Carthage against this
This
family policy.
was the, reason that

t

-

to

unforeseen .occurrences that the
efforts of Carthage did not lead
Hamilcar*
to a permanent consolidation of
its power in Spain.
Hamilcar Barca, after
nine years of splendid achievement, was
killed in an attack by the enemy in
229 B.C.
The army and the Carthaginian generals
present recognised his son-in-law, HasHamilcar's three
drubal, as commander
sons, whom he had taken with him to
Spain, Hannibal, Hasdrubal, and Mago,
were not yet grown
up, the eldest being
only nineteen years
old.

Insubrians, were attwo
and
tacked,
colonies were founded
o guard the passages
of the river, which
were called Cremona
and Placentia.
Even the country
lying further back,
was still HANNIBAL,
which

WOOded in
Was now
opened up, and only

prominence

the Great

and

many

fresh

was only owing

Hannibal

made an

active start to maintain his position.
If
once the war with

Koine \vas on them,

THE CARTHAGINIAN GENERAL he knewhe wassecure.

Hannibal, son of Hamilcar, and a greater military genius,
led the Carthaginian army in the Second Punic War.

parts,

way across the
Central Apennine passes was avoided, since
the Roman generals preferred to march by
a long circuit over the Umbrian Mountains
in the east or over the most westerly pass
from Pisae to Placentia. Here, in the Keltic
'the

country, everything was still incomplete;
the territory of the Senones had been allotted

Hannibal, after Sub_-].,:

Lining

crirn<:
ooine

>

^f
01

+V,.
Trie

advanced against
Saguntum and besieged it with all his
He did not trouble himself about
forces.
tribes of Central Spain,

the intervention of the Romans
and,
indeed, such intervention would have had
;

little effect

decided

at Carthage.

on;

the

Thus, war was

senate

at

Rome

deliberated the question at every meeting
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HANNIBAL AS A BOY SWEARING ETERNAL ENMITY TO ROME
In Hannibal's early life Spain was the great scene of Roman and Carthaginian rivalry. The
boy was educated in his
father s camp, experiencing all the rough life of campaigning, and at nine passed into Spain with his father, when the
latter made him take a solemn vow never to be at peace with Rome. Reproduced from the painting
by Benjamin West.

until

the

of

capture

announced.

Then

Saguntum

was

was decided

to begin
hostilities simultaneously in Africa and in
Spain at the beginning of the following
it

year, 219 B.C.

Every preparation had been already

made

at Carthage for this event.
Africa
was supplied with a strong garrison from
Spain in order to keep in check the Libyan
subjects and also the allied tribes, and to
guard against any landing of the Romans.
second army, under the command of
Hasdrubal, brother of Hannibal, was to

A

hold Spain, not merely for Carthage, but
especially for the Barcidse. Thence were to
be sent the reinforcements which Hannibal
might at any time require.
Hannibal,
with the flower of the army,
..
J was
nannibal s
T,
,

,

,

Plan of
amnni

cross

,

the

Pyrenees, march

through Gaul, and join hands
with the Kelts on the other
side of the Alps, who were still fighting
against Rome, or were inclined to rebel
'

Hannibal lost half of his troops on the
march. Besides this, it had been prematurely undertaken in so far as Spain
had not yet been completely pacified but,
whatever the result, it was a marvellous
;

Carthaginian officers

undertaking.

who

accompanied Hannibal, as well as Roman
senators who served in the campaign,
_
Fabius Pictor, Cincius Alion emporary
mentus an(j others wrote on
Chronicles of

th

P

'

w

,1

T>

the subject. Two generations
later these materials were
in a well-ordered way by the
L

tr

worked up
Greek Polybius

of Megalopolis, who, during
a prolonged stay in Italy, came into close
relations with the foremost Roman families,
among them the Scipios.

At Rome, after the news of the capture
Saguntum and when negotiations had
been broken off, it was resolved to send
one consular army on a fleet of one
hundred and sixty ships from Sicily to
begin an attack on Africa, and to
of

a magnificent plan, and carefully prepared, since already an understanding
had been arrived at with the Italian

despatch a second to Spain. When this
latter landed in the territory of Massilia
the news came of Hannibal's march

Kelts.
Its practicability, however, had
been over-estimated, owing to the deficient
geographical knowledge qf the time

through the country. A cavalry detachment, sent out to reconnoitre, engaged
the enemy in a skirmish, without being

;
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able to block the Carthaginian general's
passage over the Rhone, or to prevent him
from continuing his march to the Alps.
The consul P. Cornelius Scipio thereupon
determined to send a part of his troops
into Northern Spain under the command
of his brother, Gnaeus, but with the other

part to return to his starting-point, Pisae,
and from there to march to
Hannibal s
pi acent i a) where, meantime,
ep an s
Cross the Alps

^

Q praetors were conducting
,,
T r n.
operations against the Kelts.
.

,

Five months after his start from Carthago
in the late autumn of the year
218 B.C., Hannibal arrived with 20,000
fool soldiers and 6,000 horse among the
Kelts of Upper Italy, after crossing the
Alps by a pass which cannot be exactly
is noteworthy that he
it
determined
brought with him elephants, which suffered
much on this march. He had to fight
innumerable skirmishes with the Keltic
mountain tribes and then, when he had
reached the plain, the Ligurian tribe of
the Taurini showed themselves so hostile
that their capital, the present Turin, had
to be stormed.
Other Keltic tribes, however, especially
the Insubrians, near the present Milan,
showed themselves at once ready to support
the Carthaginians against the Romans, with
whom they had fought years before and

Nova,

;

;

;

when Hannibal won

considerable successes,
first on the Ticinus, the present Ticino,
against the consul P. Cornelius^ Scipio,
then to the south of the Po, on the river
Trebia, where the defile leads into the
country of Placentia, against the troops
arrived from Sicily under the other consul,
Tiberius Sempronius Longus, a general
defection ensued.
Even the Ligurians,
settled in the south on both sides of the
mountains, went over to Hannibal, so
that he could take up winter quarters
without molestation, and obtain news as
to the passes over the Apennines, which
were to be crossed at the beginning of the
the next campaign. Hamilcar's
am
plan of carrying the war into
g
in
.'
J had succeeded, though at
oft Crisis Italy
j
i
a great loss in men and
animals.

\

'

The Roman plan

of

campaign had failed
Both consuls were

the first year.
beaten, and the troops sent to Spain were
in a dangerous position, as the Punic
cruisers cut off all supplies.
The excitement at Rome was intense. The consular elections were impending.
There
were factions even after the settlement
in

of the struggle with the plebeians, who
since then had the nomination of one
consul.
The people were still influenced
In the year
by agrarian conditions.
233 B.C. their leader, C. Flaminius, had proposed and carried the distribution of
the Gallic territory north of Picenum
among Roman citizens. This C. Fla-

minius,

who

did not enjoy the confidence

of the other party, was chosen consul as
his patrirepresentative of the plebeians
cian colleague was Cn. Servilius.
The question how the war was to be
conducted was hotly debated at Rome.
The party of C. Flaminius was for an
energetic attack, the rival party for a
;

more

cautious
The existing
policy.
constitution involved the election
of two commanders, who followed the
To Cn.
suggestions of their party.
Servilius fell the supreme command of
to
the
army collected at Ariminum
C. Flaminius that over the second army,

Roman

;

posted at Arretium in Etruria. Each
consisted of two legions of five thousand

and
(or,
precisely, 5,200) foot-soldiers
three hundred cavalry.
In addition came
the divisions of the allies, so
that th 6 fO1 Ce f Cn Servilius
ThrTatenin
rea
ing
wag ra j se(j ^ Q for ty thousand
foot and four thousand horse,
and that of C. Flaminius to thirty thousand
foot and three thousand horse.
It was
proposed to block the march of the Car"

'

.

thaginians on Rome, should they advance
by the Via Flaminia or one of the Ligurian
and Etrurian passes. Similar operations
had been conducted in the last campaigns
against the Kelts, in 225 B.C., when the
Kelts invaded Etruria. Besides this, a
reserve army of eight thousand men was
placed in the Umbrian Alps, near Plestia,
under C. Centenius, a man who held no
office, to whom the praetor of the city
had given the command because he
himself did not venture to leave the city.
The start of the two consuls took place,
at least as far as C. Flaminius was concerned, under unfavourable auspices, a
the
circumstance which
conservative

party employed later greatly to their own
advantage.
All was still in confusion when Hannibal
advanced to the attack. He did not
cross the nearest pass, but marched to
the west, where he could avoid the positions
of Lucca and Pistoja, and march between
them, along the swampy plain of the
Arno, to Faesulae, a route that no one
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had considered possible, so that Flaminius
was completely surprised. From Fsesulae,
Hannibal struck southward, hardly giving
his followers time to recover from the
exhausting march, and laid waste the
country right under the eyes of the enemy.
Flaminius' staff were, however, opposed
to attacking until the junction with Cn.
Servilius was accomplished.
Hannibal then threw himself
Lake
between the hostile armies. He
Trasimene
did not here attack Flaminius,
whose attention was chiefly directed to
guarding Clusium, but turned south of
Cortona, along the lake of Trasimene,
towards Perusia, whence he could reach
the Flaminian Way,, the other road which
led to Rome.
Hannibal foresaw that the

The Great
Battle at

consul, fearing to risk his popularity by
longer delay, would follow him, and laid
an ambush for Flaminius near the lake,

which

is

surrounded on the north by a

The Roman army fell
into the trap
on a misty morning,
attacked simultaneously in front and in
the rear, it was completely broken up
C. Flaminius himself was killed, and the
next day the Roman vanguard, which
had escaped, was compelled to surrender.
The road by Fulginium was thus open
to Hannibal.
He sent on his advance
guard as far as Spoletium and Narnia,
range

of

hills.

;

;

places which were put into a state of
the bridges also were broken down.
siege
In consequence, Hannibal resolved to
try the other road, which the victory at
;

Trasimene had opened.

up the reserve army

He

of the

first

broke

Romans on

the height of the Camerinian Alps, near
the lake of Plestia.
Hannibal then
crossed over to Picenum. Servilius, who,
on receiving news, had sent out his cavalry
from Etruria and followed with the
infantry, saw that he had come too late.
Without making an attack, he withdrew
to Ariminum and the fortresses near the
Po, while Hannibal reached the coast of
the Adriatic Sea on the tenth day after
the battle at Trasimene, and there obtained rich sources of supplies for his
The horses in particular, whose
troops.
numbers had been much diminished by
the exertions of the campaign
cn oy
so far, were the object of Hannidat
He
bal's greatest attention.
Carthage
j ,.
T .,
equipped his Libyan infantry
with Roman weapons, since these had
proved superior in the previous battles.
.

-

Booty was abundant. Joy reigned at
Carthage, and the necessary reinforcements
were sent to Spain as well as to Italy. The
countries of the east had already fixed
their eyes on affairs in Italy, since the whole
basin of the Mediterranean must have been

PERUGIA'S PEACEFUL LAKE, THE SCENE OF A GREAT BATTLE IN THE PUNIC WAR
Lake Trasimene, now the Lake of Perugia, is celebrated for the great battle fought here between Hannibal and
Flaminius, 217 B.C., when the Romans lost between 6,000 and 15,000 lives, and 10,000 men were taken prisoners.
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THE FLAMINIAN WAY: PART OF THE ACTUAL ROAD TAKEN BY HANNIBAL
Flaminia, now the Furlo Pass, the direct road to Rome through the Apennines, fell to Hannibal as the result
of his victory at Trasimerfe over C. Flaminius, the builder of this famous way, near which the railway now runs,

The Via

concerned in tne outcome of a struggle
Which had assumed such dimensions. At
Rome all was confusion when the news
of the defeat 'at Lake Trasimene, and soon

As it
after of that at Plestia, arrived.
was thought that the enemy must immediately advance against the capital^ the
divisions of seniors, who were not bound
to serve in the field, were called out
at
the same time, with the omission of the
usual formalities, since the one consul was
dead and the other absent, Q. Fabius Maximus, the old leader of the conservatives
against the agitations of C. Flaminius, was
appointed dictator. Sixteen yetrs before
he had celebrated a triumph over the
;

Ligurians.

Fabius took over the army of Cn. Servistrengthened it by new levies, and
followed Hannibal, who; meantlme marched through the
THum
rn
hint
'
of the Prastutti (from
country
p
whom the " Abruzzi " derives its
name), the Marrucini, and the Frentani,
meeting with no resistance for here, on the
east coast, the Romans had no colony south
of Haclria, while the federal towns possessed
All that
only antiquated fortifications.
remained loyal to Rome was ravaged by
Hannibal. At the same time, he acceleratedthe process of defection from Rome. The
lius,

'

;

the individual tribes and
revived all that had been
suppressed by the Romans rose once more.
In Lower Italy there was the rivalry of the
Lucani and Bruttii with the Greek towns
in Apulia, the opposition of Canusium and
Arpi in Campania, the intolerance of the
and the same with the
Roman rule
But the Latin
Samnites.

opposition of

towns to

Rome

|

;

;

;

Latin Colonies

Remain True
to

Rome

colonies

everywhere

re-

mained true to Rome, and
Hannibal was therefore com-

pelled to take the Adriatic littoral north
of Apulia as the base of his operations.
The policy of Q. Fabius Maximus was to

conduct the war cautiously,

since, indeed,
C. Flaminius, holding the opposite view,
had lost his army and his life by his impetuous action. Accordingly, when he

reached

Apulia

from

Latium,

Fabius

marched after the enemy at a safe distance, and avoided every encounter, in the
hope of wearying and outmanoeuvring
the Carthaginian general. But Hannibal
comprehended this method of fighting,
since he was accustomed to study, not
but
attacked the

merely the country,
general.

mained

He

to the
loyal
"

the
allies,

opposing

who

re-

Romans, before the

Delayer," or Cunctator. He
eyes of the
crossed into the valley of the Volturnus
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successes astonished them.
He was the
soul of an army composed of soldiers of the
most distinct nationalities
there were

and ravaged the territory of Beneventum.
He advanced into Campania, where he
plundered the rich land north of Capua.
He then went unhindered past Samnium
into the territory of the Frentani, in

;

which

he accumulated great stores for the winter,
without being attacked by the dictator
so that, finally, Q. Fabius lost his reputation with the army and the
;

Rome Prepares

k

for a

assembly. The .,more
.

/

energetic magister

Final Effort

equitum

M. Minucms, was given equal

powers with the dictator, an unparalleled
But when M. Minucius, soon afterstep.
wards, through his rashness, came near to
being crushed by Hannibal, and Fabius
went to his aid, popular feeling changed
once more in favour of the dictator. His

term of

office expired after six months'
tenure, when Cn. Servilius, as consul, began
to officiate again, together with the colleague chosen in place of C. Flaminius.

There were already agitations about the
consular elections of the ensuing year.
L. ^Emilius Paullus, who had previously
held a command in the wars against the
Kelts and the Illyrians, was chosen out of
C. Terentius Varro, who
the patricians
had led the opposition against Q. Fabius
Maximus, was the plebeian choice. The
senate resolved to raise the consular
armies to double their ordinary strength
that is, that each consul should have four
legions instead of two under his command.
This, with the contingents of
allies, would give an army of 80,000 men.
Troops were also sent against the Kelts
on the Po, who had provisioned the
Spanish army. The consuls of the previous year and the more experienced
troops were assigned to the army operating
against Hannibal in order to resist him
more stubbornly. The war was to be
decided once for all this year, 216 B.C., by
;

one mighty effort.
Hannibal had encamped during the
winter with his army, which amounted to

p

ia

Hannibal

40,000 foot and

10,000 horse,
at Gereonium, in the country
of the Frentani. His strength

m
.

,

.

,

,

?.

his cavalry, and after
lay
that in the troops which he had brought
with him from Spain. The Kelts, who had
shared the march through the swamps of
Etruria, the battle of Trasimene, and the
passage over the mountains into Lower
Italy, would never have followed another
general as they did Hannibal, whose

bravery
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filled

them with awe, and whose

.

Africans, Iberians, Ligurians, Kelts, men
from the Balearic Islands, and emigrants
from the Greek towns of Sicily, where one
party favoured Carthage, and most of its
leaders were, consequently, in exile at
Carthage. Hannibal himself, married to a
Spanish wife, and possessing the Greek
education then prevalent in the basin of the
Mediterranean, revered, next to his father
Hamilcar, Alexander the Great and Pyrrhus of Epirus, whom he took as models.

Maharbal, his second-in-command,

who

had done excellent service at Trasimene
and at Plestia, stood at his side.
After
the decisive battle in Etruria, he had
followed the surviving Romans and had
concluded terms of surrender with them,
which were disregarded by Hannibal. The
latter ordered the Roman citizens to be
thrown into chains, but let the allies go
free.
He waged war, he said, only with
Rome. By this policy he hoped to dissolve the Italian confederacy, to restrict
Rome once more to Latium, and to make
Campania and Samnium inde-

P endent
f

'

This had been the

state of affairs

some hundred

before, when the first
commercial treaties between Rome and
Sardinia and
Carthage were effected.
Western Sicily were to become once more
Carthaginian, and Syracuse was to withdraw from the alliance with Rome. The

years

plan included a general
reaction towards the old state

Carthaginian
political

system.
*
This was the stake played for when
Hannibal, in the year 216 B.C., opened the
campaign in Apulia. The Romans had
accumulated their supplies in the district
of Canusium, near Cannae, in the wellcultivated country on the river Aufidus,

which was protected against an immediate
attack of the Carthaginians by the colony
of Luceria, and in the south had a stronghold in the colony of Venusia. Hannibal,
nevertheless, was successful in taking
Cannae, by which means he came into
possession of a strategically important
point. This brought on the decisive battle
for which both sides wished.
Hannibal, in order to manoeuvre his
cavalry, required a level country, a
battlefield which, therefore,

the

Romans

ought to have avoided. But they were
without any unity of leadership, for the two

THE STRUGGLE WITH CARTHAGE
consuls held the command on alternate
days, as prescribed by the Roman conNor could the two commanders
stitution.
agree, so that the choice of the battlefield was left x to the enemy.
Hannibal posted the Iberians and the
Africans on the wings, the Kelts in the
centre, where he himself was. He knew that
the Kelts would stand firm if it was war to
the death, and, besides that, they had him
with them. The infantry, generally, was to
keep the serried columns *>f the Romans
engaged, and the cavalry to operate on the
flanks and in the rear of the enemy until an

advance should complete their overthrow.
This ably planned manoeuvre succeeded
entirely, and resulted in a defeat such as

Romans

or
since
before
never
"
"
black
sustained. The
day of the Allia,
when the Kelts overthrew the Romans,
was matched by the "black" day of
Cannae, when Hannibal conquered the two
consuls of whom ^Emilius Paullus, with
many others including Cn. Servilius
perished. Terentius Varro escaped to
The Roman army lost seventy
Venusia.
thousand men, while the rest were scattered

the

Th,

Romans

in

all

Hannibal
directions.
att ained the

seemed to have

*Znn u
goal of his policy, and his
70,000 Men ?
,
father s plan appeared to be
Not only Arpi in
realised.
completely
Apulia, Tarentum and the other Greek
,

,

,

towns of Lower Italy

Rhegium excepted
with the majority of the Bruttii, but
even Capua, the second town in Italy
after Rome, with which it had been for
more than one hundred years closely
united, went over to the Carthaginians,
and Hannibal declared his intention of
making Capua the first town of the peninsula.
Syracuse also broke the treaty with

Rome and joined the Carthaginians.

King

Philip of Macedonia meditated opening
negotiations with Hannibal, since the
interests of his kingdom on the Illyrian
coast had been harmed by repeated attacks
of the Romans.
Egypt alone of the
a
observed
eastern powers
friendly
neutrality towards Rome, since Alexandria
disputed with Carthage the position of the

commercial city. Italy, which had
immensely during the war, drew
its supply of grain from Egypt.
The Roman government called out for
service the entire male population capable
of bearing arms. Even slaves were brought
into the ranks of the legions on the
promise that they should be emancipated
first

suffered

they fought well. This shows the
favourable position which up to this time
the servants enjoyed under the patres
Rome thus placed on a war
familiarum.
footing in one year twenty-two or twentythree legions, not full ones, of course,
while at the beginning, in 217, only
thirteen legions in all were put into the
In addition, there were
field.
The City
outside of Italy, in
troops
in UesperatCr
f.
X
,
c .,
if

.

.

.

and

in Spain.
the necessity of being

Sardinia, Sicily,

Straits

T,,

There was
on the watch against a diversion from
Macedonia and, consequently, a garrison
was kept up in Brundisium. Finally, one
or two armies were kept in the north to
;

contingents from the Keltic
country or reinforcements from Spain.
But without reinforcements Hannibal was
not in a position to assume the offensive
intercept

Rome by himself, while the
could send out their forces, under
their best commanders, to the critical

against

Romans

first of all, against Syracuse and
Capua, over the defection of which the

points

;

greatest bitterness prevailed.
The siege of the two towns, the scenes of
the chief operations of the next years, was
difficult, owing to the desperate resistance
of the guilty parties. But it was successfully
brought to a close, and a terrible retribution was enacted.
Syracuse was sacked
and then changed into a provincial town
in 212 B.C. In Capua, after the execution
of all suspected persons, the town territory
was proclaimed forfeited to the victor,
by which means the most fertile part of
Campania became the public domain of
the Romans. The town itself was reduced
to a village, a sort of appanage of the
temple of Diana on Mount Tifata, a famous
place of pilgrimage above the town,

was

molested on religious
territory of the Capuans
remained in this position till the time of
Hannibal had in vain
Julius Caesar.
staked everything to free Capua. Once,
in a bold march, of which
Hannibal
later
had many
writers
the
Before
stories to relate, he
had
Walls of Rome
advanced right up to the
walls of Rome, in order thus to draw off

which

grounds.

not

The

the blockading army. There was great
in Rome at his approach, but Hannibal could not seriously attempt an attack
on the well-fortified capital, and withdrew.

alarm

The Carthaginians had tried to relieve
Syracuse by their fleet. But it was shown
that Rome, since the end of the first Punic
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War, had

the

superiority

Spanish waters Massilia, her
the

desired

support.

at

sea.

In

ally, offered

The Carthaginian

proved too weak, and did not risk a
Communication with Carthage,
battle.
which had been open after the battles at
Lake Trasimene and at Cannae, was now
It followed that Hannibal could
cut off.
no longer be informed of
important matters, while the
Romans, with their privateers, took prisoners, from

.fleet

:

under C. Claudius Nero, opposed- Hannibal
Lucania. When Claudius learned from
the captured despatches the combined

in

movements

of

the Carthaginian generals

he determined on a bold manoeuvre, which
proves that the Roman commanders had
greatly improved in strategy in the war
with Hannibal. Nero left part of his
troops behind, lacing Hannibal who undertook no serious
operations, but awaited news.
,

H^
|%

The Romans had other printhan we moderns for

whom

they received timely
news of the plans of their

ciples

great adversary.

army on one

the rapid concentration of an

The alliance with Philip of
Macedon was not effective,

jJl*

point.

The

consul hurried on northward
with the best troops, while he

waggons and

because guerrilla warfare in

requisitioned

Greece, especially with the
^Etolians, demanded the attention of King Philip of

placed his men in them, in
order to unite with M. Livius
for the dec.sive blow against
Hasdrubal. They met him
south of the River Metaurus,
near Sena Gallica. Hasdrubal
did not wish to fight alone
but while trying to escape
he was defeated and, slain.

Macedonia and his Achaean
and then the Romans
made a demonstration with
a fleet in Greek waters. Hannibal stood on the defensive,

allies,

;

SCIPIO AFRICANUS
to
without
bring Took the name of Africanus because
trying
The it was he who engaged Hannibal on The expedition coming to
matters to a decision.
African soil and won the decisive
aid from North Italy,
Romans took Tarentum from victory
over the forces of Carthage. his
him, but lost in the year 208
strengthened by the Kelts,
B.C. both consuls, for whom Hannibal had
an expedition on which Hannibal rested
He wished, however, to all his hopes, was frustrated by this battle.
laid an ambush.
await the reinforcements which his brother,
Nero hastened back after the battle as
Hasdrubal, was to bring him overland from
quickly as he had come, and in six days
he was again with his troops in the south.
Spain. Although the Carthaginians had
The head of Hasdrubal was thrown into
experienced a heavy blow from the young
P. Cornelius Scipio, the son of the consul,
his brother Hannibal's camp.
when he took New Carthage by
From that time Hannibal gave up the
a stratagem and made their allies
as lost, but maintained his position in,
war
" cs
the country of the Bruttii, although rewaver, Hasdrubal succeeded in
Brighten
stricted to a constantly diminishing terricrossing the Pyrenees and in
He finally took up his position in
leading his army through Gaul over the
tory.
the country round Croton, not far from the
Alps, under decidedly more favourable
conditions than his brother had done ten
Lacinian Promontory, where the famous
Here he placed a
shrine of Juno stood.
years before a proof of the important
effect which the march of Hannibal had
votive offering with an inscription, in which
he stated the number of the troops with
produced even in subsequent years towards
which he had come out of
opening the lines of communication from
into Italy to fight Rome,
the west to the east.
Turns Against Spain
his hereditary foe.
Castra
The winter of 208-207 B.C. Hasdrubal
Hannibalis remained in the
spent in Keltic territory, planning in the
recollection of later ages as the name of the
spring to advance to Umbria by the
Flaminian road. This plan was frustrated,
The decisive blow came from the
place.
because the messengers of Hasdrubal never
secondary theatres of war. P. Cornelius
reached his brother, but were captured. The
Scipio had formed alliances in Spain with
whole plan was betrayed to the Romans,
the Numidian chiefs, among whom there
who could take their counter-measures. One were two rivals the young Masinissa and
consular army, under M. Livius Salinator,
Syphax. Mago, the youngest brother of
Hannibal, finally evacuated the country of
guarded the Flaminian road the other,
,

;
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Gades, in order to cut his way through with
the fleet to Hannibal. Thereupon Scipio
received at Rome the consulship for 205 B.C.
and at the same time the command in
Sicily, with permission to transfer the war
thence to Africa. In fact, Scipio landed
year 204 B.C. in Africa, where the allies
of the Carthaginians were then troublesome and Numidian dissension was at
in the

work.

The Carthaginian supremacy beqan

to totter, as formerly in the year 241 B.C.

Masinissa succeeded in taking the kingdom
of Syphax, and proved himself the most
active partisan of the Romans, in consequence of which the Carthaginian troops
everywhere beaten. In these circumstances the Carthaginian
Hannibal
resolved to summon
Recalled to government
to their aid Hannibal and his
Carthage

army from

the

202

Italy.

It

was

in

sixteen years after
Hannibal had first trodden the soil of Italy.
He obeyed the summons. As negotiations
with Scipio led to no results, arms had to
decide.
At Naraggara, in the vicinity of
Zama there were two places of this name,
which makes the matter difficult to settle
five days march from Carthage, the armies

year

B.C.,

met.

The Carthaginians

lost the battle,

since their opponents were far superior in
cavalry, and Scipio had manoeuvred skilAfter the fight Hannibal rode to
fully.

the

coast,

200

miles

away.

He

soon

became convinced that further resistance
was impossible. Terms of peace were proposed, according to which Carthage gave up
her foreign possessions, not
the is]ands but also S P a in,
nly
sses*her
and renounced all aspirations
Proud Place ,
for an independent
foreign
She had to recognise Masinissa as
policy.
ruler of Numidia, to surrender her fleet,
and pay the costs of the war. Carthage
was now a petty state, as Rome had been
150 years before, and was restricted to her
all

'

original territory. The allied towns, Utica,
Hadrumetum, Leptis, were put into a
position to resist successfully the efforts
which Carthage made once more to consolidate hei possessions.
By the peace of the year 201 B.C. the
positions of the powers in the basin of the

Mediterranean were

finally

changed.

Car-

thage, whose influence formerly extended
from Phoenicia to the Pillars of Hercules,
had been hurled from her proud place

RUINS OF THE TEMPLES OF PJESTUM, A ROMAN COLONY

;

LUCANIA

One

of the colonies which, founded after the years of stress of the Hannibalic wars, established the superiority of the
Latin over the Greek population in Italy. The above is taken from the painting by W. Linton

169
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Italy, until then the plaything of foreign
nations, now set about arranging the
frontiers on a system much more favourable to herself, especially those of the
opposite coasts Africa, Spain, Illyricum,
and Greece. But she had also gained a
firm place in the state system of the East.
Friendly relations had been established
with
at the time hostilie
omp e e t gs aEgypt
amst Macedonia began
g
Triumph of
j
n/r
in the last war and as MaceR
donia, in combination with
Syria, opposed the annexations which had
been claimed or brought about by the
Ptolemies in favour of the Alexandrian
trade, Syria also was confronted with
Rome. Besides Egypt, the smaller states,
-

LI

;

which were oppressed by the adjoining
great powers, such as Pergamus and
Rhodes, rested their hopes on Rome.
Macedonia was humiliated in the year 197
"
"
B.C. by the victory at the
Dogs' Heads
near
and
the
Pharsalus),
(Cynoscephalae,
Illyrian coast was permanently occupied.
But Greece, the mother of all higher culture in Rome, from an enthusiastic love of
Hellenism, was declared to be free.
Some years after, war followed with
Antiochus of Syria, who had interfered
with Greek commerce.
Hannibal, ^who
had been exiled from Carthage, was 'with
Antiochus, although the proud Seleucid
While
paid little heed to his advice.
Macedonia remained neutral, Pergamus
and Rhodes caused the Romans, who had
driven Antiochus out of Greece, to cross
over to Asia in 190 B.C.
The consul'
L. Cornelius Scipio, brother of Publius,
led the army across.
Antiochus met
with so decisive a defeat at Magnesia on
the Sipylus that he was forced to evacuate
the territories this side of the Taurus,
then an important boundary between
states and races. At Ilium, Scipio greeted
the supposed kinsmen of the Romans.

Pergamus and Rhodes had ample

territory

them, while the Galatians,
who for a century had played a

allotted to

^

e * P art * n a ^ Asiatic struggles,
were attacked and punished by
J
,.,.
an expedition into their homes
in the year 189 B.C.
Hannibal, hunted
from one corner to another, died by his
the

Gr

c

at
,

Hannibal

t

,-,

i

own hand at the little town of Libyssa in
There a Roman emperor of
Bithynia.
Punic descent, Septimius Severus, erected
a monument to him almost 400 years
afterwards. Such was the end of the great
He died in
antagonist of the Romans.
2650

183 B.C. at the age of sixty-five, at about
the same time as P. Cornelius Scipio.
The great revolution which the Hannibalic

War had begun

in

was now

Italy

All the communities which
completed.
had deserted to Hannibal were punished
by the loss of their territory, which was

among Roman colonists or
who had remained loyal. Tarentum,
Croton, Thurii, Sipontum, were made
colonies, and in this way the superiority of
distributed

allies

the Latin over the Greek population was
established for the future. The same was
the case on the Lucanian coast, where
Paestum was founded as a colony. On the
gulf, northward, the town Picetia had
this was reduced to a
previously stood
;

on account of

its decided leaning
towards the Carthaginians, and the colony
of Salernum, the modern Salerno, was
In the district
planted on its territory.
of Naples the colony of Puteoli was
founded, which soon attracted a great
share of the transmarine commerce.
In a similar way the Romans were active
on the northern frontiers. The Kelts and
Ligurians had to pay for their conduct in
showing themselves conciliatory and hel P ful to Hannibal.

village,

.

Consolidated

The two colonies of Placentia
and ^
Cremona especially were
,

-

,,

strengthened, the Apennine passes and the
valleys leading to them were cleared, and
complete cantons were transplanted. The
districts which had shown themselves of
importance during the Hannibalic War
were secured by the planting of colonies.
Such were sent to Luna, near the

modern Spezia and Carrara, and to
Luca in Liguria.
In the Keltic country
Bononia was then made a colony
soon
afterwards followed Mutina and Parma,
;

then

Aquileia in the country of the
Veneti, and, finally, Eporedia at the foot
of the important Alpine pass leading to
The construction of
Transalpine Gaul.

roads went hand in hand with this process,
highways being built from Arretium to
Bononia and from Ariminum to Placentia.
Thus the Roman- Italian power on the
Apennine peninsula was once more put
on a firm basis. The Po district was already
reckoned geographically as belonging to

although strictly,
Italy,
political laws, Italy did not

according

to

extend beyond
the Arnus and Ariminum. Like Sicily and
Gaul also was a
Sardinia, Cisalpine
province, but it was administered, not
by praetors, but directly by the consuls.

ANCIENT
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ROME

OF THE
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REPUBLIC

THE DECLINE OF THE REPUBLIC
AND THE CORRUPTION OF THE OLIGARCHY
which directed the

senate of Rome,
THE
internal and external policy,

still

stood

at the head of the state. It was the supreme
arbiter of the affairs of the Italian confederacy, and, outside Italy, of all powers
It
in the basin of the Mediterranean.
had to be ready to answer all questions

which concerned the narrow home

terri-

tory, as well as to settle the disputes of

we add

African or Asiatic potentates.
to this the economic conditions, which
were given quite a new aspect by the
If

Rome, and now required serious
consideration, we can estimate what a
burden of business was then weighing on
the Roman government.
This government formed a complete
oligarchy, since the magistrates were only
the executive organs of the senate. The
popular assembly submitted usually to
the will of the senate, even in the matter
of the election of the magistrates. It was
exceptional for an opposition to
be formed and to have itscandiome was
The repr esentadate elected
Governcd
...
,.
r ,,
,,
tive of the opposition could, as
effect
little
the
will
consul,
very
against
of the senate, and this was ensured by
the circumstances that the other consul
necessarily belonged to the opposite party,
and that the consent of the two consuls
was requisite for every act of government.
Besides this, the office lasted only one
year, when the senate was again free from
any undesirable man. Re-election, according to the more recent laws, was possible
only after a considerable interval.
In the senate itself there were rival
factions, in which personal rather than real
differences mostly turned the scale.
Thus
M. Porcius Cato, a Tusculan, who had
acquired the highest reputation in Rome,
opposed all his life the group of the Scipios.
victories of

These prided themselves on having fought
the battles of the republic in Spain, Africa,
and Asia. The one brother took the name
"
"
In
Asiaticus."
Africanus," the other
answer to which, Cato, in his History of

Ancient Italy, took care to mention, not
the names of the great generals, but only
that of a famous war elephant, "Syrus."

With reference to foreign policy, the
question was long debated whether dependent principalities should be governed
.

"
friends and
kings
of the Roman people"

client

by

allies

IT
dependent republics
by
r
J,
which
observed
party
the interests of Rome when Macedonia
rose under King Perseus, it was divided
Colonial

System

'i

and
,,

.

,

the

,

in the year 168 B.C. into four republics
or whether it was better to place them
under the direct administration of the
Roman state. In the latter case it was
usual to nominate a commission of ten
senators and to place the country in
"
question under a
praetor," annually
He
was
not merely a judge,
appointed.
but also a general, and therefore exercised within the province the functions of
the old consuls in an undiminished form.
This was the administration established by

Rome

in Sicily, Sardinia, and in Hither
after 146 B.C. in
after 133 in
Africa and in Macedonia

and

Further Spain

;

;

as the province was called which
was formed out of the confiscated kingdom
of Pergamus
and, finally, in Gallia
Asia,

;

Narbonensis, which was
in 121 B.C.

made a province

The internal organisation was always
based on the existing state of things,
since, on the one hand, the Punic and
was superior to
and, on the other, the Keltic
Consystem was incompatible with it.
sideration had to be paid to
es
ct
the cantonal constitution
for National
tem of the Kdts
and dan
Characteristics
&
conduded
with the Haedui in Transalpine Gaul,
"
brothers
by which these were styled
Hellenistic

the

Roman

civilisation

;

f

^^

and kinsmen

^^ ^

"

et
consanguinei)
and, therefore, the identical obligation to blood vengeance and
support was formed, which was customary

of the

Romans

(fratres

;
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Roman capitalists as Carthage.
After
tribes.

the allied Keltic
the Punic wars a class of citizens, which
had not come into
in
earlier times

among

prominence," became of great importance the
knights," equites, so called
because the wealthier citizens discharged
their

military

They became

service in the cavalry.
the real capitalists of the
state, since it required larger
means to carry on its foreign

The

place

where these towns had stood was cursed,
so that a restoration of them might
never succeed
and, in fact, such a restoration took place only under the
;

emperors.

The detailed history
as

far

as

these

of Polybius goes

events,
Corinth.

the

overthrow

The owners had

In the suite of
of Carthage and
his pupil,
Scipio ^Emilianus, he was
an eye-witness of the destruction of
Carthage, and afterwards went to Greece,
or, as it was now called, Achaia, in the
interests of his countrymen.
The associations of Roman merchants
"
"
and of the
Italian
merchants, who
in foreign countries were closely connected

should be
indemnified after victory had been gained.
In fact, the equestrian order, which was
organised about the middle of the second
century B.C. as a peculiar class between
the senatorial families and the commons,
proceeded eagerly to turn political success

with them, soon extended over the most
important places in the dependent counover Africa and Numidia, over
tries,
Greece and the Orient. They formed
everywhere a distinct privileged company,
whose political and economic power was
not only felt abroad, but reacted at home.

most fully to their own interests.
According to the views of antiquity,
not only the goods and chattels, but also
the persons of the conquered, were at the

The

,,

e

nig ts

operations.

Romr*

Thus the

first

Punic War had been brought
to a favourable conclusion entirely through
the voluntary contributions of these persons and the second by the employment
;

of their slaves for military purposes, par-

on the
only

ticularly

fleet.

'

stipulated

that

they

On this rested
disposal of the conqueror.
the system of slavery, which has impressed
a particular stamp on every ancient
state, as compared with modern conditions.
Whenever a peace was concluded
with a conquered opponent it was made
always on such conditions that the
conqueror enjoyed permanent advantages.
If

the

weaker party,

nevertheless,

re-

covered its strength it was threatened
to such an extent that its existence was
at stake
and if it defended itself then
a pretext was provided for putting an
;

end to

it.

In this way the Roman state proceeded
against Carthage, which, after the loss
of her sovereignty, flourished, nevertheless, as a commercial city, in spite of
the competition of Alexandria, and much
to the chagrin of the Roman
_.
ruc 1
Destruction

l

mercnants

-

These took advan-

tage of the dread which still
possessed men's minds after the
Hannibalic wars to accomplish the destruction of Carthage, which was carried
out in 146 B.C. after a memorable resistance by the desperate inhabitants. In
the same year the disturbances which had
broken out in Greece were made an
excuse for the destruction of Corinlh,
which stood as much in the way of the
f

.
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republic

was repeatedly forced

to

undertake a campaign because the Roman
traders abroad had met with some uneven
experiences,
pleasant
s
though they themselves were
a e
r
_
If a war proved
in the wrong.
a monetary crisis
disastrous,
such
as
Cicero
occurred at Rome,
depicts at the time of the Mithradatic
War. If, on the other hand, a new
province was marked out, the Italian
capitalists were there at once, in order to
do business. It may be that they advanced money to the conquered at
high interest, or that they farmed the
whole revenue of the province, since the

Roman

state,

following

Carthage and Alexandria,

the

model

of

preferred indirect to direct management of taxation.
"
The publicani "that is, the farmers
were an object,
of the state revenues
not merely of fear, but also of hatred, to
the provincials, as was shown in a 'sanguinary fashion at every revolt. While
the merchant class obtained in this way
their part of the spoils of the new world
sovereignty, the Roman peasant proprietor, who had taken the most considerable share in the victories of the
republic, had obtained as reward absolute
exemption from taxes, for now the
financial requirements of the state could
easily be met by the income which was
derived from the public domains and from
the taxation of foreign subjects.

DECLINE OF THE

A development was now brought about
The
which no one had anticipated.
farmers, instead of being placed out of the
reach of peril by the immunity from taxation, were oppressed by evils
The agriof another sort.

ROMAN

REPUBLIC

assembly of citizens, which had been
granted to the Latins in olden times
and under quite other circumstances,
was now indeed a valuable privilege.
^^^i While the constitution of
the popular assemblies was

had

cultural interests, which
suffered terribly during

altered by this circumstance,
as well as by the fact that
the numerous freedmen de-

the

war with Hannibal,
owing to the long terms of
military service and the devastation of wide tracts of
land, were now injured by

long

even if limited,
recognition, the reaction on
the character of the army
must not be overlooked, since

sired some,

superior competition of
subject countries, Sar-

the
the

were most closely
connected at Rome. The old
organisation of the army,

and Africa,
dinia,
Sicily,
which
countries'
supplied
to

cheap grain

ascribed

to
King Servius
Tullius, took as a basis the
wealth of the citizens. Since

and,
as

Italy,

had to furnish

indeed,

and military

political rights

service

it

a tax in kind, since in this
way full advantage was taken TERENCE THE DRAMATIST ever y citizen soldier had to
for his equipment, the
of their submission; and in A native of
CarthaRei and origin . pay
this connection the trifling ally a slave, his comedies were im- wealthiest were enrolled in
with the Roraans
the cavalry, while the armcost of freight to the western mensely popular
coast of Italy did not come into the
ing of the infantry was graduated in a
It was soon discovered that
descending scale down to the proletarians,
question.
it
who in case of need had to be provided
barely paid to grow grain one of
the blessings of the empire. The state
by the state with arms, but usually were
of affairs was somewhat better in- the
not taken into account at all.
After the
Hannibalic War this system
countries of the allies far from the
wasting
could no longer be observed
on the concapital, and especially on the east coast
of Italy, in Picenum, and elsewhere.
trary, the material for the army steadily
The country towns of Latium began to grew worse as economic
conditions
lose their populations, while crowds colThis was shown by
failed to improve.
lected in Rome chiefly in order that they
the wars against Macedonia
and in
'

'

;

"

Roman people,"
without work, the theatre, which produced the comedies of Plautus (up to
might there enjoy as

B.C.), of

Ter-

ence^ (after

184

the fighting before Carthage, and Numantia in Spain, where the Roman armies,

with their train of camp followers,
years

for

achieved

B.C.)*

and

166
of

no success.
political

other

less

The
and

ferment

dis-

social

but
tinguished
popular authors,
as well as the

which

public

its

which

about
Greece,
the middle of the

far

games,
were al-

ways being

pro-

duced on an

creasing
of

in

to

themselves
i al
in

ent

B.C.,
rife.

influ-

great

the

century

were

In

Sicily
masses of

whom the
Roman knights

the

slaves,

SCENE FROM A COMIC PLAY
A

in

In

socialistic

agitations

make

public assemblies.
Thus the right
of the liberty of

VOting

beyond
borders.

second

in-

scale

magnificence,

and

prevailed
Italy spread

mosaic found at: Pompeii representing' actors in a comedy The
smaller of the two theatres at Pompeii was devoted entirely to comedy,

employed, alter
the Carthaginian
fashion, to culti-

vate

the

soil,
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broke away and ravaged the whole island
This same economic policy
had been already recommended for Italy
for a year.

by radical economists.
who returned from the

The speculators
provinces to Italy

the riches they had won bought
up tracts of land and cultivated them by
unfree labour, which had become unusually
cheap. The
Carthaginian litera.1
Agriculture
_
ture on the subject ot agricul01"^
tUI e WaS translated into Latin
Maki*
On the other hand, a man of
practical and conservative mind, like M.
Porcius Cato, defended the traditional

with

<

,

i

"

-

method of agriculture.
was recognised with alarm by the

Italian
It

best element of the Roman republic that
the nation was being ruined by the soMen began to speak in
called empire.
Rome of how their ancestors had checked
the latifundia system, the
accumulation
of
excessive
landed property in the hands
of individuals at the cost
In
of the small proprietors.
point of fact, there had been
as little lack of legislation
on the subject in Rome as
It had
in the Greek states.
been settled in antiquity that
no one should be allowed to
possess more than five hundred jugera of the Roman
public land, and at the same
time that the buying out of
the smaller farmers by speculators

should be prohibited,

The reform party

at

Rome,

proprietary rights were at
of the tribunes of the
people, Cn. Octavius, who was a personal
friend of Tiberius Gracchus, and enjoyed
established
issue.

One even

his respect, spoke against his proposition.

Tiberius Gracchus then allowed himself
an unconstitutional step.
He brought forward in the popular

to be forced into

assembly a proposal to depose his colleague,

and carried his point. It was decided to
elect an agrarian commission, which should
regulate the conditions of land tenure.
When Tiberius Gracchus, his father-in-law,
Appius Claudius, and his younger brother,
Gaius, were elected, the optimates, as
the senatorial class were called, grew
irritated, as the whole matter was thus
placed in the hands of one family. In
order to secure his inviolability, Tiberius
Gracchus sought re-election to the tribunate of the people, which
was a step contrary to constitutional

caused

a

stration

in

and
tradition,
violent
demonthe senate.
It

declared its political opponent a national enemy, who
was not entitled to a regular
trial. This involved a suspension of constitutional rights,
consul,
against which the
Q. Mutius, a skilful lawyer,
in vain urged objections.
On
the day of election a riot
a senator, P. Corensued
SALLUSTi THE HISTORIAN
His histories were as elegant and nelhlS Scipio Nasica, placed
refined in style as he was himself himself at
the head of the
;

Craved

and coarse

in character.

opposite

^j^

which

which proposed to check the ruin of the
farmer class, identified itself with these restrictive measures. As no one of the more
experienced statesmen at Rome ventured
to come forward since manifold difficulties must have been in the way of such a
"
"
reactionary policy Tiberius and Gaius
two young men
Gracchus,
Sempronius

armed with clubs Tiberius Gracchus fled
and lost his life. His adherents were
prosecuted for high treason, and the
execution of the agrarian laws was
crippled by the fact that the jurisdiction
over the disputed proprietary rights was
withdrawn from the commission and given

to the senatorial nobility,
did so, one after the other. They were
both tribunes of the plebs, and were fired
by the example of the Greeks. In the

of Tiberius

who belonged

previous century an effort had been made
once more to bring into prominence the
"
on the basis of the LycurSpartan state
"
laws
and
after
the
gan
Polybius,
historian of the Punic wars, had become
the counsellor of Scipio ^Emilianus, Greek
tutors were customary in all noble families.
The senate was opposed to the discussion
;

of these questions,
especially since long-
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;

over to the consuls.

Nevertheless, the laws

Gracchus remained in force and
filled all Italy with factions,
foreigners
gmce thg territories o f t h e allies
The
were e quaU y affected.
Citizen?'
question was then first mooted
whether it would not be advisable to concede the

Roman

citizenship to the allies,

only in this way could agrarian
reform be possible for the whole pensinula.
since

The movement
ten

received fresh

life

wtten,

years after Tiberius, his younger
brother, Gaius Gracchus, became tribune
of the people in 123 B.C.
He was more

DECLINE OF
gifted,
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but also more impetuous, than his

brother, for whose death he had vowed
to take vengeance on the aristocracy.

During the two years that he was in
he took the initiative in all

office

for

such a statesman to hold his position,

indeed, the constitution strictly
forbade re-election after the expiration of
the official year, and because the citizens
since,

from outlying

than once
year to Rome for
the
of
purpose
voting.
Finally, numerous separate

questions, one plan
rapidly following another.
The machinery of the state
G.
was put into motion

in

the
Gracchus reorganised
system of Italian roads, led

Roman

tional

to

the

interests

:

colonies

districts sel-

dom came more

administrative and constitu-

Italian

Tarentum and

conflicted.
citizens
and
allies

brought into

The

the
could not be

common action.

Squillacium in Lower Italy,
and originated the custom
the
should
that
senate
dispose of the consular prothe
vinces
even
before
periodical consular elections.
Further, in order to secure

The bestowal

support for himself, Gaius
carried a measure that the
knights should farm the

population

of the citizenship on the allies met with

support at Rome, since
people preferred to enjoy their priviin consequence
leges alone
little

the

dominant
;

of this,

both classes of the
of

Italy

now

began to scan each other
with hostile looks.
Even
the plan of Gaius to devote

taxes of the newly constito the settlement of indigent
tuted province of Asia, an
Roman citizens not only
arrangement convenient to
the state treasury and pro- STATUE OF A COMIC ACTOR Italy, but also the adjoining
m
fitable to the syndicate of
comedy wore when provinces, as Africa and the
their
on
the stage, part of Gaul
disastrous
but
discharging
parts
capitalists,
beyond the Alps,
which was occupied to secure the land route
indeed to the subjects who were oppressed
into Spain, appeared at the outset so novel
and impoverished by the moneyed classes.
A more sweeping measure, by which that the conservative party had good
Gracchus sowed discord between the senareason to hope for a change in public feeling.
torial order and the knights, was that by
And this, indeed, resulted while Gaius
which the functions of jurymen in matters
was detained for two months in the
of administration, which up till then, in
district of Carthage
which had been deaccordance with custom, had been exvastated and laid under a curse occupied
with measurements and other preparations
ercised by men of senatorial rank, were
for founding a colony there.
transferred to the knights, under the preIn his
text that the senatorial jurisdiction over
absence his opponents carried the election
the provincial
of L. Opimius a=
administration
consul, who imhad not proved
mediately ^op-

^^Srfof

be satisfactory, since it was

since he

prejudiced by

longer

caste
tions.

As
rising of the

way

Gracchan party,

posed Gaius,

to

was no

tribune.
this led to a

considera-

In this
Gaius made

the consul was
invested by the

the capitalists his
political friends.

Gaius Gracchus

senate with

met his ruin

extraordinary

powers. The
adherents of
Gracchus were

before
he was
able to carry out

the intended reform in the agrarian
.

-|-

it

attacked by force
question. ROMAN
WITH
i wr\.o
iiitiixv THEATRICAL
jcxv^ivjt/mi
AC TORS
n* **a THEIR
a n0R* mwu* ivirvojrvo
MASKS of arms and conLraiUS
Was QimCUlt
From a realistic bas-relief in the Lateran Museum, Rome.
quered.
-

,.

/"n_.

-
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ordered his slave to kill him
during the rout. In addition, the rising
cost the lives of some 3,000 of his partisans.
This was in the year 121 B.C.

himself

'

The agrarian agitation was continued
some years, but the rights of private
proprietors, in the form they had now
assumed, were not attacked any more.
The African system of latiAn Era of
in
was
for

fundia

Rural

cpopu ahon

some

preserved only

districts of

Lower

m

Italy.

the direction of
ear R ome
Etruria, as well as of Campania, centres
of the agricultural population no longer
When the Latin feast was celeexisted.
brated on the Alban Mountain fewer and
fewer claims were made at the distribuPlaces like
tion of the meat-offering.
j,j

Gabii,

Labicum and

deserted

Fidenae

;

Bovillae

was an

were almost
insignificant

Ardea only the name was
other places had disappeared without
left
a trace, and the farmers had departed.
Only the villas of the Roman nobles in the
immediate vicinity of the capital, on the
Alban Hills, in the Volscian territory,
near Tibur and Tusculum, and on the
village

of

;

;

sea-shore, brought life into the country
If a
in the best season of the year.
politician was for a time out of office
he would spend the whole period at
Tusculum or Albanum or on the Campanian coast, whither the elder Scipio,
'

had withdrawn in
dudgeon, and where, later,

Africanus,

Lucullus laid out his splendid
Thus, the agri-

corrupt

in

servatives."

"

ranks of these
conThis was especially apparent

the

the sphere of provincial administration and in the disputes which broke out
at that time among the successors of
King Masinissa of Numidia.
Jugurtha, an illegitimate descendant of

in

Masinissa, who had gained the friendship
of the Roman aristocracy in the war
before Numantia, expelled and murdered
cousins, the princes Adherbal and
Hiempsal, in order to make himself sole
In Rome this conduct had^ met
ruler.
with lenient criticism, until the tribunes
of the people, from party considerations,
his

revealed the systematic bribery to which
Jugurtha owed this indulgence. After
the most respected heads of the governing
party had been compromised in the
matter, the scandal became greater by
the way in which the punishment which
_
had been resolved upon for
\* hen Every T
S
was carried out.
D
Jugurtha
Roman had T
ir
as
soon as
Jugurtha himself,
His P 'c
he had been admitted to the
negotiations,

came

Rome.

to

He knew

that everything, the city itself in the last
extremity, had its price. When, at the
urgent pressure of the opposition, active
measures were taken against him, he
inflicted a defeat on the Roman army.
The war continued, greatly influenced by
the attitude of parties in the city
we
have an excellent account
of the course of affairs in
the monograph of Sallustius
;

Crispus (Sallust), who wrote
as a partisan of Julius Caesar.
In the Roman army a

gardens.

cultural aspect of entire districts had completely altered

within a few decades.
The
successors of the farmers from

townsman

Latium, Southern Etruria, and

a
as
subordinate
the consul Q. Metellus. He had allied himself by
marriage with the Julian

further afield, composed the
proletariat of the capital,
and were, according to a
law which C. Gracchus had
passed, fed with corn at the
cost of the state.
For the
future, senators, knights,

and

Marius,
himself

GAIUS

Who

rose from a peasant to the

SfSSnSr

%%?

character.
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extremely masterful and tyrannical,

senate, which had assumed the protection
of the conservative interests against the
revolutionaries.
The Roman annals of
this period are equa'ly tinged with conservatism.
Not until the ensuing period

speeches have a party
But there was much that was

political

Arpinum,

C.

distinguished

officer of

proletarians shared in the profits of empire.
After the downfall of C. Gracchus the
centre of gravity again rested with the

do the

of

had

family, and was now, in 107
B.C., elected consul through
the efforts of the popular
party. After Marius had con-

quered Jugurtha, and made him prisoner
through the craft of his quaestor Cornelius Sulla, he became the worshipped
hero of the opposition, especially when,
in attempting to repel a migration of
Keltic
and Germanic peoples which
threatened Gaul and Italy, the aristocratic
generals suffered repeated defeats in close
succession.
Marius, consequently, was
again elected consul amid violent excite-

THE UNIQUE CHARACTERISTIC OF ROME'S PUBLIC GAMES
Gladiatorial displays between prisoners of war are peculiarly associated with Rome and, later, the Roman' empire as
a whole. These sanguinary combats originated after the proletariat made the army their profession, and were
"
In later years not
butchered to make a Roman holiday.
designed to accustom the people to bloodshed. Hence
only prisoners fought in the arenas but Roman citizens, and even an emperor coveted its sanguinary honours.

ment, and his election was renewed every
year until the Teutones had been defeated
in Transalpine Gaul, and the Cimbri and
their allies in Cisalpine Gaul (102 and 101

battle, but fought it out to the death.
This is the beginning of the gladiatorial
shows, without which men soon could not
live at Rome
a barbarous amusement

It is curious to remark that the
authorities hold that the Teutones were
half Keltic, and that the Cimbri were

for the degenerate rabble of the sovereign

Germans.

not legally, abolished. In time
of need now, as before, the
Conscription
entire male population of Italy
capable of bearing arms, between the ages
of seventeen and forty-five years, could be

B.C.).

At

this period Marius effected the reorganisation of the Roman military system

accordance with the requirements of
the existing social conditions. Marius admitted into his army the proletarians, who
gladly enlisted in expectation of booty,
and at the same time he abolished the
existing composition of the legion, which
had taken into consideration differences
A uniform armament of all
of property.
in

legionaries was introduced, every man
receiving a javelin (pilum) and a sword.
Since owners of land had to be dismissed
to their fields after every campaign, the
tactical training of the troops

"

.

Gladiatorial,
.

.

Combats

had been neglected.
Now,
when the rproletarians made
the army their profession, as it
,

,

.

,

were, greater stress could be laid on drill and
swordsmanship. In order to accustom the

people to bloodshed numbers of prisoners
of war, who had been trained in fighting,
were pitted against each other at the
public games, and not only imitated a

city.

Extent

The previous military organisation
was thus practically, though

of the

called out.

ment was

On

ordinary occasions enlist-

sufficient, since

enough

recruits

names.
But the soldiers were anxious, not only
for profitable wars during their period of
service, but for a provision for their old
age, an allotment of house and land. They
wished their victorious commander to gain
this point for them from the government.
This involved a diminution of the public
domain, and, therefore, of the financial
resources of the state. They were ready,

gave

in their

for their part, to vote for him in the
comitia. The soldiers were well aware
that not every general possessed the necesand, therefore, when they
sary influence
enlisted they paid great attention to the
person of the commander, a circumstance
;

by which party
this time

struggles in

assumed a quite

Rome from

different aspect.
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After his return from the Cimbrian War
C. Marius had been elected consul for the
sixth time, thanks to the agitation of his
It was found, however, that
he was not as familiar with the struggles
of the forum as with those of the battlefield, so that, in virtue of a decree of the
senate, which authorised him to take extraordinary measures, he acted
Rivalry
most sharply towards his own
of Marius
party friends; and at the end
and Sulla
of the year he was quite discredited as a politician. In consequence
of this, the senatorial party, now actually
in league with the knights, to whom the
socialistic views of the leaders of the
proletarians were antagonistic, once more

partisans.

came forward.
leader

They recognised

Cornelius

L.

Sulla,

Marius, and his former quaestor in the Numidian War.
When Sulla had become
consul for the year 88 B.C. the

the

as their
rival of

campaign was thus secured to Sulla, but
at the same time a new era of civil war
was begun.
The distinction which existed in the
Italian-Roman state system had already
made itself felt, and now was revived by
the conflict of the citizen factions the
distinction between the privileged citizdn
of the city of Rome and the Italian conThe native allies had up till
federates.
now derived advantage from the increased
power of the Apennine peninsula, which
had spread over the opposite coasts and
gradually over the whole Mediterranean.
On the other hand, it pleased the sovereign
people of Rome to load the allies as far as
possible with the burdens of government,
especially with the troublesome duty of
garrisoning the provinces. The comitia of
the Roman citizens certainly
exercised influence on the

government
not so the

question arose, what general
should conduct the war
against King Mithradates

powers only of

against

Roman

local govern-

be unjust. When the
Gracchi came forward with

who was then
up the whole Orient
the

Rome, but
who had

ment and had no unity of
organisation. This was felt
to

of Pontus,
stirring

in

allies,

plans for reform, they ex-

rule.

The king had been received

cited the hopes of the

with acclamations

a circumstance which did
harm to those young champions of the allies against
the Roman citizens. After
the fall of Tiberius Gracchus
the disaffection of the allies

the

in

province of Asia, and at
his orders all the Italians
who lived there had been
massacred. The settlement
of Eastern affairs generally
was, therefore, bound up
with the command against
Mithradates
and thus a

became open hostility. At
their head stood the colony
of Fregellae on the Liris,

;

prospect of rich gain was
held out to the general and
his

which, after the overthrow
of Capua, was the first town
in those regions, and probably the first in Italy,

army, quite apart from

its significance for

the rela-

tions of the parties in
itself,

Rome

where the general

after

vic-

suppressed, but the factions
in

The opponents

'

of the senate wished that
1
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in

the

Mithradatic

and

;

rela-

tions with the discontented

which soon spread
over the whole of Italy so
j that it was said of M. Livius
the tribune of the
| Drusus,
I people for the year 92 B.C.,
that he tried to govern
J|
15 Italy through such clientI

marched with his troops
against Rome, took the
town, and had the leaders

mand

continued

i allies,

Sulla

of the opposition proscribed
by the senate. The com-

Rome

the opponents of the ruling

optimates maintained

Marius might be entrusted
with the command, and
carried their proposal by a
decree of the people.

Rome. The revolt of
was mercilessly

Fregellae

torious in a great war now
always took the first place
in the state.

allies,

A ROMAN CITIZEN
shovring the manner of wearing the toga,

;

The conspirators deage.
manded a part in the Roman

DECLINE OF THE
elections, admission to the offices in Rome,
in short, the complete rights of the Roman

M. Livius
citizenship.
solutions to this effect,
faction got rid of

Drusus moved

re-

and the opposite

ROMAN
and

REPUBLIC

their praetors entirely

Roman

on the

model, although their coins partly bore
Oscan inscriptions. As we have already
remarked, some of the popular leaders
in

him by assassina-

Rome

had

expressly recognised the justice
of the demands
made by the

tion.

Then the revolt
the Italians
At
broke out.
the head stood
of

The

Italians.

tribes which once

proposal to split
up the forces of
the rebellion by

had taken only a

granting the

feeble part in the
resistance of the

citizenship to all

Sabellian

those

Samnites,

and,

therefore,

were

admitted

those who still
hesitated to join
it,

especially in

the adjacent

into

was

the Italian con-

countries,

federation on

now received

There

their

Saraces
were, however, so

be11ian

incensed against
Rome that they
would hear no-

territory
intact.

Their capital,

which was also
the political
centre

of

ated On the
Fu C ne lake
i

The

same

true of the

Corfmium.

thing

was

more

of

concessions, but
set about their

the

stock, Marruvmm, was situ-

The

favour.

were the Marsi,
who had kept

nearly

some

with

favourable

very

terms.

avowed purpose

MARRIAGE

IN

ANCIENT ROME

of destroying the
from "lair of the she-

Manseii

Although the morals of Rome passed through many phases,
austerity to licentiousness, and women were at times notoriously incontinent from first to last the principle of monogamy was maintained.

Peligni, whose capital was
tribes of these districts

The

placed themselves at the head of the revolt,
so that the war was styled the Marsian War.
But Corfmium became the principal place
"
of the confederation of
Italia."
In the
south the Samnites immediately joined,
in the north the district of Picenum.
The
movement soon extended to the regions
lying nearer Rome, to Campania, and
Etruria. Rome saw herself attacked on all
sides.
In the first year many
"
Italia
Roman magistrates fell victims
Against
to the revolt.
If the hostile
Rome
factions in
Rome had not
united, at least for the moment, in a common policy, and if, as shortly afterwards,
one party had sided with the Italians,
Rome might well have fallen. In any case,
the seat of government would have
been changed even if the constitution
remained the same, for the insurgents
had formed their senate, their consuls

wolf."

One

co lO n~y O f Rome"
Venusia, actually joined the insurgents
others, which lay in the disaffected district
or near it, such as Alba, on the Fucine
;

lake, ^Esernia,

and Venafrum

in

Samnium,

were compelled by force to join the cause.
But, on the whole, Rome gained breathing space by these measures, at any
rate on the side of Campania, Etruria,
and Umbria. The war was carried into
the more distant countries, first into
Picenum, where Asculum was a centre
of the insurrection. Numerous Roman
leaden missiles with inscriptions which refer
to this war have been found in the bed of
this river.
Asculum, after an obstinate

was finally taken by Cn.
Pompeius Strabo, the father of the great
Pompey, consul in the year 89 B.C. Corresistance,

finium, after that, could not longer hold
and the war was continued chiefly
by the Samnites, who selected ^Esernia as
In Rome, meantime, the
their centre.
strife between the factions had again

out

;
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broken out, and now the popular party

demanded

further

concessions

for

the

It was now a question only of
greater or less restriction on their
right of voting, and thus the violence of
the insurrection was diverted. The leaders
lent the popular party assistance against
their opponents, especially as Sulla, after
_ _.
his return from the Mithradatic
e
War, attacked the democratic
L.
For
Corgovernment.
b ,.
of Sulla
,
c
nelius Sulla had, meantime,
conducted a three years' war against
Mithradates of Pontus in Greece and
Asia, in the course of which his army was
trained and grew attached to his person,
so that he was now far superior to the
leaders of the rival faction. These were at
variance with each other, and possessed,
indeed, no leader of universally recognised
authority, since Marius had
died in his seventh consulship,

Italians.

the

.

r
'

,

before the Gracchi.
The tribunate of
the people was once more" to be a convenient tool of the government
the
administration of the state was to rest
in the hands of the senate, without being
influenced or controlled by the knights.
In order, once for all, to gu ird th?
constitution from attacks, Suaa gravely
determined to exterminate the opposition.
He is the originator of the system of
proscriptions, the extermination of the
best, as this procedure has been called.
;

While Marius and Cinna had proce'eded
only against the leaders of the optimates,
Sulla, quite unexpectedly, had the names
of the senators and knights who were to be
executed publicly posted up. The list was
until
some two
frequently renewed,
thousand senators and
knights had
forfeited their lives.
Their property was
confiscated, but freedom was

and Cinna, in his
fourth consulship, had fallen
victim to a mutiny in 84 B.C.
When Sulla advanced from
in

86

B.C.,

find supporters in them.
Sulla
governed for

Brundisium, he became
through a second
mutiny, of the army sent
against him in Campania.
federates,

who

two

years with un imited powers.
He reorganised the provincial
in
Greece
administration
and in Asia, when the question
arose as to restrictions to be
imposed on the armers of
the
he introduced
taxes,

master,

The opposition

their slaves, in
given to
order that the system might

;

the cononce more

of

attacked Rome itself, was
regulations which were permanent and satisfied the
crushed, and a bloody retribution exacted.
Samnium SULLA, RIVAL OF MARIUS subjects. In fact, for the
towns of
sia 8 4 B.C. was
and the Etrurian coast district never recovered from after two years of undisputed sway the beginning of a new era,
"tired to a twilight of debauchery.
which lasted for more than
the devastations caused by
Sulla's soldiery.
Sulla no longer delayed
500 years. With regard to the magistracy,
Sulla established the rule that the consuls
to bestow the citizenship on the Italians!
In the distribution of the allies among
and praetors should discharge their office
"
in the capital, and then, as proconsuls and
the thirty-five citizen tribes much elect"
oral geometry
was employed, since the propraetors, govern a province for one year.
Sulla hoped that, through his enactnew burgesses were now entitled to take
thus the
ments, the conservative party, whose
part in the voting at Rome
views satisfied the main body of the
Marsi and the Peligni were united into one
nation, had been firmly seated in the
tribe, the Sergian. The place of the custhe histories of this
tomary local authorities was taken by What Sulla saddle
two magistrates, corresponding to the Did in
period are conservative, though
Roman consuls. As the administration of Two Years moderate in tone. He himself
kept within the limits of his
justice rested with them, they were usually
constitution
and, after two years, laid
styled duumviri juridicundo. Thus the
Latin-Roman institutions, which up till down the dictatorship in 80 B.C., and
now had been found only in the colonies, withdrew to his villa on the "Campanian
Memoirs."
There he wrote his
coast.
were extended over the whole of Italy,
While the possessors of such power have
including the Greek towns. Sulla caused
himself to be named dictator to reorganise
usually been eager to secure for their
sons a dynastic precedence Sulla rethe constitution, and in doing so he went
frained from any such attempt.
back to the system which had prevailed

&*ffi%jr*Z*%i

A

;

;

;
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POMPEY

ANCIENT

ROME

AND

IV

C/tSAR

POMPEY THE GREAT & JULIUS C/ESAR
THE RULE OF THE TRIUMVIRATE
AND THE FOUNDING OF THE JULIAN DYNASTY
the predefeated before the gates of the capital
\JOTWITHSTANDING
^ cautionary measures which
a regular battle by Lutatius Catulus
Sulla
all

in

had adopted, political agitation was not
ended by him. Numbers of people had
joined

Sulla

for

personal

reasons

who

supported the reaction towards a strict
oligarchy so long as they themselves ware
not affected by it. This was the view of
many of the most important subordinate
officers

who had supported

Sulla in the

Italian War and afterwards during the
operations in the provinces. Such were
M. Licinius Crassus, who had acquired an
immense fortune by lucky speculations at
the time of the proscriptions, and Cn.
Pompeius Magnus, whose father had be_
longed to the equestrian party.
Firmer supporters of the oligarchy were Q. Metellus Pius,
Q. Lutatius Catulus, and the
brothers L. and M. Licinius Lucullus. The
life and activity of this period are well depicted in the Lives of Plutarch, who, in
the second century A.D., recast the old
materials. We gain a further insight into
it from the speeches, letters, r

and Pompeius in 77 B.C. The remains of
the army of Lepidus, after its commander
himself had fallen on the way, fled under
M. Perperna to Spain. Here,
Rising of
from the time of Cinna's rule,
Slaves and
held
the
Q. Sertorius had
Gladiators

position of governor, since he
to win over the natives.
Q. Metellus and Cn. Pompeius were now
sent against him.
They carried on the

knew how

war for years in an
and only in 72 B.C.,

inglorious fashion,
after M. Perperna
turned traitor, did Sertorius fall.
In the meantime, L. Licinius Lucullus,

consul in the year 74 B.C., had taken
command in the war against Mithradates
of Pontus, which had broken out again.
The optimates, who wished to get the
profitable administration of the East
into their hands, had struggled for the
conduct of the campaign.
By special
provisions, M. Crassus, as prator, had to
exercise

military

RB&HRHKm

of M.
of the
the
of

rising

and numerous writings

gladiators

Cicero, one
creators
principal

in

Tullius

all were
on crushing the rem-

had broken out
which the
who had no military

Italy,

which showed signs of active

annihilated
some
that attempted
to
cross the Alps.
Cn.
Pompeius
Magnus,

bands

^milius Lepidus, publicly
advocated
the
Gracchan
r
AU
-4.U
4-u
the
policy,
together with

old,

the

Pompeius,
from

just returned

Spain,

of Sulla's
death, 78 B.C., even in Rome
itself.
In fact, one of the
consuls for this
year, M.
in

with

fully repressed 'it.

who had

nants of the popular party,
life

general
slaves
and

consuls,
experience, were unable to
cope, while Crassus success-

Latin literature.
For the moment
intent

A

functions.
of the

year

though

M TULLIUS CICERO

Wh 0se
-

writings illuminate the
P eriod following the death of Suiia.

restoration
of
those
who
had been exiled and whose property was
A rising ensued, which
confiscated.
spread to various parts of Italy, parwas
Etruria, until
ticularly
Lepidus

only

had often

thirty

years

commanded

armies
but he had never
,,
held any curule office.
He
did no t however, wish to
:

,

)

hold a position inferior to Crassus, who
was now canvassing for the consulship
for, in spite of his wealth, Crassus was
not reckoned to possess any peculiar
;
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intellectual ability. This led to all kinds of
C. Julius Caesar, who was four
intrigues.

years younger than Pompey, had already
brought himself into notice, and was
conspicuous among the young nobility of
Rome for the insolent audacity of his
conduct and the enormous extent of his
debts. As son-in-law of Cinna, he attached
himself to the popular party, an act which
was not regarded seriously at first in
outside circles, although Sulla in his last
years is said to have declared that more
than one Marius was concealed in the
young Caesar. On account of the dissensions which prevailed among the leaders
of the party of Sulla, Caesar attained to
political importance for the first time in
the year 71 B.C. Caesar, who was personally
on good terms with Crassus, persuaded
him and Pompey that, if they were to

combine with him, they would be superior

He

held out to them the
of the popular party
the
votes
of
prospect
at the consular election if its principal
demand, the restoration of the tribunate
to

all

rivals.

of the people, were granted.

In order to

win over the knights also, their former
privileges namely, the participation as
jurors in the tribunals were to be conceded to them. At this time great excitement was caused by a notorious trial, in
which the Sicilians impeached their former
governor, C. Verres, and M. Tullius Cicero
Verres
came forward as their advocate
was condemned. Pompey and Crassus,
who were influenced by party interests,
but not by principles, pledged themselves
:

to the demands of Caesar in their speeches
as candidates, and were then elected
consuls for the year 70 B.C. Caesar had won
since he
his first success as a politician
broke down the constitution of Sulla in
very essential points, and at the same
;

time

irremediably

compromised

two

leaders of the opposition.

Pompey

gained most by this coalition.

On the proposal of the tribune of the people,
A. Gabinius, he was placed at the head of
the fleet and of an army with extraordinary
powers, in order that the outrages of the

CICERO AT HIS COUNTRY VILLA DURING HIS RETIREMENT FROM ROME
better remembered for his literary work than for his public life in Rome, Cicero was one of the foremost
senators of his time. Lacking somewhat in resolution, but on the whole honest of purpose, his fortunes varied
greatly from time to time, and at different periods he withdrew from Rome to the seclusion of his country villa.

Though
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CICERO IN THE SENATE ACCUSING CATILINE OF TREASON
One of the most memorable episodes in the consular career of Cicero but his impeachment failed for lack of
evidence. Cicero escaped the dagger of Catiline's assassin, though his later years were passed in dread of
assassination, which finally was his fate at the hands of an emissary of Antony. From the painting by Maccari, Rome.
;

which had been increasing since
the downfall of most of the maritime
powers, might be terminated. The Roman
state had neglected the fleet after the Punic
A special decree was passed that
War.
pirates,

the commander-in-chief should himself
choose twenty-five inferior commanders,
the senators,
legati, from the body of
and that these should be invested with
All places on the coast
praetorian rank.
up to forty miles inland were placed under
Pompey's jurisdiction, so that his rivals
said with justice that his authority was
tantamount to that of a monarch. On the
other hand, it was notorious that Sulla
had made a blunder when he abolished the
central command of the consuls.
As there
was no fleet to guard the shores of Italy,
the communications with the east and the
corn-growing countries were more and
more endangered, so that there was a
threatened failure of the supplies on which
the Roman plebs were fed.

^

e P r P sa l
f Gabinius was
therefore carried, and Pompey
J
Kome
, ,
\,
executed his commission in the
shortest time.
He thus became the most
in

.

popular

man

in

.

.

.

Rome.

In fact, he was
higher.
able, through the help of the equestrian
party, to contrive that the war against
Mithradates and the regulation of affairs
in the east should be entrusted to him.

Pompey aimed

This was effected by the

"

lex Manilia,"

which M. Tullius Cicero* spoke a fact
of importance, since Cicero was accustomed

for

L. Lucullus
incurring the
knights, who were

to state his views plainly.

had been unfortunate
hostility of the

Roman

in

concerned in the most scandalous financial
transactions in Asia.
By a

usury edict, according to which

o fth

,

cent
month
j
could be charged as interest,
the towns in the provinces had been enabled
to pay off in a comparatively short period
an enormous contribution imposed on
Knights

them by

i

Sulla.

thereby immense

i

The knights had lost
and they now

profits,

raised a violent agitation against Lucullus.
As, under these circumstances, the Sullan
constitution, among the supporters of
which was L. Lucullus, was overthrown,

the effect on the province, and even on the
discipline of the army, was such that the
proconsul could not make use of the
advantages he had won over Mithradates.
In 66 B.C., Lucullus received his recall, and
with it his administrative measures became
inoperative.

After Pompey had taken
command and had reorganised

over the
the army,
he conquered Mithradates, as well as his
ally and son-in-law, Tigranes of Armenia,,
who had extended his dominion over
Syria.

When Pompey

then formed an
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alliance with the Parthians, a peace was
arranged with Tigranes, in which he
renounced his conquests. Mithradates was
forced to fly to the north of the Black Sea,
where he met his death, while the conqueror formed a province out of the
countries of Poritus and Bithynia (64 B.C.).
Legates of Pompey had already taken
possession of Syria, where the rule of the

was ended.
After the withdrawal of Tigranes there

Seleucidae

was no supreme government until Pompey
assumed it at Antioch. He ruled there in

"
the winter of 64-63 B.C., like a
king
of kings," set up and deposed princes,
and granted privileges to the towns.
In the spring of 63 B.C. he proceeded to
Damascus, where he settled the dispute
between the two Jewish princes, Hyrcanus
and Aristobulus, in favour of the former.
As Aristobulus
did not submit,

Jerusalem

omy wnen

necessary. Galatia was divided
into three principalities. Pontus, although

forming with Bithynia one administrative
sphere, retained its legislative assembly,
if we may give this title to the partly
religious, partly political, union of the
towns of that province.
cannot fail to recognise the abilities of
Pompey. He delivered his decisions after
careful deliberation, and also repressed
His
corruption among his lieutenants.
freedmen had most influence over him,
among others the writer Theophanes of
Mitylene.
Pompey attached considerable
value to the fact that his exploits were

We

given publicity, especially his last romantic
campaign against Mithradates. The best
account of it is preserved for us in the
geographical and historical work of the
Cappadocian Strabo. Pompey was by no
means as great a
genius as Julius

was

But

Caesar.

taken, the temple
stormed, and the
pretender led

struggles,

away captive.

accepted

the
was
Idumaean,
promialready

final
form
of
government, the

when, after long

Antipater,

Hyrcanus,
from that
succeeded

was
as the

institutions

nent as the

procurator

the

principate

of

Pompey were revived in many

of

and

respects,

and

were preferred to

time

i n
those of Caesar.
At Rome the
himself
POMPEY THE GREAT
LEPIDUS THE TRIUMVIR
indispensable to Pompey was the dangerous rival of Julius Caesar, until the latter oligarchy still
all Roman rulers. settled his account at the battle of Pharsalia. Lepidus, a weak, ruled, busied in

making

The Jewish

his-

ambitious character, was, for a brief period only, one ot the triumvirs.

torian, Flavius Josephus, gives us particulars as to the activity of Pompey and
his lieutenants.
The Roman authority
made itself felt as far as the borders of

Arabia and Egypt.

The former kingdom

of the Seleucids was converted into the
province of Syria. In the east, on the side
of the Parthians, the Euphrates was
'

adopted as a boundary, to which the
Roman government subsequently adhered,
and crossed it only at a far later period.
All this was the work of Pompey, who,
in his administrative arrangements, always
took into account existing conditions.
In Syria the chronological era of the
Seleucids remained in force during the

entire length of. the Roman rule
and, in
fact, has persisted among the Aramaicspeaking Christians up to the present day.
The boundaries of the districts were altered
;
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preparing an inend to the extraordinary power
Pompey. L. Lucullus thought, with the

glorious
of

help of his party, to persuade the senate to
declare the arrangements of Pompey null
and void, just as his own had been annulled.
The other factions of the optimates
and they
agreed with Lucullus in this
were offended, besides, in many ways by
the manner in which Pompey had gained
Men like the
possession of the imperium.
younger M. Porcius Cato, who on principle
held to the constitution, and, on account
of his honourable character, enjoyed the
;

respect even of his political opponents, were
by no means disposed to smooth the way
Least of all
of Pompey to the principate.

could Pompey expect support from Crassus,
with whom he had quarrelled during his

year of office J ulius Caesar about this t ime
declared he would rather be first in a village
.

POMPEY THE GREAT AND
than second in Rome. He became aedile
in 65 B.C.
praetor in 62 B.C., and was
;

entangled in all the political intrigues
of the time, chiefly behind the scenes.
While his friend Crassus gave immense

sums

to

able

him

JULIUS CAESAR

confiscations and the veterans who had
settled there.
These intrigues were no
secret at Rome
on the contrary, so
;

effectively

had precautions been

by the government,

the

witl

the

ento

taken
of

help

wealthy
that

classes,

win the favour

Catiline

found

Roman

himself

com-

of the

pelled to leave

by

populace

the celebration
of magnificent
games, Caesar
kept in close

Rome. His

touch with the

victory

were
o n ly

in

anarchists,

whose

confed crates

were

a
in
to
in-

in

surrection

the

from

capital.

camps

But

be
These

schemes were
to
betrayed

to

found.
cherished the
idea of once

again bringing
in an era of pro-

their

the

consul,

who

Cicero,

JULIUS

CffiSAR,

THE MAKER OF IMPERIAL ROME

The

intellectual keenness of the great Caesar is well seen in this bust
but
the face is without softness or show of kindliness.
Ambition was his
political re- guiding star, but his abilities in every sphere were exceptional, and on the
f ,.
whole his public conduct puts him among the rare heroes of ancient Rome.
~>i

by

scriptions

a

an

raise

bankrupt
both

for

Etruria,

ranks

nobles

waiting

had followed
up the matter

;

vigor_

.

volution. The
soul of these attempts

was L. Sergius Cati-

a former adherent of Sulla, who had
been praetor and then governor in Africa,
but had found that his road to the consulate
was barred by the present ruling party. In
63 B.C. Catiline was
line,

oUS1V
J
,

H6

,*

,

,

arrested the
conspirators, and the course of action that
should be taken with them was the subject
of an unprecedentediy heated debate in the
senate. Notwithstanding the opposition of
Caesar, Cicero and Cato carried the proposal
that
the
arrested

defeated for the consulate by a citizen
from one of the muni-

should be executed
without further pro-

cate, M.TulliusCicero,

ceedings, since there
was danger in delay.
Catiline and his confederates were
declared

whose colleague was

enemies,

the

levies of the Italian
militia were
sent

cipalities,

who

had

come into prominence
at

Rome

as an advo-

insignificant

Anton

i

us

.

national

C.

After

having been an unsuccessful candidate
once more at the elections of the year 62
B.C.. and crushed by
an immense burden

*7<>

the

against him. NearPisnow Pistoja, the
points of departure of
two passes over the
Apennines to Modena
and to Bologna, he
was forced to fi?ht a
battle against a legate
of
the consul, C.
toria,

of debt, Catiline resolved to reach his

violent
goal
by
measures.
He collected
round
his
standard at Faesulae
in Etruria the vie
timS Of the Sullan From

and

JULIUS CJESAR, IMPERATOR
the statue in the National

Museum

at

Naples,

Antonius, in which he
was killed in 62 B.C.
Catiline is a typical
figure of the Roman
nobility of the day, ill
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career personal feuds, women,
debts, and the desire to win promotion
at the cost of the state
play the

The description given
greatest
part.
by Sallust in his "Catilina" is verified
and supplemented by
and other
authors.

how
~

the

"U

Cicero, Suetonius,
also
see
Rome became
elections
in
the subject of speculation, in
Which the market in VOtCS
organised by the election com-

We

'

Vl
blections

i

.

,

.

,

.

,

mittees (sodaticia), played an
important part. For the same reasons,
the games were now given on a continu-

ously increasing scale.
The conspiracy of Catiline, who had
entertained wide-reaching plans, would
have thwarted the schemes of Pompey.
For this reason, Crassus, as well as
Caesar, was not unfavourable to the movement in the beginning. Caesar's attitude
was particularly irritating to the capi-

who

talist party,
knew his financial difficulties.
Nevertheless, he was successful

about this time in securing his election
as pontifex maximus, although Q. Lutatius Catulus was the rival candidate
(63 B.C.), a fact which shows that he ruled
the comitia. But it was due entirely to
the wealth of Crassus, who became his
surety, that his creditors allowed him
to go as propraetor to Farther Spain
(61 B.C.).
in Rome that
the anarchist movement a pretext for keeping the power
in his own hands after his return from
It

was generally believed

Pompey would make

Asia.

But Pompey, who,

sense,

clung to the letter of the law,

in

a certain

disbanded his legions after landing at
Brundisium, in accordance with constitutional precedent.
He then proceeded
to Rome, in order to secure from the senate
the ratification of his acts, as well as the
pensioning of his veterans. He found such
opposition in the senate, now that his

opponents had joined cause, and en_
countered such a delay in business
that
his
complete fall
j^f*

mmmen t- He

was rescued
only by the
return of Caesar from Spain in the year
60 B.C., who, in order to further his own
which were directed towards
plans,
obtaining the consulate, once more made
common cause with Pompey and Crassus.

Pom

e

was

from

i

this

plight

Caesar pledged himself to promote, and
under all circumstances to carry out, the
wishes of Pompey and his party in the
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event of his becoming consul by their aid.
Caesar,

then,

year 59 B.C.

was elected consul

for the

He, a member of one of the

oldest families, became leader of the
popular party and followed in the footG. Gracchus. His
steps of
plebeian
colleague, M. Calpurnius Bibulus, was a
tool of the optimates, but was unscrupulously disregarded by Caesar. This was
the first step towards the establishment
of the Julian monarchy, which a hundred
years later was actually dated from the
first
consulship of Caesar. From that
day to his death Caesar never ceased to
be a magistrate of the state, and, accordMen thought of this
ingly, irresponsible.
when the last C. Caesar (Caligula) was
murdered, in the year 41 A.D. After
Caesar's consulship the political literature of the time divides into the Caesarian,
at the head of which Julius Caesar himself stood, and the
beyond the victory

He

anti-Caesarian, lasting
of the dynasty.

provisionally shared the governstate with Crassus and
acts of Pompey in the
east were ratified by a decree of the people
at *k e P r P sa l
f
Caesar,
Pow
f
and the veterans of Pompey
.
were rewarded by
-,
of
J donations ..
1 riumvirate
,
,
^,,
^
land.
1 he Campaman public
domain, which, since the Hannibalic War,
had been farmed out for the benefit of the
treasury, was then also set apart to be
allotted.
Capua revived as a Caesarian
But while Pompey was again
colony.

ment of the
Pompey. The

.

.

.

.

confirmed in his supreme authority in
the east, Caesar claimed for himself a
western sphere, Gaul
not merely the
nearer province, with which the administration of Illyricum was connected,
but also that of Transalpine Gaul, which,
since the time of the Cimbri and Teutones,
;

was continually menaced by invaders.

A rich field for action offered itself
here to any man who wished to accept
the post a post, however, which required to be held for some years, and
was, therefore, incompatible with the
principle of holding office for a single
year, which till then was applied to
republican magistracies.
triumvirate carried their

The

powerful

point.

Caesar

became proconsul for five years with
the same rights Pompey had enjoyed in
his command against the pirates and
against Mithradates.

He

received legates,

with propraetorian rank, and four legions,
with the right to strengthen them by
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Syria respectively. The most important
therefore," in
military commands lay,
the hands of the three. As a matter of
fact, Pompey, on the expiration of his
year of office, administered Spain through
his lieutenants, while he himself remained
in Rome, and, together with his wife,
Julia, daughter of Caesar, held court there.
Crassus made use of his provincial command in Syria to enrich himself, as Caesar
had done in Gaul. He attacked the
Parthians
but in the sandy district of
Northern Mesopotamia the heavy-armed
legionaries were no match for the light
troops, and especially the cavalry of the
his guides failed him, proviParthians
sions gave out, and the Roman army
suffered a fearful defeat at Carrhae in
53 B.C. Crassus himself, who wished to
negotiate terms of surrender, was killed

unlimited

further levies
and, finally,
authority to act in Gaul.
;

Caesar governed in Gaul for ten years,
the Barcidae had formerly done in
Spain, and regulated the movements of the
as

nations, since he forced the Helvetii, who
had migrated into Gaul, to return to their

and then defeated the Suevi,
across the Rhine
under Ariovistus. But he settled
on the Rhine German tribes,

country,

who advanced

r
in

Gaul

who, in the succeeding campaigns,
Even
took the side of the Romans.
In the
the Kelts were not united.
same way he made the Helvetii his allies,

and won
the

Remi

;

over, among the Belgian tribes,
(near Rheims) and the Lingoni,

;

and obtained a strong base for his operaDuring the ensuing years he became supreme over the
tions in Northern Gaul.

and with him his son, P. Crassus. The
frontier on the Euphrates was held by the

Belgian tribes also. His lieutenant, P.
Crassus, son of the rich Crassus, secured
the submission, first of the Armorici and
then of the Aquitani. In order to crush
the last remnants of resistance, and to
punish all that gave help to the rebels, he
twice crossed the Rhine, and twice invaded
Britain.
While Pompey employed others
to write for him, Caesar prepared his own
account of the Gallic War and had it
published

in

book form,

but

quaestor of Crassus, C. Cassius, but the
defeat was not avenged until later.
Only Pompey and Caesar were now left
of the great powers in the state.
The
former, since the death of Julia, and his
marriage with the widow of
p
9 rassus a daughter of Q.
ofPom
e
ompey
Metellus Scipio, the
and Oaesar
,
.,
,.
,
leader of the optimates, had
been driven more and more into rivalry
.

R

without

Finally,
revealing his ultimate projects.
after he had crushed a great rising under
the Arvernian Vercingetorix in 52 B.C., he
reduced all Gaul to one form of government, so that he could at any moment
employ the resources of the land and its
population against Rome itself. At the
same time, the enormous amount of money
that became his spoil >vas employed in
extending his sphere of influence. He even
came to terms with the client states and
the provinces of the east, in order to be
master of the situation.
Pompey, in the meantime, was in a
difficult position at Rome, since he was
being attacked on the one side by the optimates, on the other side by the
p
extreme men of the popular

with Caesar.

.

in

Kome

t

B.C. at

of

i

i

.>

i

j_i_

a meeting at Luca, which was

still

in Caesar's province. While Caesar obtained
an extension of his command for five years,

Pompey and Crassus were to hold the
consulate for the second time, in 55 B.C,,
and afterwards the provinces of Spain and
3668

alliances

proved very

to effect the withdrawal of both Pompey
their offices.
But, since
they could not be master of both, they
first
contemplated the humiliation of
Caesar, who seemed more dangerous to
them, since he had already had a hand in
the conspiracy of Catiline a step which
clearly amounted to a breach of the constitution
and he had paid no attention
to the remonstrance of Bibulus, his colnor while he was
league in the consulate
ruling as supreme lord in Gaul did he
cease to keep up communications with
parties in Rome, and to take the most
disreputable persons into his service, in
order not to allow the opposition to the
overthrown oligarchy to die out.
The powerful position of Pompey was
respected by the optimates, to which
party he leaned. When fresh difficulties
arose as to supplying Italy with grain from
abroad, Pompey was entrusted with the
;

the strength the
victories of Caesar lent the triumvirate. The
triumvirate was renewed in the year 56

because

Family

in

and Caesar from

TT
j
j
He
could make head only
,v
i

party.

f'

.

,.

Rome, especially in the case of
men like Pompey. The party of the optimates, in whose eyes the old oligarchic
constitution alone was legitimate, wished
important

,

Difficulties

'

^^5

,

,

JULIUS CAESAR'S COMPLETE SUBJECTION OF THE GAULS

in his great province of Gaul, which he had reduced to one uniform governHe achieved this result after crushing
ment, with the design of using its strength against Rome itself if the need arose.
52 B.C. The illustration shows the rebellious Gallic leader before Caesar.
in
a formidable rising under Vercingetorix

During the triumvirate Caesar was supreme

As the rivalry
of certain party leaders, such as Clodius
and Milo, who had played some part as
tribunes of the people, ended in street
indeed, Clodius was, finally, killed
fighting
by Milo at Bovillae, in the immediate
Pompey was placed at
vicinity of Rome
the head of the state as consul "without
"
that is, he was
(52 B.C.)
colleagues
restraints.
constitutional
from
exempted
This was the case when a law came into
force, according to which an interval of

settlement of the matter.

years was established between the
tenure of the consulate and that of a provincial governorship. Pompey retained his

five

Spanish provinces without opposition, and
Caesar brought no objections against it,
although he allowed his partisans to declare that the authority of the proconsul

had the same basis as that of
Pompey. In reality, the rupture between
them was postponed, since Pompey adof Gaul

hered to the agreement with Caesar until
the expiration of their covenant.
From the year 49 B.C. onward there were

no longer any obstacles to prevent the recall
of Caesar from Gaul and the appointment
to the governorship of a loyal supporter
and Caesar, out of
of the optimates
office, could be tried before a court for the
numerous breaches of the constitution
which he had committed. Metellus Scipio,
;

M. Bibulus and M. Porcius Cato made
preparations for doing so. And at the
last moment T. Labienus, who had for
in
years served as lieutenant under Caesar
Gaul, and had taken a considerable part
in his successes, joined this party.

The
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attempt, however, to break up the army of
same way as that of Lucullus
had been broken up at an earlier period,
by political measures, totally miscarried.

Caesar, in the

efforts were inevitably directed
towards the single aim of winning a further
extension of his term of office. He therefore

Caesar's

demanded the consulship

for the year 48
the permission to be a candidate for it in his absence. The consulship
would follow directly on the proconsulship,
and, therefore, an impeachment for breach
of the constitution would be rendered
Besides this, Caesar hindered
impossible.
the action of his antagonists, since he
caused the tribunes of the people, whom
"
"
he had gained over, to
intercede
for
him at the debates in the senate.
In
B.C., as well as

January, 49

B.C.,

however, matters came

to a rupture, and Pompey was concerned
in bringing it about.
Caesar was ordered to
L. Domitius Ahenoresign his province
barbus was .appointed to succeed him,
and the other provinces were filled with
partisans of the optimates.
Finally, in
order to render ineffective the protest of
the tribunes of the people, the emergency
"
decree was published
Videant consules
ne quid detrimenti capiat respublica "
(" Let the consuls see to it that the commonwealth suffer no harm " the formula
employed to authorise the consuls to
;

choose a dictator).
If Caesar proved insubordinate, the same
measures could be taken against him as

The population of Italy
to take up arms
and a
of consular or praetorian rank was

against Catiline.

was summoned

man

SCENE FROM THE TRIUMPH OF JULIUS

;

CflSSAR

This, the first of Mantegna's nine panels at Hampton Court, shows the
beginning: of the procession, musicians and
soldiers carrying the bust of Roma
Vjctrix, while pthers follow with banners illustrating the towns conquered by Caesar.

ANOTHER SCENE FROM THE TRIUMPH OF CAESAR

This second painting: by Mantegna shows two giant statues carried on a triumphal car, followed
by soldiers and chariots
bearing gods and other trophies taken from the vanquished, while at the side is a bust of Cybele surmounted by a
laudatory legend to Caesar. The most noticeable feature of the whole is the huge battering-ram used for reducing citadels.

sent into each district, in order to direct
the measures for defence. At the same
time the legions stationed in Spain could
advance into Gaul. Pompey was nominated commander-in-chief, and thus remained at the head of the state, while he

disregarded Caesar's repeated proposals
that the coalition should be observed.
Caesar, on his side, was determined not
to give his opponents time to arm.
He
stood at the head of the largest body of
troops, a force of eleven legions, well
seasoned by campaigns, while the remaining armies of the republic were
scattered throughout Italy and the provinces.
Csesar
had already advanced
one legion as far as the south-eastern

frontier

of

friendly

tribunes

Gallia

When the
Cisalpina.
of the people
among

number, M. Antonius who could
no longer hold their position in Rome,
their

came

to

him as

fugitives,

he made this a

crossing the Rubicon, the
frontier of his province, with the troops
"
that were then at hand.
The die is
cast," he said in great excitement, as an
eye-witness tells us. He had no other
resource left, since the opposite party

pretext

for

acted with such fury.
Caesar surprised his opponents by the
speed with which he pressed on from

Ariminum to Picenum and Etruria,
where he disarmed the militia who had
been called out, or forced them to serve
in his army.
He then won the central
districts of Italy

by investing Corfinium,

where L. Domitius Ahenobarbus held out,
contrary to the orders of Pompey, and
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forcing
in

The government
was no longer secure. The

to surrender.

it

Rome

itself

senate hastily withdrew with Pompey to
Brundisium. Caesar entered the capital
without opposition. He made himself
master of the treasury and the public
stores and of the whole machinery of
government, without troubling himself
_
further about the forms of the
constitution or the protests of
_,**"
Triumphant
lg In _
tribunes of the
in Rome
f
,.
.,
,
,
dividual magistrates who had
remained behind, such as the praetor L.
Roscius, were forced to publish laws as,
for example, one providing for the bestowal
of citizenship on the communities of
.

^

.

,

Cisalpine Gaul, to
obstinately refused

,

whom

been
it had
by the optimates.

Only a few members of the great families
joined Caesar, among them the praetor
M. ^Emilius Lepidus, son of the consul
of the year 78 B.C., who thus laid the
foundations of his subsequent importance.
Together with him, M. Antonius came
into prominence as the most capable
subordinate of Caesar.
Pompey, the commander-in-chief, and
the optimates had sailed to Illyricum,
in order to effect a counter-revolution
as Sulla had formerly done
in the
the peculiar

'east,

sphere

of

Pompey's

supremacy. Great preparations were made
under the protection of the legions which
had followed him from Italy. The Greeks
and the Orientals hurried up with their
auxiliaries and rallied round Pompey as
round their monarch, while the governors
of the provinces were placed under his
orders as legates, an arrangement which
provoked much jealousy among the senators who had accompanied him.
Caesar

had the great advantage

of possessing the

sole authority in his own camp.
superiority of Caesar to Pompey,

The
which

be recognised from comparing their
consisted
the
in
especially
rapidity of his decisions and the energy
-. with which he carried them
e Q UIC
out.
He could count on effecDecision
,.
e ^PP 01^ everywhere.
In
of Cies&r
Spain, Pompey, a generation

may

features,

.

.

had deposed the followers of Q.
Sertorius from power and had placed
their rivals at the head of affairs
Caesar
declared the acts .of Pompey void, and
thus could rely on resolute supporters
when he hurried from Rome through Gaul
before,

;

into Spain, in order there to disarm the
legions of Pompey. This result was
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attained

skilful

by

strategy

Ilerda

at

a surprisingly short time.
Massilia,
which had declared for the government
in

of the optimates, was forced to capitulate
after a prolonged siege.
large share of
its territory was assigned as a reward to

A

the veterans by Caesar, who did not wish
that Italy, as had happened under Sulla,
should now be made to suffer unfairly.
Caesar's moderation was
universally
His opponents had expected
praised.
the worst, imagining that he would execute
the plans of Catiline, and they were

pleasantly undeceived. His immediate
object was to acquire control of the
countries which furnished Italy with
grain

was

and

Sardinia, Sicily,
successful in the

He

Africa.

islands, but in
general, C. Scribonius

Africa, Caesar's
Curio, met with a reverse, in consequence
of the untrustworthiness of his own
troops and the superiority of the Numidian
cavalry which King Juba led against him.
Curio himself was killed. At sea also the

M. Bibulus.
opposite party was superior
the former colleague of Caesar, commanded
the fleet. Nevertheless, Caesar, with great
:

_

audacity,

ecisive

Q

kjs

transported

a

part

arm y n November,
i

49,

from

to the opposite
Italy
,
coast of Illyricum, where he
took up a position near Dyrrhachium until
M. Antonius crossed over with the rest of
the troops. Pompey, who held the chief
command against him, was victorious in
two engagements with Caesar. But the
latter advanced into Thessaly, and Pombattle was fought
pey followed him.
at Pharsalia, where Caesar, on June 6th,

Phars&ha

^

A

with 22,000 experienced soldiers,
army of double strength.
The Pompeians were driven back to
Macedonia and, owing to the energetic
pursuit, could find no opportunity to
This was really the deciding blow.
rally.
Those senators who did not actually
belong to the extreme party made their
peace with Caesar after Pharsalia.
Pompey, however, did not give up his

48

B.C.,

defeated an
;

cause as

lost,

unharmed,

since

the east

was

for Caesar's partisans there

still

had

but he exkept in the background
perienced the fickleness of popular feeling,
and resolved to go to Egypt, where the
royal family, whose throne had been
;

supported by Roman troops at his instance, were under an obligation to him.
The officers and eunuchs who surrounded
Ptolemy, a boy of thirteen years, thought it

"BEWARE THE

IDES OF MARCH!"

On

the eve of his assassination Caesar's wife had a strange dream about him, and he had other warning's which
"
might have made him beware the Ides of March," while at his death various phenomena were reported, including the
appearance of a comet. From the painting by Sir E. J. Poynter, P.R. A., by permission of the Manchester Art Gallery.
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and they therehad Pompey murdered before he had

only wise to change sides
fore

;

Caesar
actually landed at Alexandria.
arrived a few days afterwards, and was
presented with the head of his rival, the
man who had so long been his political
colleague and afterwards his son-in-law.

There was, however, a feeling of deep re_
sentment when Caesar made
and
his entry
^
J as a conqueror
Presented with
,
,1
/*
the
undertook to play
on
J
~,
Pompey s Head
,

,

,

,

.

,

.

,

princess

Cleopatra against

her brother, Ptolemy, and the ministers.
Caesar was placed temporarily in a very
dangerous position, from which he was
freed only by the arrival of reinforcements
from Syria. In this connection Antipater,
regent of Judaea, who had just saved
Hyrcanus from the attacks of Aristobulus,
recently released from imprisonment by
Caesar, received the reward for his services
the new ruler.
Cleopatra, who

from

lavished her charms on Caesar, received
the throne of Egypt, which was vacant
through the death of her brother.
Caesar went to Asia, where he defeated
Pharnaces, a son of the great Mithradates,
and reduced to order the affairs of the
princes and of the towns. He then returned to Italy, where all sorts of irregularities had been tolerated under the slack
administration of M. Antonius. There was
also the necessity of annihilating the
remnants of the optimates. They had
collected a large army in Africa, under
Metellus Scipio, the successor to Pompey
as imperator, and under King Juba, while
in Spain, Cnaeus and Sextus Pompeius
were in arms against Caesar's governors,
and had won successes. Caesar, aided by
the former follower of Catiline, P. Sittius,
coming from Mauretania, defeated his
African opponents at the battle of Thapsus
in 46 B.C.
Metellus Scipio, Cato, and Juba
met their death, some by their own hands.
Exasperated at the continuance of opposition, Caesar allowed no pardon to be
_
granted. Sittius received for his
..
reward the territory
,
of Cirta
J
the
.

in

45

War

-

as an

opam ,_

.

-

.

.

,.,

,

independent
principality.
ci
r-i

Ihe war

in

Spam

lasted

until

when Caesar ended it by the battle
Munda, in the province of Baetica.

B.C.,

of
Caesar's victory here, as everywhere, resulted in a complete revolution, not only
in the political status of the republic, but
also in its economic conditions.
The whole
Roman world was in commotion, and

no one knew what the end would
2674

be.

Caesar had formed certain plans, but he
had been swept on by the course of events.
He conducted the government as dictator

with constitutional powers, as Sulla had,
thus
but he never relinquished his office
he held in turn the consulship, or, if not
that, a proconsulship, by virtue of which
he ruled from Rome, as Pompey had done.
In short, he always held the highest power
He allowed
constitutionally attainable.
his head to appear on the coins, crowned
with laurel, and the inscription ran
;

"

Caesar

Imperator."

After the victory

had been won, the army was reduced to
thirty-two legions, of which twenty-six
were destined as garrisons
vinces,

and

six as

an army

for the proin the field.

The senate was retained but while Sulla
had restored its broad authority, Caesar
proceeded in an entirely different way,
and troubled himself very little about it,
especially since he was assured of a
majority through his own reatures, and
;

the Sullan opposition did not even appear
at the sittings.
Caesar settled as he
though fit the most important matters,
such as the questions of state finance and
_
the appointment of governors,
and paid no regard to the laws
as
which had been enforced under
Dictator
the rule of Pompey. He was
at the same time concerned with the
He nominated
reconciliation of parties.
as governors men, not only of his party,
but also of the opposition, so far as
they had effected a timely reconciliation

with him.
After the year 45 B.C. the west seemed
but in the east much was still
undecided. The defeat of Crassus had not
been avenged, the relations of Egypt
towards Rome were not defined, and the
ruler of Egypt still had control of resources
which might once more jeopardise the
whole Roman supremacy in the east.
Apart from other considerations, the significance of Alexandria as a world emporium
was so great as to eclipse Rome in many
pacified,

respects.

had

The

constitutional question, too,

be considered, for in the east
men were accustomed to the kingly rule.
Nothing had caused such resentment in
to

Egypt against Caesar as his ordering the
and axes to be borne before him

fasces

as a

Roman

consul.

Roman

legions

still

remained in the country after Caesar's
Alexandrian War. It was said that Caesar
thought of having the kingly title conferred on him for the east, and that he
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who was

would live at -Alexandria, where Cleopatra
had won his heart. These were things
which even Caesar's trusted friends, such
At the feast of
as M. Antonius, believed.
the Lupercalia, in February, 44 B.C., the
latter presented Caesar with a crown and,

Antony

though he refused it, many thought that
was a concerted plan.
Against such schemes there rose an
opposition among people who had imbibed
the republican spirit in the schools where

on that occasion.
The roles
Caesar
were assigned, just as the followers of
D. Brutus was
Catiline had once done.
to accompany Caesar, who, as pontifex
"
maximus, lived in the
Regia," to the
Another was entrusted with the
capitol.
duty of keeping Antony, the consul, at a
distance, since they feared his strength.
The legitimist republicans shrank from

;

it

they learned of Junius Brutus, the legendary liberator of Rome from tyranny and

had generally grown up

in the traditions
of a free state.
This feeling vented itself
in public placards, or rather pasquinades.
On the statue of the famous Brutus were
"
found the words
Would thou wert now
"
alive," and on a billet
Brutus, art thou
"
?
These
hints
were directed at
asleep
the praetor of the
:

:

year,

govern

A

of the senate was fixed for
i5th, 44 B.C., in order to settle the

The conspirators
arrangements.
determined to effect the assassination of

path, since
putting him also out of their
"
tyrant," but
they wished to strike the
not the consul. Thus the hideous deed

was done Caesar was stabbed and killed
by the conspirators during the session of
the senate.
The
;

senators, who knew
nothing of the plot,
rushed
away in

family
had nothing
in
common with the

consternation
Even Antony

liberator

except
the name, but who
was a "philo-

.

fled,

while the murderers

"Freedom!"
The corpse of the
dictator was carried
to his house by
yelled

and was
to

designated to
departure.

Caesar's

final

M. Brutus, a

accessible
counsels.

again

after.

sitting

March

man whose

sopher,"

Italy

such

Thus a

conspiracy was
forming
quietly

slaves.

Immediately confusion set in. The
against Caesar, in
which persons took
had
conspirators
BRUTUS AND CASSIUS
intended to declare
part who stood on
a familiar fnntinir M. Junius Brutus, though a friend of Pompey, whom he sup- oil ^
Cffa^r'a artc
g ported at Pharsalia, was admitted to Cassa/s intimacy. He
T" v
j. ?
killed himself after the ineffectual battle at Philippi, at which ruler VOld, and to
With the dictator
SUch as DecimUS Cassius nad earlier committed suicide in the hour of defeat. bring things
to the condition in which they had been
Brutus, who had served under Caesar in
before the year 59 B.C., the date of Caesar's
Gaul. Others had gone over to Caesar
first consulship.
after Pharsalia, and had since then been
But the senate did
for
not remain in session after the occurin no way superseded in their careers
rence
and when, on the next day, the
instance, C. Cassius, the former quaestor of
Crassus in Syria. The whole conspiracy was
murderers tried to win over the people by
speeches, it was seen that only a few
engineered by optimates, angry because
they had lost all their importance under a
approved of the deed.
monarch like Caesar. It cannot, indeed, be
Several
of
the
had
conspirators
maintained that these liberators benefited
under
acquired offices and .positions
their country.
Under the circumstances Caesar, and had been lately nominated
it would have been the best course to have
by him to governorships, as D. Brutus,
allowed Caesar to act as he pleased, both
M. Brutus, and C. Cassius. These, thereat home and in foreign affairs.
fore, had nothing to win if a new division
Caesar was on the point of departing for
of offices was desired.
The summoning
the east, and had arranged the affairs of
of
the
senate
and, of the popular
government for the immediate future.
assembly was, as the theorists who were
next to
M. jEmilius Lepidus stood
loyal to the constitution discovered, in
him as magister equitum. His colleague the discretion of the first magistrate
Mark of the republic, M. Antonius, the consul.
in the consulate was M. Antonius
,

;

;
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were
themfriends had recovered from

the
WHILE
thus negotiating

so-called liberators

selves, Caesar's

among

consternation.
first
their
Calpurnia,
Caesar's widow, had made over the entire

property left by the dictator to the
r
A
t_
t.
consul Antony, who thereupon came to
with
M.
^Emilius Lepidus.
an agreement
This latter was just on the point of setting
out for his province of Gallia Narbonensis
he had troops stationed on the island in the
Tiber, but made no further
arce
a
use of them. Antony did not
o
wish to have him at Rome
^owe
and promised him, therefore,
the place of pontifex maximus, the object
of universal ambition, now left vacant by
Caesar's death.
Since, for the time being,
i

;

;

the

results

of

Caesar's

into

An-

which the heads of the
the veriest farce.

.

**

to
on

.

sp
,
r
Caesar s

rower

rather than intellectual gifts,
was not clear as to his object.
J
TT

He was

;

his will had adopted
his principal heir his
sister's grandson, C. Octavius
afterwards
called indifferently Octavius
Augustus
and Octavianus, the latter being the correct
form, after he had been adopted into

Julius Caesar

PH^I i^i

^

I

murder, at Apollonia in

I

P ursum g

r

I

I

I
I

'

IL

Soon I

^^^

Octa-

nineteen years, was, at
the
time
of
Caesar's

j

-.

the Julian house.

I

I

;

in

and appointed as

.

.

,

and

;

I

Jv

,.

.

vacillating,

wasted time he indulged in excesses, like
Caesar, but had not his power of restraint
a talented officer, of easy disposition, he
was regularly without means when these
were most essential.

,

versal reconciliation and I-.
amnesty were announced, I
and these were afterwards I'

to

M ark A

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

estimated by either side, I
even the Caesarians were r
inclined to adopt a diplo- I"

ment was entered
with the liberators.

he discontinued his part in the republican

movement, and rather thought to tread in
the footsteps of Caesar. In any case, Antony,
endowed
with
physical

his studies

and

preparing to join in the

was with him. The startnews came through
an express messenger from
ling

I

who, as widow, had mar-

I

question arose

now

as to

"

upon the state funeral
Agrippa advised him to
j
YOUNG AUGUSTUS
of Caesar as an opportu- This celebrated
lace himself at the head
sculp ture, one of the most P
busts in Rome, shows us Octavian of the
mty to incite the people beautiful
legions, concenwas about the time o Cesar's death.
,__
trated for the ensuing
against the murderers.
Caesar had left large legacies to the people,
campaign in Illyricum. But Octavius
and this fact so heightened the excitement determined to go at once to Rome and to
that the houses of the conspirators were
enter on his inheritance, contrary to the
threatened -with fire, and they themselves
advice of his nearest relatives.
have

^

...,

^.

We

were completely overawed. Antony was also
supported by the veterans of Caesar, so that

ample particulars about the matter in
the Life of Caesar Octavianus, which the

court scholar, Nicolaus of Damascus, wrote.
On his arrival at Rome he presented himself before Antony, and declared that he
would accept the will and the clause of
adoption, and desired the
private fortune of the dicta-

the executed accomplices of Cati"
"
his
orations he
Philippic
himself
as
treated Antony
a Catilinarian.
Hence a savage and bitter enmity arose
between them ; and, all the

among
line.

In

more, because Antony, very

tor to be handed over to him,
in order that he might pay

unlike Caesar in this respect,
could not repel these attacks
by the pen. In general,

the legacies.
Antony was
embarrassed, since he had
so dealt with Caesar's estate
that after two
little

was

refused,

of

it

;

Antony

copied

Caesar,

carefully
since
the

had disregarded the
the senate and
governed Rome and Italy
by military power, while in
Gallia Cisalpina M. Antony
planned to do the same,
and wished, as proconsul,

months very

left

indeed,
latter

he

rule

however, to give

any account of it, since, he
said, it was owing to him
that the entire estate of
the testator had not been

of

and private
public money
were mixed up together.
He showed no small disposition to treat as invalid
the adoption, in virtue of

to go to Gallia Cisalpina,
and not to Macedonia, as
had been previously determined.
He was desirous
only of having with him in
the new province the several
which Octavius assumed ROMA, THE GODDESS OF ROME legions that were stationed
in Macedonia.
The actual
the name of Caesar Octavianus. Antony might have been able to
governor of Gallia Cisalpina was D. Brutus,
who had gone there soon after Caesar's
put the young man out of his way if his
dissolute conduct had not roused enemies
murder, and did not choose to quit the
province, where he found strength in
against, him, even outside the circles
which proposed the restoration of the
support of the republicans. Antony was
On the other side, the veterans, resolved to drive him out by force of
republic.
arms, and ordered the Macedonian troops
particularly those settled in Campania,
Cicero came forto Italy.
gave their support to the
ward to oppose this, while
heir of Caesar, who bore
his
name.
Caesar OctaOctavian,
by means of
vianus thus found persons
emissaries, was inducing the
soldiers to join his cause in
ready to help him who
otherwise were hostile to
preference, and spent his
each other the republicans
entire private fortune in
were convinced that, after
largesses.
Antony could
the overthrow of Antony,
do little in opposition, as he
confiscated,

money and

;

had no money

which was their first object,
they would be able to put
the boy for he was then
little more
aside.
M. Tullius Cicero, the
famous writer and orator
of the law courts, had, as
consul, disagreed with Caesar
on the subject of Catiline's
punishment. When Caesar

became

consul and prohad
to undergo
consul,Cicero
, ,
,v
,
,,
the penalty of banishment.
.

tried

discipline
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maintain

by

severity.

Octavian thus placed himself at
the head of an
army which swore allegiance
to him, although he had not
at that time been a magis-

MARK ANTONY
Aspired to Caesar's place
death of the dictator
*th
Octavian, but, quarrelling with him, was
defeated at Actium, and ended his life.

Caesar's supremacy he had kept
in the background, but came forward once
more as spokesman of the senate to confront Antony, whose stepfather had been

During

and

left,

in vain to

trate of the republic.
The senate, at the same
time, approved his procein order that they
dure,
.
,
/
,
,
make
him their
might
'

.

.

.

champion against Antony, and granted
the young man a praetorian command
In the further
with consular rank.
course of events, while D. Brutus offered

ANTONY AND OCTAVIAN
a successful resistance in Mutina, and
Greece and the eastern provinces declared for the republicans, the governors
of the western provinces were ordered

extend a friendly welcome to Antony,
although Lepidus thus fell under the ban.
There were still two governors in the
west, on whom the issue depended

by the senate

Asinius

to proceed against Antony.
"
Phiand his
correspondence
"
details.
with
us
Orations
supply
lippic
Thus, amid constant preparations for
war, began the year 43 B.C., for which,
according to the arrangement of the late
dictator, A. Hirtius and C. Vibius Pansa
filled
the consulate. C. Caesar OctaCicero's

Pollio,

who

was

stationed

in

Southern Spain, and L. Munatius Plancus,
who administered Gaul, which Julius
Caesar had conquered.
Both saw themselves clearly forced, by the sentiments
their troops, to declare their adherto the Caesarians. This left D.
Brutus isolated. His own troops soon

of

ence

MARK ANTONY'S ORATION OVER THE BODY OF

CffiSAR

Antony, who was one of the triumvirs with Caesar, had no part in his death, and at first was undecided in his course,
but seized the opportunity of Caesar's funeral to turn the mob of Rome against Brutus and the republican leaders.

vianus took the field as sole general, in
order to fight. Antony. There was a
sanguinary encounter in the vicinity of
Mutina, in which both consuls fell, so
that Octavian alone was left
but Antony
was defeated, and was outlawed by the
senate, while D. Brutus received the chief
command. Antony withdrew with the
;

rest of his

where

M

.

army

decided
allowed

the

of

whose influence
the troops,
choice
but to

which had been assigned to them originthat is, by the dictator Caesar. Every
ally

to Gallia
Caesar,

attitude

Lepidus

no

his death among the Sequani, to whom
he had fled.
In the meantime, M. Brutus and C.
Cassius, seeing that they could play no

part in Italy, had gone to the east, to
buy corn in Crete and the Cyrenaica at
the commission of the senate
but,
secondarily, inasmuch as the senate was
in conflict with Antony, to take possession
of the provinces, Macedonia and Syria,

Narbonensis,

^Emilius Lepidus was in

The veterans

went over to Octavian, and Brutus met

of

command.

;
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one in these regions, where the influence
of Pompey had been predominant once,

the
joined the "liberators," on whom
senate conferred the supreme command
the
P.
Dolabella,
(imperium majus).
colleague of Antony in the consulate, for
whom this latter had procured Syria as
province, was reduced to such extremities
by Cassius that he committed suicide,
Cicero displayed a feverish energy at
Rome men thought that they
;

were nearing their goal, and
would be able to disregard
In the
the young Caesar.

Antony

;

It was soon evident that a
true statesman was dealing with
affairs in the person of the

young Octavian, whose
characteristics

the

that

Caesarian

cut off to march away unhindered, while, at the same
time, he made overtures to
Antony and Lepidus. An ad-

Rome

To

confirm

necessary

murderers

of

his

father
should
be
This
as traitors.
object was especially dear to
the soldiers, while Antony,
who, at the period of his supremacy, had followed other
aims, now joined the cause
Lepidus' claims were considered
as justified only by the emer-

adopted
punished

detachment which had been

;

soon followed.

SEXTUS POMPEIUS

,

A

the

peculiar
a ripe

fatalist belief

in his own rights.
his claims it was

Octavian suspended
party.
the pursuit of the Antonian
forces, and actually allowed a

vance-on

were

judgment and a

fugitive slaves.

of

programme was com-

pleted.

This stress of circumstances
produced a coalition between
the leaders

and Sardinia

first

;

Their

and Sardinian waters
Sextus Pompeius, who had
disappeared from view since
the day of Munda, came on
the scene at the head of a
powerful fleet, which was re-

by

Sicily,

to be conquered
toOctavian. Proscriptions were decreed
against the opposite party, in order to
raise the necessary funds.
The government was divided among the triumvirs,
The soldiers were to receive, after the
victory, assignments of land in Italy
and in a secret note the eighteen towns
were named which were to be sacrificed
to this purpose.
The Caesarians
prepared to carry out that
which Caesar had avoided.

Sicilian

inforced

Africa,

which had, indeed,

The march against
deputation from the army This son of the great P
y gency.
defeated and pursued to Rome was immediately begun,
demanded the consulate for was
nis
death
the
triumvirs.
,v
v
j
/-\
J.-L
by
"1
j
and the most prominent
leaders
Octavian, since, through the
death of Hirtius and Pansa, both places
of the senatorial party were proscribed,
There was no available
were vacant.
Cicero among them. Antony was pecuarmy at Rome, so that the soldiery met liarly bitter against him, and his vote was
Even towards Octavian the
with no opposition. Octavian marched to
decisive.
On great orator had acted more than
Rome, in order to press his claim.
and if the
August igth, 43 B.C., he became consul,
ambiguously after Mutina
and with him his cousin Pedius.
treated him very
first Caesar, who had
n
had failed to win him, the
Octavian thus attained to a
Becomes a
...
,.
u indulgently,
triumvirs could not hope to do so.
position in which he could
Triumvir
treat with Antony and Lepidus
In other respects, when once the necessity
on equal terms. In November, 43 B.C.,
was recognised, the proscription was
after the death of D. Brutus, the decisive
carried out in a spirit of remarkable
callousness, and relations and friends
arrangements were completed at Bologna,
where the three leaders of the Caesarian
were sacrificed by each of the
A Reign
Informers
three.
were reparty met. War against the murderers of
of
Caesar was to be waged.
warded, slaves who betrayed
Terror
their masters were promised
Antony, Lepidus, and Octavian, under
the title of triumviri reipublicce constituencies,
freedom, and all evil passions were inthat is, men charged with unlimited powers,
flamed, just as had happened forty years
Cicero was
before, in the time of Sulla.
placed themselves at the head of the state,
and apportioned among themselves the killed by a certain Popillius Laena, whom
most valuable provinces. Narbonensis and
he had once defended on a serious charge.
Spain fell to Lepidus^ the rest of Gaul to
Many distinguished men were betrayed
,

,

>

i

;

.
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by their own wives, but in some cases the
proscribed were rescued by the devotion
of their slaves. Altogether, 130 senators
and more than 2,000 knights fell victims
to the proscripton, in addition to a larger
number of the populace. Since the proceeds of the proscriptions were insufficient,
especially as Antony never knew how to
hold on to money, forced loans and taxes
were decreed.
The war was then begun with a force of

Pom-

peius, with Lower Italy as his
base, but discontinued the campaign when the decisive blow

and tried to combine with Sextus Pompeius.
Thus the Caesarians had reached their

more than forty legions.
Lepidus was
Octavian was to conduct
at home.
the
Eve of
Philippi

killed himself. Twenty
later Brutus, who no longer believed
in success, fought a second battle and lost
it.
He also died by his own hand. Valerius

days

Messalla thereupon surrendered with the
of the republican army. All the
murderers of Caesar who could
be captured were executed.
e
ot ^er officers
received
Avenged
the
soldiers
pardon, while
were drafted into the ranks of the victors.
Valerius Messalla describes the occur"
rences in his
Memoirs."
Only the
fleet under Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus,

left

Ou

had been worsted,

operations against Sextus

against Brutus and Cassius was impending,
and joined Antony in Macedonia. The
war then took a similar turn to that six
years before between Pompey and Caesar.
Brutus and Cassius had completed their
preparations in Asia and Syria, and had'
wrung large sums of money

from these rich countries.
Egypt had also been forced
Recruiting
was necessary
and, as
there was a deficiency of
officers, the young Romans
;

were
studying
Athens and elsewhere

son of Julius Caesar's antagonist, escaped,

goal.

Two
In

the

tasks
first

according
triumvirs,

170,000 in

had now to be performed.
place, the veterans, who,

arrangements of the
entitled to discharge,
all, had to be allotted the
promised lands in Italy, and,
in the second place, the paci-

to

the

were

accomplishment would once
more throw Italy into con-

in
in

The

fusion.

latter

was

with no special
difficulty for anyone who
already knew the land and
the people.
Antony, who,
attended

the east received important
commands, among
them Valerius Messalla,
who afterwards became
one of the most influential
senators, Cicero's son
namesake, and others.

^

fication and reorganisation
of the east had to be carried
The first task was a
out.
very delicate one, since its

to contribute.

who

remnants

as the real victor at Philippi,
had the casting vote, chose
the latter duty.
Lepidus,
whose attitude had been

and
The

poet Horace went through
the war as tribunus militum.
The army took the road
from Asia which Xerxes
had once followed, crossed
the Hellespont, and

passive

and equivocal, was

almost
ignored.
tions to

contemptuously

Had

not his relaSextus Pompeius

shown him in an invidious
marched through Thrace to
light he might have been
Macedonia, where in the LUCIUS, ANTONY'S BROTHER for some time regent in
interval Antony had taken When Octavian declared war
Africa.
Octavian was to reagainst
Antony, Lucius Antonius was defeated ceive the Spanish provinces
up his position. Octavian by
Octavian, but his life was spared.
was with him, being preAntony, Narbonensis while
vented by an indisposition from taking
Cisalpine Gaul was joined to Italy.
more energetic action.
Antony went to Asia and resided, first
at Ephesus, then in Cilicia. Everywhere
The decisive engagements took place at
First
he set up or deposed client kings, confirmed
Philippi in the autumn of 42 B.C.
of all, Cassius was beaten by Antony
the existing conditions in some towns,
altered those of others, and made arrangebut, at the same time, Brutus defeated
the army of Octavian, whose camp was
ments generally, according to his own
Cassius, under the
pleasure. Everyone was eager to do the
actually captured.
will of the new lord.
He was in especial
mistaken impression that Brutus also
;

;

;

171
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need of money, and the Asiatic towns
were required now to pay twice as much
in contributions as Cassius had taken from
them, an exaction from which Antony
granted the unlucky province but small

The princes willingly sacrificed
and daughters if they could
gain anything by so doing, and Antony
showed himself very willing to
-,
remission.

their wives

*
Fatefnlto*

receive

SUCft

g ifts

He

'

als

summoned

the promises

with them.

M. Antony concerned himself no more
about the matter, the unpopularity of
which he preferred that his colleagues
should bear. He was at his ease in Egypt.

;

But

;

wide-reaching

schemes

in

his

mind.

the greatest importance for him.
The task which the young Caesar had
undertaken was not merely difficult in
itself, but there were circumstances connected with it which accentuated the
All Italy was in a ferment,
difficulties.
for the towns sacrificed to the veterans
had not committed any offence. The way
in which the confiscations were to be
carried out was undefined
whether, for
instance, the large landowners mainly
would have to bear the cost, or whether it
would fall also on the middle class and small

stituent
It '

"

power had no

justi-

now that Caesar's murHe set
derers were punished.
himself up as the champion of
the towns. Sextus Pompeius also entered
into alliances with the towns situated in
In other places the
Southern Italy.
veterans had recourse to violence. Virgil,
afterwards so famous as a poet, might
have lost his life in the vicinity of his
native town, Mantua, had not Asinius
Pollio, then lieutenant of Antony in those
in *
a

^
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fication,

Rome,

L?

to

World-power

soldiers.

against his will, his interests

Antony
A would

,

lose

the

necessarily
f
of his

esteem

>

Fulvia wrote to her husband that

was urgently required.
she wished to bring him back
to Italy from the arms of Cleopatra.
Thus the whole of the year 41 B.C. was
The consul L. Antonius,
full of ferment.
Fulvia, and her procurator Manius, the
veterans, the victims of confiscation, and
his presence in Italy

Above

;

All

at

were represented by Fulvia, his wife,
one of the spirited women of that stormy
epoch. She loved her husband, who had
married her when she was the widow of
Clodius.
She saw clearly that if Octavian,
whose adoption by Julius Caesar the opposition did not admit, were to carry out
unaided his plans for ren
the
veterans.
warding
CUo

Antony became blind and deaf to what
was happening outside, though it was of

proprietors, who predominated in Northern
Tuscany, the Po districts, Samnium, and
the country of the Hirpini. One of the
consuls of the year 41 B.C., Lucius Antonius,
brother of the triumvir, declared that he
disapproved of the whole measure, and
adopted a republican policy, since he
considered the continuance of the "con-

We

made to them should be
kept. Caesar admitted the justice of their
claims, and was resolved to carry out the
soldiers' wishes in the face of all obstacles,
since he would otherwise lose his prestige

the queen of Egypt
before his tribunal, to excuse
herself for the aid she had given the
liberators.
Cleopatra, who had received
precise information as to the character of
the man, appeared before him in Tarsus
as Aphrodite, and immediately succeeded
in captivating him. She had once followed
the old Caesar to Rome
now, Antony
He
accompanied her to Alexandria.
believed that he was acting like Caesar
but, whereas the latter had dallied with
the fair coquette, he had always carried

A

parts, extended his protection to him.
fate of Virgil befell the other poets of
the time, with whose lives we are familiar ;
Horace of Venusia, Propertius of Asisium,
and the father of Tibullus, lost the whole
or part of their property.
can picture
the wail that arose in the districts affected,
for we possess an accurate account of these
events by one of the parties concerned,
Asinius Pollio. The veterans insisted that

The

;

all,

Caesar, were acting, now independently,
now in concert, now in opposition. At
L.
last matters ended in actual war.

Antonius was surrounded and besieged
in Perusia.

here

was

first

M. Vispanius Agrippa, who
showed his strategic ability,

at Caesar's side.

The

decision rested

with Antony, who did not move from
Alexandria for all the messages of Fulvia,,
and did not send any orders to his lieutenants, so that they looked on irresolutely at the siege. Caesar thus won the
upper hand. Perusia, after a desperate
resistance of five months, was forced to
capitulate and was cruelly punished
while L. Antonius, out of consideration
for his brother, received a safe-conduct
Fulvia escaped to Greece. Many fugitives
were received by Sextus Pompeius, who
;

;
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was engaged in operations against Italy,
unhindered by Lepidus. It happened at
time that the senator Ti. Claudius

this

Nero had to fly from Caesar in Campania,
and with him his wife, Livia, the future
Augusta, holding the little Tiberius in
her .arms a noteworthy event
The Civil
at a time when all passions
War
The Parwere unchained.
Continued
thians, meanwhile, had made
an attack on Syria, and the son of
T. Labienus served as their leader.

Antony received the news of it simultaneously with the tidings that Perusia was
captured, and that Caesar was growing
hostile to his lieutenants,

owing to their

ambiguous behaviour. He had the choice of
either turning his attention to the Parthians
or of going to Italy, in order to arrange
matters. He preferred the latter course.

He

joined Fulvia in Greece, and husband
and wife had much to reproach each other
with. Soon afterwards Fulvia fell ill and

Antony then went over to Italy.
He had with him Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus, who came forward with the fleet
died.

an independent
He had gone to Antony,
party leader.
who, after the most recent events, did
nqt seem nearly so baneful to the republic
as Caesar. Even Sextus Pompeius seemed
disposed to come to terms with Antony,
of

the

republicans

of Caesar, one of the most
esteemed Roman women of the time.
There could be no idea of Cleopatra.
The queen had been the mistress of the
old Caesar
why should she not be the
half-sister

;

mistress of Antony ?
,
For the time being Sextus Pompeius
had been excluded from the treaty. But
as the supply of provisions for Italy was
thus cut off and famine broke out, the
re'atives of Sextus Pompeius and the
triumvirs brought about a new agreement
at Misenum, according to which Sextus

Pompeius was recognised
dent

especially
of the islands of Sardinia and Corsica, to
which Achaia was to be added. At the
same time, in 39 B.C., he became augur and
was designated consul. The convention of

Misenum was, for the time, most important.
Sextus Pompeius called himself from
that moment Magnus Pompeius Pius,
since he bore the surname of his father
as his first name, as the
p> P
custom was later in the
as
Lord
of the Caesars, while
..
,,
c
family
J
of the

as

who

accepted his proposals
of the presence
of the outlawed Domitius
Ahenobarbus with the fleet

when

Caesar,

on account

of Antony, refused to open
his harbours to him.
But as Italy suffered too

severely under the blockade, the friends of the two
triumvirs bestirred themselves to effect a reconciliation.
At the conference

in his indepen-

command as lord of the sea,

oea

,

the

name

((TV

Pius

,,

marked

as the avenger of his father. From the
agreement with Antony, Caesar had gained
the advantage that the Gallic and Spanish
provinces were entirely given over to him.
Antony was to receive reinforcements from
the west in his campaign against the
Parthians, and was to be
allowed to recruit troops

him

in

The Parth ans
Italy.
in 39 B.C made fresh

had

attacks on Syria and Hither
Asia,

and had everywhere

placed the party of opposiIn Jerution in power.
salem, the
Hasmonaean,
Antigonus, triumphed over

his opponent and uncle,
at
Hyrcanus, and his proof
Brundisium, Asinius Pollio
curator,
Herod, son
acted as confidential friend
Antipater. As Antony was
of Antony, while Caesar's
not on the spot, his lieuOCTAVIANUS AUGUSTUS
was C. Maecenas.
In his
tenant, Ventidius Bassus,
suite was Horace, who has
conducted the campaign,
described in verse the jourand brought it to a successsecond invasion in the
ney to Brundisium. Caesar was not strong ful termination.

which was inaugurated

A

enough to venture on a rupture with
Antony. The latter was called to the
east by the Parthian War. There followed,
therefore, towards the end of summer,
40 B.C., a reconciliation between the two
great men, which was to be cemented
by the marriage of Antony with Octavia,
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following year was repulsed. Antony was
displeased at this, since he wished it to be
understood that the campaign against the
Parthians, which Caesar had once planned,
was reserved for him. The Parthians
retired to their own country after they had
lost in battle Pacorus, son of their king, in

THE CATAPULT AS A GREAT ENGINE OF WAR
The

catapult

IN

ANCIENT ROME

of attack, and, together with the battering-ram, performed the function
From the painting by Sir Edward Poynter, F.K.A.
artillery in modern military operations.

was a formidable engine

discharged by heavy

38 B.C. Labienus also fell. Antony then
placed his lieutenant on the retired list.
Herod, to whom the triumvirs granted the
title of King seized power at Jerusalem
in 37 B.C.
Antony had gone to Athens, where ne
and his wife, Octavia, established a court.
The latter understood how to arrange
matters adroitly between her husband
and brother.
Antony was in such good
humour that long afterwards the memory
;

Two
it
was general in Greece.
daughters, the elder and the younger
Antonia, were born of the marriage. The
preparations for the Parthian War were,
of

meantime, proceeding.

This campaign

and
against the Parthians in 36 B.C. failed,
ended in a calamitous retreat, due partly
to the faithlessness of the Armenian allies
of Antony and partly to the circumstance
that Antony had started too late. The
reinforcements which had been promised
Antony from the west amounted to very
the war against Sextus
since
little,

Pompeius required

all

available

troops.

As Antony did not

disguise his annoyance
at this, the insinuations of the friends of

Cleopatra gained the upper hand with
him. When he summoned the queen to
meet him at Antioch, the power of her
charms, by which he was once more
entranced, proved stronger than the
reasons which rendered his
political
marriage with Octavia so important. The
latter vainly tried to win back her husband.
Antony went to Alexandria with Cleopatra,
and ruled from there as her husband.
The general course of. politics was now
diverted into quite different channels.
The .dictator Caesar had already considered
the point that it was possible in the
east, though not at Rome, to wear the
title of monarch safe from the attacks
of the republicans, and Antony followed
The empire round the basin
his example.
of the Mediterranean, at any rate the
eastern half, might thus have had a
Hellenistic
head, while, in the west,
Rome might still maintain the leadership.
This plan was once more discussed when,
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in the fourth century A.D., the court was
to the city on the Bosphorus.
Besides the rulers of Rome and Alexan-

removed

dria there

still

remained yEmilius Lepidus

of whom the latter,
that the alliance had been dissolved,
was again the scourge of Italy. In addi-

and Sextus Pompeius,

now

tion to

political

refugees, thousands

of

runaway slaves fled to him,
The
sng and the economic welfare of
Sicily was seriously endangered.
f
It was imperative to end such
a state of affairs. M. Vipsanius Agrippa,
Caesar's right hand in all military matters,
organised the Julian fleet at Misenum, and
Antony and Lepidus sent reinforcements.
After great preparations the war was
begun seriously with South Italy as a
Caesar himself met with a reverse
on his first landing in Sicily, and the slaves
base

;

fought so well that it was not until two
years later, in 36 B.C., that the final victory
was won in the naval engagements off
When Sextus
Mylae and Naulochus.
Pompeius fled, his troops surrendered to
Lepidus, who had crossed with his legions

Lepidus wished to keep
Sicily for himself, but Caesar boldly entered
the camp of Lepidus and commanded the

from Africa.

him

as their imperator.
His schemes succeeded, as the veterans of
soldiers to recognise

Lepidus were promised the same rewards
as those of Caesar, while the veterans of
Pompey went empty-handed, or were
crucified as runaway sla.ves.
Lepidus was
declared by Caesar to have forfeited his
sovereignty, on account of his ambiguous
conduct on the other hand, he was given
his life and allowed to retain his property
and the office of pontifex maximus, but
was forced to withdraw to Circeii.
This was a splendid success for Caesar,
since he was now master of the sea and
;

imperator over forty-five legions. Antony,
incensed at the action of Caesar,
by which the balance of power had been
the
destroyed, received Sextus Pompeius
_
his
latter, however, met
e
oming
death the following year,
B.C., while attempting to
theTctatorship 35
raise an insurrection in Asia.
Antony was at that time occupied in
Armenia, where he avenged on the king
the disasters of the Parthian War. Later,
in 34 B.C., he brought him a prisoner to
Alexandria.
He then turned all his
attention to the west, where the final
struggle for the supremacy could no longer
be postponed. While Antony, in the capital

who was

;

_
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of Egypt, was consolidating the countries
of Nearer Asia, which had once been owned
by the Ptolemies, into a realm for his
children by Cleopatra, and was thus planning to base his power on a restoration of
the Hellenistic state system, Caesar, with
that keen, political insight peculiar to him,
was following other paths, which led him
far indeed from those of his adoptive father,
but materially contributed to his ultimate
success. He effected a total reconciliation

with fhe party which formerly had supported the great Pompey against the divine
Caesar, and showed himself contented with
a position such as that which Pompey

had assumed in, and by the side of, the
senatorial party.
The second Caesar
wished to make complete use of his supreme
not as dictator or king, but as
power,
"
princeps," as the first citizen, as the
foremost member of the senate, in direct
opposition to Antony, who was disposed
to combine the dictatorship and kingly
power.
In order to increase his popularity, Caesar

had done much

for Italy

and Rome

in the

few years which preceded the crisis. He conducted a campaign in Dalmatia and Istria,
in order to give an advanc avianus
Prepares his

frontier to Upper
tageous
to
T
..-,-.
Italy.
J At Rome a new, water
,
supply was provided a
all
In
were
want.
steps
long-felt
general,
taken to ensure that the break did not come
until a favourable moment.
Maecenas,
who influenced public opinion in Caesar's
favour by his patronage of the poets,
and Agrippa, who kept the army and fleet
to the

Way

,

,

,.

Throne

,

.

in good order, were continuously working
towards this object/ while Caesar held
the reins of government firmly in his hands.
Men like Asinius Pollio, who did not wish
to co-operate, kept quite in the background, since they saw what would be the
result of Antony's infatuated love. Only
republicans like Domitius Ahenobarbus
and inveterate enemies of Caesar adhered
to Antony. These, with the exception of
Ahenobarbus, complied with the queen's
wishes that she and Antony should not
"
be addressed as
Thou," as the Roman
custom was, and took part in the court
festivities in Alexandria, at which everything was conducted with Oriental pomp.
Cleopatra brought up her son by the first
Caesar, Ptolemaeus Caesarion, together with
her children by Antony, and now played
him off against " Gaius Octavius."
Octavia, on the other hand, educated
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in Rome not only her own children, but
also those of Antony by his first marriage,
even after she had obtained a divorce

willingly go

from him.

among them Domitius Ahenobarbus.
With Caesar everything went well.

The year 32

B.C. saw further vicissitudes,
on the one hand, the adherents of
Antony became active, and, on the other,

since,

He
took vigorous measures.
appeared, armed, in the senate, and compelled his opponents to fly, and, as at the
time of the proscription, showed himself
devoid of scruples. He caused the will of
Antony, which was deposited with the vestal
virgins, to be opened,
in order to prove that
it contained dispositions
in favour of Cleopatra
and her children, as well
as instructions that he
should be buried in
Alexandria, a revelation which caused an
Caesar

the queen,

Agrippa had shown his worth on land and
on sea and there stood at his side other
capable leaders, as Statilius Taurus and
;

Valerius

Messalla.
Their ships were,
indeed, fewer than those of Antony, but
and the legions
they were fully manned
;

were not merely on paper. Again Italians
and
other
western
I

j

I

;

which

the

origin of Caesar

!

i

!

I

;

\

plebeian
and the

Antony were

confronted the

and even the

cult,

liaries

were

auxi-

less efficient

soldiers.
Antony meditated a landing in Italy,
in order to bring the

war to an end there, as
Sulla had once done.
His headquarters were

!

in Patrae, while his

i

and

\

I

Oriental masquerading
of

nations

east, where
recruiting
for the legions was diffi-

|

in

circulated,

deserted the triumvir,

many

immense stir in Rome.
Numerous pamphlets
were

As the Romans

on board.

about Antony could not prevail against

the
in the

But

j

criti-

<

While the boys
in Rome were playing
"
at
war between Caesar
and Antony," the population of Italy and the
western provinces took
the oath of loyalty to
cised.

|

|

1

1

|

j

Caesar as their leader,
the custom,
according to
"
"
in case of
tumultus

j

|

army

collected in
Gulf of Ambracia
fleet

autumn

of 32 B.C.
in the spring of

31 B.C. Agrippa took the
offensive, and was successful in some naval

while the
operations,
land forces faced each
other without fighting.

On September 2nd

a

was
fought off the promontory of Actium. Antony
was defeated, as Cleogreat

sea

battle

j

patra made for the open
of
sea during the fight, and
number
greater
senators
accompanied ROMAN LICTORS CARRYING FASCES Antony, in his infatuar
Caesar on his departure The lictors were an ancient institution in
hastened after her.
Rome> tion,
for the War, which Was datine from the time of the kings. The "fasces "was A few days after, the
a bundle of rods of elm or
an axe and
*
or

war.

cr-

By

i

Officially

far

the

j
j
declared
i

the queen

Egypt.

Antony, who, in the campaigns

against the Parthians,

had shown himself

once more a brave

soldier, if not a successthought that the issue should
be decided by a land battle, as, after the
defeat of Sextus
Ppmpeius, the opposite
party was superior in ships and in experience of naval warfare.
But Cleopatra,
ful general,

strongest in her ships, insisted
although there was a
deficiency of sailors, and the soldiers, in
accordance with their training, did not

on

a
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sea-fight,

birch, enclosing

i

bound with a red strap. Great officers of state were
of always attended by hctors in all public ceremonies.

against

who was

I

j

i

r

-^.u

land army, left Without
a leader, surrendered

on the same terms as that of Lepidus.
soldiers of Antony, who acknow-

The

ledged Caesar as their imperator, were
placed by him on an equal footing with
Traces of the fact that
his own troops.
Caesar's army had been formed out of
three others existed for centuries afterwards in the numbers of the Roman legions.
There were, for example, three legions
numbered III. namely, the III. Cyrenaica
the III. Gallica, the III. Augusta. The
;

first

mentioned might

have

originated

The
in the

THE NILE GOD: A COMPANION GROUP TO THE TIBER
sixteen

little

figures symbolise the rise of the river in cubits at its highest.

of Lepidus, the second came
certainly from that of Antony.
The war was ended in Egypt, whither

army

Antony and Cleopatra had

fled.
Serious
opposition could no longer be offered, since
the foreign tributaries and allies, after
Actium, all did homage to the victor, who
was delayed only by the insubordination of
his own soldiers.
In the summer of the
year 30 B.C. Caesar advanced from Syria
against Egypt, while (5. Cornelius Gallus
attacked from the side of Cyrene.

Alexandria was captured on August ist,
30 B.C., after Antony had taken his own
life.
Cleopatra, detained by negotiations,
became a prisoner. She had an interview
with Caesar, but found no mercy nor did
;

her son, Caesarion, fare better. All claimants who opposed the dynastic interests of
Caesar were killed,
including Antyllus, an
elder son of Antony. His other children were

THE TIBER GOD,

TO

spared. Egypt ceased to be the kingdom
of the Ptolemies, though the
kingly power
still continued
Caesar allowed
officially.
"
himself to be hailed as
Pharaoh," giving
merely another form to the procedure of
Antony, and reckoned the years of his reign
in Egypt from the death of
Cleopatra. He
appointed as his representative Cornelius
Gallus, a man of equestrian rank, who had
acquired a reputation as a poet and a patron
of the arts.
An insurrection in Upper

Egypt was suppressed by him, the Roman
dominions were extended to the cataract of
Syene, and treaties were concluded with
the tribes settled to the south.
Cornelius
Gallus, a man of somewhat strange fancies,
felt himself so
completely the successor
of the old kings that he was suspected at

Rome and recalled. When Caesar made him

feel his displeasure,

The age

he committed suicide.
was over, once for ah
1

of pretenders

.

WHOM THE ROMANS PRAT

This sculpture, together with that of the Nile, was
part of the decoration of the temple of

Isis in

Rome.
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ROME

THE AUGUSTAN AGE

IN

HOW AUGUSTUS MOULDED THE EMPIRE
AND THE GREAT MEN OF A GLORIOUS ERA
those who had successfully passed
through these crises remained in the
foreground, even after Octavian had

This was the belief of Augustus, and
he always acted in accordance with it.
By the constitution of Augustus one

announced

position

at Rome the restoration of the
old constitution. The senate conferred on
additional
him, in the year 27 B.C., the
name of "Augustus," the " Exalted ";
and he was in the future officially called
"
With
Imperator Caesar Augustus."
Agrippa, his trusted friend, in victory and
power, he shared the consulate in the years

28 and 27 B.C. Both were then between
the ages of thirty-five and thirty-six.

Augustus was
and Agnppa eyed,
h f
as Consuls
f -J

and

fair

not

but

bluer

otherwise

u
striking
Agrippa
had an expressive head, which
resembles that of Napoleon in his youthful

He

days.

.

wore, as a naval victor, the

crown (corona classica), while
Augustus was awarded the civic crown
(corona civica) of oak leaves
naval

for his

was

still left as a sort of heredipossession, which the
tary
' ng
e
senate had already granted to
.,
Hereditary
.1
Pompey the great, but had
p
refused to the first Caesar. Just
as the sons of Pompey and the son of
Antony had come forward as successors
to their fathers, so the adopted son of the
-,-.

.

.

.

dictator Caesar thought to keep this position
in his family; they called it the "principate," the first place among the families
that ruled the republic. With this was to
be joined the supreme command over the
troops in the countries not yet specified
Syria, the Rhine, North Spain, and, soon
These provinces, since
after, Illyricum.
"
"
could not always leave
the
princeps
Rome, were governed, as Spain had been

under

after the battle of
Neither of these

Actium.
honours

was beyond the reach of
In
their
citizen.
any
crowned

were
to

leaders,

who

popularly
the
twin

compared

and

Remus,

Romulus

brothers,

out a satisfactory
settlement with the senate,

accumulation of governorIn Rome and Italy
the consulate did not carry
with it absolute predorrnV
nance, for the office had to
be shared with a colleague.

formerly the ruling body.

problem
the

to preserve
constitution

and

ships.

was how

Roman
at

lieu-

fiction was officially kept
up that Augustus, after five
or ten years, when everything was reduced to order,
would willingly resign this

carried

The

by

ruling family.
Generally speaking, the

these

as consuls
capacity
"
"

Pompey,

tenants (legati), who were
entrusted with independent
power of action, but were
related
to
the
always

humane behaviour

the

same time to assure the
Augustus, therefore, after
supremacy of Augustus, to
K A
C/
bein S re-elected to the con_
him such a *position as The
"
give
oH
title of
Augustus, the Exalted,
yT
r.
,2
Hiero had held in Syracuse, was conferred on Octavian, the adopted sulate up to 2$ B.C., had the
"
.

,

,

,

,

,

,

.

^

"^ ^
1

'

,

,

,

.-,

27
tribunician power" conthe Attalidse in Pergamus, son of Julius Casar, by the senate, B.C.
lerred on him, once for all, by virtue of
or, earlier still, the Pisistratidae, or Pericles
which he could exercise supervision over all
himself, at Athens. The more conservative
the spirit in which they acted, the more
ordinary magistrates while, by historical
tradition, the championship of the plebs
lasting would be the new arrangement.
;
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that

of the people against the nobility

is,

was inseparably connected with it, a point
which seemed of importance as evidence
of the formal restoration to the old constitution. While the years were still dated,
as before, after the two consuls, the number
of the year of Augustus's tribunate was
also recorded.
.

*

U

Gra P E

When

the former triumvir,
Lepidus, died, in 12 B.C.,
Augustus assumed the chief

He was then
pontificate.
already a member of the
chief priestly colleges, a condition contrary
to the customs of republican times, when, at
the most, two priestly offices might be held
"
"
together. In every respect the princeps
held an extraordinary position. The senate
continued to act together with him, being
formally in possession of the powers which
Sulla had conferred on it, with the exception that more scope was given here to
"
the initiative of the
If he
princeps."
did not wish to come forward with a
motion, this was done for him by senators
who belonged to the circle of his friends.
MeVn sVpoler

An

made

opposition

itself

felt

only

on unimportant questions.
The noblest
families, such as those of ^Emilius Lepidus,
Domitius Ahenobarbus, Fabius Maximus,
Antony, and Claudius, were connected

by ties of relationship with the ruling
house. Asinius Pollio lived, after the battle
of Actium, in complete retirement
but
his son, Asinius Gallus, became consul in
;

early

later proconsul, and married a
of Agrippa. L. Munatius Plancus,

life,

daughter
always a trimmer, played the part of a

and

it was at his initiative that
conferred on Octavian the
title of Augustus.
Valerius Messalla, descended from a republican family, closely
attached himself to Augustus, though not
without clinging to constitutional forms
with excessive punctiliousness.
Another man* who, during the civil
wars, had stood on the side of the republicans, Cn. Calpurnius Piso, was induced by Augustus to accept
^.
Cicero , s ,,
,
the
consulate
for
the.
Q
year
Son
as
i
2 ? B-C- ln or(*e r tnus tQ Show
Consul
his acceptance of the new state
of things. The son of M. Tullius Cicero
became consul at the time of the battle of
Actium, in order to wreak vengeance on
Antony for his father and his uncle.
On his motion the name of Antony was
erased from the consular lists.
This

loyalist,

the senate

.

1,1

'

Cicero,

though personally unimportant,
afterwards went to Asia as proconsul. The
2692

wars had swept away all men of independent views. When the consul for the
year 23 B.C., M. Terentius Varro Murena,
attempted to form a conspiracy, he was
and
to
condemned,
trial,
brought
civil

executed.

was in favour of the
" .Public opinion
principate," and of the primacy of
the Julian house in particular. This
was important, in view of the fact that
most writers at the time of the first Caesar
not merely
had upheld the republic
;

Brutus, and Labienus, but also
the poet Catulus and the historian Cornelius Nepos, who were both natives of
Cisalpine Gaul. The historian Livy of
Cicero,

"

Patavium grew up a

"

in
Pompeian
of Mantua ap-

the poet Virgil
as a client of Asinius Pollio,
and Horace the Apulian had fought for
"
"
feeling

pears

;

first

at Philippi.
But soon after
freedom
Actium,. when Livy began to cast the old
annals into an appropriate form, he was
already one of the circle of Augustus, who
took a personal interest in his productions.

Virgil

and Horace were intimately

acquainted with the trusted friend of
_
of
ArreMaecenas
Augustus,
r* e
tium.
c
,
Scholars
,
.

began

R

Greek

men
Rome

literary
,

to

make

-v,

also

u
the
Strabo of
,

centre of their labours.
in Cappadocia, as historian and
geographer, followed in the footsteps of

Amasea

Polybius and Posidonius, who, according
to the most approved models of the period
of the Diadochi, had combined the history
of the Roman West and the Greek East
so also did
into a universal history
Diodorus, who came to Rome from Sicily.
Others, as Dionysius of Halicarnassus,
treated the earlier history of Rome
after the example of the Roman anti;

quaries,
tive,

the

whose most learned representa-

Terentius Varro of Reate in
Sabine country, lived during the

M.

principate of Augustus,

The

rhetorician

Nicolaus of Damascus, who was engaged
for some years in teaching the children
the house of Octavia,
of Antony at
wrote a comprehensive history of the
world, in addition to an account of the

youth of Augustus. The poet Crinagoras of Mitylene, whom his native town
sent repeatedly as envoy to Rome, dedicated some of his best poems to Octavia
and her relatives. King Juba of Mauretania belonged to this circle. He was
a son of that Juba, king of Numidia,
who had fought with the optimates against

THE SPLENDID STATUE OF CJESAR AUGUSTUS IN THE VATICAN MUSEUM, ROME
such in the struggle against Antony and
Caesar, and had been educated at Rome.
He ma'rried there the. daughter of Cleo- Cleopatra. The princes of other client
patra and Antony, who also, was called
kings were, like Juba, sent to Rome to
and
afterwards?
Cleopatra,
proudly
"
.named her son
Ptolemaeus/' as if he
were heir of the Ptolemies. >Juba wrote
in Greek on Roman antiquities and African
geography a memorable literary phenomenon of a time when Rome became
the
of
the
Hellenic-Roman
capital
sphere of civilisation, and to a certain
extent had maintained her position as

be educated, and there they entered into
personal relations with the house of
Augustus, as in the case of the sons and
grandsons of the Jewish king, Herod, of

whom we

learn many interesting par"
"
ticulars in the
Antiquities of the Jews
of Flavius Josephus.
The children of
the Parthian kings also came, and so

did Thracian princes and even the sons
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German chiefs, who went to Rome as
hostages, and were, indeed, lost to their
own people, since they grew effeminate
amid the delights of the capital.
of

Augustus stood

for

more than

forty
of his

years, after the establishment
principate, at the head of the state, supported at first by Agrippa, who became
his son-in-law in 21 B.C., and
afterwards by his stepsons,
Tiberius and Drusus, and for
a time by his grandsons, Gaius
and Lucius Caesar, the sons of Agrippa and
The supreme command of the
Julia.
army, the administration of the frontier

the foreign policy, were all
united in the hands of the ruling house,
while the senate had under its supervision
only the affairs of Italy and the pacified
provinces, among which Asia and Africa
took the fir^t rank. The same dualism
was apparent in the financial question.
The rule was soon
established that the
provinces,

coinage of gold and
silver was the concern
"
of the
princeps,"
whose likeness the
coins bore, while the
the
senate
struck

sums were expended on

the
keeping the Tiber
embankments and the sewers in good order,
and especially in producing the public

Great

capital, in feeding

it,

"

'

'

Augustus, Egypt yielded the most in taxes.
Asia was, it is true, a senatorial province,
but in the way of indirect duties soon
paid a considerable revenue into the
coffers of the princeps.
Gaul and Spain,
which at first cost more than they brought
in, became, in the course of the peaceful
times that followed, countries of great
financial importance.
Africa and Narbonensis were closely identified with
Italy, and shared its prosperity. Carthage,

which Caesar had

restored, became again the
capital of the far-reaching sphere of PunicRoman civilisation. In Spain, Augustus

and

Agrippa

com-

pleted the conquest of
the Cantabrian and

I

Asturian highlands,
though a considerable

I

force was
required
for a long time after-

I

I

wards

|

to

hold

the

country. Three provinces were created,
of which the most
southern, the country

largest item in
"

were

people

advantages of
their lordly position, and demanded
bread
and games." Of the provinces under

the mint.

The

"

Roman
games. The
anxious to retain the

copper pieces through
separate masters of

the
the

in
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on the right the triumphs of an emperor who was under senatorial rule,
outlay for the himself
a poet and patron of letters "" i"oruiised.
while the other two>
army. Augustus, after
"
"
hither
he had disbanded the enormous masses
Lusitania and the so-called
to
the
of troops which were kept up during
were
subject
princeps.
province,
the period of the triumvirate, had organCorduba, Emerita, and Tarraco were the
ised a standing army, in order, once for
Emerita was a new colony,
capitals.
which Agrippa had settled with his
all, to ensure the protection of the fron-

tiers of the

empire.
organisation of Marius was, on
the whole, retained, Caesar's alterations
were modified, and, out of consideration for the finances, even the field army

The

was done away

a change which
Not merely the
pay of the troops actually serving, but
the rather high pensions of the retired
for this pursoldiers, had to be met
pose a 5 per cent, inheritance tax was
imposed even in Italy. The princeps,
as commander-in-chief, was entitled to
a staff, which drew high
Two
pay.
naval stations, Misenum on the Campanian coast and Ravenna on the Adriatic,
later

Augusta,

;

were established, to guard the

sea.

the

country Caesar

now Saragossa, so called in honour

of the princeps, has preserved the recollection of Augustus up to the present day. In

Gaul

with,

proved disastrous.
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pensioned soldiers.
In the north of

Settling

New
Provinces

the

;

which was conquered by

first Caesar,

"three Gauls"

or rather in the
that is, the

districts of Celtica, Belgica,

and

Aquitania, which were always distinct
from the old province (Narbonensis), as
being departments with a military government the newly founded Lugdunum became the religious and economic centre of
the Roman rule. Belgica was afterwards
combined with the German departments
for administrative purposes.
Aquitania

ROME
also tried to
"

The

IN

THE AUGUSTAN AGE

keep "its separate institutions.

concilium

the three Gauls,
which met yearly at the confluence of the
Arar (Saone) and the Rhodanus (Rhone),
"
God the emperor
in order to sacrifice to
and Rome the goddess," was an important
institution
Lugdunum became the capital of one of the great territorial divisions
of the empire, just as Carthage was of
In both places was stationed, a
Africa.
cohort, resembling the police soldiery of
the city of Rome, which was at the disposal
of the administrative authorities.
We
of the
find no less than eight out
twenty-five legions, which the army numbered in the last years of Augustus,
stationed on the Rhine, where they could
be employed equally against the Kelts and
the Germans. The interests of the districts
occupied by these troops became all the
more identified with the
Roman interests, in that the
tribes of Belgica and the
of

;

neighbouring Germans eagerly
took service among the auxiliaries of the legions.
This
branch of the service was
well paid, and the national
characteristics of the tribes
were preserved under native
so

in

leaders,

themselves

Roman

as they
not covet
and rewards.
far

did

titles

The second
legions, was

^

frontier against the unruly tribes of the
desert.
In Illyricum the forces were
originally under a senatorial governor,
until Augustus submitted his plan for the
regulation of the frontiers, and entrusted
its execution to his colleague, Agrippa, and,
after his death, to his stepson, Tiberius
Claudius Nero. Tiberius was then, in

Securing the
Frontiers of
..

the

r
empire

12 B.C., merely "legatus" of
t
and from that time
c
,,
,
T11
the command in Illyricum
also
7
i,,,
, ,,
was imperial. The aim of the

A

.

government was

directed, first

and

fore-

most, towards obtaining firm and, as far
as possible, natural frontiers for the empire.
In the east the Euphrates, and in the
west the Danube and the Elbe, form this
frontier.
While the line of the Euphrates
was easily secured by strong fortresses,
difficulties were met with on the Danube

The Alpine
except Noricum,
with which, since the time of
the Cimbri, peaceful communications had been opened,
had to be taken by force of
arms.
The hardy tribes in the
heart of Illyricum showed
similar hostility. Here, too,
the Roman system would
have taken firm root, through
the services which the natives
CENAS THE FRIEND OF ren dered as auxiliaries, had
AUGUSTUS
not
the
been
legionary
and

in

Germany.

districts,

large army, four M
in Syria, facing
the intimate
the Parthians, who soon, This great man was
J Roman taxfriend of Augustus, and ruled Rome accompanied, by
however, adopted diplomatic in the emperor's absence. Even gatherers and Roman lawyers,
who were compared by the
as
were
methods.
they
weakened by internal dissenIllyrians to wolves. The same
was the case in Germany, which Drusus,
sions the standards which had been capthe second stepson of Augustus, had
tured by the Parthians from Crassus at
traversed victoriously as far as the Elbe,
Carrhae were thus regained. Augustus, in
20 B.C., declared he was content with this
by land, from Mogontiacum (now Mainz)
and from Castra Vetera, and by water as far
arrangement, since he preferred the west
as the mouth of the Elbe, where the Romans
to the east, and devoted his energies more
prided themselves on capturing the original
willingly to places where Latin civilisation
home of the Cimbri splendid feats of
might thrive. In Egypt the military system
'

,

.

;

was left on the footing on which it
V
V*
V*
was T-l
placed during the time of the
supreme
"V^,
T, U
Ptolemies. The numerous
in E
Galati were united with the Greek
elements into army corps, which were
.

**

ttrf-^f

*

j-**-y-1

,

j-1

it*-**-*

<-r

4-

j-^

4- 1 *-v-i

rt

4* 4-

i-k

,

"

counted as legions "of the imperial army.
Their commanding officers were nominees
of the princeps
and, therefore, never
senators, but usually men of the rank
;

of

Roman

proconsul

two

knights.

In Africa alone the

commanded one

legions,

which had

or, if necessary.,

to

guard

the

arms, which extended the geographical
]rr\ r\\\Tllf3 fYfl S\f
r\
4"tml O
1
V OO II 1 ^-*-ll*i
knowledge of the time as much as the earlier
4"

of

*

*\

1--\ 1

/-*

4"

Pompey and

of Julius Caesar.
campaigns
After the premature death of Drusus,
in 9 B.C., Tiberius continued the policy of
his brother.
The German tribes were
content to serve under the Roman standards. Arminius, a young prince of the

Cherusci, became a Roman knight, and
personally commanded the contingent of
his tribesmen, while his brother, who was
surnamed Flavus, became a Roman even
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The lawyers, here as elsewhere, ruined what the soldiers had won.
In the year 9 A.D., owing to the failure of
the incompetent governor, P. Quinctilius
Varus, to preserve order, an insurrection
broke 'out, at the head of which Arminius
In the Teutoberg forest
placed himself.
the unfavourable nature of the soil, rentreacherous
dered
by heavy
rains, the desertion of the GerLQ
man officers, and the blunders
Leeions
of the general,
brought annihilation on three Roman legions.
The
position of the Saltus Teutoburgensis
in 'sentiments'.

_

'

cannot now be exactly determined
but,
numerous gold coins of the times of
Augustus have been found at Barenau, to
the east of Bramsche, many are inclined
;

as

to locate the battlefield at that place.
Quinctilius Varus killed himself, while,
many of the prisoners were massacred by
the insurgents or sacrificed to the gods
;

only the cavalry escaped. The numbers
of
the
seventeen,
eighteen,
legions,
and nineteen, disappeared for ever out
their memory
of the imperial army
"
was
accursed," to adopt the ordinary
;

expression.

As a consequence of the defeat of
Quinctilius Varus, Augustus withdrew the
frontier from the Elbe to the Rhine, and
the latter river was not again crossed
until the emperors of the Flavian house
did so to effect a permanent occupation
of the country.
Until then the district
on the right bank of the Rhine was, if not
free, at any rate neutral, a region where
the Romans went to forage or to hunt.
In times of peace the Roman officers
certainly led their men across in large
bands to catch the wild geese, of which
the feathers were highly valued in Italy.
Germans also came over the frontier to
trade, and exchanged natural products
for implements and ornaments of Roman

manufacture.

The

settled north of the

who
Hermunduri,
Danube, were allowed,

to
special
permission,
to Augusta Vindelicorum
the market town
Germans (Augsburg),
of the Rhaetian province, while
elsewhere commercial transactions had
to be conducted on the frontier under the
supervision of subordinate officers.
Carnuntum, situated on the Danube,
hear the middle of its course (below
.

1

f*

?

g

by
come

Vienna), was considered an important
emporium for the trade between Illyricum
and the Baltic countries. Amber, which

2696

was then* highly valued, was brought
Rome by this route. The main Roman

to

was, at the time of Augustus, concentrated in Southern Styria, while the
Hungarian districts on the Danube were
not included within the Roman line of
defence until the time of Trajan. Singidunum, near Belgrade, and Viminacium
(Kostolatz in Servia) were the strongholds on the Danube, and kept in check
the countries lying to the north and south.
The province of Dalmatia, to which
Herzegovina and Bosnia belonged, was
occupied for decades by two legions as
a great
since
insurrection,
garrisons,
lasting four years, from 5 to 9 A.D., had
shown that the peoples of that part were
by no means subdued. In order to
settle matters there, Central Germany
had to be relinquished, for its occupa-

army

tion would have required an enormous
expenditure in money and men, an expenditure which Augustus, at the end of
his life, could no longer make up his mind
It was enough if, by the suppression of the insurrection of Pannonians
and Dalmatians, the eastern frontier of
Upper Italy was rendered as
rosperous
secure ag tne nor th ha d become
88
earlier through the Rhaetian
,, r
,,
Augustus
A
a result, the Po
War. As
district attained to a hitherto unknown

to incur.

The great monuments com"
memorative of victory, the
Tropaeum
of
the
on
the
summit
Maritime
Alpium,"
Alps, and in Ticinum(nowPavia), testified
to the gratitude of this country, and
spread the fame of the sovereign and his
prosperity.

family.

In other respects, too, Italy was
benefited by the government of Augustus.
The country towns recovered from the
terrors of the civil wars and the proAugustus did everything to
scriptions.
heal the wounds which he himself had
inflicted, especially at the time when he
had been forced to recompense the
veterans after the battle' of Philippi.
Perusia received its entire territory back
again,

and

remained

a

municipium,

entitled, according to custom, to vote in

Roads like
the sacred Etruscan League.
the Via Flaminia were put into better
order, an improvement very welcome to
the towns situated on it, such as Fanum
and Ariminum. The management of the
Italian roads, which could not be entirely
entrusted to the separate municipia, on
account of their keen rivalry, was provided

WARS OF THE ROMANS WITH THE GERMAN TRIBES
In the time of Augustus a third of the whole army of the empire was stationed along the Rhine for service
defeat of Varus
against the Germans and Kelts. Nevertheless, the greatest disaster of his reign was the total
barbarians.
by the tribes of the Teutoberg forest in 9 A.D. The bas-relief at the top depicts a battle with the in battle.
Below is a relief from the Antonine Column, shewing the execution of German nobles captured

172
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by the appointment of a central
commission, composed of distinguished
In other
senators, which sat at Rome.
for

respects, indeed, the separate municipia,
while enjoying the advantages, were also
liable to the burdens, of autonomy. They
states within the
were small
States

state
their

Within
States

stood

government,

they

annually

;

two
at
after

changed

magistrates,
the
head
of
the manner of

who
the
the

consuls in ancient Rome, and with a few
subordinates conducted the administration
under the authority of the municipal

The

council.
little

financial

question caused

difficulty in the municipia, so long

as persons who had amassed wealth in
the imperial service thought it an honour
to fill the offices in their
native town, and to make
contributions out of their
own purses. Thus, the
material advantages of the

imperial

system were

of tombs, the forum, the theatre, the
arose.
The republican
amphitheatre,

had been exclusive imperial Rome
became the subject of assiduous imitation.
city

;

A

similar reproduction of Alexandrian
institutions was found in the fire brigade

Rome, organised on a military system
had previously been composed of the
slaves in the town, or else the duty had

at

;

this

A

been left to private enterprise.
special
prefect was now appointed for this purpose,
as well as to supervise the provisioning of
the capital, which was dependent entirely
on the regular importation of grain from
Egypt and Africa, since the "vicinity of
Rome had become the mere garden of
the empire." The villa quarter of the
imperial capital extended on the north as
far as the Lake of Sabate

felt

(now Lago di Bracciano),
on the south to the Gulf of
Naples, on the east into the
country

of

ancient

the

Sabines, ^Equi

and

Volsci.

even by the smallest communities of the Apennine

The conquered world had
to supply all that was

peninsula.

required, a state of things
at once as ideal and as
unnatural as Paradise, since
the greatness of Italy had

The new monarchy
duced

intro-

many improvements

in the administration of the
capital.
prefecture of
police was established for

A

Rome, modelled
of

Alexandria,

which would

after that
a change
never have

commended itself to repubThe prefect had a
licans.
few

cohorts

of

the
...himmilitary

under

VIPSANIUS AGRIPPA

been built up by the free
farmer, who now survived
only in remoter districts.
The period of the ^Equian
and Volscian wars was even
then ancient history. However, men did not experience
the grief of the Gracchi at
l
this
state of

but were

things,
*
May be called the "right-hand man" of
j
-Tv
supervision of the numerous Augustus, who owed much to the intern- contented with matters as
and
executiv
of
gence
ability
Agrippa.
slaves, as well as their prothey stood) enjoyed the era
of peace, and praised Augustus as the
tection from the caprice of their masters,
author. Above all, joy was felt at the
was assigned to the new magistrate,
whose sphere of duty steadily increased
immunity from the oppressive burden of
as time went on.
Architectural regulamilitary service, since Italy south of the
Po was not ordinarily a recruiting ground
tions were
introduced,
according to
and ancient Latium, Etruria, and Umwhich a new quarter sprang up on the
bria furnished soldiers chiefly for the
Campus Martius, to which the trade of the
praetorian cohorts that is, for home sercapital was attracted more and more
vice.
The cheap slave markets
from the old districts. The Forum of the
AuKustat
had ended with the close Qf
republican time and the new forums, as
the incessant wars. A stratum
well as the Capitol, served chiefly for the
i
*B*
of half-free, or entirely free,
transaction of legal business and for
workmen and husbandmen was now
public purposes, while the Palatine was
formed, which produced in the sequel a
adopted by Augustus for his residence.
more peaceful development in the economic
Cities were built after the model of the
There was, besides, a
life
of Italy.
capital even in those provinces where the
natural improvement in many respects.
Italian municipal system had not yet
obtained a footing
The value of land in Italy increased
colonnades, long lines

police

;

-

t

;

;
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THE PANTHEON AS
This
to

is

fulfil,

IT

WAS

IN

THE TIME OF

ITS BUILDER,

the only building of ancient Rome that, after two thousand years,
as it has been made the burial place of the reigning house of Italy.

M.

VIPSANIUS AGRIPPA

is used for the purpose it
It also contains the t

was designed

notably, trade and commerce prospered,
public morals and order, which had
civil wars,
greatly deteriorated during the
were ameliorated. Increased respect was
the gods and in
officially paid to the cult of
the year 17 B.C. the great feast of atonement,
the Secu'ar Festival, was celebrated with

the
government was involved in them,
"
First
personal" and family relations of the
became increasingly important.
Citizen
In the good old republican times the individual had kept much in the background,
even if the senatorial families kept alive the

commemoraunprecedented splendour
tion of this event the poet Horace, by order

halls

;

;

in

of Augustus, wrote the noble dedicatory
"
hymn, the Carmen Saeculare." Of the old

the mm

fraternities,

which

of

origin

great ancestors in their splendid
by pictures and busts with appropriate
for instance, of
inscriptions. Thus we hear,
the Fabii, who distinguished themselves in
the war against Veii and later in the Samnite
wars. Even the
"
CuncFabius

memory of

who had

went back to the
time
of
King
Romulus, that
of the Husbandmen was revived
by Augustus with

tator,"

great

justified

c e

n

avoided all battle
with
Hannibal,
was honoured,
because his conduct appeared

magnifi-

c e

The

.

aster

to-

princeps,

mem-

of

nence, and influenced, in their
way, the outcome
Second
the
of

the

senate, joined

it,

while the remaining
filled

places were

up by

and Third Punic

elec-

Wars. There
followed the

tion.

Under such circumstances, and

Gracchi, Marius,
Sulla and his con-

the reason,
too, that the stafor

bility of the

system

of

dis-

at Cannae.

Then the Scipios
came into promi-

gether with the
foremost

bers

by the

subsequent

temporaries,
Vnderwood

THE PANTHEON OF AGRIPPA AS

4;

IT

Unde

IS

.
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Lonctoi

TO-DAY

Pompey the
Great, and
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Julius

Caesar,

the

and

predecessors

models of Caesar Augustus.

The old commemorative inscriptions
of the family halls were no longer sufficient
to mark the role of the individual who
now stood at the head of the commonwealth, and towered predominant in all
The whole course of
circumstances.
history was intimately connected with
the individuality of those men, who were
conscious of their own greatness. Sulla
"
"
left
Memoirs
Caesar published his
"
"
"
;

War

War," and
ordered his other campaigns to be described by men who had served in them,
His adopted son followed his example,
Civil

after his

Gallic

M. Vipsanius Agrippa, the victor over
Sextus -Pompeius and Antony, stood in
very intimate relations with the sovereign.
Sprung from an unimportant family, a
contemporary and friend of the young
Augustus, he had stood by him through
the vicissitudes of fortune at Perusia
against S. Pompeius and on to Actium.
Later he was actively employed on the
Rhine frontier, where he founded the city
"
"
of the Ubii, which became a
colony

under his granddaughter, Agrippina. It
is the modern -Cologne.
Subsequently we
find Agrippa with Augustus iji Spain,
which he reorganised after the subjugaIn order to
tion of the mountain tribes.

ALL THAT REMAINS TO-DAY OF THE GLORIOUS PALACES OF THE

CffiSARS

The great mass
on

this

of ruins gives a profound impression of the vastness of the palaces which the Caesars reared
eminence, but the destruction has been so complete that no more than a ground plan remains.

and published

in the year 36 B.C., after
the successes against Sextus Pompeius,
a survey of his previous operations
at
his death he left an account of the acts of
.

;

his reign, which has come down in an in"
Monumentum Anscription, the famous

cyranum," which was engraved on the
walls in the Temple of Roma
and
Augustus at Ancyra in Galatia.
Asinius Pollio wrote the history of his
time, uninfluenced by the biassed account
of Augustus, who had the tact to allow the
former comrades-in-arms of his adoptive
father to do as they pleased, as when
Valerius Messalla, in his description of
the decisive battle of Philippi, praised
Marcus Brutus as his imperator.

2709

make the
Germany

resources of Spain, Gaul, and
available for the needs of the
empire, he completed a census of those
countries.
He also devoted his energies
to the administration of the city of Rome.
In the year 33 B.C., after having served as
consul, he took over the aedileship, in
order to establish a system for the supply
of drinking-water to Rome.
It is not the
least of Agrippa's services that Rome up
to the present day is one of the capitals
of Europe possessing an excellent water
supply. One of his buildings, the Pan-

bears his

name on

the front.
all, a
At a time when all the
practical man.
world, up to the very highest circles,
theon,

still

He was an

energetic and,

above

THE PALATINE HILL

IN

THE GREAT DAYS OF THE EMPIRE

This reconstruction, made by the archaeologist Gatteschi, for M.
Boyer D'Agen's work on the Forum, shows how the road to the
Palatine Hill looked in the great days of the
Empire. In the foreground is part of the Sacred Way, as the Arch of Titus on the
left stood across that road, which then turned to the
right and entered the Forum at the right bottom corner of the picture.
On
the immediate left is the portico of the
in the distance a glimpse of the palaces of the Czesars.
great Temple of Venus and Rome
;

THE PALATINE HILL AS SEEN TO-DAY FROM THE NORTH OF THE ARCH OF TITUS
All the splendid
the Sagred

Way

buildings have vanished
nothing but the
has here been
preserved, however, and
;

erect.
A portion of the paving of
be seen 'plainly in the foreground of this photograph.

Arch of Titus remains

may
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dabbled in poetry, Agrippa kept from the
temptation. On the other hand, his
geographical and statistical labours formed
a foundation for the knowledge of the
following centuries. Agrippa was considered an upstart by the old nobility.
Augustus, however, recognised how greatly
indebted he was to his friend. The position
_k _
of C. Maecenas was different.
.

motives
first,
Clodia, a daughter of
Fulvia by Clodius, the opponent of Cicero,
and, therefore a stepdaughter of Antony.
This marriage, which was arranged at the
time of the first triumvirate, and had never
been consummated, was ended when Fulvia
rose against Caesar, in the year 41 B.C.
When, soon afterwards, Sextus Pom;

peius attained to great importance, and
especially courted by the Antonians,
Caesar made approaches to the family of
the senator Scribonius Libo, from which

He was the
intimate personal
,
and Colleagues ,
A
. A
friend of Augustus, and was
of Augustus
,
sent by him on important
diplomatic missions, as at the time
when, after the fall of Perusia and the
disarmament of L. Antonius, a conflict
with the triumvir Antony seemed im-

was

a conflict which would have
come all too soon for Caesar. Maecenas
then negotiated the marriage of M.
Antony with Octavia. When, later, the
rupture was brought on, C. Maecenas

Ti. Claudius Nero,

.

.

minent

remained
Caesar,

in

Rome

and held the

as representative of
reins of power in the

He relentlessly crushed the
attempt at a rising made by the son of
Lepidus, the deposed triumvir. After the
triumph of Augustus, Maecenas withdrew
from public affairs and, without aiming
at political distinction, lived as a Roman
knight, though, as a scion of Etruscan
Lucumones, he looked down on the
Roman nobility. He devoted himself to
capital.

the fine arts and the pleasures of life, and
was lauded by the poets as their patron,
while he was constantly consulted by
Augustus on all private matters. His
wife, Terentia, ruled him, while Augustus
played the part of the friend of the
family.

Among the members of the family,
Octavia, the eldest sister, or half-sister
of Augustus, took the first place.
She
had supported her brother's policy at a
critical moment, when, just become a
widow, she gave her hand to Antony,
and by this means kept him, for several
years to come, loyal to the triumvirate.

Matrimonial
.

.

.

Affairs Of
,,
the JLmperor

When

/-><

Antony
"L

'

preferred
i.

Cleopatra to her , she re,
T-,
turned to Rome, where she
,
,
,

,

won universal sympathy by
her dignified conduct. She also made an
impression on the literary men of the
time, for she showed no small appreciation of their works.
Next to Octavia stand Livia, the third
wife, and Julia, the daughter of Augustus
by his second marriage with Scribonia.
Augustus had twice married from political
3703

Sextus Pompeius had taken his wife, and
married Scribonia.
Julia was born of
this marriage.
Scribonia was afterwards
divorced, for Livia, wife of the praetorian
had so captivated the
triumvir Caesar that he compelled her
husband to divorce her in order that he
might marry her. Her sons, Tiberius and
Drusus, remained at first under the control
of Claudius
and only on his death, which
followed soon after, did Caesar receive
them into his house. His union with Livia
was childless. Under these circumstances
Julia, the only legitimate child of the
prince, attained to great prominence, for
Augustus intended to confer
, the principate on the husband
Schemes of
f
f ,.
TT
He -uhadj
of his
daughter.
succession
,,
,
actually selected the son of
;

,

Octavia
by her first marriage, M.
Claudius Marcellus, as his heir, just as
he himself, a great-nephew of Caesar, had
become Caesar's heir. Five years after the
battle of Actium, in 25 B.C., the marriage
of Julia, aged fourteen, and Marcellus, a
youth of eighteen, took place. Marcellus
was pointed out to the senate as the future

and was paid appropriate
honours.
This purely personal policy of Augustus
was now challenged by the man who
had played the most important part next
He was
to him, M. Vispanius Agrippa.
admittedly a thorough-going partisan of
the monarchical order of things, and recognised in Augustus the right man for the
sovereign,

but such a combination of state
place
and personal interests was foreign to his
taste.
The saying was heard at Rome,
"
Marcellus may be the favourite grandson
of Augustus, but Agrippa will not let him
have the power." The latter withdrew
from all political life and went into voluntary exile in Lesbos. The rupture between
the two chiefs was thus made plain to the
world. Fate then interposed, for Marcellus,
at the end
barely three years afterwards,
;

THE FORUM ROMANUM AS

IT

APPEARED

IN

ITS

SPLENDOUR

In this reconstruction by the arcnaeologist Gatteschi, for the work of M. Boyer d'Agen on the Forum, we see it at the time
thft immense Basilica Julia, or Palace of Justice, was razed to the ground, the bases of the columns prominent in the

when

On the left, marked by its five small columns with figures, is the Rostra, a part of the Arch of Septimius
Severus showing behind, and beyond is the Curia, or meeting-place of the "senate. To its right is the great Basilica /Emilia, and
the Sacred Way.
beyond that on the right the Temple of Faustina. In the centre are the five honorary columns," and at their base
right foreground.

THE FORUM ROMANUM
Here

is

IN

ITS

PRESENT STATE OF UTTER RUIN

the state of ruin to which this splendid place has been reduced.

The

bases of the honorary columns by the Sacred

Way

from the fourth century of our era, and was thus about 300 years later than the other columns, shown in the reconstruction. In
"
Thou nameless column with the buried base.
Byron's time its base was still buried and its identity unknown ; hence his line,
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of 23 B.C., was carried off by an illness, to
the intense grief of Octavia and Augustus.
The question of the succession was once

of a strong constitution,

grew so

feeble,

He
the matter.
pointed out to
Augustus that he

that all expected his speedy death. If
he died, it was doubtful if the principate
could be gained for the young children of
Julia by Agrippa.
In any case, they
needed a trust-

more open.

had

now

Maecenas

intervened in

placed

worthy guardian

Agrippa in such
a position that
nothing remained
except to have
him put to death

until they should

or to accept him
as a son-in-law.

could

Augustus choose

husband Augus-

the latter alternative
and in
21 B.C., two years
after the death
Of
a r C e 1 1 U S,
Agrippa, having
j
j i
divorced his own

tus

grow up. Besides
this,

:

seemed

under these

cir-

CUmstanCCS,

to
to
the

not,

in

on

the
empire.
undisplayed
activity in the
establishment of the royal
house, especially in the
eastern half of the empire,
and Julia followed her husband there.
In Lesbos,
where she resided for some
time, she was extolled as a
of

Tiberius,

of

any affection for
But Augustus was

ot vivacity, and she was
interested in poetry Ovid,
the amatory poet, belonged
to her circle. She was a
true princess in her licenIt was said she
tiousness.
had been unfaithful to
;

new

Aphrodite.
Everything seemed propitious.

This state
of
affairs
lasted nine years, certainly

Agrippa in his later years.
was
no
suitable
Julia
for
the cold
and
wife
stern Tiberius. The couple

the most prosperous period
of Augustus's reign.
But
in the year 12 B.C., Agrippa,
while preparing for a campaign in Pannonia, was

separated
divorced,

without
for

being

official

corum would not allow

after-

wards died.

By this event
the existing family arrange-
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.,

not the man to be deterred
by such considerations. He
carried
his
out
family
in
scheme
a
despotic
manner, and the marriage
of Julia with Tiberius was
concluded.
The marriage proved a
complete failure. Husband
and wife soon grew to hate
each other. Julia was full

Agrippa
wearying

thrown

him

Julia.

Gaius and Lucius, were
adopted by Augustus, and
destined to be the future

this.

wn
into

confusion. Augustus, never

^

Tulia

>

stepson of Augustus, who had
already given proofs of his abilities,
Tiberius was, it is true, happily married
to Vipsania, the daughter of Agrippa by
his first marriage, while there was no trace

the whole, turn out badlyi
Two sons, the issue of it,

and soon

marry

elder

Caesar.

father-in-law,

The marriage did

ments were

It

best,

TWO NOTORIOUS WOMEN OF THE AUGUSTAN AGE

;

ill,

his

Julia on the left the only child of Augustus, married finally to
On the
Tiberius, who put her to death for her licentiousness.
right, Livia, second wife of Augustus and mother of Tiberius.

p etely dictated by policy father-in-law
and son-in-law were of the same age, just
as Pompey had been actually older than

taken

knew

daughter.

married Julia. It was a marriage
which, like many of that time, was com-

rulers

a

without

left

wife,

his

years old,
be
not

eight

;

M

who

Julia,

was but twenty-

teen-year-oid daughter Julia to the

four-

f

From a political

deof

point

v ^ ew tne position intended

young for Tiberius did not appeal

to?feSE bufdieTU^e^Wet

to

him: he was

to

keep

ROME
the throne
Caesar,

warm

but to

THE AUGUSTAN AGE

IN

Gaius and Lucius

for

when they came

retire

to

mature years. When Augustus ordered
Gaius, a boy of fifteen, to be designated
consul by the senate, and prepared the
same honour for Lucius, Tiberius acted
like Agrippa in similar case
in 6 B.C. he
retired from all public affairs, and went as
a private
citizen to Rhodes,
r
Tiberius Leaves
\
;

-

as

.

it

-i

.

into exile.

<T>I

The work of
,

suffered
empire naturally
J
,
from this
an invasion of
Armenia had to be postponed because
Augustus had no trustworthy officer at his
disposal, and he complained, justly, that he
in the

Lurch

..

,

,

.

;

was

to the state after the senate had been
completely subordinated to him. Augustus, when in opposition to Antony, had
united in himself the old offices, which,
even after his triumph, kept their importance.
Augustus is characterised by the
dynastic trait of his policy, as shown by
the way in which he made himself the

successor

the

of

dictator

even

political position, and staked
for the interests of his family.

in

his

everything

He

recoiled

before Agrippa, but not before Tiberius,
and maintained his own authority even
At a time when
against these great men.
his own grandsons stood by his side he
courted popularity with both the senate
and the people.

left in the lurch.
It was only several
years later that Gaius Caesar could be sent
to Armenia with a proper suite but at the
siege of Artagira he received a wound, from
which he never recovered. In the year 4 A. D.,
Gaius, who. was just twenty- four, died;
his brother, Lucius, had died two years
before at Massilia on a journey to Spain.
No course now remained for Augustus
but to nominate as his successor Tiberius,
who had in the interval returned to Rome.
The man of forty-six was adopted into the
"
for political reasons,"
family of the Julii,
as Augustus said, who was certainly not
actuated by love.
At the same time,
on June 27th, 4 A.D., the powers of
imperator and tribune were conferred on
Tiberius, as they had been on Augustus
himself.
In this way the principle of a

married to Marcella,
daughter of Octavia and the
divorced wife of Agrippa, gained the consulate in 10 B.C., and then became proconsul
in Asia.
In short, his intrigue with Julia

hereditary principate was broken and yet
adapted to the peculiar arrangements of
Roman family life. For ten years Tiberius
stood loyally by the side of Augustus, and

had a political colouring, as though the
principate could be transferred from the
Julian to the Antonian house, even against
the will of Augustus. When the matter

displayed great energy wherever it was
necessary, in Illyricum or on the Rhine.
This was the period when Tiberius won
respect and popularity, especially in military circles. He suppressed the rising in
Pannonia more by skilful administrative
measures than by force of arms, a considerable achievement.
Augustus, never,.
theless, Jjealously held the
The
V
,
Aged
~..
reins of government
his
r
S
,
Emperor Clings
OWtl ^ an " s U P t tne ver Y
to Power
end.
The form which
Augustus gave to the Roman empire

could no longer be hushed up, Julius
Antonius was executed for high treason,
and Julia herself banished by Augustus

;

,

m
.

.

remained in force for 300 years, although
it was based on a
compromise between
and thus
oligarchy and
monarchy,
contained a contradiction within itself.
Practical politics do not always agree
with theories, and depend rather upon
the individual. A man like the first
Caesar would have given another direction

In his private life Augustus found no
happiness. After her separation from
Tiberius, Julia had continued her gay life
in her own circle, despite all the warnings
of her father.
Finally, the love precepts
of Ovid became facts, for regular orgies
were the order of the day.
The most
prominent among Julia's lovers was Julius
Antonius, the younger son of the triumvir by
Fulvia,

who had been educated by Octavia,

Notorious

Daughter of
Augustus

and held the
j

side

c

of

T

first
>

Livia s

rank by the
sons.

IT

He

was

in 2 B.C.
Nine years later Ovid
exile to dismal Tomi, chiefly on
of Julia's daughter and namesake.

went as
account

Octavia and Maecenas, who had formerly
been his agents in such delicate matters,
were now dead and Livia saw with satis;

downfall of Julia and her
children, since the road to the throne was
now opened to her own son, Tiberius. As
she outlived her rivals, she assumed in the
later years of Augustus a position of
importance in politics. She was with her
husband when he was taken ill at Nola on
a journey into Campania. Messengers were
faction

the

immediately sent off to Tiberius, who had
started on a mission to Illyricum. Tiberius
was on the spot when Augustus died,
on August igth, 14 A.D.
2707
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ROME UNDER TIBERIUS C/ESAR
LAST OF THE FOUNDERS OF EMPIRE
AN AGE OF UNPARALLELED PROSPERITY
"TIBERIUS was

"

The

imperator."

*

military officials of the capital,
especially the commandant of the guard,
as well as that of the fire brigade, were thus
under his orders. According to precedent,
the consuls, the military officers, the
senators, the soldiers, and the people, swore
allegiance to the new lord. In the same way
the corresponding orders were issued to the
the
provinces. At Rome itself a meeting of
"
senate was called, by virtue of the
tri"
bunician power
of Tiberius, at which a
vexatious incident occurred.
Tiberius,
always somewhat awkward as a speaker,
did not at once find the right word to
explain that he took over the place of his
adoptive father, and he acted as if he
ex P ecte d the orders of the
Th S
't
senate when some orators pre'

of

Freedom

;
'

j

i

r

to take this seriously, for
in this body the independent
feelings of their fathers, as of an Asinius
Pollio, had been inherited by the sons, the
supporters of the dynasty had to intervene.

N

t

D

d

P arec

*

There was, indeed, a party
already working for the succession to the throne.
There
was living at the time a
posthumous son of M. Agrippa
and Julia, Agrippa Postumus,
whom Augustus, after the
scandals connected with his
daughter, had been unable to
favour above Tiberius, but
who was regarded by the
opposition
claimant.

a

rightful

He was

executed

as

who had come

into

the house

of

the

He was now
adoption.
officially styled Tiberius Caesar, or, in brief,
"
"
Caesar
or, as the title was as well
known as the name, simply " Tiberius,"
as
modern monarchs
just
Favourite
call themselves merely
usually
of
by their Christian names. TiAugustus
berius did not belie his Claudian
descent
the arrogance which was innate
in that family was not brought forward
Caesars

by
;

:

against him by his enemies alone. Augustus had fixed still more exactly the order
of succession in his house. The younger
son of Livia, Drusus, the conqueror of the

Germans, had always been his favourite,
town gossip gave out that he was
his son
for Drusus was born after Livia
so that

;

had come

into the house of the triumvir

The noble youth, when
grown up, received the hand of the second
Antonia, daughter of Octavia by the
triumvir Antony, a splendid woman, who,
even as widow, enjoyed the complete
esteem of the family, and
was on especially good terms
Octavianus.

with Tiberius all his life.
Drusus had died, a young
man, in 9 B.C., from the
effects of a fall from his
two sons
horse, and left
behind him, of whom the
elder, inheriting the cognomen
won by his father's victories,

himself Germanicus,
while the younger, Claudius,
was considered feeble of
intellect, and was the butt
of the family. Tiberius, at
the command of Augustus,
~
was compelled to adopt Gercalled

in his place of exile without
the orders of Tiberius. Julia

was^put to death in her prison TIBERIUS
itonn..^ IN HIS YOUTH
Knegium, but we have no Adopted by Augustus as his sueTiberius hadian honourable
cessor,
now ,aged
particulars of the occurrence, and
manicus,
-twenty,
,.-,
,,
,
great career before he came to
T--I
j
,
i
libenus entered on the the throne, but his conduct as em- although he had, by his
erorwast
rannicalintheextreme
P
y
at
the age of fiftysovereignty
marriage with Vipsania, a
a
six, beyond the prime of life, but having
son, named Drusus, who was only
little younger, but now was obliged to
displayed fine abilities for many years
in the foremost positions, a Claudius,
yield precedence to his cousin, or rather
,

at

,

<

-
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adopted brother. Germanicus, who had
brilliant officer at the time
of the revolt in Pannonia and Dalmatia,
was married by Augustus to his grand-

on the Rhine were inclined to proclaim Germanicus as imperator. But he
took energetic steps to prevent this. When
Agrippina with her children was sent
away from the camp, the soldiers' mood
was changed. In Illyricum, where Tiberius
had sent his son, Drusus, an eclipse of
the moon produced a favourable turn of
The demands of the soldiers
affairs.
were, indeed, momentarily conceded, but
the ringleaders were seized, and discipline

his

legions

shown himself a

daughter, Agrippina. Numerous children
were born of this marriage, to the joy of
the old emperor, who thus saw his descendants multiplying and the succession
secured to them after the death of Tiberius.
Germanicus, at the moment when Augustus
died, was in command of the eight legions
the
stationed on the Rhine frontier,
strongest corps of the imperial army.
He ordered the troops to swear allegiance
at once to the new ruler, for the will of
Augustus was as sacred to Germanicus
as to Tiberius.
It happened then that the legionaries
wished to seize the opportunity of a
change in the person of the sovereign,
to

improve

own

their

condition.

was

first time that the principate
strength in this way with its
tool, the imperial army.
The government
afterwards gradually withdrew the concessions which had been made, since the
finances of the empire did not permit a
reduction in the length of service or an
increase of pay
and, according to the
view of the most experienced officers, of
whom Tiberius himself was one, discipline
could not be maintained without corporal
punishment, drills, and the labour of constructing camps and cultivating the fields.
Germanicus thought that the soldiers
should be restored to
their proper mood by a

measured

;

provinces which was
exacted from them in
;

its

;

The

armies of Illyria and the Rhine mutinied
comsoldiers
The
simultaneously.
plained of their long period of service,
of the
which spread over twenty years
hard work in the improvement of the

times of peace
brutal corporal

restored.

This was the

new and

of the

tinually inflicted

by

;

own
in

once

more

with Arminius, and
the
invaded
actually
The
Teutoberg forest.
remains of the
fallen
Romans were recovered,
but such dangers were
run and such heavy losses

years of service, could
share in the pleasures of
life in the
capital and
the provincial towns of
Italy, and received higher

pay.
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following

Varus.
He
Quinctilius
reached the Weser and
the Elbe, sent his ships
into the North Sea, fought

The Praetorian
on the other
hand, had only sixteen

,

the

years,
to
follow the victorious steps
of his father, Drusus, and
to avenge the defeat of

guards,

since

responsibility

wishing

habitable.

aspect,

he
his

the Rhine.

reward of his services, he
was often kept in suspense for years, from
financial reasons, or he
was given house and land
in a mountainous or even
swampy district, which
he had first to' make

ous

previous

over
In fact, he
repeated these expeditions

of the constant

and training in
heavy marching order.
When a man was lucky
enough to have ended his
twenty years' term, and
became entitled to the
drilling

The whole movement assumed a dangerb
He

any

inquiries at Rome,
led his troops on

subordinate

the

officers

;

on them

inspiring camtherefore,

and,

paign
without

punishments which were con-

J

'

7
h
fifty-sue years of age when he sueto the purple on the death of Augustus,

was

the ceeded

.

incurred that Tiberius resolved to place restrictions on the adventurous
spirit of the heir to the
crown. Germanicus was
recalled
on the most
,

honourable

terms,

and

TIBERIUS AND HIS WIFE AGRIPPINA,
From a

fine

WHOM HE

DIVORCED TO MARRY JULIA

painting by Rubens, in which the likenesses are carefully studied from existing portraits.

granted a magnificent
triumph at Rome.
"
for the second time," was
consulate,
bestowed on him, an office which Tiberius
assumed at the same time with him
in 18 A.D.
But the chief command in
Gaul and Germany was abolished
and,
while the inner provinces were placed under
civil governors, the Rhine legions were
divided into two corps one for Upper
Germany, with headquarters at Mogontiacum, the other for Lower Germany,
with headquarters at Castra Vetera.
Germanicus was given a command in
the east, where some affairs had to be
arranged which might well have been
entrusted to the provincial governors.

The

;

Germanicus saw the commission in this
light, and combined with the journey
a pleasure trip, in order to visit the scene
of the battle of Actium, the monuments
of Athens, and, lastly, the pyramids of
Egypt. In Syria the imperial governor,
Cn. Calpurnius Piso, refused to obey the

Piso was the son of the consul
same name of the year 23 B.C.

prince.
of the

He had

himself been consul in 7 B.C. with
and was married to Plancina,
a daughter or granddaughter of L. Munatius Plancus.
There were at first angry
scenes
and finally the officers on both
sides confronted each other with drawn
swords. When Germanicus, who, by
virtue of his proconsular authority, had

Tiberius,

;

suspended Piso, suddenly was taken ill
he believed that he had been poisoned.
He died, and bequeathed this suspicion
to his widow, Agrippina, who, in her
bereavement, accused the emperor himhaving had a hand in the rnatter.
Tiberius left the investigation to the senate.
The charge of poisoning was not found to
be proved, but Piso was condemned
for disobedience.
He committed suicide.
The whole affair compromised the
self of

government, which, in any case, had
played an ambiguous part. There was
2711
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talk of secret instructions which Piso, an
old friend of Tiberius, had received, and
perhaps had exceeded, according to the
at any rate, the emperor's intenletter
tion had been to give the haughty prince
a rebuff. Piso's wife, Plancina, implored
and the hostility
Livia to save him
between Livia and Julia and her descendants was known. But the opposition
;

;

party was not

less

busied

in

procuring

proofs, so that Piso was left to his fate.
All this caused great excitement at the
time, for Germanicus had been very

popular (19 A.D.).
Drusus, own son of the emperor, was
now designated successor to the throne
but the most important part at court
was played by Sejanus, a Roman knight
;

of Volsinii, whom Tiberius had placed at
the head of the guard. This guard consisted of nine cohorts, which Augustus
had distributed in Italy ; Sejanus con-

centrated

them

in

Rome.

Their fortified

camp, which was constructed in front of
the Viminal gate, became thenceforward
the citadel of the capital. The administration of the imperial provinces was in good

2712

hands, since Tiberius kept round him the
efficient members of the nobility, and
appointed as governors men who had been
put to the test. It was seen that the best
rulers were not men born in the purple,
but those who, in an inferior position, had
long studied the methods of governing.
The provincials were thankful that the
peaceful rule of Augustus had been conHe was
tinued by the new monarch.
praised for punctiliously observing the
constitution of the empire. Each province,
and occasionally an individual tribe, had
a charter or enjoyed certain privileges.
Thus in the three Gauls at first sixty and
later sixty-four states

were self-governing,
"

and they alone had a share in the con"
of Lugdunum. The others were
cilium
apportioned to the privileged states
that is, were governed by them. In Egypt
and Judaea itself the Jews possessed peculiar rights, by which they were protected
in the observance of their religion, and
were excused from military service in
consideration

Regard had

of

paying

certain

taxes.

also to be paid to Egyptian
superstition, since the killing of a sacred

ROME UNDER
Cat

would have deeply insulted the native
Tiberius had strict order

population.

maintained
quence of

in all

such matters.

In conse-

TIBERIUS C/ESAR
her husband, whose death, in 23 A.D.,
caused no surprise, for the life of the prince

was calculated

this,

to undermine his health.
of
The
sons

Germanicus and
Agrippina were

and commerce attained to
anunprecedented
and
prosperity,
trade

the

the

now

presented to
as
senate
next in the suc-

the

of

finances

empire

cession. Tiberius,
for his part, suc-

showed a surplus
which was un-

carried

cessfully

even
under Augustus.
In the event of

unforeseen

out the Augustan
policy, but without the formalities to which

calamities

Augustus,

paralleled

for

when
example,
an earthquake
destroyed a dozen
the"
in
towns
,
province OI Asia
.

.

_ f Vi P emneror
ciiipciyi
was not niggardly

siderations,

DRUSUS THE ELDER AND GERMANICUS
Brother to Tiberius, Nero Claudius Drusus was a victorious general
against the German tribes, and died from a fall off his horse, in the
HissonGermanicus was a trusted and able general under
B.C.
Tiberius, who adopted him but his successes engendered the imperial
jealousy, and at his death, by poison, suspicion rested on Tiberius.

year 9

;

but spent his money at the right time. Only
in his later years was the complaint heard
that economy had degenerated into avarice
and the useless hoarding of treasure.
Strabo and Philo, contemporary writers,
give us full details of provincial affairs
The attitude of the
under Tiberius.
provinces towards the emperors was very
loyal, since the improved administration

The foreign
was greatly appreciated.
policy of Tiberius was pacific. The conquered positions on the Rhine, the Danube,
and the Euphrates were occupied without
any attempt, after the recall of Germanicus
from Germany, to extend the frontiers.
In Africa a rising of the border tribes had
to be quelled.
Any other events that
occurred were limited to Rome and Italy.
At first only narrow circles were interested

them ; but, finally, the general policy
of the empire was sympathetically affected.
The relations of the members of the
ruling house were far from satisfactory.
Drusus, the heir to the throne, could not
tolerate Sejanus, the commander of the
_
in fact, he
.
Praetorian guard
UF
the extent of striking
|
* went to
s
an insult the prefect never
Old Rome him,
,
~,,
,
forgave. The latter was firm in
the confidence of the emperor, who made
it a principle never to abandon capable
officials.
Sejanus, evil by nature, was
initiated into the family affairs of the
dynasty, since he seduced Livilla, the
wife of Drusus, and induced her to poison
in

;

.

173

from

cert ain con
had

adhered.
These
for
concerned,
example, the acceptance of the
provinces for a

and not for life. Augustus
powers renewed every
or ten years, though they could not

limited period,

had had
five

his full

have been refused.
principate

Tiberius accepted the

absolutely

without

any

re-

of time, while he
Vi orous
. reserved to himself in
general
Keforms of
terms the right of retiring at
Tiberius
some future time.
Augustus
had continued the existence of the
striction
,

comitia, although for the last century they
had no significance as a popular assembly
and the candidates designated for the
offices by the government
that is, by the
senate and the princeps were chosen by
the comitia. Tiberius, however, abolished
the comitia as superfluous, and had the
usual officials, whose competence was
continually decreasing
owing to the
progressive development of the principate,
nominated in the senate, on which he,
as a member, could bring influence to
bear.
Notwithstanding the fact that the
imperial system, as originated by Augustus
;

and perfected by Tiberius, had sprung
from existing conditions, and was completely justified by them, an opposition
appeared. The restoration of the comitia
formed one of the objects which they put
before the people.
In this way the republican propaganda and the dynastic
for
which Agrippina and
opposition,
her sons had worked, were revived
Tiberius remained firm, and did not fail
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issue warnings, since the passionate
Agrippina regarded him as the murderer
of her husband, and acted as if her life
but she would not be
were in danger
warned. Besides Agrippina and the circle
devoted to her, the aged Livia, whom
Augustus had adopted in his will, played
her part.
She had a special following
among the older senators, who formed a

to

;

separate party. Then came Livilla, who
wished to marry Sejanus ; although the
emperor did not allow that, the intimacy
continued. Sejanus, in the name of the
emperor, directly opposed the party of
Agrippina, who planned a rising in the
provinces, but could not prevail against
the powerful prefect.
Tiberius was so weary of these intrigues
that he resolved to avoid them. His
house was desolate. Since his divorce

from Vipsania he had become so soured
that he had given himself up to excesses
in Rhodes, and in his old age he could not
abandon them. The gossips of the capital
The
told hideous stories about him.
appearance of the old Tiberius was anything
but beautiful. The once majestic form
was bent, while his face was disfigured by
an eruption
in consequence of this, the
custom of kissing, which formerly played
a great part in Roman etiquette, was discontinued at court. There was also the
annoying state of his family relations the
three widows especially were antagonistic
to each other, even though Livia insisted
In the year 26 A.D.
strictly on decorum.
Tiberius went to Campania, never again
;

;

to return to Rome.
Instead of that, he
went to the island of Capri in the Gulf of

Naples, which

Augustus had acquired.
Here he established

his

royal

where

residence,

he could avoid

all

that
was unpleasant to

intercourse

The numer-

him.
ous

deputations

which usually
came

to the royal

abode were, as a
rule,

not admitted,

since Tiberius
thought that if he
received one party,
he could not refuse
the other. He contented himself
with the society of
a few friends of

senatorial

or

knightly rank, and

welcomed

he

learned men.
In his suite there

was an

astrologer,
for Tiberius, who

otherwise was not
of a religious nature, attached im-

portance to divina-

The prefect
of the guard, who
tion.

the
Rome,
and fro

represented

emperor
SOLDIERS OF THE FAMOUS PRAETORIAN GUARD
This remarkable body
dy of Roman soldiers was raised to a unique position by Augustus, who
made it his personal bodyguard,
bo>dyL
and its commander became the most courted man after the
In time the Praetorian guard acquired such power that several of its chiefs were
emperor.
able to place themselves on the throne. The above group is from a bas-relief in the Louvre.
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came

to

in

on business, while
a
the

company
guard

of

was

ROME UNDER
on

stationed

Capri,

and

acted

TIBERIUS CAESAR

as

on one side without

couriers.

the last

In 29 A.D., Livia, the mother of the
emperor, died at the age of eighty-six.
The destruction of
the family of Germanicus, which had
long been premeditated, was no longer
Agrippostponed.
pina, as well as her

warning.
Antonia,

moment
It

who

Only

at

did Tiberius receive

a

came from

measures with great

circumspection

could not be had to
action.
Preparations were made
to enable him to take

open

executed, Agrippina
Drusus
banished,
imprisoned. This was
the work of Sejanus,
who aspired to the
first
place in the

ship and escape to
the legions on the
Rhine if the worst
happened. In Rome
the services of Naevius Macro were em-

state.

than

now

was

ployed,

ques-

Manseii
who A NOBLE WOMAN IN AN AGE OF LICENSE
P
when he Antonia, wife of Drusus the elder, and mother of German- brigade,

Drusus

'

were

and

his

and Livia. As Drusus was killed at thirty,
Antonia was early a widow, but refused to marry again;
and devoted herself to the education of her children. Her
daughter Livia was one of the worst women of her time.
icus, Claudius,

brother Gaius, the
and
sons of Germanicus and Agrippina
there was the young Tiberius, Li villa's son
and the reputed grandson of the emperor
himself.
If the party of Agrippina came
;

into power, Sejanus was lost,
He, therefore, wished to secure himself against all

emergencies. Sejanus did not underrate
the strength of the opposition, which lay
in the popular programme it possessed.
He was ready to lend himself to this programme in order to reach his goal. The
prolonged absence of Tiberius, and the
reports which reached Rome of
his life on Capri, made the

undertaking appear promising. The guard was devoted to
its prefect he had a following in the senate
the most important governors and some
client princes were on his side he had been

PuMe
;

;

"

;

Tiberius
In fact,
trusted him as much as ever.
in the year 31 A.D., Sejanus, as a signal
mark of imperial favour, had been made
If he
regular consul with Tiberius.
acquired also the tribunician power, he
would be ipso facto successor to the
throne. Tiberius and the surviving members of the dynasty could then be put
for years

took

confidence
Graccinus Laco, com
mpnrlpr
of thp firp
1

arising,

should rule
died ?
There

to the

who

into -his

seventy

The

years old.
tion

.

There was no time to
be lost, and recourse

;

Tiberius was

his sister-in-law,

sent a trusty messenger to
Capri with the disclosure. Tiberius now
recognised the danger
in which he
was.
He took his counter-

two elder sons, Nero
and Drusus,
was
arrested on a charge
of treason and conNero was
spiracy

more

difficulty.

the

vice-emperor."

Since
no
tnmt rnnlrl hp rpnn^pH
!

At
guard.
same time a
missive of the emperor was despatched
to the senate; and, as some urgency
was attached to it, Sejanus believed it
announced the conferment on him of
the tribunician power.
The letter was
read in the senate by the presiding
in

the

Ug

consul. After many circum*
~.
locutions it contained at the
Gives Sejanus
,
,,
en d the command to arrest
ck
ck
Short
Shrift
,
,
Sejanus and to condemn him.
to
the camp
Macro, meanwhile, had gone
of the praetorians, in order to declare to
them the will of the emperor and to assume
'

_,..

.

.

,

.

the command.
Laco surrounded the
council-room of the senate with the men
of the fire brigade, and the order was also

given to release, in case of necessity,
Drusus, who was prisoner in the Palatium,
to act against Sejanus.
But the surprise
was so complete that resistance was
utterly paralysed. Sejanus was executed
the very same day. The soldiers of the
guard showed some resentment at the fact
that more confidence had been placed in
the firemen than in them. The disturbances produced by the fall of Sejanus and
the arrest of his partisans lasted several
Tiberius remained master of the
days.
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situation, but the treachery of Sej anus made

the deepest impression on him. He had
thought that he could rely on Sej an us, since
the latter had saved his life before his retirement to Capri. Sej anus had been promoted to the highest dignities. The most
noble houses of Rome had
g*

e

y

n
*?

r

'

_

formed family alliances with
him, and he himself belonged, as

it

were, to the im-

perial house, since the daughter of Livilla
had been betrothed to him. Yet he had
not been able to wait until the aged Tiberius
should close his weary eyes. In addition,
the trial of the relations and partisans
of Sej anus had revealed most exasperat-

among others how the death
his
intended
successor,
Drusus,
had been brought about, and many
other black crimes. It is scarcely surprising that after the shock the mind
of the old Tiberius was in all probability
facts,

ing
of

unhinged.
Trials

two

and the executions went on

for

the year 33, the
emperor gave orders that an end should
he wished for the future to
be made
hear no more of the matter. Tiberius still
held the reins firmly but his life became
more and more lonely. The two elder sons
of Germanicus were dead.
Gaius, the
in

until,

years,
;

;

the Aristobulus who
in the year 7 B.C.
Those times weighed heavily on the
Insults to the
upper circles at Rome.
emperor had been prosecuted before this
as a violation of the sacred tribunician
the

Great, son of

had been executed

power. Literature, and especially history,
was subjected to censorship on this ground.
Nothing could be written against the
The historian Cremutius
government.
Cordus, whose views were republican,
was condemned. In consequence of this
Velleius Paterculus of Capua, who in
his youth
had served as an officer
under Tiberius in Germany and Dalmatia,
published a Roman history full of cringing
flattery of the Caesars generally, of Tiberius
and the then all-powerful Sejanus in parAnother work, a collection of
ticular.

biographies from Roman history, by
Valerius Maximus, which appeared after
the fall of Sejanus, ends with
Works of
imprecations on the memory of
Servile
Sejanus as one who deserved
to be punished even in the
lower world.
Thus they wrote, because
thus only were they allowed to think
.

and

.

write.

Tiberius had become gradually very
and
feeble, but held himself upright,

would not hear of a physician.

youngest, who was brought
to Capri, did not inspire
Tiberius with much
confidence
not until two years
after the fall of Sejanus did
Tiberius nominate Gaius to
The affections
be quaestor.
of the emperor were fixed
rather on Tiberius Gemellus,
;

his

own grandson

;

;

matter of fact,
death the oath
taken
to
his

the relations of Livilla with

Sejanus had become known,
could
be
certainty
attached to his parentage.

.

his

not

A

The emperor,
.

was

Campania, wishing to reduce
the senate to its former

little

,

after

"
acta."
Tiberius crossed over from
Capri to the mainland of

but, after

therefore, let
things have their own way,
since he named in his will
,
,
the two princes as heirs to
equal shares of his private

He was

indignant when he read in
the protocols of the senate,
which were laid before him,
that the conclusiveness of
.his evidence in some trial
had been disputed
as a

TIBERIUS IN LATER LIFE
Handsome

in

youth and manhood,

the drunkenness and debauchery of

h

old age made

him an ug iy object.

obedience.
fainting fit
seized
him at Misenum,
in
the
former villa
of
Lucullus, , which now be,
_,
longed to the emperor. Thus
'

died>
after

on March
Pompey,

l6th> 37 A>D>>

estate, without solving the problem of the

Tiberius,

future principate.
Naevius Sertorius Macro, with whose
wife Gaius carried on an intrigue, held
the office of prefect of the guard, in
which he replaced Sejanus, a post that
turned the scale in every event.
As
companion to the prince there lived at

the
imperial power, nowhere beloved,
hated in some circles, but certainly a
memorable character,
The
and
the
empire
principate
survived the succeeding reigns of evil

Rome
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Julius Agrippa, grandson of

Herod

Augustus,

the

fourth

Caesar,
of

and

founder

Roman

only because both had been
founded by these great men.

securely

ROME

DEGRADATION
OF THE

VIII

PURPLE

ANCIENT

THE DEGRADATION OF THE PURPLE
AN ERA OF
/^ AIUS was brought by Macro
^-*

ORGIE
to

Rome,

where he was greeted with acclamations as son of Germanicus, and his right to
the principate was recognised by the senate.
Gaius then adopted Tiberius Gemellus,
and thus placed him under his paternal
authority. Then the old demand for the
restoration of the comitia was granted,
various limitations on the senate were put
aside, even literature was declared free
from its fetters, and, generally, there was
a return from the system of Tiberius to
The new ruler had
that of Augustus.
a favourable reception from the army,
the younger officers
since
ventured to hope that now

AND BLOODSHED
attempted to urge Gaius, who had been his
creature, to serious action, he was deprived
of his post of prefect of the guard, and
sent as viceroy to Egypt a pretext to

remove him far from Rome. Later he
was put to death. Macro's wife, who once
had been the favourite of Gaius, shared
fate.
When the father-in-law of
Gaius, the venerable senator, M. Junius

his

Silanus, remonstrated with him, he was
despatched to the other world, to join his
daughter, as Gaius said with a jeer.

And

so things

went on.

All the tried

statesmen of Tiberius were soon recalled

from their posts as governors,
so that the new system made
itself felt
in the provinces

more rapid promotion would
become possible, Tiberius,
from economical
motives,

and turned out by no
means to their advantage.

also,

having kept the old comman-

We

ders in the service. Even the
members of the family of the
young princeps are said to
have shared the common joy.
Gaius's uncle, Claudius, who
had been hitherto much
his
ignored, became consul

this

particulars about
from the writings of the
Alexandrian Jew, Philo
he
was one of the embassy which

learn

;

was sent

to implore the protection of the emperor against
the attacks of the mob of

Alexandria.

;

The less the new

monarch accomplished the
grandmother," Antonia, was
more exalted did he feel
proclaimed
Augusta," and
GAIUS, OR CALIGULA
his
were
himself above all mortals.
sisters
granted
iS
b
US
tl
r
his
extolled
glorious
imperial privileges the bones Jhe debauc hed GaiIs to s ucceld He
of his mother. Agrippina, and him so that his own excesses might descent from Augustus and
be forg:otten in the new horrors
of his brothers, who had been
from Antony, while he was
were
and
recovered
less delighted with his descent from Agrippa.
executed,
solemnly
buried.
But Gaius soon proved not a
He regarded himself as the fixed star round
mere incapable, but a homicidal madman.
which the client kings should move like
The decisive turn for the worse came after
They, therefore, received from
planets.
a severe illness, which attacked him
him various marks of his favour. Herod
in the eighth month of his reign.
The
Agrippa was provided with a principality
in Judaea.
Ptolemasus, king of Maureemperor did not fail to notice that many
tania, was granted the extraordinary
persons had set their hopes on the succession of Tiberius Gemellus, and that the
privilege of issuing gold coins of his own.
latter stood in the way of his own glory.
The princes of Thrace, Armenia, and
Ti. Gemellus received the command to
Commagene, also experienced his kindness.
kill himself.
No man might venture to
Soon afterwards military affairs were
thrown into confusion by Gaius. In
lay hands on him, since a Julius was,
order to win laurels as a general, Gaius
by his descent, inviolable. When Macro
;

'
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marched to Gaul and the Rhine, where
the Chatti were unquiet. After he had
obtained a specious victory he proceeded
to the north coast of Gaul, in order to
The expedition resulted
invade Britain.
in nothing, and the emperor ordered the
troops to collect shells on the beach as
a tribute of the sea. He quarrelled
decisively with the commanding officers,
and made many enemies in the lower ranks
by his numerous dismissals. Besides this,
there was a deficiency of money, since
Gaius had squandered in an incredibly
short time the hoard gathered by Tiberius
which was the more needed, because loans
;

from

the

temple

treasuries were difficult
to negotiate.
It was,
of course, an easy task
to enrich many people,

but

now the deficit had
made good by

be

to

taxes

and

extortions,

and

confiscations
executions.

Those who were in
the
the

intimate

of
friends

circle

emperor's
were already aware that

the state of his mind
was not normal, and that
in the interests of the
empire and the imperial
house he must be

deposed.

The husband

of Drusilla, a sister of

^Emilius

capital,

name

who used

Caligula

to call

that

him by the
Little

is,

pet-

Boots

which had been once given him by the

soldiers on the Rhine.
He had,
his predecessor, scattered money

the

crowd,

given

games,

unlike

among
and shown

his appreciation of every kind of sport,
for he felt himself at home in the stables
of the circus riders.
He had deteriorated
through excesses. The race of the Julii,

to whom Rome owed so many great men,
ended with this boy. His German bodyguard remained loyal to him even after
his death, since they made an attack on
the assembled people and killed or wounded
several senators present.
What was to be done ?

For the

first

time no

provision had been made
for the succession of the
Since
the
principate.
fall of Macro the power
of the prefect of the

guard had been weakened by a division of
his

functions,

and the

dynasty had been deprived
scions
Gaius.

all
of
manly
by Tiberius and

No

one

took

serious account of
Claudius. He had never
been given office under
Tiberius
Gaius had, it
is true, frequently conferred the consulate on
;

him, but no importance
attached to that post.
Lentulus Gaetulicus, the
Vinicianus and Cassius
Chaerea thought of a
of
governor
Upper
restoration of the rule
Germany, took the
matter in hand, but CALIGULA, THE LAST OF THE JULII of the senate, since the
"
many notable men
Were betraVCd
and in The Julian family, which gave
was only
J ,
principate
,
to Rome, ended miserably in this demented youth.
for
the
an
39 A.D., paid
extraordinary authorOn the
attempt with their lives. Since, however,
ity, according to the constitution.
Gaius treated even the officers of the
other hand, some senators hoped that they
themselves would be able to step into the
guard churlishly, some of them, including
the old tribune, Cassius Chaerea, formed,
first place, though others, such as the
future emperor, Galba, at once disowned
together with the consular L. Annius
Vinicianus and others, a conspiracy, to
any such suggestion.
which the chief personages of the palace
A session was called, to which the
offered no opposition.
On the occasion of senators hastened from their country seats.
a state performance in the theatre, on
Here the consuls pronounced the usual
January 24th, 41 A.D., Gaius was struck
phrases, as in old times, while the police,
down behind the scenes by Cassius Chaerea, who were under the orders of a prefect of
who was on duty. His wife. Caesonia, and senatorial rank, placed themselves at their
"
her child were also killed.
Freedom " was proclaimed.
disposal.
Gaius had not been unpopular with the
But among the soldiers of the guard
lower strata of the inhabitants of the
other considerations prevailed j if there
Gaius,

M.

and

Lepidus,

'

.
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no princeps, there would be no guard,
of them had dragged out Claudius
from behind a curtain in the palace, and
brought him, frightened to death, into
the camp of the praetorians. Here the
adherents of the dynasty were assembled,
among them the Jewish king, Agrippa,
who had played some part under Gaius.

Some

He now

acted as mediator, inspiring
Claudius with courage, confirming the
good resolutions of the praetorians, and
Flavius
negotiating with the senators
Josephus has incorporated his recollections
of Agrippa into the nineteenth book of his
Antiquities of the Jews," while Tacitus'
:

has

The

result

been
of

;

Gaius for his mad acts, was a diligent
attendant at the law courts, and respected
the senate.

The real power lay with the freedmen
of the palace.
The most conspicuous
for their ability were Callistus, who had
kept the machinery of government working, so far as it had worked, even under
Gaius; Pallas who directed the finance
department

the

;

and Narcissus, who decided
home policy at the most
critical moments. Under

the foreign and

these

of

description

events

He had in other
guild of the Haruspices.
he openly
respects the best intentions
blamed his uncle, Tiberius, for his persistent absence from the capital, reproved

lost.

this reign

was that
Claudius was proclaimed
imperator by the soldiers,
and that the majority
of the senate did homage
to him.
As soon as this
was settled, Cassius
Chaerea was arrested and
executed. An agitation
in favour of the rule of
the senate, which was
attempted by Camillus

was conClaudius,
structed at the mouth
of the Tiber, and the
waterworks

was enlarged by

the

Claud an

aqueduct,
which ran from the
upper Anio. Its arches
are still a feature of the
i

the

Roman campagna. The
round the Fucine
was drained by
means of a tunnel driven

of

district

Vinicianus,
soon failed, owing to the
opposition of the legions.

lake

The army was everywhere loyal to the
principate, so

of

system

governor of Dalmatia, a
friend

benefi-

cial

cussions

Scribonianus,

many

changes were introduced. In order to
simplify the problem of
feeding the city, a new
the
Portus
harbour,

dis-

through the mountain,
which led off the superfluous water into the

ingrained

Liris.
had monarchy already
When, in 1874,
the water of this lake
become in men's minds.
was completely drawn
The institution could
live even apart from the CLAUDIUS, THE UNWILLING CJESAR off by its owner, Prince
T
f stronger men, he was forced on to the throne To
rlonia, the work of
personality
J of the ruler.
i

f^i

j.

,-,

t

Weak-minded in youth,
fifty-first year.
he had grown up among servants, and had
been carefully kept out of public sight in
order not to compromise the dynasty. He
later become a diligent student, and
acquired much learning, of which, indeed,
he made a display at inopportune moments.
His long speeches in the senate, which
frequently began with a survey of the
period of the kings, were dreaded and

had

As an authority on Etruscan
history and antiquities he reformed the

ridiculed.

,.
,
the r
Claudian era could
be seen. As Gaius, by his march to
the sea-coast, had pledged the Roman
government to action, steps were taken
to occupy Britain, although this necessarily
involved great expenditure and a permanent increase of the army.
Narcissus carried out the expedition.

by the army, anxious to maintain the monarchy.

Claudius, the son of
the elder Drusus, was born at Lugdunum
in 10 B.C., while his father was governor
of Gaul and was therefore now in his

->

-,-

>

When

it
succeeded, Claudius went to
Britain, in order to join in the campaign
and to be personally saluted as imHe named his son Britannicus
perator.
his
commemoration of
in
journey.

He

celebrated a stupendous triumph
without according any distinctions to the
commanding generals, one of whom was
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the later emperor, Vespasian, who had
seized the island of Vectis (that is, the
Isle of Wight) and subdued two tribes,
In the army there had been many im-

provements. The districts from which
the
for
be obtained
recruits could
legions were enlarged by the bestowal of
the Latin or Roman franchise on the
In Lower Germany,
Alpine countries.
comthen
where Domitius Corbulo
manded, a successful expedition was
made against the Chauci on the North
Sea, in which the elder
well-known writer, took

part as a staff

Pliny,

the

officer.

The government

did
however, allow the
general to give play to
of
conhis
schemes
quest, but ordered him
to maintain securely the
not,

came of a distinguished family, and bore
him Britannicus and Octavia, but afterwards, as empress, took to ways which
even in that immoral
She was grossly sensual
it
was dangerous for men to refuse her
advances. She caused her husband to
command the dancer Mnester not to
show himself insubordinate towards the
empress though Claudius did not, indeed,
aroused

horror

society.

;

:

know what

the real issue was. Finally,
she had a love affair with a distinguished
youth, C. Silius, to whom she was formally
married.
Silius wished,
indeed, to pose as a
claimant to the throne,
for, from other reasons,

no one would have wished
to take Messalina as wife.

-

There was a diversity
of

of its Roman burgesses
to the magistracies in the

the

have been ignored. But
Narcissus was in favour
of warning and saving
This was done
Claudius
Narcissus had the command over the guard in
Ostia, where the emperor

This was conceded to members of the
capital.

tribe,

among

to the course of action.
Men were so used to
things at this court that
even so monstrous a
scandal as this might

native land, proposed in
the senate the admission

Haeduan

opinions

freedmen of the palace as

Rhine frontier and to
go no further. The emperor, on behalf of Gaul,
which he esteemed as his

.

.

which had

The
kingdom of Mauretania,
where disturbances had
long been friendly.

then was, transferred to
him, and led the amazed
Claudius to Rome, straight
into the camp of the

broken

out after the
execution of Ptolemaeus,
was incorporated and
under
Roman
placed

praetorians.

administration, as Egypt
had been after the death

These

re-

him with acclamations, and the cause was
won. C. Silius was killed
and Messalina arrested.
ceived

of Cleopatra.
If, however, the reign
nf riaiirliiic Vrrm<r>it Wltn
7itTi
OUgnt
it much that deserves tO

THE NOTORIOUS MESSALINA

to SGC
and crime
She became Claudius,
no One Was
S
6
be honourably recorded, oaudkTs.'and turned h?s 'palace intoa ptace sure that she would not
since some officials of of debauch. At last she tad to kill herself.
ake her peace with
In the horrid records of

this evil

woman

Rom an

vice

stands supreme.

m

the palace showed political ability and
continued the traditions of the ruling
house, the personal incompetence of the
monarch was very clearly apparent.
Claudius, from consciousness of his own
defects, was so nervous that it was easy
to entice him to sign the death warrant of
a senator or a knight
and, naturally,
this disposition was greatly abused.
Then
there were his family affairs. Claudius
was married several times when he came
to the throne his wife was Messalina, who
;

:
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him and

her enemies.
Only
through cunning did Narcissus succeed
in extracting the death warrant from
Claudius.

commit

annihilate

Messalina
suicide

in

was
the

forced

gardens

to
of

Sallustius (on the modern Monte Pincio),
in 48 A.D.
Narcissus was supported by
a party in the senate, at whose proposal the insignia of a quaestor were

This aroused the
conferred on him.
jealousy of the other freedmen, which
was apparent when several candidates
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for

empress were proposed to Claudius,

who wished
not

Of

?

to

the

marry
rivals,

was supported by
chosen
she was a
;

Why

again.

who

Agrippina,

was

Pallas,
niece of

finally

Claudius, being a daughter of
first
Germanicus by the

after his father's death.

Narcissus was

away, and Burrus had completely identified himself with Agrippina, while Seneca
supported her in the senate. It did not
cause much excitement that
the stupid Claudius, as Seneca
described him in a biting

and had been
to
Cn. Domitius
married
Ahenobarbus, to whom she
had borne a son. She was
licentious, as most of the
great ladies of the time were,
but was still more ambitious.
She wished to be empress.
Agrippina,

satire, the

After her marriage to Claudius,
"
she had the title of "Augusta

god, an honour previously
only conferred on J ulius Caesar
and Augustus. It was unani-

Apocolocyntosis
"
that
Gourdification,"
is,
"
instead of
Deification "was dead. The proposal was
made in the senate, for the
sake of appearances, that he
should be worshipped as a

immediately bestowed on her,
an honour to which Messalina
had never aspired. Narcissus
was put into the background, An SS^SiLi
and in his place Pallas, who powers roused Nero's

mously adopted, andnogreater

loyalty could be evinced.
Nero, a boy of seventeen,
now ruled in place of the aged
ieaiousy and emperor, who had been the
\
led that monster to order his death.
j
j
i
r
J-.Qmaintained scandalous relatool of so many different
tions with Agrippina, was brought forward.
Men asked who would lead
powers.
The nomination of Sex. Afranius Burrus, the new emperor. For this period we
an experienced officer and administrator,
have, besides the account of Tacitus, the
works of the contemporary Flavius Joseto the prefecture of the guard, effected
by Agrippina, was an important measure. phus, who was presented at court in the
At the same time, the philosopher year 63. He gives us important informaL. Annaeus Seneca, who had been banished
tion in his autobiography as well as in his
at the instigation of
Messalina, was
"Antiquities of the Jews." Court scandals
chosen tutor of the young Ahenobarbus,
alone interested, as might be expected,
for whom Agrippina wished to procure
the circles in the capital, which had bethe throne in place^ of Britannicus. He
come so accustomed to them and only in
the provinces did accounts of real events
was, in fact, adopted by Claudius and
betrothed to his daughter, mmma^^^am
trickle through. Government
Octavia.
Narcissus vainly
by freedmen had caused,
under Claudius, disgust in
opposed her schemes, and |
advocated the cause of Britsenatorial ranks and in the
annicus. Claudius wavered,
army, which had once saluted
"
but his fears were always
Narcissus with the shout, lo
.

i

,

.

;

f

f

,

allayed by Agrippina.
Claudius died suddenly while
Narcissus was in Campania
taking the waters for his
gout,

and

it

A government, of which
Burrus and Seneca were the
representatives, seemed, in
comparison, an improvement.
man.

f

was publicly

whispered that his death was
caused by poisoned mushrooms.
Burrus presented
the son of Agrippina, called,
after his adoption, Nero, to
the praetorians as the heir to
the
crown
and
these,
;

accustomed

Saturnalia," a distinct allusion to his position as freed-

,

l

to obey
saluted

At the same time, it is true,
the mother of the emperor

;

l

THE MOTHER OF NERO
Successor

to

Messalina

as

wife

^ he^m^ce^Agrfppfa^ls^ustheir pected of the' emperor's death to
STO

cl

him.
Britannicus, had he been brought before
them, would have equally pleased them,
But Britannicus, deprived of his trusted
friends, did not venture to leave the house

commander,

tried to assert herself as coregent, although she had not

i

shown political abilities. The
voun g Nero was equally incapable, and preferred to

-

follow his ignoble impulses.

He was

in love

palace,

Acte

with a freedwoman of the
so deeply in love that he
wished to marry her against the protests
of his mother.
The ministers made use
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of this dispute to undermine the influence
When she threatened him
of Agrippina.

with Britannicus, Nero gave the latter a
poisoned cup of wine at a court dinner
Such occurrences did not even
in 55 A.D.
There was far
excite especial interest.
greater fear of future complications than
there was horror felt at a murder in the
imperial house. The governappy ears
mentj un(j er Burrus and Seneca,
so
pursued its regular course,
-,
Early Reign f,
that the later emperor, Trajan,
used to declare that the empire had never
been better governed than in the first five
years of Nero. Burrus proved a success at
,

,

the head of the army and of foreign affairs.
revolt which broke out in Britain was
quelled
by the governor, Suetonius
in the east Domitius
Paiilinus, while

A

Corbulo

conducted

skilful

against the Parthians. In the
senate, Seneca was spokesman in the name of the

It was much remarked that Nero was the

who

place until 62. As people made remarks
about this, Octavia, an innocent victim of
all these complications, was exiled and
killed.

In this same year, 62, a complete change
the governmental system was inaugurated, for Burrus was dead, and the
in

position of Seneca

Seneca.

imperator

;

was weak-

ened. Ofonius Tigellinus, the
new prefect of the guard,
shared and acquiesced in all
the iniquitous actions of
At this date the
Nero.

government, and Nero had to
read speeches composed by

first

operations

make an attempt to kill her by
a preconcerted shipwreck. When this plot
failed, Nero had Agrippina murdered, in
March, 59 A.D., by the sailors whom the
admiral of the fleet placed at his disposal.
The ministers subsequently approved of
the deed, and the senate congratulated the
emperor on his escape. Nero had hardly
expected this, and for the moment had
feared popular feeling.
He got his divorce
from Octavia, on the ground of her barrenness
but his marriage with the new
"
Augusta," Poppaea Sabina, did not take
coast, to

personal rule of Nero begins.
In the .year 64, Rome
suffered from a great fire,

did not

show

a capable
himself
speaker, so that in this
respect he was inferior to
Gaius. On the other hand,

which raged six days, and des-

troyed many quarters of the
town. Nero took energetic
Nero dabbled in all arts
measures for the rebuilding of
which had nothing to do
He
the destroyed parts.
with his position. He drove,
ordered broad and perfectly
sang, composed, carved.
straight streets to be conSometimes he roamed the SENECA, THE PHILOSOPHER structed, while he built on
Who had a large share in the govern- the Palatine " the
cfrppt*! at nicrht in rH^fnii^p
S6 ment
golden
^
during
R the minority
7 of Nero, but
iost' favour'" and" had' "to house," with such extensive
and indulged in escapades
eventuau^"
~"
t
d
himself at Nero's command.
which occasionally ended in
grounds that the Romans
his being cudgelled.
Such freaks were jestingly said he would include everything
harmless so long as the young man did
in them as far as Veii, if not Veii itself.
not interfere with the real conduct of
Town gossip even accused Nero of having
affairs.
For the moment it seemed a point
intentionally set the city on fire, partly to
gained that the ambitious Augusta was regain a vivid conception of the burning of
moved, together with her favourite, Pallas. Troy, partly in order to carry out his plans
The hostility between mother and son for building. When this talk came to the
was increased when the latter was drawn
ears he thought it
Nero Wreaks emperor's
into an intrigue with an empty-headed
best to charge the Christians
on
woman, Poppaea Sabina, wife of Nero's Vengeancetiaas of Rome with incendiarism.
friend, Salvius Otho. Poppaea, who came of
Many of them were, consea noble stock, wished to become empress.
quently, put to a cruel death.
The Christians were held to be a Jewish
Agrippina, however, declared that Nero
had received the throne by the hand of sect, and the Jews a worthless race,
which might well be sacrificed to higher
Octavia, which, indeed, was the general
view. Nero's hate was vented on his
This had been the view
considerations.
of Tiberius, who otherwise protected the
mother, whom he accused of plotting
He availed himself of her Jews in the provinces, as in Alexandria,
against his life.
absence in Misenum, on the Campanian
where Jewish disturbances broke out, first
>

-
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Under Gaius, and lasted for a long time.
Judaea itself was in a ferment. The people
were expecting a Messiah, who should
There
free them from the foreign yoke.

guard as a claque. In 66 and 67, Nero
undertook a journey to Greece with a large
following, in order to give a performance at the national games. When the

Greeks

was also the
opposition

the

of
o

loudly

c

ffi

a

i

the emperor
issued
an

1

and

priests

teachers to
the popular

which they
were for the

future
granted
freedom

such, Christ

been

and immufrom

given up to
be crucified

nity

the

by

by

edict,

preachers.
As one of

had

ap-

plauded,

t

a x a tion

;

Roman

native and
the Roman

gove r n o r

authorities.

who had till

the

But the
movem e n t

A TRAGIC TRIO
On

HISTORY

left is

COntinued
a
former adherent of the orthodox Jewish
doctrine adopted Christianity, Saul of
Tarsus, who possessed the Roman citizenship, and, for this reason, styled himself
Paul. He spread the new teaching in Syria,
Still

IN ROME'S

Nero's wife, Poppaea Sabina, on the right his mother, himself in the
middle.
In this contemporary portrait the vicious character of the man is seen,
but the features of the women do not betray their baseness. Nero had both murdered.
the

:

Nearer Asia, Macedonia, Greece, wherever
were large Jewish communities,
and, besides that, among the non-Jews,
until he was arrested as an enemy of the
public peace, and, on appealing to the
emperor, was brought to Rome. In prison
he continued his
there,
there

activity

the

;

edict

and in this manner

transplanted to the
capital of the empire at an
early period.

Nero, unrestrained by anyone, lived according to his

and

considered

gifted poet

and

lusts.

himself
singer,

he

As
a
let

be heard, first in
private circles and then in
He founded the
public.
Neronic games, after the
Greek model, which were to
THE MONSTER NERO
be dedicated to the arts of The
gross sensuality of the man is illusthe Muses, while up till then trated in this bust, the face showing
himself

was

with-

"

,

^.,

drawn. The

was composed by Nero himself

new religious movement

inclinations

tuicu
ripn rp;iHpH
i csiucu
*" Lorintu,

in

a high-flown strain, and was proclaimed
throughout Greece.
Things had thus gone as far as under
There was an emperor who
Gaius.
plumed himself greatly on his high and
divine origin, but who entrusted the
conduct of business to his servants, while
he himself toured as an artist. That
could not go on for ever. Nero wasted
enormous sums. When the coffers were
empty, the trials for lese-

was

he

,

majeste" began to assume
larger proportions, especially
as there was no lack of
informers. As this did not

produce enough, Nero took
measures to debase the
act
which
currency, an
caused discontent in the

army and among the state
officials. The general ill-will
led to a conspiracy at Rome
in the year 65, in which
distinguished officers and
senators were involved, in-

"~~v~~
f
^UCan.
OnSUJar ^.
Piso stood at
Calpurnius
L
j signs of irresponsibility and madness,
u
u
j
t
tiru
combats and
the
head
of it.
When i.u
the
gladiatorial
wild-beast fights on a large scale had chiefly
was
discovered
conspiracy
owing to the
interested the population of the city of
rashness of its members, the emperor
Rome. The emperor compelled his suite
seized the opportunity to rid himself of
to attend, and employed the troops of the
his former tutor and of two rival poets
,

,

,

-j.
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Thrasea Paetus, the
at the same time.
leader of the rival school of Stoicism,
Nero insisted on
was also executed.
the fact that, as Poppaea Sabina had
borne him no heir, he alone was left
of the whole dynasty, and that, therefore, nothing could happen

Sulpicius Galba, the governor of Hither
Spain, had, like Virginius Rufus, treated
that is, these officers'/had
with Vindex
proceeded to check the rising less energeti;

Nero had expected. He immediately sent orders to the administrative officials in Spain that

cally than

"

thian empire to a successful

* or

the

the artistic performances of
the emperor, received the

to

hold

senate anc^ people

it.

The

decision

was entrus ted to the senate

the Syrian army out of
although his soldiers offered
THE EMPEROR GALBA
him the imp erium. Galba
the field.
was of famous linea ge an
In March of the year 68
every reasonable hope advantage which, at the
a rebellion broke out in he disappointed
and was assassinated in his 73rd year.
, .,
,->,
,i_
j
i_- i_
,
Gaul, at the head of which
beginning of the revolution,
C.
was
still
considered.
The
stood the governor of Lugdunum,
Praetorian guards
at Rome had already become wavering
Julius Vindex, a man who belonged
to
the provincial nobility, and now
they no longer placed any sentries in the
His
roused his countrymen to arms.
palace, and their commander, Tigellinus,
allowed Nero to fall. Nero, seeing himself
proclamation promised not only the
liberation of Gaul from the Roman rule,
completely deserted, fled to the farm of
one of his freedmen, which lay outside
but, still more, the liberation of Rome
from the tyrant. The insurrection in
Rome, by the fourth milestone, between
Gaul caused Nero, who, in
the Via Salaria and the road
the course of the year 67, had I
to Nomentum. The senate at
returned to Rome, as if in I
I
once outlawed him. When
the officers came to find him,
triumph, little concern at I
u
ordered his freedman,
first, since the Roman rule I
JIMI
in those parts depended on I
Epaphroditus, to kill him.
the legions along the Rhine; I
e was
when
thirty-one
/HHIyJ
and these, on account of their I
he died, on June gth, 68 A.D.
I
Acte buried him in the tomb
I
opposition to the Gauls, were I
>

,

.

,

.

:

^^^^B

MMP

'

'

^

Rufus,

who belonged

to an

I

I

died

the last descendant of

the disaffected district. THREE MONTHS CJESAR worthy that legends sprang
of
otho was
While he was beginning
about the name of Nero
princely descent,
ambitious
?T , c negobut weak.
He secured up
.,,
,,
,
P,
nations with Vindex, the the death of Gaiba, but destroyed to the effect that he was not
himself three months afterwards,
and
but
would
dead,
legions
auxiliary troops
reappear.
came into
conflict
with the Gallic
Years afterwards garlands were still placed
on his tomb, an eloquent proof that
militia; and, as was to be expected,
the latter was defeated.
Vindex fell rulers of his stamp are always popular
by his own hand, while Nero rejoiced in certain circles so long as their misat the thought of coming confiscations,
deeds affect only the upper ten thousand.
into

.

But the
2724

state

of

,

affairs

had

altered.

,-,.

,

Just as after the murder of Gaius, the
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republic momentarily ruled at Rome. The
senate had deposed the incapable princeps
the consuls issued commissions, and sent
despatches, under their seal, into the
provinces by the official post. The governors
declared that they stood at the orders of
the senate, and changed their
titles
in the same way the
commander of the legion in
Africa, who, since the reign

on the other hand, he insisted that actors
and such people, on whom Nero had
lavished great sums, should pay these back,
an impossibility for most of them. Icelus
and T. Vinius governed as favourites, since
Galba, who was seventv-two years old,
lacked the requisite energy.
He belonged to the class of
rich but complacent senators
whom Nero had sent by preference into the most important provinces, since he had
nothing to fear from them.
Besides the above-mentioned
Otho
Salvius
favourites,
played a part. Nero had sent
him as governor to Lusitania,
because he wished to have
Otho's wife, Poppsea Sabina,
Otho had joined
for himself.
Galba, and with him gone to
THE IMPERIAL GLUTTON Rome, as he hoped to be
An intimate of ail the debaucheries adopted by the childless old
f nls time, infamous for gluttony
j A
u
j
and every vice, viteiiius reigned- man and to be nominated
;

;

of Gaius, acted, together with
the proconsul, as legatus of

the
emperor, now
himself legatus of the

styled

Roman

people.

But the reasons which had
led to the restoration of the
principate after the death of

Gaius

still

prevailed.

The

required an imperator,
and a revival of the disunited
republican times would have
struck a deadly blow at the
r ji
T"U
The
interests of the empire.
one
guards, under the influence of

army

.

,

continuous orgie-for a year,

one of their prefects, Numidius Sabinus,
who wished to keep his position for the
future, proclaimed as imperator Servius
Sulpicius Galba, the most distinguished in
lineage of those who had opposed Nero.

When

this was done, there was nothing
for the senate but to approve it.
recognition of the new ruler by

left

The

the provinces followed. Under such conditions Galba, at whose
side

his

freedman, Icelus,
of the
legion, T. Vinius, were con-

and the commander

spicuous, started for Rome.
In Gaul he commended and
rewarded the adherents of
Vindex, at which the German legions chafed. As

his

With

this

tinguished and thoughtful youth, who was
proclaimed his successor at
the beginning of 69. But
the legions in Germany had
already refused allegiance,
and on New Year's Day had
proclaimed the governor of
the
lower
province, A.
Viteiiius, as

emperor.
Otho, smarting at being
passed over, stirred up the

Rome the
whom Nero had

he approached
marines,

successor.

object he turned to good account his old
connections in Rome, including those with
the guards, to whom he was known from
the time when Nero had been his friend.
The classes which had profited by Nero's
administrations were for Otho, but Galba
was not. He decided in favour of L.
Calpurnius Piso Licinianus, a very dis-

who murdered
Galba and Piso on January
Otho was then proI5th.
claimed emperor, and recogpraetorians,

collected into a legion in
order to resist his enemies,

met him, and demanded

nised as such by the senate.
their
that
organisation
should be recognised, since VESPASIAN, THE GOOD EMPEROR The whole Roman world
the legionaries
were in He ros ? from obscurity by integrity and was in an uproar.
,

every

respect

better

oiinoto/4 tVion
than +Vio
the morinoe
marines.
Situated

generalship, being declared emperor by
His reign ot ten years rethe army.
the ravages of his predecessors,
paired
P

Galba refused to hear them
and when
the} became more urgent, he decimated
them. In Rome itself discontent was
aroused because Galba treated leniently
persons who, like Tigellinus, had deeply
compromised themselves under Nero, while,
;

7

-,>,

The

,

legions in
prepared to march

/-.

Germany
On Rome.

Otho, in defence, summoned the Illyrian
Troops
troops to guard Upper Italy.

which

Nero

had

set

into

movement

were drawn into the contest by one or
the other party just as they stood. In
the east the campaign against the Jews,
2725
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whose

Vespasian was

capital, Jerusalem,

besieging with

divisions

of

the

district of

Egyptian, and Danubian army, was sustill
the struggle in Italy was
determined. Vespasian had sent his son
Titus to do homage to Galba. Under the
present circumstances the only course was
to wait and see whether Otho or Vitellius
would prove superior. In the

early spring the

of Straw

German troops
i

meeting. The first encounter took place
near Placentia, between Caecina, who had
anticipated Fabius Valens, and the Otho-

through Gaul, in order to press into Italy
Vitellius folover the western passes.
lowed them after he had organised his
court at Lugdunum. He himself was a
man of straw. The affair was arranged by
the generals who were opposed to Galba, as
a friend of Vindex, and, still more, by the
soldiers who had conquered Vindex and
did not wish to see his adherents rewarded.
The Illyrian legions were for Otho, since
But
they were rivals of the German troops.
"
in Italy no one would hear of the
German
emperor," the new Germanicus, as he

nians. Caecina was forced to withdraw to
Cremona, but effected his junction with
Valens unopposed. When the Othonians

crossed the

;

himself was considered incap...
able as a soldier, and the better
K
,.
generals, who Jjoined the expediHimself
y.
T
ijtion, as Suetonius Paulmus, disno
enthusiasm.
whose
real
Otho,
played
nervous temperament was overstrained,
gave himself up for lost when he saw that

o

'

.

many soldiers would fight no longer. He
killed himself on April i5th, 69, A.D., the
day after the battle, at Brixellum, where

When

;

circles
u
,

tnperor

in

in

Rome.

Tacitus

follows the same sources in his
jjj s or j es where these Histories'
"
break off, the
Lives of the
^-

Emperors," by Suetonius, becomes more

and more valuable.
The first stand was made on the line
of the River Po, which now became once
more strategically important. The system
of roads branched in such a way that
the uniori of the two divisions of Vitellius's
army was bound to take place in the
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offered battle near

Cremona
and
between
Mantua they were beaten. No decision
was, however, arrived at by this defeat,
since the Illyrian corps was not yet on the
spot. There was no supreme commander
in the camp of the Othonians
Otho

The choice of an imperator
was, people said, the business of the court
and the senate at Rome. Not merely a
constitutional form, but the supremacy of
Italy over the provinces was at stake.

Galba and Otho by Plutarch of Chaeronea,

Po and

Bedriacum

called himself.

who was then about twenty years old, and
later made the acquaintance of the highest

Cremona

Bedriacum, to Cremona was of importance,
since the junction of the guards of Otho,
strengthened by gladiators and sailors,
with the Illyrian legions advancing by
way of Aquileia would necessarily take
place on that route.
The Vitellians were eager to prevent this

the
beean their advance under ,as Emperor
,
command off two
legati,
Caecina Allienus and Fabius Valens, of
whom the one took the route through the
country of the Helvetii and over the Great
St. Bernard, while the other marched

Vitellius and his generals advanced,
the population was incensed because they
wore trousers, like the barbarians. This
costume had been adopted by the Romans
in Germany on account of the more inclement climate in Italy they still wore the
toga, while the soldiers had their legs bare.
The extensive literature recording the
"
Year of the Three (or the Four) Em"
is epitomised in the biographies of
perors

there.

and

Placentia received, in these
circumstances, renewed importance, since
from this point the fords of the Po were
commanded. Above all, the road leading
from the east, by Mantua, through
also

pended

A Man

Ticinum, for the routes from

Germany and Gaul met

Syrian,

he had awaited the result.
The senate then recognised Vitellius.
He sent /^back the defeated legionaries
to their old quarters, though not before
The
excesses had been committed.
.

.

army, whose discipline was
All the
then marched to Rome.

victorious
loose,

demands of the soldiers, some of which
had been expressed as early as the death
of Augustus, were conceded by Vitellius,
the praetorians were disbanded, and a new
and stronger guard was made up out of the
best troops of the German army, while
the rest drank greedily of the pleasures
offered by Italy and the capital. Vitellius
was not the man to create order out of
chaos. He was of noble birth, had been
in his youth a comrade of Gaius, a
favourite at the court of Nero and in
the stables of the circus drivers a great
gourmand, without energy and brains
for business, and now a plaything of the
;

THE LAST PROCESSION OF AN IMPERIAL MONSTER
Vitellius had no thought of anything but his own pleasures, and was speedily ruining the country to entertain
kis companions in debauch, until retribution came when Vespasian was declared emperor and Vitelltus was made
thus to parade the streets, a sword held beneath his chin to make him keep up his head, on the way to execution.
From the painting by Georges Rochegrosse.
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troops and their leaders, whose opinion

him grew worse with time. The result
was that the course of affairs in Italy
was soon criticised by the outside world.
The Illyrian troops, who had come too
of

late

to

decide

the matter,

returned to

their quarters in disgust, and their officers
plotted conspiracies. In the east, where the
governor of Syria, C. Licinius
TK e A rmy
.
Mucianus, and the governor of
_,
,
Declares
for ,-,
T>T iAI
j

Vespasian

Ti.

Julius Alexander,
Jgypt,
had entered into intimate

relations with Flavius Vespasianus, the
commander of the army which was in-

vesting Jerusalem, the belief prevailed
that neither Vitellius nor the rule of
the Rhenish soldiery should be endured.

Mucianus, who was childless, suggested
Vespasian and his son, Titus. Ti. Julius
Alexander, who, as Praefectus ^Egypti, was
only a member of the equestrian order,
and, therefore, was not himself considered
in the question, had Vespasian proclaimed
emperor in Alexandria on July ist, 69.

The

attitude of

Egypt was

importance, since that
extent supplied Italy,
capital, with grain, and
could also be brought

of decisive

country to a great
and especially the
from there pressure
to bear on Africa.

Vespasian thereupon went to Alexandria.
Mucianus finally marched from Syria
through Asia and Thrace to the Danubian
provinces, in order to join the legions
posted there, and to advance against Italy,
if their opponents
did not transfer the
theatre of war from Italy to Dyrrhachium.
In the meanwhile, the officers of the
troops on the Danube had, on the first
news, declared for Vespasian. They deposed the thoroughly useless governors,
who dated from the times of Nero, and
began on their own .responsibility the
advance upon Upper Italy, with Antonius
Primus, one of the commanders of the
Pannonian legions, at their head. The
corps from Dalmatia and Moesia followed.

2728

The

invading force advanced without
encountering any opposition as far as
Verona, which they quickly seized, in
order to cut off any possible reinforce-

ments from Germany and Rhaetia. An
important turning-point was reached when
Ravenna went over to the side of Vespasian, for the crews of the fleet there were
recruited from Dalmatia and Pannonia.

The Vitellians, who had thought first
of holding the line of the Adige, marched
back again to the Po
but Caecina, who
commanded there, had so completely lost
confidence in Vitellius that he came to an
understanding with the party of Vespasian.
Not so the soldiers the Germans did not
choose to capitulate to the Illyrians, and
they threw the treacherous general into
chains. In a murderous encounter between
;

;

Bedriacum and Cremona, superior generalship decided for the Illyrians. Cremona
was taken by the troops of Vespasian,
sacked, and reduced to ashes.
Fabius Valens now tried to reach Gaul
from the Etrurian coast in order to
alarm the troops stationed on the Rhine,
but was captured near Massilia and afterwards killed. It was already winter when
Primus

Antonius

marched

forward

in

mad

haste on the Flaminian road over the
Apennines, deep in snow. The Vitellians
Vitellius himself
in Umbria surrendered.
declared his wish to abdicate, and began
negotiations with the prefect of Rome,
Flavius Sabinus, a brother of
ca
But the soldiers
Vespasian.
the r
were against
plan, besieged
b ., ,
Vitellius
the capital, set fire to it, and
slew the prefect on December igth, 69.
The next day the troops of Vespasian,
who had met with resistance in the
,

suburbs, succeeded in forcing their way
from the Milvian Bridge into the city,
and stormed the camp of the praetorians.
Vitellius, who had crept away like a
coward, was put to death.

WAS ROME

THE GRANDEUR THAT

ILLUSTRATED IN A SERIES OF REMARKABLE RECONSTRUCTIONS OF HER MOST FAMOUS MONUMENTS

RESTORATION OF THE CAPITOL AS SEEN FROM MOUNT PALATINE
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THE GREAT TEMPLE OF VENUS AND ROME, BUILT BY THE EMPEROR HADRIAN
Reconstruction by the archaeologist Gatteschi for M. Boyer

174

o" Aden's

work on the Forum.
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273

INTERIOR OF THE PANTHEON OF AGRIPP'
2732

INTERIOR OF THE GREAT BATHS OF CARACALLA
2733

CHARACTERISTIC INTERIOR OF THE

HOUSE OF A RICH CITIZEN

EXTERIOR AND GARDENS OF A ROMAN VILLA IN THE COUNTRY
2734

PART OF THE SACRED WAY, WITH THE TEMPLE OF JOVIS STATORIS
From

the reconstruction by the archaeologist Gatteschi for M. Boyer d'Agen's work on the

T

Forum

left the
emple of Venus and Rome, with the Arch of Fabian in front and in the foreground
of Vesta, where the sacred flame was tended by the vestals
.._._._..
_
Temple of Julius Csesar. To the right of that is the be autiful little Temple
r s es the mighty pile of
Behind it is the house of the vestals, a sort of nunnery, and behind in
and the mystic palladium preserved.
Pollux. The
of Cas
r
On the extreme right is a portion of the Basilica Julia, and to the left of it the JTemple
the Imperial Palace
is the work of Professor Becchetti, of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts Rome.
reconstruction
The
statue
is chat of Vespasian
equestrian

This view of the Forum shows, on the extreme
the

_,

TWO SCENES

IN

^_

:

i

THE ROMAN FORUM
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ROME UNDER THE GOOD EMPERORS
WITH INTERLUDES OF TYRANNY
EVENTFUL REIGNS FROM VESPASIAN TO COMMODUS
the senate recognised Vespasian
WHEN
second
as emperor, the
latter's

son,
out of his concealment, in

Domitian, came
order to take part in the revolutions,
and at the same time to prove, by all
sorts of eccentricities, committed with
impunity, that he was a prince. Mucianus,
as soon as he entered Rome, set Antonius

Primus and his followers aside, for persons
whose past was not without reproach
were to be found among them persons
who were fit enough to effect a revolution
but not to organise a government. First
of all, steps had to be taken to provision
the capital, for the supplies on hand were
sufficient for

only ten days.

There followed

some appointments, executions, suicides
the new order of things had come.
When Vespasian came to Rome from
Egypt, in the spring of 70 A.D., he was hailed
on

men were

wearied
of civil wars. Vespasian, leaving the events
of the year of revolution alone, accepted
all

sides with joy, for

same form as the
While Vitellius had
"
"
and
himself merely
Imperator
styled
"
connected
Consul,"
Vespasian
Perpetual
his name with the first dynasty, since he
"
called himself
Imperator Caesar VesAugustus," and
pasianus
named
his two sons Caesar
Re-estabhshes
.^
which
the Pnncipatc
,,
, &~
,,
,*,,
r v
after the fall of the Jum and
of the Claudii, had to go through a grave
crisis, emerged in a definitely recognised
the government in the
Julii

and

Claudii.

' '

^^ ^

' '

.

constitutional form.
T. Flavius Vespasianus, born at Reate,
in the Sabine country, was sixty years old
at the time of his elevation. He was no
genius, but a thoroughly practical charac-

He came of a moderately wealthy
municipal family, and had laid the foundations of his career under Gaius and Claudius,
ter.

especially when, at the head of a legion,
he shared in the conquest of Britain,
distinguishing himself in the campaign.

Nero had given him advancement, because
he loyally overlooked the follies of his
emperor. Vespasian's father had been a
banker, and the son inherited the aptitude
for finance, which was then peculiarly
necessary.
Vespasian, however, began
his reign with an immense deficit, which
had to be made good by new,
v
.

and

in many respects unpopu-cuv
taxes.
Even the public
,
,
,* ,
latrines were taxed
and when
Titus ventured a remark on this subject,
the old man held a gold coin under his
"
Non olet " " There
nose, with the words,
is no smell about that."
Thus, after a
reign of ten years, he placed the finances
a Master
. _,.

ol

finance

,

lar,
,

.

;

once more on a sound footing.
The affairs of the army had also to be

The defeat of
thoroughly reorganised.
the German legions in Italy had a sequel.
That part of the legions which had remained behind
the

German

in

Germany, together with

especially the
Batavi, had been greatly excited at the
occurrences of the times, and had, moreover, been worked upon by the emissaries
of the different parties.
The rivalry
between the auxiliary troops and the
legionaries was apparent, and the forme
auxiliaries,

found support among their kinsmen in
A heavy price was paid for
the tribes.
having employed these national troops
near their homes
and all the more
because the province of Belgica and the
adjacent parts of Germany were inhabited
by very warlike tribes, on the auxiliaries
from which the strength of the Rhenish
army chiefly rested. These, in opposition
to the legions, declared for Vespasian
before the decision was known. But when
;
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Vespasian had won, Julius Civilis, at the
head of the Batavi and the Caninefates,
supported by reinforcements from the
right bank of the Rhine, continued the

war against the

legions, while at the

same

time, the Treviri and Lingones, with other
tribes of Belgica, rose under the leadership
of Julius Tutor and Julius Classicus, who
were Treveri, and of Julius Sabinus, a
Lingonian. An independent Gallic empire

was planned, a scheme far wider than that
entertained two years previously by Julius
Vindex, whose rebellion was remembered.
The leaders were now Germans and Belgi
with the rights of Roman citizenship, as
The
Arminius the liberator had been.
opposition of the legions failed after the
overthrow of the Vitellians in Italy was
completed, since even the higher officers,
excepting C. Dillius Vocula, the commander
of the XXII. Legion, completely lost
The troops mutinied, and
their heads.
deposed their officers first the governor,
Hordeonius Flaccus, and later, Vocula,
All the frontier camps in Lower
too.
Castra
Vetera,
Novsesium,
Germany,
and Bonna. fell into the hands of Civilis.
This was the climax of the
As soon as Vespasian
rising.
of Roman
was in T->
Rome, he sent to
,
^

.

.

Petilius

Germany an efficient officer,
Cereal is, who had distinguished

He

received four or
five
legions,
including the serviceable
At the
portions of the Vitellian troops.
same time, reinforcements from Spain,
Britain and Rhaetia were brought up.
The advance on the insurgents was made,
after the recapture of Mainz, from Upper
Germany, where the legionary camp of
Vindonissa had held out. It was soon
apparent how unnatural was the alliance
himself in Britain.

between
soldiers.

Gauls,

The

Germans,
last

allegiance everywhere
defeated at Bingen,

occupied.

;

and

Roman

returned to their
the Treveri were

and

their

capital

Civilis, it is true, surprised

the

Roman army at Trier with his combined
forces
but Cerealis atoned for his want
of caution by splendid bravery, and by his
victory opened the way into the country
of the Batavi.
The vanquished were, in
the end, leniently treated
only the Gallic
;

;

were executed, and
Civilis, who had not favoured the scheme
of a Gallic empire, was pardoned.
By the
autumn of 70 everything was quiet.
Vespasian disbanded the legions which
had mutinied, and formed new ones.
insurgent

leaders

in garrisons were also made. The
was laid down that auxiliary
troops should never be employed in the
that .the separate
vicinity of their homes

Changes

principle

;

divisions should be kept apart,

be

and should
not by

commanded by Roman and

native

w

_

Most of the German
went to Britain, where they
were separated by the sea
from their kinsmen until

officers.

auxiliaries
.

WasFirt
s

>

at a later period the bodies
c
of men who voluntarily
came over from their homes led to the
"
"
Germanising of that island.
At the .same time, Titus, the son of
Vespasian, ended the Jewish War after
he had invested Jerusalem in April, 70.
The town had three lines of fortification.
.,

, M
J^
Oermamsed

After the first and the second wall were
taken, the old city and the Temple Hill
offered
a
successful
resistance,
although the miseries of famine were daily

still

On August 2gth, the Temple
was taken and burnt, and on September
26th, the upper town was also capincreasing.

tured

[see
plate
facing page 1859].
victors levelled all the fortifications,
except three towers, which were left
standing to testify to the difficulties of the

The

The city, which had been for a
thousand years one of the homes of the

siege.

ancient

was

civilisation,

destroyed,

as

Carthage and Corinth had been.
The Jewish people were deprived of their
ethnical

and

religious centre,

and scattered

over the face of the globe, a dispersion
that has often been regretted later.
The

Jews who remained true to their ancestral
religion were forced from this time to
pay to the Capitoline Jupiter that tribute
which they had previously offered to God
in the Temple at Jerusalem.
hundred
thousand prisoners were sold into slavery,
after the soldiers had crucified as many as
they pleased. The province of Judaea

A

received a legion as garrison, and some
military colonies, among them Emmaus,
were established there these
were intended to facilitate the
Destruction
,.
,
r
.
work
of holding the country,
of, Jerusalem
and to complete the mixture
In the Syrian legions,
of nationalities.
Syrian was frequently spoken by the
soldiers when off duty
otherwise, Latin
was adopted there also as the military
;

,

,

;

language.

remained

Caesarea,

founded by Herod,

the

capital of the province.
Titus, together with his father, celebrated
a triumph at Rome. On his triumphal
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proving the condition oi
the towns. Vespasian conferred the Latin rights on
the Spanish communities,
and by this means the way
was prepared
for
the
spreading of the Roman
In Africa the instispirit.
tution of the provincial cult
goes back to Vespasian.
Achaia became a province
again, since, as the emperor
remarked, the Greeks had
forgotten how to be free
with no governor there to
decide, the quarrels between the separate communities had broken out
;

once more.
In
Rome,
Vespasian
illustrated below, showing his sofdiers bearing the famous candlestick taken carried Out great architecand
carried
Rome
in
his
at
him
from
the
through
Jerusalem
Temple
by
triumph. +,,,.,,1
oir^a fV. Q
tural o^Tiarv^cschemes, since the
arch were represented scenes from the war,
the
prisoners supplied
necessary labour,
and the sacred vessels of the Temple, and the rest of the population was eager for
while the inscriptions stated that the
employment. He built the temple to the
Jewish people had been r -_....
the
and
that
tamed,

SOLDIERS BEARING THE SEVEN-BRANCHED CANDLESTICK
A reproduction of the remarkably preserved sculpture on the Arch of Titus,
_

'

hitherto

unconquered

Jerusalem was destroyed.
It

was noticed that the

emperors scorned to assume
the
surname
Judai'cus,
though they received the
for their victory
greetings
"
as
imperatores."
reorganised
Vespasian
affairs in the rest of the
East. Thus he transferred
a legion to Cappadocia, because the countries by the

and Armenia
showed themselves

Caucasus
often

eager to make inroads. An
invasion of the Dacians on
the Lower Danube had to
be repelled and the garrison strengthened. On the
other hand the legions were

withdrawn from Dalmatia,
a province perfectly pacithe
fied,
and,
instead,
legionary camps of Carnuntum on the Lower Danube,

Vindobona the
modern Vienna were

and

formed

in

Pannonia.

Much

was also done in the
Danubian provinces and
in Dalmatia towards im2740

THE TRIUMPHAL ARCH OF TITUS
One of the best preserved monuments in Rome, this beautiful arch was erected
over the Sacred Way, where that road led to the Forum on the east, near the
Colosspum. The triumphal procession of the conqueror of Jerusalem would pass
through it on its way to the Capitol. The bas-relief is seen under the arch.

;

ROME UNDER THE GOOD EMPERORS
goddess of Peace and the great Flavian
Amphitheatre, called the "Colosseum."
It was shown that the emperor, otherwise
so thrifty, did not shun expenditure for
objects of general utility.
Mucianus and Titus exercised
influence in the government.
While the former filled the
consulate for the second and
third times, Titus received,
as the nominated successor
to the throne, the command
of the guard, which had been
restored to its old footing.
By this means the necessary
force could be brought to the
aid of the authorities. When
Caecina, the former general
of Vitellius, tried to stir up
the soldiers to sedition, Titus
invited him to dinner and had

him stabbed on

leaving.

His

health

was

undermined.

Great

notoriety attached to his relations with
the Jewish princess, Berenice, a daughter
of Julius Agrippa, who followed him to
Rome. When he assumed the sole
sovereignty, he laid down the principle
that no one would be permitted to leave the emperor
unconsoled.
He would not
-

great

have gone very

far thus in
the long run, but he was
fated to find an occasion to
test his charity on a large

On August 24th, 79,
an eruption of
Vesuvius
overwhelmed the Campanian
towns of Herculaneum, PomThe elder
peii, and Stabiae.
scale.

Pliny, a comrade-in-arms of
Titus from the time of the

Jewish War, then prefect of

At

the

fleet at

Misenum, met

his

death there, for his curiosity
Vespasian found opposition in the senate, because stroyer of Jerusalem, he succeeded as a naturalist carried him too
his/her Vespasian in the year 79.
he was descended from a
buried towns, Pompeii especially has
plebeian family. He was opposed, too, by
the doctrinaires, who always honoured
been brought to light by excavations
made in the eighteenth and nineteenth
Cato, the antagonist of the Caesars, as
their ideal.
This resistance was broken
centuries, to which we are indebted for
down the resolute republican, Helvidius an exact picture of the domestic life of
the Italian population in the first century
Priscus, son-in-law of Thrasea Paetus, was
first

.

;

brought to
organised.

and the senate was reThe old families, who had

trial,

once governed the republic, were greatly
diminished, for the numerous
executions in the Julian and
Claudian times, as well as
their

own

excesses

and

A.D.
The emperor did all that lay in his
'power to help the sufferers, as he did on
the occasion of a three-days fire, which
devastated Rome in the fol-

celi-

reduced
their
bacy had
numbers.
Thus the last
Sulpicius had been buried
withGalba. When Vespasian
and Titus assumed the censorship, in 73, they filled up
the senate from the municipal
ranks, which even in Rome
were far less independent
than their predecessors. Anew
era began, both for the princiTHE HISTORIAN
pate and for the senate, an era TACITUS,
n
S
a
t
of which the literary standard- C hie f ornament" of tne reigns of
bearers Were Cornelius Taci- Vespasian and later emperors. His
friendship with Pliny is famous.
tus and the younger Pliny.

When

Vespasian died, in 79, after a

vigorous reign, his son Titus, then in his
fortieth year, succeeded him.
Titus had
grown up at the court of Claudius as the

playmate of Britajmicus, with splendid
talents; a brilliant officer, but licentious.

of filling
his

own

The

up

lowing year.
Titus was succeeded two
afterwards
by his
years
brother, Domitian, who had
up till now been kept in the
background, except that he
had repeatedly filled the consulate, and had been admitted
into

all

the priestly colleges.

His

personality is unsymJust as he had
pathetic.
previously intrigued against
Titus, so he now made the
senators feel his power in
every way, as he filled the
consulate seventeen times
and, as perpetual censor,
reserved to himself the right
the senate with nominees of
;

liking.

title

of censor

disappeared after

but the right of nomination
Domitian
remained in the emperor, and formed
an important stepping-stone in the
;
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THE BEAUTIFUL HOUSES OF POMPEII

RESTORED INTERIOR OF THE

"

HOUSE OF THE TRAGIC POET

"

The remains of this house are so good that restoration is easy. On the vestibule in mosaic is the figure of a bark"
ing dog with the famous legend Cave canem." The house takes its name from an enigmatic inscription on the
wall, but as there are two shops, one on each side of the vestibule, the house was possibly that of a rich tradesman.

REMAINS OF THE HOUSE OF THE BANKER

L.

CJECILIUS

JUCUNDUS

actual state of the house of the banker, identified by his bust and inscription, is seen in this picture. The
house was rich in Jrescoes. In the background we look, on the left, into the peristylium (the courtyard), which
was enclosed on two sides by a portico running out on seven pillars on the right we see the viridarium (the garden),
amongst the once isolated pillars of which three sleeping and dwelling rooms have later been built on. The room
on the left edge of the picture is the triclinium (eating-room), that on the right is an exedra (a reception room).

The

;
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THE GARDENS AND BATHS OF POMPEII

RESTORATION OF A TYPICAL GARDEN AND PORTICO
Well-stocked flower gardens were not greatly in favour among the Pompeiians, fountains with brightly coloured
fish and decorative mosaic paths being the chief features of the open courtyards, the walls ot which were lavishly
covered with frescoes, not always of a high order of art. The above illustrates Ihe typical style of garden.

THE HOT ROOM, OR TEPIDARIUM, OF THE PUBLIC BATHS
The baths

of Pompeii are very well preserved, and the lead pipes through which the water was carried from
Stabiae, -1, 000 years ago, are still to be seen. This picture shows the remains of the tepidarium partially restored
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TRADESMEN

POMPEII

INTERIOR OF A BAKERY

2,000

YEARS AGO

THE MAIN STREET

None

of the remains of Pompeii are more interesting: than those of the numerous bakeries, where the ovens are
still intact, the heavy granite mills for grinding: the corn still
standing on the ancient floors, and even the remains
of the bread and pies, which were being baked when the city was destroyed, are preserved in the museum.

THE SHOP OF A GENERAL DEALER
Very

little

restoration

with deep holes
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in

is

necessary to

make

them where the great

FRUIT,

POULTRY AND WINES

the ruined shops of Pompeii as they were. The counters still stand
wine-jars, with pointed bottoms, were placed to keep their contents cool.

TEMPLES AND STREETS OF POMPEII

SUPPLIANTS BEFORE THE TEMPLE OF FORTUNE
There were numerous temples in Pompeii to Greek, Roman, and even Egyptian deities. One of the most notable
and most popular was the Temple of Fortune, the above restoration of which is based on the existing remains.

Edwards

ONE OF THE PRINCIPAL STREETS AS

IT

streets of Pompeii were paved with blocks of lava, and at every crossing were large stepping-stones on a
pavements to enable people to cross the roads without the fatigue of stepping down from the pavements and up again. The chariots had to be carefully guided in clearing these large stones. In the foreground
is a fountain, and in the distance, on the left, one of the posts marking the different wards of the city may be seen.

The

level with the
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development of the principate into the
monarchy. Domitian, on the whole, took
Tiberius as his model.
the freedman of Nero,

Epaphroditus,
long enjoyed

over him,
influence
until
Domitian
recollected that Epaphroditus had aided
the suicide of Nero
this caused his fall
;

and death.
Domitian

Assumes
Divinity

"

and

The emperor was resolved

to rule without favourites, trusting in the support of the army

and the people.
to

be

addressed

He wished

as

"

Lord

"

God." which corresponded to the
Oriental conception of the attitude of
the ruler to his subjects, not to the
Roman idea of the " First Citizen." The
emperor called the month of October, in

which he was born,

Domitianus, after
himself, just as in the same way July and
August received their names. The mistrust felt by the
emperor for all

demanded

the exertion of the

the

the Black S --a
on the other, on the west
towards the Central, and on the south
towards the Lower, Danube. The governor
of Moesia fell in battle, and the province
was placed in so critical a position that
Domitian himself went there with his
prefect of the guard, Cornelius Fuscus.
The war, in which the Romans assumed
the aggressive, was in the end successful!
After the death of Cornelius Fuscus.
Domitian concluded a peace in 89 A.U.
with Decebalus, the Dacian king, in
which the latter received a yearly present
of money and certain privileges
the
opposition, therefore, said that the peace
;

;

was bought. It
became apparent
that
Domitian
was not fit for
the t,ask which
had to be per-

resulted

in his exercising
a strict control

formed

over

the
adof
ministration
the
provinces.

This

strength

empire.

sena torial
officials

full

The sphere of Dacian
influence, starting from the modern Transylvania, had gradually extended, on the
one side, through the easterly passes up to
of

there

;

but he did not
wish to entrust
it
to any one
else, in order not

proved

beneficial to the
subjects, and his

to effect a change
of parties.
The

government can
in no way be put
on the same level

tension between
the emperor on
AND HIS WIFE DOMITIA
as
that of a Domitian DOMITIAN
was the last of the twelve Caesars. He was a cruel and the on^ side, and
or
a unpopular emperor and was suspected of poisoning- his elder brother the Senators and
Caligula
whom he succeeded. Despite elaborate precautions he fell a
Nprn
An incur - Titus,
It).
/\ll
v c tim to the assassin in his forty-fifth year, and in death the senate
rection
which an(* a^ Rome dishonoured one who had often dishonoured them, the other, inI

i

L.
of

Antonius

Saturninus,

the

governor

Upper Germany, attempted
Mogontiacum with the help of the

in
in-

dependent tribes on the other side of the
Rhine, was suppressed by armed force in
88 or 89 A.D.
In these operations the
"
Spanish
legatus," Ulpius Trajanus, the
subsequent emperor, distinguished himself.
The conquest of Britain, under the
administration of C. Julius Agricola,
which took seven years, proceeded rapidly,
especially with regard to the strengthening
of the interior, which had been frequently
interrupted by repeated insurrections.
The geographical horizon of the Romans
was thus widened by sea and by land.
War also was made on the Chatti and
the Sarmates, in which the latter comannihilated a Roman legion.
pletely
Finally, the war against the Dacians
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were family

creased.

Besides

disputes.

The emperor was not on good

this, there

terms with his wife. Domitia Longina, a
daughter of Domitius Corbulo, after he had
ordered her lover, the actor Paris, to be
assassinated. The emperor also ordered
his cousin, Flavius Clemens, and his wife,
Flavia Domitilla, to be executed, because
they were well inclined to
Domitian
wards Christianity. Domitian
oiamis
Stands by
uy
relif upheld the old
the Old Gods strictly
r
,,
f*

On September loth, 96,
Domitian was murdered by members of
his household. He was forty-five years old.
The " Lives of the Emperors," which
were published under Hadrian by his
gion.

Suetonius Tranquillus, is a
so far.
From this
authority
"
point the
History of the Emperors,"
by Dion Cassius, becomes the chief source.
secretary,
sufficient

.

THE GREAT AUDIENCE CHAMBER

STADIUM,
Thse

WHERE THE GAMES WERE

reconstructions, based

IN

THE IMPERIAL PALACE OF DOMITIAN

HELD, CONNECTED WITH THE IMPERIAL PALACE

and were made
upon existing remains on the Palatine Hill, are by the archaeologist Catteschi,
for the work of M. Hoyer d'Agen on ancient Rome.
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Although Domitian had selected the
sons of Flavius Clemens to succeed him,
their dynastic claims had ceased to be
and the aged consul, M.
respected,
Cocceius Nerva, was proclaimed emperor
quite an unsuitable choice, made, it is
A
evident, by women and lackeys.
reaction was setting in against the government of the senate, which, up
A Love
;

to this time,
had been in
violent opposition to the princi-

Poet as

Emperor

and

pate,

now

was

officially

suppressing all memorials of Domitian and
It was soon apparent
annulling his acts.
that Nerva, who had been a successful
writer of erotic verse under Nero, but had
shown no special ability in a military or
civil capacity,

was unequal

to his task, at

events as far as the enemy was concerned. When the praetorians, whose
favourite Domitian had been,
demanded the surrender of his
murderers, Nerva was powerMoreless to protect them.

bank

of the Rhine, including the so-called
agri decumates with their capital, Sumelocenna.
The origin of the name decumates
it is possibly a term used
uncertain
by
"
the agrimensores, the rendering
tithe"
lands
resting on no real evidence.
It
was his countryman, the consul

is

Licinius Sura,

Nerva.

of his adoption reached
at Cologne.
He at once sent for the
mutinous Praetorian guard, in order to seize
and punish the ringleaders.
victorious

A

campaign was fought against the Suevi
on the Danube, in consequence of which
Nerva and Trajan assumed the title of
Germanicus. At the same time the concentration of troops on the Lower Rhine,
begun under Domitian, was continued.

On

was

re-

Germany and

Nerva, and Trajan assumed
supreme authority at Rome.
He received a hearty welcome
from all who had felt themselves oppressed under Domitian, above all from Cornelius
Tacitus, consul in the year 98,
and from the younger Pliny,
consul in the year 100 A.D.
Steps were taken at this
time to reform the condition

the Dacian campaign.
The situation as regards the
Parthians and other Oriental
peoples was likewise far from
there
was
reassuring, and
always the danger of these
hostile groups uniting into a
for

of

Italy.

The

sovereign

country had become more and
more a land of capitalists.
Apart from the senatorial
class, in whose hands numerous

formidable
timely
taken.

the 27th of January, 98 A.D., death

removed

.

over, an able soldier

who recommended Trajan to

The news

him

all

quired both tor

;

confederacy if
measures were not

^

la 6
3
65 in Vari U3 Parts
NERVA, THE MAN OF PEACE
/f f
the
of Italy became concentrated,
motives Tn~e nrsVempe7or oVforeign e
'led the childless tion, and a model of mildness, tern- there were the office holders
which, in 97,
'
,
perance and pacific government.
XT
j
A/T
Nerva to adopt
M. TTI
Ulpius
returning home with wellTra janus, the governor of Upper Gerfilled purses after filling some civil or
many. Henceforth it became the rule military post in the provinces. Others had
for the reigning emperor to choose his
made fortunes out of trade and speculasuccessor in the principate, contrary to
These men played an important
tion:
the previous custom, by which the welfare
part at home, as they spent their money
of the state was subordinated to dynastic
particularly in the endowment
freely,
interests.
Recent events had proved the
of public institutions
baths, libraries,
inefficiency of purely senatorial governgames by which the lower classes benement and the need of an actual imperator.
fited
but, in reality, such
How the
benefactions formed
Trajan, a native of Italica in Spain, and
public
ith S
at this time forty -four years of age, was
a vast subsidy sysonly
their Money
the son of a man who had commanded a
tem extremely unfavourable
to sound economic conditions. Domitian
legion in the Jewish War and had been
had endeavoured by police regulations to
subsequently consul and governor of the

Such

Were

.

,

.

;

w

of Syria.
The new emperorabove everything, a soldier. He
was then in Germany engaged in carrying
out the policy of the Flavian emperors,
of which one feature was to resume
possession of the districts on the right

province

elect was,

preserve agriculture wherever it was still
otherwise wine-culture
found in Italy
;

would have been more general, especially
as Italian wine, which at this time found
no competitors in Burgundy or Tokay,
formed a profitable article of export,

NATIVE LABOURERS UNDER ROMAN OFFICERS BUILDING A WALL
From

the fresco painting by William Bell Scott

REMAINS OF THE GREAT WALL BUILT BY HADRIAN FROM THE TYNE TO THE SOLWAY
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But the country was suffering from
the condition of society
other disorders
was such as might be expected of an ener;

vated population living in indolence. A
reluctance to marry or to bring up a family,
united to such universally disseminated
vices as we find censured in the satirists
of the period, Petronius, Martial, and

was taking such
Juvenal,
-\
,,
Emperors
root that the popular
deep
who Encouraged ,."..
j
r
tion, instead of increasing
the Yown
with the material progress
of the country, was rather on the decline.
Some attempt, therefore, had to be made to
rescue those, at least, who as yet were not
hopelessly corrupt the young. This was
done by means of the magnificent alimen,

.

tation

endowments which Nerva

initiated

and which Trajan continued.
Their
object was to provide yearly allowances
for
(alimenta)

There, in 102 A.D., he was left to rule, a
vassal of the Romans.
But Trajan soon
discovered that Decebalus was unfaithful
to the terms of the treaty, and that a
second campaign would be necessary.
This opened with the building of Trajan's
Bridge over the Danube (near Severin), by
which the river, which had proved his most
formidable adversary, was put in irons.
For the second time Trajan converged his
forces on the Dacian capital, Sarmizegethusa, in the Hatzeg valley, by way of
the valley of the Alt and the Rothenturm
pass, the Banat and the Iron Gate, and
The
most probably the Vulkan pass.
Daci defended themselves in their woods

and

fortresses,

whither they had conveyed

treasures for safety among other
"
Muncseler Grediste," which
places at the
lies at the head of the valley to the south
their

of Broos, a region
which, to this

,

and

boys

girls

were

day, is remarkable for the discovery of Greek
and Roman coins
and even of en-

registers have

hoards hidden at
that time. Dece-

until the compleof
tion
their

The

education.

endowments
in land, and
several records in
the form of land

come

down

balus committed
when he
saw that all was
lost.
Of the

to

us, one from the
district of Bene-

ventum, the
from
that
Veleia

(in

suicide

rest
of
Li-

guria).

This

scheme,

which

beneficent

Dacians,
TRAJAN AND HIS WIFE PLOTINA
When Nerva

chose Trajan as his successor all Rome rejoiced, and
his rule was one of enlightenment though it ended in misfortune,
:/r>i-i!
His wife,
Plotina, was
worthy helpmeet of a good emperor.

aimed at preserving the supremacy of
It^ly, was further developed and organised
by succeeding emperors.
After spending the years 99 and 100 at
Rome, Trajan in 101 took the field against

The positions of Aquincum
and Acumincum on the Middle Danube
had already been taken and the garrisons
reinforced from Britain and the Rhine
the whole campaign, indeed, was carefully
planned and vigorously executed. Trajan
commanded in person. It was intended
the Dacians.

;

not merely to relieve Mcesia, but also to
seek out in their own territory the Daci,
whose rich gold-mines must have been in
themselves a strong attraction to the
Romans. The first campaign ended in the
overthrow of Decebalus, whose authority,
extending to the Danube and the sea, was
now confined to the region of Transylvania.
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treasure-

tire

being

taken

by

part

submitted
and
wel
exterpart
P"- 1 1 were
minated Or 6X,-,

,

,,

,

.

pelled, their place
settlers
from othei

Sarmizegethusa became the
new colony of Ulpia the gold region was
occupied and a legion quartered at Apulum
for its protection in 107 A.D.
The triumph of Rome was now complete,
and the Greek cities on the Pontus were
delivered from the oppression of the Dacian
power. There was great rejoicprovinces.

;

Dacian

Power

ing in Olbia

and

in

Tomi

;

and

the founding of Nicopolis on
Destroyed
the northern slopes of the
Hsemus worked effects that were felt later
throughout the whole of the Balkan peninsula.
The hard-won victory was recorded
at Rome as well as on the banks of the
Danube and on the Euxine on coins and

monuments. Fitting honours were paid to
the fallen warriors, and a triumph and
"

games were

celebrated.

A

Tropceum

ROME UNDER THE GOOD EMPERORS
Trajani" was' erected at Adamklissi
in the Dobrudscha, not far from
Tomi, on the coins of which town
the trophy is represented. The

monument

to the fallen soldiers
has been recently discovered. None
the less the new province of Dacia
burdens on the
fresh
entailed
finances and necessitated a permanent increase in the military
establishment.
About the same time (106 A.D.)
the governor of Syria, A. Cornelius
Palma, annexed the district round
Bostra and Petra. It received a
legion

as

garrison

and

formed

henceforth the Roman province of
Arabia, through which an imperial
The
road led to the Red Sea.

emperor, however, proceeded from
Here he spent
Dacia to Rome.
the following years and built the
"
Forum Trajani," containing the
Pillar of Trajan,
reliefs

on which are bas-

commemorating the Dacian

War. Trajan devoted himself with

TRAJAN'S

FORUM AS

IT

WAS

Trajan's most notable adornment of the city,
reared to commemorate his Dacian campaigns.

energy to the business of government, above all to the encourageof Italian commerce.
He
began the improvement of the
harbour of Ancona, which was
important for the trade with the
opposite coast of Dalmatia and the

ment

He further constructed the
Via Trajana from Beneventum to
Brundisium, which, being shorter
than the Via Appia, opened up new
East.

districts to

commerce.

The

grati-

tude of the inhabitants was expressed in the triumphal arches,
erected in his honour, which exist
to this day in Ancona and Bene-

ventum.
affairs
were
not
Provincial
neglected at this time, as may be
seen from Trajan's correspondence
with the younger Pliny, who from

THE FORUM OF TRAJAN AS

IT

is

Although nothing but stumps of the noble pillars remain, the great
cokunn is still intact, but a statue of St. Peter replaces that of Trajan,

in to 113 was governor of Bithynia.
Pliny had been entrusted by the
emperor with an extraordinary
mission, which accounts for the
interest displayed by the latter;
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we

but

see

at

all

events

that

the

government wished to be kept
informed even of comparatively unAbout the same
important matters.
central

or a

little
P. Cornelius
earlier,
Tacitus became proconsul of
the province of Asia ; he
already possessed a great reputation as orator, advocate,
and historian. Tacitus had completed the
"
Histories," which covered the period
from Galba to the end of Domitian, and
was engaged on the period from the
death of Augus-

time,

Mesopotamia and, beyond the Tigris,
Only old age prevented Trajan
from going to India, as Alexander the
Great had done. Soon, however, reA rising in the conquered
verses came.
Assyria.

countries forced Trajan to retreat in order
to preserve his communications,
The strongly fortified town of Hatra was
besieged by him in vain Khosru regained
In addition, a
possession of Parthia.
rising of the Jews took place throughout
the eastern provinces, partly fomented
by their kindred, who were enjoying
prosperity in the
;

downof
Nero
when Trajan entus to the

Parthian

fall

dom, and partly
occasioned by a
revival
of

tered upon
his
Oriental
cam-

Messianic hopes
Cyrene they
;

in

paign.
In 114 the war
Parwith the
thians broke out.
The late king of
the
Parthians,

went so far as to
"
set up a
king."

Trajan broke
down

i

had
formed an alliance with
the
Dacians, and the

Pacorus,

]

piti-

able wreck.

He

i

had

set

jL

1

hardly

out on his jour-

Rome

to

ney

when he died on
the

I

by
arbitrarily
imposing a king
on that country.

way

at

Selinus in Cilicia

on August
117 A.D.

And

In Armenia Parthian
interests
had ever been

life

in

Trajan
grave

misfortune.

had

THE ARCH OF TRAJAN AT BENVENTUM

his

8th,

thus the

of

ended

those

re-

sixty,
to

I

I

Roman

and Trajan

of

Antioch a

sphere of influence in Armenia

conflict with
of Rome,

a
that was
too severe for a

and returned

encroached upon

in

under

strain

man

ruling king,
had
Khosru,

the

king-

He

overtaxed

own

and

solved to deter- One of the two arches still existing erected by the Romans co his
_
_
country's
mark their gratitude to Trajan for his services to the country
mine the dispute
strength and the
once for all.
It was
at
With the support of result had been failure.
the Caucasian tribes and of the de- this time the aim of Roman policy in the
pendent princes of Syria he annexed East to control the overland trade with
Armenia and made it a province. After India. An advance in the direction of
Arabia had been attempted by
setting up a rival claimant to the Par- Rome's
thian throne Trajan went into winter
Augustus, and Trajan's expePol cy in
dition to the Persian Gulf had
quarters at Antioch. Early in the follow- the East
been undertaken with the same
ing year he crossed the Tigris, and
reduced the districts of Adiabene and object.
But the attempt generally
Babylon with the towns of Seleucia and miscarried, the interior of Arabia being
the province of
its deserts
Ctesiphon, reaching the Persian Gulf protected
"
" by
Arabia
was no more a province than
through the territory of Mesene. Two
"
"
"
more distant provinces were formed
were Africa or Asia." Arabia proper,
'

:

;
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with its caravan routes, remained a
world apart till the rise of Islam. The
Romans had therefore to content themselves with developing the maritime route
from Egypt to
India, and with
entering into an
agreement with
the

that

it

was due to a forgery on the part

of Trajan's wife, Plotina, after the decease
of her husband.
It could, however,

have been no secret that Hadrian was not

which

self,

reasoned

of

this

policy

;

such were Lusius

the

Quietus,

governor

of

an d
Mesopotamia, or

who,
Trajan him-

only as soldiers,
were all in favour

circumstances,
reno
reason
mained for the

Assyria

like

generals,

secured the trade
route to India and
the country of
the Seres that
is, China. In such

retention

Trajan's

policy of expansion.
On the
other hand, the

Parthian

kingdom,

sympathy

in

with

Judaea,

after
THE EMPEROR HADRIAN AND HIS WIFE SABINA
and was on bad

of

who,

much

bloodshed,

ha.d,

legal issue,
evel nf Arm enid. terms with Sabina, Trajan,
who refused to bear an heir to the throne. lately been vicfrom a
either
torious over the
military or from an economic standpoint. Jews in their native country, CorneSo thought the man who became Trajan's lius Palma, the conqueror of Arabia, and
He also others. Hadrian had therefore to face
successor, P. ^Elius Hadrianus.
was a native of Italica in Spain
he was a strong opposition in this quarter when
a cousin of Trajan.
he departed from the

Hadrian was,

without

like

;

and had been brought
up as his ward. His
with
a
marriage
of
grand-daughter
Trajan's sister, Marciana, had brought
him into still closer

connection with the
imperial family.
able officer, he

An
had

accompanied Trajan
on all his campaigns
and had held important commands, both
on the Danube and
on the Euphrates
after
the
Second
Dacian War he had
been made governor
;

of

Lower Pannonia.

At the time

of Tra-

jan's death he was
at the head of the
army of Syria. His

path

of

his

prede-

His first act
was to terminate the
Parthian War
by
cessor.

Khosru
abandoning
the conquered terriArabia extories,
cepted, and consentrecognising
as king,

ing to the installation
of a member of the

Parthian royal house
as ruler of Armenia.
afterImmediately
wards came the supof
the
pression
in
revolt
Jewish
Egypt and Cyrene by
Hadrian's most de-

voted

lieutenant,

Marcius Turbo. This
Marcius Turbo was
sent to Mauretania
and afterwards to

HADRIAN'S FAVOURITE, ANTINOUS
Pannonia and Dacia.
is the first
youth, immortalised in sculpture, who ac- Even this last
the lives of the The beautiful
procompanied the emperor everywhere and died mysteriously.
vince would
have
various emperors in
"
the
been resigned by Hadrian had not so many
Historiae
Augustae."
Scriptores
As regards the real circumstances of Roman settlers been established there.
his adoption, a tradition was preserved
Hadrian contented himself therefore with
in the family of a later governor of Cil'da
reducing the garrison, after travelling in
biography
of
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person from Antioch through Moesia and
Dacia. Marcius Turbo was appointed by
Hadrian to the post of prefect of the

administered justice. But it was to the
organisation of the army and of the civil
administration that Hadrian especially

praetorians at Rome, where a conspiracy
seems to have been -formed shortly before

devoted himself. Every province and
every army corps came under his personal

The civil
supervision.
service of later times is his
creation
whereas previously imperial freedmen
;

had held office,
far more
exon the middle

of all sorts

he

drew

clusively

"Roman
class, 'the
Knights." He revised the
army tactics with an eye
on the methods of warfare
pursued by hostile nations.
In the auxiliary troops
the peculiar virtues of each
nation were
encouraged
and rendered effective. The
army respected Hadrian
for his

thorough knowledge

of the service, in war as
well as in peace
and it is
REMAINS OF THE GREEK THEATRE AT HADRIAN'S VILLA. said he knew by name
The immense series of ruins known as Hadrian's Villa, near Tivoli, some multitudes of soldiers in
fifteen miles from Rome, are among the most interesting- in Italy.
The the
ranks.
On the whole,
model Greek theatre, like many of the other more public buildings of the
"
Hadrian may be regarded
villa," was connected by underground passages with the private apartments.
;

Lusius Quietus
Cornelius
Palma,

his arrival.

and

Avidius
with
together
Nigrinus, who under Trajan had been mentioned as
his possible successor, met
their deaths on this occasion, and the new ruler was
rid definitely of all who
coveted or envied
his
position.

Hadrian took the

affairs

of state vigorously in hand.
The finances, which Trajan's military
thrown into

policy had
confusion,

were organised with such
success that Hadrian was
able to remit a great
accumulation of arrears in
REMAINS O F HADRIAN'S IMITATION CANOPUS
taxes in Italy and.' tO a Canopus was an Egyptian city devoted to the worship of Serapis and infamous
,^

Smaller extent in the pros
0-pn

measure

This
al

t'

f

t'

for its obscenities.
Hadrian, who imitated in his wonderful "villa" all the
rea-t sights of his wide travels, built a small Canopus and reproduced its life
within his own grounds. " Hadrian's Villa" was really a large and populous town.

Further, a notable advance was made in
the direction of the codification of the
law, the jurist Salvius Julianus being instructed by Hadrian to define once for all
the principles on which the praetors
2754

as the most gifted in will and intellect of
all the emperors between Augustus and
Diocletian.
Traces of his activity are
everywhere to be met with. In Britain he
constructed a rampart against the

ROME UNDER THE GOOD EMPERORS
In Africa his orders to the army
preserved in the camp of
Lambaesis, engraved in stone as a record
he even visited
of his presence there
Mauretania. In Judaea he founded, on the
ruins of Jerusalem, the
donians.

have

been

;

custom. At Athens, before he became
in
emperor, he held the archonship
return he adorned the city with buildings,
and invested it with, certain liberties and
revenues. His extensive improvements in
:

colony of ^Elia Capitolina.
It was this that caused the
revolt of the Jews under
Rabbi Eleazar and Barcochebas, the son of a star,"
a revolt which entailed
'

great

'

financial

sacrifices,

and which was put down
only after two years of
bloodshed

(132-134),

by

reinforcements summoned
from Moesia and elsewhere.
Even after the victory the
garrison remained double
its original strength
the
received
the
province
name of Syria Palaestina,
;

for the

name Judaea was

be uttered no more.
Greece OWeS
much to
to
TT

j

v

f

,i

HADRIAN'S

MAUSOLEUM AS

IT

WAS

This magnificent tomb, which the emperor built for himself on the banks of the
Tiber, is still an outstanding feature of Rome. His ashes were deposited here.

the Peloponnesus were commemorated a
and antigeneration later by the traveller
"
quarian Pausanias in his Tour of Greece."
In the neighbourhood of Rome, at Tibur,
Hadrian built a colossal villa surrounded
by extensive gardens, in which were represented the places of interest which the

emperor had visited in his travels. The
cost must have been enormous.
Like Trajan, Hadrian had no children
the Empress Sabina would have none, as
she was on bad terms with her husband
a fact which she very frankly admitted to
This estrangement
those about her.
;

caused troubles at the court, in some of
which the imperial secretary, Suetonius
"
Lives of the
Tranquillus, author of the
was
concerned.
Hadrian's
Emperors,"
favourite was the beautiful boy Antinous,

who accompanied

the emperor on

all his

travels, until he met with a mysterious
death in the Nile on the occasion of the
Underwood

HADRIAN'S TOMB AS IT

IS

It has passed through many vicissitudes, having been
used as a stronghold in the Middle Ages, and is now merely
a show place. It is known as the Castle of St. Angelo.

was

so fond of Greek literature that he was
"
called
Graeculus."
He was certainly the
first of the emperors to wear a beard after
the Greek fashion, all his predecessors
having been shaven according to Roman

emperor's visit to Egypt. While the
Oriental peoples deified this boy, the art
of the Greek masters exalted him into an
ideal figure with the expression of sentimental melancholy characteristic of the
portraiture of this epoch. To perpetuate
the

memory

of

his

favourite,

Hadrian

As he
founded the town of Antinopolis.
was constantly attended on his travels by
a numerous retinue of architects and
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such an undertaking presented

builders,

no

On

difficulties.

the whole, the charac-

Hadrian was imperious and

ter of

rest-

lessly energetic, egoistic, and capricious.
In literature his tastes were original, and

he preferred among the Latins the ancient
authors, such as Ennius and
Cato to the more modern

grant the customary honours. The
ashes of the deified Hadrian were deposited later in the magnificent mausoleum
which he had built across the Tiber, now
known as the Castle of St. Angelo.
to

While Hadrian had avoided war
the same

;

on

in this, too, his influence
his own and the following

and generals, and insisting on full and accurate
his
T.
successor,
reports,
^tlius Hadrianus Antoninus
soldiers

age

was considerable.

As his successor, Hadrian
had selected L. Ceionius Corn-

modus

"

who

Pius,"

at

the time of

had reached his
fifty-second year, was by his
mild and equable tempera-

after his adoption in

;

for

reasons, keeping at
time a firm hand on

political

his accession

the year 136 he received the
of L. ^lius Caesar, and
was at once despatched to
Pannonia to take over the
command of the four legions
quartered there, while at the
same time he assumed the
consulship for the second
We know that deputime.

name

ment
peace.

to
strongly inclined
His family was sprung

from Nemausus, but had for
two
generations
enjoyed
senatorial rank, and had ac-

quired large estates in Italy.
He had held the consulship
the year 120, and had later
tations came even from Asia Chosen to succeed Hadrian, he pre
deceased the emperor, dying after i
c ,-\_
r
T
A
to Pannoma to congratulate his ret urn to Rome from the East. been one of the four consulars
to whom Hadrian entrusted
him.
But he died before
Hadrian on January ist, 138, immediately the supervision and judicial control of
In his place T. the Italian municipia.
after his return to Rome.
After his proconsulship in Asia Antoninus
Aurelius Antoninus was adopted. He was
returned to Italy.
the husband of a sister of ^Elius Caesar
During the twentyhaving no sons he was obliged, in order to three years of his imperial rule he scarcely
secure the succession, to adopt M. Annius left Italy, although on the Danube and
Verus (later the Emperor Marcus Aurelius) in the east troubles were brewing which
caused his sucand L. Verus, son
i

m

i

j.

;

much

of ^Elius Caesar.
So violent was

cessors

the

frontier feuds he
left to his provincial governors
to fight out. In

opposition
which this step

aroused among
Hadrian's next
of kin that he

Britain a second
built
wall was

was

obliged to
procure the removal of the consular L. Julius

south
Hadrian's,

named
.*

ninety years

and of his
grandson, ayouth

'

'

of age,

of eighteen.

of
and
after

Antoninus.

Ursus Servianus,

now

The

difficulty.

-,

'/

/ SI I

ANTONINUS PIUS AND FAUSTINA

On

the

advanced
frontier of Upper
and
Germany
Rhaetia a similar

for twenty-three years. The
Hadrian died of Hadrian's successor ruled peacefully
boundary wall or
beautiful Temple of Faustina, of which considerabie remains still exist,
on
July was built by him in memory of his wife, who was a disgrace to her sex. H ws was erected.
dropsy

loth,

138,

In

at

famous health resort on the
Campanian coast. Antoninus caused the
body to be burnt with due solemnities
at Puteoli in the villa which had formerly
belonged to Cicero, but he had great
Baiae, the

difficulty
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in

prevailing

upon the senate

Africa

the

which had broken out with the
turbulent Moors along the whole frontier
fighting

rendered

necessary to strengthen the
In addition to
that quarter.
reinforcements from Spain, for which
forces

it

in

employment

was

found

in

Tingitana,

THE MOST IMPOSING VIEW OF THE COLOSSEUM

THE INTERIOR, SHOWING THE ARENA, AND THE UNDERGROUND CAVES
The Colosseum typifies ancient Rome, as St. Peter's does the modern city. Known as the Flavian Amphitheatre, it was built in the reign of Vespasian, and was long the scene of gladiatorial combats and fights
with

wild beasts.
Capable of accommodating 80,000 spectators, each class had its special part of the
mighty building set apart, the imperial benches and those of the vestals being on the first stage, and
the common people on the topmost.
Faced with white marble, it was one of the finest structures
the world has ever seen, and even in its ruin it remains a majestic monument of the builder's art.

TWO VIEWS OF ROME'S MOST WONDERFUL

BUILDING
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troops were also despatched to Caesariensis

trom Germany, from Pannonia, and even
from Syria, until in 150 B.C., after a
struggle of several years' duration, peace
seemed firmly established.
In the provinces of the interior, proconsular Africa, Narbonensis, Southern

'

an earnest man, whose leisure
was devoted to philosophical studies,
"
of which his book
To Himself," written
in the Greek language, is the fruit, and
whose chief aim was the conscientious
accession

;

discharge of his duties as emperor.
Verus took matters far less seriously.

consistent
with the stoic
views of M. Aurelius, but
none the

growth of muni-

sin

cipal institutions
and a rapid extension of Roman

his

This

adopted brother
and later his still

more

remains. Meanwhile, the emperor resided on
estates,

his

One Marcus

was

less

allowed first
worthless

by
architectural

his

it

a
against the
that he
state,

attested

is

It

was

Spain, this period
of peace, which
lasted for fifty
years, witnessed
a
vigorous

civilisation.

L.

son
to

to
the

men
THE FIRST CO-EMPERORS OF ROME
Aurelius and Lucius Verus, the adopted sons of the childless

t.

worthless
succeed

govern-

The

internal administratlOIl Was COntinued On the
j j
lines laid down

of Antoninus, were the first emperors to share a dual sovereignty,
that
The one was celebrated as a philosopher and the other a philanderer.
,1
T
Lormm, near the
twelfth milestone on the Via Aurelia,
but externally a storm
by Hadrian
and enjoyed the delights of a country broke out in this reign which marked the
life.
For this reason, and also because beginning of a new era for Italy and a
he observed with painful precision the great part of the empire.
ritual of the Roman state religion, he
In the east it was necessary to make
was by partial critics compared in wisdom war on the Parthians, as they had taken
to the old Sabine king, Numa Pompilius.
advantage of their ascendancy in Armenia
But it is evident from the
to overrun Syria also. In the
letters of the African orator
year 162 L. Verus was desand imperial tutor, Cornelius
patched to the east, and the
mobilisation of troops on a
Pronto, that life at the court
was parsimonious and not a
large scale was begun in that
little tedious. The intellectual
Forces from the
quarter.
Lower Rhine and the Danube
activity of the time was no
the
for
orders
received
longer controlled and inspired
Euphrates, and the Italian
by political circles, as under
had to convey the
fleets
Julius Caesar and Augustus,
and even under Trajan and
drafts to Seleucia Pieria, the
literature
harbour of Antioch. But the
Hadrian
was
divorced
from
bulk of the work fell to the
becoming
of Verus while he
in
both
Athens
and
lieutenants
politics
in
Alexandria, where the
preferred to hold his court
After Armenia
pulse of intellectual life beat THE YOUNGER FAUSTINA at Antioch.
strongest.
Wife of Marcus Aurelius and and the districts on the Mesoin 161, Pius sue- daughter of the eider Faustina, she *potamian boi der had been
When,
was a true daughter of her mother.
r
,1
_ j
T-cumbedj Ato an :n_.
illness consubjugated, the Tigris was
tracted by eating Alpine cheese,
he crossed
and Seleucia and Ctesiphon,
was succeeded by his adopted sons, the free Greek towns of the Parthian
M. Aurelius Antoninus and L. Verus, kingdom, were annexed. The booty taken
the latter having been chosen to share the was considerable. The district of Osroene,
functions and title of emperor
the first with its capital Edessa, was permanently
instance of a dual sovereignty.
Aurelius occupied, and the Roman supremacy
was forty years of age at the time of his firmly established in Armenia. After four

being

.

;

;

;

:

M
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years the war came to an end, and both
emperors enjoyed, in 166, a splendid
triumph at Rome.
War, however, had already broken out
on the Danube, which, owing to the
fighting in the east, had been left exposed.
Along the whole course of the river the
tribes, yielding no doubt to pressure from
behind, were in motion, swarming into

the

Roman

provinces

Italy from the Alps.
to Aquileia and took

In all haste
Oderzo).
had distinguished
themselves against
Parthians
the

were

and threatening
They laid siege
Opitergium (now
the generals

who

necessary condition of service in the legion,
the .requisite qualifications were now
conferred at the moment of enlistment by
special dispensation of the emperor. This
measure recalls that of Marius, 270 years
before.
The result was that the army
corps on the Danube were composed
As these legions
entirely of barbarians.
constituted more than a third of the imperial army, the preponderating influence
in politics belonged henceforth to the
Of the thirty legions,
Illyrian districts.
later increased to thirty-three, twelve

despatched

to raise new levies
and restore the

northern frontier.
For the first time
for

many

years

Italy itself had to
furnish
recruits,

and

new

two

were

legions

formed, to which
at first the title of

Concordia
was
given in honour of
the two emperors
later
they were
;

known

as

the

Italian

legions.
Meanwhile, Upper
Italy and the Cis-

Alpine

district

were united under
one government
this was important
as
determining
;

their

future

or-

ganisation.

To

make

the

situation
worse,
the troops returning from the east

MARCUS AURELIUS AND FAUSTINA WITH THE GODDESS ROMA
Reproduced from a beautiful bas-relief preserved

in

the Villa Albani at Rome.

were quartered in the vicinity of the
Danube, nine, and later eleven, were in
the provinces of the east, and four on
the Rhine.
Both emperors went to the front.
transportation from provinces so remote
as Africa and Egypt, a scarcity of money After the death of L. Verus, in the year
was beginning to be felt. The expedient 169, at Altinum (near Venice), Marcus
was therefore adopted of enrolling on the was left in sole command. He established
spot, without regard to the consequences, his headquarters at the Pannonian forand
tresses of Vindobona, Carnuntum
all who were capable of military service.
Whereas formerly the possession of the Brigetio, successively falling back in winter
Roman franchise, or, at all events, the first on the less exposed position of Sirmium.
step towards it, the Latin jus, had been a By the time the Alps had been cleared of

had brought the
thousands succumbed
plague with them
to it, and the effects were felt even in the
next generation.
Owing to the cost of
;
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the enemy, and the line of the Danube
recovered, the theatre of war extended
from Castra Regina (Regensburg) as far
The Roman
as the modern Transylvania.
armies suffered considerable loss, especially
in officers of high rank.
By
the year 172 the Germanic

had been reduced, but
was not till 175 that the

tribes
it

Sarmatian tribes, which inwere
cluded the
lazyges,
finally

subjugated.

he had previously been content to maintain a neutral zone beyond the frontier,
But before Marcus could carry out these
plans he was taken ill in Vindobona and
died on March i7th, 180.
Commodus
assumed the imperial power.
I
He contented himself with a
merely formal conquest and
returned to Rome in the
course of the year 180. The
.

young

The

man

was

fond

of

physical exercise, and sanctioned a public festival in
honour of himself as the
Roman Hercules
in other

emperor now assigned settlements in the devastated
provinces of the frontier to
entire nations. This measure,
which was repeated in Dacia

;

respects, he
licentious, in

and Pannonia more than once

Nero.

the following ten years,
was useful as mitigating the

at

was
fact,

idle

and

a second

The government was

in the hands of the
prefects of the guard, Tarrutenius Paternus and Perennis.

in

first

antagonism existing between
A S
the various races under Roman Marcu w a? bulmed footing his The former, who was a capable
son, Commodus, whose officer, fell a victim
to the
sway. The attempt to check unworthy
._._ ^r t.Portrait we grive, succeed him.
+ ^ Q ,1~,li4-;T, ^f T^Ur KT,
the depopulation of Italy by
intrigues of his colleague in
the year 183
Perennis was the victim
establishing barbarians there, notably at
Ravenna, as a peasantry bound to the of a mutiny two years later. From that
time onwards Cleander governed.
He
soil, failed utterly owing to the intractIt was
was a Phrygian slave, who had been
able nature of these people.
brought to Rome and had been freed by
necessary either to exterminate or to
the contrast between the
Marcus Aurelius
Commodus advanced
expel them
home of an ancient civilisation and the him to the position of chief chamberlain,
and gave him command of the
frontier regions with their thin
veneer of Roman culture was here
guard with two others. But three

^n^^

:

;

;

;

[

years later, in 189, Rome was
threatened
with famine
and
Cleander was abandoned to the
fury of the populace. The greatest
influence was now exercised by
an Egyptian, Eclectus, who was
chamberlain, and by Marcia, a
concubine of the emperor, who
acted in close concert.
Reckless expenditure soon produced a considerable deficit, but
this fact in no way checked the

strikingly displayed.

The war on the Danube came
to a premature conclusion owing
to the fact that the governor of
Syria, Aviddus Cassius, had been
deceived by a false report of the
death of Marcus Aurelius, and
had proclaimed himself emperor
in the east
personal antagonism
;

seems to have played some part
in the affair, for the emperor,
busied with his philosophy in his
Pannonian winter quarters, was
by no means universally popular.
When Marcus took the field
in person Avidius Cassius was
speedily abandoned by his adherents and slain in 175.
Marcus returned to Rome and

He apemperor's profligacy.
peared in public as a gladiator,
naturally with due precautions

;

Commodus
prize

His relations, and all officials of
high rank were in constant peril of
death by poison or the sword. However,
he continued to rule for thirteen years,
Commodus fell a victim to a conspiracy,
plotted by Marcia, Eclectus, and the prefeet of the guard, whom he had threatened,
He was strangled on New Year's Eve, 193,
by a gladiator, hired for the purpose.

THE AURELIAN

COLUMN

appointed his unworthy son Commodus to
be co-regent. In the year 178 he returned
to the Danube with his son, as disturbances had again broken out in that quarter
of the empire.
The emperor now proposed to cross the Danube and to occupy

the country on the further banks, though
176

gained the victor's
no fewer than 735 times.
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THE PR/ETORIAN EMPERORS
ROME UNDER THE POWER OF THE ARMY
THE PR/ETORIAN GUARD AS KING-MAKERS

^

the next ninety years the
average length of reign was four

TOURING

The morning after the murder of
Commodus, P. Helvius Pertinax, prefect
of the guard, and colleague of Commodus
in the consulate, was saluted emperor.
Pertinax was the son of a wood merchant
of Alba Pompeia in Liguria
he had done
years.

;

such good military service under Marcus
Aurelius that he had been promoted to
the consulate, and afterwards to the
important posts of governor of Moesia,
and Britain. He was
Dacia, Syria,
in years and of unassuming
character, and in general he looked upon
himself as an agent appointed by the
senate to perform the duties of the highest
He would allow no
office in the empire.
special honour to be shown his wife, and
even desired to keep his private property
distinct from the emperor's income.
In
the provinces, however, his
own elevation was publicly
and to some
celebrated,
degree that of his wife and
his son.
Pertinax attempted
to abolish abuses, to relieve
and to
financial
distress,
restore discipline among the

advanced

Julianus came from
prefect Sulpicianus.
Mediolanum. Like Pertinax, he had passed
he had
through the usual official career
;

been legatus legionis in Mogontiacum,
imperial governor in Belgica, Dalmatia,

and Lower Germany, and pro-consul in
Africa.
He now became emperor by the
We have an
will of the praetorians.
admirable account of these occurrences
there is
Dion Cassius
more rhetorical history of
Herodian, who had no access to official
Dion and Herodian both wrote
circles.

by the
also

in

senator,

Greek.

of both sides
had
been highly
Pertinax
proved
respected in the provinces, where he was
regarded as a capable officer and governor.
When the armies in the provinces heard of
the scandalous proceedings at the capital
The
their indignation knew no bounds.
events which had followed
on the death of Nero were

But the expectations
false.

The
repeated.
cognised that the
lay really in their
as each of the

quartered in Rome.
In consequence he lost the
the
Praetorian
support of

had
Their
self

shown special favour.
commander, /Emilius
considered him- [Vk

slighted.

re-

;

great

army

Britain, L. Septimius Severus
in Pannonia, and Pescennius
Of these
Niger in Syria.

whom Commodus

Laetus, also

soldiers

government
hands but

corps had its own candidate
for emperor, they proclaimed
their respective generals elected D. Clodius Albinus in

troops

guards, to

;

the

Consequently TH

EMPEROR PERTINAX

three, the last-named was an
Italian by birth, from the
town of Aquinum. The other

the soldiers mutinied, and on would have been a wise and just two were Africans Septimius
the
to an
ua rd Severus came from
ru r:
March 28th, 103,
P
,!?
>'}
Leptis,
*** Pertinax, which
had electedf^
him.disapprovmg:
,,
TT j
was slam after a reign of of his policy, after eighty-seven Albinus from Hadrumetum.
days m " tinied and killed him All three had risen
through
eighty-seven days.
The Praetorian guard carried their the military and civil service to the great
offices they held.
Albinus was the most
audacity to the point of putting up the
distinguished of them, but distinction did
empire at auction. The consular M.
not now imply pre-eminence.
Didius Severus Julianus offered 6,200
Septimius
drachmae per soldier, and outbid the city
Severus commanded the most powerful
;

-

,

'

.

.

.

.

'

.

-
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he was also in the more immediate
neighbourhood of Italy, and he at once
began his march upon the capital city.
The praetorian troops professed them-

army

;

selves

years, and continued even after the defeat
of Niger's army in Asia Minor and the
death of the pretender himself, who had
finally

made common cause with

the
Parthians in 196.

to

ready

defend their

Byzantium

but
emperor
they had become

razed

;

was
the

to

ground upon
a

its

so effeminate as
be
to
utterly
real
for
unfit
warfare.

capture,

marched out with
a large band of

straits were

which was afterwards
bitterly

They

regretted, as the

whom

they

thereby laid open
to barbarian inroads.
Severus

the

work

was

camp
to

step

followers,

left all

of entrenchment,

and

the

bring
thian

hardy

Illyrian legions of

Severus met with
n o At
practically

DIDIUS JULIANUS AND CLODIUS ALBINUS

the death of Pertinax different sections of the army declared
for different emperors.
Julianus was elected in Rome, Albinus in
Britain, Severus in Pannonia, and Pescennius Niger in Syria.

resistance An attempt
at interference on the part of the senate
came to nothing their ambassador, Vesserious

;

pronius Candidus, the consular, had made
himself very unpopular with
Septimius
the soldiers when governor of
Severus

Dacia

Triumphs

The

at

an

earlier

period.
proscription issued by the

senate against Septimius Severus was
Rome was captured
equally ineffectual.
by the legions, and Didius Severus Juli-

anus was slain after two months of power.
After Septimius
Severus had thus
secured

obliged to
the Par-

War
as

sion,

in

affairs

west

the

were

to an

conclu-

abrupt

urgently
his

demanding

Clodius Albinus enjoyed the
confidence and goodwill of the senate to a
much greater extent than Severus, who
shrank from no means by which he could
a conspiracy against
attain his ends
attention.

;

him was

rigorously suppressed.
Hitherto Severus had posed as the avenger
of Pertinax he now proclaimed himself the
official son of Marcus Aurelius and brother
of Commodus. He gave the name of Marcus
Aurelius Antoninus to his son Bassianus,
;

whom he
conferred
on

also

the
dignity of Caesar.

himself

in

He

he

himself the legal
successor of the

possession of
the government,

came

to

an

Clodius

of

Albinus,
granting him the
of

title

and

Antonines

with

agreement

made

thus

Commodus,

who

had

been

overthrown

Caesar,

and handing

largely

over the western

the efforts of the

provinces to his

senate.

independent

a

charge.
portant

An

im-

t

o

i

siege of
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WIFE JULIA DOMNA Italy,

Severus commanded the strongest forces and headed for Rome,
where Julianus was defeated and killed. Albinus was given the
western provinces, but later Severus crushed him, as well as the supporters of Pescennius Niger. Severus died at York in the year 211.

mius Severus
found that it was necessary, first of all,
to subdue Pescennius Niger, who had
already established himself in Byzantium.

The

Leaving

number

legions to

prece- SEPT M ius SEVERUS AND

lor t n e
future Was thus
Set
UD
SeDtiQen

through

Byzantium lasted

for three

of

guard

Severus

marched with the

Illyrian
Moesian

and
legions

through Noricum
and Rhcetia upon Gaul, where Albinus had
collected his troops, the legions of Britain,
the Spanish troops of occupation, and the
Gallic contingents ; the army of the Rhine

THE PRAETORIAN EMPERORS
declared for Severus.

A

decisive

battle

vincial administration in every part of the

which
fought at Lugdunum, in
Albinus was defeated, in 197. The capital
of Gaul was sacked, the provinces were
subjugated, and the adherents of Albinus
were everywhere hunted down and slain.
Severus owed his elevation and his
triumph to the Illyrian soldiery, which
had been a deciding factor in military
affairs
since the wars under Marcus
Aurelius.
They were barbarians, in conscious antagonism to such centres of
civilisation as Italy, Narbonensis, Noricum, and Spain, which had hitherto given
tone to the empire and had furnished
recruits for the

empre. His object waste diminish the size
of individual districts, in Syria and Britain,
for instance, where the commanding generals
_
had been previously too powers '^
as shown by their recent
Honour to ful,
edicts.
For
the same reasons
Hannibal
provincial governors were drawn
from the equestrian rather than from the

was

Praetorian guard.
This guard, as

was

now

disbanded,
and a new corps
was formed, in
which the flower
of the Illyrian
legions

(equites

insuffi-

It
is
general.
related that the

mastering
to Africa.

emperor's
Septi-

province of Dacia
for some time
and one of his
;

Mesuccessors,
vius Surus, seems
also to have been

became
troops,
of great importance.
thought

also as one of Hannibal's
countrymen, and raised monuments to that

mius
Ge t a,
governed the

ed individually
from the mounted auxiliary

a

relative.

The

all-powerful prefect of the guards,
P. Fulvius Plau-

a legion
was stationed in

cient

Roman, and

brother,

sin-

These
were

men
He looked upon himself as a cosmopolitan

home
The

select-

forces

fol-

so that
Severus sent her

the
same time, the
"
"
imperial horse
gulares),

succeeding emperors

Latin,

at

;

;

this example.
The African countryof Severus obtained great influence.

lowed

in

was incor-

porated

senatorial class

emperor's sister
spoke
nothing
but
Punic
in
the family, and
never succeeded

previously under
Vitellius,

1-

1

;

THE ARCH OF SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS
became
tianus,
eia a
A memorial
ui Severus'
oc vc* us successaimcAa- Vio fai'Vi AF-1T1 -1 Q W
i
ia arch
a.i uii was
w<ia erected
CICULCU 203
.vo A.D.,
mcmui IAL of
A.I;., as
to IT? r\n era rncr^n This
ci
Italy on garrison ful c
his
sons
in
It
also
bore
the
names
of
the
east
aiRns
and Geta, but after Caracalla murdered his brother he of the heir to the
duty, at Alba- Caracalla
erased his name from the arch and substituted in the fourth line J.U^^^.Q K.-i-J- o-f+or
ne DI
num near.- r>~Kome, a bombastic reference to himself. The alteration is easily detected. *
-f

I

..

>

where once Alba
Longa had stood where, later, the Roman
the emperor himself,
grandees, and finally
"
had each their
Albanum." Italy was
treated as though it were a conquered
province, and the preponderating influence
of the Illyrian districts became manifest.
;

wards
brought
about his overthrow. Together with the
Africans, the Syrians also took an important place at court, as Severus had married a Syrian for his second wife, Julia
Domna from Emesa, who had great
influence over him.
Septimius Severus died at York (Ebora-

Severus showed great energy
as a ruler. After he had con- cum) during the military operations in
Britain in the year 211; he bequeathed
< uere(^ tne Parthians in a second
l
his Em"ire
war, Mesopotamia was reorgan- the empire to his two sons, who had been
ised as a province
later on, he went also appointed Augusti during his lifetime
to Britain, where the tribes to the north of M. Aurelius Antoninus, who was nickthe wall were in a. state of continual turbu- named Caracalla, from a Gallic mantle
lence.
He reorganised the system of pro- which he had made fashionable in Rome,
Severus

Organising
8

:

;
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P. Septimius Geta. These
npt agree, and eleven months
death of Septimius, Caracalla
The uproar caused by
killed.

and

two could of conferring the same

privileges

upon

reasons
each separate unit of the empire
had Geta of finance were also taken into considerathis deed tion when Caracalla conferred
Roman
after the

;

It
and timely presents to citizenship upon every community.
The jurist Papinian, took, however, some decades before this
who was at that time prefect measure was carried out. Even then many
of the Praetorian guard, was remained excluded, as, for instance, the
executed because he hesitated majority of the Egyptian peasantry

was quelled by

rich

the troops.

rac *
f

;

to declare the act of fratricide justifiable,
Caracalla followed his father's methods
in the favour he showed to the soldiers
but he utterly demoralised them as
;

regarded discipline.

apparent when

He was

a poor

man

as became
he took the field to defend

and no

of business

general,

Rhaetia against the new Germanic confederacy of the Alemanni in 213 A.D.
He was also obliged to carry on a campaign
on the frontier of the Lower Danube, and

praetorio, M.
OnplliiiQ

nnUS,
8th

On

Mar
*

M

April

bp

2T'7

whereas the Greek-speaking towns, even
in Egypt, obtained the Roman rights.
Similarly, both European and Asiatic
Greeks were now proud to call themselves
"
Romans," while since the second" century
Roman
they had only had the title of
citizens."

Caracalla's successor, M. Opellius- Macriwas born in Caesarea in Mauretania,
and had been advanced in office by
Plautianus on account of his legal abilities,

nus,

CARACALLA AND HIS WIFE PLAUTILLA
This son of Sevenis was a poor degraded creature, who, though
Already married to the daughter of the prefect of the Prztorian
guard, publicly married his own mother, and murdered his brother
Gefa. He built the famous baths, and in due course was assassinated.

and
equestrian,
nn
f O f conatnrial
r
rank,
,

and
j

ob-

his

tween Edessa and Carrhae. His step- position because no member of the royal
mother, Julia Domna, who had come house had shown any fitness for it. Howwith him as far as Antioch, committed ever, the dynastic principle had taken root,
suicide.
and the Syrian soldiery were particularly
One measure of Caracalla's proved of the anxious to shake off the heavy yoke of
utmost importance in the internal de- discipline.
The sister of Julia Domna.
velopment of the empire. Hitherto, the Maesa, who had withdrawn to Emesa, had
separate provinces of which the empire two daughters, Soaemias and Mamaea. The
consisted had been in possession of widely former had a son, now fourteen years old,
differing privileges. They held either the by a high dignitary named Varius Mar
Roman, Latin, or "peregrine" rights, cellus this son was a priest of the sun-god
and was proclaimed
according to which they stood in different
*
Br Elagabalus,
relations to one another.
Thus, for inemperor by the soldiers stationed in the neighbourhood
stance, Gauls and Spaniards could obtain
,
,
,1
n~
,
f
-11
Sun-worship , ,
;

.

;

,

,

the office of senator much more quickly
than Africans and Asiatics or even
Pannonians
the first Egyptian senator
"
Antonine
appears under Caracalla. The
decree," which now remodelled these
conditions, was based upon the principle
;
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Macrmus

.

was

defeated near
Antioch in 218, and slain with his son

Diadumenianus

in their flight,

The new emperor, who

called

himself

M. Aurelius Antoninus, son of Caracalla
and grandson of Seyerus, came to -Rome,

Edwards

REMAINS OF THE IMMENSE BATHS OF CARACALLA NEAR THE APPIAN WAY
also the time of the famous jurists, Ulpian,
bringing with him the Syrian sun-worship
in its most licentious form, while his
Paulus, and Modestinus. who exercised
a controlling influence upon the legislature
grandmother looked after the affairs of
state with the title of Augusta.
The son and the executive. The more important
of Mamaea and Gessius Marcianus was
magistracies at Rome were entirely in
advanced to the position of joint regent
their hands, and the code of civil law
and successor to the throne under the name
received constant additions from their
of Marcus Aureauthoritative de"V^HHHH^IBHHHi
Alexander.

lius

"

cisions
their

Heliogabalus,"
as the emperor
was soon called
by a Roman con-

or

from

opinions
delivered as juris

consulti. So
much deference
was

shown

fusion of names,
carried his excesses too
far,

systems

and was deposed

provinces,

in 222.

cially

where

Greek

jurispru-

to

Alexander was
only thirteen and
a half years of
he reigned
age
under the guid;

f
h c*
ance
grandmother
r>

ind

his

i

mnthpr

also

the

special
of the

espe-

dence had taken
that the
root,
provincial codes
THE EMPERORS MACRiNus & ALEXANDER SEVERUS began to assume a
The former had a very
"
degraded youth

brief reign before he was slain, and the
"
began his three years' imperial orgi*.
Alexander Severus, who was only a child
and a man of twenty-six when deposed.

Hictinrtlw
r*rvimi\
l

Heliogabalus

to be followed in turn by
^ tn ' rteen when elected

a state council of senators also taking an
important share in the government. In
the year 229, the historian Dion Cassius
held the post of consul for the second time,
as the emperor's colleague
after his
retirement, he wrote at Capua a history
of Rome up to his own times.
This was
;

polltan
appear
ance.
The women in power proved to be satisfactory rulers in times of peace and made
their court a centre of intellectual life, but
showed themselves, of course, incapable of
meeting the exigencies of war. Alexander
Severus, to give him his imperial title, Was
obliged to turn his attention to Roman
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on the Euphrates frontier, where
the Parthian empire had been displaced
by the later Persian kingdom, whose newgrown power destroyed the ascendancy of
Rome. Before any decisive result could
be attained the emperor was
interests

f

where the German races were

System

.

,

,

more and more closely
upon the frontier. Here the required
a
display of energy was again wanting
pressing

;

enough to gain the victorious title of
Dacicus. But he had not time to go to
Rome, and therefore took up his winter
quarters in Pannonia, as Marcus Aurelius
had done before him, where the towns of
Sirmium and Siscia (the modern Sissec)
were then important centres.
The senate, however, declared against
Maximinus, as was reasonable enough, if
their conception of the empire be taken

The aged proconsul of
M. Antonius Gordianus, was proclaimed emperor by his province and was
account.

into

general of high repute, C. Julius Verus
Maximinus revolted, and overthrew Alex-

Africa,

ander Severus and his mother

recognised by the senate. He, however,
with his son and co-regent Gordian II., was,
in 238, defeated by the legion stationed
in Numidia, which remained true to Maximinus.
Thus there was an open breach
between the senate and the army. The
senate caused Italy to be put into a state
of defence by a

in

their

camp at Mogontiacum in 235.
The imperial system, which had hitherto

A

bitter struggle to
prevailed, collapsed.
the death now begins, with no ruling
for a long period
dynasty in existence
there was no emperor who reigned more
;

than two years
or who died a
natural death.

^

.

twenty senators.
The importance

Maximinus
was

Mediolanum
and Aquileia to

of Thracian

of

and had'
from the
he was
ranks
now made emorigin,
risen

is

Italy

seen in the fact
that
they became centres of
and
enlistment

;

without
peror,
having filled any
one of the higher
state offices.

of

regency

manufacturing

He

arsenals.

Aquileia prepared to
capable
soldier, brought
oppose the enthe war on thp
trance of MaxiTHE EMPERORS MAXIMINUS AND BALBINUS
Rhine tO a pros- After the deposition of Alexander Severus the imperial system, which mmUS into Italy.
na<* hitherto prevailed, collapsed, and emperors were for a long time to The
reserves
DerOUS issue and come
mere creatures of a day, none of their reigns exceeding two years.
then hastened to
were collected at
the Danube, where great danger was
Ravenna, and communications were kept
threatening the province of Dacia. How
open by the fleet. Maximinus marched
far the
forward from Emona,
and besieged
great
migrations which had
first attracted attention
When it was seen, however,
under Marcus
Aquileia.
Aurelius had advanced was shown in
that the town would be hard to take,
the case of the Goths, who had reached
and want began to appear among the
the Black Sea, and had definitely estabthe
soldiers, the troops lost patience
lished themselves on its northern coast.
members of the second Parthian legion
This district included the imperial prowere especially anxious about their wives
vinces of Lower Mcesia and Dacia. The
and children, whom they had left behind in

was

a

'

,

.

;

province possessed regular communication, by the Ojtoz pass, with such
commercial ports on the Black Sea as Olbia
and Tyras, corresponding in importance
to the modern Odessa.
When the Goths
had seized this point, they threatened
Dacia from the east, while other races, as
the Asding Vandals, established themselves to the north of the province.
Maximinus obtained several successes,
latter
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Albanum.

The emperor and his son, whom

ne ^ a d appointed co-regent,
The
were defeated in 238.
goes as
J ., of Herodian S
Maximinus history
,
ror the
far as these events,
of
the
succeeding period up to the
history
time of Diocletian, we are referred to the
"
Scriptores historiae Augustse," a collection
TI.

n

fct

,

of biographies of the emperors, some of
which are merely rhetorical fabrications.
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Under these circumstances,

inscriptions,

Egyptian papyri become of
considerable importance as throwing light

and

coins,

upon the history of the times.
The senate had already elected two
Imperatores from among its members,
M. Clodius Pupienus Maximus and D.
at the demand
Ccelius Calvinus Balbinus
of the troops, the grandson of the elder
Gordian, who was also the nephew of the
;

younger, was appointed Imperator as
Gordian III. The two senatorial emperors
were
regarded
with but little

anxious to get rid of him, but Philippus
had him murdered in 244 before this desire
could be accomplished. He then made
peace with the Persians and betook himself to Rome, where he was recognised by
the senate, his son becoming co-regent.
In the year 248 the thousandth anniversary of the foundation of the city

Rome was

of

celebrated

amid

great

rejoicing.

Meanwhile, the other divisions of the

army were by no means satisfied with
state of
T. the

When

affairs.

sympathy by the
troops,
partly
because the Nu-

war with
the
Goths broke out

midian

in

had

been

claimed their

dis-

on

ban ded
account

again the troops
Mcesia pro-

legion

of

janus Decius, as

goodwill towards
the two first Gordiani, the soldiers
to
being sent
Rhaetia and embodied in the

legions there

Tra-

general,

its

He

emperor.

marched to Italy,

defeated

Gordianus and his son. Gordianus

II.,

who

emperor Philippus at Verona,
and afterwards

acted as co-regent.

stationed.

;

The wars both

and

the Arab

killed

overthrew his
in Rome in

4 son

against the Carpi

249. After Decius

and the Goths,
and also against

had

the Persians were
about to be re-

be co-regents he
hastened to finish

when

and
Pupienus
were
Balbinus
overthrown
by

the war against
the Goths, who
had already overrun the Balkan

the

districts.

newed,

his

soldiery at
after their

appointed

two sons to

Rome

forced

government had
lasted about
three months.
Gordianus
was

retreat,

mi r foot-,

in
Trebonianus Gallus and Gallienus.

GROUP OF BRIEF EMPIRE-RULERS
The

were recognised for
Gallus, a Perusian, had
while before the plague
Valerian, was assassinated.

elder Gordianus and his son Gordianus

Only lOurteen asho rt time but were soon defeated, while
Sot himself proclaimed emperor only a little
years Of age, and carried
him
and
son of
/->r>l*T

f

f i

off,

the

Gallienus,

praefectus
praetorio, C. Furius Timesitheus, acted as
the emperor married his daughter
regent
in the year 241.
In the following year
;

the Goths and the Carpi were driven out
The war against the Persians
was then begun, and continued with
unbroken success until the death of the
of Dacia.

prefect Timesitheus in 243.
The new praefectus praetorio, the Arab,
M. Julius Philippus, could not agree with
the young emperor. Gordianus was also

II.

Decius

them

to

but

fell

fight ing

against them at
three
Abrittus,
__:i oc ,

nf

cmitti
SOUU1
AdamklisSC
HlllCS

in
.
-,j
Mcesia, his elder
The
son being slain with him in 251.
governor of Mcesia, C. Bibius Trebonianus
Gallus, a Perusian, now had himself pro-

claimed

remaining

emperor,

the

co-regent,

,

younger Decius

until

the

plague

him off.
The war with the Goths continued.
The governor of Mcesia, M. ^Emilius
carried

JEmilianus, obtained a victory over them,

he deand was proclaimed emperor
feated Gallus and his son Volusianus in
;
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But three months later,
Italy in 253.
a friend of Decius, the consular P. Licinius
was proclaimed empeior
Valerianus,
in Rhaetia, where a strong army corps
was then stationed. In this affair the
Numidian soldiers, whose legion had been
disbanded sixteen years previously, took
This legion was
a considerable share.

now

*

reconstituted.

Valerian

appointed his son Gallienus as
co-regent the son of Gallienus
;

regent.
in other

was also made Caesar and coBut Valerian was not fortunate

On

every side the
nations beyond the frontier were pressing
respects.

upon the provinces, on the Rhine and
Danube, in Africa and in the east. In
Germany the imperial boundaries were
broken down, and Dacia was seized by
the Goths and their allies
Syria and
Cappadocia were occupied by the Persians.
While Gallienus went to Gaul, to hold the
line of the Rhine, Valerian undertook the
war against the Persians. He suffered a
defeat, and was taken prisoner by the
Persians and died in captivity in 260.
Upon the receipt of this news in the
west a time of general confusion ensued.
On every side were incursions of the
:

barbarians
a profusion of edicts increased the disorder in Italy and Africa
When Gallienus
plague was raging.
went to the Danube to crush the rebel
leaders in that quarter Gaul broke away
from the empire, with the object of
;

;

forming an independent empire in alliance
with Spain and Britain. The Goths were
in possession of Dacia and the Black
Sea
they sent expeditions from Taurica
over to the opposite coast of Cappadocia, or southwards to Greece and Asia
Minor through the Hellespont, which
had remained unprotected since the
destruction of Byzantium.
In the east
;

Palmyra had become the centre of an
empire which extended to Further Asia and
Egypt, under Odcenathus, who, however,
the
supremacy
and was appointed
it/-^iidux ortentts by
J mm. ,,Gallienus,
who was a feeble, though not

recognised
in the

m-

Throes

iof Dissolution
i

of Gallus,
,

,

,

,

,

an utterly senseless ruler, finally took
up his permanent headquarters in Upper
Italy from there he checked the advance of
the Alemanni or let things take their course.
The Alemanni advanced as far south
as
the
Franks plundered
Ravenna,
Tarraco, and Antioch was taken by the
;

Persians.
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The empire was

in the throes

During this time Gallienus
which led to important
consequences that senators, and even
of dissolution.
made a rule

men of equestrian origin, should be
excluded
from
commands.
military
These posts were consequently filled by
men who had
who exercised

risen

from the ranks, and

a material influence upon

the future development of affairs.
Aureolus, one of the best generals of
Gallienus, declared against the emperor,
who besieged him in Milan the result
;

was a conspiracy among

his officers,

who

determined to depose the emperor and
to set up one of themselves, M. Aurelius
Claudius.
After
both
and
Gallienus
Aureolus had been killed the new emperor

was recognised throughout the empire,
with the exception of Gaul and Britain.
It was chiefly the generals of Illyrian
origin who undertook the task of reestablishing the empire they relied mainly
on the forces of Illyricum and Upper Italy,
the frontiers of which included Rhaetia and
Noricum up to the Danube. Central and
;

Southern Italy with Africa formed a
separate sphere of civilisation. In the west,
and Britain
Buried Treasure Gaul, Spain,
stood aloof under their own
after
emperors,while the east was
1,600 Years
dissociated from
entirely
the empire. Claudius first defeated the
Alemanni, who had advanced from Rhaetia
into

North

Italy,

on Lake Garda, and

drove them back

after the inhabitants
had suffered severely from their maraudeven at the present day
ing raids
in South Tyrol buried .pots are found
containing coins of this period, which
had been thus hidden on account of the
;

Alemanni, the owners being afterwards
unable to recover their property.
The district round Lake Garda then be-

came

of importance, for the enemy did not
hesitate to pass round Verona, and to
push further westward into the district of
Brixia.
Claudius gained a second success

the Goths, who had advanced
the Balkan peninsula as far as
Thessalonica. The emperor marched upon
them from the west, so that the Goth;
were obliged to retreat
Claudius then
defeated them at Naissus (the modern
against

down

;

Nisch)

whom

and took numerous prisoners,
he either enlisted or settled as
"

When Claudius, the
conqueror of the Goths," died of the plague
shortly afterwards in Sirmium his brother

colonists.

Quintillus

was appointed emperor and
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recognised as such by the senate in 270.
Shortly afterwards, however, he abdicated in favour of L. Domitius Aurelianus,
who was chosen by the majority in the
army. Aurelian was first obliged to deal
With a fresh incursion of the Alemanni.
In view of these repeated attacks, Rome
itself seemed insecure, though the passes
of the Apennines formed a strategical proeast.
tection, like the Balkans in the
Aurelian surrounded Rome with a defensive
wall of vast extent, which was later to be of
great importance. The emperor then proceeded to pacify the Goths. Dacia, which

had been occupied by Trajan and where

settled, after the

manner

PART OF THE AURELIAN WALL OF ROME, BUILT ABOUT

manent settlement, and

to live in peaceful

intercourse with their neighbours.
The plan would have been successful but
for the many roving bands which, under
leaders of their own choosing, persistently
raided into North Italy and Gaul. About
the middle of the third century Aventicum
of the Helvetii was destroyed by the
Alemanni since that time they looked
upon the eastern districts as a land open to
;

colonisation,

which

they

occupied

and

of the

;

Aurelian had a glorious reign of six years, and greatly improved the city

they had been established securely for
twenty years, was handed over to them.
He did not again attack the Alemanni in the
agri decumates and on the frontiers of
Rhaetia, but they were to receive a per-

"

sacred
of the old Italici.
spring
Aurelian transported the Roman population from the districts beyond the
Danube to the " new Dacia," which he
had constituted south of the Danube
he came to an agreement with the Goths
and Vandals on the question of the frontier,
and turned his attention to the east. The
problem before him was to restore the
unity of the empire. The kingdom of
Palmyra was ruled by Zenobia (in the
Palmyran tongue, Bathzebinah), the
widow ot Odoenathus, and by her son
Vaballath Athenodorus, both of whom
"

270 A.D.

a considerable part of his walls

still

remain.

usurped the

title of Augusti, in face of
Aurelian sent
preparations.
Probus, who was afterwards emperor, to
attack Egypt he himself subdued Further

Aurelian's

;

won a

victory at Emesa and
pressed on to Palmyra. Zenobia attempted
flight and was taken prisoner [see page
her counsellor, the philosopher
1867
Longinus, was executed, and she herself
was sent to Italy. Palmyra rose in revolt
Asia, then

1

;

in consequence (272 and
273 A.D.). From this catastrophe the city
never recovered, though the Byzantines
built a castle there.
The splendid ruins
have remained standing in the oasis, together with numerous inscriptions, written

and was destroyed
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Greek or in the Semitic dialect of the
Palmyrans [see page 1865].
When Egypt had likewise been subdued
opposition was confined to the Gallic
dominion, where several emperors had
ruled within a short time
they had their
residence at Augusta Treverorum (Treves),
which then rose to be one of the chief
But the
towns of the empire.
G
Gallic power was already much
in

;

.

the

insubordination

the

of

generals and the army, and on the other
by a revolt of the Gallic peasants, who had
united into a regular society, and received
some measure of support from the barbarians.
The freedom enjoyed by the
German peasants came as a revelation to

the

Roman

colonists,

who were crushed by

heavy burdens under the empire, for
the municipal officials, whose business it
was to apportion the payment of taxes
among the citizens, were in the habit of
throwing the weight of taxes on the lower
ranks of society.
The Gallic emperor,
C. Esuvius Tetricus (268-273), felt his
position growing insecure, and made overin consequence, Auretures to Aurelian
lian appeared in Gaul and took over the
Tetricus followed
government in 274.
Aurelian to Italy, where he became a
senator and spent the rest of his life in a
their

;

position of dignity and respect.
Aurelian celebrated a splendid triumph
in Rome
he took advantage of his presence in the city to do away with the
persistent abuses that had grown up in
;

connection with the Roman coinage
he
had, in consequence, to repress a revolt of
the workmen with much bloodshed
the
mints were in part transferred to the
Aurelian was inclined to reprovinces.
gard force of arms as the means of settling
on the other
even domestic difficulties
"
Lord and
hand, he assumed the title of
God," after the Oriental fashion, and the
introduction of the court ceremonial pecu;

;

;

liar

to an

eastern

despotism

was due

Aurechiefly to him.
.
lian also built in Rome the great
,,
and Oodj,
,
,
c^-,,
temple to the sun god. This
deity was of considerable importance in
the struggle to found a monotheism upon
the old polytheism
even Diocletian was
"
accustomed to swear by
the great god
Sol."
The widespread worship of the
god Mithra was only an offshoot of the
sun-worship. All cults of this kind were
spread to all parts of the world owing to
.

;
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the constant increase of communication
between the east and the west on the
part of soldiers, merchants, officials, and
their retinues.
Religious societies sprang
up in increasing numbers, for neither the
emotions nor the intellect found satisfaction in the ancient liturgical rites that
constituted the essence of the state religion.
In one kingdom, where there were no

opposed

political

parties,

religious strife

became so intense among the people that
the government was obliged to interfere.
The government allowed freedom of
but maintained the religion of
as the state worship, and therefore
continued to support the worship of
emperors. To this the Christians were
the veneration of stone
entirely opposed
images was also discordant with the spirit
of Christianity.
Philosophical discussion
of these difficulties went on at Alexandria,
debate,

Rome

;

where Greeks, Egyptians, and Jews met,
and attempted to find some system which
should be generally acceptable as embodying their several religious conceptions.

A

decisive change in Alexandrine thought
took place about the beginning of the
second century A.D. That was
,
of Alexperiod, of Clement
r
,'
of Christian
,
,
-^
andna and of Origen,
who
were
Th
ht
in communication even with the
imperial court. Alexander Severus and the
women of his family lent a ready ear to the
discussion of subjects formerly unheard of
in Roman society ;
the same remark
applies to Philippus the Arab. Christian
propaganda was highly successful in
Africa, thanks to, the efforts of Tertullian
and Cyprian, the latter of whom was
As Tertullian inbishop of Carthage.
forms us, Christians might then be found
in every province of the empire and in
every position of life. , On the other hand,
there were occasional periods of reaction,
as under Maximinus the Thracian, who

.the

-

,-

pursued a different policy on this quesMoreover, such thorough Romans
as Decius and Valerian persecuted the
Christian belief, as conflicting with the
tion.

state religion. Public opinion was already
beginning to follow the emperors, according
as their attitude towards Christianity was
friendly or the reverse.

Christianity was continually gaining
followers among the masses, on account
of its mysterious doctrine of immortality,
its rules enjoining charity and love for

neighbours, and for other reasons, which,
to the public mind, were as little capable
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rationalistic explanation as were the
Roman priests, augurs

of

doctrines of the

and soothsayers. Religious development
proceeds by its own laws, which human
forces are inadequate to resist.
There
was, indeed, no lack of causes to help the
growth of the faith. When the worship
of the sun god became the official religion
un

of
ir

Rome

God

.

the

Christians

me(jiately substituted
as

"true

the

their

sun";

im-

own
on

December 25th they
"

celebrated,
"
the sun invincible
not the nativity of
"
or of Mithra, but the nativity of
the
in this sense, they were able
Lord," and
"
to keep
Sunday" as a general festival.
In the year 275, as he was on the point
of 'making an expedition against the
Persians, Aurelian perished near Byzantium, the victim of a conspiracy, which
had been organised by his secretary. The
senate named as his successor a man
who claimed descent from the historian
Cornelius Tacitus, M. Claudius Tacitus
of Interamna in Umbria.
Tacitus took
the field against the Goths, who were
He
plundering the district of Pontus.
defeated the enemy shortly afterwards,
;

in 276,

he was murdered in Cappadocia
officers who bore him a grudge.

by some
His

brother,

the

praefectus

A RELIC OF EARLY ROME:

;

;

;

;

Des

tlOn
ise

Useful 'w
Worki.

praetorio,

M. Annius Florianus, was proclaimed
emperor in succession to Tacitus.
But M. Aurelius Probus, the Illyrian,
who had distinguished himself under
Aurelian, was proclaimed emperor by the
Florian could make no
Syrian legions.
stand against him
he was betrayed by
his own soldiers and killed at Tarsus.
;

Probus had the murderers both of Aureand of Tacitus executed, and restored
He then drove the Alemanni
discipline.
and the Franks out of Gaul, conquered
the Burgundians and the Vandals in
Rhsetia, and settled thousands of barAfter he had
barians on the frontier.
the Goths, he was acclaimed as
pacified
"
the
Restorer of Illyricum." Probus then
crossed over to Asia Minor, where he cut
off the plundering Isaurians from the
zone of civilisation by settling veterans
in the districts to act as frontier guards
he also took measures against the Persians.
On his return Probus made some stay in
to occupy his
the Danubian districts
troops, he employed them in draining
the marshes and planting vineyards, a
procedure which made him very unpopular with the army.
After several abortive attempts in the
east and the west the troops in Rhaetia
proclaimed M. Aurelius Carus as emperor
Probus met his death in Sirmium in 282.
Following the custom of an earlier period,
Carus appointed his sons Carinus and
Numerianus to be Caesars to the first of
these he entrusted the proteclian

f

the GalllC frontier while
>

he himself marched through
.,,
XT
Numenan
Pannonia
with

against the Persians. He was so far victorious that the possession of Armenia and
Mesopotamia, for which a perpetual and
obstinate contest had been fought, seemed
to be assured
but Carus was killed by a
stroke of lightning as he was return;

home.
Numerian was proclaimed
Augustus, but was murdered a month later.

ing

REMAINS OF THE CELEBRATED HARBOUR OF OSTIA
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CONST ANTINE AT THE" BATTLE OF MILIRAN BRIDGE
decisive battle of Constantine in his movement against the emperor Maxentius. Here he fought with the cross or
his emblem. The victory established his supremacy, and with him the dawn of the new era tor followers of Christianity.

The
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ROME
XI

EMPIRE

THE RECONSTRUCTED EMPIRE
CONSTANTINE UNDER THE BANNER OF THE CROSS
PAGANISM'S LAST STRUGGLE WITH CHRISTIANITY
who had also assumed
of Augustus, held his own
against his rival. But on November lyth,
284, the army of the East declared, not for
Aper, but for an officer of the guard,
who had come into prominence since the
reign of Aurelian, C. Valerius Diocletianus. He crushed Aper in person without
much ado. On the River Margus in Moesia,
not far from the junction of the Morava

to a father or a supreme god. Maximian
was first obliged to quell the peasant
rising in Gaul and to secure the frontiers.
Diocletian, meanwhile, subdued the Persians and Saracens in the east, in order
to restore security in that quarter.
His

and the Danube, where there was a town
called Margum, Carinus confronted Diocletian, who had marched upon that point
from Gaul
Carinus won the battle, but
was afterwards, in 285, slain by his own

Aquileia, partly in Milan, preference being
finally given to the latter town. The Caesar
Diocletian had chosen, C. Galerius
Valerius Maximianus known as Galerius

TN

1

Italy, Carinus,

the

title

;

who

bore a personal grudge
Diocletian then came to an
against him.
understanding with the leaders of the other
and thus obtained universal
factions,
recognition, an unheard of event at that
officers,

when he allowed
* residence,
himself a liu ! e ease was
Rufedb y
Nicomedia in Bithynia,
while
r
J
Four Caesars
.,
,

.

>

,,

Maximian

Diocletian was in the prime of life when
he began his reign. His family came from
Dalmatia, and occupied a low position in
but at an early period
society
etlan
fhe became a member of the
Division of
new imperial1 guard, the proE
tectores," which was a nursery
for the generals and statesmen of the age,
and accompanied the reigning emperor
into every part of the empire, the affairs
,

;

.

which were continually becoming
more difficult for one man to control.
It was then that Diocletian conceived

of

plan of dividing the administration
of the empire. He appointed his comrade
his

M. Aurelius Valerius Maximianus geneas co-regent,
rally known as Maximian
first with the dignity of Caesar in 285,
shortly afterwards with that of Augustus
in 287.
In the year 293 he added two
other Caesars to help him and his fellow
Augustus in their labours.
The empire was thus divided into four
over
which
Diocletian
^principalities,
his authomerely held supreme control
rity was so great, a contemporary observes,
that the other rulers looked up to him as
;

partly in

whom

had his headquarters in Sirmium, whence
Danube and Balkan districts were
controlled.
The principal headquarters
of the other Caesar, M. Flavius Valerius
the

Constantius distinguished
tius, or Constantius Chlorus

as

Constan-

was Augusta

Eboracum

also

(York), according as his presence was
more especially needed on the Rhine
or in Britain, which had long been under
the government of two usurpers in succesAll these
sion, Carausius and Allectus.

.

.

,

,

resided

Treverorum (Treves) and

period.

.

.

capitals

Rome

of

adorned

were

with

splendid buildings marking the beginning
of a new period of architecture.
All four rulers were sprung from the
Illyrian provinces, which were then the
kernel of the empire, and all four had
Constanrisen through military service.
tius, the only one who was not of low birth,
had governed the province of Dalmatia
Galerius enjoyed the repuunder Carus
tation of a bold and even reckless general.
The two Augusti assumed additional
titles from
the gods, DioRelahonships
fe
detian
name
of the Four
,
,,
T
,,
.,
Jovms,. ,,and Maximian
.. i r
Emperors
;

^

.

-

,

two
new
Hercuhus
formed on the Lower
Danube were known by these titles.
Moreover, the Caesars were united to
Constanthe Augusti by family ties
tius married Maximian's stepdaughter,
and Galerius
Diocletian's
Theodora,
;

legions that were

;
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In
other respects
connection between the emand the Caesars was closely
perors
maintained
the
thus,
Constantine,
son of Constantius, was educated at

of the army. On the other hand, Northern
Italy was of great military importance,
on account of the continual incursions of
the barbarians
Milan was an excellent
centre for operations on the Rhine or the

Diocletian's court.
Augusti and Caesars
were to give one another mutual support,
when necessary
thus, Maximian aided

Danube. Rome became, then, merely the
theoretical capital of the empire that bore

Valeria.

daughter

also

the

;

;

Constantius in his war against Allectus,
in the year 296.
Maximian then turned
to Africa, in order to check the unruly
frontier tribes.

Diocletian next reorganised the affairs of

Egypt, whose peculiar position in the empire
was abolished, and secured the southern
boundary so thoroughly against the Blemmyes, that it remained peaceful for a
long period. From Egypt, he was obliged
v

march against the
Persians, who had overrun Armenia and MesoThe Caesar
potamia.
Galerius, who had the
chief command, lost a
to

;

Rome

name

its

rated

the

;

senate

a

into

useless
caste.

degene-

institution
distinction

A
based on
was made
between
the city
(urbs) and the district which it ruled and
those parts of the empire ruled by the
the one was known
authorities in Milan
Ecli se
<e

;

"
"
as the
urban
district, the other as the
"
"
Italian
and thus the name Italy
came to have a new political meaning.
;

Rhaetia on the north, Africa on the south
and the islands, with
"
"
and the urban
Italy

formed

region,

one

administrative
district,
the control of which
centred in Mediolanum

for which Dioreprimanded him
before his troops
how-

The country
(Milan).
which had once been
sank
to
predominant

disaster was
by a decisive

provincial position during
the second half of the
third century, and was
rated as a province even
for purposes of taxation.

battle,
cletian

;

ever,

the

redeemed

Not only was

victory.

Armenia

in
increased
the Tigris
and some territory beyond it was acquired as
a
the
and
frontier,

extent,

but

occupation was rendered
Thus, not
permanent.
Valerian's defeat
only
J was
....
,
avenged, but a Condition

The
Constantius

Galerius

Diocletian, a great and far-sighted organiser,
divided the empire with three colleagues while

remaining the supreme emperor, and great
progress was made under the four Casars,
kome existin * merely as the titular capitaL

was established
which endured for some time to come.
We repeatedly meet with Galerius in
Nicomedia, while Diocletian was directing
the erection of his great buildings at Rome,
Salonse and elsewhere from his residence
of affairs

at Sirmium.

.

i

ence gained during the period
,
,.
f
dissolution.
threatening
the last decade, the emperors
.

.

of

had paid only passing visits to Rome,
so that the guard there stationed was
nothing more than a garrison. The senate
ceased to exercise any influence on the
conduct of affairs from the time the
emperors began to come from the ranks
2776

(6)

(8)

Rhaetia,
Histria,
T

.

.

(2)
,

,

(3)
AI

Venetia

Emilia
r*

>.-

Llguna, (4) Alpes Cottiae,
Flaminia Picenum,
(5)
Tuscia Umbria, (7) Campania Samnium,
Apulia Calabria, (9) Lucania Bruttii,

(10) Corsica,

(n) Sardinia,

(12) Sicilia.

In

division, the
consequence of further
number of governmental departments, or

amounted to sixteen a hundred
years later, and afterwards to seventeen.
The financial administration of the
empire became of increased importance
after the most prosperous districts began
to substitute money subsidies for their
provinciae,

proved himself to be an
His division
organiser of the first order.
of the empire was made upon
Diocletian
r
j j
principles founded on experiG
Diocletian

During

:

FOUR CJESARS AT ONCE

,

Organiser

following districts
constituted
by
Diocletian for administrative
(i)
purposes

were

required contingents of troops. The result
of this system was that the administration
passed from these districts to those
which supplied the best soldiers, the
defenders of the boundaries of the empire
these were the Illyrian provinces. The
military system introduced by Augustus
had been found insufficient when the
;

177
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barbarians began to attack the empire
A
several sides simultaneously.
standing army was required, capable of
reinforcing the troops on the
borders in case of emergency.
Moreover, those soldiers who

on

and the relations of these to one another
and to the state as a whole were subiected to strict and arbitrary regulations.
The senators, the members
of

the council of state, the
the peasant coloni,

artisans,

had

married and were in
occupation of allotments of
ground were not equal to
but to keep
severe fighting
a standing army in addition
was found extremely expenSo the want was supsive.

the
the

etc.

quarrymen,

upon

these to
one another was the whole
system of taxation founded,
and the "sacred Fiscus"
became the main feature of
the state's activity.
In reorganising the adminiplied by
auxiliary troops,
stration Diocletian introduced
drawn from the barbarian
he
bureaucratic
tribes upon the frontiers, and
system.
Under the emperor were the
these became one of the most
valuable arms of the service.
praefecti praetoria, under these
the vicarii, who were put
In North Britain they were
CONSTANTINE THE GREAT
"
the
Dioso-called
taken from the districts north This son of Constantius became OVCl
founded
sole
Constant!emperor,
in number for
ceSCS
of them
of the wall
(twelve
many
~
etllU lIlcLUC
CC11L1 C Ul
of
UUU1C.
made tllclt
that the
VilC centre
A r
S^
nople, and
were Germans in Africa, the his empire. He was the first em- the whole empire). The lower
who
rec Knised Christianity,
peror
Moors held this position in
grades of office holders were
and all these were all subject to the vicarii. These officials,
Syria the Saracens
by no means to be despised. Diocletian however, were concerned only with civil
increased the army to four times its
matters, military affairs being under a
then there was a
special officer, or dux
previous size.
Such measures necessitated a corre- division between the civil and military
taxation.
The powers, contrary to the custom of earlier
sponding increase in
The
revenue in the west of the empire
times, when both had been united.
number of the provincial districts, which
began to be administered with that
relations

of

;

;

,

1

-i

-i

i

,

i

s-r*i

;

:

;

;

financial

which

had been greatly

skill
'

had,

reduced

up

to this time, been

displayed

tent,
to 101

in

ex-

in

amounted
under Dio-

Egypt alone.
The currency

this
number was in-

was placed upon
a firmer basis by

later time, as

the coining of the

consequence

so/tWws, to serve

many

cletian

;

at

creased

a
a
of

alter-

standard

ations, which

value, an innovation corresponding to the reforms

were,
however,
of no great importance as a
whole. In other
respects, Diocle-

as

a

ofAurelian. The
character of Diocletian's
eco-

nomic policy

tian's system was
no less permanent than that

is

shown in the
edicts concerning
usurers,

a

fi

of

xing

m axi mum

for
the
price
necessities of life

THE ARCH OF CONSTANTINE AT ROME
Near the Colosseum stands

famous triumphal arch. It is constructed very largely of sculptures which were removed from
earlier arches, and is thus, in a sense, a memorial of vandalism.
this

and a standard
As a social reformer
wage for labour.
Diocletian was in advance of his age for
;

instance, he
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Augustus.
made

Diocletian

made

professions hereditary

shipwreck

upon

the

religious
question, which
he took in hand in

a spirit of absolute hostility to Christianity.

On

February 23rd, 303, he issued an edict,
with the view of completely suppressing

ANCIENT ROME THE RECONSTRUCTED EMPIRE
Chtistian religion.
the practice of the
Christians were dismissed from the army
and from all other offices, iheir places of
meeting were destroyed, the property of
their congregations was confiscated. Their
organisation under their bishops had been
already so far developed as to run on
parallel lines with the hierarchy of state
There were bishops at Rome, at
officials.

Lugdunum

Mediolanum

(Lyons),

(Milan),
Brescia,

Verona,
Ravenna,
Carthage, Sirmium, Alexandria, Antioch,
they exercised
Ephesus and Nicomedia
Aquileia,

;

immense influence and
had a wide circulation.

A

considerable

of

literature

their

writings

persecution and
In proof of this

mortibus persecutorum," ascribed to Lacthough this authorship is denied by
many. The author was a Christian, who

tantius.

represented all the misfortunes which fell
upon the persecutors, and the manner of
_
their death, as a judgment
{r()m
Christians 8 ^
Ie g 6nd
Persecution

Paul

and

of

less

.

men

planned as a
system of government
the
that
two
Augusti
abdicate after
a
should

were polemical writagainst the Jews and
heathen, dogmatic ex-

the
planations to prevent error,
and much else of like cha-

certain

racter.'

the

Propaganda was

rife

originally
feature of

his

;

there
ings

He had

illness.

particular,
martyrdom of

famous

hedged in by his divinity.

Diocletian
was
much
cast
down by the poor
result of his attempt, and
was
also
physically
weakened by
a
severe

in

the

^^

C^**

:

:

most

their

f
.

here in the neighbourhood of his
birthplace the king seems to have been

light

already
there were
the records of the life of
of
the
Christ,
Apostles,
St.

^ p annonian

Qod

masons in the district of
Sirmium reveals Diocletian in more gracious

was

Christianity
in existence

came forth from it purified.
we have a document, "De

and that
two
Caesars
advanced to

time,

then
the
should
be
position

Each

and

of

Augusti.

was then

Augustus

vary-

to choose another Caesar
as his associate.
This ar-

circumstances.
Generally
speaking, the town popu-

which
seems
rangement,
to have
some connection
with
his
superstitious

vigorous,

ing

its

results

with place

lations were

and

more ready

to

accept the new ideas than
the peasants, who were still
satisfied with the religious
conceptions inculcated from
old.
Diocletian had
of

Diocletian
into effect after
for twenty years.
ideas,

down
ist,

his

305,

office

at

brought
reigning

He
on

laid

May

Nicomedia,

and obliged Maximian to
previously persecuted only
the
whose rWcROSS ANTJ^CCJNQUEROR do tne same at MedioManichaeans,
Maxiin
the Eastern The legend is that, seeing in the heavens lanum,
although
activity
,:
U
Porcion nrr^rinrAc SnOWCa
cVir7Ar? a sign of a cross, Constantino adopted mian
ar ml^r]
Q
x;par
naa
n a
rerSian
provinces
it as his
Y ear JIPCC
standard, and under the
of
success.
It banner of the Cross gained his victories. Both retired into
prospects
private
was only after eighteen years of power life as seniores Augusti. Diocletian to his
that he found sufficient cause for interhome at Salonae, Maximian to Lower Italy.
ference in the spread of the Christian organDiocletian's place as emperor was taken by
isation throughout
the
Galerius he appointed the two new Caesars,
*
Dioclcti&ns
Flavius Valerius Severus for Italy and its
Measures Against
differenTfecfrontier together with Africa, and Galerius
,
the Christians
tions on the functions of
Valerius Maximinus Daia (or Daza) for
the state.
He met with a resistance which, the East. Both were of humble origin.
Constantius became Augustus, without
being merely passive, was the more difficult
to crush.
Of his regents, Maximian and having had any share in making appointGalerius carried out the edict energetically
ments or fixing delimitations.
Constantius held back.
Diocletian's system depended for its
Many bishops
suffered death or were condemned to the
permanence upon the continued supremines. However, Christianity survived the
macy of the emperor ; it was too delicate
l

;

JJ^Jj*^
,

.

:
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an arrangement not to be speedily broken

down by

personal ambition. In July, 306,
then Augustus, died at
Constantius,

Eboracum, and

his

army proclaimed

his

son, Constantine, who while still young
had proved his worth, though only a year
Galerius
before he had been passed over.
was opposed to the step, but finally re-

Constantine as Caesar,
on ercncc cognised
j1 jj e s everus was raised to the
position of second Augustus.

W

Emperors

E.

The

Rome

T->

in

praetorians
speedily followed the example set them
the ancient capital had long been dissatisfied with the political changes, and
Maxentius, the son of Maximian, was
summoned to the position of emperor.
;

The supreme emperor, Galerius, opposed
this step also, and ordered Severus to
crush tl\e usurper. But meanwhile the
old Maximian had determined to come
forward again, and the troops would not
Severus had to fly
fight against him.
to Ravenna, and there he surrendered.
Maxentius slew him afterwards in the
neighbourhood of Rome, and had himself
proclaimed Augustus. Galerius himself
returned to Italy, but was unable to restore
order.
Maximian, who could not agree
with his son, betook himself to Gaul.
Constantine there married Maximian's
,

daughter, Fausta, and was advanced to
the dignity of Augustus by the emperor
Universal confusion resulted.
in 307.
A general conference of the emperors was
called at Carnuntum, the headquarters of
the Pannonian army, with the object of
Diocletian took part in
restoring order.
this conference, and both Maximian and
Galerius attempted in vain to induce him
to resume control of the
government.

However, he persuaded Maximian, who
had always bowed to his decisions, to
former position.
of Severus. who had been
killed, Galerius nominated as Augustus
his old comrade in arms Valerius Licinianus
Licinius. When Galerius had
PCr
entrusted him with the govSt
le
ernment of the province of
retire to his

In place

"

lor Seniority

T11

.

.

Illyna in 308,

,,

K

.

_.

.

Maximmus Daia

resigned the

title of Augustus.
Galerius
accepted his resignation in the following
year, when he gave Maximinus and Constantine respectively the titles of Sons of
the Augusti. Meanwhile, the old emperor

Maximian had made an attempt to win
over the sympathy of the army at Aries.
This proved a failure.
Maximian was
2780

besieged in Massilia by Constantine, who
had hurried to the spot, and was driven
to suicide in 310.
Shortly afterwards
Galerius fell ill at Serdica and died in
dreadful agony in the nineteenth year of
Therehis reign, at the beginning of 311.
upon the Augusti, Constantine, Licinius,
and Maxentius came to a mutual understanding, recognising at the same time the
seniority of Maximinus.

Maxentius, whose authority extended
from Africa to Rhaetia, was not a capable
ruler
his excesses and oppression made
him an object of hatred, but he was
;

strongly

supported

by

his

praefectus

Constantine's army was not
he attacked
numerous, but well trained
Italy, drove back the troops of Maxentius
to Turin, and, after a second encounter,
blockaded Verona, thus cutting off all
approach from the passes of the Alps.
After the fall of Verona, Constantine
praetorio.

;

marched upon Rome. The crushing victory
of the Miliran Bridge brought ruin and
death to Maxentius, and decisive triumph
to Constantine, who, moved, as it is said,
by a dream and a vision, avowed himself to have fought under
Constantine
the banner of the Cross of
Raises the Banner
Christ.
fuller account of
of the Cross
his relation to the newly
adopted faith will be found in the chapters
describing the rise of the Christian Church.

A

The praetorian troops were wholly disbanded, so that the only forces in Rome
were the cohorts under the praetor urbanus.
Constantine had a meeting with Licinius
in Milan, and gave him his sister in
and Maximinus could
an agreement.
When the latter crossed into Europe and
advanced to an attack, he was beaten at
Heraclea on the Propontis on May ist,
There
313, and obliged to flee to Asia.
Maximian ended his life. Licinius then put
to death every one who might have become
marriage.
not,

Licinius

however, come to

dangerous, such as the relations of Galerius.
Maximian, and Severus, not even sparing
the women 'Valeria, the widow of Galerius
and her mother Prisca, the wife of Diocletian, who had taken refuge with Maximinus Daia, and had been kept prisoners
by him, because Valeria had refused his
These events greatly
hand in marriage.
embittered Diocletian's last years in
Salonae.

But the agreement between Constantine
and Licinius was not of long duration.
Dissension appeared in the year 314, after
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Bassianus, who had married a second
Constantine, had been raised to
the position of Caesar.
He was to have
governed a district between the dominions
of Licinius and of Constantine, to keep the
balance between these two forces. But
when Bassianus showed himself more
inclined to favour Licinius, Constantine
immediately deposed him. War broke out
sister of

consequence. Constantine, who was by
the more capable general, defeated
Licinius at the Save, near Cibalae, in
Pannonia a second indecisive battle was
fought in the neighbourhood of Philipin

far

;

who had appointed
commandant of the Thracian

Licinius,

popolis.

Valens, the

be Caesar, retreated on Bercea,
with the object of falling on Constantine's
rear as he pressed on to Byzantium.
However, both parties were so exhausted
that they entered into negotiations, and
Licinius had to resign Illyricum with
Serdica and Thessalonica into the hands
of Constantine.
The latter thereby
obtained a great military advantage, as
experience had proved that the Illyrian
soldiers were the best the protection of the
frontier, to

;

on the Lower
Danube was reorg anise d bY
frontier

DU
aces
isp Uee.
Diocletian

s

Plan

both

Valens was

emperors.
% v
...
-^
sacrificed by this arrange-

ment, and it was determined that both
emperors should nominate only their own
sons as Caesars, and this not as co-regents,
but as mere successors to the throne. This
implied the victory of the dynastic theory
over Diocletian's arrangements, and was
an advantage to Constantine, inasmuch as
his son was the elder of the Caesars.
Religious questions had a bearing on all
these events. Constantine had originally
for
declared
himself
the
Christians,
although he permitted the earlier religions
and the worship of the emperor to continue.
After Galerius had initiated a persecution
a short time before his death, the Christians

were permitted to practise their religion by
the edict of April 3oth, 311. On June I3th,
313, Constantine and Licinius issued a
second edict, whereby the Christians were
allowed the same religious freedom and

and

abandoned Chrishampered the Christians in the
practice of their religion, and would not
tolerate them about him, whereas ConstanLicinius, the latter

tianity,

tine, apparently from conviction, consistently followed the opposite course of
Constantine considered himself
policy.
as supreme emperor, and therefore encroached on the jurisdiction of
Constantine T
i
J.-L
Licinius, as, tor instance, on the
Supreme
,joccasion of a marauding expediE
tion which the Goths had made
into Thrace.
This led to a breach between
the two rulers in the year 323.

Their respective armies encountered one
another in the neighbourhood of Adrianople Licinius was beaten on July 3rd, and
besieged in Byzantium, while the Caesar,
Crispus, the son of Constantine, conquered
his fleet within the Dardanelles at Callipolis
;

(the

from

modern

able.

Egypt fell away
Byzantium became untenLicinius and his new regent

Gallipoli).

ruler

its

;

Finally,

Martinianus were decisively defeated at
Chrysopolis, the modern Scutari, on September i8th. These events led ultimately
to the foundation of the future capital of
the empire. Hitherto, Serdica, the modern
Sophia, in Bulgaria, had served as Constantine's Rome on the European side,
while Nicomedia was honoured in like
manner on the Asiatic side now, however,
men recognised, as though " by divine
inspiration," the importance of the straits
to the government of these two continents,
for defence against the barbarians of the
north.
Licinius, who had fled to Nicomedia, surrendered to the conqueror, who
gave him his life at the request of his wife
But in the next year he
Constantia.
created disturbances in Thessaly, and was
;

slain in 325.

Constantine was now sole Augustus.
His rise is portrayed in a writing usually
"

known

as the

Anonymous

Valesianus,"

from the name of its first editor, Valesian
"
more recently it has been called
Origo
;

"

and the confiscated Church
property was restored. The defeat of the
Emperors Maxentius and Maximinus Daia,

Constantini imperatoris
(the
Origin of the Emperor ConstanConstantine's great work
Constantine tine). ,
,.
r T-Vwas the completion of DiocleAs the centre of gravity
tian's system.
was situated in the Graeco-Oriental east,
the court ceremonial underwent a great
the emperor became a superior
change

who were

and almost unapproachable being

civil

rights

as

the followers of the old

religions,

hostile to the Christians, made
possible the promulgation of this edict
throughout the empire. But after rela-

tions

became strained between Constantine

he jreat

'

,

i

;

to his
Constantine preserved the foursubjects.
fold division of the empire, and placed a
praefectus praetorio at the head of the civil
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In the

administration in each division.

department of finance he carried out
thorough reforms by withdrawing the
debased currency from circulation. In the
military organisation of the empire he

made several alterations. He created a
new commander for cavalry and for inmagister ; he lowered the
of the frontier garristrength
oonstantine
increasing the
r
t
'
r
PP
he also
.
standing
army;
k
of the Church ,
Ar
favour to
showed particular

the

fantry,

^

wMe

%^

i

German
had

troops and

acquitted

utmost credit

commanders,

who

with

the

themselves

in his wars.
'

As regards religion, his influence over
the Christian hierarchy enables us to place
Constantine among the supporters of the

new Church, which was now supplanting
the old faiths. He took the initiative in
quelling dissensions on points of dogma
he presided in person over the great council
at Nicaea in 325.
Eusebius, the bishop of
Nicomedia, was his confidential adviser
Athanasius, the bishop of Alexandria,
;

;

opposed him with varying success.
other

An-

of Caesarea in
Palestine, wrote a history of Constantine
as well as a history of the Christian Church.
This book was the first of a new genus of
historical composition, written from an
ecclesiastical point of view.
Similar tendencies appeared in the members of Constantine 's family.
His mother, Helena,
who had been the wife of Constantius Chlorus, and was cast off when
Constantius married the daughter of
Maximinus, was held in high honour.
She was a zealous adherent of the Christian
faith.
Constantine's eldest son, Crispus,

Eusebius,

bishop

was taught by the learned scholar Lactana passionate defender of Christianity.
of Constantius, the
step-brothers of Constantine, also took a
tius,

The younger sons

personal interest in the theological disputes
of the time.
Constantine broke with
Diocletian's system, in the first place, by
u P holdin g the integrity of the

The Crimes
'

administration
against 'the
f
f
rl & htS
the Caesars
and in
Conat^ntine
vvOnsi an inC
the second place, by not laying
>

I

i

.

,

,

1

1

down

his authority when his twenty years'
rule expired in 326. This involved him in
a quarrel with the Caesar Crispus, which
resulted in the banishment of the latter
to Pola in Istria.
The empress Fausta
was also involved in this disturbance, and

shortly afterwards Constantine had her
strangled in her bath, and also had the
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son of Licinius, who was nearly eleven
years old, put to death all this after iliLmanner of Eastern sultans and without
any clearly apparent motive.
As a result, we find that the three
step-brothers of Constantine by Theodora
with their
became more prominent
descendants they had formerly been kept
in the background, but they now came
forward, perhaps because no one of the
sons of Constantine, who had been raised
of
the dignity
in
turn to
Caesar,
appeared to be of particular ability, and
their mutual relations were not in any way
satisfactory. In the year 335 the emperor
determined to divide the empire, so that
should
his eldest son, Constantine II.,
have the west, the second spn, Constantius, should have the Asiatic provinces
and Egypt, and Constans, the third
Conson, Italy, Illyricum, and Africa.
stantine also appointed his nephew Dalmatius, who had been raised to the post
of Caesar, and was a skilful soldier, to the
province of Thrace, with which was connected the command of the line of the
Danube against the Goths while a second
who was also Cone onges nephew,
Annis t an tine's son-in-law,
ei?n u B
balianus, was made king of
Armenia and the adjacent
district
of Pontus, with
the town of
;

;

;

Caesarea in Cappadocia as his capital.
It is remarkable that in these arrangements no express mention is made of

Constantinople. This town covered a
more considerable expanse of ground than
did the ancient Byzantium
the foundation-stone had been laid in the year 326,
and on May nth, 330, the dedication
ceremonies had taken place. As Constantine modelled his new Rome on the ancient
city and gave it similar privileges, the
division of the kingdom into the eastern
and western halves was already prepared
for.
But Constantine's foresight in his
choice of a capital has been attested by
"
"
;

his
Rome has
the course of history
held a prominent place in the events of the
;

fifteen hundred years.
Thrace and
Bithynia at once gained new importance
in the empire.
The maritime traffic on

last

the Propontis and Bosphorus increased,
"
"
the more so, as the town of Constantine
was fed, on the model of the Roman

Annona, from Egyptian sources.
Constantine died at a vigorous age on
22nd, 337, at a villa near Nicomedia,
while preparing for a campaign against

May
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the Persians
years,

he had reigned thirty-one
than any emperor since

;

longer

Augustus. This was a fact of considerable
importance, as it gave time for the reforms
which he introduced to take root.
After Constantine's death Constantius
hastened from Mesopotamia to Constantinople, to perform his father's obsequies
and to execute the provisions
s
the other song
Q{ h[&
Constantly
ions Murder .
11
n n
being unable to arrive so early.
,

.

rtll

i
Relatives

^

,

i

TT /
rT
We
hear nothing of Dalmatius
,

.

,

-v

j.-

i

;

apparently the stroke was already prepared. The soldiers demanded the removal
then
of Ablavius, the praefectus praetorio
they murdered Optatus, a brother-in-law
;

Finally, the brothers of
Constantine, and no less than seven of his
nephews, fell victims to this anxiety of the
with the excepsons to secure the power
tion of two youthful nephews, the emEach of
peror's sons alone remained.
these took the title of Augustus in September, 337, the official theory being that the
three brothers ruled jointly.
Constantine II. was soon at war with
Constans, as he had gained no advantage
But
from the murder of his cousins.
when Constantine II. pressed forward
into Italy he was surprised and slain,
at Aquileia by the troops of Constans.
Constans then seized the western throne
in 340, the division of the empire being,
however, maintained. Constans quarrelled

of Constantius.

;

who was then fighting
against the Persians, about the theological
questions which then disturbed the Christian world concerning the nature of Christ
whether he was only a man, as the
rationalist Arius declared, or whether
he was God, as Athanasius of Alexandria

with Constantius,

maintained. Constantius was an Arian,
Constans an Athanasian, and it was the
opposition of the latter which prevented
the complete victory of Arius.
Constans was, besides, so hated for
his excesses and his brutality that a
_
revolution broke out
Mag"" ian
_
nentius, a brave commander,
though
of
half
barbarian
a T rant
origin, revolted in conjunction
with one of the highest court officials
Constans lost his life while in flight in 350.
The whole western empire came into the
.

;

;

hands of Magnentius, including Rome,
where a more distant relation of the
house of Constantine had set himself up,
while in Sirmium the soldiers hailed
old

their
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leader

Vetranio

as

emperor.

But Constantius, who had made peace
with the Persians, took up arms for the

He first induced
legitimate cause.
Vetranio to retire. At Mursa (the modern
Esse) in the region between the Save
and the Drave, where Constantine and
Licinius had once met, was fought what
was considered the greatest battle of
the century. The Saxons and Franks in
the army of the Gallic emperor stood
firm against the troops of Constantius.
But the desertion of a commander, who
felt
bound by duty to Constantine's
house, decided against Magnentius in the

He was obliged to retreat
and found himself attacked there
by land and sea in the following spring.
The troops of Constantius received a
autumn

of 351.

to Italy

slight

check at Ticinum, but Magnentius

was obliged to retreat by the Cottian
Gaul
there
his
Alps to
opponent
stirred up the Alemanni against him,
and when Magnentius saw the collapse
of his power he committed suicide in 353.
Constantius, who thus became sole
monarch through the overthrow of his
adversaries, was a narrow-minded bigot,
full of theological and legiti;

mist theories, who
of
himself
rather
to
Constantius

devoted

court
than
to
state
etiquette
business.
His
swarmed with
palace
eunuchs and informers, and there was
great lawlessness among the military and
civil officials. As there had been no fruit
of the emperor's marriage, two cousins,
Gallus and Julianus, who were the solitary
survivors in the direct line, were brought
up with a view to their succession
hitherto they had been kept in complete
isolation in a villa at Caesarea in CappaGallus was sent as Caesar to
docia.
Antioch. The portion of the history of
Ammianus Marcellinus which has been
preserved begins with the description of
the elevation of Gallus.
J ulian remained
in Constantinople to complete his studies
and afterwards proceeded for that purpose
to Nicomedia and Athens.
The emperor
in the meantime resided at Milan, in order
to continue his anti-Athanasian policy.
;

Synods were held and refractory bishops
when such measures
were banished
were applied to the Roman bishop
;

Liberius, great dissension arose in Rome.
In the year 354 Gallus fell into disfavour
with Constantius
he was recalled and
;

Trouble
finally executed.
ing in Gaul since the last

had been brewpopular

rising,
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and the incursions of the Alemanni and
the Franks were becoming more numerous.
In the east, war with the Persians again
broke out. The emperor determined to
conduct the Persian war in person, and
to send Julian as Caesar to Gaul in 355.
Julian was only twenty- four years old, a
man of letters and a philosopher, but he
showed no less ability as administrator and
He defeated the Alemanni at
general.
Strasburg, and inflicted severe reverses
upon the Franks. The Roman government offered, however, no objection to
the barbarians settling upon the frontiers,
which had bejen already depopulated by
the Alemanni settled in
constant raids
Alsace, and the Salic Franks on the Lower
;

knowledged the old gods, whose worship
he attempted to revive

his

writings,

considerable
intellectual
power, give us full information on this
As the historian Ammianus Marpoint.
cellinus and the rhetorician Libanius of
Antioch were his friends, we have detailed
information concerning Jus
lian's personality and aims.
^
Restore
the
-,
was,
/Mj
D iChristianity
however,
J
Old Religion
,
, ..
,.,,
still
and Julian
tolerated,
allowed the bishops, whom Constantius
had banished, to return to their sees. In
the course of his administration he certainly
.

,

,

,

deprived them of many privileges which
Constantine and his sons had bestowed
upon them. Thus, ecclesiastics were no

_~^_

Rhine.
Meanwhile,

;

show

which

longer released from
the obligations binding upon
ordinary

Constantius had been so
unsuccessful in the
war with Persia that
he sent to Gaul for
reinforcements. The
troops in that country

citizens
they were
also ordered to restore the possessions

were anything but

of the old
Christians
religion.
were also forbidden
to teach the liberal

;

which
wrested

they
from

had
the

votaries

in-

clined to leave their
usual quarters and

wives
their
and
children.
In
the
winter of 360, Julian
Paris, a little town
built round an island,
as he himself de-

etc.
rhetoric,
Julian's attempt to
repress Christianity
lasted
two
only
years, so that it is
to
impossible
say

scribes

what

was

in

residing

soldiers
raised
shield,

arts,

The

'it.

mutinied,
him on a

Valentinian

Germanic CUS.'
tom, and Saluted him
the

,

,

,

,

,

Numerous

stantius

to

recognition of
;

grant

when Conit,

Julian

through Rhaetia
into Illyricum. But before another conflict could take place between the armies

began war, advancing

Julian

of

the

east

and the west, the

news arrived that Constantius
Comes to
had died of an illness in Cilicia.
Power
Julian was now everywhere recognised (361). He immediately entered
upon a policy of reform, especially with
regard to the system of taxation, and
considerably lightened the burdens laid
his subjects.
Religious questions largely claimed his
attention.
As a philosopher, he ac-

upon

prolonged. Generally

rulers

.

from Constantius
refused

results

of short reigns followed Julian the speakingf
it appears
*
Several of these are here illustrated from ,f
Apostate.
, ,
coins and medallions. Eugenius was the last to make a that the Old religion
stand for the old paganism, but fell before Theodosius. rr)11 1^] rerlcnn
reckon UPOn

as Augustus. Julian
attempted to procure the
his title

Eugenius

II.

A GROUP OF EMPERORS AFTER JULIAN

according to

the

might have been if
his reign had been

adherents only among special
classes of society, as among the Roman
senators, the rhetoricians in Antioch, in
or at particular
Alexandria and Athens
centres of worship, as at Olympia, where
the games were continued for the sake of
active

;

maintaining trade, and Cyrene, where the
shrine of Isis brought in a large income,

and

in other places.
In the year 362 Julian betook himself
to Antioch, to resume the conduct of
The next
the war against the Persians.
year he triumphantly crossed the Tigris,
a fleet being maintained upon the river to

to protect
his
provide
supplies and
communications.
Later developments,
however, obliged him to retreat, and the
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emperor was mortally wounded

in action.

were already pressing forward towards

Julian expired while discussing the immortality of the soul on June 26th, 363, and
with him the house of
Constantine

As
the eastern passes of the country.
allies of the empire, the western Goths
demanded permission to settle in the
and
district
south
of
the Danube,
but the
finally extorted it by threats

became extinct.
During the confusion that arose upon
Julian's death the military and civil

who were

officials,

_

.

\H S*.v
Death

at the

stationed at headquarters, chose the captain of
the household troops, Jovian,

emperor.

..

of, Julian

.,,

,

Jovian
J
.
.

succumbed
i

j

to an illness before he reached
Constantinople, and an officer in Nicsea was
elected in a similar manner to the post of
emperor, the Pannonian Valentinian, who
had come into prominence during the last

He 'appointed

reign.

his brother

Valens

and entrusted the east

to
himself undertook the
pacification of the west, where disturbances had broken out upon the death of
joint-regent,

him,

while

he

Valentinian, who was an admirJulian.
able ruler for his time, succeeded in
securing the frontier on the Rhine and
the Danube by a chain of fortresses
but in the year 375 he died at Brigetio.
He was succeeded by his young son
Gratian, who appointed as joint-regent
his brother Valentinian II., only four years
;

In his religious beliefs Gratian was a
he diszealous follower of Athanasius
continued the policy of toleration that
had been maintained towards the followers

old.

;

of the old religions and proceeded actively
against them. On the other hand, Valens
in the east was an Arian
under his
;

influence, Arianism spread among the
German races, especially the Goths.
The frontiers on the Lower Danube,

on the delta, were reconstituted
by Valens. Beyond these, in the modern
Transylvania, and afterwards further to
especially

the east, dwelt the Gothic tribes, occupying extensive tracks of land with their
flocks

;

among them and near them were

the remnants of the earlier populations.
Communication with the banks of the
Danube was closely mainuarre s o
tamecj especially by way of the
Arians and T-,.
AI.L
*i
A
/

River Alt, or Aluta. An event
...
,
1-1
occurred at this time which
disturbed the balance of power that had
subsisted during a century on the line of
the Danube.
The Huns, an old Tartar
nation, attacked the eastern Goths and
j.

...

Atnanasians

.

subdued them.
The impulse travelled
in a westerly direction, so that the Goths
who were settled in Transylvania began
to feel themselves insecure, for the
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Huns

;

Roman officials put difficulties in their way,

and treated them shamefully. The emperor
Valens, who hurried up from the east to
drive them back, suffered a defeat near
Adrianople, which cost him his life, in 378.
In these circumstances, Gratian, who
ruler, found himself obliged
to appoint the valiant Spaniard Theo-

was a weak

dosius as joint-regent, and, later on, to
him as a brother-in-law, although
it was but two years before that the father
of Theodosius, a celebrated general, had
While Theodosius was
been executed.
occupied with the pacification of the Goths,
the emperor Gratian was slain in Gaul by a

accept

usurper, Maximus, who had arisen in Britain,
in 383. Maximus, who took up his residence
in Treves, was recognised by Theodosius
and Valentinian II. as Augustus for Gaul,

Spain and Britain. Maximus showed himstrongly orthodox in the religious dis-

self

on
An Emperor putes

points of dogma, and

....

persecuted the p r i sc illanists, a
r
_
growing sect originating in
Spain. Theodosius, too, was an
Athanasian, and his policy was therefore
diametrically opposed to that of the
emperor Valens. Valentinian II., with the
Arises in
.

.

support of German auxiliary troops, made
his capital, Milan, a centre of Arianism,
in strong opposition to native population
and their famous bishop Ambrose.
These dissensions gave Maximus the
opportunity of attacking Italy. Valentinian fled to Theodosius, who demanded
Maximus would not conhis restoration
sent, and war broke out. In 388 Theodosius
;

was victorious
Emona, where

at Siscia, Poetovio, and
his
Gothic auxiliaries
Valenafforded
valuable
assistance.
tinian's rule was restored, but shortly

afterwards he quarrelled with the Frank
Arbogast, the commander of the troops in
Gaul, who murdered Valentinian in 392
and raised the famous Roman, Eugenius,
to the position of emperor. Eugenius once
again gathered round himself the adherents
But Theodosius refused
of heathendom.
to recognise him, and conquered him in a
bloody battle on the River Frigidus, the
'

modern Wippach, east of Aquileia. Eugeand Arbogast committed

nius was slain,
suicide in 394.
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COMING OF
THE GOTHS
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THE COMING OF THE GOTHS
THE SUNDERING OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE
AND DECAY OF THE WESTERN POWER
"THEODOSIUS

the most important was Alaric.
The struggle between himself and Stilicho
was continually breaking out into war,
the theatre of which was the Peloponnesus

united the whole empire
under his rule, but subdivided the
government between his two sons Arcadius
and Honorius, the former having the east,
the latter the west in 395. From this time

leaders,

the history of the east definitely diverges
For the events
from that of the west.
which follow, our guide is the historian
Zosimus, who wrote in the fifth century.
We have, besides, the extensive poetical
works of the court poet Claudian, and
finally the historical notices in the calendars of Rome, Ravenna, and Constanti-

at whose disposal
at Constantinople,
Stilicho had been forced to put the Oriental
troops, added fuel to the flames. Alaric
was favoured as against Stilicho, and was
made commandant of Illyricum
At the same time, the
in 397.
comes Gildo was also stirred up
Break-up
by Byzantium to re volt in Africa

*

nople.

Notwithstanding this division,

it

was intended that the empire should conbut when Theodosius died,
year 395, at Milan, there
was a strong divergence of
& -ithe best
Theodosius opinion, concerning
mode of maintaining this unity.
The commander-in-chief, Stilicho, who was
descended from the Pannonian Vandals,
and had hitherto been supreme, desired to
maintain the unity of command over the
army, and proposed also on military as
well as upon political grounds the retention
of one governing authority for Illyricum
that is, the western portion of the

tinue a unity

;

in the

1

.

,

.

;

the constant machinations of the court

against Stilicho, but he

was eventually

overthrown by force of arms.
So sharp was the division between the two
portions of the empire that, contrary to all
previous usage, the consul appointed in
the east was never publicly mentioned in
the west, where the date was marked with
the name of one consul only. In addition to this, the tribes on the Danube
were again in a state of restlessness.
A few years later, while Stilicho was
holding the Rhaetian frontier, Alaric made
an attack upon Italy. He overran the
Italy, so that Honorius
fled for refuge from Milan to the

whole of Upper

Balkan peninsula as far as the
southernmost point of Greece.
The fall of Eugenius had not

Ravenna.

fortress of

Stilicho,

however, defeated Alaric in the
battle of Plentia and drove him
out of Italy, past Verona, by
a series of strategic moveIn the year
ments in 402.
405 large bands of heathen
Goths, with an admixture of

disturbed the unity of the army
in the west, and here Stilicho
at once assumed the guardianship of the emperor Honorius

he also
other peoples,
came into
attempted to become guardian
to the emperor Arcadius, but
Italy under the leadership of
this project was opposed
by UNITED ROME'S LAST Radagais and crossed the
RULER
the court officials of Arcadius,
Apennines but they met their
who won over the Gothic
Stilicho
marched
fate_ when
east and west was the definite
leader Alaric to their side.
from the Po
them
upon
of the Roman power.
with reinforcements of Goths
Theodosius had settled the cleavage
western Goths on the Balkan peninsula,
and Huns.
They were beaten and
during his minority

;

;

and employed them in the imperial army,
though they retained their own leaders
and their national organisation. Of these
178

destroyed

at

Faesulae

in

405.

Rhaetia

and the Rhine frontier were now denuded of troops, and hordes of varying
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nationalities crossed the Rhine, Vandals,
Alans, and Suevi, and pressed into Gaul,
and even into Spain
nor was Stilicho
able to offer effective resistance, as his
;

presence in Italy was required by the
In the year
general affairs of the empire.
408, Arcadius had died at Constantinople,
leaving behind him a son still in his
minority,

Honorius

Theodosius
U-

II.

in attempted to
Stilicho a
Listens to
-i
i_r
A-Lavail himself of this opporSl&nderers
,,
,
to
the
whole oft
gain
tunity
Illyricum for the western empire and so to
;

\

obstruct

the

Danube.

He

migrations on the Central

tried to secure Alaric's help
for this purpose.
Alaric and his people had
demanded better lands for settlement than

those they were occupying, but in other
respects were ready to place themselves at
the disposal of the government. The court
intriguers took this opportunity of slandering Stilicho to Honorius, to the effect that
he was working to overthrow the dynasty.
Honorius was a very incapable ruler he
was Stilicho's son-in-law, but, as is usual
;

with weak

he was imbued with
Moreover, a new pretender, Constantinus, had arisen in the
rulers,

absolutist ideas.

who was first recognised by Britain,
and afterwards by the provinces of Gaul
and Spain, which had abandoned the
Italian government to its fate. Honorius
west,

made no effort to save Stilicho the foreign
troops belonging to him were attacked and
;

Roman forces, and
Stilicho himself was executed in Ravenna
in 408. His wife Serena suffered the same
overpowered by the

fate in Rome, as the people feared her, and
his son Eucherius was killed, after vainly
attempting to save himself by flight.

The court

declined

to

recognise

the

compact that Stilicho had made with
Alaric, and relied for help against the
usurpers and barbarians upon the alliance
with the court of Constantinople to which
Eastern Illyricum with Sirmium was
and the empire was to be
formally ceded
SSLVe ^ by edicts against Arianth
ism, paganism, and the wearing
of trousers. Alaric then crossed
n
Before Kome ,,
,
T
,.
the Italian frontier unopSuch
barbarian
posed.
troops as there
:

.

were deserted to Alaric, as did thousands
of

slaves

of

barbaric

extraction.

government was abandoned
political

opponents.

They

by" all
fled into

The
its

the

marshes of Ravenna, and declared every
measure that was taken to be unconstitutional.
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Alaric arrived before

Rome and

was prevented from sacking the city only
by the payment of a large sum he also
demanded of Honorius his recognition as
;

captain-general of the empire, so as to
lend him authority over Roman subjects.
Though he had expected to settle his west

Goths in Venetia, Norica, and Dalmatia,
he accepted the two provinces of Noricum.

When the negotiations led to nothing,
Alaric
marched a second time upon
the city, where Galla Placidia, the stepsister of Honorius, was ruling with the
senate.
After a short siege, Alaric obtained possession of Rome by treachery
on August 24th, 410. This event caused
great excitement in the Roman world
the greatest authors of the time Augustine, Orosius, Salvianus, Rutilius Namatianus mention the fact with horror, or
give it a theological interpretation, in
accordance with the widespread ideas of
the time, looking upon it as a punishment
from God. Salvianus of Massilia remarks
that the Goths did but little damage in
Rome, and in particular that they respected the churches, although they were
Arians.
Alaric had set up the town prefect of
rival
as a
The Goths Rome, Allalus,
but as he gained
emperor
;

;

in
th

C't

nothing by this measure, he

let him fall again.
Ravenna
well provided with provisions and
troops to be attacked with any great chance
of success. Alaric therefore contemplated
the conquest of Sicily and Africa, the
"
"
urban
granaries of
Italy, the possession of which would give him command
of Italy itself.
As he was setting out
upon this expedition Alaric died suddenly
in Lower Italy, and was buried by his
Goths at Consentia (the modern Cosenza)
in the bed of the river Busentus.
Athaulf, Alaric's brother-in-law and

was too

successor, began negotiations with Honorius
the government at length agreed
to his terms. Athaulf was recognised
as commander-in-chief, and marched into
Gaul with his people, where the usurper,
;

Constantine, had just been defeated by
the comes Constantius near Aries in 411;
Athaulf and Constantius found themselves
rivals.
Galla Placidia, the step-sister of

Honorius, who had been carried about by
the Goths as a hostage since the capture
of
at

but he
Rome, married Athaulf
Barcino (the modern Barcelona)
;

fell

in

the year 414, a victim to a blood-feud.
Three years later, Placidia was married
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against her will

whom

Constantius.

to

Honorius made his joint-regent. He was
an Illyrian, and a friend of Stilicho, for
whom he took vengeance on the court
party, but he, too, died in the year 421.
Honorius followed him in 423, after he had
quarrelled with Placidia, and forced her
to depart to Constantinople. The eastern
_
court, which jealously guarded
nie cot
the interests of the dynasty,
^ tn ^ 6r SOn
Sent ^ 6r
^Y ^ on '
Ravenna
Placidus Valentinistantitis,
anus III., who had been advanced to be
Caesar and Augustus, to Ravenna, where
one of the superior court officials had, in
t

W
'

the meantime, usurped the power. The
restored
was
legitimate succession
Placidia became Augusta and undertook
the regency, as her son was but seven
years of age.
In decaying dynasties, women, as a
rule, are better sovereigns than men, but
in the court at Ravenna party intrigue
dominated everything. Among others who
struggled for influence was Boniface, the
governor of Africa, who in the crisis after
the death of Honorius had vigorously
supported the dynastic policy, and Aetius,
who had been opposed to that policy,
but had afterwards gone over to Placidia.
Aetius, was a native of the Danubian
territory, and kept up relations with
the Huns and Goths, whom he cleverly
;

after he
played off against one another
had recovered Rhaetia and Noricum he
took Pannonia from the Huns and drove
the Goths out of Dalmatia.
Boniface
thought himself threatened by court
;

and called to his assistance the
barbarians settled in the south of Spain.
These were the Vandals and Alans under
not a very powerful
their king Geiserich
band, but one that proved sufficiently
strong, as soon as it got a footing in Africa,
to conquer the whole province, torn apart
as it was by religious dissensions. Boniface,
after making his peace with the court,
found himself unable to drive
them Ut again
Geiserich
Found"
even seized Carthage and there
intrigues

_

T

ri rate State

'

,.

,

,

founded a

_i_

'

i_
which
was
and henceforward

state,

essentially a pirate state,
became no less a terror to the Italian coast

than the Carthaginians had once been.
the analogy between Vandals
and Carthaginians, Sardinia and the west
of Sicily were speedily conquered by

To complete

Geiserich.
He divided the great estates
of the wealthy Africans among the Van-
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and Alan chiefs, favoured the schismatics against the orthodox, won over the
small proprietors to himself, and also
entered into relations with the Moorish
Thus was founded a kingdom,
race.
which existed for a century. This was a
dal

heavy blow for Italy, which lost both its
granary and the security of its seas.
In Hispania and Lusitania, the west
Goths and the Suevi had established
themselves
the west Goths, the Burgundians and the Franks had also settled
in Gaul, so that the empire ruled from
:

Ravenna was confined

to Italy

and

its

frontiers.

The rivalry between Aetius and Boniface
led to a battle, in which the latter was
victorious, but was mortally wounded by
Aetius. Aetius fled to the Huns, and with
their help, in 432, recovered the high position at the court which h~ had held for two
decades. Aetius was able to make use of
the dissensions that arose among the barbarians so as to gain some influence over
the provinces that had been lost, such as
Gaul. He was, however, obliged to give

Britain
fugitive Britons crossed
to the continent of Gaul, and
settled in the district of Ar"
Brit" morica ( the so-called
Britan
the
while
Angles and
tany")
Saxons went to Britain, at first to protect
the Britons and afterwards to rule them.
Meanwhile, the Huns had found an
energetic leader in Attila, who united
in addition numerous Germanic races
under his rule. He established his seat
of government in the plains between the
From this
Theiss and the Danube.
the
he
made
war
upon
provinces
point,
of the eastern empire, while keeping up
his friendship with Aetius. Complications
were caused later by the dissolute
Honoria, the emperor's sister, who offered
Attila her hand in marriage, an act
equivalent to high treason, in order to
escape from her imprisonment. But Aetius

up
_

;

.

'

organised a great confederacy in Gaul,
to which the west Goths and Franks
adhered, to oppose Attila. A great battle
was fought in 45 1 in the plain of the Moors
Attila was defeated, and
(near Troyes)
In the next
obliged to evacuate Gaul.
year he overran Upper Italy, after con;

and

but
destroying Aquileia,
the eastern empire made
common cause with the western. Attila
died suddenly in the year 453. His empire
immediately fell to pieces ; the races that

quering

retreated

when
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had been kept together by his personal
ascendancy, the Gepidae and Goths, drove
the Huns out of Pannonia. The territories
on the Danube were insufficient to support
them
the younger part of the male
;

and

population,

sometimes

an

entire

emigrated in search of foreign serso that
vice, or to found new kingdoms
the decade following Attila's
Barbarian
death ^ marked b consta nt
clan,

;

Unrest after

,

i

i

i_-/i-

unrest and continual shifting
b
,
,
~,
of population.
Iheodosms
ruled ,over the eastern empire from

kti -i
s
Attila

II.

it
Death

.

408 to 450, but only nominally, for he
was never declared of age. His sister
Pulcheria was a personage of great influence during his reign.
The empire gradually contracted round
its firm nucleus, the city of Constantinople,
which was protected on every side by its
walls and by the sea.
Ministerial crises
occurred which cost much bloodshed, and
saved the eastern empire from the puppet-

emperor form of government, which had
now become established in the west
;

with this exception, the main interest of
the period attaches to ecclesiastical events.
Orthodoxy was now the rage in Byzantium, and all surviving remnants of
even local
paganism were rooted out
;

names were being constantly changed for
The
those of the Saviour or the saints.
Christian population in Armenia, whose
literature was then in its most flourishing
period, were granted protection against
on the other hand, Attila,
the Persians
who had made a terrible visitation upon
;

was
The

Northern Balkan provinces,
bought off with titles and money.
the

prefecture of Illyricum was transferred at
that time from Sirmium to Thessalonica.
Theodosius II. had the constitutions of the
the codification
earlier emperors codified
was accepted in the west, and also made
its way to the Romans in the German
After the death of Theodosius II.,
states.
"
the little," Pulcheria gave her hand
and the throne to the Illyrian
Murder
Marcianus, who had won a
;

and Rapine
in

Rome

good reputation as a commander.
In the same year

her
(450), Placidia died in Ravenna
sarcophagus is still to be seen in the
mausoleum, where her husband Constantius
and her brother Honorius also rest.
Placidia's son, Valentinian III., finally
quarrelled with Aetius
urged on by the
jealousy of the eunuch Heraclius, he
attacked and slew him with his own hands
/
:

;
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a year later, two
in the palace in 454
friends of Aetius murdered Valentinian in
;

villa near Rome in March, 455.
One of
the conspirators was the Roman senator
Petronius Maximus, whose wife Valentinian had dishonoured.
Petronius tried
to secure the power for himself by marrying Eudoxia, Valentinian's widow, while
his son received a daughter of Valentinian
The story goes that .Eudoxia
as his wife.
then called in the Vandal king Geiserich,
who appeared with a fleet at the mouth of
the Tiber and took Rome. The senators
fled, Petronius Maximus was killed, and
the imperial palace sacked. After Geiserich had ravaged the coast of Campania,
he returned in triumph to Carthage, taking
Eudoxia and her daughter with him. Thus
the dynasty of Theodosius came to an end
in the western empire
but the hostility
between Italy and the Vandals continued
for decades.
A man capable of dealing with the situation now came forward in the person of
Ricimer, the leader of the Italian federal
troops, who defeated the Vandals at sea
near Corsica. Ricimer was of Germanic

a

;

and an Arian
for
an origin
rong
faese reasons, the prejudices
and Puppet 7
..
f 1
r
\_
of
the
time
.,
forbade
his
;

-

Emperors

.

becoming emperor but after
he had held the consulship in the year
459, he ruled, under the titles of patricius
;

and magister utriusque militice, as Stilicho
and Aetius had done before him, setting
up and deposing emperors at pleasure.
In 456 he obliged Avitus to abdicate.
Avitus was a Gallo- Roman and a comrade
in arms of Aetius, and had been made ruler
by the western Goths dwelling in the
Arelate region (the modern Aries). His
successor, Majorianus, was executed by
Ricimer, because an extensive campaign
which he had undertaken against Geiserich
proved a failure in 461. After him Libius
Severus was nominal emperor for some
After an interval, Antheyears (461-465).
mius, a son-in-law of Marcian, succeeded
in 467.
In his time, a general but unsuccessful attack upon the .Vandals was made
by the eastern and western empires.
Anthemius resided in Rome, and Ricimer

Mediolanum (Milan) Anthemius ventured to thwart the wishes of the emperormaker, who besieged and overthrew him
in 472.
Shortly afterwards Ricimer
died of the plague, and six months
later the same fate overtook Olybrius,
whom he had set up, and who
in

;
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had

married

the

emperor's

daughter,

Placidia.

During this period Dalmatia and that
part of Gaul which had remained under
'Roman rule were governed by their own
native rulers, whether civil or ecclesiasIn Dalmatia, Marcellinus, a friend of
He attacked the
Aetius, held the power.
Vandals on his own initiative, and as an

tical.

he was finally killed in
imperial ally
In Gaul, the brave /Egidius made
Sicily.
a name for himself among the Prankish
barbarians, as also did his son Syagrius,
;

who

preserved his

Among

independence until 486.

the Arverni,

family of the
as the

the

emperor Avitus was predominant

;

no longer to his advantage. From Gaul,
he afterwards made an attempt to conquer
Italy. Glycerius had been made emperor
at Ravenna by Gundobad
he retired to
as

;

the

bishopric

of

when Julius
who was supported

Salonae,

Nepos, a Dalmatian,

by Byzantium and was a nephew
cellinus,

made

his

way

into

of

Mar-

Rome and

gained recognition there.
Orestes, who had been Attila's secretary,
rose in- opposition to Nepos.
Nepos fled
to his native land, where he retained the
title of

emperor

until his death, in 480,

and

son Romulus
However, the Ger-

Orestes appointed his
to be Augustus in 475.

little

manic troops rose against Orestes.

Since

THE DEATH OF ATTILA, THE GREAT LEADER OF THE GOTHS
There were two legends of the death of the mighty Attila. He is said to have died from an effluxion of blood on his marriage
night but another story states that he was murdered on the eve of his nuptials with a royal bride by a woman he had previously married. This is the legend which St. George Hare has chosen for the above picture in the Royal Academy of 1908
;

west Goths had extended their power over

the origin

the dissolution of Attila's kingdom they
had been quartered in Ravenna to support
the court
they demanded that their
position in Italy should be in no way
inferior to that of the Germanic races in
the western provinces
they desired land
for permanent settlement, and declined
to remain permanently under arms. When
Orestes made objections, Odoacer, of the
race of the Turcilingi, who had already

the year 472, Italy was in a state
of anarchy.
The Burgundian Gundobad,
a nephew of Ricimer, was called to the
regal power in his native Gaul; and therefore considered the position of patricius

Orestes was defeated in
king
Ticinum, his brother Paulus at Ravenna,
and both were slain.
Odoacer took
pity on the pretty Augustulus (Romuhe granted a pension
lus), to whom

that district, Sidonius Apollinaris, who
was a son-in-law of Avitus, and afterwards
bishop of the town of the Arverni, shows
the transition from open resistance to
"
submission to the rule of the
barbarians," who prided themselves on the title
"
of
barbarian," as opposed to that of
"

*'

Roman."
Barbarus
honourable designation
"
bravo."
of our
;

From

"

it

was then an
is

;

;

become
elected

of importance under Ricimer,

was

;
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Lucullanum

and the

at

Naples

a

as

residence.

There was no further occupant of the
throne, and Odoacer ruled as

imperial
Stilicho,

and Orestes

Ricimer,

Aetius,

resting on his own title ;
after a few years his position was formally
recognised by the emperor of the eastern

had done, but

The Throne
*

r
.

&&
we

em *

events,
*

amount

the

As regards these

gain a considerable
of information from
of

chronicles

municipal

Ravenna, which become more comprehensive about this time
but many
;

conclusions are based
of coins and titles.

upon the evidence

The progress
widely

of affairs in the east
different from that which

was

we

In Byzantium there
was an uninterrupted succession of native
that
to say, emperors
is
emperors
coming from Thrace and Illyria and Asia
Minor these stood in close connection with
find in the west.

;

took Milan, and established his headquarters at the important strategical point
of Ticinum.
He again defeated Odoacer
and his allies on the Adda after a three
years' siege he got possession of the
;

Ravenna

capital of

Odoacer and

in 493. and destroyed
his troops, in spite of the

had been agreed upon.
Thus Theoderic gained the power he

capitulation that

;

stepped into Odoacer's position, in the
first place as king of the Goths and Rugi,
and secondly as appointee of the eastern

emperor to the administration of the
realm. The senate of old Rome, which
still retained its ancient prestige, carried
on negotiations with Byzantiunv concernTheoderic
ing Theoderic's appointment.
reigned thirty-three years, a period of
peace and prosperity for Italy. The Goths
were distributed over the country, as the
barbarian troops had been after Stilicho's
time, while in other respects the Roman
official organisation and the municipal

by marriage, and were
formally crowned by the Patriarch. The
list of rulers runs as follows
Marcian, an
Leo, a Thracian, to
Illyrian, 450-459
AnasZeno, an Isaurian, to 491
474
tasius, an Illyrian, to 518
Justinus, a
Thracian, to 527, followed by his nephew
eastern
to
The
565.
Justinianus,

arrangements remained intact. Italy and
the neighbouring territory were now
thrown upon their own economic resources,

emperors were generally able to

Sicily, which again became prominent as
the granary of Rome, was spared the

their predecessors

:

;

;

;

;

their disobedient generals
the fate of Stilicho.

visit upon
and ministers

dency was entirely in the opposite direction.
Odoacer, the senate
of old Rome declared that it no longer
required an emperor and that a governor
for the western empire, whose position
was sanctioned by the eastern court,
Under these conwould be sufficient.
of

Odoacer governed Italy and the
neighbouring territory for thirteen years,
coming to an agreement with the aged
of Sicily.
Geiserich on the question
After the death of Julius Nepos, Odoacer
occupied Dalmatia in 481,
Theodencthe
and advanced into Nori .
Goth Destroys
R
cum
Odoacers Power
ditions,

^^

-

.

ning of entanglements with Byzantium
and with the Goths settled into Moesia, who
were in alliance with the Rugi. Theoderic,
the Gothic king and patricius, was authorised

by the emperor Zeno

to

march against

overthrow Odoacer's rule, and set
up himself in his place. Theoderic defeated
Odoacer on the Isonzo and at Vo rona,
Italy,
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creased in consequence

ca

;

in-

the

Pomptine marshes were
and agriculture was

rosperi y
Under the Goths drained,'
.

.

,,
again introduced into Italy.
,

From Dalof Gothic settlers.
matia, sheep, cattle, and corn were introinfliction

In the west, on the contrary, the ten-

At the bidding

and the national prosperity greatly

duced into

On

Italy.

the other hand,

all

those places

which had flourished under the empire
were now desolate heaps of ruins. Rome
had been taken five times during the
Gothic wars, had been lost and reconhad been
villa
Hadrian's
quered.
destroyed

;

the imperial statues in the

mausoleum at Rome had been thrown
down by the raging Goths during the
The Goths had ruined the splendid
siege.
aqueducts, so that the water ran to waste
and helped to convert the Campagna
into marsh land. All the well-known
and the
country seats of the emperor
"
senators in the Roman
Campagna," in
the Sabine country, at Tusculum and
Southern Etruria, on the gulfs of Naples
and Misenum were in ruins. On the other
hand, these extensive wastes served the
population as places of
new settlements were founded,
refuge
as was Frascata (the modern Frascati)
on the site of the imperial villa near

neighbouring
;
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In Rome itself the ornamenof
buildings
imperial times were
employed as fortresses, as the town walls
built by Aurelian were so extensive as to

Tusculum.

tal

demand an enormous army

for

their

Thus, Hadrian's mausoleum became the citadel of Rome during the
Middle Ages, while the great, families
established themselves in the
a nan s
Colosseum and elsewhere. The
Tomb as
~..
once ^
prosperous district of
the Citadel
defence.

,

.

.

.

/

,

.

Etruna hadjr become as desolate
"
as the Roman
Campagna," even from the
outset of the fifth century, when Rutilius
Namatianus passed along the coast after
the capture of Rome by Alaric. This desolation was largely brought by the system
of latifundia, which continued even in
r?.

Gothic

times.

the

Theodahat,

Gothic

king, was originally a Tuscan landed
proprietor, and his attempts to buy up
the estates of his neighbours or to expel
them from their land had made him

very unpopular.
It is noteworthy that many ancient
towns, such as -Volsci and Tarquinii, became

more and more deserted, while others
Places
began to be densely populated.
that had once been of importance deteriowhile others, such as Castrum
rated,
Viterbum (the modern Viterbo) now rose
into prominence.

Sometimes, moreover,

the most ancient places of settlement in a
district again became famous, because of
thus the inhabitheir natural strength
tants of Falerii, who had descended into
the plains and settled there during the
;

peaceful period of Roman supremacy, now
hence the
reoccupied the old fortress
name Castellum (the modern Civita CasInhabitants of the Roman town
tellana).
of Volsinii, which was rendered insalubrious by the marshy exhalations of its
lake, reoccupied in force the old Etruscan
;

(the modern Orvieto),
situation and natural
strength promised security against attack.
an island in the lake
Commg Struggle Upon
of V olsin n (the modern
Between Goths
jT>
\
.
Lago di, ,Bolsena)j , the
and n
Byzantines /-. ?,

town

of

because

Urbiventum
its

lofty

,

i

,-

Goths had founded a
strong fortress, where a portion of the
royal treasure was kept. It was here that
Amalasuntha, the daughter of the great
Theoderic was imprisoned and put to death
by her cousin and co-regent, Theodahat.
Other districts in Central Italy continued

to enjoy prosperity until the
period of the struggle between the Goths
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and the Byzantines. The harm wrought
by the invasions of Alaric, Radagais
and Attila had been only temporary,
with the exception of the destruction of
and the struggle between
Odoacer and Theoderic had been confined to Northern Italy.
Aquileia

;

On reading the episcopal registers of
Italy for this period we are astonished to
see how many places that have now disappeared were in existence about the year
500 A.D., as for instance, in Umbria.
where

Hannibal, in the year
700 years before this
had effected the passage from Umbria to Picenum, now had its bishop so
had such places as Tadina, Ostra, Vettona,
Forum Flamini, etc. Generally speak"
"
Plestia,
B.C.

217
time

that

is,

;

urban portion of the Apennine
peninsula was no less blessed with bishoprics than the province of Africa.
Not
only all towns, but also many of the
latifundia. such as the fundus Carminianus
ing, the

(the
Italy,

tion

modern Carmignano) in Southern
had their bishops. This organisahad become perfected since the

second half of the fourth century.
Near Rome there were bishops, not
only at Ostia, but also at Portus, the
_
harbour on the right - hand
mouth of the Tiber, which had
been founded by Claudius and
further extended by Trajan.
The same was the case with Lorium, where
a town had grown up round the villa of
Antoninus Pius, which was also known as
Silva Candida, and with Gabii, Albanum,

Labicum and Nomentum.

From

this

we

learn that these places in the immediate
neighbourhood of Rome were important
cities
their bishops were under the immediate control of the Roman bishop or
pope, just as the Patriarch of Antioch
controlled the bishops of the provincial
In general, the
diocese of Syria Prima.
;

episcopal organisation was analogous in
detail to the imperial
the highest dignitaries of the empire often exchanged
their temporal for a corresponding position
in the Church.
On such circumstances
was based the theory of Augustine, the
learned bishop of Hippo, who declared
that the Roman state was but transitory,
while the Church was permanent, as its
;

development was uninterrupted and vigorous.

In
that

annonaric

Italy those provinces,
that paid tribute to Rome in the
form of products of the soil the bishops
is.
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of Milan

politans

;

and Aquileia acted as metrothe bishop of Ravenna also

performed that function when his residence became the capital. The bishop of
Rome was regarded as the first prelate of
Italy, of the West, and of the whole Church,
though his authority was occasionally disputed in individual districts. This was
the case in the east, the
n y
west, and even in Italy. The
, t
n
t
of the Bishops
of Ravenna turned
bish 1
.,
of Rome
their connection with the
,

.

,

emperors and regents to good account.
Occasionally a general congress of the
this
Italian bishops was held at Rome
happened repeatedly during the years
499-502, when the merits of two rival
candidates for the Papacy were under
;

On such points we gain much
discussion.
information from the biographies of the
"
Liber Pontificialis," which
popes in the
took the place of the biographies of the
emperors as an historical record. Similar
records were possessed by the churches of
Ravenna, Milan, and other towns.
The age is especially notable for ecclesiThe struggle between
the Arians and the Athanasians continued for three hundred years, and important Church councils were repeatedly
summoned to settle the matter, at Milan
in 355, at Ariminum in 359, and at Aquileia
Christian dogma, however, was
in 381.
developed exclusively by the churches of
the eastern half of the empire, especially
next in importance
those of Alexandria
were the imperial capitals, Nicomedia,
astical controversies.

;

Antioch, and Byzantium.
A great event was the alliance between
old and new Rome at the council of
Chalcedon in 451, which broke down the
"
"
supremacy of the Pope of Alexandria.
From this time on, new Rome went its
way in close connection with the Church
policy of the government, whereas old

Rome,

after Italy

had

fallen

under Arian

Ricimer, Odoacer and
Theo'deric, did not fall in with
e a ions ip
ever Jy decision emanating from
of Church
,
east upon points of dogma,
the
and State
Ti
Ecclesiastical events exercised
a considerable influence upon the general
policy of the empire Justinian found an
opportunity for interfering in the affairs
of the west, in the closing of the schism
between the Churches of old and new
Rome, which had continued for nearly
rulers,

such

as

,

i

;

Sometimes even
forty years (484-519).
separate parts of Italy itself might be
2798

divided upon ecclesiastical
Thus about the middle of the

questions.
sixth cen-

tury (553) Northern Italy broke away
from the Church of Rome, because its
opposition to the emperor's opportunist
policy on dogmatic questions had not been
Years passed before
sufficiently marked.
the Church of Aquileia could unite with the
subordinate bishoprics of Venetia, Noricum, Rhaetia Secunda, and Istria.
Side by side with dissension among
Christians there grew the opposition to
Jewish communities, which gave rise to

uproar and tumult, not only in great
cities, like Rome, Milan, Ravenna, and
Naples, but also in many of the smailei
towns, as in Venusia or those on the
Etruscan coast. The Gothic government
was reputed to have kept stricter order in
this respect than the Byzantine rulers,
and to have exercised a strict supervision
over incapable local authorities. The Jews
derived many advantages from the eco-

of Italy, but this made them
and we find Rutilius
objects of hatred
Namatianus deploring the fact that the
destruction of Jerusalem should have
brought Jews to every corner of the earth.
point of more than mere
urc
economic importance in the
r.
Grows in
of
the
development
country
Riches
.
-CA.
j
was the number of gifts and
bequests to the clergy, which gradually
increased until the landed property of the
Church became of great value. Thus the
Roman Church had possessions in the
it had an
province of the Alpes Cottise
extensive forest at the source of the Tiber,
in Tuscany, Sabina, Camlarge districts
"
campagna "), Southern Italy,
pania (the
and Sicily. Similarly, the churches of
Milan, Aquileia, and Ravenna acquired
great possessions, partly in the neighbourhood of their capital towns, but also at a
All these lands were carefully
distance.
surveyed and registered ; they were either
worked by bond-slaves (" coloni ") or let
out to farmers.
In the sixth century began the foundation of monasteries, modelled on the
cloisters of the east
and, as in the east,
their heads sought to increase their interests by skilfully adapting themselves to
"
"
world
the spirit of the times. As the
deteriorated, the finer spirits sought solitude where they might realise the ideal of
living out their lives in the city of God.
Time began to be reckoned from the birth
of Christ
a chronology which was first

nomic decay

;

A

.

,

.

,

.

t.

;

;
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employed by the monk Dionysius Exiguus,
who drew up a table for the determining

inheritance of

"

classical

"

antiquity was

preserved, even after the senatorial fami-

of the recurrence of Easter, at Rome, in
Benedict, a man of good family,
525.
from Nursia in the Sabine country, was
the first superior of a monastery at Sublaqueum (Subiaco) at the sources of the

lies in

Rome who had

collected old

manu-

under Odoacer and Theoderic had
succumbed in the storms of that period.
scripts

The philosopher Boethius and his father-inlaw Symmachus had been suspected of
treason by Theoderic towards the end of
his rule, and put to death by him. Twenty
years later, when Badvila (Totila) reconquered Rome, their relatives were reduced
to beggary.
Cicero was honoured by
Ambrose, Jerome, and Augustine as a

Anio, where Nero formerly had a villa. He
soon founded a similar institution on the

rocky summit which overhung the town of
Casinum, on which the old Oscan town of
that name had once stood, and in later years
this was the monasa shrine to Apollo
tery of Monte Casino (529 A.D.). Casinum
;

pioneer of the Church, and, in consequence,
works were preserved in their entirety
to future generations.
Christian interpretations were put upon many poems, as,
for instance, upon the works of Virgil.

was subsequently renamed San Germano
after its patron saint. Benedict's example
was followed by Cassiodorus, who had
previously been private secretary to Theo-

his

'

"*"~ X.
--

."s..;

SA:"A-

%
t&iii

HOW THE GOTHS AND VANDALS RUINED ROME: DESTRUCTION OF THE AQUEDUCTS
The immense aqueducts which
weakness

of the imperial city,

aqueducts.

It

was thus that

the

carried water to Rome across the Campagna from distant hill sources were the
and the attacking barbarians naturally cut off the water supply by destroying the
Campagna became a marsh. The ruins of the aqueducts are still a magnificent sight.

deric and praefectus praetorio to his suchis birthplace was Squillacium
cessor
;

modern

Squillace) in Bruttium. Caswrote a history to extol the
Gothic government, extracts from which
have come down to us in the Gothic history
of Jordanes
when the Gothic empire fell,
Cassiodorus withdrew to the monaster}' of
Vivarium, which he founded in his own
(the

siodorus

;

home upon

his

own

land.

Benedict had expressly enjoined

the
pursuit of literature upon the monks who
followed his rule
Cassiodorus composed
or had written handbooks, which served
as a guide for the scientific efforts of the
By this means the
following centuries.
;

As few barbarian languages had been
reduced to writing, the literary influence
of the Latins continued,

and

their lan-

remained the medium of interIn every civinational communication.
lised district of the empire the barbarians,
after establishing their supremacy, adopted
the language of the conquered race, as did
the Langobards in Italy and the western
Goths in Spain. Only in districts where
Roman civilisation had not fully penetrated
and where the ties between the invaders
and their German Fatherland remained

guage

was the Romance population absorbed by the Teutons.
strong,
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GREAT DATES
B.C.
753

650
510
508
494
489
486
474
451

449
445
443
431
396

390
385
377
367

IN

THE HISTORY OF ROME TO 500 A.D
BC.

of the city of Rome by Romulus
" Year One"' of the Roman
(traditional); the

Founding

chronology
Rome at the head of the Latin League
Expulsion of the kings
Ascendancy of the Etruscans
[tribunes
First secession of the plebs; institution of
Series of wars with Volsci and ^Equi begins
Agrarian law of Spurius Cassius
[Syracuse
Power of Etruscans checked by Hiero of
Decemvirs; the XII tables form the basis of
written law at Rome
Second secession of the plebs
Military tribunes commonly take the place of
Institution of censors
[consuls till 377
Overthrow of Volsci and JEqui
Conquest of Veii by Camillus

Gauls capture Rome, but retire
Latin League closed to new members
The Licinian Rogations proposed
The Licinian Rogations passed, the plebs now
acquiring full political rights the senatorial
oligarchy of official families takes the place
of the patrician aristocracy as ruling power
First plebeian consul (L. Sextius)
First plebeian dictator (C. Marcius Rutilus)
First treaty with Carthage
;

366
356
348
343
339
338
327
323
312
304
290
287
281

Beginning of Samnite wars
Leges Publiae
Dissolution of Latin League
Renewed Samnite war
[Death of Alexander the Great]
Appius Claudius censor
Peace with Samnites till 298
Peace and league with Samnites [macy of plebs
Lex Hortensia establishes legislative supreDeclaration of war with Tarentum
Invasion of Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, as ally of
Tarentum Samnites and others join the
;

alliance
[Sicily
Alliance of Rome and Carthage; Pyrrhus in
Defeat of Pyrrhus by M'. Curius Dentatus
First Roman treaty with Egypt
General submission of Italians
Completion of conquest of S. Italy
First Punic War (till 241)
Alliance of Rome with Hiero of Syracuse

Social war
All Italians enfranchised
Sulla puts the Marians to flight, but departs to
take command in the Mithradatic War
Cinna's popular revolution ; Marian proscrip-

91

89
88

87
84
82

End

of Mithradatic War
[tion
Sulla dictator
Sullan
constitution
Reactionary
Sertorius in Spain ; party war continues
Second war with Mithradates
Pompey ends the war in Spain
Coalition of Pompey and Crassus ; end of
Sullan constitution
[the east by Pompey
Catiline's conspiracy at Rome
settlement of
Triumvirate of Pompey, Crassus and Caesar
Caesar in Gaul (till 49)
Caesar's expedition to Britain
Cassar leads his army across the Rubicon
Battle of Pharsalus death of Pompey
Caesar's supremacy secured at Munda
Murder of Julius Caesar

81

79
74
72
71

63
60
58
55
49

;

48
45
44
43
42

;

Triumvirate of Antony, Octavian and Lepidus
Overthrow of Brutus and Cassius at Philippi
Octavian overthrows Antony at Actium
Octavian, with title Augustus, becomes emperor

31

27

(princeps, imperator, etc ); organisation of the
empire into senatorial and imperial provinces
Death of Agrippa
Tiberius on the German frontier

12

8
A.D.

6

Tiberius in Pannonia
j

9
14
41

;

54

;

79
81

96
117

|

138
161

180
193

;

Roman

naval victory, at Mylas
Regulus routed and captured in Africa

Roman

victory of

Panormus

Hamilcar Barca in Sicily
of First Punic War

;

birth of

Hannibal

'

211

222
244

I

|

End

Illyrian

War

Romans admitted to the Isthmian games
Overthrow of the Boii (Gauls)
Second Punic War; Hannibal crosses the Alps
Roman defeat at Lake Trasimene
Roman defeat at Cannae
First Macedonian War
P. Scipio (Africanus) in Spain
Defeat and death of Hasdrubal at the Metaurus
Carthage crushed by Scipio at Zama; end of
Second Macedonian War [Second Punic War
Decisive

Roman

victory at Cynoscephalae

Overthrow of Antiochus
Third Macedonian War

of Syria at

Magnesia

Victory of L. /Emilius Paulus at Pydna
Third Punic War, to 146
Macedonia becomes a Roman province

Roman province of
destroyed;
Africa constituted
Tribunate of Tib. Gracchus, who is murdered
Tribunate of C. Gracchus
Death of C. Gracchus Gallia Narbonensis
first Roman province in Transalpine Gaul
Carthage

133
123
121

112
102

2800

;

;

Agrigentum taken from Carthage
First

The German Arminius overthrows Varus
Death of Augustus accession of Tiberius
Gaius Caesar (Caligula) emperor
Claudius emperor conquest of Britain
Nero emperor
Galba emperor
[Vespasian emperor
Accession and death of Otho and of Vitellius
Titus emperor
Domitianemperor(lastof the" Twelve Caesars")
Nerva (first of the " Five Good Emperors ")
Trajan emperor
Hadrian emperor reorganisation
Antonnus Pius emperor
Marcus Aurelius emperor
Commodus emperor
Pertinax emperor first of the series of " Praehe is
torian emperors," lasting 90 years
followed by Septimius Severus (to 211)
Caracalla emperor
Alexander Severus emperor (to 235)
Philip the Arabian emperor to 249; claimed
as a Christian
State persecution of Christians under Decius
Advance of Goths checked under Claudius
Goths and Alamanni checked by Aurelian
Fall of Palmyra (Queen Zenobia)
Franks and Burgundians checked by Probus
Diocletian becomes emperor reorganisation
Last persecution of Christians begins
Constantine secures supremacy at battle of
Milesian Bridge Christianity recognised
Constantine sole emperor
;

37

;

Jugurthan War
Marius totally defeats the Teutones at Aquae
Sextiae and the Cimbri at the Raudine Plain

249
263
270.
274
277
284
303
312

;

;

323
325
360
364
392
395
403
410
415
420
429
455
476

Council of Nicasa
"

"

Pagan reaction under Julian
Division of empire into Eastern and Western
Empire reunited under Theodosius
Final partition of empire
"
Successes of Stilicho against barbarians "
Alaric the Goth sacks Rome Britain evacuated
;

j

|

Goths occupy Spain
St. Augustine floruit
Vandal kingdom in Africa
Sack of Rome by Geiserich the Vandal
End of West Roman emperors (Romulus,
Odoacer the Herulian King
Augustulus)
Clovis king of the Franks
[of Italy
Theoderic the Ostrogoth becomes master of
;

481

493
495

Cerdic founds the house of

Wessex

[Italy

WHY ROME FELL
A

POSTSCRIPT TO A WONDERFUL STORY
By Dr. C. W. Saleeby

HTHERE
*

is

a paragraph in Mr. A. J.
"
"
on
Decadence

Balfour's lecture

(Cambridge University Press, 1908)
which all modern thinkers will assent

to
:

It is in vain that historians enumerate the
public calamities which preceded, and no doubt
contributed to, the final catastrophe. Civil
dissensions,
disasters,
military
pestilences,
famines, tyrants, tax-gatherers, growing burdens,
and waning wealth the gloomy catalogue is
unrolled before our eyes, yet somehow it does not
in all cases wholly satisfy us
we feel that some
of these diseases are of a kind which a vigorous
body-politic should easily be able to survive, that
others are secondary symptoms of some obscurer
malady, and that in neither case do they supply
us with the full explanations of which we are in
search.
Consider, for instance, the long agony
and final destruction of Roman Imperialism in
the West, the most momentous catastrophe of
which we have historic record. It has deeply
stirred the imagination of mankind, it has been
the theme of great historians, it has been much
;

explained by political philosophers, yet who feels
that either historians or philosophers have laid
bare the inner workings of the drama ?
Rome
But why it fell,
fell, and great was the fall of it.
by what secret mines its defences were breached,

and what made
ineffectual

its

that

is

garrison so faint-hearted and
not so clear.

And

he means the equivalent of old age.
here

we

recognise at once, as the very
latest explanation of the fall of Rome,
offered us by a writer who has been compelled to abandon the accepted doctrines,
none other than the most ancient, as also
the most wildly fallacious, of all the doctrines which have ever been advanced in
the name of philosophy to exMortality
plain the mortality of nations.
of
This is the misinterpretation
Nations
of the doctrine of Plato and
Aristotle, that just as. nations may be
compared to individuals in other respects,
so also their life, growth, and decay present similar phenomena to those of the
individual.
This is transformed into
the doctrine that each race, like each
individual, is doomed to inevitable extinction.

By

the

modern student

of

life

this

explanation is wholly rejected as constituting a denial of the first and most
conspicuous of biological truths the truth
that individuals are necessarily mortal

and races are not. As Tennyson puts it
"
The individual withers, the race is more
and more." Space does not avail for a
:

These words, we
sent

the attitude

towards the

may
of

common

fairly say, repre-

the

modern mind

type of explanation
the catalogue of contributory causes is
The biologist has a
clearly incomplete.
natural conviction that we must turn to
his science, departing from the
Is there
fields explored by the ordia Modern
nary historian to find the most
Parallel ?
fundamental causes of all. We
cannot but believe that Rome fell because
the Roman breed degenerated, and it is
the causes of that degeneration that
really
concern us. Having found them, may we
also find that they are at work in another
empire to-day ?
Mr. Balfour's own conclusion is that
decadence is due to decadence, by which
;

discussion of the science of the matter here.
It is sufficient to say that no doctrine can

appear more ludicrously absurd than this
doctrine to the biologist, who can point
to countless animal and vegetable species
compared with which the whole race of
mankind is but a mushroom of yesterday,
for it consists in a denial of the most
salient and universal truth which the
study of life offers us. The utmost that
can be said of this popular doctrine of the
fall of empires is that in directing us to the
quality of the imperial people as the factor

of which we are in search it points to
a side of the question which the ordinary
historian omits to investigate ; but the
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cause of this racial failure

a failure which

among a people

we are undoubtedly entitled
must not be sought in a

to postulate
denial of the

world

fundamental antithesis between

and

individuals

all

all

living

The

races.

living

the
race is preventible
Can
the individual is not.
the biologist, then, assign causes for the
degeneration of the Roman
people which, so far from
denying the obvious truths of
Factor
biology, are in accord with it ?
The most recently alleged of these causes
is probably very far from being the whole
of the truth, but the doctrine is a novel
one.
It comes before us on extremely

decay of
decay of

a

;

.

high authority, and since it can be briefly
dealt with, a few words may first be
devoted to it.
In the year 1907 a small book was issued
from the University of Cambridge under
"
the title
Malaria a Neglected Factor
in the History of Greece and Rome."
The main body of the book is written

by a distinguished
Mr. W. H. S. Jones.

historical

There

student,

an

is

intro-

duction by the greatest living authority

on malaria, Professor Major Ronald Ross,
F.R.S., and a concluding chapter by
Dr. Ellett.

Malaria,

we may here

note,

even at the present day causes more illness
though tuberculosis causes more deaths
than any other disease to which mankind is subject. And we are warranted in
"

it seizes all,
saying that
alike,
gradually lessening

fit

and

the

unfit

general

some cases, it has exterminated the people among whom it has
become endemic."
It may be added that malaria is of an
utterly different character from epidemic
diseases, such as plague and cholera,
which sweep through a population for a
time, and then leave it. It is to be ranked
among those diseases which, when once

vitality until, in

introduced into a population, oppress it for
and it has the particular character
that it attacks the children,

ever,

How

Disease

~ "ry
Civilisation

kming many

Qf

ihem

and

^

rendering a large
percentage
5
-f
V
c
the
remainder sickly
of
for years.
As Professor Ross says and
his words are momentous for the world
"
A people of whom a
at this moment
large proportion have passed through a
sickly childhood cannot but be at a disa

.

.

,

advantage compared with more healthy
nations
and it is quite possible that the
sudden introduction of an endemic disease
;
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hitherto dominant in the
in its rapid downfall as

may end

regards
war."

science,

arts,

commerce

and

The argument which issues, then, from
the modern scientific study of the historical
evidence is that a factor in the fall both
of Greece

and

of

Rome may have

been

the introduction of this terrible disease,
malaria, which proceeded to cause the
degeneration of the race in a fashion which
is absolutely paralleled under our own
observation to-day by the action
of
newly imported diseases upon various
aboriginal races in many parts of the
world.
It is not necessary for us to
It
go here into the historical evidence.
the reader to
suffices to have directed
an instance of the modern tendency
in explaining the facts of history, and
we may leave this matter by a brief
Ross who
quotation from Professor
speaks, be it remembered, as one of the
greatest discoverers and original thinkers

now

He

alive.

says

:

The student

of biology is often struck with the
feeling that historians, when dealing with the
rise and fall of nations, do not

History from
generally view the phenomena
the Standpoint from a sufficiently high biological
standpoint. To me, at least, they
of Biology
seem to attach too much importance to individual rulers and soldiers, and to
particular wars, policies, religions, and customs
while at the same time they make little attempt
to extract the fundamental causes of national
success or failure.
;

.

.;

Let us turn now to a wholly different
aspect of our question an aspect emphasised by the study of motherhood as
it is to be observed in some countries
The dethronement of motherto-day.
hood on all hands sometimes by fashion,
sometimes by economics as in married

women's labour

and

its
absolute deinstances
in
all
classes of society by means of the racial
poison we call alcohol these are factors
which seem to be so palpably making
history that it is natural to dwell upon
the evidence as to the similar state of
motherhood during the decline of Rome.

gradation

in

many

In all higher animal species, and preeminently in the case of man, motheris the dominant fact of the racial
as the mere name mammalia should be
sufficient to indicate. Absolutely necessary
and cardinal though it be, so that without
motherhood or foster-motherhood
no

hood
life,

human
its

being could ever have survived
birth for twenty-four hours, this is

WHY ROME
not one of the factors of history which
the
orthodox
excite the interest of
historian
it is enough for him to see
of
in
the degradation of the sense
motherhood one of the standing symptoms of a decadent society.
Carlyle,
"
the greatest historian since Tacitus,"
as Ruskin called him, has a passage in
"
"
;

The French Revolution

which, withmotherhood, yet hints

out mentioning
at the kind of error into which

all histo-

rians are so prone to fall. He points out
that the oak grows silently in the forest
for a thousand years, and no one utters
a word. Only when the woodman fells it
"
"
and
with far sounding crash it falls
a
are we interested. And he continues in
fine

passage

:

thus everywhere that foolish Rumour
babbles not of what was done, but of what was
and foolish History (ever,
misdone or undone
more or less, the written epitomised synopsis of
Rumour) knows so little that were not as well
unknown. Attila Invasions, Walter-the-Penniless Crusades, Sicilian Vespers, Thirty-Years
not work, but
Wars
mere sin and misery
For the Earth, all this
hindrance of work
while, was yearly green and yellow with her kind
the hand of the craftsman, the mind
harvests
and so,
of the thinker rested not
It is

;

:

;

!

;

:

An

old

Fault of

History

after all, and in spite of all, we have
this so glorious high-domed blossom-

m

World

which,

concerning

;

may

History

well

Whence it came ? She knows
so much of what obstructed

poor

ask, with wonder,
so little of it, knows

what would have
rendered it impossible. Such, nevertheless, by
necessity or foolish choice, is her rule and prac"
tice
whereby that paradox, Happy the people
whose annals are vacant," is not without its true
it,

;

side.

Murder, not motherhood,

is

indeed the

theme in which the historian too commonly delights the taking of life, not the
making of it. But the factors which make
life

make

history, as well as the factors

which destroy
greatly to
that they

it

and

;

the

it

discredit

is

indeed very

of

historians

mere
no emphasising, the home truths which will
usually

commonplaces

pass

which

by,

as

demand

pre-eminently to determine
history so long as three times in
every century the only wealth of nations
is reduced to dust, and begins again in

continue

human

helpless infancy.

Sometimes, however, the historians
preserve for us a story on account of an
epigram or what not, and one such story
is

familiar to all of us.
"
the mother of the Gracchi,"
Cornelia,

was

undoubtedly

women
179

in

Roman

one

of

history.

the

greatest

She was

left

a

FELL

widow, the mother of twelve children, and
devoted herself to them
and the story
goes that when a Campanian lady asked
;

to see her jewels, she presented her
children to the inquirer, with the words,
"
These are my jewels."
Cornelia represented the spirit of Roman mother-

Rome's great days.
A very
different spirit marks the decline
Let us illustrate the
chan
that tOC* P laCC ty a
Motherhood
f.
quotation from the work of a

hood

in

'

,

pleasant scribbler named Aulus Gellius,
who wrote a volume called the " Attic
Nights," about 150 A.D. a date which
makes his evidence of the utmost value.
Our rendering is borrowed from Mr.

Quintin Waddington.
Aulus Gellius tells us that one day,
when he was with the philosopher Favorinus, word was brought to him that the
wife of one of his disciples had just given
birth to a son, so they went to inquire
after the mother and to congratulate the
father
"

:

"
she will suckle the
said he,
child herself."
And when the girl's mother
said that her daughter must be spared, and
nurses obtained in order that the heavy strain
of nursing the child should not be added to what
"
I" beg of you,
she had already gone through,
"
dear lady," said he,
to allow her to be a whole

Of course,"

mother to her child. Is it not against Nature,
and being only half a mother, to give birth to a
To
child, and then at once send him away ?
have nourished with her own blood and in her
own body a something that she had never seen,
and then to refuse it her own milk, now that she
sees it living, a human being, demanding a
mother's .care ? Or are you one of those who
think that Nature gave a woman breasts, not that
she might feed her children, but as pretty little
hillocks to give her bust a pleasing contour

?

Many, indeed, of our present-day ladies whom
you are far from resembling do try to dry up
and repress the sacred fount of the body, the

nourisher of the human race, even at the risk
they run from turning back and corrupting their
milk, lest it should take off from the charm of
Is it a reasonable thing
their beauty.
to corrupt the fine qualities of the new-born man,
well-endowed as to both body and
Roman
mind as far as parentage is conAppeal for cerned, with the unsuitable nourishMotherhood ment of degenerate and foreign
milk ? Especially is this the case
if she whom you get to supply the milk is a
as is very often
slave or of servile estate, and
the case of a foreign and barbarous race, if
.

she
to

is

.

.

ugly, 'unchaste, or addicted
besides these consideracan afford to ignore or belittle the
who
desert their offspring
those

dishonest,

drink.

tions, who
fact that

.

.

.

And

and send them away from themselves, and make
them over to others to nurse, cut, or at least
loosen and weaken, that chain and connection
of mind and affection by which Nature attaches
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For when the child,
children to their parents.
sent elsewhere, is away from sight the vigour
of maternal solicitude little by little dies away,
and the call of motherly instinct grows silent,
and forgetfulness of a child sent away to nurse
is not much less complete than that of one lost
by death.
"A child's thoughts, and the love he is ever
ready to give, are occupied, moreover, with her
alone from whom he derives his food, and soon he
has neither feeling nor affection
Roman
Mothers and
.

to-day

*

for
e mother who bore him. The
x
of the filial feelings
foundations
with which we are born being thus

sapped and undermined, whatever
affection children thus brought up may seem to
have for father and mother for the most part is
not natural love, but the result of social convention."

Perhaps the most astonishing thing
about this quotation is its modernity.
Here are the very things which speakers
at our Infant Mortality Conferences are
saying about many of the mothers of
It is sufficiently evident from the
to-day.
remarks made by Favorinus that at this

critical period in Roman history
the very same tendencies were at work
which we very much deplore to-day. And
these tendencies are not merely symptoms
of moral degeneration ; they are actual
causes of decadence both moral and

most

physical.

we must turn to yet another
The most recent thinkers are

Further,
inquiry.

coming more and more to lend their
support to" the memorable words of
Darwin in
The Descent of Man," published in 1871.

He

there said that,

if

there

means by which to " prevent the
reckless, the vicious, and otherwise inferior
members of society from increasing at a

are no

quicker rate than the better class of men,
the nation will retrograde, as has too
often occurred in the history of a world."
More recently, Dr. Francis Galton, re"
the rates with which the
ferring to
various classes of society classified according to civic usefulness have contributed to the population at various
modern
A Problem times, in ancient and
"
for

Modern nations,"

Nations

said,

There

is

strong reason for believing
that national rise and decline

closely connected with this influence."
only a few years ago, Professor Karl
Pearson said, "The inexplicable decline and
fall of nations,
following from no apparent
external cause, receives instant light from
the relative fertility of the fitter and unis

And

fitter

elements combined with what we
of the laws of inheritance."

now know
2804

This problem is facing us everywhere
that it is a matter of primary
to-day
importance for thinkers to find some
solution of it becomes the more evident
;

when we

recognise

degeneration of the

its

importance

in the

Roman

people.
Keeping in mind these various expressions of one great idea, let us reconsider one of those phenomena of history
which no historian can be accused of
neglecting that phenomenon is war. This
has ever been the historian's delight. But
;

while war

is one of the most important
factors in history, a dominant reason
of its importance has hitherto escaped
all historians.
Their interest is in generals
and armies and battles
in treaties of
peace and terms of conquest ; in short,
The new history
in its political results.
will inquire into all the racial consequences of war. If the historian learns
that the flower of a nation's youth has
been destroyed in a victorious campaign,
he may think the fact worth reckoning
with, as well as the circumstance that
the indemnity demanded amounted to so
many dollars. Perhaps it is always of some
interest to the philosopher to
Military Rome
observe the individual or the
Exhausted
who , exchanges
hie
a
* e*
L nation
s
Best
Stock
,
the
,,
,
for gold, and his certain fate.
of
Consider now the case
Imperial
;

.

,

,.

,

Rome. The immediate instrument of
force.
empire was, of course, military
"
"
There was always some
little war
proceeding on the confines of the empire.
There was a persistent selection from
decade to decade and century to century
of

the most

capable

A

men

competent and physically
for military purposes.

distinguished American thinker, Pro-

fessor Jordan, has lately suggested that we
have here a biological key to the problem of
the fall of Rome. The best were chosen
for soldiers, one may say, and those that
were not good enough to be soldiers were
left to be fathers.
The best stocks were
gradually exhausted of which, perhaps,
;

the strongest proof is the fact that the
"
Roman" legions ceased to be recruited
When the profrom the Roman people.
cess of the survival and perpetuation of the
worst had continued long enough, the race
had degenerated into that Roman mob
"
which demanded bread and games," upon

whose heads their empire came crashing
down, as all empires will, upon their
living foundations
tions decay.

when

those

founda-

WHY ROME
Let us illustrate this by the now
accepted truth that the small stature
of the modern
French, if not other
the recent history of
in
vital
facts
France, may be laid at the door of
Napoleon.
y
k

*n

Tall men, and strong men,
and healthy men make good
soldiers, but if you persistently

take

all

and

such

relegate

men

for soldiers,
to
enough for your

fatherhood

those who are not good
ranks, the future must pay the price
Proand the price is very heavy.
;

fessor Arthur Thomson, a great student
"
even
of heredity, has remarked that
Pasteur could not add the cubit of stature

which Napoleon lopped

off

Frenchmen."

Thus, in the light of the supremely important truths which we associate mainly
with the name of Darwin modern thinkers
are coming more and more to believe
that the great historical tragedies, like
the fall of Rome, are
due to the operation
of

FELL

Marriage must be the privilege of those

who have proved themselves
members of the tribe.

In short, in our modern study of history
are coming down to basal biological
fact, and especially to that universal and

we

immeasurably potent fact termed heredity,
in virtue of which the principle of the
selection of the best for parenthood, the
principle of the new science of Eugenics
or race-culture, is conceived as a political
ideal compared with which all others are

The Golden

Words
of Ruskin

tr i y i aL

to tne

wno

We come back, indeed,
S^en wor ds of Ruskin,

te lls
rii
all

of

which

those

individuals to

whom

<

believe in these principles, and who in"
cline to the view of Ruskin that
the
beginning of all sanitary and moral law
in the regulation

is

of

called
selection ;

reversed

us that the essence
,t
is
the

government

production and recognition of human
worth, the detection and extinction of
human unworthiness." Those of us who

what may be

under

worthy

are

marriage,"

fully entitled to look

backwards into

to ask
whether the biologi-

history

would allot
privilege of

truths upon

Nature

cal

the

which these ideas are

parenthood
treated as

food

are

based, truths applicable to all forms of
life whatsoever, are

for

or are
swamped by the
multiplication of

powder,

not also illustrated in
the events of human
history. It may thus
be that we shall learn

individuals of both
sexes from whom in
a natural state the

deeper lessons from
the past than any

supreme privilege of
would
parenthood
have been withheld.
In the early days
of

a

nation

which have hitherto

been drawn. We
may be absolutely

such

assured

process cannot
be p e r possibly

lessons

a

that

must

such
be

drawn, could we learn
CORNELIA'S JEWELS
mitted moreover, it
the truth, from a fact
There is a beautiful
of Cornelia, "the mother of the
is held in check by Gracchi " and one ofstory
as the
the great women of Rome. Left a so amazing
the mere fact that the widow with twelve children, she was once asked to show utter ruin of the
;

a lady her jewels and she presented her children.

weakly children do
not grow up. to become fathers and mothers.

It is when success is attained that the
quality of the race comes to be forgotten
as the dominant factor of its permanence.

among many savage peoples
to-day, who have no powers except those
inherent in the individuals composing
them, the principle that the culture of
the racial life is the vital industry of any
Thus,

people

is

recognised

and

acted

upon.

greatest

empire

in

The more we study the causes
commonly cited for this event, the more
assured do we become that the kind of thing
with which the historian commonly con"
history.

is apt to
hide the obscurer
but more potent forces which silently prepare the fate of empires." The pity is that

cerns himself

the records of the past contain so little
decisive evidence as to the fundamental
facts.

C.

W. SALEEBY
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THE SOCIAL FABRIC OF THE
ANCIENT WORLD
AND THE DOOM OF THE GREAT NATIONS
By W. Romaine Paterson, M.A.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF SLAVERY
is no longer possible to consider the
history of mankind as a thing apart from
the history of the great forces, conscious
and unconscious, personal and impersonal,

IT

organic and inorganic, which have brought
the visible world to the stage at which
we find it. For human society falls within
the realm of Nature, and its institutions
are likewise an expression of natural law.
The condition of all living things to-day
is the result of a struggle carried on during
many ages by an interminable line of

progenitors. Whenever we watch closely
enough the behaviour of a set of living
forces we discover that the principle of
their activity is a principle of opposition
as well as of combination.
Although

co-operation
may take place within
different groups, it is a co-operation
directed against other groups which are
hostile. And the struggle between human
wills is only another form, more intense
and more articulate, of the struggle which

goes on
things

sky

;

among all organic and inorganic
among stars for their places in the
among plants for their places in the
and among animals for their places

earth
in the species into which they are born.
In their effort to maintain their equilibrium the stars, for example, spend
;

-

an amount of energy which is
measured in terms of the law

e

~

of gravitation
in the effort to
,
,
obtain nourishment
from the
soil every tree is an enemy to every other
and in the animal world every
tree
beast is really a beast of prey. Likewise
every civilisation, however refined, hides
beneath its polished surface a mass of
.

Conflict

;

;

implacable forces. Its fabric was never
raised without the sacrifice of millions of
human beings, and that fabric is not
maintained without immeasurable labour.
During many centuries history was a

The preJ panorama.
Thc Merciless bloody
Al
cincts of battle, to use a phrase
r
Economy
r TT
of Hobbes, are as extensive as
,
of, XT
Nature
,
.
,

,

,

-,

,

,

,

,

A

.

the ranges of created things,
and in this formidable war man has taken
an ample share. The chaos of his history,
the consolidation and the catastrophe of
his empires, the struggle between nations
and within them, the cry of the slave
against the free in ancient, and of the poor
against the rich in modern, times mark
nothing exceptional in the apparently
merciless economy of Nature. For Nature
expresses and transforms her energy
with equal indifference in the birth of a
star or in its extinction, in a tidal wave
or in an earthquake, in a social revolution
and the ruin of states, or in the disappearance of a race of men.
If, therefore, we desire to obtain any
genuine insight into the fortunes of
mankind we must link them to the
history of all other struggling organisms.

There

is

nothing fundamentally different

conditions of human existence,
except that they are far more elaborate
and poignant.
The gift of full selfconsciousness
has in its case been
accompanied by a more acute sense of
in

the

pain and fear which mankind have
betrayed in their religions, their laws,
their literature
If,

then,

society

is

and

their arts.

we

accept the view that human
only another exhibition of a
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natural process, we shall not rest content,
Rousseau, to arraign the human will
as the sole cause of the disorder of history.

like

There have been in operation numerous
and intricate causes over which the human
will had no control.
According to Rousseau, the unequal distribution of wellbeing is the result of man's interference with
Closer
the course of Nature.
stud y of Nature s
methods,
us that
convinces
however,
human society in its slow evolution has only obeyed instinctively those
laws of struggle and survival which
'

regulate the destiny of

The truth

and

is

it

all
is

living things.

a truth which

ought to be dear to idealists that it is
only in human society that any conscious,
effort has been made to mitigate the
conflict.
No doubt that effort came late.
The
Justice has long overslept herself.
human will has been a powerful factor in
retardation.
But, after all, history is
partly the record of the intellectual and
the moral education of humanity, and the
record is progressive.
To the members of every one of her
species Nature presents harsh conditions
as the means of success. For they are all
compelled to fight not only the members
of rival species but of their own.
And in
this war of each against all perhaps the
most startling fact is that the struggle
is severest between members of the same
It is this latter struggle

species.

which

has been called the struggle for existence.
One variety of bee destroys another
variety, one type of rat drives out another
type, one kind of ape is the enemy of
another kind, and so on up the scale until

we find the same fact expressed among
human beings by racial and national hate.

In the struggle for territory and for
subsistence not only does one race of men
enter the field against another, but
members of the same race are found to
have been perpetually at war.
Every
is involved in
a great family quarrel, and it
,,i_-j -LI
j
1S
formidable education
Nature
within its own ranks that its
ultimate predominance is due.
In that
which is Nature, only
show,
gladiatorial
"
the
who are generally the
fittest,"
strongest combatants, preserve their place
in the arena.
A species disappears by
reason of deterioration from within, or
by reason of destruction by a more
If one beast moves more
powerful foe.

species, in fact,

In th

Arena

.

of
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.

/

-

slowly than another, it will be caught
and destroyed by its fleeter-footed rival.
Clumsier instincts, less accurate methods
of attack and defence, defective eyesight
or sense of smell, teeth, horns and claws
that are weaker and blunter, absence of
rapid decision or of prolonged endurance,
are all serious handicaps in the conflict
Those
for the means of subsistence.
animals which suffer from all such defects
will thus fail whenever they are attacked

by enemies

better equipped.
in view the fact that this
law of antagonism has operated likewise
within the human species throughout all
its branches, savage or civilised, we shall
perhaps be less surprised by the confusion
of human history.
War is really the

Now

if

we keep

fundamental

fact,

for the

primary wants

men

are not different from those of all
other living creatures space to live in
and food to eat. Wolves, indeed, hunt
in packs, but when the prey has been
hunted down a struggle for a share of it
begins between all the members of ,the
of

pack. And although men early organised
themselves into tribes and nations for
the purpose of attacking other
* r*
tribes and nations, there imbetween
mediately
rf
J ,took place
of Nations
,.
,,
the individuals of every community a struggle for a share of whatever
.

their

.

,

activity had achieved.
therefore, of this struggle

corporate

The motive,
which

goes on

between individuals is
from the motive
which brings organised masses of men
For war is only a duel
into conflict.
not

really

different

multiplied indefinitely.

The earliest forms of social consolidation were the work not of the most humane
but of the most inhuman tribes. In their
ruthless aggressions on the territory of
their neighbours they were, however,
obeying unconsciously the law of successful evolution, according to which all living
things must, in order to prolong their
Societies
life, absorb other living things.
In their primiare composite parasites.
tive stage they moved over the earth's
surface like locusts, devouring what they
could find. By the conflicts which raged
between one community and another
the military basis of human society was
gradually prepared, and each tribe be-

came an armed camp.
The factors of social progress have
been both positive and negative the
survival and predominance of the fittest

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SLAVERY
and strongest, and the disappearance of
the weakest types.
So far as the
fortunes of the human individual are
concerned, the issue of his struggles
depended upon the superiority or the
Ids
natural equipment.
inferiority of
There was no question of rights. Even
Rousseau, in the essay in which he attempts to discover the origin of the
inequality among men, admits that the
primal causes of that inequality are to
be discovered not in human institutions
"
but in Nature.
I observe," he says,
"
that there are two kinds of inequality
one which I call
among human beings
natural or physical, because it is established by Nature, and consists in difference of age, of health, and of the powers
of body and mind.
The other is a conven;

tional or political inequality which is the
result of human arrangements.
This latter
inequality consists in the various privileges which some men enjoy at the expense
of others
such as, for instance greater

wealth, honour, power, and authority."

however, in his survey of
argues as if the first
and deeper causes, of which he
is
perfectly aware, were not
res P onsi ble
for
differthose

Rousseau,

human

fhc

W

11

society

ences

of

human

well-being

which every community displays.

But

it

impossible to believe that they were
not at work very early, and that it is not
owing to their operation that the entire
subsequent structure of social institutions,
ancient and modern, is due.
In fact,
apart from them there would have been
no human race at all. We cannot admit
that, if in every other known species a
superior type has been produced at the
is

expanse of an inferior, this principle
ceased to have any importance precisely
the species which is highest of all.
the contrary, we observe that in spite
of man's interference it is still active
within his own ranks. Owing to superior
in

On

physical, moral, and intellectual endowment some individuals rise where others
fall,

and one nation gains a hegemony

over another.

According to Rousseau,

we understand it, exhibit virtues
which we often look for in vain among

sation, as

men who

enjoy a higher stage of culture.
Travellers tell us that certain hill tribes
in India are remarkable for their veracity,
and that, indeed, they begin to lose that
quality only after contact with the white
race.
The Todas and the Khonds have
a reputation for commercial
the Lepchas,
honesty.
v. Among

Primitive

_

too,
'

Peoples

are

man

in

the

j

is

rare,

j

and they
j
andj

i

cheerful people, possessed of a religious
As Herbert Spencer
sense of duty.
pointed out, communities which share a
relatively high material well-being are
often less civilised in their methods of life
and conduct than peoples at a far lower
level

of

civilisation.

There is certainly no reason to deny that
moral ideas, conceptions of right and wrong,
of truth

and falsehood, and

of justice, may
social system is

grow among men whose

only rudimentary. For all such ideas are
the result of corporate life, and they must
make a beginning somewhere. But, on
the other hand, there are innumerable
data which prove that existing social
organisms, whether savage or civilised,
are the issue of a struggle in which the

predatory instincts played an overwhelmSocieties, like the individuals
of which they are composed, originally
lived and thrived by the destruction of
their enemies.
conquering tribe either
exterminated its rival or enslaved it.
If we examine the reports of ethnological
research we shall find it difficult, or rather
impossible, to accept Rousseau's picture
of a state of Nature which was a scene of
unbroken social harmony. The elements
of discord were present and active from
the beginning. Social hierarchies of primeval origin appear, although in a

ing part.

A

humble and grotesque

scale,

among

those

A

uncivilised tribes which still exist.
traveller from Central South Africa, wrote
in 1881 that the Barotse employ
P.
as herdsmen young slaves and
the poor. Among the Kaffirs
..
Inhumanity
.

:

"

men

,

.

subject themselves
to the rich, and, according to Fritsch,
the rich tyrannise over the poor who
voluntarily submit to this state of dependence.
Among the Ovaherero, he who

poor

primitive state is a mild and harmless
being (rien n'est si doux que rhomme
dans son etat primitif). Savage practices belong, he thinks, not to the earlier
but to the later stage of tribal development. Now, it is not to be denied that
certain tribes, which owe nothing to civili-

robbery
J
.,

described as a kind

has no cattle

is

despised,

and becomes

The sheikh of a Shilluk tribe
keeps as slaves those who possess no flocks.
The Kalmucks compel the poor to serve
a slave.
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the rich as herdsmen.
In North Somaliamong the Wer-Singellis, we find an

land,

aristocracy,

labouring

a commercial

caste,

The Massai, a

class.

and a
\yarrior

East Africa, keep in subjection

tribe of

as agricultural

the tribe of the
Warombutta. Likewise the Berii Amer,
another East African people, employ
slaves as ministers of luxury.

wid Tri

'b,

helots

es

communities

whose
Corrupted by
social organisation has been
k
wk-.
the Whites
j
evolved and elaborated apart
from the influence of civilisation reproduce that division of labour and that
scheme of privileges for which Rousseau
Thus,
-

,

i

.

jiii

i

i

i

held civilisation to be responsible.
It is
true that in some cases wild tribes began
to introduce slavery only after they had

come
Thus

into relation with civilised peoples.

in North America the Indians purchased negroes from the whites.
On the other hand, in Tahiti, New

Zealand, and Brazil slavery had existed
before the arrival of the foreigners.
If,
as in the case of the Eskimos or the
is
of
Australia,
aborigines
slavery
absent, the reasons are not moral but
In his valuable work on
economic.
"
"
NieSlavery as an Industrial System
boer has shown that certain tribes, owing
to their mode of life, are unable to keep

For instance, hunting and fishing
The reason
tribes seldom employ them.
is that where food is difficult to procure
unskilled labour is useless, and does not
pay its expenses. Moreover, escape would
be easy, since a slave employed as a hunter

slaves.

esteem among the tribes of the Pacific
coast that slaves were employed to relieve
them of the most irksome labour and
drudgery. And the reason for the absence

among Australian natives is that
the women are the toilers.
In this case,
the introduction of slavery would have
implied a higher status for the female
of slaves

population.

Such facts taken at random seem sufficient to prove that social institutions are
the result of causes which Rousseau
ignored. Nevertheless, he was correct in
his view that it is only as social organisation becomes more stable and rigid that
the cleavage between its classes becomes
more and more marked. If, for example,

we

contrast primitive pastoral with primi-

tive agricultural communities, we shall
find that among the former there exists a
more numerous body of freemen, for
pastoral tribes are more mobile, and if an
entire society is nomadic, it is necessary
that all its members must be free, otherwise the movements of the tribe would be
herdsman must be at least
hampered.
as free as the cattle he tends.
Besides, in

A

L
th

our

S

such

cases

demand
owner

an<^

il

their

there is no
labour.

for

flock,

great

The

n s family herd
and slaves would
'

be a useless expense.

But the case is different when we turn
to those tribes which enjoy a more
settled existence and possess an extensive

is

and perhaps ever-widening agricultural
A labourer at work on the soil can
area.
be attached to it, and he is easily con-

his

trolled.

quite capable of maintaining himself by
own prowess.
The economic condition of slave-keeping
tribes differs fundamentally from that
of tribes like the Fuegians, the Andaman islanders, and the African pygmies,
who do not keep slaves.
Scarcity of
food compels some savages to live in
small groups, and thus there is no motive
to burden the tribe with superfluous

members.

ve

{7

Each man

finds his

own food, or his wives find it for

lgn
*r o
of
Progress

him. Where, on the contrary,
,
,
11
food is abundant, and especially
where agriculture, in however rude a form,
is

practised,

'

.

we

,

generally find that slavery

becomes an integral part of the social
system of primitive peoples. We are
actually met by the paradox that in certain
communities slavery is sometimes a sign
of social and moral progress.
Thus it was
because

2810

women

were held in rather high

His labour

is

productive.

If,

owing to a successful war, the tribe's territory has been increased, there will be no
danger in increasing the number of slaves.
More labourers are urgently required, and
they will be found among the captives.

We find,

therefore, that just as man tamed
certain beasts to work for him, he began to
tame his fellow-men for the same purpose.
It has been calculated that among
219 agricultural tribes scattered over
Polynesia, America, and Africa, as many
In cases where a
as 133 kept slaves.
wealthy tribe reaps a harvest in excess of

its own needs commercial exchange with
neighbouring peoples begins to develop.
Nieboer gives instances in which slaves are

for tillage and for transport.
increase of the servile class is an inditraveller
cation of growing revenue.
among the Ewe people of West Africa

employed

The

A

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SLAVERY
found sometimes three and even four
hundred slaves owned by a single master,
who employed them in carrying oil from
the interior to the seaboard.
Another
traveller, Koler, states that on the coast
of Guinea slaves were employed as oarsmen
in the canoes in which palm oil was transIn other cases the wealth and
ported.
influence of a savage chief are indicated by
the number of his servile attendants.
In 1867, among the natives of Brazil,
Martius noticed that social distinction was

measured

in this

manner, and that the

chief who possessed most slaves was able
to cultivate the largest amount of land. In
Equatorial Africa, in 1875, a French ex-

Compiegne, was asked by a native
advance of wages wherewith to
"
a slave,
because," said the man,
purchase
"
he will work for me, and I shall become
a person of rank." On the Gold Coast in
1864 Finsch found slaves employed as
domestic servants. They carried parasols
and fans for their masters, who, when
appearing in public, were attended by a
numerous retinue like the grandees of
plorer,
for an

ancient

M
Prey
of

Rome.

Thus we see that class
distinctions are not merely the
creation of civilised
society.
J ,
,,
T
surviving practices of
savage tribes we rediscover in a
.

Man

.

vivid form that struggle

which Nature

has imposed upon every species. But the
predatory period never passes away.
Although disguised and mitigated among
civilised beings, yet, if we look deeply
enough, we shall find traces of it in modern
war, and even in commerce and finance.
Long before the dawn of civilisation, however,

man had made man

How many

his prey.

hundreds of thousands of

years passed before the semi-erect progenitors of man became gradually erect,
and out of what strange chaos were
evolved the creatures whose posterity
would become the human race, are matters

which can arouse only our wonder and
Stone implements shaped by
conjecture.
hands already human were in use at least
150,000 years ago. But an immeasurable
length of time had elapsed between the
date of the men who made such implements and the date of those half-human
beings who had been slowly struggling
upwards out of still lower species during
the midnight of ages. Type after type,
and generation after generation of warring
creatures had disappeared before the comparatively high level of savage existence

was attained.

"

It is

not impossible,"
"

was
Lower
compared with

that
says Sir E. Ray Lankester,
in the remote period known as the

Miocene

remote even as

it

the gravels in which neoliths occur that
natural selection began to favour that
increase in the size of the brain of a large
and not very powerful semi-erect ape

which eventuated, after some
hundreds of thousands of years,

Gr
o/the"

in the breeding out of a

being
with
a relatively
enormous
brain-case, a skilful hand, and an inveterate
tendency to throw stones, flourish sticks,

A

es

protect himself in caves, and, in general,
to defeat aggression and satisfy his natural
appetites by the use of his wits rather
than by strength alone in which, however, he was not deficient. Probably this
creature had nearly the full size of brain
and every other physical character of

modern man, although he had not as yet
stumbled upon the art of making fire by
friction, nor converted his conventional
grunts and groans, his screams, laughter,
and interjections into a language corresponding to (and thenceforth expressing)

his thought."
this intellectual superiority of primitive man received its most significant
expression in his perception of the need
of co-operation between beings similarly

Now

Ever afterwards man was to

endowed.
fight his

way not by

brute force alone,

but by the cunning of his brain, and,
within restricted limits, by union with his
Co-operation, indeed, for various

fellows.

ends takes place among the members of
other species, such as bees, ants, wasps,
wolves, and apes.
the success of the

The

original secret of
species above
all others, however, undoubtedly lies in
the greater depth and extent of its powers
of organisation.
Those powers are not

human

even yet realised, and the future of mankind depends upon their full development.
To operate not in isolation but in masses
was the great discovery of
the human species.
Even in
r
Greatest
,.
most rudimentary stage of
Discover
,

society that factor of progress
Whereas it is the
present.
tendency of most animals to lead isolated
lives, it is the tendency of man not only
to herd together, as animals do, but to
combine for the conscious achievement
of a common purpose.
This movement
towards cohesion, therefore, is the first
great fact in social history. Among birds

was already
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and
The

beasts family life is of brief duration.
offspring rapidly reach maturity, and
then go their own ways in order to form
fresh sexual unions, which result in the

were incapable of sharing danger would
be despised. They would be a source
of weakness to the tribe.
Women's work
would be allotted to them, and they

same broken cycles.
But among human beings the cycle
The different
tends to remain unbroken.

would gradually fall into a state of subjection which would tend to become

branches of a given family remain in
contact and become the nuclei
Man's Respect
of

for Ties

clans

blood

of Blood

and

The

tribes.

remains

tie

and binding. Help is

strong
afforded

birds, by the she-lion, and by
the she- wolf to their respective progeny
only as long as the latter remain helpless.

by parent

Later, the relations of consanguinity are
forgotten, and the parents become the

enemies

of

their

among human

own

But

offspring.

prolonged and
mutually rendered far beyond maturity
towards old age. And this fact, in spite of
some exceptions, marks, and marks impressively, man's first interference with
Nature's more ruthless methods in the
As a result of
struggle for existence.
man's action the human family reaches a
stability

beings aid

is

unknown among

the families of

the lower animals.

The next important advance
in that

amalgamation

which marriage makes

human

consists
families

possible.

Hence

of

Instead of scattered individuals,
groups begin to present a common front
to a common enemy.
A thick veil hides
from us those dim, early advances towards
incorporation and cohesion between human
groups which occupied the same area but
to all such instincts the foundation of subthe clan.

;

sequent social and political institutions is
due. The same climate and the same hardships, intermarriage, and the need of union
in the face of the foe, gradually modified the
egoistic impulse of each ferocious individual
in such a way that isolation was seen to
mean danger, and combination was seen
to mean safety.
But, as we have already
noticed,

_

.

great

.

Beginnings
?!

of, the

differences

in

individual

power and character become
apparent as soon as
,

human

A
& ather together.
^mgs
levelling process begins, and
for various reasons, and in various forms,
some members of the community become
servants of the other members. Among
savage tribes the distinction between the
sexes in itself early suggested a division
of labour.
Certain kinds of work fell
naturally to women or to the weaker
males.
On the other hand, men who
Caste System
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hereditary. In such a way the foundations
of a system of caste were laid.
At first
this compulsion of the weaker by the
stronger was probably limited to domestic
service. As the number of captives increased, however, slavery
institution,

and

became a

discipline

social

within

the

conquering tribe became more severe.
War has invariably been a great factor
of cohesion.
It has been pointed out
that when we pass from those tribes which
are without chieftains to those which are
not only better organised but organised
especially upon a military basis, we immediately find classes of masters and slaves.
Slavery, in fact,
social

hordes

was an attempt

stability.

and

loose

Instead

of

to create

wandering

aggregations

of

men

dependent upon the precarious produce
of the chase, there were gradually built up
communities fixed upon the soil. It has
been supposed that the genesis of slavery
is to be found in cannibalism.
H w
At first, in savage warfare, capS1 vcry
were killed and eaten.
tives
"But," says Herbert Spencer,
"

the keeping of captives too numerous
to be immediately eaten, with the view of
eating them subsequently, leading, as it
would to the employment of them in the
meantime, caused the discovery that their
services might be of more value than their
flesh, and so initiated the habit of preserving them as slaves."
Such conclusions are strengthened by the
fact that those uncivilised tribes which are
also unwarlike are generally without slaves.
But whenever the community is militant,
slavery sooner or later appears. There is
thus a sense in which, after all, Rousseau's
theory is not wholly false. The aggregation of human beings involved a change
in the status of some of those who originIn the tyranny
ally enjoyed full rights.
already visible in the earliest societies we
stumble once again upon the traces of
that destroying instinct by means of which
some of the members of a species are
In
sacrificed for the sake of others.
substituting slavery for death, man disand
covered
a
new,
extraordinary,

dangerous weapon, wherewith he armed
himself against his fellow-men,

SOCIAL
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SLAVERY

THE ANCIENT EMPIRES

IN

THE WONDERFUL ACHIEVEMENTS OF FORCED LABOUR
have made brief reference to
certain aspects of savage life because,
even in its rudest form, the tribe was the
nucleus of the great states of antiquity.
They all arose out of the forced or voluntary amalgamation of tribes. Behind the
great civilisations of the east and the west
there lay ages of experience, during which
mankind submitted to the rough discipline
of a rudimentary social and political

\Y/E

W

In even the most lowly and
most imperfectly organised society we

education.

discover the beginnings of that hierarchy
powers and privileges which all the great

of

states exhibit.

Every community

in

which

corporate life had really begun to manifest
itself possessed (i) a military class, into
whose hands the functions of government
a class of primitive
(2)
gravitated
traders, who were the forerunners of the
great distributing agents of modern times
;

;

and

(3)

an industrial

class,

upon whose

shoulders the greatest weight of the social
structure rested.
It is to this
the slaves that
class
subject
of Ancient
.t_
n
we shall
pay most attention,
s
because they formed the underpin of the social fabric of antiquity.
.

Governments came and went
dynasty
ousted dynasty
kingships became democracies, and democracies lapsed back into
;

;

In a word, the political perkingships.
mutations and combinations of antiquity
were innumerable
but no matter what
form the state assumed, its basis was the.
same, and that basis was slavery. Wars
were undertaken for the express purpose
of increasing this great stagnant population
of both sexes, to whose lot it fell to work
out the problems of ancient industry.
A system of labour, the origin of which
is to be found among savage tribes, was
;

consolidated, elaborated, and prolonged
throughout the history of all the great
empires and republics of the ancient
world, and it became the source of their
wealth.
By studying those societies,
therefore, from beneath rather than from
above we shall be able to seize their

common

and to catch something
Whereas their governments were changing and diverse, the
fundamental principle of their social and
_
economic systems was change&ve
less.
Every state fought for
s
of

their

Universal

features,
spirit.

^^erty against every other state,
but within each state there

existed a class to

whom liberty was

denied.

mattered nothing by what- name the
state was known. The slavery which formed
the main basis of the wealth of Babylonian,
Egyptian, and Persian kings formed likewise the main source of the wealth of the
Athenian and the Roman republics.
It

The

struggle for political rights was carried
on without any reference to the slaves.
The freemen of Babylon, of Egypt, and
of Persia, like the freemen of Greece and
of Rome,.were, in their respective countries
at least united in their denial of liberty to
the servile class. In Roman law we find
a vivid expression of the principle which
policy of slave holders in
governed the
"
Summa itaque divisio de jure
antiquity.
personarum haec est, quod ohines homines

aut liberi sunt aut servi."
This dogmatic pronouncement
the Institutes of Justinian) that

(from

human

beings are either free or slaves had long
been accepted both in Asia and in Europe
as the fundamental fact in the government of men. And although the Roman
"
that it was
contrary
lawyers admitted
"
to enslave a fellow creature,
to Nature
terms the
they stated in unmistakable
"
In potestate
right of the strongest.
itaque dominorum sunt servi.
Quae

quidem potestas juris gentium est nam
apud omnes peraeque gentes animadvertere possumus dominis in servos vitse
;

et
ower necisque potestatem esse,
q* uoc.,| cum q ue p er serv-um ad>,
j j
,t
quintur id domino adquintur
andj Death
...
in
the
Slaves are thus
(
power of their masters. And this is in
accordance with the law of nations, for
wherever we turn we see that masters
have the power of life and death over their
e

of Life

.

,
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states there was no attempt to teach those
men any handicraft.
On the contrary, the education of
negroes was expressly forbidden. Here,
for instance, are some passages from
the code of Virginia in 1849: "Every
assemblage of negroes for the purpose of instruction in reading or writing
shall be an unlawful assembly.
Any
justice may issue his warrant to any
officer or other person requiring him to

and whatever the slave earns he
earns for his master"). This statement
gathers up the theory and practice of
slavery not only as regards Rome but as
regards all the great civilised states of

slaves,

antiquity.

The Code
of

king

of

Law

Babylon,

of Hammurabi,
and the Babylonian

of
for
the
sale
contracts
in
laws of Manu
slaves, the
and the legal pracHindustan,
of MeT
tice of Egypt and of Greece, all
imply an elaborate servile system and
a vast slave trade. That trade was interIn the Delphic inscriptions
national.
there occur names of slaves from many
besides Syria Phoenicia,
other lands
Egypt, Arabia, Lydia, Phrygia, Cyprus,
Thessaly, Eubcea, Thrace, Macedonia, and
*

'

Rome.

Every

city

had

its

market

enter any place where such assemblage

may be-, and seize any negro therein
and he or any other justice may order
;

such negro to be punished with stripes."
"
If a white person assemble with
Again,
negroes for the purpose of instructing
them to read or write, he shall be confined to jail not exceeding six months,
and fined not exceeding one hundred

for

Capital found
and
in
its
best
investment,
slavery
speculators followed the armies in order
to be present, after the battle, at the
auction of the prisoners of war.
In the middle of the nineteenth century
there were 4,000,000 slaves in the slave
this

merchandise in men.

dollars,"

Here is another paragraph from an
Act passed in South Carolina in 1834
"
If any person shall hereafter teach any
:

slave to read or write, or shall aid in
assisting any slave to read or write, or
cause or procure any slave to be taught
to read or write, such person, if a free
white person, upon conviction

states of America, and it has been calculated that the annual value of the domestic
trade that is to say, of the exchange of
slaves between the states reached the
sum of 16,450,000 dollars. This was the
result of a system which had lasted only

The Story
.

Slavery
dollars,

Now, when

about two hundred years.

that the duration of the
slave trade of antiquity is measured by
thousands of years, we shall, perhaps,
gain some dim conception of its vast
ramifications, of its crowded and overcrowded markets, of the fortunes which
were lost and won in it, and of the accumulation of human suffering which it
involved.

Deference of
Ancient and

^
and Rome Whereas ^ ^
,

r

ancient world men of every
J
,
race and rank were, owing
to the fortunes of war, liable to fall into
servitude, the modern planters of America
and the West Indies laid violent hands on
a single race, the African negroes. More
over, the labour which, in slavery, they
compelled the negroes to perform was
restricted to such products as rice, sugar,
In the slave
indigo, cotton and tobacco.

...
Modern
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,

C1

Slavery

.

,

f

,

7

.

thereof, shall for every
J such
,
,
offence against this act be
fined not exceeding one hundred
...

.

.

and imprisoned not more than

six months ; or if a person of colour,
shall be whipped not exceeding fifty
lashes, and fined not exceeding fifty
dollars.
And if a slave, shall be whipped,
not exceeding fifty lashes." Similar acts
were passed in Georgia and Alabama.

we remember

But we should carry away an utterly
misleading impression if we supposed that
the colonial slavery of modern times
reproduced the servile system of states like
ancient Egypt, Babylon,
_.

...

01, Christian

.

Those Christian legislators thus doomed
the entire servile population to perpetual
ignorance and degradation. The result
was to exclude their slaves from all human
and humanising influences. Contrast this
policy, however, with the policy of anNo doubt, thousands and thoutiquity.
sands of slaves worked and perished in
chains on the harvest fields of Egypt,
Babylonia, and Sicily, and in Asiatic and

European copper, tin and silver mines.
Their forced labour upon the raw materials
of ancient industry was as severe as the
labour which Christian states imposed
upon the negroes of Africa in the nineteenth century. But the slave products of
antiquity were not confined to agricultural
and mineral wealth. There was no department of art or of industry in which
was unrepresented.

servile labour

SLAVERY IN THE ANCIENT EMPIRES
Although chained gangs worked in the
the vineyards, and the mines, and
suffered under the crushing weight of an
fields,

impersonal

despotism,

a

large

class

of

worked under domestic supervision
and came into personal and more human

slaves

relationship

Babylon,

with

their

masters.

for instance, apprenticeship

In

was

fully developed, and slaves were taught
many trades. The term of apprenticeship for weaving was five years, for
stone-cutting four years, and for baking

a year and a quarter.

The law made

sure, moreover, that the apprentice was
to be well taught. Technical skill, therefore, and interest in work for its own sake
were acquired by the slaves of Babylon,
whereas the slaves of America were the
victims of a most monotonous and aimless
existence.
And what is true of Babylon is true of

the great ancient civilisations.
The
slave merchant prospered most when he
passed educated slaves through his hands.
Both in Greece and in Rome slaves became
all

teachers, secretaries, and physicians. Men
Aristotle, Cicero, and Atticus and
the Plinys required cultured servants, and
_
spent time and money in the
u
education of them. In a letter
to Att i cus Cicero laments the
Slaves
fact that Caesar's prisoners from
Britain would only prove themselves to
be barbarians, incapable of becoming
the servants of cultivated people. In fact,
in Egypt and in Babylon, in Rome and in
Greece, slaves formed among themselves
a reproduction of society with its upper,
like

'

middle, and lower classes.

Some of them were compelled to
remain at the lowest level all their
lives, but others rose to high positions
in domestic service, and in the pursuit
industry, commerce and the arts.
They copied manuscripts, wrote books,
of

studied and practised
music,
architecture, painting, and sculpture, designed pottery, worked in the precious
metals, built ships, and laid out gardens,
became philosophers (Epictetus was a
slave), were sometimes the companions of
men of the world, and some of them rose
even to be ministers of state.
Such a fact no doubt casts a startling light on the character of ancient
It
civilisation.
implies that the real
work of the world was being performed,
not by the class which enjoyed hereditary privileges and the best fruits of

played

education, but by the class which, in
theory and in practice, was, during many
from elementary
ages, excluded even

human rights. As we shall see when we
come to consider the influence of the system
on national progress, one of the most
serious economic effects of slavery was
the

or at least the impoverishment, of free labour.
Never theless, it must be ad-,
mitted that the character of
the Ancient
ancient slavery and the fact
that in some cases careers were actually
destruction,

u "

TK

-

open to slaves somewhat relieves the
system of the dreadful gloom and horror
which attended the institution in iis
modern form. So far as I am aware, no
ancient state ever passed a law which

made

'

a crime to educate a slave.
In all the great states and cities of
antiquity there existed a domestic as well
as a foreign traffic in slaves. It was not
merely that owing to poverty, debt or
crime freemen might fall into servitude,
Thus
but that slavery was hereditary.
the owner of a slave was also the owner of
the slave's family. The breeding of slaves
was often a profitable business, and the
markets were fed by a constant influx of
thralls born within the boundaries of the
But fresh batches were always
cities.
arriving from abroad, since war and the
slave traffic were the two great agents
which augmented the servile population.
The average duration of the life of a slave
in the mines of Laurium has been calculated
In other cases
at about two years.
eight years are allowed. There was thus a
constant drain, and a constant demand
for

it

new

labourers.

Slavery was, indeed, a cause and a
A powerful state
consequence of war.
was tempted to increase not only its terriIt
tory, but its industrial population.

imposed its yoke either by bringing away
the conquered people or by compelling
them to till their land and reap its harvest,
or exploit its mineral products
for the benefit of the con-

&n

Serfdom and slavery
thus existed side by side both in
Asiatic and European states.
Strange
as it may sound, this enslavement of
captives was, as we have already noticed,
a sign of progress.
Formerly they had
been killed, and, at a lower stage of society,

~

..

m querors.

The practice of
they had been eaten.
slavery was thus better than cannibalism.
Yet the savage method of the treatment
2815
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war was of long continuance,
broke out again even in civilised
communities. It depended upon the causes
of the conflict, upon the resistance or nonof prisoners of

and

it

resistance of the enemy, and upon the degree
of heat of the vengeance of the victors,
whether in a given case the prisoners were
This is made clear
killed or enslaved.
of the accounts of
some
by
Ba a
battles which have
J*
of Assy.
n Assyrian
down iQ... Th
in Qne
CQme
Civilisation
,
,,
A ,
of the inscriptions of Ashurbanipal, king of Assyria" (667-635 B.C.),
After a bloody
we read these words
I
struggle I occupied the city of Tiela.
killed three thousand warriors. I led away
the captives, the spoil, the oxen and the

^

.

,.

:

sheep.

I

burned much booty.

With

own hand

my

I took many prisoners.
I cut
the hands and the feet of some, the
nose and the ears of others, and put out
In the account of another
their eyes."
successful siege the same monarch states
"

off

:

burned alive one thousand captives.
Of set purpose I spared not one among
And in still another case he
them."
I

informs us that he covered the walls of
Nineveh with the skins of his enemies.
But sometimes it was seen to be more
Thus
profitable to enslave men en masse.
Tiglath Pileser I. (1116 B.C.) announces
that from one campaign he brought back
6,000 men, whom he presented as slaves
Those brief extracts
to his own people.
will help us to understand how ancient
battlefields formed an inexhaustible source
of supply for the slave-dealers.
Caesar,

counted by thousands his
captives from Gaul, and unless ransomed,
every captive, irrespective of rank, was
Alexander the Great
sold into servitude.
on one occasion sold as slaves 30,000
inhabitants of the Greek city of Thebes,
and he received about fifteen dollars
per head. And a Roman general, Paulus
.ZEmilius, put up to auction on a battlefield 150,000 men. One by one each captive
f un d
himself at last awaiting
for

instance,

150000
,.
Men ,for
'

his

turn for inspection in some
-i^

.

.

.

or
Asiatic,
Sreat
European,
African
where
he
market,
awaited a purchaser. He was examined
as tame cattle were examined, and his
qualities and defects were duly declared.
The codes of law both of Babylon and
Rome indicate how carefully the buyer was
Sale!

For it was as
protected in case of fraud.
to attempt to dispose of an un-

common
reliable
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and vicious slave as

of

a vicious

horse.
Sellers were compelled by the
law of Rome to declare the incapacities
as well as the capacities of slaves in order

that intending purchasers might not be
deceived. And if within a specified date

undeclared defects manifested themselves,
the purchaser was authorised to return the
slave and be reimbursed.
In Babylon, for instance, this happened
if a certain disease, called bennu, which

was common

among

slaves

was

and

probably a form of paralysis, broke
out within one month after the slave
had been bought.
In Assyria the contract could be cancelled for the same
cause within one hundred days after the
purchase. These, and many other facts
which we are about to adduce, will help us
to see
what, indeed, the law of Babylon
implies and the law of Rome expressly
declares that the slave was a chattel, and
was the absolute property of his owner.
So far as the essential features of the
basis of antiquity are concerned,
the main facts of any one great civilisation might be chosen as typical. For, in
spite of the differences of race, it was
the tendency of slavery to create universally the same social and
social

Israelites

~

..

Considerate
f

SI v

economic
i

,,

AA man

results.

v

i

i

in
i

chains in Egypt resembled a
man in chains in Babylon or

Phoenicia, in Athens or in

Rome. Among

Semitic peoples only the Israelites appear
to have passed legislation on behalf of
their slaves.
Everywhere a free and
privileged class annexed as their property
a whole population, whose labour was
involuntary and wageless. In the pyramids of Egypt, which were built by slaves,
we might see an image of ancient civilisaThe servile class formed the broad
tion.
and immobile base. All society, indeed,
is pyramidal, and as we reach the summit,
we find that there is room only for a few.
In antiquity the disproportion between

who enjoyed

rights and those to
rights were denied was immense.
The fact which surprises us is not the
absence of justice in those societies. An
elaborate system of justice, and even of
equity, prevailed in the administration
like Babylon and Egypt,
of empires

those

whom

Athens and Rome. But justice was dispensed only among freemen, and was the
privilege of a minority. It stopped short
at the boundary which divided the free
from the servile class.
Private slaves
formed
and they
private
property,
(
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remained outside the jurisdiction of the
state.
Only the slave's master was the

slave's judge. In the case of Rome it was
not until late in the imperial era that any
restriction was placed upon the domestic
Slaves were not recognised as
tribunal.
"

and during many ages the

persons,"

basis of European was not different from
the basis of Asiatic society. The condition
of the 120,000 slaves who perished in

digging

the

canal

which the Egyptian

King Nekos began but did not
was as hopeless as the condition
slaves

who

built the Colosseum,

Rome and

finish
of the

made

her viaducts,
worked in the Athenian silver mines.

roads of

Egypt, as well as in Rome and
Athens, there existed a powerful

Yet
in

the

and

in

government which redressed wrongs
among freemen. Ancient, like modern,
states suffered from industrial crises.
There was a middle-class problem, and
the bourgeois and small proprietor were
central

often impoverished by excessive taxation.
But" the grievances of Egyptian and

Roman farmers cannot be compared with
the grievances of Egyptian and Roman
Historians have recounted the
slaves.
the
miseries of
Egyptian
isenes o
peasantry from whom taxes
were extorted by flogging. The
power of the king and his
barons rested upon the soldiers and the
priests, beneath whom there lived and
and
the
laboured the
commonalty
peasantry.
to Maspero, these latter
According
"
formed an inert mass," subjected to forced
labour and taxation at the will of their

masters. And yet some degree of justice
was vouchsafed. Although the taxes were
severe, they were sometimes remitted.
The peasantry paid a tax of one-tenth
on the gross produce of their holdings.
The amount of the produce depended
upon the rise of the Nile. If in any year
the rise was insufficient, or if the water
overflowed and ruined the crops, the tax
was lessened accordingly, and occasionally

was waived.

Moreover, even in a land
like Egypt, in which the population was
characterised by the most profound submission, the king in person supervised
the administration of justice, and heard
appeals made by the humblest of his
it

subjects.

In one of the papyri at present in
Berlin there is an account of a workman
who, on a charge of fraud, was brought

before the king, Nab-ka-ra, pharaoh of
the eleventh dynasty.
The man, who
was employed in the extraction of carbonate of soda, had delivered a quantity
below the declared amount.
He endeavoured to escape, but was seized.
In cross-examination the case broke down.

The king remarked
_

"

:

He

does not answer

questions put to him.
he reWhen desired to speak,
r
,.
,
,. ^
M
mains silent. Conviction and

the

Prisoner
Famil
ft

s

.

.

,

punishment followed. Then
an interesting pronouncement was made.
By law the wife and children of a fugitive
became the property of the king. In the
case

in

question

the

king,

instead

of

wreaking vengeance on the man's family,
ordered that while the husband was in
prison the wife was to be provided for,
and was to receive three loaves every day.
The papyrus is damaged, and we are not
informed of the final result.
The last
sentence, however, states that the accused
supplicated for the fourth time.
This is an instance of a minute judicial
inquiry, but we are not to suppose that
similar investigations took place on behalf
of the great mass of public and private
slaves who toiled in Egypt.
Diodorus
Siculus presents a vivid picture of the
conditions under which the public slaves
in the mines.
He tells us that
the extremity of Egypt," on the
borders of Arabia and Ethiopia, there
were gold-mines, and that the gold was
"
at great expense and by great
extracted
The army of workmen was
labour."

worked
"

at

composed of criminals, prisoners of war,
and of men arrested under false pretences
"

;

in

various classes of miserable
beings, whom the kings of Egypt

short,

human

are accustomed to send, sometimes alone,
sometimes accompanied by their entire
families, to work in the mines either for
the purpose of expiating crimes or merely
increasing the royal revenues."
They
were all chained, and were compelled to
work day and night. Escape
An A w u
was j p Oss jbj e> Since the overPicture of
...
seers were foreigners, and spoke
c
Servitude
j-a
languages different from the
language of Egypt, the slaves were unable
either by words or by any other means
to corrupt their task-masters or move

m

,

their compassion.

Diodorus gives us an idea of the industrial method used in the exploitation
The hardest portions
of the mines.
of the soil containing the gold were
2817
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and were then broken
who numbered thou-

exposed to

fire,

up by the

slaves,

sands.

Iron implements were employed.

The strongest slaves split the rock, and
hewed their way by pickaxes through the
underground passages which followed the
natural windings of the metal. Diodorus
adds a graphic touch when he tells us
n

that in order
darkness of the
carried
lamps
The
foreheads.

r

*.

who

seers

to

light

up the

mines the slaves
to
fixed
their
lash of the over-

the different
sole incentive to the con-

superintended

gangs was the

tinuation of the work.
Child labour was also employed, for some
of the passages and holes were too narrow
to admit grown men. Children were also
engaged in carrying the debris to the
mouth of the mine, where mortars and
stone pestles were used to reduce the ore.
Women and old men worked the hand
mills which ground the ore to powder.
According to Diodorus, the condition of
the slaves was entirely hopeless.
Neither
sex nor age nor weakness was allowed to

exempt them from

sufferings,

from which

they were rescued only by death.
There can be no doubt that similar conditions prevailed in the construction of the
vast works which still remain as memorials
of the megalomania of Egyptian kings.
Since a successful razzia, brought an inexhaustible supply of new slaves to fill
the places of those who perished in the
public works there was a reckless expenditure of human lives. If, as some
historical documents indicate, the discomfort of workmen engaged, not in the
public but in the private workshops
in Egypt was excessive, we can believe

that the picture which Diodorus presents
not overdrawn. The state which employed servile labour and exploited it. to
the uttermost, was by its own policy
is

debarred from interfering with domestic
There is extant a papyrus which
control.
conveys to us the emotions of

Worse than

R.
,",.;

tK

.

of the Field

/

T-<

j

i

Egyptian slaves

engaged in
It has the
private
industry.
,.
,
j
iJ

.

,

<

and realistic tone of
"
"
I have never
Piers the Plowman."
seen a blacksmith on an embassy," says
"
nor a smelter sent on a
the writer,
mission, but I have seen the metal drudge
at his task, at the mouth of the furnace,
his fingers as rough as the crocodile and
stinking like fish. The labourer of every
satirical

sort

that handles the chisel, he

2818

is

not

always on the move like the man who
plies the hoe in the fields, but for him his
work is amidst timber or metals, and at
night, when the other is free, he is comThe
pelled to go on working at home.
stone-cutter, who hews his living out of the
rock, stops when at last he has earned
something and his arms are exhausted.
But if he is found idle at sunrise, he is
punished by having his legs tied to his
back." This is a reference, we are told,
to one of the forms of punishment in use
in Egypt, by means of which idle or
obstreperous slaves were tied in a bundle
with their legs bent along the back and
fastened to the arms. In this posture
they remained during their master's

pleasure.

Then from the same document we
have the picture of a man half naked
and exposed to all kinds of weather,
"
for there is
labouring and starving,
always a block to be dragged for this or
t

that building." Again, the weaver, shut
up in the workshop, must weave all day,
and if he stops his work "he is bound fast
as the lotus of the lake." The dyer and
the shoemaker are next declared to be
specially unfortunate, while
e
gony
s j ave b aker plying
an unof the Ancient
1,1
,r J
,
,
,
healthy trade, his head in the
Labourer
j ui_
uoven and his son holding i_him
by the legs, runs the risk of perishing in
the flames.
In such passages we seem to
hear the cry of the submerged democracy

^
i

,

.

of antiquity.
If, now, we turn to the greatest of the
Semitic states which rose in Asia, a state
which at one time made even Egypt her

vassal, we shall find a servile population
likewise engaged in the creation of wealth
which it did not' share.
Babylon was
the Rome of the East, and like Rome she
built her social structure upon slavery as

a foundation. Scholars place the date
of the rise of Babylon as the great political
centre of Western Asia at about 3800 B.C.
Long before that date, however, other
cities had flourished in Chaldaea.
The

which is watered by the Tigris and
the Euphrates as far as the shores of the
Persian Gulf had been the scene of interminable struggles between rival races.
Prior to the building of any city nomadic
hordes had pastured their cattle on the
soil which the rivers made rich by their
alluvial deposits.
Berossus tells us that
the district had always been characterised
by the density of its population. That
plain,
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fact is explained

by the

fertility of

Baby-

although the desert reaches
almost towards the banks of the Euphrates,
the overflow of that river and of the
Tigris converted what might otherwise
have been a barren tract into a land
which, according to Herodotus, was unlonia,

for,

surpassed for the abundance of its harvests.
Moreover, the rude engineering of early
Sumerian marsh dwellers and the vast

and scientific system of intercanalisation,
carried out by Babylonian kings, made
the entire region during many centuries
the garden of Asia.

Hence

the

struggle

for

its

posses-

Sumerians and Semites, Kassites

sion.

and

Medes

Elamites,
Parthians
and
were drawn as

Greeks,

and
all

Persians,
in

turn

like Ur and Nippur
of religious life and
commerce ages before a brick of Babylon
had been laid.
It is not improbable, for

Eridu and cities
formed great centres

like

instance, that Nippur, of which, according
to some authorities, Abraham's birthplace
Ur, was a colony, flourished as early as
6500 B.C. Recent discoveries prove that
there existed in Chaldaea a
Babylon
series of
minor monarchies,
a
Slave
as
whose -rivalries gradually prePower
pared the way for the one great
centralising force which at last appeared,
in the person of Sargon I., -the political
founder of Babylon. One city became

another city's vassal, one king another's
Such rearrangements took
vice-king.
place, for instance, after the advent of

who

by a magnet towards
Babylonia. Its inter-racial and international character is well indicated by the
fact that among Babylonian archives we

Sargon

instances of marriages which took
place between Persians and Egyptians,
while the witnesses to the contracts bear

Italy within her orbit until even her
language obliterated the languages, of her

Chaldsean, Aramean, and Egyptian names.
As Mr. Johns points out, Medes rent
Babylonian houses, and Persian fathers
^* ve ^eh" children Babylonian

centre of Western Asia.

find

TK

P

Pla*
a ye
ed*b y
.

.

And at one period
the language of the Babylonian
court
was the diplomatic
of the Orient,
for
we find
names

-

language
Egyptian kings using
to their overlord,

it

in their letters

who was king of Babylon.

The long

struggles which lay behind this
of forces, once hostile, are
partly concealed but also partly revealed.

amalgamation
Babylonia

was

a

before the

name

of

battle-ground

ages

for

I.,

neighbouring kings,

had hitherto been independent, acknowledged him as their over-king.
As Rome drew all the minor powers of

rivals,

so

Babylon became the

political

forms no part of
our task, however, to repeat facts which
have been already narrated in the course of
this work. We shall attempt only to select
some of those historical data which
It

promise to illuminate the social basis of
certain
nastic

states

great

and

of

antiquity.

Dy-

changes do not,
therefore, concern us here.
Fortunately
there exists sufficient evidence to show
that Babylon, like Egypt, was a slave
political

po,ver of the

We

was

first magnitude.
speak of Babylon as a city, but it
really an enclosed district which

One

comprised harvest fields. The outer walls,
which were pierced by a hundred gates,

monuments, such as the famous vulture
discovered by Sarzec and Heuzey
at Tello, convince us that
from the

measured a length of fifty-six miles. The
area which they surrounded formed a
square of which the Euphrates is supposed
to have been the diagonal. Canals connected
that river with the Tigris, and there was

Babylon was known.

city after another gained the hegemony of different parts of the area which
lies between the twin rivers.
The oldest
stele

times the chief instruments of
aggression had been slavery and war.
The ultimate dominion rested with a
Semitic people whose political and military
achievements gave Babylon her name in
the world.
But the springs of her civilisation as
of her religion are to be found further
earliest

south on humbler sites. A people called
the Sumerians settled
in
the marsh
lands and on the Persian Gulf, and there
they dedicated cities to their gods and laid
the foundations of trade. A sea-port
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a constant

trade boats. According to Quintus Curtius, handsome quays lined both banks.
f Old**
From
writers like Herodotus,
g
Strabo, and Didorus. Siculus
we gather hints of the city's splendour
traffic in

p.

.

.

and magnitude, and

their statements

seem

to be corroborated by the vast extent of
the ruins. Discoveries of greater moment
have no doubt been made on the sites of

neighbouring and less important cities,
but one of the reasons is that Babylon
suffered

more

seriously from the ravages

SLAVERY

IN

THE ANCIENT EMPIRES

For instance,
successive invaders.
the great city of Seleucia, on the Tigris,
was built out of the ruins. As it is, her
remains cover many miles.
It was not until comparatively late in
her history, however, that she reached
For it was
the zenith of her splendour.
of

Nebuchadnezzar (604-562

B.C.)

who, by his

passion for building, elaborated
e wor jcs o f fa s predecessors,
Buildings of
an(] r lanned and carried Qut
, ,
~,,
Babylon
works of his own. 1 he circumference of the walls of the royal palace
on the Euphrates, for example, measured

ammo

^

.

.

Nebuchadnezzar com-

about seven miles.

pleted the palace until its seven stages rose
to 600 feet, which was about the height of
the great temple of Bel. That temple was
used as an observatory, and it dominated
not merely the metropolis, but the plain
for

miles.

many

Babylon contained not

numerous temples, streets, and
only
She was,
houses, but vast garden areas.
indeed, a garden city, and we are not
surprised when Strabo tells us that
Alexander preferred Babylon to any city
he had seen.
The character and costliness of her
be inferred from
public works may
the fact that the walls were 32 feet
thick.
The roadway upon the top
allowed four-horse chariots to pass each
other with ease, so that the wall was
reckoned among the seven wonders of the
world. The hanging garden, with its
vast hydraulic works, by means of which
water was pumped from the Euphrates,
its vaulted terraces rising one upon the
other,

and

pillars,

its

resting

upon

flights of stairs,

cube-shaped
its wealth

and

and

flowers, likewise stirred the
of ancient writers, one of
tells us that at a distance it looked

of trees

admiration

whom
like a

We

high hill.
can only

amount

of

human

dimly
labour

imagine
which

the

had

in creating and maintaining
these great edifices.
So vast
e
was
mass of material
Built
U1
b
employed in the building of the
S
temple of Bel that, after its
destruction by the Persians, Alexander
the Great found it necessary to employ
10,000 men for the purpose of clearing
away the debris. The river was spanned

been spent
Babylon
.

by a bridge 1,000 yards long, and 30 feet
broad
and under the river a tunnel was
;

bored for the purpose of connecting the
two great wings of the royal palace, which

thus extended itself upon both banks.
There was a tradition that a queen of
Babylon temporarily turned the Euphrates
from its course in order that this
tunnel might be completed in safety, and
it was said that its construction
occupied
only seven days. A special reservoir was
built to contain the water of the river
while the work was in progress. These are
perhaps myths, but they are valuable
because they allow us to see what was
expected from servile labour in antiquity.
In any case, the actual material structure
of Babylon was the work of slaves.
We have no means of discovering the

number
reckon

it

Some

of inhabitants.
in millions,

writers

and there can be no

doubt that the population, both servile
and free, increased with the increase of
Babylon's power. Every foreign war
introduced thousands of slaves, who
became the living implements of trade and
industry.
According to Delitzsch, the
postal service was elaborately organised,
and that fact pre-supposes a high development of trade. The trade roads, in fact,
ran east and west as far as India on one
side, and the Mediterranean on the other,

and

Babylonian wares were
found in all the markets of the
civilised world, for the comSociety
mercial centre of Western Asia
naturally attracted the wealthiest merchants, who reached the metropolis by
means of her great caravan routes. When
Herodotus describes, all too briefly, the
manners of her people we feel that we are
suddenly in the midst of a cosmopolitan
city, bright with fashion if dark with vice.
And we can only dimly guess what vast
social problems, moral and economic, made
themselves felt in her teeming streets.
There is the clearest evidence that her
society took the form of those three great
divisions into which every society naturFrom her code of laws, and
ally falls.
from the legal documents which have been
preserved graven in clay, we discover that
there was an upper class, or nobility, every
member of which was known as " Amelu "
a great middle class, composed of freemen

Three
Orders of

;

whom the name
Muskenu was given and lastly there
"
came the slave or Ardu," whose social
of varying fortunes, to
"
"

;

designation consisted only in this that he
was his master's property. Owing to the
fact that emancipation was possible owing
also to the fact that the children of a
freeman by a slave woman, and the children
;
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of a slave by a free woman were free,
the ranks of the Muskenu were continually
recruited from the ranks of the Ardu.
On the other hand, since for various

of the captives brought within the
and doomed to labour for behoof of
the captors. Hence in the code, which
gathers up the experience of ages, the slave

and among others insolvency, a
freeman might become a slave, there was a
gradual leakage from the free classes. In

figures not as a person, but as a chattel.

reasons,

other words, in Babylon, as in every other
_
great community, there took
*
e
place a continuous upward and
downward movement in the
Some individuals
population.
ascended while others descended in the
social scale.
But the bulk of the labouring
class remained throughout the long history
of Babylon a great stagnant mass, and we
may treat them as a unit. Dynastic and
political changes were only ripples on the
surface of her civilisation. The enslavement of great bodies of men for industrial
.

purposes was a traditional policy, and
without this social understructure there
would have been no Babylon at all. The
status of the slave is made clear in the
"
Code of Hammurabi," and in the legal
contracts which have been translated.
Both the code and the contracts reveal the
fact that an elaborate legal system had
existed in Babylon in a prehistoric age.
Indeed, scholars have deciphered fragments of a code of Sumerian laws which
were enacted ages before a Semite had

appeared in Chaldaea.
The code which was drawn up by Hammurabi, who probably reigned in Babylon
about 2250 B.C., was a modern recension

and reorganisation of existing laws. By
its means the entire social system of the
city

is

made

articulate for us.

In spite of

brevity it does for us as regards Babylon what the codes of Justinian and Theodosius do for us as regards the Roman
empire. We must not expect, however,
to find in the law of Babylon those philosophic pronouncements concerning the
servile condition which in the later law of
Rome indicate that the question of the
justice or injustice of slavery

its

Ve

a ^
Chattel

to stir some
had already begun
/ b
ot the best minds of antiquity.
Person
t?

not a

,

,

T

,

It

,

,

.

,

,

,,

,.,

probably did not occur to

a Babylonian jurist that slavery was
"
contrary to Nature." As we have already seen, it is not contrary to Nature at
all, and it is only man's superior social
sense, slowly developed, which ha caused,
him to interfere with a ferocious instinct.
The collective force of a state like Babylon never hesitated to betray itself in the
>
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number
walls,

It

implied that there was nothing abnormal
in the fact that generations of human
beings excluded from human rights had
perished in the service of Babylon. In
the earlier contracts of sale the technical
In other
term for slave is sag "caput."
is

words, slaves, like cattle, were numbered
by the head.
It is true that some scholars doubt
whether sag should be translated by
"
head," with the meaning which we
attach to it when applied to beasts. But

Greek slave markets there was an
analogous usage, for slaves were referred to
in

as

ffufiaia,

the

legal

or bodies.

term

for

Likewise, in Rome,
slaves mancipia

signified creatures devoid of personality.
It was for that reason that both in Rome

and in Babylon they were never named
In cases where the father
after the father.
named, and especially when the name is
Assyrian or Babylonian, we are probably
dealing with freemen, who had become
enslaved owing to poverty or
to
other reasons
That the
Ab it**
autn ority of the master over
Power*
the slave was absolute is proved
by the la'st paragraph of the code "If
a slave has said to his master you are
not my master,' he shall be brought to
account as his slave, and his master shall
cut off his ear."
The fact that in such a case the
code prescribes the punishment seems to
imply that already the state had begun to
regulate the relations between master and
If so, only the interests of the
slave.
former were considered, and at least in
the earlier period the master had the veto
is

,

-

:

'

How sternly

of life or death.
property in a slave

the right of

was vindicated may be

seen from the following paragraphs in the
"
If a man has induced either a
code
male or female slave from the house of a
the city, he
patrician or plebeian to leave
"
If a man has
shall be put to death."
harboured in his house a male or female
slave from a patrician's or plebeian's
house, and has not caused the fugitive to
leave on the demand of the officer over the
:

condemned to public-forced labour,
that householder shall be put to death."
"
If the captor has secreted a slave
Again,
in his house, and afterwards that slave has
slaves

BY THE WATERS OF BABYLON": THE JEWS IN BABYLONIAN CAPTIVITY
"
How shall we sing the Lord's song in a strange land ? " Psalm cxxxvii.
Reproduced from the engraving of Herbert Schmalz's painting by permission of Messrs. Landekcr

&

Brown, London, E.C.
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been caught in his possession, he shall be
put to death." These extracts form paragraphs 15, 16, and 19 of Mr. Johns' translation of the Code of Hammurabi, and we
may infer from the severity of the punishments which they decree that slaves had
frequently attempted to escape. That
fact again implies the harshness of their

treatment.

"

If,"

we read

in paragraph
either a male or

17, "a man has caught
female runaway slave in the open field,
and has brought the slave back to his
owner, the owner shall give him two
shekels of silver."
And we may be sure
that in the Babylonian, as in the Greek
and Roman, slave markets those slaves
who were suspected of the vices of the
fugitive fetched the lowest price.
Elaborate precautions were taken to

A

sale,
protect the interests of the buyer.
for instance, was rendered void if the slave

who had been

sold happened to be claimed
state or by the seller's creditor or
the bennu disease, which, as we have

by the
if

;

already seen, was common among Babylonian slaves, appeared within one month
after the purchase.
That a slave might be
placed in pawn like any other chattel is

r"'

118, which
proved by paragraph
"
that
if a
debtor has
handed over a male or female

'

enacts

Pawn

slave to work off a debt, and the
creditor proceeds to sell the same, no one
can complain." Creditors often demanded
slaves as hostages for the payment of a

debt,

and the following enactment brings

vividly before us" the reckless expenditure
of human life
If the hostage has died
of blows or of want in the house of the
creditor, the owner of the hostage shall
prosecute his creditor, and if the deceased
were free born, the creditor's son shall be
put to death if a slave, the creditor shall
pay one-third of a mina of silver." The
last clause expresses a principle of valuation which appears frequently in the code.
The lessee of a slave was compelled to
indemnify the owner for any injuries
which the slave might have received during
employment, for men "hired out slaves
as they hired out horses and oxen.
In
every case the damages are to be paid to
the master, and, of course, the value of a
slave's life is stated at a lower figure than
the value of a freeman's. Thus the law
declared that if an ox caused the death of
a freeman the owner was required to pay
half a mina of silver, but if a slave had been
In like
killed, only one-third was payable.
:

;
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manner, whereas a doctor's fees for professional services to a patrician are fixed
at ten shekels, and to a plebeian at five,
the owner of a slave is required to pay only
two. And again, the injury to a slave is
punished far less severely than the same
injury to a patrician or a member of the
Thus, "If a man has
of
a
out the eye
J
Branded
n ,
be
his
shall
,.
patrician,
eye
"
"
knocked out
If he
(196).
Cattle
has knocked out the eye of a
"
plebeian, he shall
pay one mina of silver
"
But
the
if
he
has
knocked
out
(198).
eye of a patrician's slave, or broken the
limb of a patrician's slave, he shall pay
"
half his value
(199).
There is one other passage which indicates
even more strikingly the social status of a
"
If a brander has cut
slave at Babylon
out a mark on a slave without the consent
of his owner, that brander shall have his
"
In other words,
hands cut off
(226).
We have
slaves were branded like cattle.
one case, in which the name of the owner

middle

class.

knocked
,

,

-,

:

was stamped upon the
and there is another in
which the owner's name Meskitu was
stamped upon the left hand. These marks
were incised, and thus remained upon the
Ina-Esagil-cilbur

slave's right hand,

slave during

life.

There could be no

clearer evidence of the fact that he was the
absolute property of his master. Like
dogs also, slaves wore clay tablets en-

graved with the name and probably the
address of their owner. If we turn to the
contracts of sale

we

were exchanged

like

shall find that slaves

any other chattels.
following deed of sale, which is
taken from Meissner's " De Servitute Babylonico-Assyriaca," may be regarded as a
typical example of such transactions
"Sini-Istar has purchased a slave named

The

:

Ea-tappi from Ni-Ni-ellati and his son
Ahia. The full price, ten shekels, has been
Ni-Ni-ellati and his son, Ahia, can
paid.
make no further claim." Then follow
the signatures of three witBabylonian
nesses> together with the date
Another deed declares that SinHeredh
bilam presented to his sister,
Saddasu, a female slave named MutiCasti, and that all children subsequently
born to Muti-Casti were to become the
property of Saddasu and her heirs.
Slavery was thus hereditary, and although sometimes emancipation took
place, yet in thousands of families the
servile line was never broken.

SLAVERY IN THE ANCIENT EMPIRES
The occupations

of

slaves

were

as

numerous as the needs of a luxurious
community. Private slaves were not
merely engaged in domestic duties, but also
in trade and industry.
There were also
"

"glebae adscript!, who cultivated
and were sold with it as in Europe
during the Middle Ages. And the temples
of Babylon, like the Christian
Slaves

serfs, or
the soil

of the

monasteries, owned serfs, who
lands dedicated to a god.
It seems
that it was upon
slaves that the corvee, or forced

Temples
rural

tilled

labour,

public

chiefly

fell.

The

king

command the levy at specified
times, and often it took the form of industrial work, especially weaving. Women
as well as men were enrolled, and children
Slaves were also
were not exempt.
pressed into military service, and they
could

worked on the boats which plied not only
on the Euphrates but on the numerous
canals which intersected Babylonia.
As we have already seen, the code ordains
the death penalty for anyone who connived at the attempt of a slave to escape
labour commanded by the
Mr. Johns points out that the
king could exact contributions of corn
and wheat, straw, waggons, and cattle,
as well as men.
And we can imagine that
the overwhelming weight of the entire
the

forced

state.

imperial system was felt most severely
by the servile class. In a letter addresed
to one of his officers Hammurabi sends the
news that the canal that had its terminus
at the city of Erech was blocked.
Slaves

were to be employed to clear it out in
The king orders certain slaves
"
to be
yoked" together and
brought by
"
a
is to accomand
man
ship,
strong
three days.
"

pany them as overseer.
That the lot of such

slaves

was harder

men engaged in domestic service is indisputable. Some slaves occupied
even enviable positions. Many represented

than that of

their

masters in commerce. In other
words, they played the part
of agents, and transacted busi-

Clever
Slaves
Liberated

ness

by power of attorney.
men had bought their
Even if
liberty by their own savings.
technically and legally in the servile
Such

condition, they nevertheless enjoyed considerable liberty.
Their business would
often carry them far beyond the walls of
Babylon. After emancipation these exslaves, however, paid to their former
owners a percentage of their earnings.

Thus it was often in the master's interest
to liberate a clever slave.
It is not necessary, indeed, to suppose that the motive
for manumission was never humane, yet
more often it was probably merely economic. Moreover, if the ex-slave possessed
other slaves, these latter also belonged to
their master's master. The liberation of
slaves, therefore, was often a form of
speculation, and the master mortgaged
his rights in expectation of a return from
the slave's business talent. If, on the

hand, the master remained dis-x
with the results of his slave's
independence he could, as a punishment,
Out of the great
reimpose the yoke.
mass who were sunk in servitude, only a
other

satisfied

fraction

displayed those intellectual and

which would make their
liberator a profitable investment.
The men who toiled in the public works,
or in the fields, or who handled the raw
of
materials
industry were, like the
artistic faculties

negroes on the American plantations,
shut out for ever from any hope of
freedom. We may thus be able to form
some conception of the destiny of the
great inarticulate multitude whose labour
lay at the basis of the imperial
wealth and prestige of Babylon.
R *k*\\ d ^ n(^ ye ^ * nere * s some dim
evidence that the slaves were
not wholly inarticulate as regards their own
There was a word, "sihu," which
rights.
scholars tell us meant civil war.
Or,
according to others, it meant the mob
who attempted to deliver a slave from
his master.
It was during a civil rebellion that Sennacherib lost his life.
And we have evidence that mutiny took
place on board the ships.
But the organisation of the slaves for

mutual defence, if it existed at all, must
have been weak in presence of the military
power of the state. The rights of property
extended not only over inanimate things
but over those animate implements who,
as agents for the production of wealth,
were the most valuable of all. And the
code allows us to see how sternly any

was suppressed.
the ground of possible litigation between freemen
but while their
wrongs are redressed, and their rights are
vindicated, there is no legislation on behalf
of the slaves.
The entire fabric of justice
was thus raised on a basis of injustice,
and this is the fundamental fact in all
the social systems of antiquity.
violation of those rights
It

covers

all

;
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SLAVERY AMONG THE GREEKS AND ROMANS
THE

LIFE

OF THE BONDMEN AND THE FREEDMEN

have chosen Babylon as typical
state of the Orient.
When, however, we now turn to ancient civilisation
in the West we are met by facts which
prove that it, too, rested upon a servile
basis.
Peiser even maintains that slavery
in the civilised states of ancient Europe
was more destructive of life and happiness than slavery in the East. But it
would be impossible to strike a balance
between the amounts of moral and economic disaster contributed by two systems
fundamentally the same. Asiatic and
European civilisation were already entangled long before the era of recorded
The contact is visible both in
history.
religion and in art, and it became closer as
the slave traffic between the two continents increased. Both in the East and
the West the instruments of production

\Y/E
**

were the living instruments bought and
sold in the slave markets. Asiatics enslaved Europeans, and Europeans enslaved Asiatics. In the East white slaves
were highly prized, and in Greece and
Rome Orientals were employed in the
industries and the arts.
No one can prove
that work in the Athenian silver-mines
or in those Spanish mines which the
Romans inherited from the Carthaginians
was less or more arduous than in the mines
of

Egypt or of Sinai.
The fact which surprises us

is

that,

although European communities early
displayed an instinct for free institunevertheless
tions, they
adopted the

Apart
policy of slave states.
from a contact with
altogether
*
ij.1.
Asiatic
would
powers,
they
,
*,
have passed through the same
cycle of evolution. War in Europe, as in
Asia, meant the enslavement of the
.

.

Leads
P
Europe

vanquished. Moreover, in communities
such as the early tribes of Greece, in which
all the members of the tribe originally
shared the same liberty as they shared
the same blood, there took place that
levelling process which resulted in a
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gradual loss of privileges in the case of
some families and individuals, and a
gradual gain in the case of others. In
the poems of Homer a monarchy and an
aristocracy are already fully developed,

and there is an assembly composed of
the body of the people. Before such a
political and social organisation could
have been formed the amalga8
mation of different families and
I
/*?
K
n
the Debtor s
tribes must have taken place,
p
'and that amalgamation was
not always voluntary. Individual power
brought individual leadership. The king
.

,

,

,

,

divided the land

among the families of the
appears that the head of the
family had no power of alienating the
estate, since it belonged to the whole kin.
But maladministration might create debt,
and the kin might be held responsible. In
this way land tended to exchange hands,
tribe.

It

and certain families became proprietors
of larger and larger areas.
Greater wealth
meant greater political importance, and
hence an aristocracy was gradually evolved.
And as villages became towns the differentiation between the classes became more
pronounced. Poor men fell into that state
-

of subjection which was likewise reserved
for conquered enemies.
Although in Greece monarchies were

succeeded by oligarchies and oligarchies
by democracies, the lot of this submerged
mass of the people remained stationary.
"
The Athenian ConstituAristotle, in
out
that about the middle of
tion," points
the seventh century B.C. the government

was oligarchial, and that the poorer classes
men, women, and children were in
absolute slavery to the rich. This is not
merely a figure of speech. The whole land,
he tells us, was in the hands of a minority,
and if the tenants failed to pay their rents
they and their families became the slaves
of their creditors.
This custom of mortgaging the debtor's
person was common in all Indo-European

communities, and

it

was a cause

of social

SLAVERY AMONG THE GREEKS AND ROMANS
unrest in early Rome, as well as in
It formed one of the chief
early Greece.
sources of slavery within the state's own

domain. As soon as the^debt was paid
the debtor recovered his freedom, but it
was in the interest of the creditor often
to postpone payment, since he thereby
retained services which were often more
valuable than the property he
a
had lost If Hero(iotus is corsi
s d*
*
rect> th ere were no s l aves
*S?d
early Attica, but only a kind of
serfs, who were allowed to retain one-sixth
of the produce.
According to another

m

interpretation they were required to pay
only one-sixth. In any case, these serfs
were probably survivors of the original
inhabitants of the country. Like the
helots of Sparta, they were compelled to
till the
ground for the conquerors. Serfs
of alien and slaves of Greek origin thus
existed side by side, while social and
political privileges became the apanage of
a few ruling families.
It was not until the archonship of Solon
in 594 B.C. that any remedial legislation
was undertaken. In Solon's poems we
have a few vivid glimpses of the state of
He found
affairs of the Attica of his day.
the whole land in the power of usurers,
whose claims he cancelled by means of a

measure called Seisactheia,
revolutionary
"
the shaking off of burdens." With
or
the political and economic aspects of that
measure we are not concerned.
are
more interested in the fact that Solon
attempted to deal with the problem of
servitude.
He tells us that he delivered

We

the slaves.
" And
many a man whom fraud or law had sold,
Far from his god-built land, an outcast slave,
I brought again to Athens."
Again,
" And those that were in vilest
slavery

On

slavery as a social
system.
"
"

the con-

he offers an
Politics
elaborate defence of it, and he gathers up
the whole philosophy of the matter as it

trary,

in

his

itself to the Greek mind.
Aristotle died in the year 322 B.C., and
he thus wrote upon slavery after the Greeks
had had a long experience of it as an
industrial system.
He is satisfied as to itb
necessity, and he cannot conceive a state
He attempts to find
existing without it.

presented

Nature. And although
the reasons which he alleges are curiously
unconvincing, his perception that slavery
originated in the natural inequalities of
men is unfortunately nearer the truth
than the more humane philosophy of the
Roman jurists. In Aristotle's opinion
"
he who has the capacity of belonging to
someone else is by nature a slave." In his
attempt to discover in what this capacity
consists, Aristotle points out that Nature
created a difference between the bodies of
slaves and of freemen. The former are
merely muscular, and are evidently fitted
for labour, whereas freemen are well bred
and graceful, and their minds may be
its justification in

,,

e ence
Defence

correspond with

expected to
their

bodies

o coursej j s
often chose

-

The

reasoning,
an(j Greeks
their slaves on

f a i se>

account of personal accomplishments.
On the other hand, some freemen
proved themselves to be gross and deBut although Aristotle is aware
graded.
of the contradiction, he nevertheless concludes that Nature intended the superior
type to be served by the inferior. He
expresses concern only for those freemen
who have been made slaves by the fortune,
or

rather

the

misfortune,

of

war.

He

society.
set free

The slaves whom Solon
u
were, however, men

and

in spite of their servi-

compares the ordinary slave to the unruly
body ruled by the soul, and does not stop
to inquire whether slaves have souls.
Again, he compares them to the animals
which man has tamed to co-operate with
him, and once more he finds an analogy
and justification for the relationship
between master and slave in the superiority
of the male over the female.
Lastly, in the Nicomachean Ethics, he
gives his famous definition of slaves as

tude continued to be, citizens. He did
not interfere in the case of slaves who had
been purchased or "captured.
Likewise,
although Aristotle in his account of those
early struggles complains that freemen
were being sold into slavery, we are not
to suppose that he had any objections to

which lay behind the practice of all the
Greek states, every one of which possessed
a servile population. We usually think
of Athens as a purely intellectual and
artistic community. But Athens was really
an industrial state, and she employed

Crouched 'neath a master's frown,

1

set

them

free."

These passages, together with many
others in Homer, are sufficient to enable us
to see that slavery formed part
Sets Slaves
.,

Free

who had

and parcel

T^U

been,

of early
J
,

European

v

c

i

"

living implements."

This was the theory
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thousands of slaves in her workshops.

One

too often neglected in
schools and colleges which help to bring
Athenian life near to us is that the father
of the orator Demosthenes was a maker
of iron bedsteads, and had slaves as workmen. Nicias, the general, owned a thouof those facts

sand slaves, who formed part of his great
them out as miners.
Aristotle owned thirteen, and at his death
he emancipated some, and made presents
wealth, for he hired

of others to his friends.
Both in public
and in private, slaves formed an integral
part of the social mechanism, and, indeed,

without them the mechanism would have
ceased to operate.
In Greece, and especially in Athens,
democratic institutions reached a full
Never has the doctrine of
development.
social and political equality been so
logically carried out as in the age of
'

Pericles.

Political

and

judicial offices

were thrown open to the whole body of the

and those citizens considered
themselves to be equal in worth, so that
citizens,

appointments were made by lot. We have
to wait till the French Revolution in order
to find political doctrine of
the same levelling tendency.
Greek Freedom
.,,
.1
j
.
And yet
in Athens the demoC1
J
and Slavery
,
,
,
a
rested
on
basis
of
cracy

AJ

,

.

,

.

A

people who, in fashion characEuropean, fought for their own
liberty, and gained it, denied liberty to the
class upon whose industry they subsisted.
So far as the status of the slaves was
concerned, Athens might have been an
Oriental despotism rather than a republic.
_The great doctrine of human liberty which
animated the Greeks in their struggle with
slavery.

teristically

the Persians was preached only to men
who were already free. And perhaps the
strangest paradox of the whole situation
consists in the fact that in that struggle
slaves had borne a very important part,
for they had fought at Marathon,
and Salamis. Moreover, it was

Plataea,
servile

labour in the Athenian silver-mines which
created the victorious Athenian fleet.
It
was a proposal of Themistocles that the
surplus revenue from the mines should
be devoted to the building of the ships
which won the battle of Salamis.
The mines belonged to the state, and
were worked by gangs of chained men.

The Athenian coinage was manufactured
out of the silver which came in abundance
from Laurium, and that a vast body of
workmen .were concentrated in the district
2838

is
proved by the fact, mentioned by
Thucydides, that on one occasion during
the Peloponnesian War as many as 20,000

slaves

The explorations con-

escaped.

ducted by M. Ardaillon support the

testi-

of Plutarch and other ancient
writers as to the unfortunate condition of
the miners. The discipline was as crushing
tne mmes of Egypt,
as
TK
-ki
i he T
lerribie
an d the. loss of life must have

mony

m

be permitted to

what

reproduce
"

have written elsewhere
Many of
the actual tools with which the Athenian
slaves worked have been discovered in the
mines iron hammers, chisels with bent
edges, where the blows have been struck,
With these
shovels, pickaxes, and spades.
paltry implements the slave was compelled
to fight his way through the hard rock,
slowly creating galleries as he went.
Many of these galleries begin at a depth of
150 feet, and are often only large enough
to admit the human body.
"
The fact that labour was necessarily
slow, and that nevertheless the annual
I

:

return of
great

silver

numbers

was
of

large, implies

must

slaves

that

have
have

been employed.
Some writers
been content with an estimate of 10,000
workmen. But those who have visited
the mir\es believe that that
should be at least doubled.

number

A

single

capitalist, one Sosias of Thrace, employed
1,000 slaves, who had been leased to him

by another

capitalist, Nicias.

Moreover,

the yearly wastage among the slaves was
so great that many thousands must have
passed
through the hands of the overseers.
"
The fact that more than 2,000 shafts
have been discovered indicates the wide
extent of the operations. Some of those
shafts reach a depth of 400 feet, and in
the perpendicular walls there have been
noticed niches where the ladders once
Ancient writers mention that the
rested.
air below was very foul, and yet a rude
of ventilation had been
TK e A w u system
mention is
Devised, because

made

of Life

the

cult

hygienic

lt is diffi of air shafts
to believe, however, that

and

-

sanitary

conditions

Plutarch makes
tolerable.
Nicias responsible for the sufferings and
death of many of the miners employed

were

even

Laurium. The lessee who hired Nicias's
1,000 slaves was compelled to keep the
number at not less than 1,000. Owing
to wastage in the ranks, the gaps were
in
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continually being refilled. Some interesting
calculations have been made for the purpose
of discovering the duration of the day's
labour.
Many of the clay lamps used by

the miners have been found, and, according
to certain experiments, those lamps, when
filled with oil, will burn for ten hours.
It was, thus, perhaps, not more than a tenhour shift. This view has
been confirmed by the fact
Labourers in
,.
1.
.,
...
mentioned by
J Pliny,
J.i_ that in
Noisome Mines .,
the Spanish mines the same
method was adopted. For the mines, of
Some of the
course, were utterly dark.
actual chains which shackled the miners
as they chiselled their way through the
passages have been discovered. We can
imagine the frequent anxious glances which
the slave cast on the little flame which had
been given him, as a clock to measure the
hours of his slavery. Modern visitors to
these interminable galleries have noticed,
cut in the walls, numerous niches where
the lamp was placed as the workman
,

,

hewed

his

way

.

,

along.

"The ore was brought to the surface
either in bags strapped to the backs
of slaves employed for that purpose,
or in baskets attached to ropes and
drawn up by

pulleys.

In the workshops

analysis took place, and special
slaves were engaged in bruising the ore,
others in washing, and others in smelting
it.
Iron pestles, stone mortars, and sieves

the

were used in the process, and in various
shapes the metal was taken to Athens
to be stamped, for the state remained
sole proprietor of the mines, even after
mining rights had been assigned to private
individuals. The state's share, payable in
bullion or in cash, was augmented by a
percentage on-the profits. The workshops
were private property, and could be sold
but, contrary
by one lessee to another
to the views of earlier writers, it appears
that the mining rights were not transferand that concessions could be
able,
obtained only from the state."
*
z
A state which exploited serf
vile
labour for revenue
pur-,
Slaves
,
poses was naturally debarred
from interfering with the authority of
the slave master in his private workshop. In Athens, as in Babylon, the slave
was simply an item in the inventory of
his owner's property.
He was a mere
automaton, to be utilised at the master's
discretion.
That he was devoid of per;

J

,

sonality

and

of rights is

in civil as well as in criminal cases slaves

-

,

.

.

fact that the state refused to admit his
evidence in a court of law except under
torture.
It was not expected that an
irresponsible being could speak the truth.
Nevertheless, Demosthenes in one of his
speeches declared that the testimony
extracted from a slave under torture
was sometimes more valuable than the
voluntary evidence of a freeman. Hence

proved by the

were invariably examined while physical
was being inflicted upon them.
They were surrendered to the official
experts in torture (Basanistae), either on
the offer of the owner or on the demand of
the other contending party. If a master
refused to expose his slave, the presumppain

was that the slave's evidence would
be found to be too damaging to the
master's cause.
If, on the other hand,
the slave had been surrendered and had
received injury, or had died under the
torturer's hands, the law allowed comtion

pensation to the master.
There could be no more striking proof
of the fact that, judged by its social basis,
European society in the most brilliant
of Hellenic culture had
Athens no period
made no advance on the
Asiatic
,
.
Advance on ......
,
,
,
civilisations which had already
B
bloomed and perished. In some
,-,

-,

.

.

,

,

.

cases there

whereas,

was even a

for

instance,

children of a freeman

retrogression..
in Babylon

For
the

and a slave woman

were free, in Greece they were slaves.
No doubt emancipation frequently took
place. But it is significant that in Athens
there existed no legal means of carrying
it out, and that fact is another indication
of the indifference of the state towards
the servile population.
The only way in which a bondsman
could be emancipated was by dedicating
him to a god, and, as Foucart has shown,
the price of freedom was generally paid
by the slave. When we remember that
although the actual material glory of
Athens was the work of slaves, that
although they had quarried the marble
blocks of which temples like the Parthenon were built and from which statues
of the gods were made by great artists
like

Phidias,

had raised and

fortified

the great walls which connected Athens
with the Piraeus and the sea, had built

and manned Athenian ships, had wrought
the weapons which brought victory to
Athenian armies, and had worked the
mines and tilled the soil of Attica, when
2829
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we remember

that all this labour went
of
generations
nay, that
labourers were not merely shut out from
the most rudimentary human rights,

unrequited

but suffered innumerable wrongs, we
cannot help thinking that the punishment
was just which at last made Greece
herself the slave of

Rome.

And now, when we
Rome,
reader

it

will

by a

turn to the case of
be necessary to weary the

repetition of the

tonous facts.
the common

same mono-

In any attempt to discover
social

ancient
impossible to

basis

of

it
would be
Rome, since she employed servile
labour on the most gigantic scale the
In the space which
world had known.
remains to us, however, we can men-

civilisation

neglect

tion only a few of the most significant
truths.
Both in her political and social

evolution

Rome

described

the

cycle

which had already been described by the
From
smaller communities of Greece.
being an agricultural free state, bounded
by narrow frontiers, she became an
industrial state, whose industry, however,
was based upon a vast organisation of
eginiung
of

Roman

S1

slave labour not merely in Italy,

j^

^

n

.-,

out the

^gj.

provinces throughT-U
jworld.
Ihe dispro-

u

portion in well-being, however,
was visible among her members long
That disbefore the era of conquest.

proportion originated in the divisions of
the clan lands between families united by
blood, religion and common interests.
Since some clans and some families contained more members than other clans
and other families, the division was
naturally unequal, and the inequalities

became hereditary. As usual, poor men
became subservient to the rich, and, as
we have already seen, the law of debt
In
involved the slavery of the debtor.
the pages of Livy we are presented with
a vivid picture of the social confusion

which resulted.

The

state

which was

divided within itself was only temporarily
united against its enemies
or, as sometimes happened, relief was actually sought
;

by aggression, and a territory which had
become too limited for the number of
people subsisting upon it was augmented
But war brought
by successful war.
captives, and captives were slaves, and
thus the industrial and economic foundaIn the early
tions of the state were laid.
the slaves
of
the
however,
republic,
period

were outnumbered by the freemen. Landed
2830

properties were as yet of small dimensions,
and the farmer and his sons ploughed
their own fields.
Or if slaves were employed they were few, and they lived with
the family. Moreover, the industrial guilds
of carpenters, potters, shoemakers and

smiths were composed of freemen, among
whom a handicraft descended from father
It was only as Rome
her early
expanded beyond
J
boundaries, and by a process

to son.
avery
Displaces free

L

.

,

,

,

,

absorbed
people after people and territory after
territory within Italy and far beyond
it, that free labour was displaced by the
labour of slaves. She thus inherited the
industrial wealth and the means of production of the countries which she conquered, and every one of those countries
was a slave market.
Then took place that divorce between
of continual suction

productive and governing classes which
contains the secret of the economic as well
as o*f the ultimate social and political
The fall of
sterility of ancient civilisation.
the monarchy and the rise of the republic,
the fall of the republic and the rise of the
empire, made no change in the industrial
The slaves,
organisation of the state.

whose numbers were being continually
increased, formed the working classes,
and at last free labour was driven from
It has always been the
market.
tendency of slavery to bring labour into
Wherever it is adopted a
contempt.
freeman working for wages is considered
to be no higher than a slave, and since
he is more expensive his services are
rejected. In Rome the state deliberately

the

discouraged the free artisan, since in the
vast public works which it undertook it
employed only gangs of slaves.
Already, in 367 B.C., the condition of
the free agricultural labourers was so
desperate that a law was passed which
compelled landowners to employ a certain
proportion of freemen. But such measures had little effect. The
Inexhaust
*
yictories of the repu blic introduced an inexhaustible supply
f
of slaves, and capitalists continued to speculate in this cheap and
abundant labour. And it was precisely
in the overstocked condition of the slave
market that the slave's chief peril lay.
For as long as prices remained low it
mattered little how soon the slaves were
worked to death. On the contrary, it
was good economy to exploit the slave
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to the uttermost since his place could be
so easily and so cheaply refilled.
When,
however, the supply fell below the demand
and prices rose the slave had a chance of
more humane treatment, since his death
would involve a serious loss.
How vast the traffic in human lives
became may be measured by the fact
that in the
Jigean island
10,000
a market much
of
Delos,
es
IU
Roman slave
P" y frequented by
merchants, as many as 10,000
slaves are said to
have been sold
in a single day.
As wealth increased

landed properties became larger, and,
whereas in Italy areas which had formerly
been cultivated by peasant proprietors
were now transformed by slave labour
into vast private pleasure gardens orna-

mented by fish ponds and fountains, in
Sicily and the other provinces capitalist
slave-owners carried out the plantation
system and by the help of chained gangs
raised crops of corn and wheat for purposes of speculation. Cattle were reared,
the vine was cultivated, and fruits were
grown by the same means, and slave
herdsmen, slave gardeners and slave vine
dressers were busy on the soil of Italy.
But this was the system which, according
to the elder Pliny, ruined not only Italy
but the provinces. It has been said that
slavery is not possible without a reign of
terror.
And it was on this artificial
basis that the great fabric of the Roman
empire was raised.
Roman writer on agriculture, Columella, complained that while during the
empire there were to be found at Rome

A

who taught rhetoric, geometry
and music, there was not one to teach
When a rich man bought
agriculture.
an estate he sent his most corrupted
valet to manage it, as if agriculture had
become an ignominious and criminal
In the old days the most
occupation.
eminent men, Quintus Cincinnatus, Fabricius, and Curius Dentatus,
lived in the country,
J and tilled
Becomes
,,
own & roun which selContemptible
dom extended beyond four and
a half acres.
But during the empire
masters

.

,

,

,

,

the rich men left the city with regret
even although, as Columella tells us, their
domains in the country were so extensive
that they could not ride round them in
one day.
It is not surprising, however, that owing
to the agricultural

methods described

in

the pages of Columella, Varro and Cato,
the country became less and less atEven in Cato's day it was
tractive.
not uncommon to see bands of shackled
labourers, compediti, at work in the
fields
or the vineyards.
Rural dishad the appearance of penal
tricts
settlements. There was no joy in harvesting because it was superintended by
slave overseers who wielded the slave
whip. Men were reduced to the condition of cattle, but even cattle had more
The writings of Cato, Varro and
Columella prove that the rustic labourers
were subjected to the sternest discipline.
It is significant that by order of the
liberty.

an

agricultural treatise by a
writer, Mago, was transIt became a handlated into Latin.
book for agriculturists, and, needless to
say, the servile system formed the basis
of the scheme of husbandry which it

senate

Carthaginian

advocated.

The Romans were thus able to supplement their own agricultural experience
with the methods of the cruel Carthathe
c ui u
an
n AertJultural
rt.*;
i

"The

slave-hunters.

ginian

i

i

i

Implement

<

i

ox,"

slave

and

Mcmmsen,

says

"
W6r6 fed P r P erl y so Ion 8
II
11
as they could work, because
?,
,

-i

would not have been good
and they
economy to let them starve
were sold like a worn-out ploughshare
when they became unable to work, because
in like manner it would not have been
good economy to retain them longer."
Every familia rustica, or body of slaves,
working on a farm was under the command of a steward, vilicus, who was likewise a slave and was responsible to the
owner for the management of the property.
His wife superintended the work indoors,
it

;

while out of doors the ploughing, sowing,
reaping, the tending of cattle, and of the
olive and the vine, and all the other
labour connected with farming fell to the
In Columella we
serfs and the slaves.
read that their dormitory, ergastulum, was
underground, and served also as a work-

shop and a prison.

mends that

He

specially recom-

the vineyards the work
should be done by chained gangs each
consisting of ten men in order that supervision might be made easy.
And in
Varro the social position of the servile
labourer is vividly brought before us
when we are told that the slave was only
in

among a variety of agricultural
implements and that all that distinguished

one
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fact that he was articulate.
the wealth of Rome increased
and her own native agriculture declined,
capital became diverted towards commerce and manufactures. But in every
branch of industry the artisans were still
The tunics, blankets, boots and
slaves.
ox collars, which Cato advises farmers
to
buy at Rome, were the
The
products of servile labour.
familia urbana, or body of city
who
those
slaves,
comprised

him was the

When

k

worked in private shops and factories,
and those who were engaged in domestic
There were also families publicce

service.

or slaves employed in all the departments
of public works.
It is supposed that in
the age of Aurelian the servile employes
at the mint numbered as many as 10,000.
In the navy, in the imperial postal
service, in the baths, the temples and the
public gardens, a vast retinue were kept
in continual labour, and since the state
catered for the amusement of the public,
slaves werp exhibited as actors and
gladiators and as victims in the shows of
the wild beasts.
Slavery, in fact, touched Roman life
at every point.
Capitalists like Crassus,
who owned 500 builders and carpenters,
owed their fortunes to the work of

wageless men. The banker, the accountand the architect, the master
ant,
weaver, the master miner, and the master
of a ship, were dependent for their
profits upon the talent and industry 01
men of all nationalities who had been
kidnapped by the Roman slave-hunters
and by the pirates who swarmed in the
Mediterranean, and had then been sold in
the slave market. According as income
from capital thus invested grew greater,
the style of living became more extrava-

A man who

could not afford to
keep slaves was considered to be a beggar
(cui neque servus est neque area). Every
respectable householder owned at least

gant.

Soc.al Standing

Based on

ten,

wag

and the word familia
rall J underst ood

mean

Slave Ownership *?
slaves.

,

,

,,,.

fifteen

*}**?
All
forms

.

of

domestic necessity and domestic luxury
were supplied by men whose ultimate
freedom, if it ever came at all, de-

pended on the caprice of their masters.
Tutors and physicians, nurses, bathmen,
pages and serving men, keepers of the
wardrobe, letter carriers and torchbearers, as well as cooks, coachmen and
2832

musicians, were numbered as chattels and
formed part of a man's wealth. And when

we remember that

the same conditions prevailed throughout the provinces we shall
not be surprised to learn that the servile
population in the Roman empire was
reckoned in millions. In Italy alone at
the beginning of the empire there existed
at least 1,500,000 slaves, and as the
empire grew older that number was
increased.
Throughout the entire imperial area, when Rome reached the
maximum of her territorial development
in Europe, Africa, and Asia, her slaves

probably numbered 60,000,000.
The great jurist Ulpian likened slavery
to death.
But in Rome, as elsewhere, the
treatment of slaves varied according to the
nature of their work and the character

As we have already seen,
the higher domestic slaves profited by the
affluence of their owners, and often
enjoyed early emancipation. On the other
hand, men doomed to work in the mines,
those capable of nothing but manual
labour and the coarsest forms of drudgery,
found their deliverance only in death.
"It is very possible," says
s
"
of their masters.

Worse Than Mommsen,
-,,
,,

_
Death

with

that, compared
&
sufferings of the
slaves, the sum of

the

n
Roman

,

negro sufferings is but a drop."
Amelioration did, indeed, come by law,
but it came late, and we do not know
all

how

far

it

penetrated.

The

rights

of

property in living beings were sternly
until the fall of the empire.
protected
"
enim servile," says Paulus,
Caput
"
nullus jus habet, caret nomine, censu,
In other words, the slave was
tribu."
a pariah.
He had no appeal against
his master's violence,
the pages of Seneca

was used.

It

is

and we know from

how

true,

often violence
as Gaius tells
of
the
reign

the
that
during
Antonines a master who murdered his
"
"
without cause
was held to be as
slave
if
he
had
murdered the slave of
guilty as
another citizen.
us,

The fact that great slave risings occurred
in Sicily and in Italy, and that the
fear of insurrection was never absent
from the minds of Roman statesmen, may
help us to imagine the

amount

of misery

must

have accumulated before
beings, isolated and shackled and devoid of

which

any organisation within their own ranks,
were yet able to combine for their own
defence and to prolong their resistance.

SOCIAL
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IV

THE EFFECTS OF THE SLAVE SYSTEM
MAN'S INHUMANITY TO MAN " ITS OWN RETRIBUTION
IN

the preceding chapters we have attempted within narrow limits and only
in rough outline to portray some of the
main features of the foundations of ancient
society. The data of slavery both in the
east and the west are so voluminous that
any adequate account of them could be
furnished only in a special treatise. But
perhaps we have been able to show that,
apart from the study of those data, it is
impossible to gain any real insight into
*

the social conditions of antiquity. As the
architect's first concern is about the foundation of his building, so the student of
political

and

social institutions

understand their
It

is

must

first

basis.

upon the organisation

policy involving new territorial arrangements was actually the outcome of industrial needs. In other words, wars were
undertaken for the purpose of
Th rh
" ' f
..
maintaining
& and strengthening
Motive of,
,,
the artificial basis of ancient
A
society. Yet, as we have seen,
there is a sense in which that basis wa?
-

.

,

W

,

.

not wholly artificial. In any case, it was
not the invention of civilised communities,
because it existed ages before they were
Its prehistoric presence in savage
causes us to regard it rather as a new
expression within the borders of man's
own world of that principle of the struggle
for existence which dominates the evolution of human as well as of all other things.
civilised.

of

human

labour that every one of those instituIn antiquity that social,
tions rests.
rather, unsocial, basis was so uniform, and its moral and economic effects
were so universally similar, that a
patient study of it enables us to grasp
ancient civilisation as a unity.
I he Unity
The
chaQs Qf factg b -^ tQ
of Ancient
,
~. ... ..
assume a more regular order
Civilisation
,.
when
we remember that
beneath the welter of dynastic and
political change there lay a dead sea of
slavery. No matter where we go in ancient
history, we discover the working of one
perpetual formula, according to which
one portion of humanity was by law the
slave of another portion.
The methods
of social cohesion and construction were
Differences of race,
everywhere alike.
of geographical and climatic conditions,
of natural products and industrial resources, and differences of national religion
and national character, did not prevent
each nation from adopting the same
methods for the production of national
wealth.
To the instances which we have chosen
as typical there might be added, besides
many other vanished empires, Persia
and Parthia, Phoenicia and Carthage, and
the Aryan communities in Hindustan.
The slave market formed not only the
main- factor in the internal development

or

T

,

of those states, but it was a controlling
factor in their external relations. For one
of the motives of ancient war was the
capture of slaves so that an aggressive

life

The most powerful

tribes captured and
enslaved the least powerful.
The great
states,
tion,

thanks to their military organisakidnapped hordes of men as the

indispensable agents for the production
And as the state's structure

of wealth.

became more elaborately developed, and

when power was measured

in

terms of

money, wealthy individuals were able to
take advantage of the constant traffic
in slaves, and they purchased those human
beings best fitted to minister to wants and
to luxuries.

How

the institutions
deeply-rooted
how universal was the

became, and
appeal which
instincts,-is

methods
Th e

M

k

it

made

to certain

human

seen in the fact that the same

of using

and abusing men and

women remained

constant dur-

thousands of years, and
were adopted by peoples geoing

f

S1

graphically and racially remote.
in Babylon some two or
three thousand years before Christ it
was customary to brand the slave's
body with his owner's name, or to stamp
the name upon a tablet which the slave
was compelled to wear. In like manner we
find that in Rome, long after the Christian

We

saw that
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wore collars, and the
following may be taken as an example
of the inscriptions engraved on the metal
"
Prevent me from escaping, and take me
back to my master, Pascasius, at his colourshop in the Forum of Trajan."
Nay, the perspective of history is
era, slaves, like dogs,

:

individually, the units of the human
species would have possessed as little
cohesion as those of any other species.

But men grouped themselves together,
on the soil, and gradually created
new conditions of subsistence. The en-

settled

slavement of fellow

men played

the chief

making those conditions more
and more unnatural, or perhaps we should
say non-natural, and in causing their
permanence. The human community became divided into warriors and workers.
As power became consolidated and wealth
increased, the division of labour became
more and more minute. A gulf separated

strikingly foreshortened, and a
strange light is cast on the
of some of the
permanence
\
,
Slavery in
darker elements in human
L tC t 17
nature, when we find that Christian slave states in the nineteenth century
passed laws which are identical in spirit
and almost in letter with the slave laws
saw that in Babylon
of Babylon.

part

death was the penalty for anyone who
assisted a sl-ave to escape. The Code de"
clared that
if a man has induced either
a male or female slave from the house of
a patrician or plebeian to leave the city,
We may
he shall be put to death."
compare this enactment with a paragraph from the Black Code of South

The number of voluntary workers grew
and the number of involuntary
less,
or enslaved workers grew greater. The

still

more

.

,

We

which, still valid in 1863,
declared death as the penalty for him
who dared " to aid any slave in running
away or departing from his master's or
Carolina,

employer's service."
Now, the recurrence throughout widely
separated tracts of history of this predatory instinct of man against man may
be admitted as another proof that the
law of struggle between the members of
a species remains active within human
But, according to that law,
society.
the strongest, or at least the most cunning
individual, and the most militant society
should survive. In other words, the great
slave states never should have perished.
Their power was chiefly exhibited in their
success in bringing both individuals and

weaker states into subjection.

How, then, are we to explain the
fact that one after another the slave
states were blotted out ?
Perhaps we
shall be able to answer that question if
fhc Slave

we remember that man has imposed his own institutions upon
ir

,

j

i

and has
Nature,
surrounded himself

ji

-,

-i

therewith
States
by what,
from one point of view, are unnatural
conditions.
Owing to the interference
with some of Nature's processes certain
changes take place in the operation of
some of her laws. If man had remained
at a level only slightly higher than the
level of the brutes, if he had captured and
consumed his prey, not collectively but
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in

the governing from the governed class.

fruits of the labour of a great servile population were consumed by an unproducThe slave became his
tive minority.
master's proxy in work and, what was
In Babylon, in
still
worse, in war.
Athens, and at last even in Rome, slaves
were compelled to fight. That fact alone
implied that an insidious process of deterioration had been taking
nc
_
place during many centuries in

'e
*
the ruling classes. In short, we
ji
i
a Deadlock
,believe that it was due to a
of the forces of freecombination
clumsy
,

dom and

slavery that ancient society
at last arrived at deadlock and dissolution.
That misgiving appears to have troubled
some of the best minds of antiquity.
Fortunately, however, some modern experiments in slavery enable us to see clearly

how

it may have been a main cause in
the moral and economic collapse of ancient
De Tocqueville contrasted the
states.
flourishing condition of the free states
with the impoverishment of the slave
"
The traveller," he
states of America.
"
who floats down the current of
says,
the Ohio may be said to sail between
Upon the left
liberty and servitude.
bank of the stream the population is

from time to time
sparse
a troop of slaves loitering
the primeval
desert fields
at every turn
society seems
;

one descries

the halfforest recurs
to be asleep,
man to be idle, and Nature alone offers
a scene of activity and of life.
in

;

;

"

From the right bank, on

the contrary, a
heard which proclaims the
presence of industry the fields are covered
with abundant harvests, the elegance of
the dwellings announces the taste and

confused

hum

is

;

EFFECTS OF THE SLAVE SYSTEM
activity of the labourer and man appears
to be in the enjoyment of that wealth
and contentment which is the reward of
labour.
Upon the left bank of the Ohio
labour is confounded with the idea of
slavery, upon the right bank it is identified
with that of prosperity and improvement
on the one side it is degraded, and on the
other it is honoured. On the former
territory no white labourers can be found,
for they would be afraid of assimilating
on the latter
themselves to the negroes
;

;

;

no one
extends

for the white population
and its intelligence
to every kind of employment.
Thus the
men whose task it is to cultivate the rich
soil of Kentucky are ignorant and luke-

warm

;

is

idle,

its

activity

while those

who

are enlightened

do nothing, or pass over into the
State of Ohio, where they may work with-

either

out dishonour."
These observations were true of other
modern slave plantations in the West
Indies and in Brazil.
Every one of them
became a scene of economic stagnation
and failure. The American planters were
"
called
land killers." As Cairnes points
"
_
out in his great work on The
Slave Power," the employment
Deteriorates
r
negroes in America and the
th
S '1
West Indies resulted in the
The
steady deterioration of the soil.
characteristic of slave labour was its want
-

.

of versatility.
Slaves were doomed to
work on a single product all their lives.

Again and again the soil was compelled
to yield the same crops until it became
sterile.

Then the planter moved with his
soil, and herein

gangs of slaves into new

we may

detect the aggressive

tendency

of slave societies.

An American

slave-holder

made

the

fol-

"I can show you with
lowing admission
sorrow in the older portions of Alabama,
and in my native county of Madison,
the sad memorials of the artless and exhausting culture of cotton. Our small
:

planters, after taking the cream off their
lands, unable to restore them by rest,
manures, or otherwise, are going further
west and south in search of other virgin

which they may, and will, despoil
impoverish in like manner. Our
wealthier planters, with greater means
and no more skill, are buying out their
poorer neighbours, extending their plantations, and adding to their slave force.
The wealthy few, who are able to live on

lands,

and

smaller profits, and to give their blasted
i8r

some

are thus pushing off
are merely independent.
In traversing that country one
will
discover
numerous farm-houses,
once the abode of industrious and intelligent farmers, now occupied by slaves or
and dilapidated.
tenantless,
deserted,
He will observe fields once fertile, now unfields

.

.

rest,

many who

the

.

.

fenced, abandoned, and covered
jth those evil harbingers

mencai

w

and broomsedge

foxtail

BredDe

y

he

;

see the moss growing on
the mouldering walls of once thrifty
one only master
villages, and will find
will

'

grasps the whole domain,' that once
furnished happy homes for a dozen families.
Indeed, a country in its infancy, where,
fifty years ago, scarce a forest tree had
been felled by the axe of the pioneer, is
already exhibiting the painful signs of

and decay apparent in Virginia
and the Carolinas
the freshness of its

senility

;

agricultural glory is gone, the vigour of
its youth is extinct, and the spirit of desolation seems brooding over it."
Now, if these causes produced these
results in modern, they must have produced
the same results in ancient times.

We

now understand why

can

the

harvest

became blasted, and why
became dependent on foreign
It was only because she could
supplies.
fields of Italy

Rome

command

the produce
of
unlimited
areas that she was able to fill her granaries
at ah
Where difficult soil required skilful
agriculture, or where the system of the
rotation of crops was not in use, the soil
remained barren, and the industry upon
which all others depend was destroyed.
It is true that in antiquity slavery
1

.

was infinitely more
modern form. But

versatile than in its
since industry was a
badge of degradation, free labour was
And
discouraged, and at last killed.

did not pay its expenses.
the great states were omnivorous of human life they were perpetually
threatened by a deficit in the
If to these
lab Ur market
S rial Fabric
* riC
economic causes we add the
^A"
moral results of the system
on the character of the slave lords, we
shall see to what an extent slavery was
responsible for the dilapidation of the
slavery

itself

Although

all

'

The captive
social fabric of antiquity.
reacted upon his captor, and slavery, once
a sign of the superior strength of the slave
masters, became the main factor in their fall.

WILLIAM ROMAINE PATERSON
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AUGUSTUS organised, on the
foundations laid by his adoptive father,
the mightiest political power that the world

in a

And in his days there went
decree that all the world should
be taxed," and so it befell that the Child

been seen by and had spoken with those
who could not be mistaken not two or
three only, but hundreds could bear their
As joy took the place of
testimony.
mourning, the misinterpreted riddle of
Christ's teaching found a new, a
A
tremendous, a triumphant meanto Move
Material misconceptions
ing.
Worlds
were overwhelmed in a spiritual

had known.
forth a

"

Jesus was born and laid in a -manger in
Incarnate in the
Bethlehem of Judaea.
Babe was the spiritual force, mightier
than that of Rome itself, which conquered
the west, penetrating those peoples in
whose hands lay the destinies of mankind from that time forth. Of high lineage
but low estate, the Child grew up "in the
favour of God and man." Only one story

His boyhood is preserved
until
suddenly, being nearly thirty years old,
He was hailed by John the Baptist, the
last prophet of the Hebrews, as the Messiah,
the fore-ordained Saviour of the race.
For three years He moved among men,
revealing the new doctrine of salvation,
of the Kingdom of God realised through the
Christ. To the learned classes of the Jews
and to the priesthood the new doctrines
were anathema, for they brushed aside the
^formulae of scholastic pedantry and the
authority of those who claimed to be the
_.
interpreters of the law it
of

;

'

Christ

;

s

T
t
Teaching

j

t\tr
i
Offends

,1

was easy to condemn them
,

,

,

as monstrous blasphemies.
,,
the populace they were
a
material
confused, by
literalism, with
dreams of a restored Jewish monarchy.
The personality of the Teacher inspired on
the one side bitter animosity, on the other
intense devotion.
To the devotees, the
whole world seemed to reel when the
Saviour sent by God was crucified by the
order of the Roman procurator.
Again,
..

the

D
Priests
.

~,
Io

moment

all

was changed

;

the rumour

flew among His followers that the crucified
Christ was risen from the dead. He had

;

Faith in the Christ became
a religion, momentous, to move worlds
a religion resting on a newly-discovered
personal relation between the believer
and the God who made him, whose name
is
Love
awful, mysterious, but unspeakably blessed.
The religion of Christ came into a world
where, according to its believers, there was
illumination.

;

;

no religion, but countless cults, and where
The wise
religion was not a vital force.
found their consolations for the troubles of
life in philosophies which satisfied their intellectual cravings ;
vulgar intelligences
could pick and choose among innumerable
the state could deify iiself
superstitions
and impose upon the world the formal
recognition of an authorised pantheon.
In none of these was there the renovating
spiritual force which could do battle with
;

enervating materialism, the more
enervating because of its unconsciousness
of its own needs. The necessary idealism,
though it might take perverted and distorted forms, was to find its source in the
faith of the crucified Christ.
Without entering upon the labyrinths
of theological controversy, or offering a

an
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condensed substitute

for the narratives
there are aspects of
teaching of Jesus which

of the evangelists,

the ministry and
be passed over in a historical
survey which includes Christianity in its
For three
purview as a world-force.

cannot

Jesus
and His
Disciples

years Jesus preached throughout the land of Judaea that
"
the kingdom of Heaven was

come.

,,

^T

,

He

instruction to
those
resolved never to leave
"
"

,

devoted

Jews

.

who

Him again.

,

special

had
These

twelve
were some day to continue his
work.
What new thing did He intend to
teach ?
What did He mean by saying
that with Him the kingdom of God was

THE CHILD JESUS

IN
From

given
by Him.
"

No man cometh

to the Father, but
the claim which He
asserts.
He will not adduce new ideas.
He wishes rather to place men in such
a position towards the God who is objectively present that they may hold Him
actually as a father. That which every

by Me."

That

is

religious craving, however unconscious,
strives for at bottom, and by which it can
be completely satisfied, He wishes to

THE HOUSE OF JOSEPH AND MARY AT BETHLEHEM
the painting by Sir John Everett Millais, P.R. A.

present on earth ? In order to settle this
point rightly, we must not overlook the
fact that very much of that which He

taught was intended to be, one may say,
elementary instruction, and was only
spoken on account of the special needs of
His chance hearers. Thus many of His
sayings are directed against a distortion
or disregard of such truths as were already
to be found in the sacred writings of the
Jews, against the Pharisaical transformation
of the law as the will of God into a number
of separate ordinances, the outward observance of which was effectual in gaining
the approbation of God. He spoke against
pride in the mere outward membership
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of the race of Abraham, which made it
possible to be excluded from eternal
salvation. If such errors were refuted, it
was only to clear away obstacles to the
reception of the absolutely new teaching

give,
"

and

this

Come unto Me,

He
all

heavy laden, and
Does anyone seek

says He can give.
ye that labour and are

I

you rest."
from the accusa-

will give

rest

"
tions of his conscience ? "I am the way
Does anyone seek certainty of
to this.
"
I
belief ?
am the truth."
ea< king
jj oes anyone seek a real life,
raised above all that is miserable and transitory ?
"I am
He thus intensifies the idea of
the life."
"
the
kingdom of God," which, according
to the national hope of his people, the
promised King, the Messiah, was to found,
and declares Himself to be the Mediator
of that Kingdom of God.
.

.
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But to have God as father and thus to
stand in the kingdom of heaven is for
man a thing" important beyond everyWhat shall it profit a man
thing else.
if he gain the whole world and lose his
own soul ? " Compared with this relation
to God, the relation to the nearest human
must take a secondary place.
being
"
He that loveth father or mother," son
"
more than Me is not
or daughter,
of
not worthy of that which
Me,"
worthy
I alone can give. And whoever has found
this highest thing, must completely change
his valuation of everything else. He would
rather cut his hand off, pluck out his eye
than give up that possession he is ready
"
to lose his life for My sake," in order
not to lose Me, through whom he has it.
But it is man as man who shall stand
"
God so loved
in this kingdom of God
the world that He gave His only begotten
Son, that whosoever should believe on
Him should not perish, but have ever-

the heathen world, the conceptions of the
one God, of humanity, of the importance
of the individual, of the justification for
the desire after happiness, of the better
world to come, of sin, and of purification.
Jesus did not announce these as mere
ideas, but as realities, which partly exist,
even if they are not acknowledged, partly
will exist, even if they are not desired
;

;

:

"

The distinction between
and heathen, then, loses its meaning
Jew
"
They shall come from the east and

lasting life

!

:

from the west, from the north and from
_
the south, and shall sit at meat
Thus
in the kingdom of God."
,

Gift to

i

who

,,

all

M

possess in

common

this

price" are
" by
this most closely bound together
One
fold under one shepherd."
So it cannot
be immaterial to them that all men have
not yet found that which brought peace

"pearl of great

:

to their
of

own

Jesus,

let

men," and
of Jesus."

souls.

"

their

They
"

make
From the

shall

"

"

testify

shine before
nations disciples
love of God proceeds
"
light

all

The
naturally the love of mankind
second is like unto the first."
Finally,
whoever lives in communion with the
eternal God has thereby the pledge of
"
For God is not a God of
eternal life.
the dead, but of the living."
And if
the actual state of things in this world
seems to contradict the claim which
Jesus maintains, as well as the high honour
"
promised to His disciples,
yet the
king"
"
dom of God will one day come in
"
majesty."
Jesus "will separate the
god"
less
from the
just," and the latter,
"
clothed with a new body, will
inherit
the kingdom prepared for them since the
foundation of the world."
From that community between God
and man which Jesus desired to establish
there sprang, therefore, thoughts which
at that time had already taken life in
:
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A GREAT ITALIAN'S PICTURE
When

CHRIST

the art of Venice was flourishing none excelled
Giovanni Bellini in the tender grace and spiritual beauty
of his pictures of Christ, as in this fine conception.
1

,

"
"
belief
that
surrender
the
trustful
to
Him,
is,
proves
"
to be real
My teaching is from Him
Who sent me. If anyone will do His will,

and as an actual fact, which
:

he

will

God."

"

know if this teaching be from
Whoever believes on Me, he hath

eternal life."
raised above

Religion, consequently, is
choice and human

human

CHRISTIANITY-THE

DAWN OF THE NEW DAY

State religion is a denial of
ordinance.
the true religion and this is the meaning
"
of the saying,
Render unto Caesar the
things which are Caesar's, and unto God the
Religion is a
things that are God's."
It is the immematter of the conscience.
diate relation of the individual towards
God yet such a relation that its goal,
the communion with God, is, in fact, only
;

;

neither Him nor His
but that no hostility would be
able to check the growth of the kingdom
of Heaven brought by Him.
The small
grain of seed was to become a mighty
tree.
The little leaven was to penetrate
all, the whole world and all conditions of

many had known
Father

;

things.

Those Jews who surrendered themselves
his influence found in Him
that
which they had sought. " Master, Thou
hast the words of eternal life, and we
have believed and known that Thou art
But
Christ, the son of the living God."
the more distinctly Jesus let it appear
that He wished to be recognised as the
Messiah, and the larger the number of
those who, full of confidence, hailed Him
with joy, the higher rose the hostility of
those in power ambng the people. This
to

reached

its

culminating point
day of the week
in which the Easter feast began made a
striking and solemn entry into the capital.
He thought that He had preached long
enough, and that by word and deed He
hostility

when Jesus on the

had
_,

first

fully corrected that misunderstanding
of the claim raised by Him, as if

He

into

Jerusalem

wished for earthly honour

;

now He might bring matters
TTTI
j
.

to a decision.

Whoever was not

Him was

against Him. What must
The leaders of
be, was now to happen.
the people resolved on His destruction.
He did not withdraw from the gathering
storm. He gave Himself into the hands of
Both by silence and by
His enemies.
The
speech He brought on the end.
Sanhedrin pronounced sentence of death
"
"

with

on Him, because He

blasphemed God

the profane declaration that He was
by
"
Christ, the Son of thy living God." The

THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD"
Among modern conceptions of Christ none is better known
than Holman Hunt's. It has been the subject of great
controversy, and is given here purely as a work of art.

reached through Jesus. The assertion of
this claim by Him, who bore no signs
of external rank, tended to rouse many to
As He said of Himsharp contradiction.
"

self

He was

come

to stir

up men against

each other," so He foretold to those who
were ready to labour for Him that they
would be hated and persecuted, because

Roman procurator, Pontius Pilate, recognised that the accusation that Jesus
had given himself out as a king was based
on a misinterpretation of His words.
But at the pressing persistence of the Jews
he allowed at last the death sentence to
be carried out, in order to be secure against
the slanderous report at Rome that he had
not sufficiently guarded the sovereign
rights of the emperor. Jesus, hanging on
the cross, prayed God to forgive His
murderers, and assured the criminal
crucified at His side, who in consciousness
of his debt of sin turned in trust to Christ,
that he would enter into everlasting bliss.
And when he had overcome the deepest
spiritual pang, the feeling of being forsaken
2841
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when dying that
by God, He declared
"
His work was
done," and commended
His spirit into His Father's hands.
In vain had Jesus tried to prepare His
disciples for His death, and had represented it as His free act and as necessary
the "reconciliation of many."

for

The

hopes which they placed in Him were still
_
so deeply tinged with national
ea
expectations that they had come
f
to understand
such statements
c
His death thus perfiguratively.
'

.

.

plexed them in every way. He had
so completely identified their religious
belief with His own person that this belief
could no longer exist when He, on whom

they trusted, was given up to death. One
fear lest
feeling only mastered them, fear
the same fate might be brought on them
their enemies.

by

Seven weeks

later,

when

the Jewish

feast of Pentecost is being celebrated, we
Not a
see them completely transformed.
faint trace of human fear, nothing of doubt

or uncertainty.

The

belief

which Jesus'

death had destroyed lives again in them
with a certain inner conviction until now
unknown, and with an almost alarming
recklessness, that finds expression in the
bold confession of their faith. In that

not remained in the grave, and demonstrated to them the necessity of His death
and of His resurrection, assuring them at
the same time that even in the future He
"
would be with them even unto the end
of the world." This conviction determines
henceforth their whole life.
By preaching to the people they achieved
important results. In a short time the
number of those men only who let them"
selves be
in Christ for the
baptised
"
remission of sins
reached some 5,000.
The feeling of the people was so favourable
to this new religious community that the
Sanhedrin did not yet venture to do more
than to threaten and scourge some of the
Men agreed with the counsel
preachers.
of the much-respected teacher, Gamaliel,
to wait quietly for further developments.
What a picture is presented by this
first

Christian

community when we

Jesus had exalted the value
of belief in Him.
Incontestably an unshaken certainty of religious trust filled
these Christians.
Neither the harsh contradiction of those who from education and

Unshaken

position

been

in

the

life

might

first

and the punishments, announcing

this we all are witnesses.
the whole people of Israel
know certainly that God hath made this
Jesus Lord and Messiah."

question to

able publicly to preach before
they were now
"
thousands
Jesus of Nazareth, the Man
of God, you have with wicked hands nailed
Him hath God
to the Cross and slain.
raised up.

So now

Of

let

The possibility of doubt in Christ's
resurrection is so entirely excluded from
before the
their thoughts that even
Sanhedrin, and after they had been forced
to suffer imprisonment and scourging
for

this declaration, they
"
hold fast to their belief,

unflinchingly

We cannot .but
what we have heard and
speak
tt
seen." The four Gospels and
the Apostle Paul (i CorinthAscension
lans, 15) suggest to us what
effected this tremendous revulsion in the
feelings of the disciples when they tell us
that Jesus during the first weeks after
Eastertide appeared constantly, sometimes to his disciples singly, sometimes to
many

together, and,

as

it

were, forced

them, who expected anything rather than
His resurrection, to the belief that He had
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have

to learn the
was able to make them
waver, nor could the threats

Faith of the
truth
Christians

same Jerusalem which had shouted round
"
"
Jesus,
Away with Him, crucify Him
!

re-

member how

still

heavier penalties, on the part of the Sanhedrin, reduce them even to silence. Hard
though it was for them to resist the distinct command of the leaders of their
nation, yet they could only put the

them

"

Judge yourselves

:

if

be right before God that we hearken
"
unto you more than unto God
For them religion had become a direct
intercourse of the individual with God, into
which no other man might intrude. They
no longer recognised a religion of state or
nation. Independent personal belief took
but the basis
the place of state belief
it

!

;

of their religious conviction' is the consciousness of that which they possess in
faith, the certainty that they have received "forgiveness of sins and the gift
"
of the Hofy Ghost
and, therefore, also
that one day they should be refreshed by
the vision of the face of God. They feel
themselves so happy in this possession
"
"
that
is mentioned as the keynote
joy
of their spirit, which, on the one side,
in a continually new
itself
expresses
"
"
on the
lauding and praising of God
other side, makes it impossible for them
to conceal the great gift they have
;

;

CHRISTIANITY-THE

DAWN OF THE NEW DAY

acquired. And in their joy at that which
in common they feel
they all possess
"
themselves as
one heart and one soul,"
and that so sincerely that no one of them
regards his material possessions as his own.
Not, indeed, that those who enter into
their community are required or expected
to renounce personal possessions, but the

their circle.

Jews by birth, they still feel
themselves members of their nation. They
continue to live according to the forms of
their ancestral law, take part still, as
before, in the religious meetings in the
Temple and in the synagogues. We notice
no trace here of that overstrained piety
which is intended to conceal from the

THE DESCENT FROM THE CROSS
From

the painting- by Rubens.

brotherly love which animates all makes
them devote their goods for others also
"
so far as there was need," in order that
"

no man might want."

And

yet this intimate union and close
co-operation of the early Christians among
themselves did not lead them to erect
barriers against those who stood outside

man's own consciousness the want of a
fund of piety in the soul.
There is,
indeed, joyful enthusiasm but no religious

real

extravagance or fanaticism.
They cannot refrain from boldly confessing their
belief, but as yet they are far removed

from the enthusiastic desire

of conquering

the world.
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II

THE APOSTOLIC ERA
THE TEACHING OF THE DISCIPLES
AND THE LIFE AND WORK OF THE APOSTLE PAUL
HTHE

acceptance of Christianity as an
evangel for Jews alone of Christ as
the Messiah, the Redeemer of the "Chosen
"
People
according to the flesh would
The
have left the world undisturbed.
Gospel of Christ, the Redeemer of mankind, gradually assumed the
supreme
*

position as an influence modifying every
political and social conception in the

development

of

It is in this light,

European civilisation.
and not as a theology,

we have to treat of it in these pages.
The merit, however, of having definitely
conceived and preached Christianity as a
that

world-religion belongs primarily to Saul,
of Tarsus in Cilicia
otherwise, St. Paul
the apostle. He had been introduced to a
profound study of the Jewish law by the
;

renowned rabbi, Gamaliel, and had given
himself up to it with the fullest enthusiasm.
Nevertheless, he was not without some
tincture of Greek culture. A man cast in
one mould, with nothing false,
nothing
incomplete in him, he
First Great
v.- u
hadj ubeen kindled by iU
that which
p
he had learnt of Jesus and
His followers into flaming zeal for the
maintenance of the sacred ancestral law
.

i

i

.

as the only path to salvation.
Stephen's death and the flight of the
Christians from Jerusalem did not content
him. Armed with letters of introduction
from the Sanhedrin, he started for Damascus, in order to track out the Christians who had escaped thither and to lead
them, fettered, to Jerusalem. But the
Christians in Damascus learnt the incredible news that he had caused himself to
be received into their community through
baptism in the name of Christ. What had
so completely transformed him on the way
"
he often told in the words
The Lord
to
me."
This
marvellous
Jesus appeared
:

experience had forged and stamped his
new religious conceptions. He was then
convinced that He whom he had hated
and opposed bitterly was not rejected of

God, but was exalted to eternal glory.
In what blindness had he then lived,
what a burden of sin was on him
Notwithstanding his perfect observance of
the law, nothing else but condemnation
would have lighted on him. He was called
kack from his path of error and
Th G Ce
saved, owing to Him whom he
of* ^t
Christ*
!

j

,

,

.

Jesus met
him, not with avenging wrath,
but with mercy.
From that time he
praised the majesty of Jesus as the Saviour.
Thus the doctrines of sin and of grace
to

persecuted.

Paul

become the cardinal points of

And
God

as

all

men

his preaching.
are sinners, the grace of

in Christ extends over all mankind,
over the Gentiles as much as over the
Jews.
Paul devoted several years to gathering
and assimilating the elements of his new

For it is necessary
religious conviction.
for him to put before himself in all its
logical

come

consequences that which has be-

certain to

order that he

him

directly

by

faith, in

"

divine
recognise it as
wisdom." Then begins his incomparably
great activity, in the extension of the
belief in which he has found salvation.
With unspeakable toil he lays in ten years
the foundations of the Church in Asia
He
Minor, Macedonia, and Greece.
seeks to strengthen by epistles the communities founded by him and to shield
them from errors. On his second missionary journey, which leads him over Asia
Minor, through Macedonia, into Greece,

may

he sends from Corinth his two epistles
Epistles
to the

to the community
J recently
J
-.
,
,
,TM
established
in fhessalonica
.,
.,
,
the third journey he
i

,

;

.

Thessalonians

,

makes a longer stay in cosmopolitan Ephesus, and from there writes to
the Christians assembled in Galatia and
his first epistle to Corinth; writing a
second also when, on his way to Corinth,
he has reached Macedonia.
his glance

is

From Greece

directed further towards the
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At Rome a Christian community
has already arisen, we do not know in
what way. In* the hope of preaching his

west.

of salvation at Rome, in the centre
gospel "
of the
world," he addresses an epistle to
the Christians, in order to prepare them
He is to go there, but in
for his arrival.
In Jerusalem he is recognised
fetters.
by Jews from Asia Minor. They rouse the
mass of the people by their cry that

Philemon,

the

Colossians,

Philippians,

and Ephesians.

Recently there has been
a tendency to accept the view that he once
more obtained his freedom and was able
to carry out his wish to bear testimony
to Christ as far as the Atlantic and Spain.
If this is really the case, the journeys
of which the two epistles to Timothy and
to Titus speak would have to be assigned
It may be considered as
to that date.
well
established
fairly
"1 that
by the orders of
Nero at Rome his noble

head
sword

n

The
his

beneath

fell

the

of the executioner.
hardest struggle of

was

life

with

setting

free

from

concerned

Christianity
the leading

How

strings of Judaism.
could Christians who were
Jews by birth immediately assent to his demand, so clearly and em-

phatically asserted, that
in the presence of Christianity the wall

Jew and

between

Gentile must be

destroyed ? For them it
was a natural thing that

even after their baptism
they should continue to
observe the law of their
fathers.
But that law
prescribed the
separation from

strictest
all

Gen-

was only a preliminary and insufficient
tiles.

It

concession

when

Paul

at the so-called apostolic
council
at
Jerusalem

succeeded in inducing the

THE CONVERSION

ST.

PAUL

The

great merit of first preaching- Christianity as a splendidly conceived worldreligion belongs to Paul, who, from being a persecutor of the Christians, became
the most ardent apostle of the new faith, for which he was eventually martyred.

"

this

is

the fellow

who

instructs

men

everywhere against the law and the
Temple." The Roman tribune saves him
from the fanaticism of the mob by arrest-

him and sending him to Caesarea.
Kept a prisoner without reason, he avails

ing

himself of the right of a
to appeal to Caesar,

Roman

and he

citizen

taken to
Rome.
From that period of his mild
imprisonment are dated his epistles to
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is

leaders and the majority
of the community there
to admit that the Gentile
Christians were not bound
to the observance of the
Jewish law" All Christians

were not one fold under
one shepherd" until the Jewish Christians
also abandoned their law.
This was a principle so bold that even the
energy of a Paul could establish it only in
the communities which he himself had
founded, and there only after the greatest
waverings and the most bitter struggles.
For the Jewish Christians once more tried
to persuade the Gentile Christians that
without circumcision and the observance

" Then Paul stood in the midst of Mars' hill and
said, Ye men of Athens, I perceive that in al
I passed by and beheld your devotions, I found an altar with this inscription,
To the Unkno\
ye ignorantly worship, Him declare I unto you." Acts xvii., 22, 23.

For as

When
to

1'aul

'

too superstitious.
therefore

Whom

and Barnabas were

at Lystra, a cripple was healed through faith in their teaching, whereupon the people were ready
come to earth, and the priest of Jupiter brought forth an ox to offer a sacrifice ; but Paul and
"
their clothes, crying out,
also are men of like passions with you." Acts xiv., 8-15.
Sirs, why do ye these things ?

believe the apostles gods

Barnabas rent

We

SCENES FROM THE GREAT MISSIONARY VISITS OF

ST.

PAUL

After paintings by Raphael.
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law they could not be saved.
These disputes caused Paul to cast his
"
"
into a form which excluded
Gospel
In
every distinctively Jewish feature.
contrast to those who, through observance
of the Jewish law, thought to please God,
he defended with all his energy
i he
ospe
t j ie p r0 p OS iti on t na t no obserAccordmg yance Q{ h j
{
itself
in
to St. Paul
fact, no outward act of man
at all had any value in God's sight that
of the Mosaic

mained behind

to share the fortunes of
their nation, they were the elements which

had ever hindered an amalgamation with
the Gentile Christians.
The burning of
Jerusalem and its Temple must have
given the death-blow to national restriction

on Christianity.

This catastrophe drove the apostles
at the same time from the centre of their

,

;

before

God

the

childlike trust,

and

necessary,
man to

God

"

necessarily
of the law,

;

attitude
"

of

children,

faith," were far more
that from this relation of

and

true

By

morality followed
without works

faith,

we are righteous."
The separation from Judaism, which
Paul had demanded,

was greatly helped
by two events. The
of

Christians

Jeru-

salem could not but
see that even the
strictest obedience to
the law on their side
could not cure their

present activity into far distant lands.
One, Andrew, is said to have turned
towards the north-east and to have spread
the Christian faith in Scythia, north-east
A
of the Black Sea, and the Caspian.
second, Thomas, selected, as it is said,
the countries between the Euphrates and
at
the Indus for his sphere of work
the present day a Christian society in
India call themselves
"
Christians of St.
"
Thomas after him.
We are likewise told
of a third, Bartholo;

mew, who preached
Others
India.
turned their steps to
the interior of Asia
in

countrymen

Minor or to North

hatred

The ChrisAfrica.
tian community in
Alexandria traced its
foundation to John
Mark, the companion
of Paul and Peter,
and the writer of
the second Gospel.
Peter seems to have

The head

of their
of
Christ.
of the com-

munity, James, the
brother of Jesus, bore
the surname of the
'

Just," because his
strictness in observing the law and his
asceticism were uni-

versally admired.
The epistle in the

New

laboured in Syria
and Asia Minor (we
have an epistle from

Testament

his name
him to the Christians
SAINT MATTHEW
of Asia Minor) and
exhortations
From the painting by Rubens.
of obedience towards
finally to have turned
the law
and yet his countrymen his steps to Rome, where he suffered
hurled him down from the pinnacle of
martyrdom.
the Temple because he had praised Jesus.
Only one figure rises in sharp relief
How could the Christians any longer hold out of the mists of tradition, that of the
fast to the hope that the Jewish people
apostle John. After the imprisonment of
as a whole would still believe in Jesus
Paul the communities founded by him
How much more easy for them was the St. John and in Asia Minor were left desolate.
separation, now that the terrible struggle
John entered on Paul's
the Gospel
of their nation against the
Romans of Love
work, labouring in wide circles
The spirit
blazed up
Should they take up arms for
from Ephesus.
the national freedom, in order to be perwhich animated him is characterised by
secuted in return by their own people ?
the tradition that when brought in extreme
The Christian community abandoned the old age into the Christian assembly,
he contented himself with the admonicity when it was threatened with com"
"
If
Little children, love one another
plete investment by the Romans.
tion,
as is conjectured some Christians rewas
but
of
his
Yet this love
anything

which bears
is

full of

;

!

!

!
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SPAGNOLETTO'S CONCEPTION OF THE APOSTLE PETER
From

THI

JLOUS DELIVERANCE OF
:

182

the painting in the Prado Gallery at Madrid.

ST.

PETER

IN

ROME

painting by Spagnoletto (Riber) in the Prado Gallery at Madrid.
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effeminate, as later tradition represented
it.
On the contrary, he was sure that
fervent love among the Christians was
possible only so long as the truth was
not distorted among
them. Once so the
as he
story runs

entered

was not because they hoped,
in the early days, to win

at any rate
their whole
nation to their faith, in which case an

independent,

organisation
permanent
seemed unnecessary,
or

because
they
expected the imme-

bath he

a

world,

unnecessecure the
permanence of their
society by the introduction
of
legal-

Cerinthus

teacher

his

companions,

foe of truth,

is

forms
but chiefly
because the fulness
of life and a strong
;

there."

feeling of bitter

social

the

them

at

indignation
"
spirit

of

then

creeping into Christian
communities,
speaks in his epistles.
His Gospel also follows the line of confuting misstatements
and proving that

the
Christ," who is come
into the world, and

Jesus

His

"

this

and because

THE APOSTLE PAUL
From

the painting- by Rubens.

name we have
The Apocalypse,

which he is said to
have written while an
exile on the island oi
Patmos in the ^Egean

"

And

vice."

"

was
ser-

when

more rights, or, properly speaking, more
opportunities for rendering service, were
given them than they
could exercise usefully,
caused
certain
chosen out

they

Sea, vigorously attacks
all indifference to false
doctrines. Thus, quite
at the close of the
apostolic era we meet
those tendencies
towards the distortion
of original Christianity
which were destined
in the ensuing period
to jeopardise its ex-

office

regarded as a

is

that " through faith in

life."

filled

spirit
all,

they knew that their
continued existence
was guaranteed by
their
Lord,
who,
though invisible, was
ever near. Naturally
the apostles took a
leading position, but

lying,"

was

which

"

to

sary

that the bath may
not fall in on us,
since Cerinthus, the

The

it

thought

"

was there..
Away
from here," he cried
to
"

end of the
and
thus

diate

learnt that the false

men

to be

of

the

who

relieved, them of
care of the poor:

community,

the
"
the
Seven," as they

were

first
called
in
contradistinction to the
"
Twelve
apostles,
"
"
the
Elders
(presbyters), as they seem
to have
been desig'

nated

later,

when

their

istence.

number

What was the constitution
of
the
original
community ?
We find, on the one

greater with the growBut
ing community.
it
did not occur to

hand, no eagerness for

SAINT
From

the

MARK

the painting by Fra Bartolomeo.

on the
organisation
other hand, fundamental aversion to
;

it.

Questions of organisation were clearly far
removed from these Christians.
This
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over

this

apostles

res'erve

the
society,

became

to

to

themselves

superint e n d e n c e
as

if

its

powers

emanated from their' supreme authority,
nor did the community claim a right

THE APOSTOLIC ERA
of electing its officers, nor do we even
notice anywhere any aversion from the
creation of a new office. New conditions

intended sense of the word by which the
importance of the chief office was expressed
-"
As the Christians called
episcopus."
"
the shepherd and bishop of their
Jesus
souls," so also they called the men who,
like Him, cared for the flock. The meaning
to be conveyed was not that of
overseers
but of guardians.
Orf
in
f
rigm
ag ^ose wno ru j e
ne
"
were they called sheppeople
herds, but because they fed the flock, provided it with nourishment, and guarded it
from wolves. We soon come across still
"
another office, that of the
servants,"
deacons.
They performed special commissions or services, which the bishops
pointed out to them.
if we
This, then, was the organisation
may speak of it as such of the separate

and apparent needs caused new offices
to be formed, and no extravagant feeling,
which would wish to leave everything to
freedom and to the impulse of the spirit,
But
opposed this better arrangement.
when the apostles had no longer any permanent abode in Jerusalem, we see another man at the head of the community

'

i

:

the brother of Jesus, already mentioned,
James. Yet we cannot ascertain how
far his authority was limited
evidently
it was not closely limited, being a service
of love shown to the community. After
;

death it is another kinsman of Jesus,
Simeon by name, who stands serving at
his

their

head.

Together

with

one

the

SAINT MARK PREACHING AT ALEXANDRIA,

A

famous painting by Giovanni

leader," the elders seem to have attended
to the external affairs of the community.

The development was somewhat

dif-

communities composed
Here Paul instiprincipally of Gentiles.
tuted elders. Not, however, at once, as
if such an office were
necessary in itself it
was only on the return journey from
the

in

;

his first missionary tour that he determined to do so. The need for

some

single administrative body
r
.,
r
T
soon
shown itself.
It is
the Eld r
not told us whether he himself
nominated these men or whether he left
Institutes

i

j

,

,

^^

j.

WHERE HE FOUNDED A CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY

Bellini,

"

ferent

,

,

the election of them to the community.
Such questions of jealousy and distrust
still lay far from 'those Christians.
They

recognised only duties in the service of the
brethren, but no rights.
This was the

now

in

the Brera Gallery at Milan

communities
a leader and
;

in the original

with

community
him a number of

presbyters entrusted with separate tasks
in the Gentile Christian communities a
"
bishops," at the
college of presbyters, or
head, with the deacons to aid them.
What, then, was the relation of these
different communities to each other ?
Did they stand independently side by side,
or did they legally form a united whole ?
Neither one nor the other. The separate
communities neither sought anxiously to
preserve their absolute independence, nor
did they wish to compel a united organisation.
They felt themselves to be a unity,
and, therefore, tried to create and to preserve ties among themselves, to smooth or
abolish distinctions.
As soon as communities were formed outside Jerusalem,
;
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that they had obligations
Two of them went to
towards them.
Samaria, in order to minister to the
Barnabas was sent to
Christians there.
"
"
those
Antioch, in order to
strengthen

the apo^les

felt

who had been

baptised into Christianity.
In every imaginable way Paul tried to establish the fact that all Christians formed a
single

The Onenes
-,.

.

..

of the Christian

~

Community

^^S^ 6 He greeted
from
-

the one community
J
the other, sent salutations
,-,

,

,-,

-

,

,'

.

,

,

.

from individuals to

,

.

..

indi-

viduals at a distance. He made the communities exchange among themselves the
One
letters they had received from him.
community sent support to him while he
laboured in another. He organised a
fund among the Christians converted by
him on behalf of the distressed Christians
of Palestine.
Even in outward relations
he tried to establish equality among all

and based such arrangements
the argument that other communities
d|i
observed them. But the violent dispute
over the necessity of observing the law
believers,

established the fact that all baptised in
Jesus were one. The different attitudes
with regard to this question would destroy
this unity, hence the struggles to find a
But there was not yet
compromise.
any need to represent this unity in any
As long as apostles
systematic form.
lived, they were the outward bond of the

Church.

The common
period

religious life in this first

bore the same character.

Here,

again, there was nothing of legal precept
and fixed ordinance.
The Christians of
still took a zealous part in the
But withal
religious life of their nation.
there was the need to emphasise and to
promote that which was common to them,

Jerusalem

differentiated them from those
believe in Jesus.
They
"
to
assembled in the houses, in order
remain in the teaching of the apostles,"
to pray in common, to testify to the
close bonds of union between
The
themselves by partaking of
Holy
common meals, and to celer
Eucharist
brate the Eucharist in remembrance of Him.

and which

who

not

did

.

.

_>,'.,.

In the communities composed principally of Gentiles two sorts of religious
services were soon distinguishable.
The
one class, intended only for the brethren,
comprised the agape, or love-feast, and
the celebration of the Lord's Supper;
the other, to which those also who had not
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yet received
baptism were admitted,
served for the preaching of their faith.
If Paul was the leader of the assembly, he
If he was not
naturally was the speaker.
there, an extract from the Old Testament
or from letters written b}< Paul was read,
or some other person stepped forward who
felt

"

moved
"

to

speak.

One spoke

as

on the strength of a revelation
"
another, as
teacher," explained what the
present "or former revelation connoted
prophet

;

;

a third

exhorted," while he applied the

word of God to individuals by name.
Not only in comparison with the apostles,

who were equipped with
gift,

but

members

this

threefold

also in comparison
of the community to

with the
whom one

of these gifts was granted the elders (or
bishops) at first were quite subordinated
But soon, in
in the religious service.

places at least, were seen the
dangers of a procedure so exposed to
certain

caprice.

The

excitable

Greek

spirit

allowed religious enthusiasm to express
itself in forms, which did not tend towards
the "edification" of the meeting, and
vanity and self-complacency could easily
lead to intemperance of speech. To meet
such a state "of affairs in the
Corinthian Church, Paul had to
B
la y' down the principle that all
Good
gifts are bestowed for the 'common good,," and that all speech, therefore,
which did not seem to edify those present,
must be discontinued. There appeared,
then, quite soon, in' the celebration of the
divine service a limitation on the rightful
liberty of the individual.
As the number of the Christians increased and the expectation of the approaching end of the world lessened, the
religious zeal of the earliest period yielded
to a more restrained calmness, and, the
'

of prophecy was more rarely seen.
Therefore, in the choice of new bishops
the condition was laid down that they
must possess the gift of teaching, in order
that the communities might not, when
none of the old apostles were any longer
among them, be dependent in their
gift

religious
meetings
"

merely upon "prophets"

and

teachers."
Thus, it also happened
that while at first the Christians assem-

bled daily, if possible, gradually a definite
day of the week was reserved for meeting
Even in apostolic
for divine worship.
"
Lord's Day," the
times this was the
first day of the week, on which the Lord
rose from the dead.

THE APOSTOLIC ERA
In order to form a correct conception
of the moral conditions prevalent in the
Gentile Christian communities, we must
not fail to notice that the high demands
which the writings of Jesus' disciples, so
well

known

do not at

to us,

make upon

their readers

opinions of
Christianity at that date, but only the
ideas of those who had grown up in the
purer atmosphere of Judaism. On the
contrary, not only do we come upon
instances of gross offences against morality,
but especially the warnings and admonitions given by Paul in his epistles as to
"
"
salvation
what was necessary for
show how completely the moral bias of
the Christians was as yet under the influence of the conditions and ideas which
prevailed in the Qentile world.
That there must be a'ndther standard of
morality than custom, and that every
Christian with regard to this question
all

reflect

the

<

must acquire a completely independent
judgment and maintain it and follow jt in
opposition to a world which judges quite
otherwise to inculcate this and to accustom the Christians to the permanent
of these

realisation
Influence
_._.
of the Old

new moral

must have required
j

,

notions,

tens,

j

if

not

A man
.

hundreds,', of
,

,

years.,

v7

.

announce d the desire for regenePa anism
rated life only by his request to
be received into the community.
Only
gradually were people forced to learn what

new life comprised, to learn somehow
that the relation of the sexes was not a
matter of moraj indifference
that even
the nourishment of the body required
rules, and that man was not the free lord
over his own words.
On the other hand, there <now arose the
of the
danger of a miscomprehension
new and great ideas which * Christianity
had brought forth. They were, according to the word of their Founder, to work
gradually, like leaven, in the world,
this

;

inwardly

first,

then outwardly

;

they were

change the universal
the outward form of
life more and more different.
The danger
rested in the fact that Christians would

little

by

little

ideas, so as to

child of

to regard existing institutions and
conditions as abolished by Christianity,
since they were influenced by the spirit
of paganism, instead of adapting them-

them until they were changed
by the new spirit. It might be thought
that the high position and the freedom

selves to

fitting to the Christian as

a

God and

heathen magistrates. The apostle Paul
is
obliged to prove that the Christian,
through his new relation towards God,
is in no way exempted from the
p *" s
laws of the community that he
1
s ^ ou^^ show his faith in God,
who has willed or permitted
,

;

these regulations,
mission to them.

by

willing

He

is

self-sub-

to
compelled
"
warn them not to make
freedom a
cloak for wickedness."
Not without
reason the apostle Paul looked at the
future of the Christian communities with
gloomy forebodings when he thought
himself at the end of his ministry. John,
"
Believe not every
too, cries warningly
spirit, but try the spirits whether they
:

are of God."

One thing the Church took with her to
the writmee,t the approaching storms
ings of her founders, a substitute for their
oral preaching and a means through
:

whfch they could be moved by the

spirit

of the founder.
Attempts were made
to keep alive the form, the life, the teaching of Jesus. Collections of His sayings

must soon have been made, with

(logia)

the addition, more or less, of the historical
events connected with them.
The Gospel, the good tidings, is the
name given to these attempts to recall
the facts on which the Christian belief
rests.
Of those Gospels which are extant,
the three with which the New Testament
opens are the oldest. There are no cogent
reasons for refusing to ascribe the first to
the apostle Matthew or to doubt the old
account that he wrote his book, in the
first place, for the Jewish Christians in
Palestine, and, therefore, in the Aramaic
language.

know,
e
...

.

ri

The Greek

version,

which we

be attributed to him, since
such a bilingual publication of a
work is familiar to us from other

may also

to

make

come

which were-

"
heir of eternal life
did not allow any subordination to other
men, especially to non- Christians any
subordination of the wife to the husband,
of the slave to his master, of subjects to
"

n

writers of the time. The correctness of the tradition that the

second Gospel

is

the

work

of the already

mentioned John Mark, the companion of
Peter, is vouched for by some peculiarities

The authorship of the third
attributed to Luke the Physician, who,
on many occasions accompanied Paul
He wished to produce a treatise on the
sacred story for the Gentile Theophilus.
of the book.

is

1

.
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THE SPREAD OF CHRISTIANITY
FOLLOWERS OF THE APOSTLES AND THEIR WORK

THE BEGINNINGS OF THE EARLY CHURCH
A

S the coral reefs rise highel and higher
from the bottom of the sea, until a
storm discloses to those who sail over them
the secret growth of long ages, thus Christianity expands in the calm, and the
great world knows nothing of it, until
suddenly through the storm of persecubecomes
tion a Christian community
There are records of marvisible to all.
tyrs from which we learn that in the
country of Garamaea, east of the Tigris,
south of the Little Zab, Christians dwelt
even before 170 A.D. The kingdom of
Osroene, having Edessa as its capital,
extended along the eastern bank of the
Euphrates. There were Christians here
at so early a period that the legend could
arise of the Agbar, or prince, of this land
*

sending letters to Jesus.
Towards the end of the second century
Agbar Bar Manu stamped the sign of
t ne
cross
on his coins.
TV f\
*
The g vernor of Bithynia
March
arc orf*he
e
announce(j to ^g emperor,
Trajan (98-117), that not only
the towns, but also the villages and the
plains were full of Christians, the heathen
temples were almost deserted, the duty of
sacrificing to the gods almost forgotten.
From Egyptian Alexandria, Christianity
pushed on towards the south. Not only
Jewish and Greek circles were opened to
it, but in the next few years a Coptic
translation of the writings of the New

Testament was able to find circulation,
and Christian communities appear in
the Thebais.
In the same way the Gospel
spread towards the east in Arabia and
towards

the

west

the district of
From Rome the Christian
Cyrene.
faith was borne over the sea to Africa, and
in

At
Carthage became a new colony.
the beginning of the following period
(about 200) Tertullian could declare that
if a persecution of the
Christians were
"
to be carried out,
Carthage must be

decimated."
A synod which was held
there united no fewer than seventy African
and Nurnidian bishops. The commercial relations between Asia Minor and
Southern Gaul facilitated the sowing here
of the seed of the new faith.
About the
Christian communities
year
177
J
Persecution n
j .1
T
j
nourished there, at Lugdunum
c
.
Strengthens /T
,
T7
Ly nS
al so *t * lfcime
(
Christianity
as we learn from the account;
of the cruel persecution endured by them,
,

,

.

^d

,

.

which

these
communities sent to the
churches in Asia and Phrygia.
It is only by chance that we hear anything
of new Christian communities.
Whereever in the Roman empire or beyond its
boundaries Christians came, they spoke
of that which was the highest to them.
Celsus, the enemy of the Christians,
"
Weavers, tanners, shoereports in 178
the
uneducated and roughest
most
makers,
:

men, are the most zealous preachers."
At the same time, many Christians made
it their life's work to spread their faith.
These missionaries were called apostles.
The " Teaching of the Apostles," which
appeared about no, required that 'they
should restrict themselves to labouring
among the heathen, and permitted them
to remain two days, at the longest,
in places where Christian communities

already existed. In what circles did this
new belief find adherents ? With the
conviction that Christianity was the true

wisdom, Paul had complained "Not many
wise, not many mighty, not many noble
With the view that only
:

'

!

Common

People

and Ph.losopher.
Accept the Gospel

those

h

leamed

in

philo

_

W jud J such

.

transcendent
questions,
Celsus scoffed at the uneducated Christians.
But we hear also of philosophers who
found in Christianity that which they
sought for vainly in the different schools
We know of near
of heathen wisdom.
relations of the emperor who became

Christians.
Certainly in the meetings of
the Christians there were far more poor
men and slaves than noble and learned
men. But if we take into consideration
how small the number of educated men
was at that time in comparison with
the mass of uneducated only one-half
per cent, of the inhabitants of Rome
belonged to the upper classes
Early
there is absolutely no reason
Christian
for the assumption that Chrise

attracted
principaUy
The Christian
uneducated.
literature of this period contradicts such
an assumption.
Comparatively little of
But in it we find
it has been preserved.
such writings as in no way betray a low
standard of education in their authors.
Above all, the wish to possess material
for Christian teaching induced persons
tianity

only

the

to alter Jewish writings according to
Christian notions. At the end of the first
"
Testament of the Twelve
century the

"

the Gospol and Revelation of Peter, our
knowledge of which has been greatly
enriched by the latest discoveries in the
monk's grave at Achmin. The former so
depicts the story of Jesus' passion that
Pilate, the representative of the heathen
world, appears in a more favourable light.
The latter regards the present Christians
as degenerate, and attempts to bring them
back to their senses by describing hell and
and its unspeakable torments. An Asiatic
is
said to have composed
presbyter
"
the
Stories of Paul and Thecla."
When
called to account for his boldness, he
declared he had so treated the subject
only out of love for Paul. But this
motive could not shield him from deThe Church did not wish,
position.
like the heretics, that pious frauds should
prevail.

A second group of writers of "our period
comprised under the title of Apostolic
Fathers." A schism had arisen in the
is

appeared, which places
mouths of
in
the
prophecies
Jacob's sons, to which are joined
moral warnings and references to
the fulfilment of the hopes of
Patriarchs

Christians.

Consequently some,
through the wish to picture to
of
themselves
the
beginnings
Christianity in a more clear and
thorough manner than the writfrom primitive
ings
preserved
times afforded others,
through
the need to lend authority to
new but divergent views through
let themostensibly old records
selves be led away into creating
new Gospels, Acts of the Apostles,
Epistles, or Revelations.

We

are

acquainted merely with the names
or with scanty fragments of most
of such works
and, as a rule,
there are no data by which to
determine the period of their
;

to decide the
production and
question whether they
should be reckoned as
Religious

Writers

,

.

.

religious

records

romances or as
from
ancient

Early in the post-apostolic
must have been composed
period
"
the
Protevangelium of James
the Younger," which depicts the
AWAITING MARTYRDOM IN THE COLOSSEUM
infancy of Jesus from the birth of IGNATIUS
Ignatius, the first bishop of Antioch, was taken to Rome in the year
hie
Mar\r
tr
trip Massacre
Macsarrp
niS mntVipr
t<
motner,
was
times.

Mary,

\

Bethlehem. To
.1
j
1.1
i.
the same period roughly belong

of the Innocents at
.
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112) and there, in the arena of the Colosseum, he
given over to
"
It is said that his last prayer was,
May I, O God, as
Thine own corn, be now so ground between the teeth of these wild
beasts that I may become white bread for my Heavenly Master."

wild beasts.
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that there is yet time for repentance.
This writing at first enjoyed
such high esteem in the Church
that it was almost placed on a level
with the Holy Scriptures of primitive times, and reckoned at any
rate worthy of being read aloud in
divine service. This fact should be
evidence that it appeared at an
early date, somewhere at the beginsecond century. The
ning of the
"
so-called
Epistle of Barnabas,"
which may belong to the same
time, stood in high esteem in Alex-

andria, although the author carries
his opposition to Judaism to such
a pitch as to declare the observance
of the Mosaic laws by the Jews to
be a diabolic error, and although

he puts a
the

new

interpretation

Old Testament by means

on
of

almost incredibly bold allegories.
A peculiar interest is presented
by the seven letters which the
bishop Ignatius of Antioch wrote
in 112, on his way to martyrdom
at Rome, to different communities

Minor and to the bishop
Polycarp- in order to exhort them
to steadfastness and concord. He
begs the Christians at Rome not to
POLYCARP'S TESTIMONY FOR CHRIST
make another attempt to liberate
Polycarp, the first bishop of Smyrna, long ruled the Christian Church
f or he is absolutely Convinced
u
u in the
e reign o
of Aurelian
urean hee suffered
there,
ere, but
martyrdom. Brought
j i_
tO 1116, and
before the proconsul, he was asked to deny Christ, but is said to that dea.th Will lead
have refused, saying, "Hear my free confession-I am a Christian."
anything which he might
Corinthian community and had led to the still say or do in life he would not be
removal of certain presbyters from office. able to testify so forcibly to his faith as
Then probably in the year 97 the through steadfast endurance of death by
the teeth of the wild beasts in the arena
presbyter Clemens sent thither from
Rome a letter exhorting them to humility at Rome.
and love. Clemens wrote as follows
Soon after his death we find the letter of
"
The Church of God on pilgrimage at Polycarp from Smyrna to the community in
Rome, to the Church of God abiding Philippi, which had asked him to send all
A second the writings of the martyr that were in his
at Corinth in a strange land."
hands. This letter contains so many quotaletter, known under the name of the
"
Second Letter of Clemens," certainly tions from the New Testament Scriptures
did not emanate from that presbyter.
that it is at the same time of importance as
It was probably written about 140, and
an eloquent testimony of their antiquity.
is not a letter but the oldest Christian
While the Christian literature of this
sermon of which we know, an exhortaperiod which we have so far
"
The First
tion to the
trial and conflict in this
men ti O ned was intended for
Evangelical
life, that we may be crowned in the life
Christians> the third series o f
to come."
writings was directed to the
The famous Hermas was a layman his
heathen. It was called forth by the new
"
writings bore the title of
Shepherd,"
position which the pagan world, especially
because the angel of repentance, in whose
the state authorities, assumed towards
mouth most of the exhortations are placed,
Christianity.
Up to the beginning of
is introduced by him as a shepherd.
In
the post-apostolic era the Christians had
the form of visions the point is
impressed
certainly suffered from antagonism of the
in Asia

.

mm

.

;
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Jews. The Roman state, on the contrary,
as a rule, laid no obstacles in their way,

could not be measured by any traditional
standard. At their secret meals they were

holding as yet no regard for them. Sprung
from Judaism, they were reckoned as a
Jewish sect. When they were suddenly,
in the year 64, recognised at Rome as an
independent body, and were persecuted by
the state, the disregard which was again
...
shown them during the next
y N ero
.
decades, proves that such exMassacrcd
,.
f
..
requires
r
^ ~,
the Christians ceptional, procedure
a special explanation. The
motive of the massacre of the Christians by
Nero was merely the need of the emperor
to shift upon others the suspicion that he
had set fire to the capital of the world for
Who should these
his own pleasure.
others be but the Jews, especially those
who had their stalls where the fire broke
And how could these escape the
out ?

said to slaughter and eat children
perhaps
"
Take
a listener had once heard the words,
and drink all of this this cup is the New
Blood." Or they were
Testament in
reported to indulge in the grossest im-

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

.

threatening them more simply
by diverting the suspicion
from themselves to the hated Christians ?
Thus the state authorities learnt to
make a difference between the Jews and
the Christians of the town, but only for
the immediate occasion. The authorities
never believed in the real guilt of these
Christians, and the previous state of
indifference towards them continued.

danger

and

safely than

The

position must have become quite
different when the outbreak and failure

the Jewish rising not only entirely
separated the Christians from the Jews
in internal relations, but compelled them
to take precautions no longer to be mistaken for a Jewish party. And now, when
the distinction between them and the
of

Jews was universally known, it was perthat their number had become
unsuspectedly large, and was increasing
every day on a scale which had never
been noticed in any sect. It had become
ceived

impossible to disregard them.
The fact that the Christians wished to be
regarded as different from all others, that
they did not attend the popular festivals,
with the
J connected
,.
now the Pagans closely
,,
,.
state cult, and the hcen,Misrepresented
tiousor brutalspectacles in
Christianity
which the people expressed
their national self-consciousness, that they
defined the task of life so differently from
the rest of the world, and staked their all on
something other and presumably higher
than wealth, honour, or enjoyment this
irritated the heathen world.
It invented,
spread, and believed only too gladly incredible crimes of this weird sect which
,

.

,
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,

;

my

morality perhaps a spy had once seen
the Christians before the celebration of the
sacred feast giving each other the kiss of
brotherhood, but had not reported that
only men with men and women with
women thus showed their close bonds of
Men felt themselves the more
union.
entitled to attribute these crimes to them
since they were indignant at their secret
It is quite comprehensible
proceedings.
that under such circumstances the persecutions of the Christians were on many
occasions due to the wishes of the mass of
the people.
The courts, however, needed the support of the law before they could accede to
such demands. Three laws of the empire
could be brought to bear on the question.
The law of the Twelve Tables forbade
men to have other gods than those publicly
_
recognised. The Julian law as
Christianity
to treason declared everything
as Treason
,.,v
to be a crime against the state
to the State
1-11
ir^i.
i,
which bore in itself
the character
of secret discontent with the government
,

,

*.

for

example, secret nightly meetings.

The

law as to

sacrilege, finally, was directed
against the refusal to sacrifice to the gods
or to the genius of the emperor.
It is clear

that

all

these laws rest on the

same con-

Everything, even religion, must
be subordinate to the state. Not that
which is true must be believed not that
which is moral must be done the welfare
of the state stands above truth and
It is a crime against the state
morality.
to doubt the religion adopted by the
state and not to submit to it.
Would the
Christians admit this theory ?
In so doing
ception.

;

;

they would give up their Christianity. For,
according to Christianity, religion is the
personal bond between man and God
which has to precede all other relations.
Therefore, there was nothing left to the
state but to

compel these Christians by its
to adopt its religion.
But if
they could not be forced to do so, if their
fellowship with God was worth more to

own power

them than life itself, then the question was
bound to arise whether the state could
maintain

its

position against such unex-

ampled constancy and slay

until not

one of
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was left on earth, or whether,
vanquished by the supernatural, it

these heroes
finally,

would abandon

its

claim and

bow

before

A

God

of these Christians.
tremendous
spectacle, this struggle for life and death

the

between the

Roman

state,

equipped with

the united strength of this world, and this
band of Christians, with no other power
at their disposal than the power to die.
As early as the reign of Domitian the
blood of Christians flowed in Rome. Where
after that they were brought to trial no one
can say. As the younger Pliny, governor
of Bithynia, in the year 112 inquired from
the emperor Trajan how he was to deal
with the Christians, persecutions must

already have taken place. Pliny excused
on the plea that he had never
yet been present at the trials of Christians.
He begged for information on the question
whether those Christians also who had
committed no offences were to be condemned whether, that is to say, the mere
fact of being a Christian was punishable,
and whether he was authorised to discharge
those who, by invocation of the gods and
by sacrifices before the statue of the
his inquiry

;

their loyalty

emperor, proved
the state even if previously
The
theyha( i been Christians.
Name
,,
emperor answered both questions in the affirmative, but forbade officials
to spy out the Christians or to give credit
e

..to

v
proscribed

,

,

to anonymous suspicions. Christianity was
evidently to him only an extravagance,
innocent in itself, but also unlawful, and
one which could not be declared permissible.
This correspondence was published
a few years after. Accordingly, a definite
precedent for the treatment of the Christians was established for the officials,
which was observed up to the middle of
the third century. What a peculiar posi"
tion was created by that edict
When
with
the
Christians," complains
dealing
"
Tertullian,
they punish not deeds, but
the name."
And yet they did not punish
the use of the name Christian as an illegal
!

which

punished, even if it is not
On the contrary, a
likely to be repeated.
man could win complete exemption from
penalty if he relinquished the name temporarily a man might be a Christian before
and after the judicial proceeding.
act,

is

What

real strength must Christianity
in itself if, despite this easy means
of defence, Christians never thought to make
use of it, and regarded those members of

have had

their

community who did make use

of

it

as no longer Christians
What love for
truthfulness must this Christian faith have
!

inculcated
It was the name which was
punished, and yet not only a name, but a
deed.
No one can say how far this persecution,
which we hear of through Pliny, extended.
The head of the community at Jerusalem,
fell. One of the last
To the Lions Simeon,
,.
,- ,
T
victims was Ignatius, bishop
f
who was dragged
the Christians " ? Antioch,
to Rome to be thrown before
the wild beasts.
But up to the end of the
post-apostolic time the hatred against the
!

w

-

.

Christians kept breaking out, now here,
now there, into violent eruptions. The
notion that Christians were punishable as
such was so universal that the heathen

people regarded a formal judicial inquiry
as unnecessary punctiliousness, and wished
the Christians to be punished without it.
In public disasters men thought they
could trace the wrath of the gods. "If
the Tiber rises to the houses, if the Nile
does not rise over the fields, if the earth
shakes, if famine or pestilence breaks out,
straightway the people cry out, To the
Antoninus
lions with the Christians
Pius (138-161) was compelled to issue
edicts which enforced strict observance of
'

'

!

methods with regard to such violent
Yet the state never doubted
proceedings.
its ability to annihilate completely this
preposterous movement so soon as it
legal

seemed necessary. To be obliged to
was pure absurdity

fear

it

!

new situation, that both the bulk
the population and the authorities
considered Christianity worthy of notice
This

of

of opposition, produced a new class of
the apologetic.
Experience
taught that neither the self-vindication
of the Christians when placed before the
courts, nor the fact of their moral purity
were sufficient to move their opponents
from their hatred. The attempt had,
therefore, to be made to obtain another

and

literature,

inthrough writings
tended to prove all
hostile
reproaches to be meaningless
p
and Christianity to be the fulfilment of that for which the nobler heathen
Soon there were Christian
also craved.
philosophers and rhetoricians, heads of
committees, who addressed such writings
sometimes to the heathen generally, sometimes directly to the emperor.
Born in Samaria of Hellenic parents,
Justin had sought for certainty of religious
2861
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conviction in one school of philosophy
after another, and had found it at last in
This, therefore, was reckChristianity.
oned by him as the true philosophy, in
the sense that it actually performed that
which philosophy only promised to give.
He did not for this reason doff his philosopher's cloak, but tried by lectures and
disputations to win adherents
About the year
to Christianity.

he addressed an apology
Antoninus Pius, and soon
afterwards, moved by a specially outrageous case of an unjust sentence against
Christians, he published a second and
shorter apology. As he had risen through
philosophy to Christianity, so he now
Martyr

150

to

gladly pointed to the fact that among the
nobler philosophers traces of the same
divine wisdom appear which manifested
itself perfectly in Jesus.
But there speaks
in his writings not only a lover of wisdom,
who has to do with mere knowledge, but
a manly character glad to die for the truth.
"

You can

kill, but you cannot harm
He, indeed, suffered scourging and

"

us

!

death at Rome in the year 165, together
"
with a number of his scholars,
because
they would not sacrifice to the gods."
The same road to Christianity led his
pupil Tatian, who was of Assyrian stock,
to another conception of what previously
had been dear to him. He, too, found at
last among the Christians that which he
in vain looked for among the Greeks. But
he was concerned, above all, with the
He
question of moral regeneration.
therefore saw now only the dark side in

Greek philosophy and art, and in his
"
"
Speech to the Greeks
praised Christianity as the truth, accessible even to
the uneducated, which morally recreated
mankind.
Quite contrary is the method of the
Representations on Behalf of the Christians" the ordinary translation, "Peti"

In a second writing on the
philosophers.
Resurrection he sought to represent this
signal doctrine as in no way unreasonable.
The classical treatise of the Roman
advocate, Minucius Felix, may have been
written about 180. In form it followed
"
Cicero's
De Natura Deorum " as a
"
model. It is entitled Octavius," because
its contents are in the form of a conversation which Octavius, the friend of the
author, holds on the seashore near Ostia
with the heathen Caecilius about the
Christian and heathen religions.
The
latter, a sceptic, is disgusted at the positiveness with which uneducated Christians
judge of God and God's attributes. Simply
because nothing is certain, he maintains
men ought to adhere to the traditional
belief in the gods.
All that the average
pagan education of that time could adduce
against Christianity could be freely expressed in this discussion. Octavius makes
a friendly answer, but with such clearness
and emphasis that his opponent finally
"
declares himself vanquished.
We then
went joyous and glad on our way. Caecilius
rejoiced that he had become a believer,
Octavius that he had conTeachers
quered, and I that my Caecilius
of the
had become a believer and that
Love of God
my Octavius had conquered."
While the above-mentioned and similar
writings were only intended for such
heathens as despised Christianity or hated
and persecuted it, and, therefore, were
meant only to demonstrate to them the
baselessness of their hostility, and selected
isolated points, against which to direct
their attack, passing over in silence the
deepest truths of Christianity, another
treatise of this class was able to work more
freely, since it was meant for a man who

already
interest

faced

Christianity

and goodwill.

with

some

"

meaning Of ir^er/Se.'a irtpl
the somewhat difficult Greek title
which the
"
otherwise unknown
Athenian philosopher," Athenagoras, addressed to Marcus
Aurelius and Commodus.
He not only
answered the taunts and charges of crime

The unknown author of the Letter to
Diognetus," a man who was capable,
through classical acquirements, of writing
in a pure style, had no need to shrink from
describing to such a man the great truth of
Christianity, which might seem to the
of
the
genuine pagan a degradation
"
Divinity, the truth that God is love." To
this love, he explained, a man must surrender himself. In joyful gratitude he cannot but love God in return, and from this

flung at the Christians, but tried also to
prove that precisely those views which
were condemned in Christians were to
be found in a similar form in heathen

springs also brotherly love. Thus Christianity is the religion of the spirit and of
truth, which can surmount all incidental,
individual, and national distinctions, and is

tion
.

(Supplicatio)

.

Philosophers

n

f

j

Christ'
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a correct rendering
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"
able to create new men.
Its adherents
are not differentiated from other men by
country, speech, or any external qualities
;

they take part in everything as citizens,
and are satisfied with everything as
strangers.
They live in the world, and
yet are not of the world. They obey the
existing laws, but by their life transcend
the requirements of the law. They love all
and are persecuted by all. They are not
known, and yet they are condemned. They
are put to death, and by this led to life."
Even in these few words a breath of

that peculiar spirit is wafted towards
us which inspired these early Christians,
and is apparent in all the extant literature
of that time.
Everything is sustained by
the consciousness that the Christian has
found something inexpressibly great that
his life has gained a glorious importance,
an exalted purpose that the
discord in it is abolished that
unity and harmony has entered into its thoughts, will,
and deed. Ignatius calls the
"
Christians
Bearers of God,
bearers of Christ, bearers of
the Holy One, adorned on all
sides by the commands of
;

;

;

Jesus

Christ."

He

for forgiveness do we come before you,"
writes Justin.
Rightly has it been said
that there was here no trace to be found
of a submissive, sorrowful, apologetic tone.
The consciousness of fighting for the
_
truth, and of being able to die
eavage
^ or ^
ve them a dignified

Among

the

the Christians prayed fervently for their
emperor, whom their God had appointed.
How could they, speaking before this
emperor, in order merely to obtain
indulgence, deny that Christianity was

something hitherto unknown ? While the
Christians were thus fighting against the
tv.BM.MM annihilation which threatened
them from the heathen world,
that current in their midst,
of which we have already
noticed the first traces in the
apostolic age, grew stronger.

The

disintegration within.
The more the old religions
lost in estimation, the greater
was the tendency to put new

-

Banish

all

all evil spirits.
is granted you

:

The

spirit of

God which

endures no sorrow and
no complaining. Put on the joyous mood,
which is ever well pleasing to God. Let
it be well to thee in Him.
For all live
in God who
cast away sorrow and
'

clothe

themselves in pure joyousness."
Conscious that in truth they need not
v .. t be ashamed of their faith and
* ^eir life, and that no power
for their
T
^
*ke wot~ld could take from
them their unseen kingdom,
the Christians scorned to beg for mercy.
Even in the apologies which were laid
down at the throne of the rulers
of the world no cringing or flattery is
"
Not with flattery nor begging
found.

storms from without
with a process of

coincide

terms

can write
repentance,
sorrow. It is worse than

,.,

The Caesars thus came to
hear a strain hitherto unknown to them.
In their meetings for divine worship

Hermas, the earnest
of

,

injustice.

heathen do not understand
it.
That which faith gives
remains concealed to profane A FATHER OF THE CHURCH
But they know them- B om of Greek parentage, Justin,
eyes.
selves to be so rich that the the martyr, was a Platonic phiios P her but became a Christian
keynote of their life is joy. and
wrote in defence of the faith,
preacher
"

,

bearing,

Christianity "something colossal."
The Christians are
not perplexed because the

Even

,

,

and they didnot shrink
from any attempt to make the
murderous opponent feel his own grievous
Christians

the religion

philosophic
interpretations
on the old myths, to find in
them popular descriptions of
profound ideas, and then to
blend the ideas won from
various religions into one
speculative svstem. Thus a
distinction wi; made between
to be conceded to the un-

and the Gnosis, a knowledge
which was to be accessible only to a
select band.
This was to solve the riddle
of the universe
above all, to give a

educated

;

clear evidence as to the origin, meaning,
and object of the dualism which pervades everything, of the contrast between
idea and sensible manifestation, between

good and

evil,

light and darkness.
of the times affected the

between

movement

This

communities also.
Primitive
Christianity wished to give fellowship with
God but he who found that fellowship
"
extolled also
the wealth in wisdom and
"
Christian

;

knowledge which had become his.
And, without doubt, Christianity announced many thoughts quite new to the
heathen world so those men turned to it
;
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who looked

to

it for

an actual solution

oi

Who was to decide what was
The order of independent prophets was still esteemed. The offices in
received.

speculative proteins and for a means of
satis lying, ^their eagerness for knowledge.
Soon the ^numbers of the Christians had
become too great to be completely free
from such elements. They drew other
Christians to themselves, promising to
them knowledge higher than the common
belief which
the Church
cou d g ive A society of the

truth

was formed. The
Christianity
magic system of mysteries
with its symbolic actions and secret consecrations was borrowed from the heathen

clear

-

!

^

initiated

,

-

world, in order that not merely the understanding but also the spirit might be contented. Essentially all this was paganism.
But it accepted Christian thoughts, above
all, the idea of redemption, and in this process of evolution assigned a place to Him
from whom Christians take their name. Yet
they do not mean by this that redemption

from

and

sin

its

consequences which Chris-

tianity desires, but a redemption from the
world, a liberation of the spiritual from the
material, of the light from the darkness
Endless is the variety of these different
Gnostic systems, strange, weird, bizarre
phantoms in the pale moonlight ; a
mixture of the most opposite cults, of

Greek

and

Jewish

philosophy, SyroPhcenician theories as to the creation of
the world, the astrology and magic of the
East all hardly to be grasped by modern
;

Some required strict ascetiwon over many by their con-

conceptions.

cism and

Others declared that
they were raised above the lower laws of
conventional morality, and did not wish to
resist the all-powerful impulses of Nature.

spicuous sanctity.

all offered the hand of friendship to
Christianity if it would only adapt itself to
the new and brightly glittering fabric.
serious menace to the Church !

They

A

Fixed standards were still wanting by
which to test what doctrines were authorThere were, indeed,
ised in the Church.
holy writings from the primi'
*

times of Ch "stianity
the Gnostics also apthe Church
,
.
pealed to these in support
of their views, putting arbitrary interpretations on them by means of the system of
tive

;

but

^i.

,

figurative explanation prevalent among
the Christians. At the same time they

themselves fabricated professedly apostolic
writings, and prided themselves on being
in possession of a secret tradition which

only
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the

chosen

apostles

could

have

?

the Church were still appointed without
much regard to unity. The connection
between the communities was very loose.
Only one thing was left which could
teach them to recognise and avoid the
troubled waters that were surging in
that was the Christian spirit. Would it be

and strong enough to repel this selfconscious, insinuating Gnosis ? The Church
recognised this enemy, presenting itself as
a friend. It did not rest until he was overcome. Rut the ensuing period will show
that the Church itself in the course of these
hard struggles assumed another form.
We notice the first tendencies in this
direction
early in the
post-apostolic
period.
college of elders or bishops had
formerly stood at the head of the communities. We now find in the letters of

A

Ignatius mention of a single bishop, though
his epistle to the Romans does not mention
the supremacy of the bishop of that com-

munity.

The

letter

of

Polycarp shows

the same thing regarding the

community

But the comPhilippi.
munities in Asia Minor were
ai rea(jy
J under one bishop,
r with
at

e
B

a

C

c en*t ra

Organisation

,

,

(

,

presbyters and deacons below
him. Was it, perhaps, the apostle John
who in these communities, where he had
gone to minister after Paul's death,
introduced the arrangement, which he
had learnt to value at Jerusalem, in
order to have a responsible representative
in those places where he could not be
present personally ? This is suggested by
the circumstance that each of the seven
"
"
in his Apocalypse is
circular letters
"
"
of the comaddressed to one
angel
Minor.
In
in
Asia
any case, the
munity
new feature soon gained increasing ground
The greater the dangers which
for itself.
threatened the communities from without
and from within, the more was the wish
felt for a central administration.
The need of episcopacy and of a definite
centre for Christianity, made the choice
of Rome, where both St. Peter and St.

Paul had been martyred, inevitable. From
the fear that divisions might arise in the
communities, Ignatius on his way to death
warned them urgently to hold fast to
their connection with the bishop. Yet he
did not thereby set forth a theory that
men should subject themselves blindly
to bishops as such.
On the contrary,

THE SPREAD OF CHRISTIANITY
knew that these bishops, to whose
communities he addressed himself, were
true "overseers," bishops after God's heart,
"
Whoever does not follow the
he writes
will of his bishops opposes the will of God."
But later the views as to the importance
of the office were changed, for the people
were then instructed that all bishops were

since he

:

representatives of God by virtue of their
The later extension of meaning
office.

taught this.
A second point arose in post-apostolic
What was more natural than
times.
that the man who desired baptism should
pronounce in some way or other his
assent to the Christian faith ? At first
this must have been done in the shortest
form, some addition to the formula
"
I baptise thee
adopted by the baptiser
in the name of the Father, the Son, and
the Holy Ghost," which is also prescribed
"
in the
Teaching of the Apostles." If,
then, heresies had to be rejected, short
explanatory sentences were certainly added
to that brief expression. Thus a rule of
faith was formed which served to distinguish, as it were, the universal faith
:

The
perversions of it.
o f thj s countersign
was bound to increase as the
number of those who desired to
be received into the Church grew greater,
and as, therefore, it became more desirable
to possess a short epitome of that which
constituted the Christian faith.
egmmng

from

r

s ig n j ncance

Such epitomes were at

first,

as

might be

expected, different in the different countries.
But the increase of intercourse between
the various communities made it necessary
to adjust such differences by accepting
that
sentences
appeared
important
and were customary elsewhere, and
by excluding what was too comprehensive. In the conviction that they were
expressing nothing else in such sentences
than what the founders of the Church, the

had taught, this rule of faith was
apostles,
"
called
the apostolic confession of faith."
In any case, before the middle of the second
"
"
creed
was in use,
century some such
almost exactly like that in use at the present
time.
Whether this earliest creed was
composed in Rome, or based on a confession originating in the East is uncertain.
notice the beginnings of a third
action of the Church. The sacred Scriptures of the Jews were accepted by the
Christians as inspired by the spirit of God.
Extracts from them were read aloud in

We

the services.

Together with these came
Paul and other works

letters of the apostle

of Christian authors. In order to multiply
the available materials for the edification
of the public, the communities exchanged

such writings among themselves. When
the original apostles were dead and the
"

"

became fewer, these writings
replaced what was lost. At the
Same tuTie a ^ SO t*16 neec* arose
the /i os*oliIC
of not r
all and every
permitting
J,
...
,.
Writings
Christian writing to be read
aloud at divine service, but of examining
whether by age and contents it was suitable
for the purpose.
This question became
more weighty when the Gnostics
still
attempted to secure the recognition of
their heresies by means of edited or forged
and when Marcion, a Christian
writings
enthusiastic for Paul, about 150, wished to
find distortions of the true Christianity
in a series of writings which up till then
prophets

_

,-,,

.

;

had been reckoned apostolic, and rejected
some and mutilated others.
The important point now was that everything which, as dating from the foundation
of the Church, must count as apostolic,
whether composed by an apostle himself
or by another witness of the earliest
times, should be definitely separated from
and it was material
other literature
whether the contents of such literature
were orthodox or tainted with heresy. The
"
canon."
problem was to construct a
The first list of this kind which is extant
unfortunately, in mutilated form, and,
therefore, not to be certainly defined as
called after its discoverer,
to its extent
"
MuraLudovico Antonio Muratori, the
tonan canon" contained twenty- two out
of the twenty-seven writings collected in
the present New Testament, and is said to
;

in Rome about 180. Some
130 years later we learn, through the Church
historian, Eusebius, that not even then
were all the writings in our present New

have been made

Testament popularly recognised the deTV r*t.
v cision was still wavering over
the E P istle ol St James, the two
;

-

of Peter, the second
Epistles
r , ,,
,
,.
, <-,,
T
and third Epistles of St.
John,

Standards

'

.

.

,

and the Epistle

of Jude. In 360 Athanasius
put forth a tract, in which these writings
also were reckoned canonical
The Church thus sought to win a firmer

position

and

not lose

its

fixed standards, that it might
course and be wrecked in the
overpowering fury of the waves. It has,
in fact, become the Catholic Church.
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IN

BEING

EARLY TRIALS AND TRIUMPHS

ITS

STRUGGLE BETWEEN HEATHENISM & CHRISTIANITY
A LTHOUGH

**

during the previous period
the Christians had been an oppressed

and cruelly persecuted body, they were
"
not exterminated.
The blood of the
had
been
the
seed of the Church."
martrys
The rage of the storm was spent. It
would seem that men had grown weary
of murder as an ineffective measure.
It
is true that the existing law made the
of Christians possible, and that
trial
bloody persecutions still occurred, but a
period of comparative rest had begun.
Men, moreover, ascended the imperial
throne who lacked the moral power to
The Roman bishop,
hate a religion.
Victor,

was

able

to

influence

acquire

over the profligate Commodus (180-192).
Septimius Severus (211) took a Christian
slave, to whom he owed his cure, into
his palace and protected the Christians
who held high posts round him and he is
said to have given a Christian nurse to
his son, Caracalla.
The Christian author,
Hippolytus, carried on a correspondence
with the second wife of Elagabalus.
Alexander Severus placed the pictures of
Abraham and Jesus among his household
"
The maxims
gods in the Lararium.
of the Master came readily to his lips."
Over a room in his palace he had the
"
Do unto
saying of Christ written up
others what you would that they should
"
do unto you
The empress-mother was
on intimate terms with the famous
teacher of the Church, Origen.
the Arabian (244-249)
Influence on Philip
f\
u
is said actually to have been
..
the Lmperors
.
..
~, ...
a Christian
and even if it
were only a legend, yet what a change it
implies that such a story could have been
;

:

!

,

.

;

and believed
The sword of Damocles hanging over
the Christian name, which had formerly
told

!

kept so many back from Christianity,
and which had served closely to sift the
communities, now seemed to have been
'83

taken away. The heathen pressed in
masses into the Church. Once it had
been the aim of the Christians to rescue
"
individuals from the
world which lay
"
in wickedness
for the approaching day
of judgment, and not to bow before the
power of the enemy, but to regard the
martyr's crown as the noblest ornament.
Now they ventured to think,
as Ori g en wr ites, that all
Im'Trtllee of

other religions would perish
,,
and that the divine truth
would in the end rule alone on earth.
In what a new aspect appear the chiefs,
especially of the Christian communities
How greatly has the importance of these
pastors increased through the growth of
the flock, through the increase of the
the Bishops

,

!

burden of work

laid on them, especially
large communities, constantly
feeling less inclination to act themselves,
entrusted all church work to the bishops

as

these

!

The presbyters and deacons proved soon
insufficient to manage everything.
Thus,
in the second quarter of the third century
new officials were created for the performance of the inferior services, such

as

subdeacons,

readers,

exorcists,

and

acolytes.
But in order that the single guidance
might be secured, the offices formed
a graduated system, at the head of

which stood the one bishop. Formerly
this office had been regarded as a hard
test of loving service towards the community, and the only privilege of the
leader had been to die first in the fight.
Now, it might be reckoned an honour,
flattering to pride, to stand at the head of
these great communities, recruiting themselves from the highest ranks in the

The rights of the office now
became a prerogative. Rivalry between
the priests and. the laymen became possible.

empire.

Tertullian,

who wished

development,

could

to

exclaim

check

this

wrathfully
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and

prove

protest

that

by
the

manner

the

of

his

new movement

touched him already,

"

had
Are not laymen

Where three are, there is the
priests ?
Church, even though they be laymen."
But how could the tendency be checked ?
If these masses were to be
held together by the Church,
submission to the bishops
must be exacted. And in ordei
to justify this submission
the bishops were clothed with

were

possession of historical truth
the struggle against the
"
heretics.
As an instance, since it would
take too long to relate the succession in
office of all churches," he mentions the
"
in

valuable

in

and best-known" community, that of the Church of

greatest, oldest,
'

be sufficient, since naturally all
other communities in which
the apostolic tradition was
preserved would agree with
its answer.
Such significant
phrases could not be misunderstood or misinterpreted
when the inroad of the
of
masses and the rush
different ideas into the Church
rendered
some
desirable
governing body with authority

the same honour which men
had been accustomed to show
to the apostles, the founders of

the Church. A second cause
hastened this development.
Men appealed to the Holy
Scriptures in order to refute
But how was
the heretics.
to prove to them that
it
such standards really dated
from
the
first
of
origin

Rome. An inquiry made of
them alone would certainly

ALEXANDRIA

f

tions
Quite plainly
No one was
these words be read to mean
Christianity ?
alive whose memory reached for is immense literary services, that the bishop's office was
exandria he was
truth
the bearer of the.
back to that age. Was there, A Gr ff ofinAl
.
the Christian ffaith.
,
,9,
brought up
,
T
Another sentence of Irenaeus
then, no substitute for such
"
"
Where the
witnesses ? Tertullian writes
Make in- could then be distorted
Church is, there is the spirit of God. To
quiry among the apostolic churches,
among those especially where the chairs be outside the Church is to be outside the
from which the apostles taught still
Thus he writes after he has
truth."
"
stand in their place, where the
demonstrated that the
preaching of the
e
the
truth as testified
of their letters are
Church
is uniformly
..
originals
A
still read aloud."
But what by the apostles, and the teaching of that
Succession
which is outside the Church is perverted
persons in these communities
could give the most certain information ?
He adds, however " And where
truth."
the
The
had
the
bishops.
Evidently
apostles
spirit of God is, there is the Church
but the spirit is the truth."
placed such men as pastors in the communities founded by them, and the latter
He declares only the clearly proven fact
had again appointed as their successors that truth is to be found in the Church, and
the men who had absorbed most accunot among the heretics. But that sentence,
torn away from the context, carried a great
rately the original doctrine.
"
"
The unbroken succession of these officials thesis in itself, since by the
Church
was understood the external corporation
guaranteed in the earliest times certain
information on points about which men
of the Church to which the bishops guaranteed the apostolic truth. It was but a
could, unfortunately, no longer inquire from
the apostles themselves.
short step to the next proposition, that the
Irenaeus, bishop
of Lyons, was a pupil of Polycarp, who had
Church was formed by the bishops, and
sat at the feet of the apostle John. As, in
truth and salvation were to be found only
At this time,
in connection 'with them.
consequence of this, he himself was able
to say what the original faith was, he
too, the desire for a visible unity of all
declared it as a general rule, about 180, that
communities became continuthe heads of the apostolic communities
"A*
How, then, was
ally stronger.
were qualified, by virtue of their sucorder to be maintained in these
Chu/ch
cession in office, to state the truth.
He
great communities which were
was not speaking of any power or auin perpetual flux if identical doctrines and
identical procedure did not link them
thority handed down to them from
"
"
the apostles ; he meant only that such
Catholic Church
together ? The name
but he
is found, indeed, in Ignatius
communities, and especially their heads

Among

the early fathers of the
church he was the most notable

!

!

'.

'

_

,

:

:

_

'

'

:

;

.

.

;
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it
the ideal aggregate community, scattered throughout the whole
world (Ka0' &\rjs rrjs otVoi/^T/j), in contra-

meant by

distinction to the individual community.
But now it was desired to mould the aggregate into a comprehensible, definite unity,

order that each individual might know
to hold fast, and not be led astray.
What else could represent this unity except
in

what

to

the office of bishop

?

Hippolytus, the pupil of Irenaeus, already declares the bishops to be the
diadochi, or successors, of the apostles, participating in the same grace of the high
priesthood and of teaching as they did.
In the middle of the third century Cyprian,
bishop of Carthage (248-258), elaborates

IN

BEING

also to decide to whom the divine gifts
belong.
They are not merely administra-

but judges in the Church. They are
thus in the fullest sense what the priests
were among the Jews.
Now, the duties incumbent on the
bishops were considered priestly, and the
bishops were regarded as priests.
Duties
administer
might
Only
they
of the
the mysteries
(sacraments) of
Bishops
baptism and the Lord's Supper.
Their offering at the Lord's Supper was a
sacrifice.
Formerly the gift of the bread
and wine for this holy meal, brought by the
community, was called the sacrifice of the
community. In the same way the prayers
tors,

of the Christians, in particular the prayer
at
the
Holy Eucharist, were

designated a

sacrifice.

But the

priest offers the body and blood
of Christ as a sacrifice to God.
"
The priest imitates what Christ
has done when He offered Himself

The bishops are
Father."
regarded as holding their high office
from God Himself, although the
community may have co-operated
to the

in their election.

It

is,

therefore,

presumption to assume that a
bishop is not worthy of his office.
He acts, therefore, from the " inspiration of the Holy Ghost."
believers are bound to the
The unity of the Church
The old
represented in them.

Thus

bishops.
is

conception is forgotten, according
"
to which the "number of believers
"
one Lord, one
is the Church, and
faith, one baptism," makes a man
Not
member of this Church.
everyone who, by virtue of the
faith and the baptism, has the

one Lord belongs to the Church
"
whosoever has not the
but
Church as mother cannot have
"
Outside the
God as father."
Church is no salvation." And this
Church is the outward community,
;

represented by the bishops. Only
he who submits to the episcopacy
met the fate he had coveted even as a youth. His warders are stands in the Church.
here seen taunting him with the fiery torment he goes forth to face.
To sustain this claim it was
the thoughts of his time as to the existence
necessary that all bishops should desire
of a Church into a self-contained system.
and command one and the same thing.
That is true of the bishops which Christ
As early as 180-200 the representatives
said to the apostles filled with the spirit of
of the communities here and there felt
"
Whoever hears you, hears Me."
the need of counsel as to their official
God,
action in difficult questions.
Only through the bishops are the divine
They held
It was naturally the political
mercies communicated to us. They have
synods.

THE MARTYRDOM OF ORIGEN

It

was under the decree

of Decius in the year 254 A.D., that Origen
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capital of
were held,

a province where assemblies
it was the bishop of this

and

town who made preparations for it and
assumed the presidency. It thus followed,
as a matter of course, that the
^
,

*

metropolitan gradually came
4-yv \-\t rf*rrr\ir Acif\ o o -fV^
*
r*
to be regarded as the unifying
Originated
of
the
of
the
force
episcopacy
Of the capitals, some had
province.
the eyes of
peculiar importance in
Rome was not only the
the Christians.
capital of the world, but it held the
bones of Peter and Paul, the apostolic
princes. Alexandria, the second city of the
empire, was renowned as the seat of Christian learning. Antioch, the third city of
the empire, had long had the apostle Paul
for its teacher.
Ephesus numbered a
"

i

specially large Christian
Paul, as well as John,
had long been at its

head.

The

round

Carthage

1 1 1- i -f

T 1 1-

community, and

to the primacy over all other Churches.
Yet Cyprian's longing not merely to imagine the episcopacy as a unity, but
actually to see it, was so great that he at
least put forward the proposition that
Christ intended the episcopacy to be one
itrf
"D^4-/-k"
tin
4-Vn-k
ns-\\tTf\-wr*
in i-nfmt~>4-fn
investing Peter with all the powers
the
other
Thus the
enjoyed by
apostles.
successor of Peter, the bishop of Rome,
represents the unity of the bishops and
with it that of the Church. This Roman
of
community, the community
The
"
from
was
indeed that
Peter,
Chair of
which
the
of
the
unity
Peter
took
its
bishops
origin,"
which more than all others strove for unity
among the bishops. What men dreaded,
then, was, nevertheless, greatly desired.
would prevail
Doubtless, the desire
over the dread.
It
4- \-\

would cost hard

re-

ceived the Gospel from
it.
Assuredly in any
disputed questions it
was more valuable to
have the bishop of such
a community on one's
side than the bishop of

and
highest
calling
carried highest honour.
But the whole course
of
events
set
irretowards the
sistibly
establishment
of
a

place.

There was, indeed, at
first no claim of
prerogatives, but the urban
bishops already enjoyed

primacy.
As a

might better hope to
keep together, to lead,

.

Churches.

of

and

to

educate

the

masses that were
pressing into

such as
little

even

it,

were as

moved

yet

by the

Christian spirit.

It is

not strange that now
the whole rule of faith,
which was originally a

all

One bishop

mere declaration

already asserted a claim
the
to such a position

of the

was
creed,
existing
fixed more and more
as a law of faith, to

bishop of Rome.

Who

com-

firmly

pacted unity the Church

It
a higher est imat ion
was the beginning of
the patriarchate system
of the visible unity of
several provinces. Soon
there would be the sole
problem, that of fixing
a central point for the

aggregate

1 1

struggles, because now
office in the Church was
regarded as a privilege
and was valued as the

countries

some unknown

*-

knows whether

Cyprian, if he had been A BISHOP OF THE EARLY CHURCH which all must submit
bishop of Rome, would TO. ^1^7y detailed 'p^rof 17^0^*67^ who wished to belong
not have Crowned the Church is reproduced from a very ancient mosaic to the Church. But
in the churcfi of st
Sophia at c nstantin P le
fabric of his Church
personal belief could
with the claim that the Roman bishop was
not be coerced, and no one wished
the high priest placed over all priests ? But
to
bar unnecessarily admission into
he was bishop of Carthage, and had not
What was left, then,
the Church.
always agreed with the decisions of the
except to be content with the absence of
bishop of Rome, and, therefore, most
spoken opposition to the Church ? And
what was more natural than to regard
vehemently opposed the claim of Rome
"
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the submission to the law of faith estabby the Church as the badge of Christianity ?
Many pagans, especially the
educated men among them, could not yet
reconcile themselves to this rule of faith.
But men were already hopeful that
the
world would
whole
become Christian
and an
lished

IN BEING

the predominant place which Tesus and
Paul had assigned to it. In
^m
code of morals had entered wl.
ight
be termed a mixture of man^
i
the
-

heathen

Thus one fundamental
between paganism and Christianity \uis no longer recog-

ethics.

difference

nised,

;

and conceptions and

common

attempt was, therefore, made

ideas

to

philosophy

bring

the

belief

Church as near as
to the

the

of

ingly

its

disparagers and to force it
their convictions. It was
necessary to reduce Christian
doctrine
to
a
complete
system which could be compared with the systems of
the
heathen
philosophers.
Where could this need have

on

been more keenly

felt

change in Christianity if at
the same time the conviction
had not been firm that the

than

that most
CYPRIAN OF CARTHAGE
,
TT ..
prominent abode of. Hellenic Though bom in heathenism the
No one, unless early church had no more austere
learning ?
familiar with this, and able and devoted member than Cyprian,
in

heathen

unhesitat-

employed to expound
Christianity. The result
would have been a complete

possible

educated among

in the

were

Alexandria,

.

Holy Scriptures of the early
period were based on divine
revelation,
and,
therefore,
must be maintained as the
foundation.
Their decisive
utterances would, no doubt,
have been completely misinterpreted by means of the

favourite allegorical explanaD%
to reconcile philosophy, could whosufferedmartyrdomin258A
tion
had not the short
sentences of the rule of faith, universally
hope to influence wider circles. There was
a second incentive.
Gnosticism dazzled
handed down as unassailable, raised too
many men, for it promised a deep know- loud a protest. The creed of the Church
If it was to be
saved the Church from complete degeneraledge, not accessible to all.
-

defeated,

it

must be shown that pure
wisdom and know-

Christianity granted
ledge.

What a task was set by this I It was
desired to give a scientific form to the
Christian doctrine, and yet the only
available method of scientific thought was
that of Hellenic philosophy.
It was
necessary to try how far this was adapted
to the statement of Christianity, and
everything had to be excluded which
originated in the heathen conceptions
of the world.
This required not merely
extraordinary acuteness of thought, but
also an absolutely pure knowledge of
Those who

Christianity.

first

set

about

the gigantic work could pride themselves
on the former qualification, but not on
the latter, for everywhere in the Church
_
there was now present a dim,.
Teaching
f.
. ..
..
ness of conception regarding
of the Apostles
5
/-v,
the nature ofr Christianity.
_,
J
r orgotten
those
doctrines
Precisely
which the apostle Paul had expressed in
so clear a manner, forming as they did
the kernel of what was essentially Chris,

,

.

.

Pantaenus, Clemens, Origen, worked

tion.

in this line in the school at Alexandria.
They made the conception of
ri ge rom

p

.

5

chi^st

it

central point of their theology. This is
the absolute reason, the principle which
binds God to the world. It was also
operative in the heathen world. The
Platonic philosophy derived truth from
"
the
Logos." In Christianity, again, the
"Logos" has become man, and, therefore, the full and pure truth is present
in it.
Thus a saving bridge was constructed from paganism to Christianity.
It did not need a leap to go from the
wisdom of the world to the faith of the
Christian, only one step, a step forward.
The Catholic Church is organised.
Christianity has defined its faith, and has

gained unity of organisation. The church
system has interposed itself as mediator
of salvation between God and man, but,
on the other hand, has attained the possibility of communicating to the great mass

tianity, were all forgotten.
"
It might seem the conception of
faith"

some

was so changed that

take the

it

no longer could take

the "Logos, "which is borrowed,
its
contents
according to
y
from Greek philosophy, the

The
communion with the Church
place of communion with God

of the benefits of salvation.

danger

is lest

;
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but as admission into the communion of
the Church is made easier, the way is
afforded to those who are dissatisfied with
the world of pressing on to communion
with God. But before this new position is
completely attained a raging tempest
bursts
rendering everything doubtful.
The last seventy years had taught inconthat to let Christianity
ru 8g * testably
a i one was mere ly
J to further its
of Life
T
i_
j
It had been seen
j
*u
supremacv.
and Death
,i
,,
as well that partial persecu,

,

,

.

,

tions were useless, and, indeed, merely
afforded the Christians the opportunity to
prove the constancy of their faith and to
It had been made
between paganism
and Christianity was one of life and death.
And perhaps it was already too late for the
former to conquer. But was the world still
capable of enthusiasm for the heathen
faith ?
Had not the old belief in the gods
long since been shaken and now shattered

make new

conquests.

clear that the struggle

by the

ridicule of the Christian writers

?

Yet religion was more necessary now than
ever.
Warmed by the brightly glowing
fire of Christian faith, the yearning for the
Invisible had flared up again in the hearts
of many who had felt themselves contented
by none of the religions known to them, and
had turned their backs on metaphysics.

Numbers, however, thus awakened irom
religious indifference, did not wish to turn
to Christianity, for they hated it.
Yet
they could no longer despise it. The
Christians had many advantages over
them joyous enthusiasm, consciousness
of their communion with God, the sense of
If men wished
elevation above the world.

to raise up enthusiastic opponents to
Christianity they must purify the old faith
from the notions which have brought it
into contempt, and give it the advantages
of Christianity. Thus arose the last form
of the Greek philosophy, the first philosophy formed in opposition to Christianity,

Neo-Platonism,

founded

by Ammonius

Saccas, who died in 241, and
elaborated
by his scholar,
ik'i
w
Philosophy
plotinus
ho died in 270. Much
of Greece
-i
i_
i_
i
surprise has been caused by the
between
and
Neo-Platonism
Chrishostility
_

W

i

As if anything but a struggle for
and death could prevail between the
real faith and a substitute, pursuing the
tianity.

life

All
object of driving out the former
religions, barbarian as well as the Jewish,
are justified in so far as they strive towards
the true religion. Christianity alone makes
!
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no defence of

this kind, for it proclaims
the only true religion and denies the
right of all others to exist. Thus all religions of the world might unite in NeoPlatonism, and unite in a struggle against
itself

Christianity.

Porphyry, who died in 304, the pupil of
Plotinus, makes a further attempt to see
if the Christians will not allow themselves
to be drawn into the porticoes of the NeoPlatonists.
He wrote fifteen books, the
title of which is variously translated,
"
"
"
about the Christians
or
against the
Christians."
They might confidently continue, said Porphyry, to reverence their
Founder, from whom they take their name,

He was

a wise and holy man. But His
have altered the truths preached
by Him and have made him a God against
His will. The Christians must place no
for

disciples

in their holy writings, for these
contain contradictions and improbabilities.
belief

The

ill-success

of

such

attempts

at

prdselytism resulted merely in determining
men not to shrink from quite other
weapons in order to wipe Christianity from
The emperors after Philip
off. the earth.
the Arabian were filled with pain and
anger at the decay of the emecian
pire. Their object was to restore
Persecutions
j
i
j
its old power and splendour,
.

u

.

and
was

essential.

for this unity in

worship
In 249 Decius mounted
formed the plan
first

the throne. He
of systematically extirpating Christianity.
The system of espionage on the Christians
set up by order of the state and forbidden
by Trajan was now reinstated.
The decree of the year 250 ordered
that throughout the empire the Christians
were to be forced to take part in the
The priests were to be
state religion.
immediately put to death as presumably
incorrigible, the others to be made humble

by

continually

increasing

penalties.

Heavy punishment would fall on the
prefect who did not bring back the Christians of his district to the old religion.
for the Christians

What a thunderbolt
And it burst, too, on

!

a community grown

effeminate and full of half-Christians,
owing to the entry of masses of the people.
When, therefore, torture and death suddenly threatened, many acted as if they
could not purify themselves quickly enough
of the suspicion of being Christians.
Others, with bleeding heart, consented to
offer incense to the gods.
Others, again,
tried to extenuate their backsliding to

CHRISTIAN SOLDIERS DECLARING THEIR FAITH BEFORE DECIUS
When

measures
in 249 A.D., he set himself to the extirpation of Christianity, but his harshest
before him.
officers and soldiers in his army were not afraid to avow themselves Christians

Decius came to the throne,

were unavailing, and many
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themselves by bribing the officials, in order
to get a certificate that they had satisfied
the imperial orders.
But, strange to say,

many of those who
separated themselves from the Christians
by a definite renunciation were not yet in
a position to return to the pagans. They
wished themselves back in the community
from which fear had driven
e
them.
They implored to be
taken back
They
J knew that
Brethren
,,
.,
in that case they were again
threatened by what only now they had been
too weak to endure. They knew that they

w

must undergo an ordeal

of repentance,
years in shame and
privation, before they were again received
into the Church, and enabled to suffer
And yet
torture or death for their faith.
they could
they could not do otherwise
not live without that which once had
lasting, perhaps,

many

;

inspired them.
And by the side of the weak ones what
The victims in Alexproofs of heroism
andria were not less numerous than in
Rome. The constancy of the boy Dioscurus under all his torments was so great
that even the governor, full of wonder and
In the Thebais a
pity, set him free.
Christian and his wife hung for days on
the cross, speaking words of encouragement
to each other.
In Jerusalem and Antioch
the bishops died after enduring tortures
manfully. At Carthage the prison was
filled with Christians, whom the officials
wished to force to renunciation through
!

hunger and thirst. They were no longer
content with the ordinary tortures, but
devised new and ingenious torments.
It was the heroic endurance of the
constant that exasperated them most.
Formerly they thought they had conquered when they had shown their power
over the life of the Christians. They now
felt that there could be no talk of
victory
unless the Christians were brought to
renounce their faith. The martyr who died
bravely triumphed over agony,
eMartyrs death and his
murderers;
re
he who drew back from
the v
-'.
Victors only
,
,,
the instruments of torture or
from death was a conquered man. This
led to the new sort of warfare
to kill
only those who could not be conquered
themselves and encouraged others, but
to compel the rest, by unwearying persistence and perpetually renewed torments,
.

.

As

if
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greatest resolution, planned the annihilation of the Christians, he first tried to
attain his purpose by less ferocious means.
The Christian communities were to be, as

were, spiritually starved out, in order
that they might break up from internal

it

weakness. The bishops were removed
and all assemblies of Christians forbidden.
Thus the law of 258 ordered that all
bishops, presbyters and deacons, as well
as senators and knights,
should be

executed if after confiscation of their
property they did not give up their faith.
Noble women were to be banished,
Christians in the imperial service were to
work in chains on the emperor's estates.
In this persecution Cyprian suffered death
Carthage. But though very many
bishops and presbyters were slain, the
desired object was not reached.
When
Valerian was taken captive by the
at

Persians, his successor, Gallienus, gave up
For some forty
profitless contest.
years the Christians had rest. Their

the

numbers

r

v
Years

-

of mightily.

ne

Rest

once
more
grew
There was no longer
&
,
~,
,.
,

.

search for Christians

they were met everywhere. In
the army there were Christian officers,
among the servants of the state there were
Christians up to the governors themselves
there were Christian courtiers round the
emperor.
Finally there was even a
rumour that the wife and daughter of the
emperor, Diocletian, wished to be baptised.
After 284, Diocletian was on the throne.
He succeeded where his predecessors had
;

failed in restoring strength and unity to
the shattered empire. He was able to
form the unwieldy Roman empire into an
organised structure. A Neo-Platonic state
Church was now the goal of the friends of

unity. The Bithynian governor, Hierocles,
this idea.
especially sought to propagate
He addressed two books of " truth-loving
words to the Christians." The use of

other

means than words and

truth, the
rude force, to overcome the
Christians, accorded but little with the
lofty morality of the Neo-Platonist and his
conception of the man's union with God.

exercise

of

But what

of the present time,

when

it

faith.

appeared that words were in vain ? If
this noble virtue of Neo-Platonism could

the enlightenment and humanity

prevail universally only after annihilation

abandon the

to

of the age were ashamed of this brutality,
a short period of tranquillity began
with the death of Decius, in 251.
And
although Valerian (253-260), with the

castle

of

their

THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
were other weapons then
to be shunned ?
Hierocles found an enthusiastic helper in
the emperor, Galerius. The emperor, it is
he
true, was not ready for such a step
was the son of a Dalmatian bond-woman
and subject to the superstition of his race.
To the question whether action should be
taken against the Christians the oracle of
Apollo at Miletus gave the answer that the
Christians made it impossible to declare
the truth. The emperor gave way to the

IN BEING

order that

ol Christianity,

all

Christians should be forced

"
If I had a
by every means to sacrifice.
hundred tongues, and every tongue of

metal," writes a Christian author of those
"
days,
they would not suffice to describe
all the cruelties, to name all the tortures
which were inflicted by the judges on the
righteous and the unrighteous." The
different methods of death, which men did
not shrink to employ, cannot be recorded.
The empire was drenched with streams of
Christian blood. At times the arm of the

;

murderer ap-

insistpressure,
ing only that no

blood should be

peared
weary
but when in times

shed.

of

;

Galerius

rest

it

was

ventured to have

seen that

the Christian

previous fury had
not led to any
result, the enemies of Chris-

church at Nicomedia
stormed

and destroyed by
his praetorians in

gathered
strength
order
again in
to end the war

their

publicly
posted
up. All Christian
churches were to

of

at their want of
success led men
to have recourse
to the expedient
of
pouring the
wine or water
used at sacrifices
over the articles
of food in the
market, so that
the
Christians

every

Christian meeting
All
prohibited.
persisted in

the Christian
faith were to lose
their offices, and
the free to become slaves.

A

who

could not
be compelled to
s a c r i fi c e
still

Christian, carried

away by
tion,

the

indigna-

tore down
He
decree.

was

cruelly

tortured and

annihilation.

Their blind rage

be demolished, all
Christian
books

who

the

tianity

February, 303.
On the next
day a decree was

burnt,

all

tasted something
the sacrifice.

of

BLANDINA, THE SLAVE GIRL
Her

story is one of the most interesting among those of the early
martyrs. Converted to Christianity by her mistress, she suffered a
and later, when exposed to the wild beasts, it
terrible ordeal by fire
is said they would not attack her so she was hung in a net to be gored
by a wild bull, but finally had to be despatched by the executioner.

executed.
Fire
twice broke out
in the imperial
palace, and the blame was laid upon the
Christians.
in
Insurrections occurred
Armenia and Syria, and the Christians
;

were supposed to have instigated them.
Thus the opposition of the emperor
was overcome.
The Christian officials
of the court were required to abandon
their faith.
Their steadfastness irritated the emperor, so that his disinclination to shed blood soon disappeared.
One decree followed another until the final

;

The persecution

lasted

eight

years.
Galerius,

attacked by a dread

disease, issued shortly before his death, in
311, a decree for the east of the empire,
ordering the toleration of the Christian
He does not recognise them as
religion.
privileged his wish still is that the Christians should willingly return to the faith of
their fathers. But he has seen that nothing
is able to force them to it, and that the result
of his efforts has been the reverse of that
which he wished to attain. The Christians
show no open reverence to any god ; to his
;
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gods because they do not choose, to their
God because they do not dare. The
interest of the state requires the prayers
of all for the state.
It is thus to be
"

arranged that
they become Christians
again, and again hold their meetings for
divine service," in order that they may
pray to their God for the emperor and
_
the empire. A toleration
out of
reluctantly
J conceded
...
,
Impotent Against
{
,.
a feeling of personal im....
the Martyrs
before
this
incompotence

^

.

,

.

.

prehensible resistance of faith that was
what the dying man gave. The prisons were

opened, the crowds of the tortured prisoners
returned to their homes, welcomed even
"
by the heathen with pity and rejoicing."
In the west of the empire the emperor,
"
Constantius Chlorus, had
contented
himself with the destruction of the temple,
but had spared the temple made of

men."

The

progress of his
persecution
gradually to cease throughout the whole
west, and, in 313, gave to the Christian
Church the edict of Milan, which surpassed
all
What made Conexpectations.
stantine the liberator and patron of the
Church ? When he started from Gaul
for the south his religion was probably
nothing else than the vague monotheism
of his era, which had kept his father from
hating the Christians and venting his
fury on them. Later it became a warm
victorious

son Constantine caused the

interest in Christianity, an unmistakable
its truth.
The dark stains
in his moral life do not give us the right
to consider him a conscious hypocrite.
For even the actual conviction of the
truth of Christianity does not make it
at all impossible that morality lagged

conviction of

behind knowledge, especially in a Roman
emperor accustomed to boundless licence.
That Constantine was baptised only on his
death-bed was nothing unusual at a time
when Christians thought to gain by baptism
forgiveness only for their past sins, and the
act might
necessity
J for the
Constantine
,,
have been brought home the
..
on
His
,,
Baptised
more to the ..emperor in , that
k v j
Heath-bed
,
he was well aware of his
moral deficiencies. The fact that, although
long considered a Christian even by Chris,

,

,

i

.

.

,

.

he did not wish to die without receiving baptism might be adduced as proof that
he expected something from the Church
for the next world
that he was concerned
about the remission of his sins, and that,
therefore, not mere political considerations
tians,

;
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.

determined
Church.

When

his

attitude

did Constantine

towards
first

the

turn with

interest
to Christianity ? Judging by
the difference between the edict of 312
and that at the beginning ot 313, his

opinion must have altered" during that
interval.
He bases his
intervention
"
for the Christian Community
in the
decree at Milan on the hope that in return
"
the divine favour, which he has experienced in such great things, will at all
times bring him success and safety."
He must, therefore, have already experienced God's help in such a way that it
was clear to him God was for the Christians.
In support of this view we first find the
cross as the badge under which Constantine fights and conquers in the war
against Maxentius. And after his victory
over his opponent he causes to be erected
in Rome the statue of himself holding
"
in his hand the cross as
the salvationhe freed the
under
which
bringing badge
He
city from the yoke of the tyrant."
could hardly have made this declaration
merely out of political considerations,
for he no longer needed to win the Christian
* or
hi mse ^> an d could only
Th F'
. estrange the heathen by the act.
Victories Of n . c .*
_.
j i
conviction had been
th C
forced on him before the battle
with Maxentius that God was for the
Christians, and that their cross was a
salvation-bringing badge, we shall not
have to relegate to the realm of legends
what Eusebius is said to have learnt from
the emperor himself on the subject.
As he stood confronting his powerful
opponent and meditated as to what god
he should summon to help him, he received
the order to conquer in the sign of the cross.
Therefore, he looked with superstitious
reverence on this symbol, and thought
to gain God's favour for himself by showHis vicing favour to the Christians.
tories under the new banner strengthened
him in this belief, so that in inward conviction also he approaches nearer and
nearer to Christianity.
If we reflect how vastly predominant
the pagans of the empire were at the
accession of Constantine, and how the
terrible
last
persecution had driven
the Christians from all higher posts
further how little he actuif we reflect
ally did for the repression of heathendom
and for the supremacy of Christendom, his conviction that the future
;

SCENES

IN

THE CATACOMBS

:

THE REFUGE OF THE EARLY CHRISTIANS

After martyrdom, nothing could better illustrate the vitality of their faith than the stupendous industry of the early
Christians in constructing great underground cities in the Campagna, near Rome, where they could assemble in considerable bodies for the worship of God. These labyrinthine passages, going down three and four storeys into the
earth, were at once cemeteries, churches,, and places of refuge for the Christians, and were long used as burial places.
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belonged to Christianity cannot be thus
explained merely as a stroke of genius,
but must rest on a firm belief of the superior
strength of the Christian faith. And then

hope that the religious unity in
the empire to be obtained by Christianity
would bring with it a civic unity would
not seem a misuse of the Church for politIn reality, he never
ical ends.
An Era of
also his

do more than to
for the Church
Possible
i b e'rTf
to develop all her forces absolutely unfettered, in the expectation that
wished

*

render

to

ii:

I

then

paganism

would

and

decay

the

state flourish.

This was the state of his mind when he
In conissued the edict of Milan in 313.
cert with Licinius he conceded by it
religious freedom for the entire Roman
empire, and that not reluctantly, but
rather considering his action as the only

The Roman

just course.

abandoned
was an affair

state

its former view that religion
of state.
Constantine relegated it to the
sphere to which it belongs, according to
In
Christian notions, the conscience.
he
acted
in
the
in
this
manner
acting
"
He recoginterests of public peace."
nised that the state can never be quiet

a living religious spirit present.
Yet religion is, nevertheless, to be conFor the sake of
trolled by the state.
the public peace men had often and
if

there

terribly

is

wreaked

on Christianity,

their fury

roused the conscience, and
thereby created a spirit of intolerable
independence. On the same grounds con
science was now declared to be free.
How had Christianity transformed the
ideas of the old world
The emperors
because

it

!

proclaim " the

principle

down by

laid

Christ
Render unto Caesar the things
that are Caesar's and unto God the things
But if no one was to
that are God's."
suffer from the fact that he was a Christian,
the Christian Church must also be granted
:

the same privileges which the previous
state
religion had enjoyed.
The Church /^
i
r
e
\-'
Constantine issued first tor his
IT j
c.
Under State
r.
j
j J.L
.

.

.

.

own dominions and
,,

A

then, after
r uthe conquest of his last opponent, Licinius in 234, for the whole empire
a series of laws, by which the Church
became a protected and a favoured estate.
That which lately was hated as the deadly
enemy of the state was now formed into
a most important element in the organism
of the public life.
The priests were freed
from public burdens, especially from the

D
Protection
,
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i

oppressive services and payments in kind
and from the liability of filling the muniThe property of the Church
cipal offices.
was secured by the grant of corporate
rights to the Church, and was increased
not merely by donations from the emperor
but also by the legal decision that legacies
The
in favour of the Church were valid.
law recognised the right of the bishops to
act as judges over members of their communities in civil matters and fully to
exercise the power of punishing their

The privilege of sanctuary
priests.
also conceded to Christian churches.

was

Sunday was recognised as a holy day, on
which public state affairs for instance, law
were to be suspended. The state
suits
gave the force of law to resolutions passed
by the Church and lent its' authority to
aid in carrying them out.
Something of
the Christian spirit already entered into the
secular legislature.
The face of man,
created in the image of God, was no more
to be branded. The criminal who had
forfeited his life was no longer to be
despatched in a cruel fashion by crucifixion or by being torn in pieces by the teeth
of wild beasts.
Children might no longer

The Church
.

be sold. How
a change
^1 uhere had beengreat
times when the
!

s

,

,

,

,.

Christians would have feared
such rich gifts as a gift of the
Danai. Now the Church was confessedly
Catholic.
Just now it had been prostrate
under the headman's axe. Men could
only rejoice. We must pardon the Christians who lived to see this change if Con"
stantine seemed to them
as a heavenly
messenger sent by God," and if they
could not see his stains because the glory
which the Church had gained through
ot*\J n

i t

him dazzled -their

eyes.

Constantine also gave the Church that
which up till now it had lacked sadly,
a formal bond of unity. The cardinal
of faith was
point of the Church's rule
"
the acknowledgment of
Jesus Christ,
begotten Son of God, our Lord." Granted
that at first men assented to this profession as taken from the writings of
primitive times in the Church, and as
corresponding to the Christian consciousness of the incomparable majesty of the
Saviour, yet as decades of peace came
(since about 180) and the number of
educated men in the Church increased, the

must have been felt of deterwhat was expressed
and what excluded by those phrases.
necessity

mining

definitely
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Say that Christians exulted because they
had vanquished polytheism and had found
the one God
would not this conquest be
endangered by the other proposition that
Some
Christ, Son of God, was God ?
;

thought that the unity of God could only
be maintained by the assumption that
the one God had taken human form in
"
Son of
Christ, and as such was called
God." Others did not wish Christ to be
taken as God himself. The latter view

IN BEING

"
Constantine was not to blame if
for
the sake of peace and out of regard for
"
the imperial will
even those who did not
find their own conviction expressed in the
final confession of faith (Christ is consubstantial with the Father
OAUXH/CTIOS)
declared themselves satisfied with it.
Only two bishops supported Arius in
:

.

.

.

B

The emperor gave
B opposition.
to the resolutions of the synod
the force of law. The opposite

was contested and rejected.
But when the Church finally obtained

view was, therefore, illegal, and
banishment was inflicted on those who

peace under Constantine, the presbyter
Arius in Alexandria renewed this false
doctrine in a form which somewhat more
closely approached the view of the Church.
Christ, he said, was not a mere man, but
the manifestation of a higher spiritual
Being, created by God, and, therefore, in
its nature unlike (dittos) to God.
The flames of this dispute blazed brightly.
Constantine saw it with deep sorrow. He
had hoped that in the future the one
religion which he thought the best would
prevail in the entire Roman empire, and
that through it the unity of the empire
would be firmly established. Now, the
adherents of this religion which

refused to abandon it.
In this manner the Church arrived at
an outward expression of the unity of
the episcopacy, so long desired. The
community which had formerly been held
together only by the bond of the same
faith, the same love, the same hope, had
now become the imperial Church, possessing a uniform outward government. Thus
the question whether one bishop should be
regarded as first among all was put for
the moment into the background. The
matter was not pressing.
In this first general council neither
the bishop of Rome his advanced age

especially

*

was
*

_

Council
letter,

to heal all divisions were

divided
~,

,

!

He
. ,

implored
,

the

-

Church at Alexandria, in a
to desist from such disputes over

secondary points, but in vain.
this concord to be restored

How was

?

Only a

general conference of all the bishops could
lead to the desired end. The emperor
resolved to make this possible and to

summon an

Thus, he
imperial synod.
attendance at the meeting and
defrayed the expenses of the delegates
out of the public treasury.
invited

"

From June to August, 325, this first
"
(Ecumenical Council
sat at Nicaea in

Bithynia. Among the three hundred and
eighteen members, some of whom were
present only for a part of the time, there
were a Persian and a Gothic bishop
from the west, which was less agitated by
this dispute, naturally few (six) appeared.
At the opening, and more than once
during the conferences, Constantine himself spoke, in order to urge peace.
And
after the terrible storms of the persecutions
many of those present still bore conspicuous traces on their bodies of the
torments they had endured the sunshine
of imperial favour was too sweet to allow
;

all

present to maintain their independence.

i

nor
prevented him from taking part
the presbyters representing him presided.
It is asserted that the bishop of Rome
had been granted the primacy over
the churches of the political diocese
of Rome
that is, over the greatest part
of Central Italy and all Lower Italy, with
Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica, but nothing
more. Would this state of things continue ? Would the successors of Constantine refrain as much as he did from
direct interference in the internal affairs
Would not a Church
of the Church ?
which had already so thoroughly carried

out the principle of rank and subordination
be in the end forced to declare above all
others one bishop, who should maintain
himself absolutely independent in the face
But Rome had
of worldly potentates ?
The
a rival.
found
already
emperor had removed his court
lj.lva
f
to the town in the east bearing
R
If the Roman comhis name.
munity acquired its high reputation, as
there is no doubt, chiefly because it lay
in the centre of the empire, would not the
bishop of the new capital be still more
highly exalted by the splendour of the
Christian emperor ? Or perhaps, on the
contrary, the very proximity of the emperor
will prevent him from soaring so high.
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THE CHURCH ESTABLISHED
the Church

to

had

Constantine,
OWING
become the favoured religious body.

Nothing now deterred men from entering
much attracted men strongly towards
it
There was some difficulty in keeping
it.
aloof from it. The dykes, as it were, that
protected it were broken through, and,
;

unhindered, the turbid floods of those
who were strange to the true religious
This, indeed, did not
spirit poured in.
make the Church really poorer in Christian
spirit, but immeasurably richer in unworthy members. To govern them so that
they might all lead a life worthy of the

name was completely impossible.
"
"
world
The unholy
spread within
"
the
Holy Church." The more earnest
spirits were roused to protest all the more
Christian

energetically against this unchristian life
by the impressive eloquence of acts. The
hour struck for the birth of monasticism.

w

required self-renunciation and the subdual of
Christianity

*
.

Monasteries

,

i

sinful

j

desires.

T-U

The

more

thorough the abhorrence felt
by a Christian snatched from pagan immorality for
licence, the

intemperance

and

shameless

more

easily could he bring himself to keep as far as possible from every-

thing which the pagans boldly misused
and he could even find honour in denying
;

himself such things as were not exactly
forbidden, simply because natural desire
impelled him to them. By the middle of
the second century it could be pronounced
as a universal Christian view that marriages were to be entered into not out of
sexual inclination, but merely for the
purpose of giving birth to children.
To enter into a second marriage after the
death of the husband was regarded by
"
many as respectable adultery," on the
ground chiefly that natural desires might

be excused in youth, but not in riper years.
The highest merit, however, consisted in
total abstention from sexual intercourse.

Such views were able to mislead persons
to exhibit fanciful displays of self-denial.
Ascetic maidens ventured to live with

men

of like feeling on such intimate terms
that their virginity, preserved in spite of
great temptations, revealed a laudable
.
victory of the spirit over the
flesh
Ori g inall y> indeed, such
ofthe
restraint was valued only
J as
Devotees
.

'

'

.

,

.

.

,

an exercise, which was intended to strengthen the will power for
the battle against sin. But because such
acts were a proof of the earnestness of
the feeling it might only too easily be
thought that they were also in themselves
that the greatest
meritorious practices
possible subjection of natural desire and
absence of passion was true Christianity.
In quiet years between periods of persecution there came to the Church many
members of whom such self-denial could not
be expected, and whom the Church did not
wish to reject. A twofold code of morality
was then formulated. Under the complete
code men abstained from marriage and
abjured earthly possessions in order to
serve God alone. Under the other, men
lived the ordinary life of the world, but
avoided in it what was forbidden by God.
It was supposed that this distinction was
to be found in the Holy Scriptures of the
early Christian time. The former code of
morality followed the advice of the
evangelists the latter only the commandments. But since the masses flowed into
the Church, and with them came that
;

;

mmora lity

which formerly
the
only
.** among
Against
Pf
....
even the original form
pagans,
Jr
Worldlmess
? 1_
L- -L
j
i- A
of the higher code of morality
Th

R

i

it

was

w

seen

.

.

<

no longer seemed to the more earnest
a sufficient
feeling.

mained

protest against the

spirits

worldly

The former ascetics had still rebody of the Church and of
but now men wished by open

in the

the state
rupture with the worldly
;

life,

ruled

by
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natural desires, to proclaim aloud that
true Christianity despises the world. Flight
from the world was put forward as the
This belief certainly brought a
ideal.
blessing with

it.

The enthusiasm for monasticism, which
was awakened by the growth of immorality in all classes, was a constant
_
protest against corruption, and
e

ays

prevented
itself in

1.1
pletely
who dreaded

Hermits

from establishing

it

the Church and corn,

T

For many,
ruining it.
a relapse into the pagan
too,
ways, life in circles permeated with unchristian practices must have proved too
strong a temptation. They had cause to
fear for their Christianity if they remained
in the old, and yet now so new, surroundHence came that longing to withings.
draw into solitude even in those who
ventured later to face again the storm of
life.
But, on the other hand, how greatly
must the general conception of life have
been influenced if such renunciation of the
world was praised as the highest ideal,

the highest worth of Christianity conNeocontempt for the world
Platonism had not been able to conquer
Christianity, either by learned writings or
through brute force. But it had infused

if

sisted in

!

its spirit into its deadly enemy.
At first there were individuals

who took

refuge in the solitude of the Libyan desert
and lived as hermits for the sake of con-

templation only. The example of Egypt
was soon followed by Palestine, Syria,

Armenia, Pontus, Cappadocia.
Nothing
was more natural than that the fame of
some specially holy anchorite as, for
example, Anthony, who died in 356 should
induce other refugees from the world to
Thus were
settle in his neighbourhood.
formed the monastic villages, the Laurae.
They met for common prayer and singing.
But why should each individual have his
own hut ? Was it not simpler if a considerable number lived together in one
house ? Pachomius first sugir!

About the y ear
gested this
he founded on Tabennae,
Brotherhoods 34<>
an island in the Nile, a monas-

f

th

tery which soon obtained great renown.
Naturally a rule had to be prescribed for

such a brotherhood. Pachomius instituted
a uniform dress, common meals, fixed
times for prayer, and required a vow of
obedience to the head.
Dangerous results of the hermit life soon
appeared, not only in slothfulness and

coarseness, but also in the rise of

new

Monasticism was hardly
formed when it threatened to create a
religious society, standing in opposition
to the mass of the Church. The fruits of
"
the view of
the worldly," which prevailed in the Church, were now reaped.
The Euchetes in Mesopotamia wished
only to pray and beg. If it was perfection
to possess nothing, then the most perfect
thing was not to call anything one's own
even for the r iefest moment, and, thereIf
fore, not to tarn anything by work.
praying was something higher than work,
the highest thing was never to work,
and if such a monastic
always to pray
religious errors.

;

was

perfection, there was no longer
any need of the former means of attaining
perfection, of a divine law, of the Bible,
of the Sacraments.
In such errors the
Church found no perfect realisation of her
teachings, but only a caricature of her
life

own new
before

Yet a long time elapsed

ideas.

she

quite

them by

eradicated

persecution.

Another important movement originated with Eustathius of Sebaste in,Little
Armenia and spread to the neighbouring
_
districts of Asia Minor.
If
Extremes
.
,.,
was a higher state
of Religious abbacy
than marnage with its gratiPractices
fication of the natural impulse,
then marriage was emphatically sin, and
no married man could be saved. If all
earthly possessions, all ornaments, all
comfort, were something impure, then
those only would be saved who abandoned all that was earthly. Thus women
were not even permitted to wear the
natural ornament of their hair or female
dress, but had to crop their heads and
.

.

put on men's clothes.
did not appreciate
Church.

A

all this

The Apostolicans wished
apostolic

life,

and marriage,

.

Church which
was a worldly
to restore the

declared property,

theft,

The Audians in Mesopotamia, Palestine, and Arabia blamed
the Church for falling away from the
sin.

true Christianity, because the monastic

was not realised by all in it. Even
the author of the Panarion, the apothecary's chest, in which the antidote to
eighty heresies is to be found, the strictly
orthodox Epiphanius, who died in 403,
stands as if lost in admiration at the
sanctity of these Audians so uncertain
was the attitude of the Church towards
these fanatical exponents of asceticism.
ideal
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the Church, induced at last the
as Basilius of Cappato devote themdocia, who died in 379
selves to the task of making the anchorites
conform to a regulated cloister life and
maintain some connection with the Christian Church.
They also endeavoured to

Indeed, the Church could have admired
even the most incredible caricatures if
this contempt for the earthly had not
become an attack on itself. The wellknown Simon Stylites in Northern Syria
first established a fame for fasting.
He
abstained from all food so long that he
was at the point of death. Then he had
an enclosure prepared and lay therein,
fastened to a chain. At last they had to

tility to

more thoughtful

get the monasteries removed from the
deserts into the vicinity of the towns, a
measure which led the monks to join in
ecclesiastical disputes and
to carry their own views
by the reputation of their
sanctity and occasional y
by the use of their fists.

While some thus conceived asceticism to be the
essence
of
monasticism,
others
in
emphasised
monasticism
the opportunity for contemplation
and observation of the
inner condition of the soul.
Individuals had withdrawn
from the world, in order to
purify more thoroughly the
inner self and to raise it
to God. They were obliged
to think over the ways
which led to union with
God. This prepared the
way for the monastic

mysticism which was afterwards zealously practised,

and which developed into
an independent movement.
As the first mystic we
mention Macarius,
died in 391, founder
of the monastery in the

may

who

Scetic
really
fifty

THE HERMIT AT HIS DEVOTIONS
When

the Church began to flourish as an organisation, great masses of
people
were swept into it. Many withdrew and became hermits and,
later, bodies of
such men formed monastic communities.

desert,

if

he

was

the author of the
homilies which pass

under his name.
In a somewhat later
period the holy Nilus is
consnimoiis
hp was
WES hnrn

;

erect a pillar on this spot, on the summit
of which he
spent some thirty years,
Both the pagan Bedouins and the Christians honoured him most
even
in

Rome

highly;

small statues of

him were

demand as objects of great value.
number of others imitated

large

hazardous

in

A
his

feat.

But the extravagances of monsfsticism
in particular,
amounting almost to hos184

at Constantinople, gave Up
his high post, entrusted
his wife and daughter to an
Egyptian
monastery, and settled with his son as an
anchorite on Mount Sinai, and died after
430.
possess some ascetic writings
of his and some two thousand letters,
which, in the form of maxims, praise the
splendour of the monastic life and the
abandonment of the world as leading to
the freedom of the soul and to its union

We

with God.
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Owing

to the

Constantine
Christians

new

placed

had

rest,

position in which
the
the
Church,

and with

it

time

and desire to celebrate feasts.
The
Church wished to make its life attractive and impressive to the masses and to
give

them a

and

glittering

cgini

substitute

for

the

joyous

pagan feasts, of which they
had been deprived since

conversion to ChrisFormerly, besides
i-L
Tthe bunday, only the taster
in
remembrance
of
Christ's
death
feast,
their

Church Feasts tianity.
u c
j
.

,.

_,

,

and resurrection, was celebrated. Then
in the east the feast of the Epiphany on
January 6th had been introduced (first in
commemoration of Christ's baptism).
The west now gave to the whole
Church a far more beautiful feast. On
December 24th, the feast of the Sigilthe pagans were wont to give
laria,
the children dolls and images of wax or
earthenware or
day they kept

and the next
dough,
"
birthday of the

the

sun." The
day the birthday

invincible
this

Church
of

declared

Him Whom

all

the dark storms of persecution had not
been able to conquer. This feast, which
is traceable in the west alter
354, was

introduced

into Constantinople in 379.
fortieth day after Christmas,
February 2nd, they assigned the" feast of
"
the Purification of Mary," or
Candlemas," since the holy candles were then
Thus a Christian festival
consecrated.
replaced the February lustrations, in particular the Amburbale (procession round
the city), with its procession of torches.
Further feasts were created to meet a

To

the

similar spiritual longing. Paganism had
been proud of its heroes, had sacrificed
at their graves, and celebrated their
festivals.
Their place was taken by the
religious
martyrs, whose natalitia, or
birthday feasts, in commemoration of
their death as the entry into the true life,
became real, popular festivals with the

customary
'

Theo-

feasting.

Martyrs Replace
dofetus c ould boagt before
(he Heroes
,,
,
TM_
,
the former pagans
The

p

.

:

Lord has introduced His

dead, instead of your gods, into the temple.
are, in truth, the leaders, the champions, and helpers in need."
Formerly the
Christians had assembled for divine service
at the tombs of the martyrs, in order to
gain strength for the war of faith in
which all shared. Now these assemblies
a celebration' of the
developed into

They
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martyred heroes, redounding to the glory
of the Church.
Chapels and churches
were erected over their graves.
Their
remains were sought out their relics were
taken into the church in solemn procession, to be laid beneath the altar.
If men had formerly prayed for the dead
with the feeling that those who have
departed hence are still bound by love with
those left behind, they began now to pray
to them as to heavenly agents, who from
heaven protect mankind below. But if
these saints were near at hand to help,
where could they be nearer than where
their remains were to be seen ?
Thus
all sorts of wonders were wrought by
the relics
and the half-pagan masses
felt proud and safe, because they belonged to a communion in which such
exalted patrons were revered. The trade
;

;

in relics became so profitable a business
lhat in the year 386 the emperor Theodosius was obliged to forbid men by law
to dig up the bones of the saints and

carry them

away

for sale.

might be surprising to find that there
was not. yet any talk of an adoration
of Mary, the mother of Jesus
but at
that time the remembrance of
po eosts
was
Bloody
persecutions
J
of Mary
.,
.,,
still so vivid that the martyrs
*t
u
t
the Mother
~,
L A i_
were held by the Church to be
It

;

^

.

,

,

of special

stars

,

,

.

,

,

,

,

glory in heaven.

The

mother of the Lord lacked the martyr's
crown. But the way which led later to
the adoration of Mary had long since
been open. While Tertullian, who died
about 220, assumed, as certain earlier
Christians did, that Jesus had had brothers
of the flesh, Epiphanius, who died in 403,
already opposed the representatives of this
view as heretics, led astray by the old
serpent.
Mary's virginity had not been
injured even by Christ's birth. While
Chrysostom, who died in 407, still upheld
the possibility of blame in her, Augustine,
who died in 430, thinks that with her
(though with her alone) there can be no
question of original or actual sin.
Thus she might co-operate in the work
of redemption, and was, therefore, exalted,
The Holy Scriptures,
like her son, Christ.
indeed, mention nothing of this, but that
"
"
The Ascension of Mary
was not fatal.
was produced and ascribed to the apostle
in soul and body had she been
John
taken up into heaven, and the high privilege of being invoked for help had been
solemnly assured to her by Christ himself.
;
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If she had thus been placed at the side of
the Son. of God as the mother of God,
then she must have her high festivals, as
He did. Each of the next centuries
added a fresh one. They celebrated the
day of the Annunciation, the day on which
she came with her Child into the temple for

make a deep
world.

who

It

impression on the great
to give the people,

was desired

Even

delighted in spectacles, some compensation for the solemn pageants in
which they had found pleasure at the high
festivals of Dionysus, Athena, and others
of their favourites.
Thus the Church
began to unfold her splendour in processions. Joyful events and public disasters

invoked, and a special day was consecrated
as a festival to the archangel Michael.
It was sought to offer a Christian substitute for the fading classical education. The quiet in the external world gave

alike offered an opportunity. The joy and
sorrow of the people are placed in the
beneficent hand of the Church.
The buildings for divine service could
now be erected and beautified so as
to inspire those who stood outside with

"

purification," her Assumption, her birth.

the angels were clothed with divine
Their aid was
powers for protection.

ART

IN

THE EARLY CHRISTIAN CHURCH

As

the Church developed into settled communities, and buildings were consecrated to worship, the ancient pagan
temples being chiefly used for this purpose, rude Christian art began, particularly in mosaic. The favourite subject
was the enthronement of Christ, as here seen in one of the sixth century mosaics at St. Sophia, Constantinople.
Christ is in the act of blessing, and the. words on the book in His left hand read " Peace be with you
I am
the Light of the world." The emperor bows at His feet, and the medallions contain images of Mary and Michael.
:

leisure for composition,

and the educated

men, now become Christians,

felt

the need

of poetic literature.
Apollonius of Laodicea, who died in 390, sang of the sacred
history as far as King Saul in an epic of

books, and imitated with
Biblical subjects the tragedies of Euripides, the comedies of Menander, and the
lyrics of Pindar.
Ephraim the Syrian,
who died in 378, composed nearly all his

twenty-four

writings in poetical form in peculiar lines
of seven syllables each.
The Church, which had so long been
pushed aside into a corner, ventured to
let herself be seen in the open marketplace of the world, and wished now to

!

a sense of the greatness of
and those who entered with
her power, extended over
It
is
characteristic
that

the Church,

a feeling of

the world.
Constantine
the extension

most eagerly encouraged
and the improvement of the existing
Church buildings and the erection of
new ones, because up till now they had
not been suitably restored, from fear of
The amelioration in the
persecution.
condition of the Church was followed by
the improvement of the churches.

Art was called in to aid. At first, indeed,
the wish to influence the masses by art
had to contend with the repugnance to
the pictorial representation of the Divine
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Being a custom with which paganism had
But were not these
been reproached.

sermon for the ignorant
people ? Gradually even those who were
still
biassed by the old ideas became
accustomed to the innovation.
About the year 440 men acquired
courage enough to introduce pictures of
into
the
himself
Christ
pictures a silent

leverence

or the
that He

churcheS)

notf

as

before,

merely under emblems, such
as the lamb, the shepherd,
And it is noteworthy
fish.

was no longer represented, as
was formerly done in the catacombs, as
a beardless youth, but as the King of
Heaven in full majesty and sometimes
with a halo round his head, as was customary with pagan emperors. How should
not the still half-pagan people show to
these pictures the same honour as formerly
to the statues of their gods ?
Men prostrated themselves before them, kissed
them, offered incense to them, and lighted
should not these
lamps before them.
pictures work wonders also ?
Ought the
Church to prohibit such a proof of reverence

Why

for the Holy One ?
At a time when men
must have thought that much had been
attained, ought they not to have rejoiced

the so-called Christians could only
be maintained in concord with the Church ?
Since the Church succeeded so splendidly in making her cult pleasant, interesting, and comfortable to her new members,
there remained only two reasons that
caused some still to adhere to the obsolete

if

all

system of paganism and delayed
disappearance.

plete
spirit

had been too

its

com-

The old Roman
bound up with

closely

the old gods.
In Rome itself the friends
of the mother country thought that the
glory of the empire would be destroyed if

the

religion

under the

protection

and

guidance of which the world had been
How much
conquered were to die out.
more quickly did the remnants of pagan_.
in the
ism disappear
new
Christians
.,
ff
,

Power

,

,

capital, which knew no sancti^ ec^ traditions, but arose under
the eyes of a Christian emperor
!

The second hindrance

to the complete
victory of Christianity was the anxiety
lest classical culture should disappear,
together with the old belief in the gods.
For this reason the places where this
culture was fostered held tenaciously to
the old order of things
Athens, Miletus,
Ephesus, Nicomedia, Antioch. The hos;
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tility of these groups to Christianity could
only increase as the sons of Constantine
proceeded to violent measures against
paganism, being spurred on by Christians
who had only too soon forgotten how
urgently their fathers or even they them-

had formerly demanded

selves

religious
was for
the enthusiastic friends of classical times,

What

liberty.

a source of grief

it

and to what obstinate resistance they must
have been driven, when revered temples
were demolished, works of art annihilated,
the monuments of a glorious past destroyed, in order to establish the undis-

puted
religion

times

supremacy of an unenlightened
Was no return to the good old
!

still

possible

?

Julian (331-363) ventured to entertain
this hope.
He tried to stay and to overthrow the triumphal car of Christianity.

He had become acquainted with Christianity in a sad form, clothed in the mask
of hypocrisy, for at the imperial court
those who indisputably possessed no trace
of Christian faith tried, nevertheless, to
get the start of each other in exhibiting
their burning zeal *or the Church. Julian
was convinced that the number of the
Christians would diminish
if the sunshine of imperial
?
f
."
Effort to Restore r
{
smiled
on
A
r j favour no, longer
P.
the Ancient
Gods
them, and if the might of
the imperial arm no longer stood at the
disposal of the Church.
Just as he had too little confidence
in Christianity, he had too much
in
,

,

,

.

,.

He did not doubt it would
paganism.
shine out again with its old brilliancy if
only complete freedom were restored to it.
In point of fact he was able to secure many
converts. A smile of the former emperors had sufficed to convert masses to
Christianity, and to make these once more
pagans did not even require a smile on
It was quite enough
the part of Julian.
if they knew that he wished it.
Now they
were no longer Christians, but none the

more pagans. The emperor was in despair
at their lukewarmness in the service of
the gods, at their disinclination to visit the
temples, at their lack of moral rectitude.

He, therefore, wished to reform paganism but he could only borrow from Chris;

The relitianity the means for so doing.
gious meetings of the pagans were to be
organised similarly to the Christian divine
The priesthood was to be
services.
cleansed of unworthy members.
The
charitable character of Christianity was
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to be imitated, hospitals and almshouses
were to be erected, and the needy were to
be supported. He worked with all his
energies, but he found no fellow- workers.
The classic spirit would not revive. He
had to go further than he had wished. If
anywhere Christians were oppressed or
killed by pagans, he let it pass unnoticed.
When he started on the war against the
Persians, he is said to have threatened to
employ other measures against Christianity if he came back safely from the
campaign. What else was left for him to
do ? As he fell, wounded by an arrow,
while retreating from the enemy on the

INTERIOR OF THE CHURCH OF

ST.

of separation formed by the diversity of
religion throughout the empire it was
necessary to be content with a merely
formal adhesion to the Christian Church,
and not to shrink from strong measures,
in order to establish unity.
It was inevitable from this that the old paganism
continued under the cloak of Christianity,

and that Christianity was more and more
strongly tinged with paganism.
Men had gone too far away from the
spirit of the first Christians, according to
which the essence of Christianity consisted
in the communion of the individual with
"
God. From being a
community of the

PAUL AT ROME, SHOWING ANCIENT MOSAICS

The church of St. Paul without the Walls is one of the oldest of the basilicas in Rome, though it has been much restored.
The mosaics over the altar are among the most ancient Christian work in existence, dating from the fifth century.
'battle-field,

"

he

is

said to have exclaimed
"

Nazarene, Thou hast conquered

words

!

:

His
but

may not have run thus literally,
the phrase expresses the impression which
his fall made on the contemporary world.
The last attempt to re-establish paganism
had failed and not from incidental causes.
Paganism had shown itself to be dead
beyond the possibility of revival by any
;

power.

But

was

also impossible to realise the
to imbue the entire Roman
empire with the Christian spirit and
through it to cause the still existing paganism to disappear, To overthrow the wal}
it

other ideal

"

the Church had become an
educational institution, and had received
into herself such masses of persons needing
education that, at times, the real goal of
this education seemed forgotten, and she
professed herself content if she obtained
to some extent outward obedience.
And because this task was made more
difficult by the existence of paganism she
was obliged to aim at the complete eradication of the latter. Theodosius I., eastern
emperor from 378, ruler of the entire empire
faithful

from 392 to 395, worked for

this object.

He

forbade visits to the temples and declared
every sort of idolatry to be high treason,
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The Council

of Nicaea had not really
of the Arian heresy,
for the majority of those present had
voted against their conviction in order
to please the< emperor. When

In 394 the Olympian games were celebrated for the last time. His son continued his work. Bishops and numbers
of monks were sent into the provinces to
destroy the old shrines. In
Alexandria the
celebrated
teacher of philosophy, Hypatia, perished at the hands
of the Christian

mob.

quenched the flames

they returned home they
and sought to
repented
convince the emperor that
Arius was by no means a

Pagans

wicked heretic, and that it
would never be possible to
restore unity in the Church
on the basis of the resolutions

were excluded from posts in
the government and army.
The last bulwark of classic

at
paganism, the school
Athens, was closed by Juspassed at Nicaea. One of the
tinian in the year 529. The
ecclesiastics at court was well
teachers emigrated to Persia.
disposed towards Arianism.
About 545, at the emperor's
He worked upon the emperor's
commission, John, bishop of
sister, and she succeeded in
in
Ephesus, went about
changing her brother's attiorder to
track
out
the
tude.
Athanasius of AlexATHANASIUS
"
pagans wherever they were For nearly fifty years bishop of andria, the great Opponent
to be
still
found."
He ^p ponentri ^faAriatnllmUnmafnrtyarn? ot Arianism, was banished,
prided himself on having ing devotedly the divinity of But the sudden death of
made in Asia 70,000 Chris- Christ Athanasius died 373 A D Arius prevented his being
How long, however, the worship received back into the body of the
tians.
of the gods, which many loved, defied
When Constantius mounted
Church.
the imperial legislation in the provinces
the throne Athanasius was permitted
the temple of Isis at Philae in Upper
but before long the Arians
to return
it
were able to bring about his
was not
shows;
Egypt
18
Paganism
closed until the middle of the
second deposition. The imperial
in the Sixth
ef
tt * a
sixth century. The conviction
at
Alexandria was
governor
,
by Force
,.
f
that outside the one visible
obliged to employ lorce to mstal
Church there was no salvation had the successor of Athanasius in office.
become universal. The attempt to make Scourging and imprisonment were the lot of
of the Church a firmly articulated organism
those discontented with the act. Was there
had been successful. The state had lent no one now in the whole of Christendom
its arm to uphold the single
to take under his protection
1

'

-

-

;

,

,

,

of the Church against
personal independence. But,
strangely enough, the result
was not only the defection ol
large groups from the Church,
will

but also

its

division into

the

chiefly,

above

all

other

of

indeed,

representa-

orthodoxy

all

accustomed

first,

members,

,

the world had been
to
look with
to
the
ancient
reverence
capital of the world as the
source of all imperial laws
and ordinances and as the
ultimate court of appeal in
all civil questions.
In dis-

two

which, in spite of
repeated attempts, could not
be reunited.
This developto the wish to see the unity
of the visible Church confirmed by the creation of a
raised
head,
permanent

persecuted

.

?
For a
long time the community at
Rome had possessed special
repute among Christians, for,

tive

parts,

ment was due

,

^______._^^___

AUGUSTIN OF HIPPO

questions men
help considering

puted

could

not

what

and, secondly, to the inter- JsVo^h^Lri^Christia^wSers" tne community at Rome
vention of the powerful arm and intimate with pagan phiio- thought
on the debated
H died in the year 430A D
of the state, which had been sophy>
point. Questions had been
invoked to protect the unity of the
submitted. Men did not always follow the
Church. The former cause was especially
answer they received
but, nevertheless,
active in the West, the latter grievance
they had not ceased to inquire, in the
especially prevalent in the East,
hope that Rome would be on their side.
'

-

'

;

THE CHURCH ESTABLISHED
The bishop of Rome had the courage to
take up the cause of the banished Athanasius
Julius I. and a Roman council
;

accepted his doctrine.
East held a rival council at
Antioch ^the first beginning
of the schism.
Men wished
definitely

The

Church and the bishop of the new imperial
capital had not been able to act freely, but
were guided by the caprice of the emperor,
made it more easy for the Roman bishop
to press on unchecked to his
If in any
goal, the primacy.
question

Rome

the controversy. A general council met
at Sardica in 343, but. the
members could not agree.
rather to settle

on

to

the

subject, the
did not deliver
an opinion, but rendered a
tion

Roman bishop

decision, as if he had been
appealed "to as judge. He

The supporters

of Arianism
town.
Those who
remained behind wished to
testify their gratitude to the
left

bishops turned

for historical informa-

the

issued a
decretal."
he held a synod on

Roman

bishop, Julius, and
express the confidence
which they reposed in him.
They therefore passed the
resolution that bishops de-

Or if
some

question he communicated
to other Churches the resolu-

to

tion passed in a form as if
they also had to comply with

it.
Such communications
JOHN CHRYSOSTOM
posed by provincial synods The great preacher of Constanti- were, perhaps, not always
for whom Innocent I. detreated with due respect. But
might appeal to him. This nople,
clared against the emperor Valens,
concession was made to him and to whose remains the emperor there they were, and could
Theodosius II. paid reverence. be
employed by later bishops
personally, and only in that
of
immediate
distress
was a har- of Rome as proof that for a very long
period
bour of refuge sought. The world soon
time the "apostolic throne" had been
Rome has never accustomed to issue regulations for other
forgot the resolution.
Churches. Innocent I. (402-417) followed
forgotten it, and has interpreted it to mean
that the Roman throne is the
this line of policy with signal
yhatKome
x> e
hi h t CQUrt
In
f appeal j n all
success.
, t .
Constantinople
Has Never
of John
n
-

,

i

In
questions.
addition, there was the fortunate incident that the resolutions of the
Council of Sardica were confused in
western assemblies with the rules laid
down by the Council of Nicaea. Rome
applied them, therefore, as
resolutions of that famous
first oecumenical council. The
ecclesiastical

P

Arians
who had seceded
from the Council of Sardica
expelled the Roman bishop
from the body of the Church.
Athanasius
himself
was
forced more than once to go
into exile.

The emperor, Valens

(364-

378), proceeded to measures
of
unexampled
severity

who would not

against

all

become

strict

Arians.

All

~.

Chrysostom

Byzantmism
J

once more.

i

was flourishing
The great orator
TM_

of morality, whom
the people highly honoured, John Chrysostom, was obnoxious to the imperial court,
and especially to the empress herself. He
was sent into exile in 404.
intervened for
Innocent

and austere preacher

him and demanded
The answer,
call.
was an imperial order

his

re-

indeed,
to send
the exile still further into the
desert, and the noble Chrysostom sank beneath the exBut
ertions of this journey.
it
was
thirty
years later
what injustice
recognised
had been done him. The

emperor, Theodosius II., had
his bones brought to Constantinople.

When

the coffin

was brought to land the
have no other conCYRIL OF ALEXANDRIA
sequence but to enhance the
emperor fell on his knees
before it and implored parimportance of the Roman
don for the sins his deceased
throne, until at last the view
represented by it and maintained in
parents had committed against the innodefiance of all emperors gained the victory
cent man. The beloved remains were laid
at the second oecumenical council at Conin the imperial vault. This was a proof of
the bishop, of Rome's power. He was the
stantinoplein38i. The fact that the eastern
this could
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of innocence when no one dared
to speak, and God in the end justified
him before the whole world.
new doctrinal dispute was kindled
over the question as to how far salvation
depended on a man's own exertions. Pelagius advanced the proposition that man,
being free, can choose the good and fight
his way through to holiness, and
that the grace of God only renver
_
dered it more easy for him to

champion

A

1

.

58

realise his high destiny. Against
rose up the greatest and most influential of all the fathers of the Church,
Aurelius Augustinus, bishop of Hippo
Regius in Numidia, who died in 430.
According to him, true freedom consists
in the ability to attain one's destined

him

development. The sinful man no longer
possesses this liberty, and only the grace
of God can redeem him and make him
holy. Pelagius turned to the east. There
the view prevailed that the divine grace
and human freedom co-operated in the
conversion of any man.
Two synods in Palestine declared themselves for Pelagius, but Innocent of Rome
decided against him.

this
Augustine held
"

up in triumph before "his opponent, Roma
locuta, causa finita
(Rome has spoken,
the dispute

is

decided).

to be an innovation, it could not
belong to the teachings of the old Church,

but still Rome could henceforth make good
use of this saying as evidence coming
from the greatest of all churchmen, that
Rome had the right to speak the last

word

in all ecclesiastical disputes.
Nevertheless, though the Church had
laid this splendid foundation for the establishment of the primacy, certain of its
members disputed the supremacy of Rome.
This was seen again in this very dispute.
Zosimus, the successor of Innocent, was
firmly convinced that Pelagius was no
heretic.
He blamed the
Rome Freed
African bishops for having
of

Her

1^^^
,

faith.

,

But

,

,

{

f *

these,

f**?*
under
the

guidance of Augustine at a council at
Carthage in 418, openly declared their
opposition to this decision of the bishop of
Rome and gained the victory, so that in the
end even Zosimus condemned Pelagius.
The victors, however, were soon made
harmless.
In 428 the Vandals crossed
over to Africa, and not only ravaged the
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but

also

rendered

the

the doctrine concerning the person of
Christ and of the union of the divine and
the human in Him. Two theological
schools had tried their ingenuity on the
question. The Alexandrians set out to
establish the redemption as a divine act,
and, therefore, emphasised the divine
nature in Christ
their war-cry became
the designation of the mother of Jesus
"
"
as
Parent of God
(theotokos). Their
opponents of the school of Antioch taunted
them with the denial of the true humanity
of the Redeemer.
;

The main thought by which they were
was a moral one. The Redeemer is

led

for us the type of

moral union with God.

But He can be that only if a free moral
development of His humanity remains
Thus they laid every stress
possible.
on His humanity.
The union of the
divine and the human in Him is only
a moral one in the same way that
God dwells in other pious men. Their
opponents retorted that they
did not observe the essential
Rethe
Difference
between
redeemed.
the
deemer and

"

gius

land,

Church powerless. Rome was freed of its
most powerful rival in the west.
In the east at that time the attempt
was being made to reduce to fixed formulas

He may only have

meant by this that if the
apostolic
"
throne had declared the teaching of Pela-

Western Rival

beautiful

Nestorius, the patriarch of Constantinople,

had come from this school of Antioch. In
sermons he fought against the shibboleth,
"
Parent of God." Against him rose Cyril
In order to win a powerful
of Alexandria.
ally, he turned to the bishop of Rome with
the declaration that, "according to ancient
custom in the Church inquiry must be made
at Rome in the ca'se of disputed questions."

Celestine

I.

listened gladly

and demanded

a recantation from Nestorius.
The emperor, Theodosius II., thereupon called the third oecumenical council
at

Ephesus

in

431.

Cyril

and

his

supporters declared Nestorius deposed,
and the Roman envoys confirmed the
sentence. The opposite party replied by

deposing Cyril and his friends. Both sides
turned to the emperor. At last, in 432,
the majority agreed to a formula which
attempted to cut away the most irreconcilable points
in
the two doctrines.
Nestorius was given up to the revenge
of his enemies, and died in misery.
The
result of this dispute was the severance of
the Nestorians from the imperial Church.
In the year 440 Leo I. became bishop of

THE CHURCH ESTABLISHED
don in 451, which condemned Nestorius
"

Rome, and his reign of twenty-one years
was deroted to the one object of accustoming the world to the

as

"

was the head of
Whoever ventured to

entire
desert
the rock, Peter, lost connection with Christ
and had no part in the kingdom of God.
The views of the Alexandrians were repre-

sented in their most crude and exaggerated
form by Eutyches, the old archimandrite
of Constantinople.
Christ, he taught,
after His incarnation had but one nature,
His humanity having been, as it were,
swallowed up by His divinity.
Eutyches was deposed- at a synod at

found.

But the supporters

condemned

of the

Alexandrian dogma, the monophysites
of the east, did not abandon the struggle.

And

again it was
the emperors
who, led by poli-

Constantinople
held under the
Fla-

patriarch

Letter to

Eutyches, Leo's

was made the basis of the
decision. The feeling which this victory
of the Roman throne produced is shown
by the rise of the legend that Leo had
placed his letter on the tomb of St. Peter
and prayed that he would change anything wrong that was contained in it, and
that on the next morning an alteration
by the apostle's hand had been actually

successor of Peter

Christendom.

well as

Flavian

belief that the

He

appealed to Rome,
as did Flavian.

tical

considera-

tions,

undertook

Leo I. demanded
an exact report,

own views

vian.

in order that

to dictate

Church

impress them by

he

might decide by
virtue

of

rity.

"

He
his

Leo

force.

I.,

the

the

Thracian,
'banished the

apostolic authoin

their

to the
and to

decided

heads

famous

monophysites
on

Letter to Fla"
vian
against

of

the
;

other

the

hand, Basiliscus

and
against

mono-

Eutyches,

extolled

tjius
o n ophysitism.
But the east did
not wish to allow
itself to be ruled

physitism as the

by Rome. The
emperor called a
council at Ephesus in 449, and

again

m

entrusted

exclusive
religion

state

and con-

demned the letter
of

men

Zeno

Leo.

forbade
to
touch

upon these points
which
been
so

of doctrine

-

had

the

ONE OF ROME'S OLDEST CHURCHES
post of president
disputed
hotly
to the successor The church of St. Marjr in Aracoeli is one of Rome's most ancient in the last cenChristian building's, dating- from the sixth century. Photo Alinari.
of
the
Cyril,
tury, and thus
annulled once more the resolutions of the
passionate and unscrupulous Dioscurus of
The
last General Council of Chalcedon.
Alexandria, the patron of Eutyches. His
intimidating appearance prevented the
bishop of Rome broke off all ecclesiastical
Roman envoys from securing an audience, relations with the east. For thirty-five
the doctrine of Eutyches was ratified, and
years (484-519) it appears that the Church
all its opponents, even Leo of Rome, were
was divided. Justinian I. (527-565) at
declared to be deposed.
The emperor last succeeded at the fifth oecumenical
resolutions.
The party council at Constantinople in reconfirming
approved of these
which at this " synod of bandits " was in
these resolutions of Chalcedon.
the minority fell back all the more on the
The result was that the extreme monosupport of the bishop of Rome, declaring
physites severed themselves from the
more and more strongly that the decision Church and formed independent comThe end of the burning munities, especially in Egypt, Syria, Persia,
lay with him.
Armenia, and Abyssinia, The rejection of
dispute was that at the council at Chalce:
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resolutions of Chalcedon and the
"
"
at
bandit synod
recognition of the
Ephesus are common to all.
In Syria, and also in Egypt, the mono"
"
Jacobites
physites termed themselves
after the man who, in the first period after
the separation from the imperial Church,
was the spiritual head of this entire party.

the

A Bishop Appoints

Jacob

100,000

thirty

Barradai
years

for
after

becoming monophysitic
bishop of Edessa in 541
wandered through the whole of Nearer
Asia disguised as a beggar, and, sparing
Priests

& Deacons

no exertions, everywhere collected and
encouraged his scattered fellow-believers,
appointed many
organised communities,
"
fully one hundred thousand
bishops, and
In Asia Minor, it is
priests and deacons."
true, the Christian Church prevailed, but
in the patriarchate of Antioch for a time
almost the entire population became
Jacobite. The hope of reconciling the monophysites with the Church would not let
the question once raised drop, even within
the imperial Church. How, if a compromise were offered the discontented
party by the admission that the Redeemer
had only one will, even if He had two
natures ? Thus the monophysite dispute
passed into the monothelitic. The same
aspect of events was presented as before,
the eastern Church hanging in the most
complete dependence on the state, and
the life of the state wasting away in
ecclesiastical controversies.
There was the same result as before.

At

the sixth oecumenical council at Constantinople, in 680, the encyclical letter of Pope
Agatho was made the basis of the decision,
and the resolution was sent to him for conThe former pope, Honorius,
firmation.
was solemnly and vigorously accused of
having assented to an irregular imperial
formula.
Controversies over dogma were followed
by disputes as to pictures and images.
By the beginning of the eighth century
the worship of images had reached such a
pitch in the East that the more thoughtful
became anxious. Images were invited to

act as god-parents, and men even scraped
the colour off them in order to use
it
for purposes of consecration.
The

NOTE.

28Q2
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energetic emperor, Leo III., the Isaurian
(717-741), ventured on the command to
hang the pictures so high as to make it
impossible for worshippers to kiss them.

His son and successor, Constantine V.,
undertook the systematic persecution of the
friends of image worship.
They were imprisoned, scourged, and their noses and ears
were cut off. The popes protested. More
than once they hurled the terrible bolts of
excommunication at all foes of image
worship. But for many decades, according
to the imperial orders, the images were
repeatedly torn down and raised again.
In the end the Roman view gained a
the empress, Theodora,
decisive victory
in 842 caused the resolutions of the
seventh council to be reinforced and celebrated the festival of orthodoxy.
If, now, it was possible to deprive Rome of
its glory as champion of immaculate orthodoxy, then its claim to the first rank in the
Church could be repudiated. Search was
:

ic

P

ory

made for some ground of complaint
an(j a

p re t ex t was found

in the
of Rome to respect the
ancient faith and customs. Rome
failure

ordered fasting on Saturday. It permitted
the use of milk, butter, and cheese during
the first week of Lent.
It did not tolerate
the marriage of priests.
When Pope Nicholas I., therefore,
declared himself for the deposed patriarch
of Constantinople
sor,

Photius,

the

and against his succeslatter impeached the

Roman Church of heresy on account of
these innovations, and obtained from a
council in 867 the deposition and banishment of the pope. Nicholas pronounced
excommunication
followers.

In

against
1053, the

him and
patriarch

his
of

Michael
Caerularius,
Constantinople,
renewed the charges against Rome, adding
the new heresy that Rome, in the Holy
Eucharist, used unleavened bread, after the
manner of the Jews. When negotiations
for peace proved vain, the papal legates
laid a letter of excommunication on the
altar of the church of St. Sophia, and
Michael, with the other patriarchs of the
East, put the Roman Church under the
ban in 1054. The Churches of the east and

west were permanently severed.

WILHELM WALTHER

early history of the Church, see Appendix.

EUROPE
SECOND DIVISION

EASTERN EUROPE
From the Sundering

of

Rome

to

the

With the partition of the " World Empire" of Rome
into East and West, the History of Europe also divides
into two main streams
not indeed without their points
;

of contact, but following distinct courses until the shock
of the French Revolution brings
all the nations of

into closer political relations.
In our next division, therefore, we trace the course of
events in Eastern Europe during this period. The West
is Latin, Keltic, Teutonic the East is Greek, Mongolian,
Slavonic.
At first its history is that of the Roman
Empire as it survived in the East the Greek or
But new peoples appear on the
Byzantine Empire.
scene from the regions beyond the Danube, whither the
Roman power had not penetrated.
These are in part of Mongolian or Tartar origin Huns,
Avars, Bulgarians, then Magyars or Hungarians in part
Aryan Slavs southwards, the Serbs and Croatians the
Western Slavs or Czechs of Bohemia the Eastern Slavs
of Poland and Russia.
Finally come the Mongolian
Turks, creating the Ottoman Empire, the single
aggressive Mohammedan element among the Christian
peoples of the West.

Europe

;

:

;

:

;

;

Thus the nations whose story we here record are
those of the Balkan peninsula of Hungary and Bohemia,
which form the bulk of the composite Austrian Empire
of to-day of Poland, and of Russia.
;

;

GENERAL SURVEY OF THE PERIOD
By R. Nisbet

Bain, M.A.

BYZANTIUM
By Professor Rudolf von Scala

THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE
By Professor Heinrich Zimmerer
HUNS. BULGARIANS. ROUMANIANS. MAGYARS.
GIPSIES

By

Dr. Heinrich von WlislocKi

and Dr. H. F.Helmolt

ALBANIANS
By Professor Karl

Paul! and Dr. H. F. Helmolt

WESTERN SLAVS
By
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The above map

DIVISION OF

EUROPE

at once historical and geographical, showing as it does the
principal peoples of Eastern
Europe in the countries of their origin or occupation, and the different empires, kingdoms, and states that arose
out of the wreckage of the Roman empire, together with the territories of Byzantium
throughout th
chequered
career of that great power. Most of the ancient and famous towns that figured in the
continually changing
history of Eastern Europe, from the fall of Rome to the eye of the Napoleonic; era, are also indicated,
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is

THE

GENERAL SURVEY OF THE PERIOD
By

Nisbet Bain,

R.

HTHE origin of the states of South-eastern
*

Europe must be sought

of the East

Roman

in the history

Empire.

We

have

M.A.

these were the most salient advantages
which enabled the rulers of New Rome
not only to weather the earlier and more

long outlived the curious
prejudice which
"
the Lower Empire,"
affected to regard
"
or the Byzantine Empire" both names,
by the way, are absolutely without historical sanction
as fit only to be relegated
to the limbo of things best forgotten.

terrible tempests of the transmigration
period, but also to provide against similar
perils in the future.

It is doubtful, even now, if we realise
adequately the excellence of the immense
and imposing edifice which Justinian
founded, and Leo the Isaurian completed.

branches of this great family, possibly
the Serbs, established themselves along
the northern banks of the Danube, extending as far westwards as
Mingling
Dalmatia. An ancient and

Yet, if stability and vitality, if power of
cohesion and recuperative virtue, be the
true tests of political efficiency, then the
East Roman Empire must be pronounced
one of the most marvellous political
organisms which ever existed.
The same ethnographical revolution
which bridged over the gap between
ancient and mediaeval history in the
west operated in the east likewise,
but with this great difference
while
the old order of things in the west
vanished at the first touch of the new
_
barbarian
in
hordes,
Eastern Diplomacy -c.
,,
-^
Eastern Europe
the
and Western
A
,
empire gradually transBrute Force
formed and assimilated
the new elements without suffering irre:

.

w

,

.

damage to itself for many cenThe unique situation of the imperial
the more pliable and adaptable

parable
turies.

city

;

genius of the Greeks (for from Justinian
onwards the Hellenic element predomthe intellectual superiority of the
inates)
;

Constantinopolitan government, which invented and triumphantly applied the
science of diplomacy when brute force
was, everywhere else, the ultima ratio

The first barbarians with whom the
reconstituted empire had to do were the
Slavs. As early as 449 one of the numerous

of Slavs and

respectable tradition claims
both Justinian (" Upravda ")
and Belisarius (" Velichar ") as members of
this race.
Somewhat later, about the end
of the sixth century, the Bulgarians,
a Finno-Ugrian race, migrated from the
steppes between the Don and the Dnieper,
settled in Moesia, and, by the ninth century,
were completely Slavicised in their new
Both races became the
surroundings.
nominal subjects of the empire, which
aimed at making them serve the double
purpose of buffer-provinces towards the
north, and recruiting grounds for the
imperial generals, while preserving a local
But the Bulgarians, who reautonomy.
mained heathens for two centuries after
their inclusion within the confines of
the empire, were too martial a race to
submit to any yoke for long. The empire
was continually at war with them
more than once they besieged ConstantiBulgarians

;

nople itself, and their onslaughts were
the more perilous as they coincided with
the interminable attacks of the Arabs from
the south. During a considerable portion
of this period the Bulgarian hosts must
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have included the Servians

also as subBulgaria and Servia were
converted to Christianity about the same
time (about 864-867) by the famous
ject auxiliaries.

orthodox missionaries Cyril and Metho-

and their followers.
The process was accelerated by political
considerations, and had important political
_
consequences. Two new kingdoms, for whose alliance east
,
u
and west competed, arose
N
dius

.

.

within

The

the Balkan peninsula.

independent Servian kingdom
founded by Peter in 872 was of comparabut the Bulgarian
tively brief duration
first

;

kingdom of Boris and Simeon lasted for
two hundred years and overshadowed the
eastern empire itself.
At the period of
greatest expansion the Bulgarian
realm stretched from the Danube and
Drave to the Rhodope and Pindus ranges,
embracing the whole valley of the Danube,
nearly the whole of Thrace, and large parts
of Thessaly, Macedonia, and Epirus.
In 866 the eastern empire first came
into contact with another Slavonic race
the Russians, who, a few years previously,
had established themselves under their
Norse leaders at Kiev on Dnieper, immediately abutting on the vast southits

eastern steppes. It was an ideal restingplace and starting-point for predatory
barbarians with a taste for adventure.

In 907

Oleg, prince of Kiev, imposed a
tribute upon Constantinople
but
his successor, Igor, in 945 made a perpetual

heavy

;

and Christianity
peace with the Greeks
"
began to permeate the land of the Russ."
In 955 the Russian princess Olga was
christened at Constantinople, though it
was not ill 990 that Vladimir the Great,
who two years previously had been
baptised at Cherson in the Crimea, on
which occasion he married the Greek
princess Arna, forcibly converted the
Kievlyans to the new faith with the
assistance of orthodox missionaries. Hence...
_
forth the relations between
the two states were almost
Adheres to the
r
n
o
forml
Svyay. friendly;
Greek Church
of
Kiev
tislav, pnnce
(945-

^

/

,

even aided the Greeks against the
Bulgarians but during the latter part of

972),

;

the tenth and the beginning of the eleventh
century the intercourse between Constantinople and Kiev was interrupted by the
interminable Bulgarian wars which engrossed the attention of the emperors of
the Macedonian dynasty.
During the
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interval the young Russian Church, under
Yaroslav the Great (1019-1054), became

virtually autocephalous.

Hitherto the most potent weapon of
the imperial city on the Bosphorus, a
weapon far more effectual than diplomacy,
regular armies, or Greek fire, because it had
a moral aim and a supernatural sanction,
was the orthodox religion. But at the
beginning of the eighth century the very
foundations of the orthodox religion
were undermined by the rationalistic
movement known as iconoclasm. There
can be no doubt that a closer acquaintance with Mohammedanism as a religion
promoted scepticism as to the central
verities of Christianity among the more
speculative Byzantines, especially in the
eastern provinces of the empire.
To such theorists a deism like the religion
of Islam would seem clearer, purer, and
more natural than the highly-developed

of Christianity, with
The
interpretative ritual.
emperors of the Isaurian and Armenian
dynasties, who reigned from 717 to 867,
themselves more Oriental than Hellenic,
and certainly statesmen rather than
theologians, imagined that the
readiest way to defend orthodoxy against the onslaught of
a deistic philosophy was to
abolish or at least to curtail as much as

dogmatic
its

system

intricate,

possible everything symbolical in religion
as being parasitical, or at best superfluous,
and therefore more liable to attack from
Hence their open, persistent
outsiders.
war against the icons, or images. It was

the same principle, in a less extreme form,
as that which moves the more destructive
section of the higher critics of our own
day to eliminate the miraculous element

But strong men though
the iconoclastic emperors were, they were
not strong enough to reform orthodoxy.
from Scripture.

The

sole result of all their efforts in this
was the division of the empire
for- a century and a half into two fiercely

direction

antagonistic camps, whose hostility seriously weakened both the Church and the
commonwealth. Historically, the ultimate
victory of the opposing, or icondulist,
party meant the triumph of the Hellenic
and Slavonic over the Oriental elements
in the empire.
The two following centuries (867-1018)

were a period of recovery and re-expansion
under the princes of the great Macedonian
dynasty.

Its

salient

features

are

the

EASTERN EUROPE TO THE FRENCH REVOLUTION
conversion

of the southern
subsequent life and death
struggle \vith the empire for the hegemony
of South-eastern Europe. All the previous
wars had been, more or less, plundering
raids
these later wars were for political

systematic

Slavs,

and

their

;

ascendancy.
Finally, at a terrible cost,
the empire prevailed, and Basil II. (9761025) once more extended its limits to
the Danube.
Within the

same period occurred an
event of capital importance to the Slavonic
race generally, which, roughly speaking,
at that time occupied the whole of Central
Europe from the Baltic to the Danube.
That event was the intrusion of the

the
formidable and so near moved
Hungarian duke, Geza, to solicit missionaries from Piligrim, bishop of Passau. The
question to which branch of the Church
the Magyars were to belong was settled,
once for all, when Saint Stephen accepted
the kingly crown from the hands of the

Pope, Sylvester

r

.

was

.

7 SS7

r
Established
in

Hungary

in 1001.

Christianity

however,

not,

definitely

established in Hungary till the
,/.,
beginning of the twelfth cen,

tury, and even then a large
pagan population, constantly reinforced
from the outer barbarians notably the
Cumanians, or Huns, who were planted in
large colonies beyond the Theiss had to

Magyars, or Hungarians. The Magyars,
presumably an Ugro-Finnic race, though

be tolerated.

the real origin of this interesting people is
still a riddle, are first heard of on the right
bank of the Don, the Lebedia or Livadia
of Greek chronicles.
Expelled thence
Pechenegs, they
by the more numerous
"
took refuge in Etelcum," as the contemporary Greeks called the districts roughly
corresponding to Podolia and Moldavia,
and were immediately, 893 or 894,
enlisted in the service of the emperor
Leo VI., against the Bulgarians.
In 8 9 5 their chieftain Arpad,
*
theFa^e*
._
led them through the Vereczke
of Europe
pass into what is now the
"
Alfold," or great Hungarian plain, but
which then formed the eastern portion of
the vast, shadowy empire of Moravia,
extending from Prague to the Drave and
the Vistula.
By 905 the Magyars had
occupied the whole of this plain, separating
permanently the northern and western
Slavs from their southern and eastern
brethren, and thus changing the face of
Central Europe.
For nearly a century after the " honfog"
lalas," or
occupation," as Hungarian
historians call it, the Magyars continued

of

>

II.,

Fortunately, the immediate successors
St. Stephen were
men of valour
and genius, quite equal to the double
task, difficult as it was, of preserving
domestic order and, at the same time, of
asserting the independence of the young

central kingdom alike against the eastern
and the western empires, both of which
repeatedly endeavoured to reduce it to the
condition of a vassal state. One of these

early princes, St. Ladislaus (1077-1095)
conquered and Christianised Croatia. His
successor, Coloman,

went

still

further,

and

extended the boundaries of Hungary to

.

to be pagan and predatory, ravaging east
and west impartially. Tamed at last by
the disasters of Augsburg in 955 and

Adrianople in 970, they set about putting
their house in order. For some time it was
doubtful whether they would accept

from

or Patriarch.
Proximity favoured the eastern Church,
and the first Hungarian prelate, Hierothus,
"
consecrated
Bishop of Turkia," came

Christianity

Pope

from Constantinople.
But as the Byzantine empire grew
stronger and stronger under the Macedonian dynasty, fear of a neighbour so

the sea, successfully contesting the possession of Dalmatia and its islands with the
rising

young Venetian

republic.

This was

the beginning of the struggle, centuries
long, between Hungary and Venice for the
command of the Adriatic, which ultimately
resulted in the triumph of the latter.

The most dangerous period for Hungary
was when the Comnenian dynasty restored for the last time the supremacy of
the eastern empire. During the glorious
reign of Manuel (1143-1180), himself a
semi-Magyar he was the grandson of
this danger became acute.
St. Ladislaus
Manuel treated the Hungarian throne as
but he was
if it were a family possession
too much occupied elsewhere
a
Hungary
tQ attempt to conquer the
,
Conquering
,,
country, and on the collapse
;

p

of
his death,

his

dynasty, shortly after

Hungary once more became a

conquering power. This (1173-1196) is
the period of the acquisition of those
"
banates," or protective marches, Rama,
or North Bosnia, Macso, or North Servia,
and Szoreny, or West Wallachia, which
so long protected Hungary from the
incursions of her southern neighbours.
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The thirteenth century, however, was a
period of dire calamity and complete disinThe degeneracy of the Arpad
tegration.
dynasty, the consequent domination of a
lawless and conscienceless oligarchy, the
Tartar cataclysm (1240-1243), the haphazard re-peopling of the ruined kingdom
with semi-pagan elements, like the CumanPredominance
the Slavs

resulting in a general
lapge mtQ savagery affecting
all these
the dynasty
J
J itself

ians,

.

.,

..

visitations

j

and

,,

-

their

,

cumula-

demonstrated that Hungary must
be regenerated from without if she were to
remain a member of the Christian commontive effect

wealth. The Holy See, therefore, wisely
the last Arpad was hunted
intervened
down, and the iron discipline of feudalism,
administered by the great princes of the
Neapolitan branch of the house of Anjou
(1308-1382), raised the fallen kingdom
once more from her ashes to an unprece;

dented degree of power and splendour.
Meanwhile, the Balkan peninsula had
become predominantly Slavonic.
The
Greek empire disappeared from Europe.
Its supplanter,
the feudal empire of
Romania, withering rapidly in uncongenial
soil, had, within a few years of its foundation, virtually shrunk within the walls of
It was an easy task for
Constantinople.
Michael Paleologus, in 1261, with the aid
of the Genoese and the Venetians, to
cleanse the orthodox capital from the
Latin debris. But the new empire was but
a shadow of the old one. Its restoration
was mainly a successful commercial specu-

on the part of the Italian maritime
The Greeks were from the outset'
too heavily burdened by their obligations
lation

cities.

to their allies to profit by their delusive
good fortune. They could pay their debts
only by reducing their armaments, and
collapse was the inevitable if- long-post-

poned

result.

Anyhow, from the beginning

of the thirteenth to the middle of the

fourteenth
_
U

y

ar

century Serbs and Bulgars
triumphed over Greeks and
Latins alike, and divided the
inheritance of Constantine be-

.

tween them. Unfortunately for
and for Europe, the great
Nemanyidge and Asyenidae dynasties,
which represented Servia and Bulgaria
respectively, were constantly at war with
their neighbours and with each other, and
the intermixture of religious with political
themselves,

questions
of the
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such, for example, as the rivalry

two young autocephalous Churches

and the proselytising efforts of the Popes,
" rex Slavorum "
to whom more than one
owed his kingly crown prevented anything like stability. Another more insidious
but none the less powerful solvent was
the Bogomil heresy.
This unnatural and
antisocial revival of manichaeism, which
established itself in Bulgaria between 927
and 968, and by the end of the fourteenth
century had permeated all the Slavonic
races of the Balkan peninsula, though
most virulent and indomitable in Bosnia,
struck at the roots of domestic, social, and
political life, and was one of the most
powerful contributory sources of the comparatively easy triumphs of the Turks over
the outwardly imposing but inwardly
rotten Slavonic kingdoms.
The Turks, on the other hand, when
they first appeared above the European
horizon conquest of Gallipoli, 1356
were uniquely equipped for a career of
conquest. Already they alone of all
"
nations possessed in the
Jenicheri," a
from the
recruited
regular standing army
flower of the conquered populations and
bound together by the indissoluble ties
of a discipline which was a tenet of their
How could the selfreligion.
ur
e
_
willed, undisciplined hosts of
t
.

.

c d for

e st

South-eastern

Europe stand

before veterans whose first and
last duty was absolute obedience to their
leaders ?
Five years after the transference
of their capital from Broussa to Adrianople,
the forces of the united Slavonic kingdoms were annihilated on the field of

Kossovo

The

gallant attempt of
of Hungary and
Western Europe to stem their progress
failed miserably on the field of Nicopolis
in 1396.
By the end of the century their

the

in 1389.

feudal

chivalry

empire stretched from the Danube to
Thessaly.
The destruction of Sultan Bajazet I. by
Tamerlane the Tartar, or more correctly

Tatar, at

Angora, in 1402, presented
Christendom with the only real opportunity
it has ever had for expelling the Turks from
Europe at next to no cost. The opporthe young Osmanli
tunity was neglected
empire was allowed a quarter of a century
to recover from its wounds, and by that
;

time the fate of the southern Slavonic
lands was sealed. For the next 500 years
they are simply Turkish sandjaks, or
military districts, with no history of

own. Constantinople owed its brief
respite to the energetic intervention of
their
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the Hungarians,

who were

routed, indeed,
to the undisciplined
impetuosity of the feudal chivalry, but,
under
Janos
Hunyadi and his son
at

Varna in 1444 owing

Matthias, held the balance equal during
the critical last half of the fifteenth century.
The victories of these extraordinary men,
which so astounded their contemporaries,
were due principally to their consummate
generalship. They were the first to demonstrate that a skilfully-handled, regular
army of Europeans was a match for almost

any number of jenicharies (janissaries)
and spahis however brave, unless the
odds were absolutely overwhelming, as at

Mohacs in 1526.
The Hunyadis were materially assisted
by a new nationality, the Wallachs from
which they themselves were descended

who founded semi-independent
palities in

Wallachia

princiin

Moldavia (1354-1359), and
It

(1338-1369).

evident

is

from the earliest known coins of the
Wallachs that their rulers were Slavs
of the Ruthenian, or Little Russian, stock,
and originally vassals of the Hungarian
Crown. The official language of the
Hospodars of Moldavia and Wallachia was
Ruthenian for centuries to
Descendants
,,
,i_
._,
come, though the
people over
of Trajan s
,
which they ruled seem to have
Colonists
.,*
j
been
the
descendants of
Trajan's Roman colonies and spoke a
language in some respects even closer to
Latin than either Italian or Spanish.
The independence of the Hospodars was
i

,

,

'

,

,

,

,

,

,

necessar ily short lived. Their principalities
traversed the line of least resistance to the
Turkish advance, and, at the best of times,
they were dependent either upon Hungary
or Poland, according to circumstances

and

Wallachia paid
political exigencies.
tribute to the Porte as early as 1396,
Moldavia not till 1513. But their comparative distance from Stamboul enabled
them to maintain some pretence of autonomy at the worst periods of their chequered

and the Turks themselves regarded
the Danubian principalities as something
higher than the down-trodden provinces
of Servia, Bulgaria, Bosnia, and Greece.
In the figurative language of the Divan
"
"
the two wings
they were
by means of
which the Padishah could take further
flights northwards.
When Hungary also was finally submerged beneath the Turkish deluge in 1543
a third vassal principality, Transylvania,
"
was added to the two Danubian wings."
history,

185

more

remote from the Turkish
Transylvania consequently enjoyed a still larger measure of autonomy
than Wallachia and Moldavia, and was
even strong enough at times to take up
an entirely independent attitude and
successfully play Turkey off against the
emperor, who was for long, and not unjustly, regarded as a more
National
j
,1
..
the
Q
,
dangerous
enemy
J , than
.1
opirit of
,,
if
T
T-.
su
an
himself. Under the Pro^
the Ma
ars
testant princes of the houses of
Bethlen and Rakoczy in particular (16131648), Transylvania occupied a commanding position, which enabled her to act as
the champion and guarantor of the constitutional privileges and the religious
liberties of the Hungarians generally.
Her political mission was to keep alive
the Magyar nationality during the terrible
Turkish domination and the scarcely less
mischievous anti-national reaction which
aimed deliberately at the denationalisation
Still

capital,

.

,

of

,

Hungary.

The Hungarians

as a nation took but
a minor part in the final deliverance of
their country from the Turkish yoke.
Indeed, during the sixteen years war
which was terminated by the Peace of
Karlovic, in 1699, their most brilliant
Imre Tokoly,
national representative,
figured conspicuously on the Turkish side.
It is also worthy of remark that the full
limits of the ancient kingdom of Stephen
were never recovered. It is true that by
the Peace of Passarovic, in 1719, most of the
old border banates, comprising Wallachia
west of the Aluta, and the northern parts
of Bosnia and Servia, were temporarily
wrested from the Porte, but the Turks
regained them all by the Peace of Belgrade in 1739, even including the fortress
of Belgrade itself, which had belonged
from time immemorial to Hungary, but
forms part of modern Servia.
We now turn from South-eastern to
Central Europe, which, as early as the
seventh century, seems to have
The Czechs
been
peopled by numerous
and
branches of the Slavonic family,
the Poles
but of these only the two
principal ones, the Czechs and the Poles,
need here occupy us. In the middle of
the seventh century we find the former
located in the modern Bohemia and owning
some loose allegiance to Charles the
Great. From Germany also the Czechs
received their Christianity about 814, the
traces of the earlier mission of Cyril and
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Methodius having vanished irretrievably
and till 973, when the bishopric of Prague
;

Bohemowas established, the vast
Moravian realm, which then extended as
far as the modern Galicia, was ecclesiastically part of the diocese of

Ratisbon.

Bohemia was never able to found a permanent Slavonic state in Central Europe.
German influences were too
e man
_ f
potent and too close at hand,
.

C/ulture in

,

^

i

1

,

and, besides, as already
J r menBohemia
,
tioned, the intrusion of the
Magyars cut her off from her natural allies,
the southern and eastern Slavs. German
proximity was not, indeed, an unmixed
disadvantage. To it Bohemia owed her
the first Gerrelatively superior culture
, .

,

,

,

,

i

man

university was actually founded at
the Bohemian capital, Prague, in 1349
and, more than once, especially during
the brief but brilliant domination of the

mercenaries

the so-called zsebraks.
possess no certain historical data
relating to Poland till the end of the sixth
It would seem that the procentury.
genitors of the Poles, originally established
on the Danube, were driven thence to the
still wilder wildernesses of Central Europe,
settling finally among the forests and
morasses of the basin of the Upper Oder
finest

We

and Vistula, where they dwelt in loosely
connected communities till the pressure
ot rapacious neighbours compelled them
to combine for mutual defence under the
semi-mythical Piast and his successors.
The Piasts wrested Chrobacya, a province
extending from the Carpathians to the
Bug, from the shadowy Moravian empire
Under Miszko I.
already mentioned.

it,

(962-992) Poland nominally accepted
Christianity from the Greek Church, but
was reconverted by the Roman Church at
the instigation of Boleslaus I. (992-1025)
in order to obtain the protection of the

ing against any neighbour which might
happen, temporarily, to be the stronger.

Holy See against the persistent pressure
of the Germans from the west.
Boleslaus was also the first Polish king,
and he founded an empire which extended
from the Baltic to Volhynia and from the

Premyslidse (1197-1278), rose, by means of
to an unlocked for degree of grandeur.
But she was rarely more than one of
several competing states of almost equal
strength, which were for ever confederat-

Matters were also complicated
nastic amalgamations.

by dy-

Thus, the Hapsburg dukes were frequently kings of Bohemia as well as
emperors of Germany, while Hungary and
Bohemia were more than once united
under the same sovereign, to the serious
detriment of both. No wonder, then, if
the politics of Central Europe, from the
thirteenth

were

in

to

the

sixteenth

a continual state of

century,
flux,
like

and

Moneutral intermediate provinces
ravia, Silesia, Lusatia, Styria, and Carinthia, all of them Slavonic lands originally,
were perpetually changing hands, belonging by turns to Bohemia, Hungary, and
Poland, till the German element, as represented by the Hapsburg dukes, grew
strong enough to subordinate the scattered
Slavonic elements everywhere
o emia s
Bohemia was
an(j ^together.
Mountain
,
,
..
saved from actual absorption
n
Bastions
^i
K
partly by her strong natural
frontiers, a bastion of mountains protecting her on three sides, and partly by the
extraordinary vitality of her Slavonic
population. This was notably the case
Wars, when the
during the Hussite
Czechs became a terror to all
the
At a later day
surrounding states.
they supplied Central Europe with its
.

,

11

i
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Poland

s

.,.

<

Elbe to the Bug.
.

,

-,

persisted in its

This empire

main

outlines

the death f BoleslaUS HI.
Soverei n
(1102-1138), whose last act was
to subdivide his territories among his
numerous sons, who re-subdivided them
"
among their children. This partitional
til1

period," as

it

is called,

lasted

till

1305,

during which period Poland ceased to be
a political entity. By the time that the
kingdom was reconstituted by Wladislaus
Lokietek (1306-1339), the Teutonic Order
had excluded Poland from the Baltic, and
a new state, Lithuania, had intervened
between her and her ancient neighbour in
the east Russia.
The Lithuanians, an Aryan but not a
Slavonic race, originally dv/elt among
the impenetrable forests and morasses
of the Upper Niemen, where they were
able to preserve their original savagery
than any of their neighbours,
and foster a tenacious and enterprising
valour which made them very formidable
to all the surrounding states. They first
emerge into the light of history at the time
of the settlement of the Teutonic Order in
the north.
Rumours of the war of ex-

longer

termination waged
kinsfolk, the wild

Knights,

first

awoke

against their near
Prussians, by the
them to a sense of
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their

own

abandoned

danger.

They immediately
communal system

their loose

a monarchical form of government,
series of exceptionally capable
princes, notably Mendovg (1240-1263) and
for

and under a

(1315-1341), began an astonishing career of conquest, so that, at the
death of Gedymin, the grand-duchy of

Gedymin

Lithuania,

as

it

was henceforth

called,

extended from Courland to the Carpathians
and from the Bug to the Dniester, includof
ing the old Russian principalities
Polock, Kiev, and Chernigov.

Jagiello, or Jagellon, who took the name
of Wladislaus II. on the occasion of his
baptism and coronation at Cracow in 1386.

The cardinal political event of East
Central Europe during the next century
was the duel a entrance between Polandand the Teutonic Order.
Ultimately decided in favour of Poland, it
was, nevertheless, but a half-victory, for
while the Knights were comLithuania

pelled to relinquish their grip
r
j
on the modern r
Courland,
Samogitia, and West Prussia,
they were permitted, as the vassals of
Poland, to retain posesssion of the modern
East Prussia, or Ducal Prussia, as it was
now called, when, in 1525, the last Grand
Master of the Order became the first
Duke of Prussia, with his capital at
, ,

i

p

Konigsberg.
This partial triumph was due entirely
to the foresight and tenacity of the princes
of the house of Jagiello, who steadily
that
unification, and the
recognised
possession of a seaboard, were the essential conditions of the maintenance and
stability of the Polish commonwealth.
The last prince of that house, Sigismund
II. (1548-1572), crowned the work of his
predecessors by amalgamating Poland
and Lithuania indissolubly by the Union
of Lublin in 1569. Poland was now the
leading power of Central Europe, and
indisputably the head of the Slavonic
world. Territorially, she was superior to
every other contemporary state except
the Turkish empire.
Meanwhile, the existence of another vast
state in the depths of the Polish hinterland

was barely suspected

in

a
part of Poland, but
vast independent state even
Beginnings
j
than p oland y e t the
of the Russian
r
^
of the Russian
v
beginnings
JLmpire

supposed,
_

a

,

-

,

tj
had

.

.

,

r

i.

been far more
empire
promise than the beginnings
of the Polish
While the
kingdom.
progenitors of the Poles were struggling
brilliant in

Poland and Lithuania were naturally
drawn together by their common fear
and hatred of the Germans, sentiments
even strong enough to bring about a
personal union of the two autonomous
states under the Lithuanian Grand Duke

the Leading

much before the end of the fifteenth
century. Muscovy may be said to have
been discovered, about the same time as
America, by a German traveller, Ritter
Niklas von Poppel, who, in 1486, brought
to Vienna the strange tidings that Northeastern Russia was not, as generally

Western Europe

native swamps, the progenitors
the Russians were alternately the
adversaries and the allies of the Greek
emperors of the east. As early as the
tenth century the court of Yaroslav, the
son of Vladimir the Great, was renowned
in their

of

throughout Europe as
as for splendour,

much

for learning

and the kings

of France,
suitors for
the daughters of the grand duke of Kiev.
But after the destruction of Kiev by the
"
Tartars evil days fell upon
the land of
the Rus." The current of the national life
was now forced to flow north-eastwards
instead of following its natural southwestern course as heretofore. It was in

Hungary and Norway were

the rude climate and among the vast virgin
forests of the plain of the Upper Volga
that the Russian princes, cut off from
western civilisation, began, painfully and
laboriously, to build up again the Russian

For generations to come they were
the tributaries and the vassals of the
Tartar khans. Nor did their own hands
It was the victories of
deliver them.
the Lithuanian princes which compelled
the Tartars somewhat to relax their grip
of South-western and Central Russia, and
the provinces so released fell, naturally,
to the victors.
Thus it came about that by the time
the northern princes had established a
fresh centre of nationality and
*
orthodoxy under the leadership of the patient and strenustate.

of

Moscow

j

j

i

r

-M

ous grand dukes of Moscow,
at least one-half of the old Russian lands,
with their orthodox Slavonic population,
had become part of Lithuania, a foreign
state, and, still worse, the ally and consort
of Catholic Poland.
In fact, from the end of the fourteenth to
the middle of the eighteenth century the
"
"
Russia
is merely a geographical
term
2901
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expression

with

various

significations.

invariably means
the woiwody, or palatinate, of Red Russia,
which extended, roughly speaking, from
the watershed of the Upper Vistula to
the watershed of the Pruth. As used by
the Muscovites, it meant all those Russian
lands outside the actual limits of the
grand duchy of Moscow, which the
grand duke claimed as the
Sovereign
descendant o f Vladimir; that
*s
Black Russia,
to
say'
th *R
Red Russia, Little Russia and
White Russia, by far the larger portion of
which had been incorporated either
with Lithuania or with Poland. Hence
the peculiar significance of the coveted
"
title,
Sovereign of all the Russias."
The highest encomium which the old
Muscovite chronicles could bestow upon
a prince in those miserable days of anarchy
and dispersion was to describe him as a
"sobiratel," or "gatherer, "of the provinces
which, taken together, formed the original
heritage of the Russian people.
All the old Muscovite grand dukes
and tsars from Ivan I. to Ivan IV. (1328successful
1584) were" more or less
"
gatherers of land. They were, generally
speaking, a stealthy, crafty, cowardly
race.
Indeed, personally they seem contemptible by the side of the heroic and
sagacious rulers of contemporary Poland.
The means such men employed to gain'
their end were almost necessarily base and
but the end invile in the extreme
variably aimed at the unification and

As used by the

it

Poles,

;

of Russia
was indisputably
a high one, and whatever their vices,
patriotism, the highest virtue of a statesman, cannot be denied to the worst of them.
Moreover, they were popular, for they
stood between the people and the people's
secular oppressors, the official classes.
So far as their arm could reach, the people
civilisation

were protected, and rough justice was
Thus, on the
generally done.
Russia the
i
whole, it is no hyperbole to
declare that whatever of glory
A t
t

w

,

-i

,

i

and prosperity she may possess,
Russia owes it almost entirely to the
initiative of her autocrats.
In the very nature of things, the history
of Poland and Muscovy was bound sooner
or later to resolve itself into a struggle
for the possession of the alienated orthodox
Russian provinces.
At first, however,
struggle was desultory and
mittent.
Other questions more
this

2Q02

inter-

imme-

diately urgent postponed the final settlePoland could not give proper
attention to the Muscovite question,
still of but secondary importance, so long
as the Prussian incubus thwarted and
while till
crippled her nearer home
Muscovy had freed herself from the

ment.

;

paralysing Tartar yoke, she could do

little

more than harrow and vex the Lithuanian
The inevitable antagonism
borders.
between the two peoples was exacerbated
by the determined attempts of Muscovy
an adequate seaboard on the
on the collapse of the Livonian
the
determined
Order, and
equally
efforts of Poland to prevent her rival from
becoming wealthier and more civilised
by means of maritime commerce and
free intercourse with the west.
By this time Muscovy had dealt a mortal
blow at the Tartar domination. The overthrow of the khanate of Kazan by Ivan
the Terrible, in 1552, was, perhaps, no
very extraordinary exploit from a purely
nevertheless,
military point of view
politically, it was an epoch-making event
in the history of Eastern Europe.
At
Kazan, Mohammedan Asia had fought
behind its last trench against
M
Christian Europe
* marshalled
I riumphs over
beneath the banner of the
Tarta
Tsar of Muscovy.
Nothing
could now restrain the natural advance
-of the young Russian state towards the
east and south-east.
For the first time in history the
Volga became a Russian river. The conquest of the Caucasus and of Central Asia
was now only a matter of time. But the
superior civilisation of Poland and Sweden
to

gain

Baltic,

;

,

,

,

,

,

.

still
barred the progress
westwards. She had, indeed,
tage of the embarrassments
Sigismunds (1506-1572) to
dominions westwards to

of Muscovytaken advanof the Polish
extend her
the
Middle
Dnieper, and the capture of the great
fortress of Smolensk in 1514 was the first
serious advantage she had yet gained over
her rival. But, half a century later,

Poland also had improved her position.
the middle of the sixteenth century
most of her external embarrassments had
vanished the Union of Lublin had almost
doubled her material resources, while in
Stephen Bathory and Jan Zamoisky she
possessed the greatest warrior and the
It was
greatest statesman of the age.
in vain that Ivan IV. pitted his innumerable semi-barbarous hordes against such

By

;
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opponents.

Victory, with whatever odds,

was impossible.
But the collapse of Muscovy and the
triumph of Poland at the end of the
sixteenth century were, after all, most
delusive phenomena. Muscovy was saved
from apparently inevitable dissolution by
an outburst of religious enthusiasm, which
demonstrated that the nation, after all,
at the core; and less than fifty

was sound

years after the humiliating treaty of
Deulino, in 1617, which had flung the
Muscovites back among their steppes and
reversed, and
forests, the scales were
Poland had already entered upon her

long agony.
Poland presents the unique example of
a people which deliberately destroyed
itself, politically, rather than submit to the

trammels of ordinary government.

Abso-

individual liberty as the exclusive
privilege of a single class (the Szlachta, or
nobility) was the one ideal of Polish politicians.
The earliest manifestation of this
arrogant self-will was the claim, constantly made by the aristocracy, to
lute

renounce their allegiance whenever they
differed from the king as to
e
Ue
the natUrC and 6Xtent f thelr
S c Cctacle
C
obligations a claim which ultif

fp

d

legal sanction
mately received
"
the statute
De non praestanda
"
in 1607.
oboedentia

by

Simultaneously, a movement against
the middle and lower classes began. The
burgesses were deprived of their right
to send deputies to the local diets. They
were forbidden to hold extra-mural
estates, with the view of disqualifying
them for military service. Their goods
were heavily taxed, so that they should
not compete with the nobles, the produce
of whose estates went toll free.
They
were excluded from high ecclesiastical
The peasantry fared even
preferment.
worse.
They were chained to the soil,
forbidden to learn trades, and degraded
into serfs, becoming, at last, as much the
property of their masters as the oxen
with which they tilled the fields.
The
Jagiellos, indeed, had fought with some

success against these aristocratic centriFive out of seven of
fugal tendencies.
these princes were great statesmen who,
on principle, defended the rights of the

and lower classes against the
usurpations of the gentry, lest the equilibrium of the state should be destroyed.
They were able to exercise this balancing
middle

power because they were hereditary
monarchs, and possessed such vast estates
in Lithuania as to make them, in ordinary
circumstances, independent of the subsidies of the diet.

When, however, in 1572, Poland was
converted into a purely elective monarchy,
aristocratic
every
safeguard
against
domination was swept away.
Limiting the
TT
r
^.i. ^.i.
j- ^
.
Henceforth the diet was comp
s
PoHs" Kings P ^ d e^lusively of the
gentry. The kings in time of
peace were little more than honorary titled
presidents, with far less of influence
than the presidents of the United States
exercise in our own day.
In time of
war, if they happened to be distinguished
soldiers, they were allowed to lead the
armies of the republic against its enemies,
But it
generally at their own expense.
was conceivable that a victorious monarch
at the head of a devoted army might chafe
at his humiliating condition of tutelage,
and thus become a dangerous rival to
the diet. To prevent such a contingency,
the szlachta deliberately used its power of
the purse to cut down the national armaments and the national defences to
starvation point finally abolishing the
regular forces altogether as superfluous.
Yet of all the states of Europe, Poland
stood most in need of a large, a very large,
standing army.
With no natural boundaries, constantly
exposed to attack from every quarter,
surrounded by watchful and greedy neighbours, it should have been the first principle of the dominant szlachta to be always
and everywhere on the alert, well mounted,
armed cap a pie, and with whole arsenals
of offensive weapons ready to hand. The
geographical position of Poland, even more
than the duty of her rulers to their own
people, demanded such precautions. The
Jagiellos had shown the way. They had
fused into one homogeneous political
whole a congeries of different nationalior less akin ethnoA Dream ties, more but
imlogically
differing
of Empire
i
in
_.
and
mensely
language
J
,
Dispelled
,.
i
11
in
and, above all,
religion,
The lawlessness
degrees of civilisation.
and parsimony of the diets had, it is
true, prevented the perfect accomplishment of their patriotic dream of empire.
Had the diets loyally responded to
the jifet demands of these great monarchs,
Silesia
and Lusatia might not have
been lost, the Prussian provinces would

1-1

.
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have been incorporated and Polonised,
Smolensk would never have fallen, the
dangerous steppes would have been
fortified and colonised.
Nevertheless, deimpediment,
spite every obstacle and
beneath the guidance of the Jagiellos
Poland had gradually ascended to the
dignity of a great power, and they left
her the mistress of her
own
Circumstances,
destiny.
J
that Committed
moreover, were most favourSuicide
able. Transylvania separated
her from Austria as well as from the
Turks. The collapse of the Livonian Order
opened up a prospect of fresh and easy conThe German emperors, absorbed
quests.
by their own affairs, had ceased to be
.

dangerous. The tsars had barely emerged
from the enervating Tartar bondage.
Thus Poland was at the starting-point
Fortune's ball was
of an imperial career.
at her foot, and she had but to kick it.
She preferred, instead, to destroy her
executive and her legislature as a first
step towards political renunciation, as if
she were safely isolated in the midst of an
impassable ocean instead of being cast in
the midst of a fermentation of ceaselessly
struggling nationalities in which only the
fittest fighter could hope to survive. Still
worse, she deliberately threw away the
providential gift of great men so liberally
bestowed upon her during the latter part
of the sixteenth and the earlier part of the
seventeenth century. No other nation ever
threw away its chances with such reckless

bravado. She gave little help and no
thanks to Stephen Bathory for driving
back the Muscovite invasion of Ivan the
Terrible.
She even rejoiced that the
wounds he had got in defending her were
the cause of his death.
She prevented
Chodkiewicz from driving the Swedes out
of the Baltic provinces, and Sigismund III.
from partitioning Muscovy.
She sent
Zolkiewsky, her greatest captain, to certain
death on the Turkish frontier rather than
reinforce him adequately, and
The Cause
broke the heart of her most
of Poland's
popular king, Wladislaus IV., by
Doom
crossing his patriotic endeavour
to found a navy.
She frustrated John
Casimir's plan of dealing adequately with

the Cossack peril, thus throwing
last

for

away her

political salvation. And all
Simply for this that half a

chance of

what

?

county magnates and country
squires might each, in his own province or
parish, do precisely what he liked.
million
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While the high-born, showy Pole, the
Slavonic

Esau,

was thus

his

rejecting

political birthright, the hegemony of the
Slavonic races, for the pottage of personal

Slavonic Jacob, as we may
the Russian, stealthily, craftily, patiently and laboriously, with an unquestioning belief in the divine mission and
ultimate triumph of orthodoxy, was
already entering upon the inheritance
which his more gifted brother on the
Vistula had contemptuously thrown away.
As early as 1667 the secular struggle be-

comfort the
call

tween Poland and Muscovy was concluded
"
"
of Andrusovo, a truce
by the Truce
which proved to be one of the most permanent peaces of history, for it endured for
more than a hundred years. Muscovy
recovered thereby the whole eastern bank
of the Dnieper, including Kiev, the metropolis of ancient Russia and the source of

her culture and religion, Chernigov and all
the land between the Dnieper and the
The thirteen-years
affluents of the Don.
war, terminated at Andrusovo, was the
last open contest between the two powers.
Henceforth, the influence of Russia over

Poland was to increase steadily
without any struggle
Mlussia
J s
'

Influence

at

the

all,

re p u biic being already
J stricken
,

by that creeping paralysis
which ultimately left her a prey to her
neighbours.

Muscovy had done with Poland as an
adversary, and had no longer any cause
She was now
to fear her ancient enemy.
free to devote herself to other and more
important matters upon which depended
her historical continuity and existence,
such as the subjection of the Cossacks,
the colonisation and the extension of the
vast Southern Ukraine, internal reforms
in Church and State, and the recovery of
the Baltic seaboard.
Throughout the reigns of the earlier
Romanovs the great work of reform and
reconstruction went steadily on. It is
often too much taken for granted that
Peter the Great created modern Russia.
The foundations of modern Russia were
laid while he was still in his nursery.
Increased respect abroad was the corollary of increased efficiency at home.
The mere fact that Russia, at the end of
the seventeenth century, was invited to
participate in the grand league against
the Turk was eloquent as to her political
progress, and although the campaigns of
Prince Vasily Golitsuin in 1687-8, ended
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There was no

very appearance of a
Russian army at the gates of the Crimea
"
was a significant sign that the " steppe
was no longer a barrier to Russia's progress southwards. The subsequent capture
of Azov, in 1696, by the youthful Peter
marks a still further advance. It was the
first time
that Russia had ventured
openly to cope with the forces of the

service because he did not see the use of
maintaining so expensive an establishment. There was no administration of
justice, because nobody dared to enforce
the laws against offenders. The castles
and fortresses were in ruins, the arsenals
were empty, the frontier was defenceless,

Ottoman empire.

Wealth of

in disaster, yet the

It

true that this initial success was dis-

is

counted by the subsequent reverse on
the Pruth in 1711 nevertheless, by the end
;

of his reign Peter could safely challenge
the Porte to a third contest, which he well

knew

it
would never dare to accept.
few years before his death Russia was
already one of the great powers of Europe,
equally formidable on the Baltic and the
Caspian. She had obtained, at last, a

A

seaboard, and learnt to know her own
value.
Throughout the reigns of Peter's
immediate successors (1725-1762) the
prestige of Russia steadily increased.
During this period her foreign policy was
directed by two statesmen of the first
"

them Peter's fledglings,"
Andrei Osterman and Alexis Bestuzhev.
_
Peter's own daughter, the
tiizabcth
was also,
and Catharine Empress Elizabeth,
in some respects,
an even more
r
ofro
Russia
rank, both of

.

,

,

,

remarkable

personage

than

the brilliant and meretricious Catharine II.
Anyhow, Elizabeth was a greater statesman
than Catharine, because she always knew
her own mind, and never allowed herself
to be diverted from the main issue. At
the end of her reign Russia was certainly
the preponderating state in Europe.
It
should also not be forgotten that most
of the great captains and statesmen who
made the name of Catharine so illustrious
were educated in the school of Elizabeth.
While Russia had thus become a great
empire with a dominant voice in the
European concert, Poland had, politically,
almost ceased to exist. Under the Saxon
kings (1697-1763) there was no govern-

ment

at all to speak of.
The king,
resided in Dresden, rarely visited

who

the
continued
its sessions
but it was
regularly enough
as regularly
by the unscru"exploded/'
"
liberum veto," so that
pulous use of the
no work was done and not a single measure
was passed for two generations. The
long-sought political Utopia of the Polish
squirearch had, in fact, at last been realised.
There was no army because he would not

kingdom.

The

biennial

diet
;

pay

for

it.

_

diplomatic

because the Grand-Hetmans,

or Captains-General, who were
to provide all these
D
i- i KI LI
Polish
Nobles supposed
things out of the revenues of
their starosties, set apart for that special
,

,

purpose, simply pocketed the money.
Poland, in fact, had ceased to be a state,
and was nothing more than a loose collection of independent clans.
The only
focuses of whatever social and political
life had managed to survive were to be
"
"
found in the
courts
of two or three
hundred magnates scattered all over the
country. Many of these magnates were
fabulously wealthy. The estates of the
Potocki extended over thousands of square
miles.
The Radzivills were equally
opulent, one member of that house being

worth

one

hundred and fifty million
would have been a small

dollars.

It

thing to

many

of these great nobles to

have contributed towards the national
defence by training to the use of arms a
few thousands of the heydukes, cossacks
"
gentlemen servitors," who ate

and

the "bread of idleness in their palaces and

country mansions, and never was Poland
so much in need of a military police as
during the last days of her existence.

That period was

for Central

Europe

a

almost

warlare.
incessant
Poland generally lay in the direct path of
the belligerents and, despite her anxious
and constant neutrality, her territories

period

of

;

were systematically traversed, exploited,
and ravaged as if the republic was a
no man's land with which everybody
might make free. But what could be
expected from private enterprise when
the Grand-Hetman Potocki, the
for the
dignitary
J , responsible
,
,*
,
defence of the country, refused
to place a small corps of observation on the Silesian frontier during the
Seven Years War, "for fear of provoking
hostilities," and when even such a friend of
reform as Waclaw Rzewuski, who resigned
a high position in order the better to serve
his country, could flippantly exclaim
"
The republic died long ago, only it
has forgotten to tumble down."
a Theatre
. ...
of War

,

:
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Since the days of Sobieski, in fact,
Poland had become utterly incompetent
to save herself from destruction. The

demoralisation

of

governing classes

her

was incurable, their ignorance of affairs
and events invincible. There was much
of private virtue and personal excellence
in the land,

but of public

spirit or

polit-

a trace.
oland at
b e red on with
smm
The
the Feet
folded arms in the naive beof Russia
lief that Europe was so vitally
interested in the maintenance of their
anarchic independence and their useless
territorial integrity that they need not
Warsaw
stir a finger to help themselves.
was the last place in the world where
the possibility of a partition was even
imagined.

scarce

instinct
p oles

ical

There was now only one way

the otherwise inevitable
and that was for Poland to
fling herself unreservedly into the arms of
Russia, because, strange as it may sound,
Russia was the enemy from whom she
had least to fear.
Even now it is by no means so generally
recognised as it might be that so late as
1770 the idea of a regular partition of
Poland formed no part of the political
calculations of the court of St. Petersburg.
Count Nikita Panin, the political' mentor
of Catherine II., who controlled the foreign
policy of Russia during the first sixteen
years of her reign, had other views for
Poland. He could not endure the thought
of destroying the republic because he

of

arresting
catastrophe,

regarded it as "an indispensable member of
his projected
Northern Accord," which
was to counterpoise in the north the
influence of the Bourbon-Hapsburg League.
"
"
In this
accord
Poland was to take
the place of Austria, especially in the
case of Oriental complications.
Panin conscientiously opposed the first
In reply to an
partition to the very last.
impatient reminder from Potsdam, in
February, 1771, he informed the Prussian
Ambassador that the empress
Russia as
..
had so otten and so solemnly
D
the Protector
,
guaranteed the territorial inof Poland
of
the
tegrity
republic that the
open violation of that principle must produce everywhere the most unpleasant effect.
He added that Frederick's suggestion
that Russia should compensate herself
in Poland for losses sustained elsewhere
was regarded by the empress as " hard
,

,

,

and

offensive."

he said,
2906
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territory of Russia,

was already so vast that he

any accretion would
This was perfectly true at
benefit her.
the time. It was the absolute control
of an autonomous but submissive Poland
that Russia originally desiderated.
None of the contemporaries of the first
partition seem to have regarded it unfavourably either from a political or a
moral point of view. The general condemnation of it was of a much later date,
and largely due to Europe's growing dislike of Catharine's policy in general
It
and Panin's methods in particular.
doubted whether

should be added too that Russia comes
best out of the miserable business. She

prevented the partition as long as possible,
and she won her share of it which, by
the way, consisted entirely of old Russian
lands

at

least

by

right

of

conquest,

whereas Austria and Prussia got their
portions of the spoil by no right at all.

Even after the first partition it was
indisputably Poland's best policy to go
hand in hand with Russia. It cannot fairly
be urged that the diminution of the Polish
state was in any way injurious to the
Polish people. Panin's contention that the wrested provinces
Partition of
benefit b J the transfer
Poland
r
,i

w

was

perfectly correct,

and

it

should not be overlooked that 'the new

by the diet of 1775,
which Russia invented to meet the new
constitution, adopted

conditions of the republic, was, sentiment
apart, far superior to anything of the kind
which the Poles had been able to devise.
It is
also a fact that, materially,
Poland largely benefited by it. During
the second Turkish war Poland had
a unique opportunity of cementing the
Russian alliance permanently, but the

famous Quadrennial Diet, animated doubt-

by the loftiest motives, flung away
the last chance of an understanding,
followed blindly the treacherous counsels
less

of Prussia, and sacrificed Poland to an
The
outburst of patriotic sentiment.
Poland disappeared
result we all know
from the map of Europe. The methods
of the Russian empress were, after all, less
contemptible, less heinous, than those of
;

the Prussian king. Catharine openly took
the risks of a bandit who attacks an enemy
against whom he has a personal grudge
Frederick William II. came up when the
fight was over to help to pillage a victim
whom he had encouraged to fight by
swearing to defend him.
R. NISBET BAIN
;

THEODORA: THE BYZANTINE EMPRESS WHO WAS A DANCING GIRL
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BYZANTINE EMPIRE
OF THE EASTERN POWER

ITHE

RISE

THE FLOURISHING OF BYZANTIUM

AND DREAMS OF A NEW WORLD-EMPIRE
the sixth century opened, the
WHEN
emperor
Byzantium was the
at

Illyrian Anastasius. At his death, in 518, the
captain of the guard was Justinus, a man of
peasant birth from Tauresium, near Bederiana in Dardania near the modern Uskub
on the borders of Albania. His great reputation among the troops and the clergy impressed upon the eunuch Amantius, who
administered the imperial treasury, the

expediency of proposing him as emperor, in
spite of his being very illiterate and hardly
able to read or write. The newly-elected
emperor, now an old man, had sometime
previously invited his nephew, Flavius
Petrus Sabatius Justinianus to the capital,
and had given him a brilliant education.

The

became the support, the
and the co-regent of his uncle.
Accomplished in every subject which could
win him the love of the clergy, and indeed
of the Pope himself,
the enthusiasm
of the people, and the reverence of the
senate, he was orthodox, lavish in providing games for the populace, and courteous
latter

counsellor,

towards the highest classes, although he
ventured to marry an ex-ballet dancer,
Theodora, daughter of a
A Dancing
His influence
bear-leader.
Girl Becomes
can be traced back to the
Empress
year 518 from 520 onwards
he is actually designated monarch for example, by Leontius of Byzantium. Vitalian,
his most dangerous rival, had been put out
of the way at a banquet on the advice of
;

Justinian. So, too, the completely coherent
policy in Church and State, which aimed
at gaining the West, and therefore had

concluded peace with

Pope Hormisdas

and reconfirmed the resolutions of
Chalcedon, bears so clearly the stamp of
Justinian's individuality that we must
certainly term it his doing.
Again, the
provisions of a bilingual edict issued in
527 by the two emperors, and found in
1889 on the borders of Pisidia and the
Cibyratis which protects the property
of the churches against those
mperor s
enem j es o f ay landowners, the
Lack of
passing or permanently quarc
tered troops, show the same zeal
"
"
for order as the novels which Justinian

in 519

.

subsequently issued in his capacity of sole
monarch. Only in less important departments, such as in the barbarous types of
the coinage, which later were retained by
Justinian himself until 538, is Justin's
complete want of culture observable.
On August ist, 527, Justinian took over
the sole government of the empire, which
remained under his guidance until NovemThe emperor, whose
ber I4th, 565.

mother tongue was Latin, and whose
family bore a Thracian name, Sabatius,
has been claimed as a Slav
his original

;

it is

said that

name was Upravda, which was

translated into Latin as "Justinian";
but there is no adequate foundation for
the legend. We may with much more
recognise in him a Thracowho, born on the frontiers of the
decaying Thracian and the expanding
Illyrian nationalities, bears a Thracian
name and shows the vigour peculiar to the
Illyrian, that is, Albanian nationality.
Gentle and forbearing, but proud of

probability
Illyrian,

these

as
restraint

of

other qualities, full of selfhis enemies, simple

toward?
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almost to asceticism

in

his

life,

singu-

larly conscientious in his work, for which
he rose in the middle of the night, so that

"

he was called the
sleepless monarch,"
endowed with the highest sense of his
imperial dignity, which seemed to give
him the power of producing legal commentaries, theological disquisitions, and

schemes

for military operations, a jealous

despot, often vacillating and
but always supGreat Emperor
fl
J fa act i v i t y of his
of Byzantium
,,
T
intellect, Justinian towered
above all his immediate predecessors by
his peculiar talents. In the graceful head
with the small mouth and strong lips, the
straight nose and the soft expression of the
eyes, which are represented in the mosaics
of Sant' Apollinare Nuovo and San Vitale
at Ravenna, we should see a cleric or a
simple official rather than a great emperor,
who showed creative genius in the fields
of jurisprudence and architecture, who
irresolute,
,

worked
reforms

in

,

knowledge of Roman law if that knowledge is strengthened, these peoples are no
longer any obstacle to the despotism of
the Roman law. Justinian had the deepest
"
"
;

regard for this

infallible

power

;

therefore tried by consolidating it to
stroy Oriental influences for good and

he

c"eall.

a
a Pamphylian from
Tribonian,
remote corner of Asia Minor, was the man

An
helped him in this great task.
active thinker, the greatest scholar of his
time, competent to write on the nature of
fortune and the duties of sovereignty as
well as on the harmonious system of the
as much in his element when
universe
president of the various committees for
recording the law as when treading the
marble pavements of the emperor's palace
at Byzantium, complete unscrupulousness
these are
in pursuing his private aims
the characteristics of the man who was the
soul and the most active instrument of
The colossal task of collecting
legislation.

who

;

all

great
the

imperial ordi-

nances

(constituin
one

administrative

tiones)

sphere, but also
in military and
theological mat-

new single work
(Codex Justin-

ters

ianeus) was carried
through,
thanks to the
efficiency of the

achieved

sucephemeral
cesses greatly to
the detriment of

the empire
the army.

Anastasius

Justinus

per-

Anastasius ruled in Byzantium at the beginning: of the sixth century,
and on his death the uneducated Justinus, captain of the guard, was
elected. His nephew and successor, Justinian, was brilliantly educated,
an(* was called the "sleepless monarch," reigning from 519 to 565.

nent service by his settlement of the principles of jurisprudence, completing the work
of Constantine. The latter effected the first
great reconciliation between the old civihis New
lised world and Christianity
Rome with all its creations was the fruit
of that union. But Christianity, so far as
its governors the priesthood were concerned, remained obstinately hostile to the
legal forms and ideas of the ancient state
the legal ideas of the Mosaic code appealed
to the clergy more nearly than the Roman
law, and the masses must have shared this
In this way religion and the
feeling.
;

;

system became antagonistic one

to the other
the judge who gives sen"
"
tence according to
pagan law becomes
alien to his people until he prefers to be
alien to his law, which nobody values.
Ignorance asserts its dominion everywhere. But the legal conceptions of individual peoples grow dim before the
;
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a Derma-

judicial

Justinian

I.

and

chanthan

cery, in less

fourteen months.
A

ntimiatPrl

nances

were

omitted, whether superseded by new
laws or merely nullified by the practice
of the courts.
Chronological arrangement within the separate titles facilitated reference. .After April i6th, 529, all
legal procedure throughout the empire
had to conform to the ordinances of this

With praiseworthy consistency
decisions (the quinquaginta decisiones),
by which the old
Condensing
were

collection.

special

the

Books

of the

Law

law

was

expounded,

given on doubtful cases and
After these
disputed points.

difficult questions, and with them
useless matters, had been settled,
Justinian appointed a committee to make
a collection of the old jurists and a
book of extracts from them. Tribonian,
the president of the committee, supplies
with pride some hardly credible figures,
which should give us a clear idea of the

most
some

mere physical labour

:

2,000 books with

RISE

OF THE BYZANTINE EMPIRE

lines were
compressed into
50 books with 150,000 lines. Professors
and practitioners extracted in three large
divisions the decisions which were before
them, and in doing so cited the names and
titles of the works on which they drew.
Contradictions could not be entirely
avoided
professional commentaries were
to be forbidden, since they encroached on
the sovereign's rights. This collection of
the Digest, or Pandects, was invested with
the authority of law on December 3oth, 533.
The next task was to ensure that future
lawyers should be educated on the lines

3,000,000

;

new

of these

jurisprudence

;

.

.

,

-

,

,

devoted to Greek law and special attention to the interests of the small citizen,

sources of
the insti-

were the leading aims of

contained

The predominance of the
rich was broken down by

which

tutes,

are preserved far more completely than
the earlier ordinances incorporated in the
Codex Justinianeus, and are extant in
private, though not in official, collections.
The simplification of the professional work
of lawyers, the introduction
~.
int() 'j urispmdence Q f Chris .
Christen
Principles of
tian r
principles instead of
Jurisprudence ,,
,. ,
Mosaic law, the establishment of complete legal uniformity with
which purpose the old law school at Athens
was closed on account of the attention there

Justinian and his scholars.

the principles and essential elements of prelimi-

the grant of special privileges to the soldier caste,
by laws concerning the
succession to landed property, by giving the wife
the right to inherit, by
usury laws (in dealing

nary legal study, had to
be brought into harmony
with the form which the
sources of jurisprudence

now assumed.

This was

accomplished by Theophilus, a teacher of law
in the school at Constantinople, and Dorotheus
from the law school of
Berytus, of course under

with

special

countrymen only
per cent, was allowed), and by measures
in
favour
of
debtors
(thus by the beneficium
inventarii the liability of
the heir was limited by

use of the best existing
text-books, above all to
the institutes of Gaius.

making an inventory to
the amount of property
At the same time
left).

Antiquated
expressions
which might deter students were expunged so

the

four

the supervision of Tribo-

and with

nian,

the

that

"new

Justin-

the

young

as

ians,"

were now called,
lawyers
i
i
i
might not be discouraged.
.

The
j

,

,

necessity
J
,f

now

r

,

pre.

AND

HIS ^,\JLJC.
CODE
jwaitniAfi
JUSTINIAN fiivu nio
This emperor's great work was the compilation
of
the
the
vast
writingrs
'Justinexisting
from
tan Code, which, in its final and digested form
he is here shown presenting to Tribonian, his
great assistant in the task. From the Vatican,

sented itself of revising
the Constitutions once
more, for there were many ordinances
left among them which, owing to
the
lore now collected and available,
must have seemed superfluous or contra-

legal

dictory.

A

second edition, the only one

now

extant, was therefore
,
in continuation of
PreparedCSt
the
'g
{he
T
legislative activity of J ustinian himself did not cease with the conclusion of the great work
it continued
until the death of Tribonian, in 545, and
"
found scope in the Novellae," which, composed in Greek or Latin (some bilingually),
Justinian s
Revisions of the
Constitutions

,

D

-

,

;

.

JWfc

Christian duty, of
protecting the poor was
emphasised, the relaxation of the patria potestas,
the legal authority of th;
aimed in the same
father,
,,.
j.i
direction, and the remains
o f the old family state

were

,

j

/-

Condestroyed.
for the weaknesses of inferiors, in imitation of the
Divine mercy, was laid down as the
guiding principle of the new jurisprudence,

^ration

as much opposition was shown
to the old Roman law, with its doctrine
"
"
as to the
reward and compulsion
of

and thus

Mosaic code

a

in

another

phrase employed
"
conconnection, which speaks of the
temptible and Jewish sort," is very
significant of the attitude of the emperor.
The Nika riots helped Justinian to
crush the still existing popular organisations, and to establish a perfect absolutism.
Hitherto the parties of the Hippodrome had
;
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been organised as Demes in

and

civil

military division, received some sort of
popular representation, and took some
part in the election of the emperor, even
of Justinian.
Precisely as the Hippodrome in its collection of works of art
the bronze horses, and Heracles Trihesperus of Lysippus, the ass of Aktion, the

Wolf and Hyena, Helena,
and a
Qf other
g
works of art stood there
;:
the*r
,1
Emperor
had become the successor
of the Roman forum and the Greek Agora,

^J^

Blues and Greens

,

so

it

,

,

resounded with echoes of the

political

importance of the forum. The civil divisions
stood under Demarchs, the military under
Democrats the Democrat of the Blues was
;

the domesticus scholarum, the Democrat
of the Greens domesticus excubitorum.

This military organisation rendered it
possible to employ the Demes occasionThe rule of
ally to defend the walls.

whichever was temporarily the stronger
party under Justinian that of the Blues
produced an intolerable state of affairs.
impartiality of Justinian, who punished alike misdemeanants of either colour,
led, in 532, to the union of the two parties
"
"
to the
Nika
(their
victory),
cry
burning and destruction of the imperial
palace, of the library of Zeuxippus and
the church of St. Sophia. On the lollowing

The

days renewed
to ashes

fires

reduced

many buildings

and

street-fighting raged everywhere. Hipatius, nephew of the emperor
Anastasius, was proclaimed rival emperor,

and only the firmness of Theodora prevented Justinian from taking to flight.
Negotiations with the Blues and the
massacre of the Greens by Belisarius in
the circus, where from thirty thousand to
fifty thousand victims are said to have
fallen, ended this last struggle of Byzantine national freedom.

had magnificent schemes

of
declared at a
frankly
"
later time (in his
Novels ") that he
cherished confident hopes of
winning by the grace of God
Dreams of a
the sovereignty over those
World-Empire
territories which the ancient
Romans had once subdued as far as the boun-

Justinian

He

foreign policy.

,

,

.->

daries of both oceans, but had subsequently
through their carelessness. Hilderic,
king of the Vandal state in Africa, had submitted to the influence of Byzantium, had
coined money with the head of Justin I.,
lost

'

but had been deposed on May iQth, 530,
on account of his unwarlike nature and his
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Byzantine sympathies. The repeated intervention of Justinian on behalf of Hilderic was rudely rejected by the newlyelected Gelimer
nevertheless, in view of
the Persian War, and the want of a naval
;

force and adequate supplies, a punitive
expedition seemed impossible. But hatred
of Arianism finally forced on the war.
Belisarius was given the command of the
fleet, which set sail at the end of June, 533.
Although the voyage was necessarily prolonged, and laborious efforts were required
to prevent the dispersion of the vessels,
Belisarius entered Carthage on September
i5th.
By the middle of December, 533,
the entire Vandal power was overthrown.
At the end of March or beginning of April,
Gelimer, the last Vandal king, surrendered.
The reintroduction of the Roman fiscal
system and the stern suppression of
Arianism made the Byzantine rule irksome;
but it was consolidated by the timely
repulse of the Mauri, or Berbers, and by
the prosperity of Carthage, which now,
with its palaces, churches, and baths of
Theodora, became one of the most splendid
cities of the empire.
Byzantium now possessed a Latin province, for
Latin ha d remained the diplov
JJ
the
Official,
j ji
rrf
i
matic ilanguage, and
the official
....
i
Language
,
for
the
to
language
petitions
The
Romans, even among the Vandals.
.

province comprised Tripolitana, Byzacena,
pro-consular Africa (Zeugitana), Numidia,
Mauretania Sitifensis while in Western
Africa only a few places, such as Caesarea
(Cherchel) and the impregnable Septem,
;

were Byzantine.

Sardinia,

Corsica,

and

the Balearic Islands were annexed. The
result of the conquest was, however, not
so lamentable as Procopius represents
when he depicts in bitter words the
depopulation, impoverishment, and misgovernment of Africa. The administration of Africa became important in determining the primitive form of the Byzanmilitary province, since it showed
the necessity of a union between the civil
tine

and military authorities, which had been
separated since the time of Constantine the

One hundred and fifty towns rose
from their condition of desolation and ruin.
"
the
Justinian had become in Africa
Avenger of the Church and the Liberator
of the nations," and his general, Belisarius,
"
the glory of the Romans," as he is styled
on the commemorative coins, could display in his triumphal procession the costly
vases and. robes, the gorgeous chariots, and
Great.

RISE OF
the golden ornaments which

THE BYZANTINE EMPIRE

had found

their way into the Vandal treasury from
successful raids.
Mosaics on the walls of

the imperial palace glorified the conquest
of Africa.

The conquest and annihilation of the
East Gothic empire in Italy occupied
fully

two

eighteen

years

(536-554).

Here

motives co-operated,

religious

at

his tents
panic into Byzantium in 558
were pitched at Melanthias, or Buyuk
Chekmadje, eighteen miles from Byzantium. The treasures from the churches in
the neighbourhood had already been put
;

Behsarius

A

.

vfcTorious

into places
of safety,
r.,
J and fear
,
11
,.
filled the trembling spectators
on *ke walls. But Belisarius
,

was victorious, and the defeated

The

Koturgurs were attacked on their retreat

year 554 saw finally an expansion of
East Roman power over the Spanish
peninsula, where a small province was

by their hostile brethren the Urtigurs.
The fortresses which had been planted

least at the outset of the struggle.

over

the

wide

Byzantine

dominions

A TYPE OF THE GREAT BYZANTINE FORTRESSES
As

the possessions of Byzantium extended vastly in the remoter parts of [Europe, Nearer Asia and North Africa,
immense fortresses such as this picture illustrates were erected in the conquered districts, with the idea of saving
expenditure in troops but this proved impracticable, as the garrisons required increased instead of diminished numbers
of men.
The castle illustrated is that of Haidra, erected in Tripoli, after Justinian's North African conquest.
;

formed, with Cordova as the capital. On
the other hand the Persian wars (531-532,

proved unpractical;

they required too

instead

Lanstan to Byzanwaves of nations

of
diminishfor
To
necessity
troops.
commerce Justinian gave his fullest
attention.
The wars with Persia were
some extent commercial
certainly to
wars, with the object of ousting Persia
from the silk trade. Trading interests and
religious motives led to an alliance with
the Goths of the Crimea. The alliance with

surged round the walls of Anastasius.
Zabergan, the head of the Koturgurs
a Hunnish tribe which lived between
the Don
and the
Dnieper struck

the Axumites must be criticised from this
point of view. A treaty had been made
with the emperor Justin which in 525
induced Elesbaas, or Caleb, of Axum to

539-562) brought little glory or success
the first ended with a treaty, which imposed annual payments on Byzantium.
The second treaty, of 562,
*r a
s
contained the same condition,
rendered less bitter by the
.<
,
Byzantium
T
;

.

cession of

tium.

Meanwhile

,

many

ing

garrisons,

the
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make a campaign

against the Jewish king

of the Himyares.
of 'the renewal

The immediate cause
relations

of

between

Axum was that the reignAxum had vowed to become

Byzantium and

ing king of
a Christian if he conquered the Himyares,
and that after his victory he applied to

Justinian for a bishop. FinJushman
of silkJ the introduction
Makes Friends ally
c
j
worm breeding ffrombennda,
With R
probably to be identified as
Khotan, gave a great stimulus to the
Byzantine silk industry. After that time
silk-making, which, to the great detriment
of the Syrian factories, was treated as a
monopoly, turned to good account the
traditional methods of Persia and China.
.

,

The

ecclesiastical

policy of Justinian

we have seen, the interference of Rome
had prevented any abandonment of the
resolutions of Chalcedon, and violent
measures taken against the Monophysites
in Alexandria could not be counterbalanced by the most subtly devised

diplomatic revival of the old Henotikon,
or Confession of Faith. This was JustiProvinces
nian's most serious mistake.

which were, both in politics and in culture,
the most important supports of Byzantium, were compelled to leave the Church
and the overtures which he made to them,
though sufficient to incense the West,
were insufficient to appease their dis;

satisfaction.

The

no

definite

was influenced by his
ambitions and also by
his

great

loss.

on good

Byzantine

Rome, a

the

empire, as
focus of western
eastern intellectual

and

incensed

powers, was largely his

Syria and Egypt. These
conciliatory efforts of
the emperor drove the
Monophysites to leave
the Church and schism
was further provoked
by the theological lean-

The

creation.

art

of

Asia Minor, Syria and

blended on

Egypt

Byzantine soil into one
uniform whole. Western law, reconciled with

;

who

Christianity,

wished himself to de-

over

MQSAIC PORTRAIT OF JUSTINIAN

the

spread
and

world

questions in the A Deduction on

cide

a larger scale of the. portrait ot prevented
reactionary
Justinian from the St. Vitale mosaic on the opposite legislation. The political
It
is
from
this
of
the
r
page.
contemporary portrait
T->
emperor that we are able to study with some ap- Constitution of
roach
to
his
characteristics,
P
accuracy
personal
a s extended
times

Church,
although ,. at
.1
that particular time
her struggle to win
,

Roman

i

w

independence was finding loud expresof Hermiane,
Facundus, bishop
"
It is better to
preached vehemently
remain within the assigned limits
to

sion.

:

;

transgress

them

help none."

made
and

his

ance of Justinian's reign
lies in other fields. The
true function of the

therefore

ings of Justinian,

of

ambitious

in

entailed heavy
But the import-

efforts

theological

Justinian
and the

away

forces

which actually
created new dogmas.
He wished to gain the

will

results,

frittering

talents,

West, and
put himself
terms with
policy which

of

energy

military

attained

between

A

the

his predecessor,

has the pious

and
was
emperor

ruin many
clear contrast

may

reigning

Marcianus: "Never

and good emperor

be-

lieved that he, a layman, can repeal with
impunity that on which the holy fathers

have decided in matters of faith." Gentle
measures and force were alike unable to
restore ecclesiastical unity.
The clever
and marvellously far-seeing Empress
Theodora recognised more clearly than
Justinian himself that the roots of Byzantine strength lay in the East; but, as
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and

improved

until

it

embraced

all

spheres of human activity. The splendour
of an Oriental court shed its brilliancy
over the throne. The theological disputes
of the world, in which the last remnant
of liberty of thought had taken refuge,
were decided by the secular sovereign
_
himself but here he encouByzantium
d th separation of West
the First Power r
t
r.tu T
..
tromEast.
With
Justinian,
in the World
D
;

w

tion as the

-

Byzantium attains her posiof old traditions and

home

the foremost civilised power, a position
she maintained for centuries.
Procopius of Caesarea (490-563) is not
only invaluable as the historian of the
Justinian age, but in his mixture of
irreconcilable elements is an admirable

THE CELEBRATED BYZANTINE MOSAICS AT RAVENNA
The upper of these two illustrations, which are reproduced from the mosaics of St. Vitale, at Ravenna, is the group
with the Emperor Justinian in the centre, supported by the great religions and military dignitaries of Byzantium
while the lower mosaic, from the same church, shows the Empress Theodora with priests and ladies of ner court.
These are of great historical and artistic importance, being- contemporary works of Byzantine mosaicists sent into Italy,
;
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Byzantine degeneracy. A
he showed a
thorough receptivity 'of Greek culture,
betfSying only in his language that he had
been educated on the outThe Great
illustration of

native

of

r
-

,
Jst,n,an

.

,

s

satisfaction,

Greek Syria,

Tune

Menander, who was intended to study
jurisprudence, had begun at an early
age to lead a desultory existence, and to
devote his attention to the disputes of the
factions in the theatre and the dances of
the pantomimes, such as he describes in
his splendid preface.
It was only on the
accession of the emperor Mauricius, the
guardian of his people and the muses,
that Menander began to realise his own
powers and to write his history, treating the

^^
A

Qf the Hellenic world>
sceptic towards Christi.
anity ^he h ved in an artifi
-

cially archaic superstition, cherishing the
ideas of Herodotus about dreams and portents. He was impressed with the grandeur
of the Roman world and the necessity of
ruling it by law he wished to keep up the
old ordinances and to place more power in
the hands of the upper classes.
Therefore he, in contrast with the Roman,
Anastasius, hated the barbarian on the
throne, Justinian, who ruled according to
his own caprice, subverted old ordinances,
and in his legislation gave preference to the
lower strata of the population. Classical
antiquity lived anew in ^.
the vigorous Syrian author.
He far excelled his ancient
models both in the variety
of the sources which he
;

used

and

in

his

brought him the prefecture

of Constantinople.

period 558-582 he conveys
important information, esJ about the embassies
rowers Awaken pecially
r ?
T>
of Zemarchus to the Turks.
Nevertheless, he did not think he could
afford to challenge comparison with the
brilliance of Procopius.
His descriptions
are plain and unadorned but excellent as,

Menander

;

s

..

'

*

,

,-,

i

;

ethno-

which
had become indispensable
for the mixed population

graphical

studies,

His

"

History of the Wars is based
on extensive inquiries and
the personal
experience
which he had acquired
of

Byzantium.

"

as private secretary and
assessor of Belisarius. His
"
Secret History," com-

posed in 550, agrees mainly
with the "'History of the
Wars,'' although he relates
it everything which his
hatred of Justinian and

in

Theodora suggests, and

all

that the vulgar gossip of
the court offers him, on
the model of Suetonius.

He disclosed no new facts,
but insinuated everywhere
the meanest motives. The
treatise on the buildings of
Justinian, written certainly
by order of the emperor in
560, contains such highly
coloured praise of Justinian that we may fairly FATE OF BELISARIUS, THE GREATEST BYZANTINE GENERAL
The
fate of the great Byzantine warrior was to fall from power and,
suspect the author of an beinglegendary
blinded and bereft of his possessions, made to wander, a beggar, throughironical
intention.
The out the land. He had a guide, but the youth was killed by a snake bite, and
Belisarius, not knowing him to be dead, carried his body for a time. This, of course,
book, which caused great is the
but that Belisarius died in poverty and neglect is history.
legendary story

;

RUINS OF THE TRADITIONAL PALACE OF BELISARIUS, THE GREAT BYZANTINE WARRIOR
A palace of Constantine the Great, in Constantinople, reputed afterwards to have been the residence of Belisarius.
for instance, of the three tents in which
Zemarchus dined on three successive days
the walls hung with bright silken tapestry,
:

holy relics in various forms, golden vessels,
the Turkish ruler on a golden couch supfour gilded peacocks, silver
figures of animals on his chariot, in no
Merespect inferior to the Byzantine.
nander's special merits lie in his love for

ported by

painting miniatures and
hension of great events.

his

compre-

The poet Agathias of ^olis felt himself
to be, in his historical works (552-558),
the successor of Procopius as an artistic
exponent of current history and the
ancient historical style. Quite different
was the position of John Malalas, who
addressed the mass of the people in his
"
Universal Chronicle," reaching to 565,
perhaps to 574, and produced the greatest
effect by a popular work of the first rank

B

composed in a homely Greek
dialect. Not merely his Syrian
countrymen but also the Greek
historians, and even Slavs and

f

Georgians,

made

monument

of

use of this

invaluable

It is

Byzantine popular wit.
important, not merely from the

critical

standpoint, to indicate these sources

for the history of Justinian's age
they
give us a full picture of the intellec;

tfld

tual

movement

of the time, in

which the

higher intellectual classes still appear
as patrons and guardians of all classical
but
in
which
also
the
treasures,
masses, in the modern sense, with fresh
pulsing through their veins, struggle
for their share in culture, and
The First
create their own homely picture
Greek on
of the world in a Greek lanthe Throne
guage which had assimilated
Latin and Oriental elements. Thus the
life

"motionless"

Byzantine

life

must be

relegated henceforth to the "sphere of his"
torical fable no less than the
unchanging
character of Egypt and China.
Neither the nephew of Justinian, Justinus II. (565-578), whom the senators
proclaimed as his successor, nor Tiberius
(578-582), the captain of the palace guard,
who, at the recommendation of the
empress Sophia, was raised to be co-regent
in the lifetime of Justin, could continue
on an equal scale Justinian's dream of
empire. Tiberius was the first genuine
Greek to mount the Byzantine throne,
which, since the overthrow of dynastic
of
hereditary succession leaving out
consideration the Isaurian Zeno I. had
been occupied by Romanised barbarians
of the Balkan peninsula.
This is a
event ;
it
illustrates
the
significant
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growing importance within the empire of
This nationalist
the Greek nationality.
movement is traditionally connected with
the emphasis laid by Mauritius on the
use of Greek as the political language.
true, refused to pay tribute
to the Avars, a people who, after entering
Upper Hungary through Galicia, had occu,
pied in lazygia, between the

Justin,

it is

Theiss and the Danube, the
in Pan.
homes of the Gepidae,
n
, ,.* T
Provmces Lost
v_
j
nonia those of the Lombards,
and who exercised a suzerainty over
Bohemia, Moravia, Galicia, and later
over Moldavia and Wallachia. But after
the loss of Sirmium in 581 the northern
a

ia

.

.

,

,

districts were lost for Byzantium.
The
Lombards, in a rapid victorious progress,
conquered in Italy during the year 568
Forum Julii, Vicenza, Verona, and all
Venetia with the exception of the coast.
The next years saw piece after piece
of the Byzantine
dominion in Italy
crumble away in 569, Liguria and Milan
and
(without the coast and Ticinum)
in 570-572, Toscana,
Cisalpine Gaul
Spoletum, Beneventum, Ticinum, and
in 579, Classis.
the future capital Pavia
These Lombards, behaving otherwise than
the east Goths, broke with the old traditions of the empire
they did not
recognise the Byzantine suzerainty, and
founded an entirely Germanic state on
;

;

;

;

Roman

soil,

so that in these years the

West Roman empire was more completely
destroyed than in the traditional year
On the scene of war in Persia alone
did the year 581, so disastrous for Byzantine power in Europe, bring a victory
to Constantine, the defeat of the Persians
under Khosru at Tela d' Manzalat.
In the first half of the sixth century a
476.

new and powerful empire had been formed
in the East, with

bound to

which Byzantium was
good relations the

cultivate

empire of the Turks. The name of the
first occurs in an inscription of 732
A.D. This inscription was set
Byzantium s
/->i
in
...
up
r by
r
* a Chinese emperor
Relations with
r
..
honour of a Turkish prince;
the Turks
,
,,
but outlying fragments of the
Turkish race, as early as the fourth century B.C., at the time of Alexander's
Scythian campaign, can be traced on the
Jaxartes, where the brother of King
Karthasis simply bears the Turkish dein fact,
signation kardashi (his brother)

Turks

i

i

i

,

,

.

.

;

the main body of the Turks was known to
the Greeks of the seventh century B.C. by
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caravan

intelligence, as the report of
of Proconnesus shows.
The
of the Turks which then became

Aristeas

branch

powerful was connected with the Hiung
its home in the sixth century A.D.
nu
was the east coast of the Chinese province
Kansu, near the southern Golden Mountains.
The embassy of a Turkish vassal,
in 568
Maniak, came to Byzantium
and 576 Greek envoys stayed at the court
of the chief of the northern Turks, Dizabul
Chinese, Ti teu pu li), at the
(or Silzibul
foot of the northern Golden Mountains
(the Altai), and concluded a treaty with
them.
Menander furnishes a detailed
account of these embassies and of the
ensuing treaties, which gave the Byzantine
empire a good base in Central Asia.
Mauritius '(582-602), the victorious
general of the Persian War, became also
He was of
the successor of Tiberius.
;

;

;

Graeco-Cappadocian birth, nominally of an
A second Persian war
old Roman stock.
brought many successes in the field, but
disappointing terms of peace, in 591.
Mauricius, who himself had risen to the
throne by a military career, must have
seen the difficulties which beset
* rs

the Byzantine provinces of Italy
through the separap
tion of the military and the civil
powers. Thus the military governors of
these two provinces were granted the new
and magnificent title of exarch, coupled
with extraordinary powers. The creation
of exarchs was the starting point for the
further organisation of the military pro1

and Africa

(

vinces.

Mauricius, on the other hand, was not
a position to protect the northern
frontier of the Balkan peninsula, which
Avars and Slavs continually inundated.
Not only did the North become completely
Slavonic, but invading Slavonic hordes
settled even in Greece, where a considerable intermixture of races can be proved.
The Slavs were undoubtedly the ruling
power in Greece during the years 588-705.
Hellenism was still more driven into the
background in consequence of the plague
as the emperor Constantinus
of 746-747
"
The
VII.
Porphyrogennetus says
whole country (Hellas) became Slavonic
and barbarian."
The capabilities of the Slavs had been
in

;

:

already recognised by Justinian in his
Dobrogost was
military appointments.
in
in 555 at the head of the Pontic fleet
;

575 Onogost became a patrician. Priscus,

OF THE BYZANTINE EMPIRE

RISE

the conqueror of the Slavs, who defeated
the general Radgost and took captive
King Muzok in 593, availed himself of the
Slav Tatimir in disposing of the prisoners.
Slav, Nicetas (766-780), mounted the
patriarchal throne of Constantinople
descent from a distinguished Slavonic
family in the Peloponnese is ascribed to
the father-in-law of Christopher, son of the

A

;

emperor Romanus

Lacapenus but the
Slavonic descent of the Armenian emperor
Basilius, asserted by the Arab Hansa, is
I.

;

on September

14, 629, the festival of the
Elevation of the Cross was celebrated at
Jerusalem by emperor and people with
great solemnity. The conflict raging in the
East made it impossible to retain the
Spanish possessions or the territories lying
to the north of the Balkans, but the
capital itself, in 626, proved the bulwark
of the empire against Avars
p
and Slavs, and the wise policy
and the
,
Tr
ij
i
~
of Heraclius
raised a dan(

l/rusades

.

,

obviously "as untrustworthy as the fable of
the Slav J ustinian related by Theophilus
We must see in these expeditions of the
Avars and Slavs a true national migration

gerous foe against them in
the shape of the Bulgarians.
It was
that
the
Persian
shown,
however,
danger had become formidable for the
reason that isolated sections of the em-

which flows and ebbs.

pire,

' '

.

like Priscus, inflicted

Capable generals,

heavy reverses on

both nations but on one occasion only
the outbreak of pestilence in the Avar
camp saved Constantinople, and the demands made on the army increased enormously. It mutinied and raised to the
throne the centurion Phocas (602-610),
who put Mauricius and his five sons to
death. But this arrogance of the army led
to popular risings, especially in the native
country of the emperor, Ana'
A EiTdV tolia and P ilicia then in Pal
and above
estine, Syria,
Egypt,
J
bjr
in Murders
n
all among the monophysites.
The Persians attempted to avenge Mauricius, and a peace with the Avars had to be
concluded at any price. But the Byzantine
standard of government had long been too
high to tolerate permanently on the
imperial throne an incapable officer of
;

'

,',

low rank who dealt with insurrections in
the most merciless fashion. Priscus, the
general, allied himself with the exarch
Heraclius of Africa, and the latter became
The age of Justinian had
emperor.
the dissolution of
ended in murders
the empire would soon have followed
had not the sword rescued it.
The attacks of the Persians on the
Byzantine empire at the time of the
emperor Heraclius (610-641) tore from
the Byzantines not merely Syria and
Egypt, but also, in 619, the important
town of Ancyra in Asia Minor.
But
;

through their ecclesiastical separatism

and the formal institution of a Coptic
and Syrian national Church, no longer
remained loyal to Byzantium, and saw
welcome allies in the Persians, while in
were contemptuously
Egypt the orthodox
"
The formula of
styled the
royalists."
"
the One Will, or Monotheletism
the
God-Man consisting of two natures has
achieved all things by one god-like
operation" more closely resembled the
doctrine of the One Nature of the
monophysites

;

consequently a reconcilia-

tion was effected through the diplomacy
of the king, which extended even to

the Armenians.

The condemnation of this doctrine by
Sophronius, the patriarch of Jerusalem,
the
which
was
shattered
concord,
hardly yet established, as violently as
the entirely inappropriate attempt at
reconciliation made by the emperor in
his edict. Consequently the Syrians, in 635
and 636, and the Egyptians, in 641-643, fell
a prey to the invading Arabs as rapidly
as the Roman citizens in the West yielded
to the Germanic invaders, although in
Egypt the treachery of the governor
contributed mainly to the surrender of the
country. Economic reasons may have cooperated, since the political and social
structure of the Arabic emI0 us

the battle of Nineveh,
on December I7th, 627, was decided in

...
pire gave great Jt
power to
Confusion Worsef,
the conquerors. Constans,
Confounded
the grandson of Herachus
(641-688), whose kinsmen had been castrated according to the Oriental custom,
was able to retain Asia Minor and even
to exact tribute from the Arab caliph
Muaviya his success was due principally
to the transformation of the empire into

favour of the Byzantines, so that the
Roman provinces reverted to them, and

military provinces, which had already
been instituted under Heraclius. Great

seemed a more terrible blow when,
the Holy Places and the Holy
Cross fell into the hands of the infidels.
Three crusades brought war into
it

in 615,

the heart of Persia

;

.

.

,

;
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importance attached to the military
governors in Africa and Italy, and the
critical times had compelled .Heraclius

form the capital and the adjoining
the
provinces into a military district
Thracian province had to carry on the
war against the Bulgarians, the Anatolian
and Armenian the war with the Arabs,
and the fleet was soon divided
into two commands on the
SOUth COaSt f Asia Mln r '
Quarrels
and the twelve islands. The
regency during the minority of Constans
attempted to end the theological controversy by the Edict of the Typos in 648,
according to which the subjects of the
to

;

.

.

"

no longer are permitted to disempire
pute and quarrel anywhere over one Will
and one Operation, or over two Operations
and two Wills." When Pope Martin I.
condemned this edict in 649 at the Lateran
Council, and Maximus, formerly imperial
private secretary, stirred up Roman Africa
against Caesaro-papism, the emperor banished the pope to the Crimea, and ordered
Maximus to be brought to trial. It was
then that the bronze statues of the
Pantheon were carried off from Rome by
Constans. The island of Sicily, which
was strongly Graecised by "immigration,
was intended to become the base for the
recovery of Africa from the Arabs, who

had taken

it

in 647.
But an expedition
capital, succeeded only

from Syracuse, the

in .capturing Carthage.

Under Constantine IV. Pogonatus

(668-

son of Cpnstans, Constantinople
had to defend itself against the Arabs
(April-September, 673), which it did
successfully, owing mainly to the Greek
fire of the Syrian Callinicus
and Thessalonica was attacked by the Slavs (675)
685),

;

and Avars

The

(677).

greatest .danger- to

the .empire seemed, however, to be the
Bulgarian kingdom under Isperich, in
which ;the Turkish conquerors gradually
adopted the language of the; subjugated
Slavs.
In -view of all these
Fuhie Effort
the ecclesiastical condangerS)
,,
to Regain
,- i
-r,
^
nection with Rome, which was
xi
*iT A r
North Africa
j
ro ro
i_
1
effected in 680-681 by the
sixth oecumenical council in Constantinople, was intended at least to secure moral
.

support. Justinian II. (685-695,- 705711), had, it is true, concluded a treaty
on favourable terms with the Arabs and
had conquered the Slavs ; but serious
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political, military, and economic mistakes
led to the mutiny of one of the generals,
Leontius (695-698), by which the sovereignty of the army was once for all
established.

Under the two generals now elevated
to
the
Leontius
and
purple,
Tiberius III. (698-705), Africa and Cilicia
were lost. Justinian, who had taken
refuge with Isperich's successor, Tervel,
was brought back by a Bulgarian-Slavonic
he wreaked vengeance with an
army
insane fury on his enemies.
He fought
;

without success against Bulgarians, Arabs,
and the revolted town of Kherson. The

Armenian Philippicus (711-713), who was
raised to the throne as a rival, and
Theodosius II. (715-717), successor of
the able Anastasius II. (713-715), proved
themselves equally incapable.

The

of literature was dumb in
It produced strong
a pious superstition led

voice

that

rough

age.

natures, and
to battle.
Andrew the Apostle
comes to the help of the citizens of Patras,

them

borne on his galloping war-horse, and
drives the Slavs to flight. St. Demetrius
of Thessalonica is the god of the city, who
imitates
r
.

.

"

.

Literature

Slumbering

in
He
every detail.
changes the purpose of God
to deliver over the town to the
,,
jhe is the b
opponents
guardian
r ,,
,,

Christ

,

;

}

the

oi

city,

the

prescient

grace"; indeed, he aspired to be the
Third Person with Christ and the Holy
Ghost.

The

miracles of St. Demetrius are
valuable source of information for
this age, when the Slavs navigated the
Greek waters in their primitive boats,
interrupted trade and communications,
and, accompanied by their wives and
inundated Pannonia, Dacia,
children,
Dardania, Mysia, Thracia, Achaia, and
the suburbs of Constantinople itself. The
country population streams into the towns
or migrates to lonely capes, and founds
Greeks and Slavs
isolated settlements.
grow into a mixed race, which fills the
depopulated regions, once more colonises
the deserted islands, and even .mixes
Sword
with the Bulgarians in the north.
and crosier rule the Greek world, in which
old pagan traditions crop up on the surface
science and art are almost entirely
silent in the regions of Europe and of
Asia Minor.

a

;

,

,

EASTERN
EUROPE TO
THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION

THE
BYZANTINE
EMPIRE

II

OF THE EARLY
BYZANTINE EMPIRE

CIVILISATION

THE LINK BETWEEN THE EAST AND THE WEST
/CONSTANTINOPLE,
^-x New Rome, was,

Byzantium, or
Old Rome,
even the
divided into fourteen districts
like

;

seven

hills

could, to the satisfaction of

some Byzantine students of history, be
rediscovered, if required, by the exercise of
some imagination, within the limits of
Constantinople itself. The old patrician
families, who had lived on the Bosphorus
since the days of Constantine, might, as

regards the games in the circus, which
were accurately copied, cherish the belief
that no alterations had been made in
the customs of Old Rome. The military
system, the strength and pride of theRomans at a time when the army no longer
consisted of Italians, or even the subjects
of the empire, still remained Roman at
Byzantium. The only difference was that
in the seventh century the word of command became Greek and in this connection the old word Hellenic
' lture
might no longer be employed,
Continued
the
having degenerated into
in Byzantium
~,
,,
The
meaning of
pagan.
old traditions of the Roman senate, extolled
more than five hundred years before by
eloquent Hellenic lips as an assembly of
kings, were cherished in the New Rome.
The East Roman senate preserved a
scanty remnant of the sovereign power,
since it claimed the formal right of ratifying a new emperor. The political ideal of
the Byzantine Empire, was Roman, only
diluted into an abstraction by a tinge
;

' '

,

-

J

of

Huns, Armenians,
cosmopolitanism.
Khazars, Bulgarians, and Persians were
employed in the army. The employment
of such mercenaries, and constant later
intercourse with the governments of Arabia
and Persia, helped largely to give the
Byzantine Empire, in intellectual and
ethical respects, the stamp of an Oriental
Not merely was the imperial
empire.
office
conceived as a mystery which
might come into publicity only on extra-

ordinary occasions amid the most splendid
most ridiculous pomp
even the
western feeling of personal dignity slowly
died away, and occasional corporal punishment was quite consistent with the
exalted position of the Byzantine nobles.
The stiffness and pedantry of
_
va
the state based on class and
cas te, in the form which Diocle-

and

T

;

<

.

'

Idea's*

tian had given it, had precluded
any new stimulus from below. The upper
classes would have remained in the ruts
worn deep by the lapse of centuries, devoid
of every powerful incentive, had not reli-

gious disputes offered opportunities for the
assertion of personal opinion, while the
intrusion of Oriental influences, the revival
of Oriental ideas on art and law, caused

an

agitation like bubbling springs in
standing pools.
Not merely did the Asiatic governors
possess a higher rank than the European
;

even

Armenians,
especially
ever increasing importance at
in the army.
Among the

Orientals,

acquired an
court and
leaders of the

latter,

Manuel (under the

emperors Theophilus and Michael III.) and
John Kurkuas (940-942, commander-in"
chief against the Arabs,
the second
are
famous.
Even
Trajan ")
especially
the pearl diadem of the East Roman
emperors repeatedly adorned the brows
and once fell to an
of Armenians,
A grand-daughter
Arab, Nicephorus I.
of Romanus I. married
in
927 the
Tsar Peter of Bulgaria. The Ducas family
and the Comneni prided thems
selves on their relationship to
the Tsar Samuel of West Buiin Power
,
gana, an Oriental in spite of
his European home.
In the veins of the
Empress Irene, after 732 wife of Constantine V., there flowed Finnish blood
she
was the daughter of the chief, Khakhan,
of the Khazars.
The khan of the Bulgarians was made under Justinian II.
5

.

,

,

.

;
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'

a
patrician of the empire, as was a
Persian of the royal house of the Sassanids.

The Byzantine

general, with

whose battles

the shores of the Black Sea echoed, and
whose glory an epic of the tenth century
Basilius

extols,

rapturously

Digenis

was son of the Arabian Emir Ali of
Edessa by a Greek wife. The family of
the Arabian Emir Anemas
Constantinople
Jn Crete wag [n the service of
m the Tim
j ohn TzimisceS) while George

Acritus,

who reconquered

Maniaces,

1038, bears a Turkish name.
In order to obtain an idea of the strange
mixture of Oriental and Western life, let
us consider the appearance which Constantinople itself would present to a
stranger in the time of the Emperor
Sicily

in

Justinian.

As we skim over the

glittering

water of

the Bosphorus in a Byzantine dromond,
we see, rising above the gentle slope of the
Nicomedean hills, the snowy peaks of
the Bithynian Olympus, a fitting symbol
But on our left hand the mighty
of Asia.
capital with its palaces and domes enchains
the eye. From behind the strong ratoparts which guard the shores, between
the long stretch of the hippodrome and
the various blocks of the palace, the
"
Church of Holy Wisdom,

St. Sophia,"
metal-covered cupolas glitIn the
tering like gold in the sunlight.
Horn our boat threads
giilf of the Golden

towers up,

its

its course through hundreds of dromonds
and smaller vessels when safely landed,
we must force our way through the motley
crowd, and reach the church of St. Sophia
through a seething mass of loose-trousered
turbaned Bulgarians, yellow and grimfaced Huns, and Persians with tall sheepskin caps.
Forty windows pour floods of
;

on the interior of the church
the
sunbeams irradiate columns gorgeous with
jasper, porphyry, alabaster, and marble
light

;

;

they play over surfaces inlaid with motherof-pearl
they are reflected from the
rich golden brilliance of the
rap ic
mosaics in a thousand
Picture of 1,000
j n
T-I
v
A
gleams and flashes. The
Years Ago
,
;

i

,

m
.

want

the
ornamentation, the deficiency of plastic
feeling, and the prominence which is consequently given to coloured surfaces are
emphatically Oriental not less so are the
capitals of the pillars, stone cubes overlaid
with ornament, in which we must see a
of

repose

;

reversion to
the traditions of SyroPhoenician art, and the pattern of the
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mosaics, where the after-effect of a style
originally Chinese, and later Perso-Syrian,
is seen in the network of lozenges.
A walk round Constantinople confirms
this impression. By the side of the golden

throne

of

Theodosius

huge

Egyptian

we pass by immense
pylons tower up
water-tanks constructed in the Syrian
fashion, and glance at the columned
;

cisterns, which
If we enter the

are of Egyptian origin.

house of a noble we find
the floor, according to the immemorial
tradition of the East, paved with glazed
the furniture covered, so far as
tiles
possible, with heavy gold-leaf .a revival
;

of Assyrian fashions, which through Byzantine influence reached even the court
of
Charles the Great (Charlemagne).
notice on the silk tapestries and
carpets strange designs of animals, whose
childishly fantastic shapes might be found
in the Farthest East.
The products of the goldsmith's

We

and

with transparent
to Oriental tradino less than the extravagant
tions,
splendour of the nobles and their wives
who inhabit these rooms. Gold, precious
or
stones,
transparent
The Ancient
enamel, glitter on the long
Marvels of
of
tunics
the
men, on
Constantinople
their
ornamented
richly
chlamydes and even on their shoes, while
their swords are damascened in the primitive Assyrian fashion. The ample robes of
the women are thickly covered with embroidery; broad sashes encircle their waists,
while narrow embroidered capes hang down
from their shoulders. These fashions recur
at the court of the later Carlovingians, who
are shown to be Germans only by the
fashion in which they dress their hair.
craft, pierced

enamel,

point

filled

also

The immense

imperial palace is a city in
The inhabitants
of the rustic West who visited the Caesars
of the East were amazed, as if the fables
of the East had come to life.
The golden
spear-heads of the bodyguard carry us
back in thought to the old Persian court,
the splendid colours of their robes are
borrowed from the East. A mysterious
itself,

a city of marvels.

movement announces some great event
the clang of the golden bell and the deeptoned chant of the priests herald the entry
of the Basileus. If an envoy were admitted
to an audience in the imperial hall, his
eye would be caught by another relic of
the Persian court, the golden plane-trees,
which rose high into the air behind the
;

THE CHURCH OF CONSTANTINE, NOW A MOHAMMEDAN MOSQUE.
"
"
"

A Mohammedan mosque

dedicated to a saint seems strange but
Saint Sophia signifies
Holy Wisdom." It was
Emperor Constantine, and was, of course, a Christian church, but it was not destroyed by
the Moslems.
On the contrary, the Christian effigies were left untouched, and the name of the Saviour is still
among the prophets honoured therein, as we have seen on page 2,885. The interior of St. Sophia is a magnificent sight.
;

originally built by the
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birds fluttered and
artificial
chirruped, golden lions roared round the
in the midst of all that bewilderthrone

throne

;

;

ing splendour sits immovable a figure,
almost -lost in costly robes, studded with
gold and jewels, more a picture, a printhe
ciple, or an abstraction than a man
emperor. Everyone prostrates himself at
the sovereign's feet in the tra* ers
ditional eastern form of adorathe Gorgeous
{
The thrQne j j moves
Orient
,
a
float

w
..

upwards and seems to
Western sovereignty had never
before attempted so to intoxicate the
senses
the gorgeous colouring and vivid
imagination of the East were enlisted in
in the air.

;

the cause of despotism. If we go out into
the street again we hear a stroller singing a
ballad which the populace has composed
on the emperor in Oriental fashion.

This composite art of Byzantium thus
represents a decomposition of the GraecoRoman style into its original Asiatic
elements, and a fuller development of
these in a congenial soil. The wonderful
Greek sense of form was gone; and the
style of the Roman Empire had disapthe concealpeared, if it ever existed
ment and covering of the surfaces, the
Oriental style of embroidery and metal
plates, had become the Byzantine ideal.
In other respects also the intellectual
life shows effeminate and eastern traits.
The authors make their heroes and heroines
burst into tears or fall into fainting
;

'

summer

palace built at the advice of John
Grammaticus, who was well acquainted
with the Arabs, on the model of the
caliph's palace at Bagdad, while in the
palace of Hebdomon the decoration of
the Arabs was imitated.
The West faded out of the Byzantine
range of vision, while the nations of the
East attracted more attention. Procopius
of Caesarea relates strange notions as
to the appearance of Britain. When the
Book of Ceremonies, which treats of the

procedure with foreign rulers, mentions
the princes of Bavaria and Saxony, it
states that the country of the Niemetz
belongs to them. Little more was known
of the Germans in 900 than the name
.

given them by Magyars and Slavs, and
the ambassador of the emperor Otto I.
sat at table in the Byzantine court below
the Bulgarian ambassador.
The eastern countries, on the other hand,
came more and more clearly into view.
The historian Theophylactus Simocattes
drew in 620, presumably through the good
instructed by the
offices of the Turks
letter of the khan of the Turks to the
Mauricius, which envoys had
brought to Byzantium in 598
~~an able sketch of China
and""
congratulated the Chinese, in
F* E
to
the
reference
Byzantine
disputes as to the succession, on being
ignorant of such matters, and spoke
enthusiastically of Chinese law, praising
especially the rule which forbade men to
The legend that
wear gold or silver.
Alexander the Great was the founder of
the two largest Chinese cities appears also

emperor
...
_

'

fits with an un
pleasing effeminacy and
emotionality, explicable only by Oriental
influences. Not only the novelists but even
the historians, with that lavish waste
of time peculiar to the Oriental, describe
their personages in the minutest and most
superfluous detail. This habit of elaborate
personal descriptions was a tradition of
Graeco-Egyptian style, due to the same

their origin in Oriental

craving for the perpetuation of the individual which produced mummy portraits
on the coffins of the dead, and caused wills
to be adorned with the testaB
tor's picture.
In the domain
-?
y
"
"
of
belles lettres
the fable
OrUntaHse d
and the adventurous travelromance of the Indians were interwoven
with late Greek love stories, so that motifs
which first appear in Indian fables spread
thence to the West, where they can be
traced down to Boccaccio's Decameron.

Byzantine national life.
While the southern provinces of the
Byzantine Empire maintained in general a
brisk intercourse with the East, the
enthusiastic East Roman patriot Cosmas
Indicopleustes journeyed from Egypt to
India, which he described in. vivid colours.
Syria especially offered a jardin d'acclimatation for western and eastern suggestions
and ideas, and continued to do so, even
after
the
dominion was
Byzantine
destroyed in 640 and the Arabs took over

Byzantine architecture shows close dependence on the Arabian models. The
emperor Theophilus (829-842) had his

the country. Graeco-Roman culture had
been completely victorious there under
the Roman Empire ; the sound of the old

.
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in his writings.

Thus the new influences which now
came into play had long existed in the
lower strata of Oriental society, or had
spheres outside

CIVILISATION OF THE

EARLY BYZANTINE EMPIRE

Aramaic national language was heard only
in isolated

Christianity,

villages.

as a

genuinely democratic power, had adopted
the discarded language of the mother
country and the people, and soon raised
it to the rank of a universal language.

The achievements

of Greek intellectual
were translated into Syrian.
Syro-Greek writers, whom we can with
difficulty classify as true Syrians, with

life

rights of voting as Byzantines, as Syrians
of a stock which had long been __
Graecised, and as Greeks of old
descent, stand in the forefront
of
the intellectual life of

373), heads the list of Syrian dogmatic
theologians, to whom,
among others,
Anastasius, a native of Palestine by birth,
"
"
belongs as a
precursor of scholasticism
labouring in Syria. Ecclesiastical interests
are further represented in the domain of
under
exegesis by Procopius of Gaza
this head are counted the friends of the
historian Evagrius, Symeon Stylites the
his
ascetic, with
glorification of the
monastic life, and the ecclesiastical orator
;

j

;

Romanus the
Byzantium.
Melode (about 500), the most
of
celebrated
hymn-writer
Middle Greek literature, was a
native of Syria. That country
produced numerous historians
:

Procopius of Caesarea John of
Epiphanea, who knew Persia
thoroughly Evagrius Scholasticus
(about
600)
John
Malalas (Syrian malal
rhetor),
;

;

;

for

whom, although Byzantium

was

the

political

capital,

r

THE OLD BYZANTINE WALLS OF CONSTANTINOPLE
Gregory, patriarch of Antioch.
Syria thus played a part in

f~

early

Byzantine

literature

which was altogether disproportionate to the number of
her inhabitants.
Aristotle was introduced into
the schools and expounded
the philosophy of Pythagoras
and Plato and the sonorous
;

eloquence of pseudo-Isocratean
speeches were once more subthe physician
jects of study
Sergius of Ras'a-in did especial
;

service

in this
department.
Later writers also, such as
of
Severus
Antioch,
John
Sextus
Philoponus,
Porphyrius,
RUINS OF JUSTINIAN'S PALACE AT CONSTANTINOPLE
J u liu s AfricanUS, EuSebiuS, the
Antioch
was always the intellectual Apology of Aristides, were translated
focus
and John of Antioch.
In the
Persian and Hebrew writings were brought
domain of grammar, the versatile John within the scope of Syrian studies.
Philoponus of Caesarea, Sergius of Emesa,
Legends, such as the Invention of the
the zoologist, and Timotheus of Gaza were
Cross, the Seven Sleepers, and the BapAotius of Amida, in
tism of Constantine come from this source.
busily occupied.
Some " Episodes from the Lives of Saintly
Mesopotamia, subsequently imperial bodyWomen " were written on the pages of a
physician, belonged to the same race,
he
is
said
to
have
the
although
begun
study
gospel in Old Syrian. The last story among
of the ancient physicians at Alexandria.
them contains the temptation of Yasta of
His nearest countryman, Ephraim (306Antioch by the scholastic Aglaidas, who,
;

;
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had been rejected, applied
to the magician Cyprianus. The latter is
bound by a compact signed in blood to a
demon, who now undertakes to win over
the maiden, but has to acknowledge himself defeated before the sign of the cross.
Cyprianus, convinced of the inefficiency
of self-acquired wisdom, and impelled by
his thirst for truth, then
Eastern Source
after his suit

This
abjures all magic.
of Cyprianus, which
legend
Favst Legend
certainly arose on Syrian soil,
has become important for the west in many
ways through the effect of the Faust legend
and of the material which lies at the bottom
"
of Pedro Calderon's
Magico Prodigioso."
of the

Syria again was successful in propagating her own culture far to the east and
west. Syrian Christians were settled on
the coasts of India, on the Himalayas, and
in Ceylon, and exercised a deeply felt
influence on India.
Memories of it are
echoed in the Indian epic Mahabharata
the legends of the birth of the demigod
Krishna and of his persecution by Kansa,
the Avataras system, probably an imitation of the Christian dogma of Christ's
descent to earth, and the adoration of
Krishna's mother, Dewaki, are speaking
while the appearance of the
proofs of it
Greek astronomer Ptolemy as Demon
(Asura) Maya and the numerous technical
terms in Indian astronomy can be ex;

;

plained only from the connection with
Alexandria. Whether the Syrian Christians
of India really maintained so close an
intercourse with
the west that
King Alfred of
could
England

them an
embassy is still a
moot 'point.

send

Syrian

mis-

sionaries
penetrated into the

mysterious highlands of Central

Asia.

When

China was ruled

by

the

Emperor

great

Tai

famous Singan

fu,

testifies

both to the

religious zeal of the Syrians and to the
tolerance of the Chinese emperor, who had

ordered the translation and circulation of
the Scriptures, and had commanded a
church of the pure faith to be built.
Incidentally, it shows that the supposed
political embassy of the Byzantine regents to China during the minority of
Constans II. (about 642), was nothing
more than a mission sent by the Syrian
Nestorians.

Syrian sepulchral inscriptions were disinterred in 1885 from the soil of the
steppes of Turkestan in the vicinity of
Issik kul.
Just as man in the earliest
times paid reverence to the tombs, in
order to rescue from oblivion the memory
of his dear ones, and to form some bond
between the existence he knew and the
mysterious world beyond the grave, so
even the poor Turks of Semirjetchje have
since the ninth century utilised the Syrian
language and letters to perpetuate the
recollection of their departed.
From thig influential pos j t ion
of the Syrians, who, being then
the Syrians
r 11
in full possession of western
culture, must be claimed also for the west,
it is plain that the alphabet of the Manchu
Uigurians and, through the agency of the
latter, the alphabet of the Mongols, are
lespread
e of
'

the
derived from the Syrian script
circumstances in particular under which
the Syrian-Nestorian script came to the
Uigurians are well known to us from the
;

monument

of

Kara Balgassun.

An equally important role was
played by the
Syrians in the
west.

Jerome
had already said,
"

Their lust for

gain drives them
over the whole

world

;

and

their

frenzy for trade
goes so far that

even now, when
barbarians

are

TYPE OF BYZANTINE CHURCH ARCHITECTURE
masters of the
Tsung (627-649),
before whose command Northern India
globe, they seek wealth amid swords
and corpses, and conquer poverty by
bowed, whose help Persia implored, enAs a matter of fact we
thusiastic Syrian missionaries appeared
risking dangers."
there.
A tablet, composed in 781 in find Syrians scattered far and wide, not
Chinese, but containing some lines of
only before but also after the fall of the
West Roman empire. Tyre, the metropolis
Syriac, which was found in 1625 at the
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Phoenician commerce as far back as
the eleventh century B.C., and now in
the fifth and sixth centuries A.D. it had
become the great centre of the silk trade
Sidon, and Berytus send their merchants
especially to Italy. Inscriptions in various
towns prove their existence in the kingdom of the Franks.-of

We

was, moreover, from Syrian and not
tradition that the West
derived the Alexander legend. Some main
features of the earliest form of the Faust
myth may, as already stated, be traced
back to the Cyprian legends current
in Antioch.
After surveying these rich
It

from Greek

of
Syrian
brokerage we cannot be surprised
that Syrians were
results

find Syrians in

Nar bonne, Bordeaux,

Vienna,

Lyons,

employed

Besanc.on,

Genay,

Tours, La
Chapelle Saint-Eloy,
Orleans,

Charlemagne

revision of the text
of the gospels, which

On German

Paris.

he

they appear at

soil

Treves,

Strassburg,

of

The East Roman

trade;

even when Syria
through the
Arabic conquest, no
ary,

the

itself,

papyrus

Egyptian

they

en-

couraged horticulture
and brought plants

from their own

which
country, of
only the shallot so
called from the name
_r J.L_ i
A
of the town Ascalon
i

SYRIAN CHURCH OF THE FIFTH CENTURY

;

monk Nabula produced

in 586.
Syrians
transmitted to the West
Eastern Legends
the
originating in
Brought
T jxlu
v.
of the king s son who
India,
th
takes no pleasure in pomp
and show, and, chafing at the nameless
sorrow with which men's hearts throb, flies
into solitude in order to atone for himself
and mankind by devotion to a new doctrine
which may redeem the world. In that story
.

i

W

Barlaam and Josaphat Europe actually

possessed a sketch of the
fore

it

longer recognised the
suzerainty of Byzantium.
The Arabs,
even before this, had
been subject to the
influence of the

This, compared with the picture on page 2924, shows how
Syrian architecture was affected by that of Byzantium.

need be mentioned.
They circulated
the silk stuffs manufactured in their own
workshops these show Persian patterns,
especially the two horsemen, as a centre,
but the surfaces are filled up in the Syrian
fashion with vine tendrils, vine branches
with ivy leaves and grapes or they
chose genuinely Syrian themes.
Syrian
ideas for pictorial ornamentation accordingly reached the West. The Gospel-book
of Godeskalk, painted between 781 and
783 for Charlemagne, contains a picture,
in the Syrian style, of the fountain of life,
with animals, like the Bible of the Syrian

of

had

province of Syria still
performed the function of an intermedi-

;

and

himself

planned.

Rheinzabern, and in
Bavaria in England
at South Shields.
They were the
carriers of the wine
trade

by
for the

life

of

Buddha be-

became acquainted with Buddhism.

ally the

Arabs of

Graeco-Byzantine
mo(j e Q f Jjfe es peciKhirat and Ghassan.

Architects who, if not Greeks, were
schooled in the art traditions of Greece,
built on the far side of the Jordan in the
territory of Moab, one and a half days'
journey east from Jericho, the palace of
el-Meschetta for a Sassanid. The division
of the walls by zigzag lines in high relief is
_
as non-Semitic as the six-sided
yran me
Qr oc t ag Onaj rO settes in the
Influence in
A
angle spaces. So, too, the vine
Architecture
branches springing from a
,

,

vase,

which

rise

symmetrically upward and

display a wealth of leaves, point to the
Oriental embroidery style which was

developed in Byzantium. The details
correspond as much to Old Byzantine
models .for example, the drums of the
as to Middle
pillars in the Tchiniti-kiosk

Byzantine motifs for example, the design
on the marble panelling of the Panagia
church at Thebes. But in their strong
yet delicate technique the reliefs of elMeschetta resemble only the Old Byzantine art, and date certainly from the
fifth or sixth century.
The ruin of elKastal (Castellum), which lies in the
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neighbourhood, was, according to a trustworthy tradition, built by the Sassanids
and a ruin to the east of Damascus
(Khyrbet el-Beda) may probably be
assigned to the same period. Into this
;

close intercourse, in which the Byzantines
appear as the givers, we gain a vivid in-

from bilingual and

sight

The Syrian
'*

at

Wo r

trilingual inscrip-

tions of the period. Southeast of Aleppo in the plain of
* ns
f
J ebbu! stU1 stand the
a basilica, in which we can

recognise the usual ground plan, the great
central nave, the two side aisles, the apse
to the east, and the main door to the west.
contains inscriptions in
basilica
This

Greek, Syrian, and Arabic commemorating
the foundation in the language and
script of each of the three sections of
the community namely, the ruling official
the ordinary population and the
class
northern Arabs, who had already penetrated this region and had been Christianised by the Syrians. The most ancient
linguistic monument of these Arabs is this
Since the fathers
inscription of Zebed.
still bear Semitic names, but their sons
actually the name of the martyr Sergius,
perhaps the work of conversion was then
proceeding. Another Graeco-Arabic inscription from Harran in Trachonitis
dates from the year 568.
The Arabs come on to the scene as a
completely uncivilised people of the desert.
Byzantine trade therefore satisfied their
growing needs. For this reason they
measured with the Greek pound (litra),
and when they themselves went among
commercial nations they called their
warehouses by the Greek name. Oriental
fruits were known to them under Greek
names. Finally, the Bedouins called the
sheet of paper by the Greek name. When,
;

;

therefore, a great

power was formed from

the Arab tribes, there is, notwithstanding
the propagandist zeal of the Arabs, a
proof discernible, even in religious relations, of the degree to
How
Arabs
whkh the Arabswere con .
^e
Acqu.redaTouch d
f
hi transference
of Greek Culture
of culture.

Omar

prays on

the steps of the church of Constantine in
Jerusalem, although he declines the invitation of the patriarch Sophronius to perform
his devotions in the church.
The economic and legal systems of the
Arabs were strongly influenced by Byzantium. They employed at Damascus, Baalbek, and Tiberias Greek coins with the
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simple imprint of the name of the town.
When they minted money for themselves, it
was struck according to the Greek monetary
scale, and occasionally, as in the case of
the so-called Heraclean Dinars, with Latin
inscriptions.
They concluded contracts
for hire or lease according to the models
which Byzantium gave them, and, according to the Roman custom, did not release
their sons from their guardians until they
were twenty- five years old.
If a Byzantine, after the conquest of
Syria by the Arabs, looked down from the
old caravan road on the Anti-Libanus upon
the paradise in which Damascus, a vast
sea of houses, glittered among a green
circle of gardens, he might, at the sight of
the cupola-crowned mosques, which were
occasionally built by Greek architects,
and which always retained the cruciform
still

cherish the belief that this
bright land from the serrated Gebel elsheikh to the burning desert was yet
under the dominion of Greece. All the
more if he went into the plain and saw
structure,

Arab

armed after
troops,
fashion,
marching past in

Byzantine
Byzantine
if he entered the houses in
formation
the town and found everyyzan me
wnere re pii cas o f the Roman
Influence on
*v
A
t
gateway and the open courtthe
Arabs
j
j -r ^
11
u
j
yard and if, finally, he visited
a Syrian harbour, and saw the Arab
ships built on the model of the Byzantine
dromond.
Greek artists and workmen exerted in
many ways this Byzantine influence on
the Arab empire. Thus, as Abd ur-Rahman
ibn Khaldun in 1406 records, the Caliph
Velid received at his own request from
the Greek emperor in the first decade of the
eighth century architects in order to rebuild
the church of St. John in Damascus
Greeks were employed to reconstruct the
mosque of Medina. Christian, and therefore certainly Greek, architects were probably employed on the Kubbet es-Sakhra
and on the Jami el-Aksa, which in the
central
resemble
Justinian's
portions
church of St. Mary.
Most remarkable, however, is the late
and distant influence of Byzantine culture
where Abd ur-Rahman III.
in Spain,
(912-961), according to Makkari, employed Byzantine workmen. This transmitted civilisation is especially evident in
the shrine of the mosque at Cordova. The
mosaics of this temple, glittering with gold
;

-,

,-.

;

;

and bright

colours,

were,

according to

TfcE

An example

INFLUENCE OF BYZANTINE ART

IN

SPAIN:

THE MOSQUE OF CORDOVA

how

the art of Byzantium, so essentially Oriental, reached into Spain, is seen in the mosque of Cordova,
where the marvellous mosaics are said to have been made by Greek workmen sent from Byzantium by the emperor.
of
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(1164-1165), executed by Greek
workmen whom the emperor had sent from
Byzantium. The iron gates and the foun-

Edrisi

tains of Cordova, like the bronze fountain
of Zahra, are emphatically Greek. Byzantine influence extends even to the smaller
objects of art ; an Arabic casket in the

Louvre, with an inscription which mentions
Almog ueina (a son of
Alexandria the
Intellectual Centre

Abd ur-Rahman)

cer-

tainly shows signs of it.
So, too, the Byzantines
assisted in transmitting Greek science to
the Spanish Arabs
the translation of
Dioscurides was carried out only by the
help which the Byzantines afforded to the
Arab scholars engaged upon it, and by the
co-operation of a Jewish linguist.
of the

Empire

;

Thus the first movement towards influencing and civilising the Arabs' by Greek
culture came from Syria and the Syrian
nation, and was perhaps continued from
Alexandria, the city which down to the
seventh century may be still regarded as
the intellectual centre of the Byzantine
In Egypt, the Arabic art of
empire.
ornamentation had adopted the universal
elements of the late antique, as is shown
by the palm frieze, the waving vine shoots,
and the acanthus leaf in outline in the IbnTulun mosque at Cairo. Here, too, we may
possibly trace local influences, and the
effect of the late antique tinged with
Byzantinism. The central power* in Constantinople had often on its own initiative
influenced intellectual progress
for example, by the despatch of Byzantine workmen, of whose nationality we are unfortunately ignorant. In many cases this transmission of culture was rendered possible
only through the strong imperial power.
Just as the influence of Byzantinism
on the Arabic world came first from Syria,
so the Syrian transmission of culture
paved the way for the influence of Byzan;

tium on Armenia. The main conceptions,
with their terminology, of western civilisa_

.

political imperialism, and
religious
martyrdom,
mayJ have
&
i
,
A
j
j ,1

tion,

Religious
*
.
,.
Influences already
,/
directly
Greek civilisation,

reached the Armenians
,
,
from the sphere of
proving that there was
an early intercourse with Greece in the first
three centuries
but Syria supplied the
most essential links in the chain.
The founder of the Armenian Church,
Grigor Lusavoric, united it to the Syrian
ritual, and employed, as Moses of Khorene
tells us, Syrian letters for the Armenian
;
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language, and nominated the Syrian David
as superintendent of all the bishops.
Even when we disallow the alleged Syrian
origin of the Armenian creed, there remains
sufficient to attest the Syrian religious
influences, since it is dependent on the
pseudo-Athanasian creed.
Among the
schools attended by young Armenians,
Edessa, owing to its accessibility and its
splendid library, was given the preference
over Constantinople and Alexandria.
Monasteries and episcopal palaces were

founded in Armenia by Syrians numerous
writings were translated into
Armenian
and Syrian patriarchs stand
at the head of the Armenian Church, even
though not universally recognised Syrian
bishops are found in Armenia down to the
sixth century. Art products, Syrian miniatures, were introduced into Armenia. The
miniatures in the Etchmiadsin Gospel-book
;

Syrian

;

;

in the details of the ornamentation, in
the employment of plants and of birds
on the sides of a vase, as well as in the
representation of scriptural types such as

the message to Zachariah, the Annunciation, and the Baptism of Christ are so
closely connected with the Syrian Bible
of the monk Rabula of 586
rmenian
ftia.t we must assume an older
Nationalism
,.,
.,

.

Encouraged

Syrian
copy.
r z,
J
,

and

Both in politics
A
Armenia was

in culture

for a long time less closely connected
with Byzantium than with the Byzantine
province of Syria. An alliance had certainly been concluded in 323 between the
founder of Constantinople and KhosruIL,
the son of Tiridates the Great. But Valens
soon found it more advantageous to make
common cause with the Persian Shapur II.
The Armenians,
against Armenia in 374.
who were subject to Byzantine dominion,

may have no

longer required the Syrian
of the
Armenian people took place under the
auspices of Byzantium. A national Armenian alphabet was designed by the holy
Mesrob in 441 in Syrian Samosata.
Six
pupils of the Armenian Catholicus came
in 432-433 to Constantinople, in order to
master the Greek language.
It is possibly the case that, when
the Catholicus Sahak (384-386) wished to
collect also the Armenians of the west for
this national propaganda, a refusal was
received from the Byzantine governors.
The protest of the Catholicus, and the
answer of the emperor, who had countenanced the acceptance of the Armenian

alphabet.

But the national union
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are preserved in Moses of
Khorene, but can hardly be genuine. The
consciousness of the necessity for a transmission of culture triumphed over con-

alphabet,

flicting political and religious interests.
The Armenians borrowed from the Greek
almost all their written literature and

their

church

in recognition of
music
dependence, the emperor
;

this intellectual

Theodosius II. and his all-powerful sister
Pulcheria gave these zealous translators
both literary and financial help.
The Armenian patriarchs were educated
"
in
Greece," that is to say, in Byzantium.
Giut, patriarch from 465 to 475,
emphasises his intellectual dependence on
his
Byzantium, whence he obtained
material requirements, such as clothes.
It is recorded of Nerses III. (640-661)
that he had been educated in Greece. At
least two churches and one monastery
had been built by Justinian in Armenia,
and in the postand others restored
EtchJustinian era the chief church of
miadsin with its cupolas had been erected.
Nerses III. even later built a church in the
of
vicinity of the town of Walarchapat,
which some pillars are still
;

Mutual Dislike
efect
of Byzantines
*

m

and ghow

his

monQ .

These capitals exhibit

the corbel of Justinian's age,
in place of the Byzantine
animals, a renaissance, as it were, of older
Greek ideas in a Byzantine setting.
Even towards the middle of the eighth
century, in a disquisition on the question
of admitting images into the churches, we
find the emphatic statement that, even
in the domain of painting, all productions
"
from which
can be traced to the Greeks,
It is true
source we have everything."
that national hatred prevailed for centuries between Armenians and Greeks, so
that under the emperor Heraclius the
armies would not encamp side by side
and Byzantine proverbs declared that no
worse foe existed than an Armenian
friend, while the talented historian Casia
drew an alarming picture of the Armenian
Yet the influence of
national character.

but Ionic flutings

;

Byzantium on Armenian literature and
and the importation of
architecture,
images from that source, give the keynote
to the relations between the two nations.
Armenian courtiers, Armenian officers,
Armenians in the administrative and the
legislative departments at Byzantium had,
by correspondence with their homes and
their relations, opened a hundred channels

through which
as

expressed

Armenia.

in

that

higher civilisation,
language, flowed into

Greek words crowded

first

into

the learned language of Armenia.

Meteorological phenomena were called by Greek
names so, too, were minerals
mathematics, astronomy, chronology, jurisprudence required to borrow words from
Greek.
Expressions for the
;

B

;

.

business of Church and State
_
,
to a large
extent first
3
,
,
,
,
adopted by the learned class.

i/ulture

were
PI~.
r lows r
East

But soon popular borrowings must have
co-operated in that direction, and with the
words for man, his qualities and occupations, and for the ideas of nature, town
and country, money, weights and meahouse and home, dress and ornament, arts and games, a strong Greek
element was introduced into the Armenian

sures,

language.

Armenian influences first brought Byzanculture nearer to the Caucasian
nations
the Georgians like the Bulgarians, Servians, Russians, Wallachians
adopted the Greek church music, both
vocal and instrumental.
The princes of

tine

;

independent tribes were proud of Byzantine titles
as, for instance, the prince of
the warlike Alani in the Caucasus, on
whom by the favour of Byzantium the
title of Mighty Sovereign was conferred
others were styled Archons.
Thus here,
too, in the East a wide sphere of Byzantine
;

influence

was

created, which

was

in

many

ways, not all of them superficial, imbued
with a higher civilisation.
Notwithstanding the strong inclination
individual
Persian kings towards
of
western civilisation, the effect on Persia
of any special Byzantine, as apart from
Greek and Roman, influences, can as yet
hardly be demonstrated. It has, indeed,
been long observed that the palace of the
Sassanids'at Ctesiphon, which dates from

Khosru I., as far as the construction of
the facade and the mural decoration are
concerned, displays the same
>S
round - arched arcades
and
Little to

Byzantium

as Diocletian's palace,
pilasters
,
,
,
.,*
,
.

and

,

that
the goldsmith s
art has remodelled Roman motifs
thus,
a dish shows an Eros, playing the lyre,
seated on a lion, but in Oriental dress.
But these influences are in reality so
universal that it is better to speak of a
transmission of the late antique. At most,
the trapezium-shaped capitals may be
traced back to Byzantium, while the
;
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decoration on a capital at
Ispahan still shows the Hellenistic form.
It seems difficult to investigate the
early influence of Byzantine culture on
the West. So long as the belief prevailed
"
"
art
Old Christian
that Old Roman or
alone fructified the West, it was impossible to submit the monuments to an un-

acanthus

examination.
Since
that Graco-Oriental
Influence
influences were at work in the
in the West
West, even before they were
"
transmitted by Byzantium, the
Byzanbiassed

R
""'

we know

"

question becomes more complicated.
Nevertheless, we may consider in this
connection the influences of individual
Oriental spheres of the Byzantine empire,
so far as they have not been already
discussed in dealing with the importance
tine

of Syria.

states of the West
bear towards each other in matters of
culture the same relation as the left to
the right lobe of the brain, or the right
to the left half of the body, which are very
On the
differently provided with blood.
one side, we have states which laboriously
extricate themselves from the effects of
the national migrations and the fall of
the West Roman empire
rustic populations with isolated towns and no com-

Byzantium and the

;

merce

nations which by hard struggles
try to build up their own constitution on
the
ruins
of
Roman empire j
the
monarchies which can alone supply this

want,
the

but

cannot
of

make head
the

against

age
aspects of
development which cannot yet create any

advanced

On

;

the other side
the institution

is

of

a polity which,
the genuinely
the
Lombards
appears as the

;

restricted conflicts of
The Germanic locally
,,
/.
the Germanic empires
a
c
.

States and
Byzantium

;

,,

.

,

,

well-organised bureaucracy,
based on the practical ex-

perience of centuries of political existence
a community which possesses a capital
of unparalleled magnificence, numerous
flourishing cities, and a well-organised
commerce, embracing the whole civilised
world, which had absorbed all the refinement of Hellenistic Roman and Oriental
culture
a Church in which were ex;

;
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;

who

divided the East and Italy

Rome

as capital

with

his sons,

among

may

have been only a dream of the old worldbut assuredly Byzantium was not
policy
;

content with idle dreaming. The great
land-owning families of Italy, from whom
sprang the commanders of the Byzantine
castles
the Tribunes saw in Byzantium
the sun of all civilisation the severance
of the provinces of Lower
*
;

.
Italy
Gateways for
were
r
u
A
Eastern
Culture

V

and

Sicily,

now more

Graecised,

and

which

strongly
so
had

entered on a completely divergent development, met the wishes of their ruling classes.
Naples as the port for Rome, and Ravenna
as the centre of Byzantine administraare the great gates by
which
tion,

Byzantine

enters

influence

this connection

culture.

Germanic empire of
on West Roman soil,
sole heir of immemorial traditions of
an empire which alone
world-empire
could follow out an imperial policy as
distinct from the momentous and yet
.

;

;

conditions

after

emplified all the principal types of religious
a communion in which all
organisation
the struggles for the settlement of Church
dogmas had been fought out with passionate obstinacy.
On this side the
Germanic states
on that, Byzantium.
Whether the Prankish coins are stamped
with the name of Tiberius or Mauricius,
whether the envoy of the emperor Anastasius confers on Clovis the consular title,
and thus promotes him to be the lawful
ruler over his Roman subjects, or whether
the negotiations of Tiberius bring treasure
and revenue to Chilperic and Gundobad,
or Lombard dukes undertake to assume
Byzantine dress Byzantium always appears as the old and wealthy civilised
power face to face with the poor upstart.
The last will of the emperor Mauricius,

Istria

may

Italy

;

in

be reckoned

as a thoroughly Byzantine region, within

which religious ideas, political organisation,
and art e.g., the cathedral at Parenzo
show the closest affinity with Byzantium.
Marseilles, on the contrary, retained its old
Oriental connections and directly transmitted to Western Europe the influences
of Syria and Egypt.
So also did Montpellier in

a

less degree.

Byzantine administration, the head of
which in Italy, the exarch of Ravenna,
received his instructions in Greek, helped
much to spread Greek influence. Still
more effective were religious ideas and the
influence of the clergy and the monks.

We must realise that, while in Ravenna
Syrian bishops are found during the first
four centuries only, in

Rome there

are eight

Greeks and five Syrians among the popes
between 606 and 752.
Graeco-Oriental

BYZANTINE ART IN ITALY: THE FAMOUS MOSAICS OF RAVENNA
was "<r of the chief centres of Byzantine influence in the west, and the churches of San
Apollinari and
"? '" m a C * made by artis S from B y zantiut the sixth century. The first mosaic here

11 * 1 ?'

fSl "I,

sho^r^rf ?
<?K eti ee n
^
n d
ls
a gr U
f sain t s
Chi
Th
H illustrates
-n
^ , *??*
5
and Child.
The ^third
the sacrifices ot Abel
and *?
,

'

rf

I8 7

^

>

,

repro
the right. The second is the enthronement ofthe
Melcbisedec. with Moses and Isaiah shown above.
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monasticism spread first over Central
and Southern Italy, and conquered further
regions of the Christian world. The Greek
Theodore of Tarsus, from 669 onwards,

reformed the Anglo-Saxon Church, and
transmitted a rich civilisation to England
;

France, as in Italy, this Greek
effect on the construction
and the decoration of the churches. The
Greek bank of the Tiber (Ripa Graeca), the
Greek school at Santa Maria
in
Schola Graeca (later in
Cosmedin), and the founding
of the monastery of San Silvestro in Capite by Pope Paul

and

in

spirit

had much

.

I.

The

building operations of Narses and
the bridge over the Anio
Nova, the Xenodocheion
on the Via Lata, and the monastery of

Belisarius in Italy
on the Via Salaria

San Juvenale at Orte were certainly
carried out by Byzantine workmen.
The
cycle of mosaics of San Vitale at Ravenna,
begun after 539, was executed under the
immediate influence of Justinian, in order
to glorify the dual nature of Christ, and in
special illustration of a Biblical line of thought which was,
of
Oriental
undoubtedly,
origin, and found in the West

,

its

where Greek

(757-767),

church-music flourished,

The

may

and commercial

The foreign trade
spheres.
of
Byzantium also contributed largely to the spread
of the Graeco-Byzantine cul4

everything in Rome
The motifs of Oriental art are to be seen in the
mosaics of Santa Maria Maggiore towards the middle of
the fourth century, and in
the
carved
marvellously
wooden door of the chufch
of 'Santa Sabina, which shows
the Syrian conception of the

Byzantine custom of guarding
the women is mentioned by
Theodulf.
The throne of

itself.

Charles at his

in

the transept of the basilica of
San
Pietro in Vincoli, which
_

BYZANTINE MADONNA

A.

'

The

arts

itself

and

sent to Constantinople for artists
Zeno,
"
"
skilled

in

architecture.

At Ravenna, Byzantine craftsmen were
employed as early as the time of Galla
Placidia.
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in Aix-la-

style

of

facing.

The

'

crafts of Constantinople enjoyed so excellent a reputation that the bishop of
of the
Siponto, a kinsman
emperor

especially

tomb

Chapelle is thoroughly in
keeping with the Byzantine
gold-plate style. A four-sided
wooden platform covered
with metal arftT studded with
jewels, and a portable altar
(a wooden frame overlaid with
n
a fpc o f pnldpH lead}
leaQj, Sshow
P lat(

This example of the Byzantine
1
treatment of the Mother and Child
is to be seen in the
church of this
st Mary the Great at Florence

Eudoxia commanded to be
built in 442. The old Byzan^
tine art had then firmly planted
Italy.

court

the court of Charles is praised
in the poem of Angilbert
addressed to him, while the

nated

in

clothing,

minor arts, and
tapestry were affected both
in the West and at the court
of Charlemagne by Byzantium
itself.
Byzantine gilding at

which had formerly
forced Constantine to Orientalise the empire, soon domi-

everywhere

which

pear here just as in the
St. Sophia in Constantinople
Again,
manners,

east,

also

patterns,

'and in Thessalonica.

tine civilisation.
The fresher vitality of the

finally,

Ravenna

of

developed from woven fabrics
into mural decorations, ap-

In this connection the
Syrians, who, according to
Gregory of Tours, mostly
spoke Greek, may be regarded
as disseminators of Byzan-

;

churches

tessellated

ture.

crucifixion

brilliant representa-

Ambrosius of Milan.

reveal to us the importance
of Byzantium as linking East
and West ; these Chinese

of
as
illustrations
Hellenistic influence in eccle-

suffice

siastical

most

tive in

Byzantine origin of the inlaid
tables mentioned by Einhard cannot be
Oriental
asserted with equal certainty.
carpets and silk stuffs were exported in
quantities from Byzantium, which had
established a monopoly of silks and satins.
courtiers of Charlemagne obtained,
"
according to the Monk of St. Gall," their
silk robes trimmed with purple through
Venetian traders from the East certainly
therefore from the Byzantine empire.

The
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Quantities of woven goods which imitated
Persian patterns were sent out from
Byzantium over the whole of Western and
Central Europe.
Even in the eleventh
century Byzantium appears as the inter-

mediary for this art industry. The ivory
workmanship of Byzantium not only conquered Italy, but its distinctive features
appear again in the art of the West. Even
in the diptychs Byzantine realism predominates as, for instance, in the representation of fights between wild beasts
and of other contests of the arena but in
;

universal in Europe /until the appearance of zechins and florins, testifies to the
strong position of the world trade and the
financial

power of Constantinople.
Finally, Byzantium's influence was farreaching in the domain of military history,
and certainly affected the empire of the
Franks. The successes won by the Byzantines over their enemies, not in great
battles, but by a clever policy of delay,
must have made a great impression in the
West. The cavalry had played the most prominent part in all active operations under
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ANCIENT BYZANTINE IVORY CARVING

;

the Byzantine monetary system,
smaller coins, in its recognition
asj regards
of the Oriental local coinages as legal
tender and in its special respect for Egyptian drachmas, is true to the main principles of Byzantine imperial administration,
the Byzantine gold currency, which was

were the models

the cavalry
Frank
the
The name also, Cabellarins, the
empire.
armament and the harness (compare the
Byzantine saddle in the cathedral treasury
Men
at Troyes), were then introduced.
armed with bows and arrows after the
style of the Byzantine mail-clad horsemen
appeared in the levy of the abbot Fulrad

cover for copy of the Gospel.dating from the fifth century

and West Gotland. The
golden diadem from Farjestaden certainly
dates from the old Byzantine era.
Byzantine coins came far into the west
and north, and supply strong evidence of
the world commerce of Constantinople we
need instance only the finds in Westphalia,
Hblstein, Usedom, Gotland and BornIf

i
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Reverence for the culture of Constantinople pervaded the western world. Church
and State, arts and crafts, world-wide

commerce and military

science, co-oper-

ated to guide the rays toward the West.
Even for that age the saying holds good,
"

Ex

oriente lux."
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DAYS OF THE IMAGE -BREAKERS
AND THE CLEAVAGE OF CHRISTENDOM
the enemies
NOWwerethatpressing
on, and

of

Byzantium

Byzantium's
share in the commerce of the world was
shrinking and financial distress widespread,
the only salvation lay in a strong government. Leo, the Isaurian, who had distinguished himself against the Arabs as a
general and diplomatist, was raised to the
purple (717-741). He entered Constantinople on March 25th, 717. Maslama, the
general of Suleiman, appeared before the
Leo's unwearying
city on August I5th.
energy, the Greek fire, and a hard winter,
whose snow covered the ground for one
hundred days, caused terrible privations
among the Arabs. While the Byzantines
could catch fish, the Arabs ate the flesh of
baggage animals, skins, or the leaves from
the trees. Greek tradition, not satisfied

with this account, preserved in Tabari,

on human flesh.
which the Bulgarians
inflicted on the Arabs finally

made

A

the Arabs
severe defeat

yzan

mm

feed

cause(j the abandonment of
the sie *
g e of Constantinople in

Augus 7lg Byzantiul had
thus proved herself the bulwark of ChrisThe year 718 may be compared
tianity.
with the year 490 B.C. as an epoch in the
the withdrawal of
history of the world
the Arabs in 718 is a parallel to the
retreat of the Persians after Marathon.
The old fiscal system of the caste-state
of Diocletian and Constantine, in which,
according to the law of 319, the municpal
;

councillors (Decuriones) were responsible
for the entire land tax of their community,

had been handed down to the Byzantine
empire.

If,

according to

this

arrange-

also destroyed their importance for a long
Henceforth imperial revenue
period.
officials were appointed to conduct the
collection of the land tax.
Imperial

henceforward kept the register
male births for the poll tax throughout

officials

of

the

p

in

f
the Country
Prosperity

,

The emperor,

empire.

solicitous for social prosperity,
s
ameliorated in many ways the
,

position of the country popula-

Every proprietor of a village community shared the responsibility for the
taxes
a deficiency was made up by an
additional charge, which was imposed upon
all. Since all suffered from the bad economy
tion.

;

of one individual, a right of pre-emption
to the neighbouring cultivators in the event of plots being sold.
Distinct from these small landowners
"
were the free labourers, the " adscript!
on the estates of great proprietors ; the
former were always free as regards their
persons, but became after thirty years
bound to the soil. The latter were at once
bound to the soil, could not inherit any
property, and differed little from the slave
save in their marriage being legal. The
Agricultural Act of Leo III. radically
altered this state of affairs. The country
labourers were now divided into those who

was allowed

paid a tithe, and "metayer" tenants,
neither of them bound to the soil. The former
were required to render the tenth part of
the produce as ground rent the latter, who
worked the soil with the means provided
by the owner, shared the produce with
him. Village communities owned the soil
in common
private ownership existed
;

;

in

only

ommuna

consequence of a
of
some property
/,

ment, heavy responsibility on the one hand
weighed down the great landowners, on
the other hand they had large powers
and important influence over their colleagues in the towns. It was a masterly
measure of the emperor Leo III. when
he took that onerous duty, which had

of compulsory service and the
concession of the liberty to migrate are the
great achievements of this legislation. It
was profoundly affected by eastern models.
Its resemblance to the Mosaic code as

increased in the years of insecurity, away
but by so doing he

regards the nine sheaves and the period
of seven years was noticed long ago
it

from the Curiales

;

Ownership
u
o
ofe the
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Abolition
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was assumed that the idea was adopted
from the Bible. The discovery of the code
Babylonian king Hammurabi has
supplied another solution. Not merely do
metayer tenants occur in the old Arabic
of the

and Semitic sphere of civilisation, a fact
which by itself would prove nothing, but
a surprising similarity in particular
Such are those
regulations.
abou ! the restitution of waste
!h
id"
land in the fourth Jyear, which,
Semitic Laws ,,
,.
.--,{
though divergent, still spring
those
from the same school of thought
as to the cultivation of land and the felling
of timber without the knowledge of the
owner and those as to the restitution of
land which had been cultivated in the
absence of the owner .a provision in contradiction to the right, conceded by
Justinian, of acquiring the ownership of
a field after two years' cultivation of it.
Thus the agrarian policy of the emperor
Leo was in particular points influenced
by Semitic principles of justice, which
had been maintained in a conservative
spirit, although the necessity of a reform
of the system of colonisation was rendered
imperative by the numerous new settlers,
With regard to the free
especially Slavs.
village community, Slavonic influences are
certainly to be assumed.
there

is

:

,

,

;

;

The Rhodian maritime law, according to
which the skippers and charterers in those
times of bad trade shared the risks already
increased by Slavs and Arabs, recurs in
its main principle to the rule of Hammurabi, according to which the skipper
must make everything good to the charterer in the event of an accident through

Some not yet quite intelligible
negligence.
references appear finally in the criminal
code, so that even there, in view of the
"
Lex Talionis,"
great prominence of the
some Semitic influence might be assumed.
This victorious increase in the strength of
Semitic undercurrents is hardly surprising
at a time when the Syrian nationality,
from which the emperor Leo
Guarding
i
te~
i
himself sprang,
was drawing
t
t -r
*
^
the
Life oft -p
,
E
West un der its Spell.
the Famil

The

legislation of

Leo handled

family life in a spirit very different from
that of Justinian's code, which intruded on
the emotional side of the relations between
parent and child when it defined the
grounds on which parents might cherish
resentment against their children. We see
everywhere a delicate consideration and
respect for the intimacy of family life.
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The

position of the wife

feeling, ameliorated.

is,

with a

fine

The

patria potestas
(paternal authority) becomes the authority
of both parents, since the mother's consent
is needed no less than the father's for the
marriages of the children, and since the
mother possesses generally the same rights
over the children as the father, and, on
the death of the father, retains them in
virtue of her position as their guardian.

The community of property between
married couples indicates the high conception of matrimony as a community of
which may not be degraded by the
life
contraction of a third marriage, and may
not be carelessly dissolved by separation
without stringent reasons. A noteworthy
"
"
idea appears at all events in the
Ekloge
(or Selection of Laws). Marriage is allowed
of orthodox
only between Christians
belief, and is much complicated by the
extension of the impediment of spiritual
affinities
for instance, the" prohibition of
marriage between the son of the godfather
and the godchild. This was an ecclesiastical
notion, which constantly gained ground,
and soon afterwards, even amongst the

Germanic nations, made sponsorship an
impediment to marriage even in
the Capitularies of Pepin (755757)- The necessity of a Christian marriage contract was a
rule certainly borrowed from the Oriental
It is in
regions of the Byzantine empire.
keeping with the idea of the dignity of
marriage, and with the new taste for a

solemn and dignified formalism.
Leo, himself raised to the throne as a
wished to weld together the

general,

but he had to
empire with links of iron
cure the paralysis produced by the existence of a civil administration which no
;

longer served any useful purpose. In these
warlike times the commander in the field
could not be hampered by civil authority,
however feeble. Thus the commanders of
the military districts, called Themata,
received also the full civil power. The
importance of the Anatolian command
necessitated its division into thb Anatolian thema of the Bucellarians, and the
Thracian, which embraced Asia, Lydia, a
part of Caria and Phrygia, and got its
name from the regiments on garrison duty
there.
To maintain military discipline
and keep up the learning of the past, which
"
had led to the actual invention of Greek

One
fire," seemed equally imperative.
emperor met these needs, as far as possible,,

THE DAYS OF THE IMAGE BREAKERS
-

"

by publishing the Tactica," a book on
military science, in Which the author
treats of military law and of land and
naval warfare, adhering closely to previous
works
but since the fresh spirit of the
;

reformer does not breathe in this book,
the writer was probably not the great Leo,
but a successor, Leo VI.
It required disciplined valour and knowledge to restore the army and the empire
to their old position
it was therefore a
serious danger that in Syria towns and
individuals trusted to images and amulets
in time of war.
The society in which Leo
had grown up at Germaniceia, on the
borders of Cappadocia, Syria, and Ar;

menia, must have had close relations with
the Paulicians, whose capital Samosata lay
so near. Mananalis, near Samosata in
Commagene, is the home of that Constantine who, as Silvanus, in 660 revived
the sect of the Paulicians (presumably an
Armenian form for Paulians, after Paulus
of Samosata in the fourth century).
Cibossa in Armenia, Phanaraea in Helenopontus, became the headquarters of these
sectaries, who imported the primitive
Aryan dualism of good and evil into the
Christian doctrine, rejected any
r

w

e

distinct priesthood,

each

and regarded

as a priest
,,
in
their
strict
and, finally,
conception of the idea of God, refused
the worship of the Virgin as well as that of
the saints. The religious attitude of the
'f?

Worship

individual

:

J

.

a universal habit to scrape off the colour
of the pictures and mix it in wine, and to
honour images with incense, prostrations,

and kisses.
The old paganism, which still continued
in the festivals of Pan and Bacchus and
dominated certain districts of Greece, was
finally prohibited at the council of

692

;

but the images "made withhands,'* as the usual
War Against
,,
,
the
phrase
ran,
enjoyed
the Images

_
Emperors

,

most profound
reverence.
The old paganism had found its way into
Eastern Christianity.
The emperor Leo
III., a thinker far in advance of his age,
waged a bold warfare against image
worship, and by so doing struck a blow, not
merely at the mass of the people, but, above
all, at monasticism, which influenced the
masses by image worship, and lived to
some extent on the trade in sacred pictures.
This great controversy has been handed

down

to us in a distorted form by later
advocates of images, or Iconodules
such were Nicephorus, patriarch of Con:

stantinople

a

(806-815), and Theophanes,
in part from the same

monk who drew

and wrote between 811 and 815
he was kept in confinement by Leo V.
"
"
on Samothrace. The
Papal Letters
to the emperor Leo III. may afford some
idea of the state of feeling, but that is
sources,

;

emperor Leo

they are ascribed to Gregory II.
(715-731), but are the forgeries of some
later writer, who was badly informed in
matters of political geography and topo-

influenced

graphy.

III. was probably largely
by this sect.
How far had men gone in these centuries of dispute ?
The worship of the
saints had confused the conception of
the Deity. The belief in miracles brought

most dangerous offshoot, superstition,
While in some parts of the
into power.
empire the saints appear like the gods and
heroes of antiquity, and, hastily concealing their original form, bring victory
in battle, in others, attempts are made,
as in the town of Pergamus, to win
its

strength

by most revolting

practices

as,

example, by dipping the hand in a
broth of human
flesh.
The lifeless
images of Christ, Mary, and the saints are
more esteemed than the living faith.
Their importance becomes perfectly clear
to the traveller in modern Russia, the
heir to the Byzantine empire, where the
eyes are wearied by innumerable icons of
the Iberian Mother of God, and copies of
the icon on Mount Athos. It had become
for

all

;

But even from these scanty accounts
the energy and moderation of the emperors shine out conspicuously. Unity
of religion and purity of religion hover as
twin ideals before the eyes of the man who
was influenced neither by Judaism nor
Islam, but by Paulicianism. The command was issued to Jews and Montanists
that they should change their religion
the former submitted, the latter preferred
to die. Whereas, one of the
heads of the Paulicians, Genae;

for Religious

Purity

protection

when

this

;

orthodoxy had
been tested, obtained a letter of

sius, after his

the zeal in conversion flagged
came in question. In

sect

726 the struggle for religious purity
began the first edict of Leo ordered that
the images should be destroyed. And the
schools, the hotbeds of superstition, which
conducted the education of the young on
the old lines, were fated to fall. Tradition
:
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affirms that the school in the Iron Market
was burnt to the ground, professors,

and all.
image

books,,

brated

being carried

some
them

When,
of

away by

fanatical

therefore, a cele-

Redeemer

the

women

was

imperial officers,

attacked and killed

which greatly deexploit
lights the author of the pseudo-Gregorian
an

letters.
Stronger measures
were imperative, not against
Classes Steeped
the masses, but against the
c
**
in Superstition
educated classes, who supported the struggle for superstition.
The pressure of taxation and enthusiasm
for image worship drove Greece and
the islands of the ^Egean into a revolt,
which led to the election of an emperor
(Cosmas) and to the advance of the insurgents to the gates of Constantinople
in 727.
The movement was soon crushed
by the Greek fire and the superiority of
.

,

,

,

the imperial fleet. At the assembly of the
year 729 the patriarch Germanus was
sacrificed.
He, the supporter of image
worship and the monks, retired, and in
his place was chosen Anastasius, who now
solemnly ratified the ecclesiastical policy of
Leo. Anastasius was not, however, recognised by Pope Gregory II., who entered into
dangerous relations with Charles Martel.
inItaly turned against the Iconoclasts
surrections seemed likely to tear the whole
;

peninsula away from Byzantium, and
the papal authority of Gregory II. and
Gregory III. partially supported the
anti-Byzantine agitations. Matters were
not, however, allowed to go so far as the
election of a rival emperor.

An armada was despatched by Leo against

but was wrecked in the
Under these conditions Leo, in
Italy,

ecclesiastical

restoring

Adriatic.
733, set
unity in

empire. He separated Sicily and
Calabria (Rhegium, Severiana, Hydrushis

Otranto) ecclesiastically from Rome, and
placed them under the jurisdiction of the
patriarch of Constantinople. The property
of the Church was connsincrease Of
i
j
T
ted
In
hl S
Power to the
J
T
GlC * C
n
f L Wer Tt
Eastern Church
,
and Sicily, begun under
the
emperor Constans II., was carried a step
,

^

^.^
%

,

'

.

further, and Southern Italy
position to develop on her

was

left in

own

lines far

a

from the North. This Graecising
process was again extended by the immense immigration of Greek monks (estidifferently

mated

at 50,000), who now came over and
with their images " not made by

settled,
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moval of an old obstacle
which concerned Illyria.

to development

When

emperor
it
was only

also,

Illyria

Valen-

West ruled over

of the

tinian as

that

natural

Pope Damasus (366-389) should

exercise
ecclesiastical jurisdiction over this region,

the

But when the

East.

and

West

between

thoroughfare

,

L

about

men's hands," in the freer atmosphere of
the western dominions of the empire.
Equally important appears the re-

Illyrian prefecture

was attached

to the East under Theo-

dosius in 379,

Rome

still

maintained this

spiritual jurisdiction, and the metropolitan
of Thessalonica was appointed the representative of the apostolic chair ; when,
later, Mcesia and Macedonia were trans-

ferred to the bishop of Ochrida by Juseven then these two provinces re-

tinian,

mained
This

ecclesiastically
relic of the

last

Roman

one with Rome.
encroachment of

ecclesiastical sovereignty over the

Byzantine empire was

dominions of the

now

abolished by Leo III., and Illyria
placed under the patriarch of Constantinople.

severance of Isauria from the
patriarchate of Antioch, and the subjection
of these ecclesiastical provinces
A Splendid to the
.
patriarchate O f Con
broke down the
stantin Ple
Em ero?

The

>

between

barriers

political
ecclesiastical
sovereignty, between
boundaries of the Byzantine empire

and

the

and

the diocese of the oecumenical patriarch.

No

foreign spiritual jurisdiction

was to

be recognised within the borders of the
Byzantine empire.
The emperor Leo comes before us as a
man in advance of his age. The advocate
of a free peasantry, a supporter of the
marriage tie, a stern foe to superstition,
a champion of the rights of the state
against the Church, a military reformer
his public energy fills us with deep regret
that we cannot penetrate his real perCould we do so we should
sonality.
doubtless rank him as one of the greatest
figures of the Byzantine empire. Himself

own

his

finance

minister,

certainly

his

a man whom
the Church celebrated in her chants as
her liberator from the Arabs, impelled

own
by

commander-in-chief,

affectionate recollections of his

home

even in the domain of law, which he wished
to be administered gratuitously to the
poor ; finally, in the sphere of religion, a
firm,

clear-headed

presented

primitive

character,

who

Christianity

re-

enthu-
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-

siastically

and rejected every compromise

with paganism

behind the politician in
outlines stands revealed the

significant
man in all his greatness.
The son of Leo III.,

Constantine V.

nicknamed Copronymus, un-

(741-775),

doubtedly raised the bitterness of the
image controversy to the highest pitch.
Perhaps the cheerful strain in his nature
for he loved music, dancing and feasting,
and ordered fruit, flowers and hunting
scenes to be painted instead of sacred
subjects the gentleness which forgave
his daughter Anthusa for worshipping
images, the solicitude which procured
pure drinking-water for the capital by the
restoration of the aqueduct of Valens,
were deeply planted in him and were his
true characteristics.

was harsh, for he confined
and 342
monks in the
Praetorium
and cruel, for he ordered

Yet he
Stephanus

;

to be put out, arms, ears, noses
to be cut off, and men to be executed
and their dead bodies to be dragged
through the streets. The treachery of his
brother-in-law Artavasdus (from Mara'sh
in Commagene, 743), and the opposition of
_h _
the monks to the proscription
Br
of images which the council of

eyes

754 had

officially

pronounced,

and therefore to the emperor
and the Church, had kindled in him a wild
desire for revenge.
The fanaticism of
the freethinker who no longer tolerates the
"
title of
holy," and is deeply incensed
"

"

at the exclamation
imMary, help
pelled him, after 761, into a savage war
against the monks, in whom not
" merely
image" worship but also the
spiritual
within the state was most clearly
state
"
The monk, not
personified. The phrase
I, is emperor," was wrung from the furious
!

Constantine.

There was no statutory

abolition of the monasteries, though this
has been inferred from the fragment of the
patriarch Nicephorus in a manuscript of
Theophanes, but separate enactments of
Constantine confiscated monasteries and

offered

new

fields

not

merely

to

the

imperial colonists from Syria and Armenia,
but to the immigrating Slavs themselves.
Slavs were then settled in Bithynia to
the number of 280,000 and in Cyprus.
Did the celibacy of the monks incense the
emperor at this period of depopulation ?
It is certain that he was deeply indignant
when his nobles sought monas*. n _'
tic retirement.
Skilfully con-

and breaches

Depopulation triyed campaigns
ot faith were the weapons with

which

Constantine fought against the
After the sovereigns from
Bulgarians.
the family of the Dulo and other Bulgarians of whom a list down to 765 is
preserved in a Slavonic text with Old

Bulgarian phrases we find rulers whose
names, Paganus and Sabinus, attest the
prominence of the part played by the
Wallacho-Bulgarians.
Cerig, or Telerig
(763-775), in the end outwitted Constantine and wheedled out of him the names
of all the Philhellenes in Bulgaria,

who

were then at once put to death.
Constantine's son, Leo IV. (775-780),
surnamed the Khazar after his mother,
carried on the ecclesiastical policy of his
The oath of
father in a milder form.
fealty was ordered to be taken to his son
Constantine not merely by the provincial
governors, ministers and senators, and all
the soldiers present, but also by representatives of the artisan guilds, and other
classes of citizens.

Constantine's mother,

Irene, an Athenian, did not swear fealty
to him. In 788, when he was eighteen, she
annulled his betrothal with Rotrud, the
Finally,
daughter of Charles the Great.
she put out his eyes in 797. For the next

A tedious
contest between her favourites, a lamentable attitude towards the Arabs, and
complete retreat in the question of the
image controversy form the salient points
The oecumenical council of
in her reign.
787 enjoined the worship of images
as a duty, although the state
nump o
was not
j-jght O f supervision
,
,,
the Image
TT r
conwaived. Hence the image
{
,
,
,
,
Worshippcrs
troversy ended in favour of
the image worshippers (Iconodules) and
of monasticism, and all the results of
None
Leo's
efforts were wiped out.
five years she ruled herself.

.

bestowed them without documentary record on laymen, from whom they could
again be taken at pleasure.
It was a time of ferment and of agitation
new germs were developing in a
the terrible plague of
rough age of strife
745 to 746 had almost depopulated the
capital, and therefore Greek settlers were
summoned to Byzantium from the islands
and Hellas itself and Thrace
and Hellas
;

;

;

J

.

more

this
Church
sharply criticised
of
Nicaea
than Charlemagne.
There is sufficient evidence to recognise
that Charles held the same views as
the Byzantine emperors Leo III. and

council
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Constantine V. The objection of Constan"
"
and
tine to the invocation,
Mary, help
such phrases can be paralleled by similar
criticisms on the part of Charlemagne.
Thus he stigmatises as blasphemous the
of the Byzantine chancery style,
phrases
"
"
God rule with them," God entreat the
Pope to co-operate," etc. It was, he said,
foolish to light before the
Charlemagne
images candles which they
Denounces
could not see, or burn
Image Worship
incense which they could
not smell. To the lifeless images, which are
only works of men's hands, no adoration is
due, such as was shown to living men a hit
at the Caesar-cult of Rome and Byzantium.
!

The papacy, unchecked by dogmatic
variances, threw itself into the arms of the
Franks. The flight of Pope Leo III. to
Spoleto and the romantic meeting of
Charles and the Pope at Paderborn, where
the mail-clad horsemen headed v ^ Charles
galloped forward amid the clash of trumpets to meet the Pope, led to the wonderful
coronation on Christmas Day, 800 A.D., in
St. Peter's.
The legal question of the
precedence of the Byzantine emperor,
which even Alcuin in 799 had acknowl- 1(*ed
in a letter to Charles, was not settled by
this ceremony, but only shelved, for the
view of the Lorsch Annals that the question was ended when the imperial title
passed to a female did not appear to have

any legal foundation.
The successor of Irene, who was soon
deposed, was Nicephorus, the treasurergeneral (802-810). The Syrian or Isaurian
dynasty was overthrown, and a new house
came up. The mere fact that a man once
more filled the imperial throne of Byzan-

tium made it impossible to maintain the
argument, upon which the coronation of
Charles as emperor had been based, that
there was a vacancy in the empire. Nicephorus received overtures for peace from
It was
Charles, and left them unanswered.
only when Venice, which, having revolted

rom Byzantium

in 806, had
returned again in 807, was
for so doing
punished by
J Pepin
in Joeing
^.
,
,
in 810 that Nicephorus sent
Arsafius his representative to conclude a
preliminary peace. Charles in his letter
to Nicephorus rejoiced that it had at last
become possible to realise the wish for
But when the envoys of Charles
peace.
reached Byzantium the skull of Nicef

phorus was already serving the great
Bulgarian prince Krum (802-814)

^
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Krum had conquered
a drinking-cup
almost all the European possessions of
Byzantium, had in particular won Sofia,
and after some preliminary successes of
Nicephorus had defeated the emperor and
his whole army.
This Bulgarian empire comprised at
its
heart Lower Moesia (between the
Balkans and the Danube), extended
over the territory of the modern kingdom
of
Roumania, absorbed Transylvania,
the salt of which the Bulgarians exported
to Moravia, and extended to the Dniester,
;

The
possibly to the Dnieper.
lived at Preslav (Marcianopolis)

princes

on the
Islam seems to have
but
the ninth century

Kamcija.
been preached in

great

;

the influence of the subjugated Slavs, who
transmitted their own language and customs to their rulers, and only assumed
their name, was stronger.
Greek culture
soon began to influence the Bulgarians.
Even in the eighth century a Bulgarian
prince had counsellors who spoke Bulgarian, Slavonic, and Greek. They fought

with Greek siege-machines and with Greek
fire.
Inscriptions were composed by them
in Greek, though no longer classical Greek.
Thus, on a pillar of red marble
preserved in Tirnovo,
820 and 836)
(between
*V1
t
explains his plan for constructing a palace and a sepulchral monument
after a Greek. model.
After the incapable Michael I. Rhangab6
(811-813) had sustained a decisive defeat
from Krum in the vicinity of Adrianople
"
Chamein 813, the emperor Leo V., the
"
at
was
able
leon
last, in 817,
(813-820)
to conclude peace with Omortag. Leo was
also successful against the Arabs less so in
the deposition of the patriarch Nicephorus
and in the organisation of the synod of
815, which revived the almost buried
influence on

Bulgarians

still

o

t

,

.

;

image controversy.

had once been

The

religious

agitation which
led to the
ceased to be a

now

sharpest persecution, and
movement in favour of liberty.
"
Leo V., the
Chameleon," had, in his
time, when he accepted the crown, been
under-estimated by the man who succeeded
him, Michael II., the Phrygian (820-829),
who had given the hesitating officer the
"
With this sword I will ppen the
choice
gates of Constantinople to you, or I will
:

plunge it into your bosom." The kingmaker, showing dissatisfaction with his
secondary position, had been arrested but
now breaking prison he murdered his former
;
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prot6g6 in the royal chapel, into which he
his companions, dressed as priests, had
forced their way.
His rival in power, Thomas the Slav,
was the instigator of the most dangerous
revolt of the subjugated nations against
the foreign yoke of Greece. Thomas had
raised the lower strata of populations,
such as the Arabs, the Slavs of the
Balkan peninsula, the races of the Caucasus and the Armenians, in rebellion
against the empire. On the plea of

and

hereditary right, since he professed to be
that Constantino whom Irene had blinded,
he persuaded the patriarch of Antioch to

THE COUNCIL OF NIC^EA

THE YEAR

Crete by the Arabs in 823, the revolt of the

Dalmatian towns from Byzantium, and
the progress of the Saracen conquest of
indicate the critical state of the

Sicily,

Byzantine empire under his rule.
Michael's moderation in the image controversy led the head of the ecclesiastical

v
E

independence, the
of Studion
/
(752-826), to entertain various
hopes, the frustration of which

P ar ty
Aki
Abbot

Jiery
Defies the

abb()t
.

f

Theodoms
\

drove that fiery spirit into violent antaAn uncompromising enemy of
gonism.
Caesaro-belief, who did not endure that
"
our word should be hidden for one single

WHICH ESTABLISHED IMAGE-WORSHIP

IN
787,
religious controversy of the eighth century was over the worship of images. The Emperor Leo III. was
a great Iconoclast, but his vigorous efforts to suppress the superstitious veneration of images were without permanent
success, as the Council of Nicaea in 787, under Constantine, son of Leo IV., forty-seven years after the great Leo's
From a miniature in a Greek Testament of the ninth century.
death, re-established the worship of images.

The great

crown- him
and relying on a large army
"
and a powerful fleet, this
pupil of the
old devil," as Michael styled him, was only
defeated by the emperor with the aid of
the Bulgarian prince Omortag, in the
The
vicinity of the capital.
B zantiu
terrible shock which this revolt
Helped by
caused to the Byzantine empire
Bui aria
appears clearly from a letter
sent by Michael in 824 to the emperor
Louis the Pious, accompanied with costly
;

and yellow silks, Tyrian
and blue stuffs.
The emperor Michael showed himself by
no means capable where Bulgarian help
was not forthcoming. The capture of
presents, green
purple, crimson

hour," and paid no regard to ecclesiastical
superiors or synods, he had already claimed
the supremacy of the law and the Gospel
over the emperor, and had argued that the
emperor was not mentioned in the Gospels.
He now pointed to the government of the
Church, which had to decide the divine
dogmas, while the emperor and princes
had to help them and ratify the decisions.
The antagonism of this talented and firm
prelate would have been far more damaging to the Byzantine monarchy had not
Greek national pride been aggrieved by
the constant stress laid on the primacy of
Rome which was to Theodorus the safe
harbour of refuge for the whole Church
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in fact, he
of heresy
smoothed the path for Photius, the leader
of the
Greek party of independence.
Theodorus extols the peaceful monastic

in every storm

;

world in a biography of the abbot Plato,
arid by epigrams, in which every useful
member of the community, from sicknurse to abbot, is glorified as an emblem
of

R evi

.

I

duty

faithfully fulfilled

;

his

addresses contain golden grains

f

of sincerest philanthropy.
From
r
J
..
,
.,
,
,f.
them, as from the biography

Iconoclasm

of his mother Theoctiste,
and from
"
his letters
I shall never grow weary
of writing," he says, in the last letter of
the collection breathes a full and rich
humanity and an inflexible power of resistance which could not be broken by
thrice-inflicted imprisonment and scourging. But his lofty conceptions of Church
and State ran counter to the stream of
The monastery of
Greek development.
Theodorus remained the seat of varied
intellectual labours
and from it the perfected system of minuscules was carried out,
as the Tetra-Evangelium of Porphyrius
;

Uspensky dating from the year 835 .attests.
Iconoclasm on the lines of Constantine
V. was continued under Michael's son
Theophilus (829-842), who wished to
ensure the victory of his school by the
unsparing infliction of imprisonment and
branding. At the beauty contest before the
,

nuptials of Theophilus, who wished to
award the apple to the fairest, Casia, a

maiden who pleased him particularly, re"
torted to his remark, Sorrow came into the
world through woman," with the answer,
"

Yet woman is the source of happiness."
For this she was passed over by
She founded a convent,
Theophilus.
where her poetic gifts were developed.
Discarding the old poetic forms, and
trusting to the popular style, she ventured
to write verse whose rhythm depends not

on quantity, like the classical Greek and
Latin, but on stress, as in English poetry.
Reminiscences of Menander
.
and echoes of the Bible could
*

Poetess of

,

,

not deprive her of her own
,
,,
,.
feelings a self-conscious originin
flashes
forth
her
ality
songs of hatred,
"
Byzantium

;

I hate him who adapts himself to every
custom." We can believe that frivolity
and laziness roused to indignation this
defiant spirit, and that a laborious life

among learned men had more

attractions

than a pleasant existence in the
society of fools. Theophilus was consistently

for

it
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The Saracenic
pursued by ill-for/tune.
advance was checked in Asia Minor by
a Persian prince, called, as a Christian,
an inroad was even made
Theophobus
into the Arabian empire.
But to balance
;

this came the terrible pillage of the town
of Amorion after a siege from the 7th

to the I5th of August, 838, by the caliph
The
Mutasim, or Motassim (833-842).

martyrdom of the forty-two Greeks
Amorion was deeply graven on the

of

the Greeks.
In the west,
into the hands of the Arabs.
The belief in images still flourished in
spite of violent measures the three eastern
patriarchs repeated in a letter of 839 to
Theophilus the story of the impression
of the face of Mary on a pillar at Lydda.
Theophilus, whose panegyrists extol his
exertions in the cause of science for
instance, by conceding to scholars the
permission to teach and for the safety

memory

of

Palermo

fell

;

and buildings

of the capital, rewarded his
greatest general, his brother-in-law, Theophobus, with base ingratitude, and his last
act as monarch was to order the execution
of this" meritorious servant and kinsman.

The regency
j

for the
thirteen-year-old
son of Theophilus, Michael III.

was undertaken by
mother Theodora, his uncle
Restored
,,
Burdas, a strong and unscrupulous character, and the Magister Manuel.
Worshi

(842-867),

his

The connection of the latter with the monks
of the celebrated monastery of Studion
seems to explain the order which was
given for the restoration of image worship.
The synod of 843, the anniversary of
which the Greek Church

celebrates,

ended

the long controversy.
All the symptoms of madness appeared in
the young emperor passion for the circus
and for low company, infatuated extravagance, drunkenness, unrestrained lust, and
That malicious
mischievous cruelty.
delight in turning to ridicule what was
sacred to other men by desecrating the
;

Sacrament and arranging processions of
boon companions attired in episcopal

his

vestments

sprang with Michael from* that

same mania for outrage which prompted
the emperor Caligula to erect his statue
in the Temple at Jerusalem. He is to be
compared with Caligula rather than with
Nero, although the latter is the parallel
preferred by the Byzantine historians.
As a terrible warning of the dangers
which threatened a weak Byzantium
from the north, the Russians appeared

before Constantinople on July 15, 860,
according to the anonymous chronicler of
Brussels.
These Scandinavian hordes
not Slavs from the Baltic or Goths from

the Crimea had won great fame early in
the ninth century. They themselves bore
northern names and gave Scandinavian
names to the falls of the Dnieper, which
they descended in their boats.
M
Even the treaties of the
I
Heroes Rule
,.,,
T-,
,

Russians with Byzantium
in
<
and 971 show
precisely the same northern military oath as%
the treaty of Charles the Bald with Regner,
in 845, and of Siegfred and Halfdan with
Lewis the German.
Otherwise the traces
of northern names and designations are
scanty enough. In the name of the town
which in Slavonic is called Turow is concealed the name Tury, which came to
Russia
with Rogvolod
Rag(e)vald
otherwise the Ivor Street in Novgorod
and the spot in Kiev where the god Thor
"
was worshipped are, with the
knout,"
almost the only memorials of the northern
home from which the invaders came.
These northern heroes had been called
into the country by the Slavs, Tchades,
Kriviches, and Wesses as the superior
the olavs

907, 911, 945

=

national power.
rich, but there

"

Our country

;

is

and
do you

large

no order in it
come and rule and govern over us," said
is

;

the Slavs, according to Nestor's chronicle.
But the Russians appeared savage and
boorish, the "most blood-stained" people,
to the Byzantines, who, mistrusting their
own strength, ascribed the retreat of the
Russians to the dipping of the robe of the
Mother of God in 'the waves of the Bosphorus, as Photius relates, and claimed
the credit for the subsequent conversion
of the Russians to Christianity.

The Russians then made Novgorod and
Kiev centres of the empire, and retained
their Scandinavian character for a long time
in the former city ; in the latter, notwith-

standing northern followers (Druschina),
_
_
they became Slavonic by
the year 1000 but in reality
..
\
~,
Christianity
From Byzantium thev accepted Christianity
1

;

A section of the crews in
(980-1015).
the fleet, and later a company of the imperial body-guard, celebrated for their
weapons axe and pike combined were
formed out of the Russians
the Varagi,
;

or with Slav nasal, Varangi, Varengians.
Byzantium was regarded at that period,
about 863, as the centre not merely of civil-

but of Christianity and Ratislaw of
then the country on the March,
comprising a part of Lower Austria as
far as the Danube, and Northern Hungary
between the Danube and Gran requested
the emperor Michael III. to send him a
missionary familiar with Slavonic, arid in
this way endeavoured to obtain a Slavonic
liturgy and a Church of Graeco-Slavonic
the
brothers
constitution.
Through
Constantine and Methodius of Thessalonica not merely did the Slavonic dialect
of that region (in Moravia slightly blended
with German words) become the prevailing
dialect for ecclesiastical purposes, but in
other respects we can see there the
beginning of that complex civilisation
isation,

;

Moravia

we may term Slavo-Byzantine.
Eastern elements are prominent in this
civilisation, as might be expected from its
but among
e
vo- Byzantine origin
^g
gi avs ow i n g to the manner
,
Byzantine
~. ...
..
of its transmission, it has been
which

;

,

,

,

,

Civilisation

everywhere influenced by the
national Church. We have not yet surveyed the extent of the Slavonic debt to
Institutions and forms of
Byzantinism.
government, law and plastic arts, religious

conceptions and liturgy, legends and
myths all flowed in narrow but numerous
channels down to the Slavonic nations.
And there the differentia of the races
down to the present day has been not
Teutonism and Slavonism, but Teutonism
and Byzantinised Slavonism.
We derive our information about the
life
of the brothers Constantine and
Methodius from their biography, the so"
called
Pannonian Legends." They were
born at Thessalonica as Greeks, certainly
not of a mixed race, in the midst of

.

under Byzantine influence
and drew their learning and culture from

Byzantium

although not until far later

;

the peace of 907 was still sworn to by the
god Perun, in whom we detect features of
the Scandinavian Thor, and Volus, who is
certainly not Basilius. Olga, Igor's wife, was
the first to receive baptism, and the entire
nation became Christian under Vladimir
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Slavonic tribes, with whose tongues they
became at an early age familiar, so that
a
administered
Methodius
actually
Slavonic principality in Thessaly, before
he retired to Olympus in Asia Minor.
in
had close relations
Constantine
Byzantium with Photius, who in 855-856,
was sent with him to the Arabs, and went
(860-861) as missionary to the Khazars
he then, at the request of Ratislaw in
;
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-

accompanied Methodius to Moravia,
took with him some portions
of the Old Testament already translated
863,

and

certainly^

The heretical
Photius forced the

into Slavonic.

attitude of

brothers to break with
Byzantium and turn to

Rome, where

Hadrian

II.

and Dalmatia.
Subsequently we find a
simplified form of the Cyrillian alphabet
which was probably composed by Bishop
Clement of Drenovica under the Tsar
Symeon on the model of
Greek uncials.
It was

868

in

the picture of the Last
ascribed to
the Slavonic apostle by
an erroneous identifica-

Judgment

;

the Slavonic liturgy was
at first sanctioned there

by Pope Hadrian II., in
and Pope John VIII.
880 although it was

869,
in

fluence

of

in-

the conversion of
Boris, prince of the Bulgarians and of the Bulgarian
about.

came
people,
Bulgarians,

The

standing on a low plane

as

of civilisation, retained
their barbarous
habits

;

BYZANTINE COSTUMES OF THE
EIGHTH CENTURY

influence to Croatia, and
The struggle
died in Moravia in 885.
about the Slavonic liturgy was carried
the
on with much heat by the clergy
victory of the liturgy, in spite of the
;

worn

and were
profoundly
The
superstitious.
Oriental
turban
was

by the men, while

dresses,

long

close-fitting

ornamented with
buttons, and veils for

sashes

gold and silver
the face were still

women,
They employed

retained_by the

im-

restrictions

the

Byzantium,

that

or

he was now called,
Medied in 869
thodius laboured on the
shores of the lake of
extended his
Platten,

the

Christianising

movement and

Svatopluk
(discovered in the
monastery of the Holy

Cyril,

but

through

whole

in his letter to

Constantine,

tion with a painter
indirectly

afterwards prohibited in
"
"
Commonitorium
the
of Pope Stephen VI. and

Cross).

directly

Methodius and

through

consecrated

them bishops

not

certainly

Pope

posed by Pope
Stephen VI., en-

oxen and sheep

abled the Slavs
to outstrip the
Germanic nations
in the work of
organising a
national church.
We may see here
the effect of the

exchange; slaves

spirit

as

worked

of

the

Byzantine
Church.

The

o
accompany
him to the grave.
A deep gulf

Slavonic national
al(glagolitic)
phabet, invented

t

by Cyril and

separated

closely modelled

and

on

the
,

SOLDIERS
Greek BYZANTINE
From an illustration in a rare

facilitated

the

OF THE NINTH CENTURY

establishment

of

Chris-

among the Slavs. The sphere of
monuments extends
from
glagolitic
Moravia and Bohemia to Croatia, Istria

ruler
of
subjects,
'

whom

e ven the
,
,. ,
foremost did not
eat at the same table with the prince,
The core of the nation was represented
by the greater and inferior nobility.
Boris had clearly seen how necessary

Byzantine manuscript

cursive character
tianity

them

an oppressive
serfdom, or were
even sold to
B y z a n t ium.
Wonder- working
stones were hung
round the necks
of the sick, and
the dead man
his
was given
slaves and wives

pendence characteristic

for

of

in

inde-

of

mediums

in th

Paris National

Library
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was for his kingdom of Bulgaria to
receive Christianity, which he had himself
adopted, with an imperial sponsor, under
the name of Michael. The question
whether to join Rome or Byzantium was
more obscure. The persecutions of the
pagans, which he himself initiated, and the
inrush of eager missionaries of the most
various sects (for example, of
Persecutions
the Paulicians) into this new
of
domain of Christianity of lay
the Pagans
Christians who professed to be
it

priests and mixed all the superstition of;
their own homes with Christianity, or of:
Jews who wished to disseminate their

creed did not conduce to make the new
doctrines more popular. To crown all
came the teaching of the highest ecclesiastical party of Byzantium, of the patriarch Photius, which must have driven the
he
Bulgarian prince out of his senses
received a sketch of the essential nature
and features of orthodoxy, a theological
treatise on the Trinity, and a history of the
seven oecumenical synods and their most
;

influential personalities,

all

of

The

must have found hopelessly unintelligible.
much was clear to him, however,
that his people, or at any rate he in his

own

person, should take a leap from their
primitive manners to the ideal of the
Byzantine court, where no one was allowed
to talk too fast, laugh too loud, or speak

unbecomingly.
The Bulgarian prince therefore experi-

mented with
Rome. Pope

of

Rome

m

.

Primacy

engraved by p ope Leo
on silver
bore witness.
J&tes
Further, in order most tho.

Rome's claim to
Photius asserted the transference of the primacy to Byzantium, by
the removal of the imperial residence from

roughly to
supremacy,

Rome

to

shatter

New Rome. But

undoubtedly

the weightiest reason was the rejection in
the West of so many Church customs
which were knit up with the Greek

_ national

life.

Photius then revealed the deep
rift between East

I.,

.

it
and West
was national, and
;

conceded the

only brought into
the
relief
by

re-

some of
which were truly

Church dispute.
the
Meanwhile
secular
power
had passed to the
Macedonian exgroom and friend

quests,

marvellous.

attitude

patriarch of Constantinople since 858, had
been deposed at a Roman synod in 863,
with the final motive for a rupture with
Rome. The theological basis of the renunciation of Rome, the encyclical of 867,
so important in the history of the world,
was not weighty or burdensome. In the
West, men had taught that the Holy
Spirit proceeded from the Father and the
Son, and by so doing had, according to
the view of Photius, denied the monarIn
chical constitution of the Trinity.
conformity with the western view the
creed had been altered by the admission
"
and from the Son," against
of the words
which the confessions of faith

recogcleverly
nising the needs
of a simple race,

Bulgarian's

discourteous

towards the Greek envoys in Bulgaria, who
were simply driven out of the country,
and the rejection^of the message communicated by them, supplied Photius, who,

which he

This

Nicholas

The Pope refused to
a personal kind.
approve the bishop who was presented
to him, and the alliance was broken off.

The

grasp which
Rome possessed
of the Bulgarian

the
of Michael, the
care with which
emperor
joint
her
representa- AQUEDUCT OF THE GREEK EMPERORS, NEAR PYRGO Basilius, who put
tives
Michael to death,
suggested
"
"
a higher civilisation, were in striking
and founded the Macedonian dynasty.
the ostentatious erudition
contrast to
Now first, long after the loss of the
of Byzantine theologians, and to the
eastern provinces, the Greek spirit had
Byzantine insistence upon tedious cerevigorously roused itself and produced
But the advantage of Rome among the people the consciousness of
monies.
was thrown away, owing to quarrels of national unity.
situation,

2Q\6

NOTE.

See Appendix.

EASTERN
EUROPE TO
THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION

THE
BYZANTINE
EMPIRE IV

BYZANTIUM AT
HTHE

intercourse with the east and the
former incorporation of Oriental provinces in the empire, with their great in*

fluence on culture, left traces for centuries ;
eastern suggestions, Armenian colonists,
and natives of Asia Minor played a
great part at court and in the state.
But the Greek elements had begun to
combine ; and here too the first attempt at
national union found expression in the

and education, law
had seen a renascence of
the old Byzantine and Greek life, and
the whole state became emphatically an
expression of Greek intellect.
The divinely appointed rule of the emperor, despotic and unrestrained by law,
in things spiritual and
secular alike,
swayed the Byzantine intellect. The spiritual and secular dignitaries were nominated by him, and a shadowy senate
was summoned.
The imperial
Church.

and

Learning

literature,

finance
by Right
Divine

minister, the keeper of
,,

,,

P nv Y purse, the commandant of the watch and the

postmaster-general, the other great "
dignitaries known as patricians, and the
protospatharii," the private secretary, the
captain of the city, 'and the quaestor
(then probably head of the police) flocked
round the throne and executed the commands in the various administrative and
legislative spheres.

The high military officers ruled the
provinces, and played an important role
at court. They were excellently paid,
as also were the subordinate officers, if
we consider that everything was found
for them.

to

The army

itself

was devoted

received small
pay, but
.complete board, lodging, and clothing,
and was in other respects treated considerThis is attested not merely by
ately.
their exemption from taxation, and by the
splendid baths at Dorylaeum, which could
hold seven thousand men ; the reputation they enjoyed in' the wars with the
its

1 88

ZENITH

ITS

Arabs as the avengers and saviours of
Christianity, and the demand that all
fallen soldiers should be declared martyrs,
furnish an eloquent proof of it. There
.

Power and

D
Riches
.

.

was also a powerful clergy, who
had immense monastic estates
aS W
ES P r monastenes
at their disposal, and ruled
,

r

of

the Cler y

,

the

people politically also
by using
religious controversy for political opposi-

tion and urging the masses to fight
through enthusiasm for the cause. From
the clergy also came to a large extent
"
the
cloud of humanists, who made verses
and turned phrases, who begged and
were not ashamed." They found an appreciative audience in the large class of
wealthy men who bought titles, and even
salaried offices as a life annuity.
Then came the bourgeois class, from which
were sometimes recruited the ranks of the
desire for seclusion,
clergy through the
sometimes those of the lower officials of
court and civil service, by the sale of offices,
or the posts once bought became heredThe
itary in the families of the order.
artisan guilds protected the old church
customs as unassailable achievements of
faith.

Then came the peasantry, diminished by
the attractive power of the monasteries and
by the sale of the land, and also -ruined
by a defective system of credit. All
round the capital, in the district called
the Province of the Walls, large estates
had been formed, on which pedant serfs
worked for the emperor, for patricians
and monasteries a picture. of the whole
empire.

The

peasant, once perhaps free,
these estates
could not be evicted, but also did
not possess the right of emigra-

who worked on

leaders,

in

Serfdom

tion,

and he paid protectiontithes far more than the
corn
he was indeed a

money and blood

former tithe of
serf.
The diminution of the free peasant
;

class

became noticeable from the

increase
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in the mercenary forces, as in the Athens
of the fourth century.
Thus, this prosperous season of the

Byzantine empire is naturally characterby a constant struggle for the protection, maintenance, and increase of the
free peasantry.
A powerful effort in this

ised

was made by the Homestead
Act of the emperor Romanus
rugg
who in 034 passed
Lacapenus,
r r u'jjfor a Free
a
w
tne magnates
fo^dding
Peasant
to acquire any
or
villages
hamlets from the poor they had actually
to give back any purchases of land,
direction
<

,

;

except in the case of their having raised
valuable buildings. As magnates were
reckoned higher officials and place-holders,
members of the superior clergy, and all who
had money and position. The old connection between landed property and military
service appears further in the resuscitated
institution of inalienable military fiefs, the

owners of which had to provide equipment

and food

who

and only the

;

bore a share of

and those
military service and
heirs,

taxation, might acquire such property.
The artisan class was superstitious, dullwitted, and, notwithstanding Christianity,
addicted to the old cults. The lowest
section finally was represented by the
very numerous slaves, in whom a flourishing trade was carried on. Danilis, the
richest lady of the Peloponnesus, presented
to her imperial adopted son Basilius 500
slaves (including 100 eunuchs), and 100
after her death, in 888, the
slave girls
emperor emancipated 3,000 of her slaves
;

and

settled

them

in

Lower

Italy.

The strength of the Byzantine empire
lay in the army and fleet. Mercenaries
and newly settled subjects occupied - a
large place among the tenants of military
fiefs.
The imperial fleet, under the Drungarius, was paid from the state coffers
the provincial fleet by the Themata
provinces ; the majority of the ships
belonged to the imperial fleet. Tubes for
;

,

who

discharging Greek fire were
piaced n the b ws f the
The fleet was
dromonds.
manned by Russian Northmen,

served as mercenaries, at one time also

by Syrian Mardaites, as barbarians who
had settled in the empire and were liable
to service, and finally by the native
population of the island province, of the
province of Samos, and of the Cibyrrhaeotic
province.
lost the
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When

navy

this latter territory was
also was ruined, so that in

the eleventh and the beginning of the
twelfth century pirates swept the seas.
When the necessity of a navy made itself
felt in the war with the Norman fleet, the
Venetians fought and decided the battles
of the

Greek emperor.

The

core of the Byzantine empire was
Asia Minor, which required to be defended
by perpetual war against the Arabs. On
the Black Sea it still possessed the Crimea,
the starting point for the trade with the
surrounding nations, especially with the

Khazars. The Pechenegs and Bulgarians
enclosed the small part of Thrace and
Macedonia which still remained Greek.
The Peloponnese, through the attitude
of the Slavonic tribes, was only in
parts nominally dependent. Dyrrhachium
served to secure the communications with
Italy.
By the side of the independent
kingdom of Italy, with Pavia as its capital,
Calabria still maintained its position as a

Greek province

;

an attempt was also

made by Byzantium

to

exercise

some

maritime supervision in these waters.
In Sicily, on the contrary,- there were but
few points still in Byzantine hands.
Basilius
Basilius

on the
Throne

I.
I.

(867-886)

laid

the founda-

tions for the
internal
external consolidation of

empire.

He was

and
the

descended

from an Armenian family of
colonists at Adriariople ;
his
mother was called Pankalo and was,
according to Tabari, a Slav. In compensation for Sicily, which soon became
military

completely Arab, and where only the
Byzantine law prevailed, he added to
Calabria a second province of Southern
Italy, Longibardia. Considering the actual
secession of Venice, which had created for
herself an invincible position on the sea
by the treaty of 840 with Lothaire, and

by Lewis II. in 857, it was
a master stroke of diplomatic self-control
on the part of Basilius I. to regain at
any rate a formal recognition of his
suzerainty from Venice by sending an
embassy, transmitting presents, and conferring on the Doge, Ursus Partiacus, in
879 the title of Protospatharius.
Buildings shot up in numbers according
to report more than 100 churches and
its ratification

The emperor Basilius was so
amicably disposed towards Rome that the

palaces.

learned
and
Patriarch,
indefatigable
Photius, who in 867 had deposed Pope
Nicholas I. at a so-called council, was at
the eighth oecumenical synod at Jerusalem
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declared to have forfeited his office and
was replaced by the patriarch Ignatius.
The thought that one single faith ought to

even in the descriptions of the provinces
which the emperor Constantine VII.
PorpRyrogennetus supplied the sixth cen-

govern Christians induced the prelates of
the east, who were under the emperor's
influence, to sign a formula of submission

tury is the authoritative basis, notwithstanding the new organisation by Leo VI.
The great code of the Basilica in sixty
books, compiled between 887 and 893,
was one such renewal. Basilius in his
"
"
Procheirus had restored this

to

Rome.

A

pendant to

fitting

was

the

policy
Paulicians

Basilius
Tzimisces to the

under
sula"

of

this ecclesiastical

suppression

by

and

were

the

of

they removed

;

Balkan

revived

penin-

the

in

the

the

Bogumiles. Perhaps
persecution of the Jews in Southern Italy
by Basilius may be traced to a renewal
of the claim of Leo the Isaurian to establish
one faith throughout the empire. Glancing over the domain of art we might
regard the decorations of the church of

that

time

an instructive

movement

abundance

an

;

of

of

designs

attests the presence of a strong
vitality,
still,

but

Code

much as possible, and
entire code of Justinian
revived, not merely as

basis as

now the

Revived

was

sect

also

Scripu, built in 873-874, as
allegory of the spiritual

Justinian's

regarded the marriage law, divorce, and
the limitation of marriage contracts to
the wealthy, but also in matters of family
law, the authority of the father, the law
of compulsory inheritance, and usury.
But in a still more significant fashion
Leo recurred to the glorious age of Justinian.
Caesaro-papism arose afresh ordinances were issued as to the admissibility
of married aspirants to bishoprics, and the
age limits of sub;

deacons
vals
were
;

is

must be

it

festi-

ap-

pointed for celebrated preachers,

confessed, crude
in execution, an
echo of the hard
struggles of the

dis-

marriage
pensations

were

granted.

A

Byzantine people
from which the

patriarch

who

opposed

his

old
language,
altered in many

wishes, Nicholas,
a friend of his

BYZANTINE SEWED WORK, 1,000 YEARS OLD
yOUth, whom he
The A piece of richly decorated sewed work from the state robe of the had
honoured
and
of
his
r
his
name
that
son.
Romanus
bearing
L^capenus,
emper
Q{
hereditary mona trusted councillor, was compelled by
'archy, which extended from 867 to 1028,
was unusually emphasised in form by the emperor to hand in his resignation, as
emerged

Ways,

^^ ^

victoriously.

the joint sovereignty of the sons in the
case of Basilius I., Leo VI. and Alexander
in the case of Romanus II.,
II.
Basilius
and Constantine VIII.
but, in fact, it broke down through the
institution of mayors of the palace.
The learned emperor Leo VI. (the Wise,
886-911), who was compared to the
;

he refused to bless the emperor's fourth
marriage, and even excommunicated him
in 907.
It was

quite obvious that the
the rank and the preThe dioceses
cedence
prelates.
formerly subordinated to Rome were now

then

settled
of the

emperor

recovered

'

had a far
Leo the Wise emperor Claudius,
than the
higher , importance
r
Kules over
,.
,,
,,
f
T ,.
wise fool of the Julian line,
Byzantium
,

,

sort of

.

,

whose studies exercised no
influence upon his time.
It may

be that merely utilitarian considerations
led; the Byzantines of this age to collect
all the learning of the past, and, above all,
'that of Justinian's epoch, but, at any
;

they completely resuscitated it. The
process of decay, uninterrupted since
Heraclius, seemed checked for the future

rate,

;

^

Nicopolis,

Stellas,

Sicily,

Thessalonica,
Stygmon,
Cephallenia,
were
Dyrrhachium, Dalmatia
finally
made
from
Rome and
separated
subject to Byzantium.
Conformably to
this change, these countries were regarded
as

new

provinces, and, as such, enrolled

new

list of Themata.
Even then
the generalisation of Constantine Porphyrogennetus, that the empire was split up
into governorships, and that the emperor
had not, therefore, his old power, might
hold good for the emperors, with the

in the
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the

of

exception

families, especially

Wealthy
greatest.
on the frontiers of the

empire, collected followers, transformed
the peasants into soldiers, and founded
Byzantine feudalism.
interests

Theological

drew

Leo

into

church meetings as an official orator
scholastic attainments led him to imitate
Latin verse in a macaronic
e en
Much certainly has been
m vein.
f athered u P n him which he did
Theoto
not compose, but brought on
;

,

'

.

On the other
consider the great attraction of the successes of his father, Basilius,

him

his

hand,

bad reputation.

when we

and

his commander-in-chief Nicephorus
Phocas, as well as the reference to the
capture of Theodosiopolis, and the predominant position of the Arabs, it is
almost certain that Leo is really the author
"
Tactics."
Leo employed pagan
of the
"
"
executioners
against the
Magyars as

Christian Bulgarians, but hardly with
success
the Tsar Symeon was justified in
reproaching him with this violation of
Christian fellow-feeling.
A commercial question, that of burdening the trade between Greece and Bul;

garia with heavy tolls and of diverting it
from Constantinople, induced Symeon
(893-927) to wage war on Byzantium. The
appointment of a Bulgarian patriarch in
Achrida which from this time down to
1767 was the intellectual centre of the
Western Balkan countries and the assumption of the imperial title Tsar (Caesar),
over the Bulgarians in 917, and the Greeks
in 924, clearly revealed his plans. He told
the emperor "This is an empire which has
"
In his opinion the Bulcome to me
garians usually coveted the land of others ;
the Greeks ceded their own.
Symeon, who before his accession had
lived in a monastery, to which his uncles
elevate his
also withdrew, wished to
people by the introduction of Greek learnhe had himself read Demosthenes
ing
and Aristotle at Byzantium in
:

!

;

An Emperor

^

Taken From

tfa

R

projected a

1

which comM
prised treatises on theological,
and historical subjects,
philosophical,
and was translated into Russian in the
eleventh century, and he caused an
epitpme of the Greek law to be prepared.
reference book,

Grigori then translated Malalas

his cousin,
Todor Dutsov, copied manuscripts in his
monastery John the Exarch described in
;

;

his preface to the
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tsar, in which the splendour of
Byzantine architecture and painting, and

of the

the glittering gold of the robes of the
princes and nobles, contrasted so sharply
with the cottages of the country. Fresh
strength and a recently-adopted culture
had here to be overcome. The Turkish
and new Slavonised people of the Bulgarians thus formed at that age of international consolidation the very heart of

Slavonism and became
virtue

of

their

champions in
and political

its

military

capabilities.

The Magyars seemed to Leo the most
suitable allies against Symeon. The race
since its
is in its germ Finno-Ugrian,
numerals and words for ordinary objects of
life are identical with those of the FinnishUgrian Vogules. From their far distant

home on

the Isim, Irtish, and Om, where
Aristeas of Proconnesus, the authority of
Herodotus, describes the forefathers of
the Magyars, the lyrkes, on their hunting
expeditions, the Magyars had come in the
course of nearly 1,500 years into the
country between the Caspian and the
Black Seas, and into the region between

Kuban and Don, where

fishing might be
combined with the chase. They
had tl? 6n settled about 86o in
SeVT'ainst
*
gains
Livadia, between the Don and
S
the Dnieper, where they fell
under the influence of the Khazars and
The
adopted numerous Turkish words.
Khazars, who adopted Judaism soon after
860, then ruled over an empire which
stretched from the Jaik to the Dnieper and
Bug, from the Caspian Sea and the southern
>

'

|

of the Caucasus to the Middle
Volga and the Oka. The Magyars, pressing
on further, came to the country of Atelkuzu, where they ruled the Slavs and sold
them into slavery, but also came under
Slavonic influence, which affected their
customs and language.
In the war with the Bulgarians the
Magyars were at first successful but on
the way home they suffered a disastrous
defeat and were now attacked by the
Pechenegs, or Patzinaks, on the Dnieper,
whom the Bulgarians launched at them,
thus imitating the Byzantine system.
Their families, which remained behind on
the steppes of Bessarabia, were crushed
the whole nation thereupon
or captured
decided in 896-897, under the rule of

slopes

;

;

Arpad (890-907), to march further to the
and so immigrated into their present
home, separated into North and South

west,

BYZANTIUM AT
and made great expeditions through
Europe. With this event concludes the
Old native
second national migration.
sources were first worked up in the
thirteenth century into the untrust"
"
of the
Gesta Hungarorum
worthy
Bela IV., so
anonymous notary of King
"
"
Tactica
and
that the passages in Leo's
Constantine Porphyrogennetus are more
Slavs,

ITS
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that the language could not be cramped
and stationary, but that it ought to

develop continuously and in keeping with
the present. He showed the same taste
for history as his grandfather, Basilius

,

,

valuable.

The

I.,

and continued the work of Theophanes,
but in an inflated and boastful style.
In his age the Byzantine system of mayors
of the palace was developed.
Encyclopaedic T
\,
It is beyond any doubt that
Age of
j
we ma y thus designate
the
Byzantium
,

,

7

.

terrible sacking of Thessalonica

by

the
Syrian
renegade Leo from
904 showed that the navy was
still unable to fulfil its duties of guarding
the seas. The lamentations of the patriarch
Nicholas, with which the church of St.
Sophia resounded, testified to the weak-

the

Tripolis,

ness of the empire.

It is interesting to

note that, in spite of these Arabian plundering expeditions, fairly good relations
were maintained with the Arabs at
Constantinople, who, according to the
testimony of that patriarch, were allowed
to possess a mosque and to profess their
religion without let or hindrance.

The foolish provocation given to Symeon
by Leo's successor, Alexander (912-913),
who insulted his envoys, renewed the war
between Symeon and Byzanise o
tium the latter was besieged in
*
9*3- The new Great Bulgaria

.

,

.

f

position of the Basileiopaultimately bore the imperial
Stylianus Zautzes, as in 894. The
fact that in the Prankish empire the post
of the mayor of the palace grew out of the
tors,
title

who

royal civil service, which was concerned
administrative duties of the
royal household, and in Byzantium out of
the post of commander of the foreign
guard, cannot establish convincingly any
difference between the mayor of the palace
and the Basileiopator. More distinctive is
the fact that the Carolingians only rose
to be viceroys, but the Byzantine commanders to real imperial dignity by the
in fact,
side of the Armenian dynasty
the latter formally took the second place.

with the

;

now comprised the Balkan
peninsula from Mesembria to Rhodope,
from Olympus to the mouth of the Calama
with the exception of the strip of Macedonia on the sea, towards Servia as far as
the united Drin, the White Drim, the Ibar,
and the Save. Wallachia, parts of Hungary, and Transylvania, completed the
immense empire.
VII.
Constantine
Porphyrogennetus
(" Born in the Purple "), 912-959, early
turned his attention to learned studies.
His restoration of the old university

Romanus I. Lacapenus (919-944 coemperor), the son-in-law of Constantine,
reduced the latter not merely to the second,
but, by the coronation of his own three
and,
sons, actually to the fifth place
unlike the Carolingian mayors, abandoned
even the outward semblance of respect
for the ruling dynasty. In Bulgaria, after
the conclusion of peace in 924, and after
the death of Symeon in 927, the recognition of the Bulgarian patriarchate and
the marriage of Maria, grand-daughter of
Romanus, with the Tsar Peter, produced
The
friendly relations with Byzantium.
solidarity of Islam was broken up by an
alliance with the emir of Melitene in 928.

went hand

Armenia, which was bound to East

of

by

;

in hand with an eager revival
the old learning in the domains of
history, geography, agriculture, natural
history and medicine. At that period the

;

Rome

and had become
a great power under Asot (915-928), was
so

many

ties,

private

now brought

into a political

and

was

taste for collecting literary treasures was
widely prevalent, as is shown by other
for
collections
example, that of old

Armpit

epigrams by Constantine Cephalus which
Constantine had not initiated
but his
influence did much to mould the charac-

the commercial treaty of 945.
The glory of acquiring new relics,
especially that of the image of Christ,

encyclopaedic age." The
connoisseurs of antiques such as Basilius
of Neocaesareum
dedicated their works
He had the consciousness,
to him.
in spite of all the learning of past ages,

which had been brought from Edessa to
Rome, cast a halo round the usurped
crown of Romanus the latter knew also
how to employ the Curia for his own

;

teristics of this

"

alliance
'

;

amity

established with the Russians
after their severe defeats by

;

purposes

;

he

won its friendship,

ostensibly
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"

in 920, and really by the
of Theophylactus, his horseloving son, as patriarch. It is hard to say
how far Romanus may have entered into

union
enthronement

by a

financial

negotiations

with the senator

Alberic, the protector of
,,
r,,_;
f nr xt.,, t^r,*

,

Innkeepers

ference of imperial rights
~
P7TT
,,
Finally, Constantine VII.,
the
of
the
sons
of
Romanus,
by
agency
freed himself from the father, and then

Becomes Empress ^.

,

.

from the sons themselves.

Even if little that is complimentary
can be said about the talents of Constantine as a ruler, as a man he stands far
above his son Romanus II. (959-963),
who at the age of nineteen had married
Theophano, the beautiful daughter of a
poor, innkeeper.
Joseph Bringas, the

The coinage was debased as a
restricmeans of relieving the finances
tions upon the acquisition of land in mortLiutprand.

;

main, perhaps also a limitation of the
right of pre-emption to individuals of
the same status as the vendor, were
tried as a 'means of restoring solvency.

The wide stretch of frontier facing the
Arabs had become with its fortresses a
military frontier, which urgently needed
the
Patience was required
Jacobitic immigrants were, according to
the emperor's word, to remain exempt
from all annoyance on the score of dogma.
settlers.

The emperor had,

the governthe
war
confided
against Crete to the experienced Nicephorus Phocas,
who conquered the island in
961 and brought it back to

so

an

rigid

as

ideal

this

Theophano, but had himself
The
absolutely no wants.
home for which he sighed was
Laura on Mount
Athos,
founded by Athanasius in
there
968 at his instigation
retirement from the world

He had already
captured the Cilician towns
and Aleppo, when the news
arrived of the death of

;

Theophano

was to act as regent for his
infant children, Basilius II.
and Constantine VIII.
Nicephorus

made more

emperor, who would have
wished to lay all the riches
of the world at the feet of

Christianity.

II.

true,

;

ment,

Romanus

it is

promises than the clergy of Byzantium
in spite of everything
wished to keep
the Syrians were dragged into the capital
for religious tests. No monk ever formed

spirit of

moving

;

was

possible in the strictest
form, in the spirit of the
old Oriental monasticism, in
the spirit of Abbot Theodorus
of Studion.

thereupon

marched to the capital and
had himself crowned emperor,

CROWN OF THE
of official salaries
As a part
BYZANTINE EMPERORS
not without the co-operation This is a reconstruction of the style was kept back by Nicephorus,
of a bastard son of Romanus f crow n sed by the emperors of as Csesaro-papism threatened
T
T>
j_iByzantium. It was most richly
i
the worked in gold and precious stones to revive in its harshest form
Basilius,
Lacapenus,
and
decorated
in
enamel,
cloisonne
president Of the Senate.
through his policy, since
without the emperor's consent and comNicephorus II. (963-969) was a silent
mand no episcopal election could be held,
ascetic with a fiery soul, who practised
and no See occupied, and as an almost
the virtue of self-suppression not only
extortionate
advantage of the corn
through the privations of a soldier's life
but also in the monastic cell rude, rough,
monopoly was taken by the government,
the whole empire was in ferment.
and ugly, but surrounded by all the charm
Theoof victorious campaigns, the idol of his
phano took measures to ensure that a
revolution
under
the
palace
troops, he became the husband of the most
young
seductive and most delicate of women,
Armenian John Tzimisces should find the
bedroom of her husband open
the empress-widow Theophano, who thus
and
secured for herself the successful general.
_
was put out of the
rone Nicephorus
He carried on the crusade against Islam Falls to an way.
The empress Theophano
J
,
,,
Jf
with the fanaticism which is peculiar to
was
banished by
A
J the patriarch.
Armenian
,,
T
,,,
,
the Cappadocian race from which he
Tzimisces
was
John
compelled
the
fallen
were
to
to
be reckoned
devote half of his entire fortune
sprang
to the impoverished peasantry in the
martyrs. Everything must be subservient
to the purposes of the war, of the army,
metropolitan thema, by the enlargement
and of the navy, which Byzantium alone
and furnishing of a great hospital in
possessed, as the emperor boasted to
Constantinople. On this condition he was,
,

.

.

.

!

,

i

,

;

;

_

,

,

;
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and was crowned

recognised as emperor,
in 969 in the church
Tzimisces conducted
Russia with brilliant

Saint Sophia.
the war against
success, since he
liberated Bulgaria. But he did not restore
the empire to the Tsar Boris II., who was
released from captivity
Bulgaria reof

;

mained henceforth under Byzantine rule.
Only a small piece of Macedonia and Albania had passed in the year 963 under
the rule of the Sismanids, and now
remained

independent.

Tzimisces

ob-

tained- great successes against the Arabs
under the leadership of the Fatimites of

Egypt

he conquered Syria and crossed

;

THE MONASTERY
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ITS

still stood unbroken
in
had been considerably extended
under Samuel (976-1014). Not merely
had the Byzantines received a severe
_
defeat in 991 but even the
ar
m
more southerly
t
J Adriatic
of, a ,?~?
Christian
coast was abandoned to
Em eror

as the capital,
fact,

.

;

it

.

.

.

,

,

the northern
Bulgaria,
coast with the Dalmatian islands went to
the Croat Kreszimir I., and Servia became a
vassal state of Bulgaria. But the defeat of
Samuel on the Spercheius, and still more the

capture of 15,000 Bulgarians effected in 1014

on the Belasitza Mountain, south of the
passes of Klidion and Kimpolung, decided

FOUNDED

LAURA ON MOUNT

ATHANASIUS

BY
IN 968
OF
ATHOS,
During the tenth and eleventh centuries, when the religious and political unrest of Europe was so great, the monasteries
attracted many notable men of Byzantium who wished to retire for a season if not for life from the turmoil of affairs.
Lebanon. The east was then thoroughly
He died
stripped of its treasured relics.
on the march home, and there are grounds
for suspecting that he was poisoned.
The kingmaker of that time, the
eunuch Basilius, proclaimed Basilius II.
then twenty years of age,
as independent sovereign. The
S6nSe f the dutleS f a FUler
Come'sto
his charJ. changed
v, ,
thc I Krone completely
(976-1025),
.

,

addicted

acter, and moulded a youth
to every form of licence into a

firm and almost ascetic man.

The West Bulgarian Empire under the
Sismanids,

with

Prespa,

later

Achrida,

the fate of the Bulgarian Empire. The
one in every
prisoners were blinded
hundred was left with one eye to guide the
others home. Basilius was called from
this deed Bulgaroktonos
slayer of the
We can understand that
Bulgarians.
the Tsar Samuel, to whom this pitiable
army was sent, was heartbroken at the
;

sight.

In the year 1018 Basilius made his entry
into Achrida, where the splendid royal
treasure, gold-embroidered robes, and a
crown of the Sismanids set with pearls,
fell into his hands.
The Bulgarian nobles,
who retained their privileges, could now
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in Byzantine titles.
The fiscal
system was for the moment left unaltered.
Finally independence was guaranteed to
the Church of Bulgaria
its first archbishop was a Bulgarian, though it may
be noticed that his successor, Leo, was a
Greek. Although at first the
Byzantium
rejoice

;

rw*

.^
^
t WA
I_11X^
extent
of the
CLA \^1L UU11\J L/l A\j
archbishopric
r*-L-ji_ji_
CL
j
V.

.

triumphs over
Bui aria

i 1

I.

Achnda had been

fixed at

what it was in later years, the

emperor, on the request of the archbishop,
re-established the diocese on its old scale,
as it was under Tsar Peter, notwithstanding
that Greek dioceses, especially Thessa-

were prejudiced thereby.
in which the new
subjects of the empire were held was clearly

lonica,

The high estimation

shown

by the intermarriages of noble
families with the royal Bulgarian house of
the Sismanids. Thus Basilius was loyal
to the principle which he had announced in
"
his proclamation of 1020
Although we
have become lords of the country, we have
maintained

as
its
privileges
inviolable."
was
Bulgaria
linked to Byzantium only by a
personal union. For the acof a new province,
quisition

great landed proprietors in such a way that
the rich neighbours were responsible for
the outstanding taxes of the small farmers.
His attack on the system of large estates
was essentially a national attack, aimed
by the European element in the empire at
the ring of noble landed proprietors in
Asia Minor. He had, perhaps, been
counselled to draw the attention of the
wealthy to personal anxieties and divert
it
from politics by heavy taxation,
Basilius by unwearying exertions had
of Armenia in Asia
Minor and given them back as
fiefs, and had strengthened the
garrisons and fortresses in every
direction.
The wide extent
acquisitions may be inferred from
districts

acquired

Armenian
Empire
Annexed
of his

the new bishoprics of Keltzene. He treated
the Armenian Empire, which he annexed
in 1021, with the greatest leniency, so that
the Armenian historian Matheus Urhaci
extolled his mercy and kindness.
Under Basilius the Byzantine
Empire attained not only its
j

greatest territorial expansion,
but also the zenith of domestic

Servia, by
this energetic policy of reconciliation, and for the victory of

prosperity.
The reign of Constantine VIII.
(1020-1071), in spite of his
patronage of favourites, still

the Greek spirit over the Bul-

showed the capability

Basilius offered
his
thanksgiving in 'the church of
the Mother of God at Athens,
to whom costly vessels from
Achrida were dedicated.
In social matters Basilius
followed in the steps of Romanus

such as the
His
Pechenegs and Arabs.
daughters, Zoe and Theodora,
had some influence on the

West Bulgaria with

garian,

I.

Lacapenus,

stringently the
landed
large

extended the

ing

succession.

estates.
of the

of repell-

foes,

An

old

senator,

Romanus

was
Argyropulus.
married to Zoe, and reigned as
Romanus III. (1028-1034). His
role of a crowned philosopher
was ill suited to him. A
remorseless persecution of the

checking most
formation of

list

foreign

He
mag-

who were prohibited
which
BASILIUS II.
schismatics,
Syrian
from acquiring a village or He was known as "Slayer aroused bitterness even in the
hamlet by adding to it the of th_e f ulg^ians havi nEr lay
drove
J circles of Byzantium,
f
sent back to Tsar Samuel a
r
j
members of the bodyguard,
into the country
captured army of 15>00 o men many Syrians
abolished the right of the every one of whom he had of the Arabs.
His own exmagnates to acquire a title by winded, only one man in each6 pedition against the Saracens
and ^ttad^he^th'eVstom" ended disastrously, after he
forty years' possession,
introduced a rule requiring the
had rejected the caliph s pronates

>

fiiij

production of the original title-deeds. In
fact, he confiscated large estates in Cilicia
and Cappadocia, commanded a speculator
in land to pull down his mansion, and
allotted the ground among small pro-

The whole burden of military
prietors.
service was, at least for some decades, put
on the shoulders of the magnates and
2054

L!

,

.

of
the
Nevertheless,
posals
peace.
celebrated general Georgius Maniaces won
Edessa.
Zoe seems to have put the emperor
out of her path in favour of her paramour
Michael, who, as Michael IV. (1034-1041),
exercised the sovereignty in name alone
he was the brother of John, a eunuch and
;

BYZANTIUM AT
head of the orphanage, who became the
as imperial chancellor.
At
any rate, the sense of the responsibilities
of his great power had such effect on
Michael that he was able to protect the
empire against invasion. In him a zealous
real

monarch

theologian and philosopher, who courted
the society of the Theosophists, once more
mounted the Byzantine throne. The
Ptochiotropheion, the hall which he built
in Constantinople, was
for the devout poor.

a sort of refectory

He succeeded, with

the help of large mercenary forces, in
repelling the attacks of the Saracens.
The traditional recapture of Athens after
a revolt against the emperor is ascribed to
the northern hero Harald Hardraada, son
of Sigurd
but the story springs from the
erroneous interpretation of a Runic inscription on the gigantic lion in the arsenal at
Venice. Thus the beautiful reflection of
Athenian greatness in Icelandic ballads
fades away to nothing.
But it is certain
that Harald fought gloriously in the years
1034 and 1035 against the Saracens on the
coast of Africa and in Sicily, and against
the Bulgarians on the Balkans. A yearning for his own country drove him back to
the north, even when the emperor Constantine did not wish
;

him go.

Danger seemed
,,
by the revolt
of the Slavs; whose privileges, dating from
A
Basilius, were no longer respected.
grandson of Samuel, Peter Delaenus, was
proclaimed tsar of the Bulgarians, and
Independence

to let
,

,

threatened

,

the Albanian population now joined them,
owing to the oppressive burden of imperial
taxation.
But Michael crushed most remorselessly the ecclesiastical independence
of Bulgaria.

The arrogance of Michael V. Calaphates
(1041-1042) led to the proclamation of the
princesses Theodora and Zoe as empresses ;
and in 1042 Zoe married Constantine IX.
Monomachus (1042-1054). The rebellion
of the general Maniaces, who had reconquered Sicily in 1038, was suddenly
ended by an accident, most fortunate for
Constantine, which cost Maniaces his life.
The appointment of Greeks to Armenian
bishoprics, after the incorporation of the
second part of the Armenian empire,
provoked the bitterest hatred of the
Armenians towards Byzantium, since with
this policy a confiscation of the property
of the Church was evidently connected.
The Armenians, or some of them at least,
looked to the Seljuk Turks as their

ITS
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liberators.
This defection became all
the more important when the Oriental
Church isolated herself and completely
broke away from Rome in 1054. Pope Leo
IX. had indeed cherished the hope that the
Greek and the German emperors, being, as
it were, the two arms of the Church, would
annihilate the Normans. But the title,
already acquired by the Church
of
of
the
Constantinople,
"
.
hotbed of heresy," and the
contention of the patriarch
Michael Cerularius that he was the true
oecumenical patriarch, the sovereign over
the Churches of the whole world, and that
the Pope, on the contrary, was only
the bishop of Rome, had made bad blood.
In spite of the honest efforts of the
emperor Constantine to bring about a
peace, the Roman legates deposited on the
altar of the church of St. Sophia a Bull of
excommunication against the patriarch
the Synod, then convened,
Cerularius
retaliated by condemning the Bull and its
author. Thus the split between the
churches was made irrevocable.
At Constantinople Monomachus then
revived the old university for the study
.

;

of law,

philosophy, and philology.

The

spirit of this restoration was the
author, Michael Psellus. Deeply influenced

moving

by the poetry and philosophy of the ancient
Greeks, especially by Homer and Plato, he
possessed a wonderful mastery of the
Greek language. It is hardly astonishing
that a supernatural knowledge was attributed to him when we consider his com-

by no means drily
prehensive and
encyclopaedic mastery of the most diverse
He donned the monk's dress
subjects.
and withdrew from the whirl of the capital
and its intrigues to the Mysian Olympus.
Then once again returning from the solitude,
which could not appreciate his genius,
into the crowded life of the court, he used
He
his pen as a weapon, which he sold.
served under a succession of emperors,
and became first minister under
Last of the
p ar apinaces. After
* Michael
the death of Constantine IX
D nast
Theodora assumed the government, which she administered wisely with
the help of the priest Leo Paraspondylos
until the unconciliatory attitude of the
patriarch Cerularius led her into violent
opposition against the Church. The Macedonian dynasty became extinct with this
empress, who transmitted the crown to the
general Michael VI. Stratioticus.

vn

-
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THE UNDERGROUND BYZANTINE RESERVOIRS OF CONSTANTINOPLE
A most

remarkable feature of Byzantine Constantinople still remaining: are the strange underground reservoirs, vast
The upper
in extent and splendidly constructed, used for the water supply in the time of the Byzantine empire.
picture shows one of these reservoirs empty of water, but the lower one, called the Basilica Cistern, is still in use.
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BYZANTIUM ON THE DOWN GRADE
HTHE

rich landowner who was chosen
as successor to Michael VI.. Isaac I.
Comnenus (1057-1059), resisted the claims
of the Oriental Church, but retired himself
into the monastery of Studion and entrusted to his friend, Constantino X.

*

Ducas

(1059-1067), the heavy responthe throne, for which he had no
special qualifications, as the result showed.
Magyars, Pechenegs, Uzes were pressing
sibility of

forward on every

side.

The decline of Byzantine prestige was
reflected in a scheme for uniting the
Churches. Gagik of Armenia tore up the
deed of union, delivered a successful
speech on the Armenian faith which was

commended by

Constantine, and contrived the murder of the patriarch of
Caesarea as a heretic. Ani, the old royal
city of the Armenians, then fell into the
hands of the all-conquering Seljuks, and
the Armenian nation was almost broken
up. The empress-widow Eudocia at least
.
_
attempted,
by the choice of
F
the g en e ra ] ^Romanus IV.

AD..mi

es wh
reigned from
f
1067 to 1071, to effect a military reorganisation. The neglect and delay
of the last years was not to be retrieved
suddenly, and an army formed with worthless soldiers.
In his efforts Romanus had
not only the Turks to withstand, but also
the whole body of courtiers and officials,
of Militarism

Dio g e

>

who immediately undermined his position
"
He expects to check the enemy's
by gibes
:

charge with a shield and to stab him dead
with a cloth-yard lance, and everyone
"
claps his hands and shouts Hurrah
The empire of which educated classes
thus ridiculed the earnest efforts was committing suicide. The treachery of Turkish
mercenaries and the incompetence and
treachery of Byzantine officers, allowed
the battle at Mantzikert to end so disastrously for Romanus that he was comHe
pletely defeated and taken prisoner.
'

'

was,

true, soon released, only to fall

it is

on his return into the hands of the cruel
John Ducas, who raised his nephew
Michael to the purple, and put out the
eyes of Romanus. The battle of Mantzikert marks the definite disruption of the
possessions of the Byzantine
A
Ticin Asia Minor.
In
x
of Pretenders empire
....
,,
.,,
r ,
,
..
the
wild
competition of local
to the T,.
Ihrone
*
A*.
pretenders for the imperial

The Rabble

i

crown, fomented by mercenary officers
and Turkish machinations, the latter
proved the most effective factor in the
founding of the sultanate of Iconium.

The prosperous

era

of

Byzantium was

then dead and gone.

The feebleness of the emperor Michael
VII. Ducas Parapinaces (1071-1078), who
in his difficulties applied to Pope Gregory
VII. in 1073 for help against the Turks,
offering to renew the old union between
Rome and the daughter church of Constantinople, as well as the foolish attitude
of the emperor Nicephorus III. Botaneiates (1078-1081) towards the Normans,
complicated the position of Byzantium,
in any case was sufficiently critical
The part
after the battle of Mantzikert.
played by the Turks on the accession of
troops of
Nicephorus was significant
the sultan of Iconium, who had been won
over by the adherents of Michael VII.,

which

;

were to fight against him, but the Turkish
captain of the mercenaries of Nicephorus
persuaded them to retire. Both there and
in other places Turks turned
Aggression

Alexius
ceeded

the scale ty their trb P s
which they hired out to the emperor and the pseudo-emperors.
'

of'rurkUh

!

I.

in

Comnenus (1081-1118)
capturing
treachery

through the
mercenary officer Hanno.

suc-

Constantinople
of a German

A clever

diplo-

matist and consummate general, Alexius
would have been able to confront the
Turks with great force had not a new foe
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the

in

arisen

person

the

of

Norman

duke Robert Guiscard, who allied himself
with Pope Gregory VII. Calabria had
fallen to the enemy,
* A11
" iance already
and the Balkan peninsula was
with the
j
prize to which Guiscard s
Venetians
ambition now aspired. Robert
.

,

.

,

i

conquered large portions of
tried

by

large sacrifices of

i_

/->

Illyria.

money

>

Alexius
to

win

over the emperor Henry IV., who, indeed,
only turned against Robert's ally, the
Church treasures were sold, and
Pope.
the connection of Venetian with Byzantine
interests was adroitly used in a struggle
against the common foe.
Tne Venetians, with whom a formal
in
treaty was concluded
May, 1082,
brought their ships to replace the Byzantine fleet, which had been ruined by the
loss of the provinces in Asia Minor.
This

to allow those of their citizens who were
settled in Byzantine territory to share
in defending the empire against attacks.
The aggressive policy of the Normans was
ended temporarily by a victory of Alexius
and the death of Guiscard in 1085, when

the most powerful Norman prince, Roger,
adopted a policy of compromise with
Byzantium.
Serious dangers threatened the Byzantine empire from the Pechenegs (1088-

Alexius had already sustained a
1091)
defeat from them. He contrived to prevent a second reverse by buyBuying
ing over another Turkish race,
Turkish
the Cumani, who first appeared
Friendship
in Russia in 1055, and in
1065 expelled from Atelkuzu the Pechenegs, who had earlier ousted the Hun;

garians.

treaty

guaranteed to them the
widest commer-

The Cumanian language happens
to be known to
us through the
of a
existence

exall
to
parts of the empire
immunity

of

from
bour

gave Alexius

cial

Cumanian

rights,

tending

other

tolls,

har-

dues,

and

glos-

sary.

The

partition
Seljuk
empire in 1092

the

some

imposts,
an
inde-

of

hope

and
pendent

driving out the
Turks, not in-

in

deed alone, but
with the help of

quarter
the port of
Pera. This marks
the beginning of
the Venetian

the

colonial dominion
in the east and
of the supremacy

tant,

Robert

of Byzantine
in Venice.
In return for
these trading ad-

in

was

case

any

Alexius asked for
help, and, among

the

many
which

motives

the service of the

impelled the Crusaders, his
ap-

empire by Byzantium. The Vene-

peals

may have

been

to

pledge themselves
to fight on behalf
of the possessions

of

but

translation,

hoped that valuable allies
had
been secured for

had

of Flan-

accuracies

art,'

tians

I.

ders may well
contain many in-

all

it

which the

dressed to Count

and above

vantages

ex-

still

emperor ad-

of Byzantine culture,

The

west.

letter,

In

effective.

the

1095

of

petition
CROWNING OF ROMANUS

of their allies; in The
Eudocia
empress-widow
press-

allied

IV.

herself

Alexius

for the
Of the
with a general
in the protection
______________

AND EUDOCIA

HIT. the PlSanS hope of retrieving the Byzantine fortunes by military effort, but Holy Church Was
1..J
^j Romanus soon suffered defeat. This ancient Byzantine carving sugj
t_
Were pledged
at
ges ts that Christ crowned the unfortunate emperor and empress, r 6 a O
j.
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THE BYZANTINE
"

This dedicatory picture from an old " life of John Chrysostom is very interesting on account of the rich,
and the obvious forcefulness of the portraiture. Over the head of the
brightly embroidered costumes,
"
emperor are the words
Nicephorus, believer in Christ the God, Emperor (autocrat) of the Romans."
:

Council of Piacenza

;

and Pope Urban

II.

proclamation on
November 2yth, 1095, at Clermont, for
the liberation of the eastern Churches.
The question of union was not then
mooted from idealistic enthusiasm on the
part of Urban, and from shrewd calculation on that of Alexius.
The Norman Bohemund, son of Robert
Guiscard, had at first submitted to the
emperor a plan for making himself an
independent sovereign, but in the end he
(1088-1099)

issued

a

took the oath of fealty. After the conquest of Antioch he wished to keep this
most important town in his own hands.
He could do this only if he appealed for
help to the authority of the papacy against
the heretics of Byzantium.
Urban II.,
however, in the councils of Bari and Rome,
the
reconciliation
of
advocated
the
His successor, Paschal II.
Churches.
(1099-1118),

first

attempted by his papal

legate to support Bohemund, who himself
went to Europe in order to make capital
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out of the current prejudice against the
Greeks and to divert the dangerous
attacks of the Byzantine emperor on
Antioch by a crusade of Europe against
Byzantium. But he Could not raise the
mighty storm which, in his own words,
in order to upwas
The El y root necessary
the lofty oak, although
,
.
of the
he preached from the pulpit
Comneni
in Chartres that the crusaders
against Byzantium would obtain the
richest towns, and often forced the conviction on minds irritated against the
emperor that a successful crusade could
begin only with the war against Byzantium.
Owing to the energy of the

Comneni a

century was still .to elapse
before these ideas were matured.
In the peace of 1107-1108, which
followed on a severe defeat near Durazzo,
Bohemund was forced to renew the oath
of fealty for his sadly diminished principality of Antioch, which was to become
again Greek ecclesiastically so at once,

and

full

politically after

death in
,

1111.

Bohemund's

On the other hand,

the promise of the subjection of the
crusaders by Alexius had less importance. The severe defeat of the
induced Alexius
papacy, in
then to offer the Pope protection
and union in return for the

overgrown with thorns and treeless, without any buildings except a miserable chapel
Even this
inside an ancient temple.
deserted rock was incessantly harassed by
attacks of Turks and Christian pirates,
who had driven St. Christodule from
Mount Leros, in the vicinity of Halicarnassus, to Cos, and finally to Patmos.
The old naval provinces of Asia Minor,
from which the fleet was recruited, had
fallen into the hands of the Turks as far
The Turk
as the Sea of Marmora.
Tzachas, formerly in the Greek service,
had with the title of emperor ruled from
Smyrna not merely over
Wonderful

Cosmopo
of

Byzantium

^^

surrounding c
.,

and the greater part of
Lesbos, which became once more Byzantine
only after 1092. Under such conditions
we must consider it merely a faint echo of
,

"
the
the times of greatness if the phrase
"
is still heard.
fleet is the glory of Romania
The population was a motley mixture.
Traders flocked together from
every quarter of the world, not
merely into the capital, but to the
October fair at Thessalonica, and
to

The great traveller,
Jew Benjamin of Tudela, testi-

Halmyrus.

the
fies

to

this

state

of

at
things
"

MerByzantium under Manuel
chants from Bagdad, Mesopo:

imperial Roman crown, which
offer Paschall II. declared possible
under the proviso that Alexius
subjected himself and abandoned

tamia, Media, Persia, Egypt, Palestine, Russia, Hungary, the country
of
the Pechenegs, Italy, and

Spain." The Greek population had
then revived, and lived in crowded
villages and towns. Arcadia, Lacedaemon,
Achrida,
Astypalaia,
Larissa,
Castoria,
Joannina,
Platamuna, Cytros, Dyrrhachium,
Chimara, Buthroton, Corcyra, are
mentioned as Greek towns by the
Arab Edrisi, who wrote at the

his obduracy.

uoo

the East Roman empire embraced the Balkan peninsula, including Bulgaria, as far as
the Danube. Servia, Bosnia, and
Croatia had been lost. The Southern
Crimea was subject to Byzantium
the southern coast of the Black
Sea, with Trebizond, was taken
from Gregory, prince of Georgia,
only in 1107, and he was enfeoffed
with it in 1 108. The islands of the

^^
fe

mi,

In

rtantsm

;

ALEXIUS

Wh

'

Rhodes, and j^*

restored the By1

"*

r

commission of Roger II.
Slavonic
had
immigrations
al mO st submerged the old Greek
race Jewish colonists, Albanians,
and Wallachians pushed their way
into the
Greek peninsula. A

Jigean Sea, Crete,
U n?o^vith the
Cyprus, were Byzantine. This sove- Venetians near the close
century,
reignty was, it must be acknow- ofFrom
thc^nth
old Greek
npt
ledged, only nominal in many
province of Thessaly was called
A rebellion caused by the pressure Great Wallachia, and we find Wallachians
places.
of taxation still surged in Crete and
in the army. The cities of Western Italy
in Rhodes the pirates were the
Cyprus
began slowly to plant their colonies in the
-

'

;

virtual rulers.

The charter

of the monastery of Christodulus on Patmos, dating from April, 1088,
shows how that island was a wilderness,
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crevices of this tottering empire.
The disintegrating force of this luxuriant foreign

growth must not be under-estimated when
we consider the progress of Byzantine

BYZANTIUM ON THE DOWN GRADE
decay.

It is

not the profit-making powers

of trade that we must consider, but that
of the colonial system, which ventured to
work in the sinking Byzantine empire
with its own surplus of capital and surplus
of hands.
The system of forced labour,

which employed the former Byzantine
serfs as if they were

a death penalty, thrifty, since he curtailed
the luxury of the court and left behind him
a well-filled treasury, John enhanced the
glory of the empire and extended its

Only Italy was definitely given
Naples, the last possession of Byzan-

frontiers.

up

;

tium on Italian

became Norman in
The attempt to
withdraw from the

soil,

1138.

slaves, created for the
Italian communities

those riches which

iron grip

we

should never comprehend as a result of the
Levant trade alone.
II.

John
nenus

of Venice

proved a failure, since
the latter proceeded
to ravage the islands.

The

Com-

West

ideas of

European

chivalry,

(1118-1143),
John the

united with Byzan-

also called

tine

Handsome, averted
by his moderation

statesmanship in the
person of the fourth
son of the emperor

the ambitious efforts
Anna to
place on the throne
her husband Nicephorus Bryennius the

of his sister

John,

also
he
with success
against the Pechein 1122, the
negs

younger

mony

;

Seljuks

(1126-1137),

to

which

could

bring

money to his purse
but we have better
;

THE BYZANTINE WALLS OF ANTIOCH
The treaty of 1108 authorities in the

be

conquered should be
Raymond as a hereditary fief.
The action of the emperor against Antioch
was sharply censured by Pope Innocent
II. in the Bull of 1138
the Latins were
ordered to withdraw from his company
and his service. The Byzantine clergy
then felt the widening of the gulf which
"
The
separated them from the papacy.
Pope is Emperor and no Pope," said a
Greek who was staying at
The Greeks
Monte Cassino
and the
Reject
of Thessalonica
'.
CM.:.
.
archbishop
Home s Claims ,,
*.
.
,,
f
bluntly rejected the claim of
"
Rome to send her orders thus from on
;

;

.

.

"

to whom the
high," since the Greeks,
knowledge of science, the learning of their
masters, and the brilliant intellects of

Hellenism were useless," thus became
Gentle and wise, never enforcing

slaves.

cannot

to the testiof the hack-

dromes, who wrote
witty and pleasing
verse on everything

and Armenians (1137).
was renewed, in 1137, with Raymond of
Poitou, successor of Bohemund II., on
the terms that Antiqch should be surrendered to the Greek throne, but that a
territory on Turkish soil, Aleppo and the
petty towns on the Upper Orontes still,
however,
ceded to

I.

(1143-

poet, Theodores Pro-

fought

Servians in 1123, ar>d
the Hungarians, and
in Asia against the

Manuel

Comnenus
We
1180).
appeal

and

culture

historians Cinnamus, a
soldier skilful in his profession, and Nicetas

Acominatus.
the

emperor,

followers,

Turkish
Chivalry

The rash daring with which
escorted by two faithful

made his way through a dense
army, charged alone with the
standard against the Hungarian
ranks,
of the

of the

and

after

the

crossing

Save did not actually
Emperor
burn his boats but sent them
back his return with four Turks bound
his acceptance of a
to his saddle-bow
challenge to single combats in honour of
his wife
and the skill with which, in
the lists at Antioch, he hurled two Latin
;

:

;

out of their saddles all this
brought him nearer to the western chivalry.
He seemed to be an Occidental among
knights

the Greeks.

And in admirable harmony with the
whole picture is his German wife, Bertha
sister-in-law of Conrad
of
Sulzsbach,
III.,
who, in defiance of the stately
etiquette of the Byzantine senate and
her joyful
court, gave expression to
admiration of her heroic husband. Even
the

superstitious

liking

for

astrology,
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which the emperor defended in a treatise
own composition, forms a natural

of his

this.
Natives of the west
received high posts in the army and the
The great western shield
government.
and the long lances were now introduced
into Byzantium.

pendant to

The way seemed paved

for

a

reconcilia-

and at
the Roman and
Greek Churches, according
.
& to
of Union with ,,
.,
,
Manuel s views, might be
th
t
united under a Roman primate.
Pope Alexander III. lent a willing
ear to these proposals, so long as he
found himself in conflict with Emperor
Frederick I. Barbarossa (1161).
Then
the cardinal-presbyter William of Pavia
spoke, quite in the Byzantine spirit, of
the oppression which the tyranny of the
barbarians had brought on the Church
since the name of emperor had been
between

tion

_

.

.

this

east

and

west,

price

.

W

,

arrogated by them.
In this sense the sanguine spirit of Manuel
was understood when he wished, in
the year 1175, to win the co-operation
of the west by a new crusade.
But the
Greek clergy were quite opposed to the
union, and the parallel of the wandering
sheep was indignantly repudiated by the
Greek Church with the remark that it had
not added anything to the creed. The
clouds in the west lowered threateningly.
Barbarossa at the end of 1177 wrote to
the emperor Manuel that not merely the
Roman imperium, but also the .Greek
empire, must be at his beck and call
and administered under his suzerainty.
"
"
In the
the two swords
theory of
there

was no room

for

a Greek empire

;

Frederick even offered his services as an
arbiter in the ecclesiastical disputes of
the Greek Church.
Thus in the west, twenty-seven years
before the annihilation of the Greek
empire, political doctrines were started
which simply denied the existM Room
B
No
r
,-f
s*
T,
6nCe f
crown. It
for a Greek
**?
was
nttle importance, then,
Empire
in view of the failure to win
over the Curia and to conduct successfully the diplomatic war against the
western empire, that Manuel had his
own party in Rome, Venice, Dalmatia,
and Hungary, or that he hoped to gain
the crusading states by great undertakings on their behalf, and the goodwill of the Latins
generally by trade
-i

9^k
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concessions, or the education of Ragusan
nobles at the cost of the state.
The
calamitous defeat near the sources of
the Maeander, at Myriocephalon, in 1176,
which Manuel sustained at the hands of
Izz ed-din Kilij-Arslan, was, it is true,
quickly retrieved by two great victories,
but the intense energy of Manuel was
broken. The ascendancy of Barbarossa
and his own defeat show that his lifework as a statesman and a soldier had

not been successful.
Under Alexius II. (1180-1183), a minor
for whom his mother Maria of Antioch
governed, the smouldering hatred of the
Greeks for the Latins burst into flame.

The unscrupulous exactions of labourservice and money imposed by the Occidentals were terribly avenged on May
Andronicus I. Comnenus,
1182.
2nd,
the Alcibiades of the Middle Byzantine
empire, stirred up this rebellion, and, as a
liberator, occupied the highest place in
the empire in 1183, first as co-regent, and
after the murder of Alexius, in 1184, as sole
ruler.
A favourite with women, of infatuating personal charm, an orator whose
flood of eloquence no hearer could resist,

an

admirable general, a distinguished
administrator of the empire, whose great

E

d

the
.

landowners and feudal nobility
he remorselessly attacked, he
t
/
was the most exemplary 01
rulers, and the most unscrupu-

f

Era

p

lous of

men

in his private

life.

Once more the administration was to be
altered, bureaucracy terminated, and the
refractory grandees crushed with iron
strength and condemned for high treason.
But when the avenging massacre of the
Latins at Thessalonica on August 24th,
1185, and the restriction of the games
exasperated the people, Isaac Angelus,
who had been spared during the proscription, was chosen emperor on September
I2th, 1185, after turbulent meetings of the
electors.

Thus ended the era of peace in which
every man sat quietly under the
shade of his own vine and fig-tree," in
which canals and aqueducts had been
planned, taxes lessened, and the popula"

tion of the empire amazingly augmented.

The scenes after the fall of Andronicus,
when the mob robbed and pillaged in the
palace, the arsenal, and the church, as if
an enemy's country, throw a lurid
on the condition of the capital.
in

light
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FALL OF THE BYZANTINE EMPIRE
AND

INFLUENCE ON THE WEST

ITS

THE TRIUMPHS OF THE VENETIAN REPUBLIC
HTHE

reigns of Isaac II. Angelus (11851195) and his brother Alexius III.
(1195-1203) mark the complete decline of
*

the empire. The mob and the capital played
the chief role. The weakness of the government, which could no longer ward off

plundering inroads, was apparent to all its
The collection of taxes on the
subjects.
marriage of Isaac II. weighed especially
heavily

on the Bulgarians and Walla-

Peter and John Asen, two brothers
chians.
of the old stock of the Bulgarian tsars,

who had grown up among
and were familiar

wHh

the Wallachians

their language

and

beloved by the people, took advantage of
political discontent and religious enthusiasm to stir up revolt Peter became tsar
of the Bulgarians and Greeks in 1185. The
new empire was supported by the Servian
prince Nemanja. The alliance with Frederick Barbarossa did not indeed lead, as
had been hoped, to a recognition of the
imperial style, and the Servian king,
_
Stephen II. Nemanja, was deomp e e
fea t e d by Isaac in 1194, while
;

Decline of

o
the

,.,

j

j

T
was murdered in 1196,
J
P
Empire John
T-,
and his brother Peter
1197
,

,

,

m

;

but nevertheless Calojan- (1197-1207) was
able to rule over a realm which extended
from Belgrade to the Lower Maritza and
Agathopolis, from the mouths of the

Danube

to the

Strymon and the Upper

Vardar.

The imperial army of Isaac, whose commander, Alexius Branas, proclaimed himself emperor, was defeated by Conrad of
Montserrat, with a force composed of
Franks, Varangians, Turkish and Georgian
mercenaries. The non-Greeks already decided the destinies of Byzantium.
The
army, which already was mostly nonGreek, was strengthened by colonists and
Hungarian mercenaries abroad. The defeat
of Adrianople, as well as the crusade of
the emperor Barbarossa, showed the complete feebleness of the generals and the
army. Of the former dominions of the

189

empire Macedonia and Thrace were in
the possession of the Bulgarians. Corfu,
Cephallenia, Zacynthus were held by

Margaritone of Brindisi, who was first
an admiral of Tancred's, then a pirate

on his own account. A tribute of fifty
and later of fifteen hundredweights of
gold was asked by the emperor Henry VI.
for the territory from DyrrTh e
hachium to Thessalonica. The
p .. 8
fabric of the empire was crackPirate's
ing in every joint. Archons
rose up in particular towns and districts,
and exercised a completely independent
.

.

sovereignty.
"
privileged

Where

imperial

officials,

or
appeared, they only extorted taxes for
Byzantium, for themselves, and for a
retinue of rapacious underlings, so that
as in the period of the taille under Louis
XIV. the inhabitants preferred to leave
the fields uncultivated and fled.
Archbishop Michael Acominatus of
Athens, a native of Asia Minor, unfolds a
He
thrilling picture of that age of misery.
gallantly defended the Acropolis against
the Archon Leo Sgurus of Nauplia, and
asserted the privileges of his residence,
pirates,"

still

governed

which no one now respected. Although
Athens still retained a reflection of her
renown, so that the king of Georgia sent
there yearly twenty youths for education
among them the Georgian poet Lota
Rustavell and although the Englishman
John of "Basingstoke, later archdeacon of
Leicester, praises

Athens
Still

Draws

Scholars

be-remembered
structress
model of

his ever-to-

Athenian

in-

as a
yet the

Constantina
learning,

Greek culture, of which
Acominatus if we believe his lament over
detected little
his rustication in Athens
trace, are for the most part aliens.
pupils

of

this

Alexius III. in 1195 ordered his brother
Isaac to be blinded and Isaac's son Alexius
to be imprisoned.
The fear he entertained
of his brother-in-law, Philip of Suabia, is
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.^hown by the treaty of 1198 with Venfce,
by the terms of which the Venetians were
forced to pledge themselves to protect
Byzantium even against the German king.
The rights of the Venetian consul were
then fixed. As he exercised civil and
criminal jurisdiction over the Venetians,
we may date from this treaty the origin of
consular jurisdiction. Alexius III.
f

e* y

!?

was

nevertheless, foolish enough
to infringe the treaty on his side.

-

t

e

>

Continual demands for

tolls were
and alliances with
Pisa and Genoa formed a leading feature
of Byzantine policy.
The young Alexius (IV.) fled by way of
Rome to the court of Philip,' who then
sent envoys to Venice, where princes were

made

of the Venetians,

already collected in considerable numbers
The prospect of
for the Fourth Crusade.
reward, the consciousness of supporting the
legitimate heir, and the hope of ecclesiastical union induced everyone to vote that
Alexius, who promised military support
to the crusade, together with provisions
and the expenses of the fleet, should be
The Venetians made
raised to the throne.
use of the crusading army to effect the
They also received from
.capture of Zara.

the emperor-elect the guarantee of a trade
monopoly. Thus it was proposed that
outstanding disputes should be definitely
settled by installing a friendly emperor.
fell on July lyth, 1203.
Alexius III. fled, and Alexius IV. was
placed by the Latins at the side of his

Byzantium

who was now

from
between the
Latins and Mohammedans on account of
the mosque which Isaac had built for the
latter, partly between the mob and the
colonists, formed the prelude to the vast
conflagration wich devastated Constantinople from the 2ist to the 24th of August.
But Alexius IV. could hardly meet his
father, Isaac,

prison.

released

partly

Disputes,

much

dissuade
of the
Latins. For him also the day
The Doge
came when the demands which\
Threatens the
were presented
to him nettled
^.
*. .
.
Lmperor
,
,
,
,
his pnde, and the words of
"
Enrico Dandolo, the Doge,
Shameful
into
..wretch, from the mire we raised you
"
/the mire we shall push you back again
"cast a terrible light on his position.
The- national reaction brought to the
front Alexius V. Murzuphlus (the Stammerer), who ordered Alexius IV. to be
^financial obligations,
t}ie

Greeks

from

their

less

hatred

.

.

;

!

strangled in his dungeon, and expressly
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declared his readiness to die rather than

support the expedition against the Holy
Land or promote the promised union of
Then the Occidentals
the Churches.
decided on the partition of the empire.
The Venetians retained their old commercial privileges. Each party appointed
six electors for the election of the emperor,
who received a quarter of the empire.
The other parts, as already agreed, fell to
the Venetians and the Franks. The church
of St. Sophia and the election of the
patriarch were given to the nation, to
which the emperor did not belong. The
division of the fiefs and organisation of the
feudal system rested with a council of
The capture of the
twelve members.
city

was postponed

for another year,

and

the consent of the Pope was obtained.
On April i2th, 1203, some towers were
a
stormed by the crews of two ships
city gate was burst open by Peter of
and while Byzantium was
Amiens
burning the emperor fled, having vainly
;

;

Even
called on his citizens to resist.
Theodore Lascaris, newly elected in St.
Sophia, was forced to escape across the
Unparalleled hordevastation, pillage,
", ,{
and rape
murder,
r raged
~P through
,,
the
streets.
The foreign
colonists took the bitterest revenge. Two
thousand citizens fell, and the terrible
scene was ended only by the eclipse of
the moon on April i6th. Never before can
so many monuments of classical antiquity
All the
have been destroyed as then.
statues of bronze in the Hippodrome were
melted down and coined into money.
There perished then the works of art in the
Hippodrome, the colossal statue of Hera
of Samos, the obelisk of brass with the
female figure turning at the slightest
.

eign o
Terror in
..
Byzantium

Bosphorus.

rors

f

,

(

breath of wind, Bellerophon with Pegasus,
the eagle and the snake, the sphinx, riverhorse and crocodile, the charioteers, Paris
handing the apple to Aphrodite. Only
the splendid horses of Lysippus were
rescued by the Doge, Enrico Dandolo, and

conveyed to Venice.
Byzantine culture, especially

art, exercised in this, as in the preceding period,
west.
a widespread influence on the
Greek artists are frequently mentioned in

our authorities as transmitting this influence.
It is obvious that the east still
held an intellectual sway over Illyria and
Dalmatia, that ancient debatable land of
western and eastern civilisation ; Ragusa
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supplies a striking proof of this in Greek
The great
suBtjames and expressions.
field,
then, for Byzantine influences is

naturally Italy. Greek painters (Theophylactus, 959 ; Eustathius, 1020) worked at
the frescoes of Carpignano at Otranto

one delicately executed and one rather

rough figure of Christ. If we disregard the
_
vague tradition which speaks
* arc hitects being summoned
Art"r
r ' *
from Constantinople to Venice

w

.

'

by the Doge Pietro Orseolo in the
year 1000, in order to remodel San Marco,
we find in Leo of Ostia a quite trustworthy
account of the employment of Byzantine
artists by Abbot Desiderius of Monte
Cassino in 1066. Apparently the walls of
the apse and the vestibule of the basilica
were ornamented with mosaics, and the
floor with tessellated marble, by Byzantine artists
in fact, we can prove that a
;

complete school of arts and crafts was set
up by Desiderius under the influence of

Byzantium.

According to the chronicle

monk Amatus

of Monte Cassino,
Desiderius also called in Arab artists from
Alexandria. We cannot be surprised that
Byzantine costumes were retained in the
decorations of the church of Sant' Angelo
in Formis, which Desiderius built.
The Byzantine influences in the baptistery of Parma certainly go back to the
twelfth century.
Greek
painters for
Kalo Johannes are
example, a certain
mentioned in the year 1143 as working in
the neighbourhood of Padua. In connection
with the cathedral at Pisa the Greek

of the

architect Buschetos may be named, and to
him may be referred the cruciform shape,
the unusual length of the transepts, and
the polychrome decoration of the exterior.
The transmission of funds for the completion of the cathedral is expressly

mentioned by the emperor Alexius

I.

in

The direct export of works
from Byzantium to Italy is proved

the year 1099.
of art

bronze church gates, on the
bronze plates of which designs
Wh t v
are executed in low relief
Derived from
.,
.,,
M
or.
overlaid with silver.
Such
,
,,
Byzantium
gates we find in the church
of St. Paul outside Rome, cast in 1070 by

by a

series of
'

,

,-

Stauracius
St.

;

and

in

.

others,

,

including

Markfe at Venice.

Byzantium created two complete provinces of art on Italian soil.
This is
attested not so much by our literary
authorities as by the -work's themselves.
'Of these provinces, Venice was one
;
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and

formed the
Greek mosaic
artists to Venice can be proved to have
been given in 1153 to Marcus Indriomeni.
But the church of St. Mark, altered from a
basilica into a domed building on the
model of the church of the Holy Apostles,
the whole Venetian style of church architecture with its Byzantine splendour of
gold and marble, and the Doge's palace
with its bright upper walls, show us how
Byzantium has supplied here the essential
forms of Venetian art, and how these were
gracefully combined with Gothic and
Arabic models.
In the case of Sicily, with its large
Greek population, its Greek liturgy, its
Greek law for example, the
strong
influence of the Ekloge of Leo and Constantine, and the Greek chancery of its
Southern

other.

Italy

The

first

Sicily
of

summons

Norman kings it is of course obvious
that there existed countless ties of union
with Byzantium. The permanent residence
of Byzantine artists in Messina is attested
by edicts of the archbishops of Messina.
Numerous silk-weavers from Corinth,
Thebes, and Athens were brought to
Intercourse

*:*

and West

Palermo
Roger Q{
the

in

^

1154

Sidl

"celebrated
,

^^
by

King

art"

might

iir

We may
spread to the west.
assume bronze-workers from Byzantium
for the gates of the Capella Palatina, and
can prove their employment on the great
and many other
bell of the cathedral
,

;

examples of the direct influence of Oriental
art may be named.
Greek merchants and artists, Greek
monks, Greek envoys, and Greek princesses travelled along the Danube on the
The merold Byzantine trade route.
chants brought Greek textiles, ivory
carvings, goldsmith's work, book bindings,
and enamels. Greek painters and architects
Greek
evinced proofs of old artistic skill
envoys negotiated family alliances, such
as the marriage of the Byzantine Theoand an
phano with Otto 'II. in 972
;

'

;

elaborate .court ceremonial was introduced
by the Greek princess and her suite. As
before, artistic woven fabrics were sent
in quantities from Byzantium to the west.
The diptychs in the Green Vault at Dresden and at Hanover, the reliquary of the
cross at Cortona, the triptych of Harbaville in the Louvre, the covers of the Gospelbooks belonging to Count Stroganov and the
Barberini Palace, show the appreciation of
the west for Byzantine ivory work.

THE TAKING OF CONSTANTINOPLE BY THE VENETIANS AND CRUSADERS
of the Byzantine capital was no part of the business of the Fourth Crusade, but the wily Venetians were
The worldchief in contriving that the crusading- army should capture the city, which fell to them on July 17th, 1203.
famous bronze horses which adorn the front of St. Mark's at Venice were rescued from the awful ruin of Constantinople's art treasures which took place in the reign of rapine that preceded by a few months the capitulation of the city.

The capture

From

the painting by Tintoretto

German masters had already imitated
Byzantine models, as is shown by the
ivory carvings of the Echternach book
of gospels with the Byzantine Christ, with
border
which the delicately-executed
designs of a Byzantine goldsmith are in
Byaantine goldsmiths'
striking contrast.
work influenced the gold ring of Lorsch.
Abbot Salmann of Lorsch, an abbey the
fa$ade of which bears a surprising resemblance to those of the Doge's palace at
Venice and the Tekfur- Serai in Constanintroduced book bindings of
tinople,

west through the medium of Byzantine
essential
This in some
illumination.
principles furnished a model for the
Rhenish school of painters, which in other
respects must be considered as under the
influence of early Christian and Syroin the Egbert Psalter of
Egyptian art
Troves, about 980, Greek models are
;

in colouring and arrangement
In the eleventh century, on
of figures.
the contrary, Regensburg, so far as the
style of colour and form in dress and

followed

figure

was concerned, had become a strong-

Byzantine origin. Byzantine enamel work

hold

of

was well known and popular, as is shown
by a description of the process of smelting
and of glass mosaic in the book of the

where Oriental patterns, in the Sacramentbook of Henry II., in the Book of Scriptural
Extracts in the Munich library, and in the
Niedermunster
Vota-Evangeliarium of
with its flat style and Byzantine foliage

monk

Theophilus.
Painting in general

first

influenced the

Byzantinism, exhibiting every-
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adopted the Byzantine technique
ing, and,

of paint-

by the thirteenth century, the

Byzantine tradition of landscape drawing.
Eastern influence is far less conspicuous
in

the

domain

the

of

architecture,

to

the

which seems to belong
choir chapel of Lorsch, which we

earlier period

of

have already mentioned. The chapel of
St. Bartholomew's Church at Paderborn
was certainly built under Bishop Meinwerk (1009-1036) by Greeks. We see in
the art of the Ruthenians for instance,
how
in the Franciscan church of Halicz
Byzantine ideas contended on the soil
of modern Austria-Hungary with western
tendencies.
Influences of Oriental sculpture can be
seen in Quedlinburg, Bamberg, StrassLinks of connection
burg, and Rhei'ms.
can be traced between Byzantium and
Southern France for example, at TouThe relations of
louse and
Vezelay.
with
Spanish art are obscure,
Byzantine
the investigations of
notwithstanding
Lamperez. The tomb of Princess Con-

CHAPEL OF NORMAN KINGS AT PALERMO
A notable example of Byzantine influences in the west
Salzburg then made similar copies,

stantina, a daughter of John III. Vatatzes,
belongs to a later era.

the custodian Berthold shows
manuscript account of the
foundation of St. Peter's.
The Thuringian and Saxon school
as
in

his

of painting undertook to -develop
Oriental motifs.
The illuminated
manuscript of the abbess Herrad
of
Landsperg shows Byzantine
types in the Nativity, the Annunci-

and other scenes.
The
miniatures of the Gospel-book of
Goslar and of the Halberstadt
Missal, and the Byzantinised frescoes in the churches at Newerk
and Frankenberg, date from the
period subsequent to the Latin
sack of Constantinople, when art
ation,

in profusion were disseminated over the west. Westphalia must have become a focus
of such influence, which expressed

treasures

in the course of the century
in pictures and Antipendia.
The
genealogical tree of Christ from the
root of Jesse, Christ as judge 'of
itself

the world, and the prophets and
patriarchs on the wooden ceiling
of the central nave of St. Andrew's
Church at Hildesheim are deeply
imbued with the Byzantine spirit
We may assume tnat Italy early
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BYZANTINE BOOK

GOVERNOR GOSPELS

stones.
Richly carved in ivory with a border of pearls and precious

Photo

THE BEAUTIFUL HARBAVILLE DIPTYCH, A BYZANTINE WORK OF THE

Xlth

:

Giraudon

CENTURY

Byzantine culture, especially art, had a widespread influence on the west from the tenth to the thirteenth century, and
this fine diptych, now in the Louvre, is an example of western appreciation for the beautifnl ivory work of Byzantium.

An

imperishable impression was made
upon those natives of the west who
visited the enchanted city of the east,
and saw the splendour of its churches and
palaces, by the court ceremonial, which
bound even the emperor in its chains.
Just as at an earlier period the imperial
dress- the crown with the cross, and the
now the court
shoes so
coronation
ceremonial of the west had been in many
ways, especially after the marriage of
II. with Theophaho, affected by
Byzantine institutions. The customs of
the east were copied both in earnest and in
court dwarfs even appeared in the
jest
west, such as are proved to have existed
at the time of the murder of Nicephorus
Phocas in the tenth century, and of
Constantine Manasses in the twelfth.
There is, however, room to doubt the
statement, confidently as it is made, that
western
were
produced in
changes
strategy owing to the force of Byzantine
It is true, the triple-attack
example.
Leo's
the
which
Emperor
theory,

Otto

;

"

Tactica

adopted

"

advised,

was

subsequently

for the French and German battle
and for the two flank divisions, a

array
formation first demonstrable under Henry
IV. at Nagelstadt in 1075, an eastern
model is equally presupposed. But the
alleged observance of this rule by mercenary commanders in the case of Italy in
940 must be compared with a real application of it in the engagements of 921 and
990 by France, and in those of 1075, 1106,
1128, and 1167 'by Germany, besides which
the fact of the appearance of the tripleattack system in 843 forbids us to look
"
for its source in the
Tactica," supposing
that this treatise is the work of Leo VI.
In conclusion, we may point out how the
enlightenment of Byzantium spreads over
the Slavonic world as far as the FinnoUgrian races and the Carelians and
Mordwines. On the other side, Byzantine
suggestions reached Moravia and Bohemia
;

(between Neuhof and Rabstein), where
stone-masons make crosses whose
arms taper from the centre to the ends.
the
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THE END OF BYZANTIUM AND RISE OF THE TURK
""THE

residence of Alexius V. was at
farther to the west was the
seat of the sovereignty of Alexius III. at
*

Tzurulon

Mosynopolis.
to Thessaly.

;

Leo Sgurus had pressed on

The cousin

of Alexius III.

was lord of the despotic monarchy of
Epirus from Naupactus to Dyrrhachium,
Cephallenia, Zante, Ithaca, Santa Maura,
Baxo. In Asia the grandson
Many
of Andronicus
Alexius
I.,
Small States
Comnenus, with the help of
Rise Up
his brother

David and Queen

Thamar of Georgia, had founded the empire
of Trebizond, which embraced the coast
district of Pontus and Paphlagonia and

The Venetians received a
country from Adrianople to the
Propontis, the coast from Perinthus to
Sestos, the islands of the ^Egean Sea with
Crete, a large portion of Morea with the
harbours of Modona and Patras, the coast
from the Ionian islands to Dyrrhachium.
The Podesta of the Venetian colony in
the

Crimea.

strip of

Constantinople became an imperial dignitary and exercised the rights of a sovereign.
For the kingdom of Thessalonica, westward of Nestus, King Bonifacio had to
against
Alexius III.
fight

Leo Sgurus and

He

his ally
easily succeeded in the

both entrusted
case.of Athens and Thebes
to Otto de la Roche 'but in the case of the
Peloponnese, only with the help of Godfrey
of Villehardouin

The

and William

successes

of

Champ-

the
Emperor
Baldwin's brother Henry, the most pleasing figure among the Latins, and of Louis
of Blois against Lascaris, are important,
until
the
boundless
finally,
ire an
hatred o f the Greeks for the
Latins cemented an alliance
At Work
with the Tsar Joannisza of
litte.

of

Bulgaria. The Emperor Baldwin was taken
prisoner in the battle of Adrianople on
April i5th, 1205. Fire and sword then did
their work.
The prisoners were sacrificed
to the gods towns like Philippopolis were
levelled to the ground.
Then Henry, the
new vice-regent of the empire, styled
;

emperor, after August 20th, 1206, tried
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ill-will of the Greeks toward the
Bulgarians to effect a peace between Greeks
and Latins. Theodore Vranas, a friend
to the Latins, became lord of Adrianople
and Didymoteichos.
"
The most gifted of the Romans," the
of
the
Greek
nobility and clergy
hope
which had assembled in Nicsea, Theodore

to use the

crowned emperor in 1206, was
Since
of friend and foe.
he was threatened on the one side by
David Comnenus, who in the summer of
1206 had become a vassal of the Latin
emperor, and on the other hand by the
Seljuk Sultan Ghayath ed-din Kai Khusrau
of Iconium, who had received Alexius III.,
he had not shrunk from calling in the help
Lascaris,

now

the

mark

of the Bulgarian scourge of the Latins.
After the murder of Joannisza before
Thessalonica on October gth, 1207, that

empire

split up.

2nd, 1210, saw the parliament of
Greece meet in the valley of Ravennika,
near Zeitun or Lamia. The following was
the result of the arrangement
and confirmation of the terriParties in
The French were left as
tories.
the Capital
the virtual possessors of Greece
the prince of the whole of
proper
Achaea was William of Champlitte. The
twelve lords of Morea were all Frenchmen.
Athens and Thebes were under Saint Omer
and Otto de la Roche Amphissa was in
The
the possession of the Stromoncourts.

May
.

;

;

Lombards had occupied Macedonia and
Thessaly with Eubcea, where the dalle
the
Pallavicini
had settled
Carceri
on
resided in Bodonitza in Thermopylae
the other hand, Venice had chosen the
island for herself, and possessed a colony
and the patriarchate in Constantinople.
;

;

The Flemings,
the

capital

lastly,

and

were in possession of

the

empire.

In

the

under the first Emperor Baldwin,
the Greek element had been momentarily
thrust into the background, while his
capital,

statesmanlike brother Henry clearly saw
the necessity of bringing Byzantium into
close touch with the government.

THE END OF BYZANTIUM
The stratum

of Prankish knights
colonists was imposed upon

Italian

and
the

Greek, Slavonic, and Armenian settlers of
It was a strange
the Balkan peninsula.
of nationalities, of social and
vivid picture of
political institutions.
this absorption of two foreign civilisa-

mixture

A

tions is presented to us by the chronicle
of the Morea, composed in its most
ancient form in the Greek vernacular after
The writer of the chronicle was
1300.
certainly a true Frank, since otherwise he

would have had Greek sympathies.
The Greek spirit and the Prankish spirit
were indeed long opposed one to the other.
There were at first but isolated instances
but slowly and surely
of mixed marriages
the Prankish feudal system with all its
expressions forced its way into the Greek
The court life of the
life and language.
Prankish principalities was magnificently
developed. Godfrey II. of Villehardouin
was always followed by eighty knights
with golden spurs
eight hundred of the
flower of the chivalry of Western Europe
;

;

lived at the court of William II. of Villehardouin. Twelve families were lords
over the Greek and Slavonic peasants in

Morea. Through the strict enra " "
forcement of Prankish feudalism
Feudalism ,,
,.
~
the last relics of a free peasan!,

,

in

Greece

,.

,

,

,

disappeared from Greece.
Prankish castles rose up on the spurs
try

mountain ranges and on hills which
away precipitously on every side.
Misithra first of all, built on an outlying
ridge of Taygetus with an octagonal wall
of circumvallation, and guarded by strong
towers
then Acova in North Arcadia,
on a hill 1,914 feet high, which commands
the valley of the Alpheus, and with it

of

fell

;

the high road of the peninsula of Carytena
and lastly the most complete mediaeval
fortress, Gritzena, between Ira and Ithome,
vast battlemented lines of walls, behind
which rise round and pointed towers.
Churches were erected in a peculiar early
Gothic style. We may instance Sancta
Sophia in Andravida, and Isova above
the left bank of the Alpheus, where
Gothic lancet windows are inserted in the
windows of the former Greek
plain
church, and eight-ribbed capitals falteringly express some artistic capabilities.
A stirring life of jousts and tournaments
was developed troubadours came on the
scene, and the singing matches of the
palaces aroused the echoes of the valleys.
The Franks, with their superiority in
;

;

military science, were responsible for the
introduction of many new military terms.
In compensation the Prankish knights
in Morea after a few decades spoke the
Greek vernacular
this is proved by the
general statement of the chronicle of the
Morea, and also by the exclamation of
Godefroi de Brieres in the battle of Boula
"
;

Lagos in 1259

G

.
Hatred of tongue."
,

..

.

..

the Latins

:

We

speak one

But the~thought of the

terrible sack of Constantinople
.,
,
in 1204 had sunk too deeply

into the hearts of the Greeks to allow
them to be won over. The deep religious difference prevented the hatred
of the Latin movement from slumbering,
especially among the monks and the
The latter now seemed to be
clergy.
The
real supporters of the Greek nation.
letter from
the clergy to Theodores
Lascaris, in which they urge him as the
lawful monarch to enter Constantinople
as soon as possible, shows that the Nicaean
dynasty, which had fled to the Asiatic
side of the empire, were regarded as the
Thus,
legitimate rulers of Byzantium.
the house of the Latin empire was built

on shifting quicksands. Morea might,
indeed, long appear to the West European
chivalry as a training ground in knightly
practices and attract the younger generation, but the Latin empire' itself had
fallen so soon as the fact was realised in
the west that it was less competent than
the Greek empire had been to provide
the Crusades with a base of operations.

The new ground for Prankish chivalry
became naturally the theatre for adventures, just as Byzantium itself was an
enchanted land. In a Greek region which
was saturated with Prankish culture a
Greek composed the epic of Belthandros
and Chrisantza. The epic of Lybistos
and Rhodamne sprang more directly from
the soil of a Graeco-Frankish mixed civilisation.
Rhodes, or rather Cyprus, must
have produced these verses instinct with

warm

feeling. Less importance attaches to the transCop,es Western
Qf French romances
such as "The Old Knight,"

^^

"
Flore and
or an Italian adaptation of
"
and
Blancheflur
(Phlorios
Platziaphlora).
The west, carried on by religious fervour, chivalrous valour, the joy in cheerful

daring and success, introduced its organisation into the other parts of the former

monByzantine empire. Armenia, whose
"
Leo II., styled himself
King by

arch,
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the grace of the Papal Chair and the
Emperor," consciously copied the feudalism of the west. It was not till long
after Roman feudal expressions and institutions had acquired their right of
domicile, as in Greece, and French barons
had been filling all the offices at court

and playing a more important role than
the native nobility, that at
An Era of
French f arm l y
reall
Great Trad.ng

^^^

/

Lusi nans (I345 an
1370) mounted the Armenian
throne. The exceedingly prosperous middle
class of the west established itself firmly
in the domains of the former Byzantine
Qf

The splendid position of Tyre
had remained still unimpaired.
The heights of Lebanon, still rustling
with forests of cedar and cypress, looked
down upon a busy life, thriving trade, and
empire.

Venetians, Genoese
their
quarters
trading colonies, under the authority of
a magistrate, were grouped round the
custom-house and warehouses, where the
flourishing industries.
their

and Pisans had

own

;

goods of Western Asia and China were
in
Arabic
called
stored.
Flotillas,
caravans, fetched away twice yearly to
their homes the rich merchandise, as
well as the produce and fruits of the
To the Italian colonists were
fertile soil.
assigned rich tracts of ground in the open
country, where Syrian peasants cultivated

sugar plantations and vineyards and
planted oranges, figs, and almonds. In
the towns themselves, especially in Tyre,
purple-dye works and glass manufactories
still

factories

Silk

flourished.

satisfied

the western craving for luxury with costly

white stuffs. Italian towns sprang up
in Armenia ; the Venetians owned an
entire quarter in Mohammedan Aleppo.
In this way were created colonial empires
the widest scale, which made the
use of the native population.
Theodore I. Lascaris, first as despot
in Nicaea, then as emperor, thoroughly
learned the art of playing off
A B
the different powers one against

on

fullest

y

ing e

Combat

^
,

.

his

other,

and

j
own ends

c

of
i-

employing for
i

T>

i

Seljuks, Bulgarians,
battle at Antioch on
and Franks.
the Maeander in the early summer of
I2ii had reduced the Seljuks to great

A

it had been largely decided by
the single combat between the emperor

straits

;

and Kai Khusrau. The Duke of Naxos,
Marco Sanudo, his son-in-law, was captured. The successor of Lascaris was his

second son-in-law,
John
Batatzes (1222-1254). He

III.,

Ducas

obtained

in

1224 Adrianople, and in 1234 the king of
Bulgaria, John Asen II., as allies against
the Frankish state, and by a successful

arrangement with Demetrius Angelus of
Epirus he reduced that country to the
condition of a province.
Without any doubt, all who made any
pretension to higher culture in Byzantium had fled from the barbarism of the
Latin empire to Nicaea, to the court of that

Theodore

II.

Lascaris,

who, in spite of

bodily infirmity, showed an extraordinary
vigour of mind. The first step towards

a complete revival of Greek life was taken
from the soil of Asia Minor. Nicephorus
Blemmydes, the greatest scholar of his
age, had brought up and educated the
crown prince Theodore. Before his accession Theodore seemed gentle and impressionable, meek when blamed by his
master, and inclined to the tranquil life
of a scholar.
As emperor (1254-1258)
he appears fully conscious of his powers,
strong in spite of his infirmity, and keenly
aware of the isolation of Hellenism. He
retained his gentleness and solicitude for
evl
f

friends, especially for his counsellor Georgios Mutzalon,
but

1,1-

with stern resolution refused to
<(
be humble, or relax the vigour
of his rule."
He suppressed the Slavonic
movement under the tsar Michael Asen,
after a brilliant campaign, by the peace
Hellenism

of 1256.

,

.

.

.

"

"

Michael Palaeologus as
Despotes
took over the regency for his son John IV.
Lascaris until he was proclaimed on

January ist, 1259, as co-emperor.
On August I5th, 1261, Michael VIII.

made his entry into ConstanMichael needed all his strategic
abilities to hold his ground against the
Latins of the Morea, against Epirus, the
Palaeologus

tinople.

Servians, and Bulgarians, and against
Charles of Anjou. Not merely did he in
a war against Michael II. Angelus of
Epirus obtain possession of Joannina,
1265, and at the beginning of April, 1281,
checkmate Charles of Anjou in a battle
at Berat, but he showed a masterly
diplomatic skill, which played the Genoese
off against the Venetians, roused enemies
on every side against Anjou, and excluded
the Curia from the war against Byzantium.
union with the papacy was intended to effect the expulsion of the

A

Occidentals from every Byzantine region,

THE END OF BYZANTIUM
to

annihilate

the

western

barbarians,

and prevent any attack in the future.
The Sicilian monarchy and the Curia
were struggling for Byzantium, which was
itself the first to profit by this struggle.
Compared with that time, 1261, when
William of Villehardouin proclaimed a
crusade against Byzantium and the Pope
commanded the cause to be preached in
France, Poland, and Aragon, and wished
to devote to that end a tax for three years
imposed on the young clerics, what a
change was visible on July 6th, 1274
The creed of Greeks and Latins was once
more sung in common, and the Greek
envoys were sent to announce in public
places the participation of the Greek emperor in a crusade. The union of the two
Churches had been accomplished by the
recognition of the papal primacy, and of
the doctrine of the Double Procession, and
of the use of unleavened wafers in the
sacrament a result which, as Pope Gre"
gory X. said, no one had considered possible without secular compulsion."
The Greek clergy certainly resisted
strongly any union under such conditions,
but Michael knew how to suppress them.
!

TO Kenew
the Latin

The patriarch of Bulgaria and
thg primate of Servia also subf
were
,

_

,

mitted,and

Empire

.

i

,

now,
byecclesi.-

in, the
incorporation
once again more firmly
linked to Byzantium. The powerful alliance
which Charles of Anj ou concluded at Orvieto
on July 3rd, 1281 in order to renew the Latin

astical

Roman

empire,

,

seemed to involve considerable
it was intended, with the help
dangers
of Venice and Philip of Courtenay
the
titular Latin emperor, son of Baldwin II.
and son-in-law of Charles and with the
empire,

;

"

restore the
co-operation of the Curia, to
power of the Apostolic Chair." Charles
had already ordered the siege train for
the investment of Constantinople, and
fixed the mighty expedition for 1283, when
the Sicilians rebelled against these heavy
3Oth, 1282, the
impositions on March
"
"
occasion of the
Sicilian
Vespers
Peter III. of Aragon, who had been crowned
;

not been spared the scourge of mercenaries
the firebrands of the Catalans
seemed more to be dreaded than the
Turks, even when the hidalgos secured a
permanent home for themselves in Athens
;

in 1311.
Some light on the
panic caused by these adventurers, and on
the high honour paid to valiant defenders,
is cast by the mission of the

and Thebes

.

s

e

>e

of

Mercenaries

rhetorician Thomas Magistros,
tne monast i c name of
Theodulos, who, in the name of

W

^

the city of Thessalonica, petitioned the

emperor between 1314 and 1318 to bestow
some distinction on the general Chandrenos. At that time probably Joseph, a
monk, of a noble family in the island of
Ithaca, produced his great encyclopaedia
of

A

knowledge.

marriage ode, orna-

mented with valuable
honour of the wedding

illuminations, in
of Andronicus II.,
gives us a vivid picture of the court costumes of that day. Michael VIII. wears a

round crown set with pearls, the courtiers
white caps with stripes as badges of rank
the ladies have plaited tresses or long
;

hair.

waving

Byzantine art at this period of temporary recovery once more produced great
results
thus the mosaics of KachriDjami, formerly Moni, with their lives of
the Lord and of the Virgin, represent faces
which are natural and individualised,
;

Peter appearing as an Egyptian.

The

figures are full of movement as if an admixture of western blood had also revived

quite differently from the contemporary miniature painting. A counterpart to this varied life meets us in the host
art,

men of high intellectual
powers, who, like Manuel Philes, put
well-rounded laudatory verses at the disof itinerant poets,

posal of any who satisfy their hunger and
thirst and clothe them with a mantle of

Russian

fur.

A

stratum of useless

idlers,

who

think themselves too good for real
work, corrupt parasites who by their
cringing contaminate their patthey are typical of this age
Renaissance
-n
j

rons
>

Martin IV. proffered a willing

in Byzantine history. Andronicus III. (1328-1341) was freed
from the Bulgarian peril since the Servian
prince Stephan Uros defeated the Tsar
of
Michael
Widdin at Belbuzd on

Andronicus II. (1282-1328) gave the
empire a new ecclesiastical organisation
and turned his attention toward the
orthodox clergy. The sinking empire had

June 28th, 1330. But in its place came
the danger of the Servian empire which
Stefan Dusan (1331-1335) now founded.
This comprised large portions of Macedonia and Illyria, and also included

at Palermo, had sympathised with their
cause.
Michael was thus saved from the
lord of Italy, Burgundy, and Provence, to

whom Pope
submission.

.

.
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Epirus, which had been taken by Andronicus from the house of Angelus (13341335). Andronicus was more fortunate in
the acquisition of Chios in 1329, Lesbos in
The infant
1336, and Phocaea in 1340.
John V. (1341-1376 and 1379-1391) and
the Megas Dux (high admiral) Alexius

_
:

*

.

,

Apocaucus were soon opposed
by the grand servitor John VI.
Cantacuzene, who, aided by
the Bulgarians,
and
Turks,

John Angelus, the governor of Epirus,
entered the capital on February 3rd, 1347.

We may

believe

was

it

less

on

his

own

account than in the interests of the common welfare that the Cantacuzene resolved
to become emperor of the Romans and to
withstand that immense complication of
adverse circumstances. He was a levelheaded, upright statesman r
at a critical period.

controversy originated with the Omphaand represented a reaction of
the national Greek theology against the
intrusion of western scholasticism.
The
victory of the Quietists implied schism
with the west. Their system is the last
lopsychites,

successful development of Greek mysticism.
It may be traced back to Simeon
the Younger (963-1042), who asserted the
doctrine of the vision of the Uncreated
Light as well as that of the Divine
Presence.
The West Greek Barlaam of Calabria, who wished that the Aristotelian
proof, based on reason, of the existence
of God should alone be taken into account,
himself
most emphatically
expressed
This
against the mysticism of Athos.
eastern practice of contemplation was
attacked also by Gregory

Acyndinus with the arguments of Thomas Aquinas,
but defended by Gregory
Palamas, who, about 1347,
thanks to the support of
John Cantacuzene, played
and
a
prominent role,
entered into relations with
Dusan.
the tsar Stefan
There are links connecting

The position of Byzantiumhad become deplorable.
Disconnected fragments of
the Balkan peninsula and a
few islands composed the
"

Empire."

The

district of

the capital and Thrace a
from
extending
triangle
Sozopolis past Adrianople
to Christopolis
formed the
core.
Thessalonica with
Chalcidice,

portions

of

the old sects of the Paulicians and the Bogumiles

;

with the Palamites, whose
influence again extends to
the Russian sect of the

of

Wailachian Thessaly and
Albanian Epirus, and the
principality

',

*

H

Misithra

j

JOHN viii., PAL^EOLOGUS
represented three more disronfiprtprl
Tvrovinrp:
ini The Eastern Empire became, under this
provin ,es,
rule a smal] an(f miserable petty state>
the capital city of Byzantium
parts completely surrounded though
stm contrived to be *ay and * or *eous>
by Servia. Of the islands,
since

Ceos.

Sifanto,
Seriphos,
Sicino, Polycandro, Nio, Scyros, Sciathos,
Chelidromi, Lemnos, belonged to the
Greek empire as did after 1310 Scopelos,

1269,

;

from 1333-1346 Chios and Samos, from
I 337~i357 Cephallennia, Zante, Ithaca;
and Lesbos permanently. Stefan Dusan
was crowned " Tsar of the Servians and
"

Greeks
in 1346.
With the help of the
Venetians and Servians on one side, and
the Turks on the other, the two emperors
waged war on each other. It was John
VI.

who paved

the

way

for the

Ottomans

into Europe.
Asceticism, meanwhile, in its most
fanatical form had created a home for
itself on Mount Athos in the monastic

community, which soon became a national
sanctuary for the Greeks. The Quietist
2974

contributed,

Strigoliki.

The victory of Palamiticm
whirn
pnv case
rap
t
wnicn 1in1 any
ism, to
John Cantacuzene, a pas>

sionate lover

widened

of

theology,
the

enormously

between the east and west, but
cemented more firmly the ecclesiastical
unity of the Greek world. This religious
mysticism was now confronted in the very
country itself by an ethical counter movement. The Idiorhythmic monasteries, in
which each man lived after his own way,
_
and might acquire property of
r"
the monhis own, then arose
M
lc
archical monasticism of the past
gulf

;

;

made way not for a democratic
but an aristocratic constitution, in which
the two Epitropi were merely an administrative committee of the synaxis of fifteen
The

brethren.

ethical

aspects

of

the

were developed. An interest
in the classics and philosophy showed

common

itself

life

and increased appreciably.

THE END OF BYZANTIUM
Manuel

II. (1391-1423) lived to see,
the conquest of Bulgaria by the
Turks, a systematic blockade of Constantinople. The assistance afforded by the west
met with various successes, but the terrible
defeat of Nicopolis, by Bajazet I., ended the
crusade. The Morea became tributary to
the Turks
but the French relief expedition under Marshal Boucicaut effected
the liberation of the capital. The emperor

after

;

a French pensioner, who wrote poems on
Franco-Flemish carpets, the patriarch a
Russian pensioner such was the situation
of affairs when Tamerlane destroyed the
empire of Bajazet in 1402. After 1413
I.
maintained
the Emir Mohammed
peace with Manuel, who with his son
established order in the Morea, but quarrelled with the Venetians, who deprived
him in 1419 of Monembasia. r
The policy of the Turks
in

welcoming

Byzantine
the

throne-

was now adopted

by the

claimants

to

in ancient times, and
for with cotton

paid

abundance

of
the latter commodity.
Necessities of life, when produced in the

country, should be exported only under
In his second treatise,
heavy duties.

Gemistus
_.
1 he

tilts

-,

Lmpire

,,

the

of

Petty State

forced labour,

and taxes on commodities

i

!

sounds. But not only did
the sturdiest opponent of
the Union, Marcus Egenicus,
"
declare in Florence
I will
:

not sign
tion

the

'

""CONSTA^NTINOPLE"'"

Starting

into

soldiers

Capitalists,

officials

population

agriculturists.

were

He would

class.

assigned to the
exclude from all

share in the public revenue persons who
abandon themselves to tranquil meditation
and lead a contemplative life.
M ..
t Man should live by the labour
,
Exponent Of * ,.
.

,

...

Socialism
faithful.

of

,~

his
.

on December 24th, 1443,

u x
cr
DUt alSO
1

v

4

l

4.j,~

Hpfoat

r\f

Varna on November loth,
1444. Notwithstanding the
severe defeat in the Morea on December
4th, 1446, this peninsula was left at the
'

the Peloponnese.

authorities

Nevertheless, EuIV. allowed the
Crusade to be preached
which led to the victory on
the Cunovitch near Nisch
1439.

from the purity of the Hellenic population settled there, Gemistus proposed

third

!

genicus

PlptVinn
,tnOn, nn tliA nnlitiral
political
and social renaissance of

the

my
"

name, come

Even the nadid not acquiesce in
Florentine Union of

what may

Constantine XI. was killed when the
Turks captured Byzantium in 1453, but
the Eastern Empire which he ruled had
already dwmdled to a mere city state

divide

taxes,

petty state, possessing the small peninsula
of the Bosphorus and one or two towns,
but paying tribute for what it did possess.
Thessalonica fell to the Turks in 1430,
while the Morea at any
rate became quite Greek.
Once more the word of
"
"
Union
resalvation,

THE LAST CHRISTIAN KING OF

and
and

money

calls attention

This Roman empire became under
John VIII. (1423-1448) a miserable and

To this time belong the
curious treatises of Gemistus

to

.

to the urgent necessity of fiscal reform.

Morea

me

TT

time merchants. His proposal of a threefold impost

Becomes a

followed.

<

violently against military
who are at the same

officers
-

the
Byzantines
against
Turks, but, it must be confessed, with so little success
that Byzantium only with
difficulty repulsed a dangerous attack in 1422. For
the first time in the east
cannon were now employed
by the Turks. A terrible

devastation

imports should be
a proof of the

hands and not upon

from the
offerings extorted
All private possessions should

become public property

;

the

field

should

belong to the individual only so long
as he cultivates it.
Gemistus would
abolish the mutilation of criminals and
introduce in its place penal servitude.
Coined money should be prohibited, as

beginning of 1447 to the Palaeologi in
return for tribute. There was still plenty
of amusement in the capital.
Grand
processions, religious ceremonials, and
dramatic representations were held in the
church of St. Sophia, as Bertrandon de la
Nosv and again
Brocquiere describes.
envoys were most graciously received
as, for example, the ambassador of Ragusa,
Ser Volzius de Bavalio, who was dismissed

Clearly no
gifts and privileges.
in Constantinople realised how great

with

the danger,

how imminent

one

was

the destruction

of the city.

The last emperor of Byzantium, Constantine XI. (1449-1453), fell in the final
battle against the Turks, as we shall
2975
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presently narrate. He was buried in the
Wefa square on the north side of the city
the memory of the last Palaeologus still
Not Greeks alone depict
lingers there.
Narratives penned by
the tragic fall.
members of the most various nations bear
testimony to the world-wide importance
which the capital still possessed, though the

union for these heterogeneous elements of
the Byzantine population. Military genius
had organised the forces of this state
literati of the Byzantine empire had at
least tried to preserve the treasures of the

empire was now no greater
Byzantium's
than a city state. The theme
Last
is handled in Greek folkChristian King
songs, which give hope and
also in polished verses which were to rouse
all Europe so that the city, crushed by the
weight of her sins, might be restored.
Four historians deal with the rise of the
Turkish empire or the fall of the Greek.

of dispute built
pendent fabric

;

;

Laonicus Chalcondyles, a distinguished
Athenian, who went to Murad II. in 1446
as an ambassador, describes the period
from 1298 to 1463.
Though he took as
his models Herodotus and Thucydides, he
was unable to suppress his admiration of
the growing greatness of the Ottoman
empire. Ducas, secretary of the Genoese
Podesta of Phocsea, describes the years
and 1462.
between
1341
Georgios
Phrantzes, the Great Logothete, a Turkish
prisoner in 1415, fled to Venice and Rome
in contrast to Chalcondyles he is filled
with a burning hatred of the Turks.
Critobulus of Imbros, an imitator of
Thucydides and on the whole an admirer
of the Turks, wrote a history of the emir
Mohammed II. to the year 1467.
The Graecising of the Balkan peninsula,
Asia Minor, Syria and Egypt had been
the East
attempted by Byzantium,
;

Roman empire continuing what had been
begun during the Hellenistic age. The
basis of population, however, on which
the Byzantine empire rested was so narrow

we cannot agree with the censure
passed on the weakness which Byzantium
showed in this task. The gain for modern
that

civilisation

enormous
_

if

would certainly have been
Byzantium had succeeded in

' the whole of the
Loss Hellenising
,,
u
,
Balkan
and thus
peninsula
,.
.,
the
sweeping
away
multipliof Byzantium
city of hindrances to racial development and international peace. But
owing to the weak foundation which the
Greek nationality itself supplied to the
Byzantine empire, such large drafts had
to be drawn upon foreign nations that
only,
on the one side, the conception of the state,
and, on the other side, the Greek Church
and Greek culture, formed the bond of

Europe
..

,

.

s

,

,

,

_,

.,
in the r ailure
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,

;

Greek past, even though they were incapable of producing new masterpieces.
Theological controversies had in centuries

up the completely
of

indeGraeco-Oriental

the

Church. But these forces did not produce
a coherent Grseco-Byzantine nationality,
in the widest sense of the word, on the

Balkan peninsula.
The Grseco-Oriental
Church is in its essence national, and could
not therefore in the further course of
indedevelopment withhold national
pendence from the Churches of other
The
nations such as that of Bulgaria.

immense mass of writings which Byzantine
life
has bequeathed to us
shows the strangest curves of development.
Barlaam of Calabria, who, according to

intellectual

the testimony of the Emperor Cantacuzene,
familiar with Euclid, Aristotle, and
had formed a friendship, at the
court of Avignon, with Petrarch, and the
.
latter hoped to be initiated,
f.
With Barlaam s hel P' into the

was

Plato,

^

From

ByzTntium

'

Greek

language.

accomplished

what

Boccaccio
Petrarch

did not attain, and was taught Greek by
Leontius Pilatus, who, in Florence, became
the first professor of Greek in the west.
The real founder of Greek studies in Italy

was Manuel Chrysoloras. Leonardo Bruni
of Arezzo, who pored over the great Greek
literature night and day, bears witness
to the enthusiasm which then pervaded
Cardinal Bessarion played a promiItaly.
nent part in Rome. Cosimo dei Medici
and Pope Nicolas V. vied with each other
in collecting manuscripts.
The effect of this study of Greek and of
the growing knowledge of the treasures
of classical antiquity has been in former
times much exaggerated. It was to be

imagined that the Renaissance and Hu-

manism owed

.

their entire origin to these

and refugees from ConIn reality this Renaissance,
which had already begun with Dante's
"
Vita Nuova," signified rather a Renaissance of the strength of Barbarism than of
the antique. The treasures of the past
envoys,

artists,

stantinople.

require the strength of the present, so that
the latter may be stimulated to liberate
the innermost forces of the soul.

RUDOLPH VON SCALA

THE

OTTOMAN EMPIRE

THE RISE OF THE TURKISH POWER
A NEW TERROR TO CHRISTENDOM
AND THE STRUGGLE OF THE EAST AGAINST THE WEST
'"THE Ottoman power and the Turkish

sown

nationality are rooted at the present
day, as they have been from the beginning
of the Ottoman State, in Asia. For this
reason the historian of Turkey in Europe is
obliged to direct his gaze from the shores of
the Bosphorus steadily towards the East,
since from the East came forth that
warlike people who for nearly four centuries were the terror of Europe, and still
the inpresent to western diplomatists
"
Near Eastern
soluble problem of the

istics

1

Question."
As regards the origin of the modern
Turks, the information available since the
"
"
Orthon inscriptions
discovery of the
on the Upper Yenisei in Siberia (1889-1890)
enables us to describe their ancestors

without hesitation as of pure Mongolian
From the earliest times their norace.
madic tribes have formed compact political
unions, which measured swords with their
neighbours the Chinese in continual frontier warfare.

They possessed some degree

of Asiatic civilisation, including the art
of writing, as is evidenced by inscriptions

from the eighth century A.D. Generally
_.
the fact is
The Arena speaking, however,
'

,

,

,,

great stretch of tern-

b etween Lake Baikal and
the Caspian Sea has been for
centuries, and still remains, the arena of
barbaric struggle between the nomad
Turkish and Tartar tribes.
During this long period in Eastern and
Western Turkestan, that inexhaustible
breeding-ground of nations, the seeds were
*

ry

of those military and civil characterwhich are clearly recognisable, in the
Turks of Asia Minor, at any rate, notwithstanding manifold infusions of Aryan,
Hamitic, and Semitic blood. We refer to the
virtues of the warrior who, at the trumpet

Warrior

blast, obediently
pitches
J
,5,
stn ^ es nis tent saddles or
,

Character
of the*Turk

^

>

or

un-

es h* 8 little horse, arranges
camp kettle where he
to bivouac, takes his simple

sac

his

may happen

meal, content with the humblest fare,
and, crouching on the ground like a true
son of the steppes, bears with infinite
patience the toils of march and migration,

bends piously and devoutly in prayer
towards the rising sun, performs the
duties of hospitality where he feels himself
the lord and master, but where he meets
resistance slaughters his victims with the
cruelty of the hunter of the steppes, like
his brothers the Avars and Huns, the
Pechenegs, Seljuks, and Mongols, and so
devastates the land that desolation marks
the pathway of .his feet.
It is impossible to say how many
inroads of this nature may have been made
from east to west in the course of time
by the mounted hordes of Turks and
Turkomans, advancing through the lowlands of the Aral and Volga districts to
Europe, and through those of the Amu

and Syr Daria to

Persia, Afghanistan,

and

We know

that as early as the
eighth century they had overrun the
empire of the Persian caliphs, had made
India.

their

way even

into

India,

and were a
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dominant

military

people

the

among

and Semites long before they
appeared in Asia Miner and Europe. They
are said to have borrowed the crescent
moon as their crest and standard from
Iranians

the Chinese in 1209, during their sojourn
The first appearance of the
Othman, or Ottoman Turks in Asia Minor is
in a Turkish
t
A described
Westward
j
d
miraculous ad _
Movement of
.JR.
r ,,
~..
ditions of the most extrathe Ottomans
A
ordinary nature. About the
of
souls
under
a
some
horde
50,000
1225
year
their tribal chief Suleiman, or Soliman (I.),
were forced by Mongol attacks to leave
Khorassan for Armenia. Suleiman's son
Ertogrul became the vassal of the Seljuk
Sultan Ala ed-din Kai Kobad (1219-1236)
of Iconium, who gave him a strip of territory

in Central Asia.

v

w

^^

,

,

,

,

in Bithynia. The beautiful and fertile valley
of Sogud, twenty eight miles from Eskeshihir and forty-eight miles from Lefke, the

ancient Leuka on the Sangarios, became the
When once
cradle of the Ottoman state.
the Turks had gained a footing in Europe
the unexampled rapidity of their advance
was facilitated on the one hand by the compact military organisation of the new
Turkish feudalism, and, on the other hand,
by the weakness of the Byzantine empire
in Asia and Europe, by the rotten constitutions of the Slavonic Balkan states, and
by the lack of unity among the powers of
Western Christendom, especially those imVenice, Genoa,
mediately threatened
Hungary, Poland, and Austria.
But the weapons for this career of con-

Osman I.
quest were forged in Asia.
(1299-1326), or Othman of which Ottoman is the corruption the son of
Ertogrul, who was buried in Sogud, did
not pursue the peaceful pastoral life
of his father.
At first an officer of the
sultan of Iconium, he soon rose to the
command of the army, secured his independence, coined money, made himself
master of the greater part of Bithynia,
...
and with the help of his
Warriors
TT
,
j j
i
,,
son Urkhan extended his
Known as
,
the
kingdom by
conquest
,

,

.

,

Leg-breakers

of Brusa,
Nicomedia, and
Nicaea (1326 and 1330). Although he belonged to the powerful nomadic race of the
Turks, he called his warriors Osmanli that
is, the sons of Osman, or, in other words,
The Moslems of Anatolia,
leg-breakers.

Mesopotamia, and European Turkey, who
honour the memory of Osman even at the
present day, regard the
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name of Turk almost

The Emir Urkhan or Orkhan,
rulers were not
1326-1359 " the Ottoman
known as Sultans " until 1473 is regarded as the first organiser of the Turkish
state in Western Asia. He retained Osman's
custom of dividing conquered territory
into fiefs, called Timars, for distribution
among his warriors in order, however,
to secure a more compact and uniform
system of administration, he divided his

as an insult.

;

kingdom

into two,

and afterwards into

three, military divisions, called Sandjaks,
and by organising a militia force provided
both a support for the state and a nucleus
for the army.

Ertogrul and Osman had employed only
cavalry on their campaigns,
the Akindji that is, scouts or skirmishers

Turkoman

;

case of need they were summoned
as the troops of their overlords and afterwards dismissed. They proved, however,

in

incompetent for siege operations. The first
conquests in Asia Minor were due chiefly
to the treachery of the Byzantine generals

and governors. Urkhan was the first to
organise an infantry force, consisting of
permanently engaged and paid soldiers,
_

.

.

g
.
of Turkish,
......

the

'?

foot

.

one

Militarism

,

.,

Yaya

or

soldiers)
ff

,

,.

akdie
\

,/

;
'

Piade (that is,
received
they
J
.,

or silver kreutzer
,.

.,

,

.

,

daily, and were divided into
tens, hundreds, and thousands, severally
commanded by decurions, centurions, and
generals. This organisation was outwardly
an imitation of the Byzantine military
system, which had at one time done ex-

cellent service in the Themata or provinces
These
into which that empire was divided.
troops, elated by receiving pay, increased
by their excesses, their disobedience, and
their exaggerated demands those disorders

which they should have helped

to repress.

The emir, in conjunction with his brother
and the Vizir Ala-ed-din, then resolved upon
an unexampled coup de main. A proposition was advanced by the cadi or
military judge of Biledjik, Kara Khalil
Tshenderli, to replace the native infantry
by a force formed exclusively of Christians,
who were to be forcibly converted to

This proposal was
Mohammedanism.
actuated not so much by religious fanaticism as by clever calculation and a full
appreciation of the necessities of the situaIt was from their former nomadic
tion.
habits of life that the Turkomans derived
that incapacity for organised infantry
service which induced Kara Khalil to turn
his attention to the Christian subjects
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master in 1330. The surprisingly
rapid growth of this force was possibly
due to the compulsion which may have been
exercised to some extent at the time of its
of his

formation, and was also depicted in most
baleful colouring by the anti-Christian
but a far
movement of a later period
more potent cause was the readiness with
which the Christian population seems to
;

have fallen in with Urkhan's scheme,
abandoned as they were to hopeless isolation and deepest misery by the impotence
of their Byzantine rulers.
Far from offering opposition, the young
Christians Adjem Oglan, inexperienced
boys attracted by high pay and other advantages, began to enlist in the new force
voluntarily and even at the instigation of
It was not until contheir own parents.

siderably later in Europe and especially in
Greece that this blood tax made so painful
an impression as to be felt equivalent to
a method of extermination.
However,
these Byzantines deserved no other fate.
For centuries they had cried again and
"
Rather would we be Turks than
again,
Latins."
They had gained their wish.
were
These troops, Tsheri,
_.
e o ngin
namec j en or the new, and the
of the
\
name off the
Janissaries
J
~ was
Janissaries
,
soon borne from Asia to Europe
on the wings oi victory. Their name
and their distinctive uniform of white
skin caps they received irom the dervish
.

.

j

j

-'

-,

,

.

.

knights, and the Silihdaris, or light-armed
skirmishers.
At first only 2,400 strong,
the force was modelled on the guard of
honour for the flag of Mahomet formed
by the Caliph Omar, and was composed of
four squadrons, to which the imperial
standard was in like manner entrusted,
until this

was afterwards replaced by the

standard of the Prophet, under
Selim I. Urkhan had created
the 1 urkish
i_
AI
his brother Ala
army
Cavalry
ed-din, the Numa Pompilius of
the Osmanli, added two more institutions,
the right of coinage and the regulation
of dress. At a later period the minutest
details of clothing were regulated for the

Or

anisin

\

,

.

;

faithful

;

for the

moment

stress

was

laid

chiefly upon uniformity of head-dress, the
fur cap, from which the old Arab turban

was developed for the Turks. Regulations of
"
this kind
the
Fetwas" issued to meet
state necessities, form the four sources of
Mohammedan constitutional law, which
must in no way contradict the three higher
sources, the Word of God, the Koran,
the words and life of the Prophet, and the

Sunna, the traditions, interpretations, and
decisions of the first four caliphs, or
rather of the four great Imams. Silence or
deficiency in these last may be supplemented by decrees known as Urf that
is, secular and arbitrary legislation.
Such legislation was and is subject to

founder of the famous
monastery and of the order of mo,nks
which still pervades the whole of the
Ottoman Empire.
As a truly Turkish

change, and modern Turkish legislation,
dealing with the thousand conditions of
modern life for which the Koran does not
Here we have the only
provide, is Urf.
breach through which European civilisa-

indication ci the generous provision made
for the treatment of the new troops, the

From an early
tion can legally penetrate.
the Greek
empire,
period" in the Osman
"

Hadji

Begtash,

names

of the officers were borrowed from
various kitchen employments. The chief
of the chamber
that is, of the regiment
was called Tshorbadji, or the soup-maker
the officers next in importance were the
Ashdjibashi, or chief cook, and the SakaOn their bloodbashi, or water-carrier.
red banner shone the silver crescent and
the two-edged sword of Omar.
The
regimental totem was the meat-kettle,
round which they gathered for council
as well as for food, while in later times the
upsetting of it was often enough the signal
;

for

mutiny.

About

this date, and apparently at the
instance of Ala ed-din, a standing force
of cavalry was added to the Janissaries,
like them, in receipt of pay and originally
divided into two classes the Spahis,,or

190

canon," was adopted
and the canonical book
the body of decrees was called
containing
"
Kanunnameh."
However, the most decisive fact for
the whole history of the Ottoman Empire
was the accession of the Emir Urkhan.
Urkhan was not the eldest son

term

kanon," or

for these decrees,

of

Osman

Succession
din
Established

;

his brother

Ala ed-

was the elder. The latter,
however, was a scholar with
no inclination to militarism. It was
impossible lor such a man to take up the
government of a rising kingdom, which
could secure its existence oniy by war.
With his consent, therefore, the Emir
Osman had named the warlike Urkhan
his successor and appointed Ala ed-din his
The principle of direct succession
vizir.
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was thus abolished in the house of Osman.
The succession depended thenceforward
upon the Arab principle, by which, for

Omayyad family not the
son but the brother of a ruler was regarded
as the lawful successor. Mahomet himself had left no male issue, but only a
daughter, the mother of the sons of Ali. So
instance, in the

long as the Ottoman conquest
and the people
continued,
,
,,,
~
settled in proportion as the
Daughter
j
j
army moved onward, the
have
never
been
entrusted
could
leadership

"n

c

.,

of Mahomet s
.

.

to a child

a very possible eventuality
under other rules of succession as the
emirs were bold warriors who fought exposed to all dangers. In such times it might
be the best policy to have a succession of
strong rulers, even though they were not
united by the closest ties of blood relationBut when warfare ceased and peace
ship.
began, and with it the long and toilsome
work of advancing the arts of peace, then
a strict succession was desirable the son
should then be able to finish what the
father had begun. The father would then
find encouragement to begin tasks which
;

he had no prospect of seeing completed,
secure in the knowledge that he would
leave their achievement to his offspring.
If Turkey was ever to become a constitutional state
instead of a conquering
power, and to lead the progress ot Islam
towards civilisation, then a change in the
principle of succession to the throne was
indispensable.
Seniority must become

primogeniture. That this changehas not yet
taken place may be regarded as one of the
reasons for the present decay of the empire.
The spirit with which the growing state

was inspired may be exemplified by a
fragment descriptive of Ottoman capacity
"
for culture, taken from the ode
To
"
Culture
of Aashik, a contemporary of

Urkhan
"
Empty form

is

without soul

nothing more than body

;

Structure in the world

is

of the great world-

soul's design.

Culture vivifies the world
else would
there be but soulless form.
is
the
breath
of
soul
and soul
Knowledge
of all the souls,
Wanting knowledge, soul is dead and like
unto the dead.
Knowledge giveth to the Sultans empire
over human souls.
Knowledge wanting, life is wanting. This
my word is truth indeed."
;

.

West

impartial examination of the earlier
Turkish and Seljuk literary monu-
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the fourteenth century as beginning
the line of Turkish poets with a great
mystical poem, which betrays the influence
of the Persian poetry.
Aashik Pasha was
a clever dervish of the order of Mevlevi,
"
the whirling order," which produced
several poets, the most important of whom
was the actual founder of the order, the
famous Jelal ed-din Rumi. His title of
Pasha does not imply the court dignity
of State Vizir, but that of vizir in the
In this latter sense
spiritual kingdom.
we find many poets bearing the titles of
Sheikh, Emir, Hiinkiar (monarch), Shah,
and Sultan. The whole body of Ottoman
poetry, and even the literary language of
the present day, was developed beneath
the standard of the Book
though the
ancestors of the Osmanli, the Oghuz,
Ghuzi, or Kuni, may have acquired some
veneer of Chinese culture, no trace of this
intellectual
remains, save
relationship
certain
and the
forms,
grammatical
"
Karagoz," a degenerate form of the
Chinese shadow-play, which continued the
;

Greek mimes on Byzantine
,

...

Ottoman

.

Culture

,

.

,

.

ligious influences,

Arab-Persian sources.

and

Where

soil.

the Ottoman culture is not
,
r
derived from sources r
purely
*
.
,,
Arabian, that is, under Arab re-

Sources of,

.

it

.

draws upon

Of greater

origin-

conformity with Turkish
peasant humour are the rough jests of
Khodja Nasr ed-din, who was a priest and
teacher in Akshehir between the period of
the last but one of the Seljuk sultans,
Ala ed-din Kai Kobad, who died in 1307,
and that of Timur, who died in 1404. His
humorous pieces were widely circulated in
ality

in closer

prose narrative form from an early date,
and are still read and recited by young and
old in all classes of society. The custom
of

giving place

description,

:

An

ments shows Aashik Pasha at the outset
of

instances
races for the
less

districts,

names by topographical

which was adopted

in count-

by the primitive Turkish
nomenclature of towns,
rivers, mountains and

woods and

within the area of original
Persian, Greek, and Byzantine civilisation,
finds its counterpart in modern China.
Divergence of religious belief apparently
valleys,

excluded Byzantine influence, although
this can be recognised in the material,
military, political,
for

which

and

social institutions

example, with regard to eunuchs

it imposed upon its conquerors.
In
the great days of the Macedonian dynasty
the Byzantine empire seemed destined
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to endure for ever, in contrast to its elder
in
the West, who had
long
before succumbed to the assaults of the
Germans. From the age of its founder Consisters

stantine, and of its legislator Justinian, it
had steadily increased its power. The tenth
century had been a period of renaissance
in civil, economic, and military life, and
The
for Greece in intellectual life also.
empire had triumphantly emerged from

the deadly struggle with the forces of
Islam.
By the subjugation of the Slavs
and the acquisition of Armenia, the

Byzantine empire had extended in 1025
to limits unexampled since the days of
The mingled severity and
Justinian.
"

theological quarrels, and by the burning
hatred of patriarchs, priests, and people
"
for the
Latinists."
While the Ottoman
was
power
rising in the east, the Slav
kingdoms Were advancing on the north.
Servian kings had secured the supremacy
over the Balkan peninsula.
The power
of the Bulgarian state had been broken
in
and when Stefan
Vk
The Advance T^ 1330,
"f
Dusan
ascended
the throne
to the
^ seeme d that for the Servian
monarchy was reserved the
task of defending the Bosphorus against the
Ottoman advance. But the Slavs were not
a sea power, and were therefore unable to
interfere successfully in the bitter commercial strife which Venice and Genoa
waged for half a century in Greek waters.
Civil war broke out repeatedly in Byzantium. The Palaeologus John V. looked
for help to the Venetians and Serbs,
while John VI. Cantacuzene turned to

the
the Emperor Basil,
the
left
had
the
Bulgarians,"
slayer
millions of Slavs in possession of their
freedom and their native institutions.
Then came the turning point, the
beginning of the irrevocable decay of the
empire. The great territorial lords made
the succeeding emperors their tools, exhausted the resources of the European
and Asiatic provinces by their extortion,
destroyed the yeoman class by their unbearable taxation, deprived the
Normans
Ci
r J.-L
j.i
Slavs ot their national pnvi,
Sccurc Power
ot
leges, paralysed the action
.
the west
ia <v
,,
,
the best generals by their
influence in the all-powerful senate, and
when the Seljuk invasion took place in
1071 lost the best provinces of the Asiatic

saving Europe from the yoke of Islam.
Servian and Albanian chieftains broke

and
Armenia,
The West fell into the hands
of the Normans.
The death-stroke, however, from which Byzantium never recovered, was given by the Latin crusade
in 1204.
The shadow of the imperial

away, and Bosnia made herself indepenThus the Balkan Christians dedent.
stroyed one another, while the hour of
doom was approaching. In 1356 Cantacuzene himself, in the improvidence of
Urkhan,
despair, called in the Ottomans.

government migrated to Nicaea, and as a
shadow it returned with the Palaeologi

already in possession of Brusa, Nicsea,
and Nicomedia, thought the moment had
then come when the brilliancy of Constantinople and the beauty of Greece lay

kindness

of

of

w

,

4

empire,

,

.

Cappadocia,

Iconium.

to the city of Constantine in 1261.
Instead of seeking to effect a peaceful
settlement with the rising kingdoms of
Bulgaria and Servia, and thus to save

the Ottomans.

no

As early as 1336 Andro-

unscrupulous than the
Christian republics of Italy, had joined
the Asiatic Seljuks against the Ottomans,
and had thereby lost the best towns of
Ionia.
In 1353 the Ottomans defeated
the Serbs at Didymonteichos, and Cantanicus,

less

cuzene appointed his son Matthreus coThen Stefan Dusan died in
regent.
1355, and with him died the hopes of

helplessly at his mercy.

Upon two

rafts

made

of

logs

bound

something from the wreck, seeing that
the old forms of absolute monarchy had
been definitely replaced by the western
forms of feudal government which the
Crusaders obeyed, the romantic spirit of
these shadowy emperors pursued the
phantasm of " their lost supremacy, the
-"
on which even within our
great ideal

together with straps and skins, the crown
prince Suleiman crossed into
Thrace with eighty warriors
Ore"'
rea
and surprised the castle of
Thymbe the modern Tshini.
The conquest of Kallipolis, the modern
1357
Gallipoli, in the following year
opened the way for the extension of the

own times

Urkhan
Ottoman Empire in Europe.
announced this joyful news to the Seljuk
princes and his other rivals in letters
breathing the full pride of victory. For centuries onward it became the privilege of the

the finest enterprises of the
Hellenes have made shipwreck.
This ruinous megalomania was, moreover, poisoned from the outset by the
wildest forms of monastic strife, by

,

.

.

.
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Ottoman chancery

to employ the luxuriof their literary style in inditing
documents of this nature to friend and foe.

ances

The emperor John VI. was astute enough
to treat with Urkhan, to whom he had given
his daughter in marriage as the ransom
The bargain was on the
of Kallipolis.
point of conclusion when an earthquake
_^
rhe

...

wamor

Who

Crossed

n j
n
the Dardanelles

tt.

destroyed

all

fortresses

in

~,

the towns and
the Thracian
j
f
left the
and
>

Chersonese,
...

.

,-,

..

Turks in undisputed possession of the whole of this territory, if we can
trust the account of the imperial historian.
Suleiman died before his father on a hawking expedition. For more than a century
his tomb in Bulair (Greek, Plagiari), on
the shore of the Hellespont, was the only

grave of an Ottoman prince on European
soil
and of all the tombs of the Ottoman
heroes was most often visited, as being
the resting-place of the second vizir of
the empire and of the warrior who had
successfully crossed the Dardanelles.
In 1360 the Emir Murad I. (1359-1389)
crossed the Hellespont.
In the following
year he reduced the important fortresses
of Tzurulon and Didymonteichos, and in
spite of a brave resistance made himself
master of Adrianople, the second city of
the empire. This town, situated at the
confluence of the Maritza with its tributaries, the Arda and Tundsha, in a fertile
valley, provided with all the attractions
of a tropical climate, vineyards, rose
fields, and quince gardens, became, next
to Brusa, the first, and after the fall of
Constantinople the second, city of the
Ottoman Empire. At a later date was
erected in it the famous mosque of the
Sultan Selim II., which the Turks regard
as the most beautiful in Islam.
Brusa remained henceforward the sacred
burial ground of the Sultans and its splendid mosques and baths still afford the finest
;

;

examples of Osmano-Persian architecture.
Murad's vizirs Lalashahin and Evrenos
T,.
I he

.

oacred

made

their way
J
,, .,

Burial Ground

o c the Maritza.
.

of the Sultans

la& es for tresses,

,

,

the valley
up
.J
%,

Towns, viland the open
country with its enormous
booty fell into their hands almost without a
blow.
In 1363 Lalashahin crowned his
'

career of conquest with th,e capture of
Philippopolis, which had belonged to the
Bulgarian Empire since 1344. The Emir
Murad made this most prosperous of the
Bulgarian towns the outpost of his daily
growing empire by the construction of
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fortified outworks.
Four great rocks of
syenite were included in the outer ring
of walls, and the Maritza was spanned by
a stone bridge. The statement that
Murad shortly afterwards in 1365 con-

cluded a convention with the Dalmatian
republic of Ragusa, which commanded the
inland trade in the Balkan peninsula, is
an invention of later times.
The small Christian states were unable
to combine in any kind of opposition to
the Ottoman advance
they also lacked
a standing army. The emperor John VI.
was at variance with his son Andronicus.
;

When he attempted, in 1365, to form a
federation against the Turks in Tirnovo
on the Jantra, the old capital of Bulgaria,
he was imprisoned by Zar Sisman, or
Shishman, until his cousin, Amadeo VI.,
The hardSavoy, liberated him.
pressed emperor then travelled to Avignon,
to induce the papacy to promote a rewithout hesitation, he
lieving crusade
signed the Latin formula of union.
Pope Urban V. returned with him to
Rome, where they were met by the eastern
emperor Charles IV., Queen Joanna of
of

;

, Naples, and the chivalrous king
Emperor of otr A
T
r T
Cyprus, Peter I. ot Lusignan,
Byzantium
M
r-j.
t r>
of
Bosnia
while Stephen
was
v
r
in Extremis
,-.
Peter of
expected to arrive.
Lusignan had been travelling round the
,

.

.

.

..

,

courts of Western Europe since 1362, and
on April ist, 1363, at Avignon, had promised to undertake a crusade in conjunction
with John the Good of France, who died in
however, the enter1364, and Amadeo
prise was inadequately supported by the
European powers, and the crusaders
confined themselves to a temporary oc;

cupation of Alexandria on October loth,
On the present occasion no agree1365.
ment could be brought about.
Low indeed had fallen the prestige of the
once all-powerful East Roman emperor
the Venetian bankers who had advanced
the money for his journey to Avignon
kept him a prisoner at Venice. Andronicus declined to oblige his hated father,
who formally went over to the Roman
Church in 1369, by paying the money
and it was eventually his younger son
Manuel, ruler of Thessalonica, who secured
John's return in 1370, at great cost to
In 1371 John excluded Androhimself.
nicus from the succession
in favour
of Manuel.
In 1375, when Adronicus
joined Sauji, a revolted son of Murad,
Murad beheaded the Turkish prince and
;

;
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punished Andronicus by blinding him.
However, the prince gained the help of
the Genoese, who assisted him to enter
the capital in 1376, dethroned his father
and crowned him as Adronicus IV. In
1379 the old emperor escaped from
imprisonment, and fled to Murad, who
restored him to the possession of the
Two years later the emperor was
capital.
reconciled to his eldest son, but after his
death, in 1385, he set aside the claims
of his grandson, John VII., and gave the
succession to his beloved Manuel.
These events form an interlude of.
secondary importance in the great maritime struggle between Genoa and Venice,
which ended only with the peace of Turin

on August 8th, 1381. Matters were going
no less badly in the Peloponnese. From
Thrace Murad had advanced westward
He then turned
to the Balkan passes.
southwards into the fair province of
Thcssaly and even reached Thermopylae,
whereupon Roger de Lauria, who was
governing Attica in the name of King
Frederic III. of Sicily, appealed to him
in 1363 for help against his Catalonian
rivals who were in possession
of Athens Helene Fadrique of
Murad on
Aragon, and the Venetian govthe Warpath
j XT
*
r> i
ernor of Negropont in Euboea.
As the allies of Roger, the Turks marched
into Thebes, the seat of government and
the most distinguished city in the duchy
Athens. These facts plainly show
of
.

'

.

that

the

Spaniards,

Catalonians,

and

were but foreigners in the Latin
principalities of Greece, with which they
had nothing in common. The news of
this movement spread terror far and wide
in the West.
Urban V. summoned to
arms the Venetians, as being the masters
of Euboea, together with the archbishop
Sicilians

of Patras, all the prelates and dignitaries of the period within the Latin
Empire, the despots of Misithra and
Guido of Enghien in Argos.
In the north also a movement of resistance was stimulated by the Pope. The
Greek commander of Philippopolis had
fled to the king of Servia
at his appeal
the kings of Hungary, Servia, Bosnia, and
the province of Wallachia agreed to undertake a campaign in common against the
Turks, who were now threatening their
;

marches they advanced to the Maritza at a point two days'
journey above Adrianople, but in the night
of
September 2$th-26th, 1371, they were
frontiers.

By

forced

surprised by Hadji Ilbeki and suffered a
fearful defeat
the army was shattered
;

and dispersed

in flight.

The

battle-field

known

as Ssirbsindughi, the defeat
of the Serbs.
This was the first battle
in which Magyars fought against the
is still

Ottomans.

A

year of peace followed, which Murad
in extending his empire in
Asia Minor. In 138 1 he arranged
T T
a marriage between his eldest
in the
son Baiazet
and .the ,daughter
,, J
Balkans
,

employed
.

-,

.

,

ot

The

princess

Kutahia

,

Yakub

brought

r

.

of
Kermian.
as
her dowry

and

other valuable districts
the Seljuk state. Shortly afterwards
other of Murad's troops under Timurtash
crossed the mountains of Rhodope and
advanced to the Axios on the Albanian
frontier, where they conquered the towns
of Monastir and Istip.
On the far side
of the Balkans Indje Balaban had already
spent two years in the siege of the fortress
of Sofia, the ancient Sardica, when he
in

gained his object by treachery in 1382.
Sofia, the most important fortress and
the key of Bulgaria, Macedonia, and
Thrace, splendidly situated on the Boyana
in the wide plain traversed by the Isker,
rose again from

its ruins.

The Turks had already burst into Bosnia
the Balkan passes, but were
repeatedly defeated in the gorges and
mountains of the Alps of Dinar by the
united Bosnians and Serbs. In 1387
Stefan Vuk Lazar left Prizren and began a
threatening movement southward with
Before Murad sent
thirty thousand men.
his forces across the Balkans, which he
was surprised to find unoccupied by the
enemy, he celebrated with great splendour
in Asia, in the presence of his troops on
the plain of Jenishehir, his own marriage
and that of two of his sons with Byzantine
princesses, and the circumcision of his
three grandsons, the sons of Bajazet.

through

E"d

The

decisive battle

was fought

on June I5th, 1389, on the field
of Amsel The Turks under the
Murad
Emir Murad and his son Bajazet opposed the Serbs under Lazar and
his nephew Vuk Stefan Brankovic of
Prishtina, the Bosnians under their king
Stefan Tvartko, and the Voivbde Vladko
,

.

Hranii.

With them fought the

Croatians,

under their Ban Ivan Horvat, those Bulgarians who had escaped the destruction of their country, Wallachian auxiliary
At
troops, and numerous Albanians.
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the outset of the battle at its conclusion,
according to another tradition the Emir
Murad was stabbed in his tent by the
Servian nobleman Milos Obilic
Lazar,
however, was captured and beheaded, with
a number of Servian knights, over the

Ottoman triumphs were suddenly checked
by the news that Sigismund of Hungary,
to whom the emperor Manuel had appealed
for help, was approaching the Danube with
a brilliant army of French and German
knights. Bajazet left Gallipoli, which was

corpse of Murad. The new Emir Bajazet I.
interred his father's remains at Brusa, in
the splendid mosque erected
Succession
himsdf
He stran .
by
y
gled his brother Yakub in continuance of the gloomy custom
supported by a verse of the Koran, according to which succession in the house of

then his base of operations for the blockade
of the capital, and also Seres, to advance

;

Osman was legalised by fratricide.
The new Emir Bajazet I. (1389-1402)
was now able to make preparations for the
Maauel was one of his
conquest of Greece.
adherents. This circumstance John VII.,
the son of Andronicus, who had come to
an understanding with Selymbria, the
modern Siliwri, and Thessalonica, turned
to his own account to secure the dethronement of his grandfather in 1390. Manuel,
it is

true, restored his father's

supremacy

;

but when Bajazet forced the old emperor
to cease the work of restoring the fortifications of his capital, John VI. died of vexation at this insult on February i6th, 1391.
Manuel at once seized the throne, but the
sultan punished his presumption by the
capture of Thessalonica in 1391, the blockade of the capital, and the conquest of the
Bulgarian capital of Tirnovo with Widdin,
and it
Nicopolis, and Silistria in 1393
became obvious that Bajazet intended to
;

abolish the shadowy East Roman empire.
So early as 1392 his general, Evrenos-Beg,
had advanced from Seres to the Isthmus.
Nerio Acciajuoli, who had ruled Athens
from 1385, in place of the Catalonians,
made a fruitless appeal to Venice for help,

and secured his safety by submission and
payment of tribute. From this moment the
fate of Athens was only a question of time.

When Timurtash
of Athens, the

_

occupied the lower part

Turks were expelled by the

Venetians,

*

who

at last

came up

from Eubcea to relieve the place.
From the end of 1394 to the
Athens
end of 1403 the lion standard
of San Marco waved upon the battlements
of the stronghold of Cecrops and on the
tower of the Latin church of the Holy
Virgin on the Acropolis.
It is not known how far the Turks
penetrated into Boeotia and Attica upon
_

.

this occasion.

Some

portion of the Greeks
But the

were in alliance with the Turks.
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northward against the Christian army. On
September i2th, 1396, the Christian troops
reached Great Nicopolis, on the right bank
of the Danube.
On September 28th
Bajazet's superior generalship secured

him

a bloody victory over the Christians, who
were unable to follow any practical plan
of campaign.
The consequences of the defeat were borne

by the Christian inhabitants of the peninEvrenos-Beg advanced upon the Peloponnese, the Byzantine
port" of which was
"
of Misithra,
governed by the
despot
Theodore Palaeologus, a son of John V.
sula.

Defeated at Leondari at the sources of the
Alpheus on June 2ist, 1397, he was forced
to agree to the payment of a yearly tribute.
In 1399 the emperor Manuel, who was
blockaded anew, approached the French
marshal lean le Meingre. or
Christian
,,
Boucicaut, with a request lor
P
.

help, and this general once
,v
<ragain cleared the l urks out of
the environs of the capital. John VII. was
.

Disorganised

i

i

reconciled to his uncle, and Manuel travelled
in the West, and met with a brilliant re-

The Venetians
ception wherever he went.
were then at the zenith of their power. As
early as 1355 the Bailo, or governor, of
Constantinople had advised the senate to
Byzantium without
more ado. Now, however, they lost

seize the inheritance of

Athens

in May, 1402.
Antonio Acciajuoli
gathered a force in Livadia, the strongest
place in the country, and captured the
citadel in 1403, after a heroic defence.
But at that moment all eyes were turned
When Timur, the Mongolian
eastward.
ruler of Samarkand, began to extend his
conquests westward, he came into collision
with the Ottoman emirate. The struggle

of these two great powers for the possession of Western Asia was decided on
July 20th, 1402, in the murderous battle
of Angora.
Bajazet himself fell into
Timur's hands, and died in captivity on

March

But in the spring of
8th, 1403.
1403, Tamerlane turned eastwards again
without attempting to cross the Hellesconsisted only
of
pont, as his fleet
twenty-two ships of Trebizond.

EASTERN
EUROPE TO
THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION

THE

OTTOMAN
EMPIRE

II

THE OTTOMAN CONQUEST OF
BYZANTIUM
THE CRESCENT TRIUMPHS OVER THE CROSS
""THOSE of Bajazet's sons who had escaped
*
the carnage began fighting among

their struggle for the throne lasted for a
decade.
Fortunately for the Turkish

themselves for the throne which they had set

Empire no partition resulted, but dynastic
unity, the fundamental principle of the
house of Osman, was preserved. Suleiman

again in Brusa and Adrianople. Henceforward Brusa and Ai'din were to be the
citadels of pure Turkish power in Asia.
Christian Europe was too busy with internecine strife to utilise the moment of
lip

Ottoman

helplessness,
never recurred.

which

an

The papacy was

Antonio Acciajuoli paid a visit to
Suleiman in person to ask his help against
Porte.

Venice in the struggle for Athens. From
3ist, 1405, the Venetians were

March

forced to leave Antonio in possession of
Athens
he would agree only to style
Yet their power in
himself their vassal.
the Levant was on the rise, and their
;

mariiime preponderance was undisputed
when they retired from Attica.
While Genoa, their rival, was on the point

at the time

of collapse, the mistress of the Adriatic,

under her Doges Michele Steno (14011413) and Tommaso Mocenigo (1414-1423)
still

at the zenith of her power.

When for this reason she delayed, in
common with the western powers, to avenge
D

.

m
p

y
.

Nicopolis, her means of resistance
were speedily paralysed before
the advance of the Ottomans in

new

strength.

c

Under the Doge

Francesco Foscari (1423-1457) the prudent
republic sought by the acquisition of
Italian territory to secure firmer founda-

and disputed power.
The wars aroused by the hatred and

tions for her vanishing

jealousy of the four sons of Bajazet in

..

was
..

Subjugating
Rcfracto

opportunity

Before
paralysed by the Great Schism.
the Emperor Manuel had returned from
Paris, where he had learned the news of
Bajazet's destruction, the eldest son of
the fallen emperor, Suleiman, had been
proclaimed emir in Adrianople.
The Greek princes hastened to resume
their old feudal relations with the Sublime

was

(I.)

killed

June
?

behind
5th,

"V
.

Adrianople

1410,

on

while fleeing

rom
brother Musa Musa
then lost his throne and his
^

TL/T

;

life at the hands of Mohammed
(1413-1421), the third and most fortunate of the hostile brothers after a victory
on the plain of Tshamorlu, not far from
Mohammed had conSofia, on July loth.
I.

;

cluded a close alliance with Manuel, and
being on the best of terms with him, gave
him back a number of Macedonian and
Thessalian places which he had taken from

Musa, including the splendid Thessalonica.
Again, and for the last time, the affairs of
the East Romans seemed to have taken a
favourable turn. The emir had also assured
considerable remissions of taxation, with
commercial and territorial concessions,
to the remaining members of the Christian
league, Venice, Genoa, the Knights of
St. John in Rhodes, and the duke Jacopo
Crispo of Naxos. In the security of peace
with the Ottomans the Greek Emperor
Manuel, whose restless co-regent John VII.
had died in a monastery, was able to visit
the miserable remnants of his empire.
He spent the winter of 1414-1415 in
Thessalonica, the possession of his son
Andronicus.
He then assisted his sen
Theodore (II.), the despot of Misithra, to
subjugate the refractory barons and
toparchs of the Peloponnese in 1415.
At the same time he zealously ur^ed on
the construction of the Hexamilion, the wall
across the isthmus, which was to serve as
a defence against the barbarians, as
formerly in the time of the Persian wars.
Contemporary writers express their astonishment at this bulwark of defence, as
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though it were comparable with the
famous walls of Hadrian.
They were,
however, soon to learn that it was no
In 1417 the
obstacle to the Janissaries.
crown prince, John (VIII.), appeared with
the intention of making Misithra his base
of operations for the subjugation of the
rebellious Genoese centurion Zaccaria of

^

^

he then
Albanian
Venetian

possessions also,

de-

Achaia (1404-32)
*

^
Ravage Veneha*

Alban.an Troops
Possessions

t

&

i

;

andj

i

the
his good
relations with
The latter espoused the cause
republic.
of the centurion, and in 1419 wrested

stroyed

East Romans the important
position of Monembasia, the home of the
once admired Malvasier.
Mohammed, who had been indefatigable

from the

in the task of resubjugating
the emirs of Asia Minor, had
always proved an honourable ally of the Byzantines.
Manuel, therefore, displayed
a considerable lack of foresight in supporting the cause
of a rebel pretending to be
Prince Mustafa, who had dis-

appeared in 1402

Mohammed's

;

again,

ducing the Peloponnese to the position
of a tributary vassal state.
Smitten by an
apoplectic stroke, Manuel retired from the
government in 1423 and took monastic
vows in 1424. His son, John VIII. (14231448), concluded peace with Murad, who
made him pay 30,000 ducats for the
Morea, and seized most of his possessions
in Macedonia and on the Black Sea.

Meanwhile, the emperor's enterprising
Thomas and Constantine Palaeologus, were successfully extending their
brothers,

supremacy in the Peloponnese, where the
last remnants of Prankish power, with the
exception of the Venetian fortresses, fell
into their hands between 1428 and 1430.

However, on March

Murad

II.

Under the name of
it became henceforward one of the first commerHellas.

Salonika

ports and naval stations
in Europe. After
the fall of Thessalonica the
emir sent his pasha, Sinan, to
In that
subjugate Epirus.
country Carlo I. Tocco, the
brother-in-law of Antonio, had
died at Janina on July 4th,

cial

of

on

death, in 1421,

Manuel was persuaded by his
son John (VIII.) to play off
this pseudo Mustafa against
the youthful heir, Murad II.
The impostor
(1421-1451).

was defeated, and strangled

2C)th, 1430,

reduced the fortress of Thessalonica, the
old capital of the Lombard kingdom,
which for more than two centuries had served as a base
for the Prankish conquests of

Turkey

leaving no legitimate
His fair kingdom, which
had included
Since
1381
Albania, Acarnania, Ithaca,
Zacynthus, Cephallenia, and
1429,

heir.

BAIAZET

i

This Otto ma'n'emperor "ruled from

in Adrianople at the beginning matouos. He conquered Buia
P
of 1422. In June, 1422, Murad MinoV, Mac*edonfa, Servia, and

advanced upon Constantinople Ttauralt Ann ora^^h eefecatr 140? Leucadia, went to his nephew
with 50,000 men. The capital,
Carlo II. (1429-1448), the son
which had made alliance with Mustafa, a of his brother Leonardo. However, the
revolted younger brother of the emir, was
Turks took up the cause of Memnone, an
saved, though Mustafa himself was deambitious illegitimate son of the deceased,
feated and suppressed.
The work of and forced Janina to surrender on October
Carlo II.
vengeance could now be begun. First, the
9th, 1430, after a long siege.
warlike Murad sent his vizir Turakhan to
Tocco thereupon became tributary to the
emir for Epirus and Acarnania. MeanThessalonica, which was saved only by the
while, the Emperor John
help of Venice. Andronicus ceded it to
Popes
the republic in 1423 for purchase-money
vni whQ was in despair
at the loss of Thessalonica,
amounting to 50,000 ducats. However,
the Turks
Turakhan then burst forth from Thessaly
had hastened westward, to
to expel from the Morea Theodore of
make his submission to the Roman Church
Misithra and the Venetians, on whom he
and to seek help from the co-religionists.
desired vengeance for Pietro Loredano's
To Murad's fierce resentment his appeals
destruction of the Turkish fleet at Gallipoli
for help were again directed to Rome. Pope
on May 29th, 1416. The wall across the Eugenius IV. zealously urged a new scheme
isthmus was stormed by the Janissaries
for reunion, deceiving himself and others
and destroyed on May 22nd, 1423. The with the hope that the brief and infrequent
1

>

,

victors
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contented

themselves

with

re-

efforts of the

West to

repel the followers
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of the crescent

would now culminate

in a

great enterprise for the final expulsion of
the Turk. In view of the extremity of the
danger, the project of union in other
words, submission was now considered
in full seriousness by the emperor and
most of the prelates, including the
oecumenical patriarch Joseph.
The " Florentinum," the decree of union

which was solemnly recited on July 6th,
1439, in the cathedral of Florence, is of importance in so far as it became the dogmatic
basis for the actual reunion of the Ruthenians, Roumanians, Armenians, Jacobites,
Nestorians, and Maronites. Constantinople,
however, held different

Christoph of Corona to Moldavia, Wallachia,
to preach the Crusade.
The
mobilisation of the fleet was begun in
Venice.
However, the majority of the
western princes viewed the enterprise with
indifference
exceptions were the Poles,
and
the
lower
A Ten cWallachians,
^ asses ^ n
took
who
Hungary,
up
Years'
arms
every quarter. In July,
Peace
1443, the crusading army set out

and Albania

;

under King Wladislaw III. of Poland and
Hunyadi, accompanied by Cardinal Cesarini
and the fugitive Servian king George
Brankovic, advanced through Servia, defeated the Turks at Nish on November 3rd,
reached

views. Monks and laity
alike declined to confirm
the convention which
the imperial
government and the hierarchy

Gora

The

had concluded.

and

Sofia,

crossed the plateau between the Balkans and
the
Ichtiman Sredna

at

Mirkovo,

arriving

fi

na11 y

at

Zlatitza.

The defeat

of

were defeated in

the Turks at Kunovitza

the unequal struggle
against a national will,
which, though impotent

on December 24th, 1443,

latter

in

all

else,

placably

was

brought about an
Albanian rising under
George Kastriota, or
and in
Skanderbeg

im-

obstinate

on

;

this particular point of

agreement of Florence

1444, in spite of the
cardinal's
opposition,
the
Hungarians con-

was torn

cluded

The

anti-Latinism.
in pieces,

and

a
with

ten-years,

Murad at

the church of St. Sophia
was doomed to become

peace

a mosque.
In the spring of 1441
the Turks devastated

of

Lower Hungary

was left to the Porte, and
Servia was restored to

Szegedin, by the terms
which Wallachia, as a

Turkish tributary state,
fell to Hungary, Bulgaria

as far
as the Theiss, and also

Slavonia and the district
neither
Brankovic ;
between the Save and A
Turks nor Hungarians
type
theDrave. Fortunately were the 'qualities "which" went""iargeiy to the were henceforward to
building up of the power of the ottoinan Efnpire
for Christendom, Janos
cross the Danube.
who
had
been
But in the meantime the papal fleet
Hunyadi,
appointed Count
of Temesvar and Duke of Transylvania in
under Luigi Loredano and Francesco
Condolmieri had appeared in the waters
1441 as a reward for faithful service, took
of the Levant
the leaders sent letters
up the supreme command among the towns
on the southern frontier. Among other
adjuring the Hungarians to avail themhe defeated the
Roumelian
selves of this favourable opportunity. Perexploits
suaded by the eloquence of Cesarini, the
Kulle-Shahin in the
Beglerbeg
p
* <---<-*-*
A A
A7/4-Vu-^
T-T*i
i~m
Vv*-*-v1
-4-Vn-v t-*-*o/-*r
TWllt-l/"1
lfl-/'\
spring of 1442 at Vasap on the
Hungarians broke the peace Murad, who
the
over
Talomita.
Pot>e
had
had
carried
his
^
Eugenius
Hellespont
army
Crusade
%
,
in Genoese transports, met them on the
despatched earnest appeals to
On November
the western princes calling for union and
shore of the Black Sea.
defensive measures.
At the beginning
loth, 1444, was fought the battle of Varna,
of 1443 he issued a general circular, imwhich after some initial success, resulted
in a severe Christian defeat. King Wladisposing a tithe upon the Church for the
Turkish war
law fell in a sudden charge upon the
he also sent Cardinal
Giuliano Cesarini to Hungary and Bishop
Janissaries, delivered out of jealousy of
1"

*"

'

;

rf-vf

-

t~t

*-

4-

<-o*--r-v

y-**-*

^

-i *i

-\*-

j-i-v

;

;
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Hunyadi Cesarini was killed in flight, and
Hunyadi alone was able to conduct an
orderly retreat of his troops across the
Danube. Western Christianity was deeply
The Emperor John VIII.
humiliated.
attempted to make his peace with the
Venetians

Make Peace

emir by means of
in

Venetians,

fear

gifts

the

;

their

for

concluded a special
with the Turks on
Constantino of
February 23rd, 1446.
Misithra alone continued his resistance,
and with such success that he made a
triumphant advance into Central Greece,
hoping for Skanderbeg's help. The attention of the latter was, however, claimed
by a war with Venice
With Turks trade,
peace

1446. the last bulwark of Greek freedom
fell into their hands.
The whole of the
with incalculable
Peloponnese lay open
booty and 60,000 slaves of war, Murad
returned to Thebes, whither Constantine
andThomas had sent their plenipotentiaries
in the spring of 1447.
By payment of
a poll tax they secured the continuance
of their precarious predominance in the
Peloponnese. A year after this peace the
Byzantine emperor, John VIII. died on
;

,

October I3th, 1448, in the castle of Mision
thra, above the ruins of Sparta
January 6th, 1449, h*8 son received the
deputies from the capital, who delivered
;

him the diadem and

With the
purple.
emir's permission, to
secure which he had
sent
his
councillor
Phrantzes at the be-

to

;

apparently, the Signoria was not ignorant
of the revolt among
the Albanian chieftains
excited by the Turks,
as Skanderbeg was in
close

ginning of December,

Constantine XI

with
of

relations

King Alfonso
Naples, the

the

enemy

Venetians

.

of

As

Roman

the East

soon as Murad found
his hands free, he left
Seres in the spring of
1446, at the appeal of
Nerio
II.
Acciajuoli
and his general Tura-

Empire

while

;

his

Thomas and

brothers

Demetrius divided the
responsibilities of the
Peloponnese, he sailed

to

I2th, in

lonian ships.
was
peror
with great

bold Palseologus
in
the Peloponnese.
Constantino offered
him Northern Hellas
as the price of the
the

on

Byzantium,

March

khan in Central Greece,
and set out to crush

Morea.

.

Dragases, the last successor of Constantine
the Great, assumed
the crown of thorns of

The

em-,

received
rejoicing

new state, which

in his

was

Cata-

limited, as in the
of ancient

times

Murad THE CONSOLIDATOR

OF OTTOMAN POWER Greece,

inc\x>tWl K\; imnricrm Sultan Mohammed II. was the
answered
ny imprison- ottoman power in the middle of

great consolidates of
the fifteenth century,
and in 1453 captured Constantinople and established
the empire
181
e>
rei&ning from

to

the

en-

rrmc
VironS
, 7;

A

ing Constantino S amK-f^o,!,^
bassadors, among
whom was the historian Chalkondyles.
The battle began, the last great effort

few days after the
i^~
of<*/
Varna, the
emir had again wrested victory from the
grasp of the noble Hunyadi of Hungary

of the Hellenes against the Asiatic barbarians who were preparing, as afore-

in the three days' battle of

time under Xerxes, to rush upon the
Peloponnese.
The Turks had now brought that most
terrible of western inventions, artillery,
4-f\
/!-*
-r*LfL**-ffS\4-*
-4-V^k-44-V/-i
to t*1
such
perfection that the walls of
the Greek towns could not hold out
For three days their
against them.
cannon-balls breached the defences of the
Hexamilion, and on December loth the
Janissaries and Serbs were sent forward
to storm the breach
on December
r\V-t

t

;

i

r.

,

1 1

,

y-i-f

:

-

v-^*i~
battle

Kossovo on

the Amsel, on October xy-igth, 1448.
The Pope, Nicholas V., who was naturally
timid, was so terrified by
Hungary as the this defeat that he advised
Bulwark
.
_
the Hungarians through
*--i-v
his
nuncio to remain
within their own frontiers he urged that it
was no longer Greece, but Hungary, that
was the .bulwark against the Turk.
.

*

l-i

,-

i

i

,

T

t

i

/

<.

i

,

i

J-y-t.

.

,

I

,

,

;

King Stephen
reverted to the

time

of

of

Bosnia had already
in the

Roman Church

Eugenius

IV.

;

Nicholas

V.

THE .OTTOMAN CONQUEST OF BYZANTIUM,
of
chiefly busied in opposing the sect
the Patarenes, who were in alliance with
the Turks. The monastic and secular
clergy, building on the emir's favour,
sought to lay hands on the Church proat a later date the
perty of Bosnia
Bosnian that is, the Slavonic magnates
embraced Mohammedanism with enthuBut of Slavonic race also was the
siasm.
famous Christian hero, George Kastriota,
who had begun his struggle against the
Turks in 1444, with the victory in the
Dibra, and kept the standard of freedom
flying in Albania for twenty years with unbroken courage and supported by the Pope.

was

;

The same Pope supported, with utmost

to his powerful son, Mohammed II. (14511481), who ascended the Ottoman throne
The Duke of
at the age ol twenty-one.
Athens, Nerio II., also died in the same year
as Murad. Mohammed II. had no intention
of allowing Attica to fall into the hands of
the Venetians, who had seized the island
of ^igina in the summer of 1451. For the
moment he sent to Athens the son of
Antonio Acciajuoli, who was living at the
sultan's court, and was received with
enthusiasm by the orthodox population,
who favoured the Turks.
Mohammed also solemnly renewed the
of peace and friendship with
Byzantium, as with other petty states.

pledges

THE HISTORIC TOWN OF THESSALONICA. THE MODERN SALONICA
This ancient capital of the Lombards, famous in Scripture through Paul's epistles to the Thessalonians, served for
more than two centuries as the base of the Prankish conquests of Hellas, and fell to the Turks, under Murad II., in 1430.

sympathy and

self-sacrifice, the course
the struggle for Rhodes, and also
that for the island of Cyprus, which was
threatened by the Turks shortly afterwards ; he placed half of the French
indulgence money at the disposal of the

of

king of Cyprus. Between 1454 and 1455
a German popular book was printed for
the first time with the movable types of
"
the Mainz Bible,
der
Eyn manung
"
cristenheit widder die durken
(in the
Hof und Staatsbibliothek at Munich), an
appeal to take the field against the Turks
and to exterminate them. The pamphlet
is in direct connection with the Cypriote
indulgence. When Murad died, on February 5th 1451, he left a heritage of war

While, however, he was occupied in Asia
with the subjugation of the refractory
Emir Ibrahim of Karaman, the Emperor
Constantine XI. Dragases conceived the

unhappy idea of demanding twice the ransom offered by the Turks for the Ottoman
prince Urkhan, who was then a prisoner in
Constantinople. The Grand Vizir, Caliph
Pasha, who befriended the Greeks, was
horrified at the presumptuous folly of
this demand, which the Greek ambassador
brought to the camp of Akshehir.

Mohammed immediately concluded peace
with the ruler of Karaman and satisfied
the Janissaries with monetary gifts, with
the object of gaining freedom to concentrate the whole of his strength upon
2989
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Making Adrianople his
Constantinople.
base of operations, he cut off the revenues
of the Strymon, now Vardar, which were
destined for the maintenance of Urkhan.
In the spring of 1452 he began the construction of a fortress at a spot where the
Bosphorus is narrowest, its breadth being
only 550 metres, and where a strong

current, still known to the
"
Turks as the devil's stream,"
Ambassador
carries ships from the Asiatic
Beheaded
side to the promontory of Hermaion on the European side. It was here
in antiquity that Xerxes crossed with his
army by the bridge of Mandrocles.
Opposite to Anadoli Hissar, previously
built by Bajazet upon the ruins of the
"
Towers of
Byzantine state prison, the
Lethe," rose the bastion with walls 25 feet
thick, and 60 feet high, known to the
Turks as Boghaskessen, and to the Greeks

that

as

Laimokopion

The

possession of the

two

is,

decapitator.

castles of Rumili

200 auxiliary troops.

In

his following
of Mitylene,

was the archbishop Leonard

who has

us an account of the siege
The festival of union,
which was celebrated in the church of

of

the

left

town.

Sophia on December I2th, 1452,
with prayers both for the Pope and

St.

for

the

uniate

patriarch

Gregor,

who

had been
1450, was

living in banishment since
in reality a mere farce.
The
schismatic clergy were furious with, the
emperor for his public adherence to the

union

;

uniates,

the mob uttered^ curses on the
and the harbour workmen drank

the Pope. The
admiral and chief
of the artillery) Lukas Notaras,
the
chief official of the
helpless empire,
represented the sentiments of true orthodox animosity with the words, " We
would rather see the turban of Turkey
than the tiara of Rome in our city."
With the exception of the Pope and

to
"

the

destruction
"
(high

of

archduke

and Anadoli Hissar
^nabled

Moham-

med

cut

to

the

communications of
the Genoese and

with

Venetians

in

colonies

their

The em-

Pontus.

protestaperor's
tions and proposals

were totally disregarded by the emir,

who beheaded
amthe second
he
as
bassador,
had threatened,
and

de

fi

nite1y

war

declared

in

June, 1452.
Constantine

XL
showed

now

further inclination
to union with the
Latins
however
;

anxious he may
have been to ac-

complish this project, he was unable
to bend his people
to his will. In May,

the

Pope

1452,
sent

Cardinal

Isidore,

an enthusi-

SOME OF THE STRANGE WEAPONS OF MEDIEVAL WARFARE

old engravings show the crude and clumsy character of medieval weapons. 1 and 2
Datriotic These
are mova ble sheds for protection while undermining the walls, and
is a huge sling for
i
Greek, as legate tO throwing stones, while 4 is a portable stage for scaling. In 5 we see the battering-ram

_

:!

'Rvyantinm
Dy/,d.l.
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w

i

t

n usc>
e besieged endeavouring to counteract its blows, while the sixth illustration shows
a great movable tower combining a variety of uses and carrying spearmen on the top.
*

ri

1

AND ARTILLERY OF THE MEDIAEVAL AGES
In this old print

we

see,

ready

for action,

some

of the

cumbrous machines of war described on the opposite page.

Alfonso the Noble of Aragon, Navarre,
who was really
Naples, and Sicily,
the
furthering his own political ends,
the
who
Christian
gave
powers
only
Greek
any real help were the two

emperor

Genoa and Venice. They
republics
amount of public
possessed an incalculable
and private property in Galata, Pera, and
of

the Pontic colonies. In Galata the Genoese

had strengthened

their

fortifications

a

short time before, and had raised their
their colony
long-famous tower. They and
of Chios sent two ships and 700 soldiers
under Giovanni Longo of the Giustiniano

So recently as September loth,
family.
their
1451, the Venetians had renewed
commercial treaty with Mohammed hence
the ambiguity of the instructions which
;

the comthey gave to Jacopo Loredano,

mander of their
Mighty Army
No act j on was taken by
Attacks
Fanatics
of
the ten papal galleys
Constantinople
hich
accompanied
of Ragusa,
Jacopo Vcniero, archbishop
from Porto Recanati as legate on April 28th.
On March 23rd, 1453, the Kmir Mohamfleet.

w

started from Adrianople. On April
6th he was within half a mile of Constanfanatics
tinople with an army of i(>5,ooo
this overwhelmTo
for
plunder.
greedy
could oppose
ing force the Greek emperor

med

a total of only 4,973 armed Greeks and
foreigners, including Genoese,
and
Romans,
Cretans,
Venetians,
forthSpaniards. The siege was begun
its details have been transmitted
with
to us by a number of eye-witnesses.
Fourteen batteries on the land side and
twelve heavy guns at special points hurled
stone cannon-balls of even 500 pounds
A
weight day and night upon the city.
bold resistance was offered, in which the

some 2,000

;

himself was specially distinwith his
guished, as also was Giustiniani
foreign troops, who worked incessantly
to repair the breaches. The colossal walls
with their towers and breaches remain as
evidence of the strength of the Byzantine
fortress, and of the fury of the struggle

emperor

which then raged about it. The German
Johann Grant by driving countermines
at the Egrikapu gate, forced the Turks
to abandon their mining operations at the
Blachernae gate in May. Many Greeks,
however, instead of bearing their part in
the struggle, consoled themselves with the
to the effect
prophecies of the monks,
that the Turks would make their way into
\

the city as far as the pillars of Constantine
and would then be driven out of the town
to the very borders of Persia by an angel
from heaven.
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When Mohammed was able to begin his
attacks from the sea side, from which the
r
Gree.K ir had driven him for a time, the fate
of the city ,:as sealed.
In the night of the
and 22nd of April he dragged his ships
over a roller-way across the isthmus from
Top-hane on the Bosphorus to Kassim
_.
Pasha. Constantine rejected
_,
The Glorious
fir al
05 *1 to
Death of
L P^P
gender.
n T U esda
Y.
May 2 9 th 1453,
Constantine
?,
the tremendous assault was
2 1st

r-

1

at two o'clock at night.
Sagan
at last forced his way through a
breach with his Janissaries. Giustiniani
was wounded and fled to a ship. Constantine
fell dead upon the
heaped-up
corpses of his faithful adherents.

begun
Pasha

XL

His splendid death, says Gibbon,

is

more

glorious than the long prosperity of the
Byzantine Cassars. When his bloodstained body was at length discovered, the
off the head and brought
the emir.
In fierce delight
he ordered it to be placed
updn the summit of Justinian's
bronze pillar, and afterwards
sent it round to the governors

Turks cut

it

to

THE WORLD
ransom.

According to an entry in the
journal of the Venetian Barbara, the
to
the
prisoners amounted
60,000
plunder was valued at 300,000 ducats,
and it became proverbial to account for
a man's wealth by saying that he must
have been at the conquest of Constantinople. On the morning of May 3Oth, when
Mohammed rode among the devastated
ruins of Constantine's buildings, which
had seen many a splendid century of time
and rad housed the glory of so many
monarchs, he pondered the lines of the
"
Persian poet,
The spider weaves her web
in the emperor's house, and the owl wakes
the echoes with her scream in the royal
chambers of Afraslab (Samarkand)."
The capture of Constantinople gave to
the emir, Mohammed II., the key to the
Black Sea and the Eastern Mediterranean.
The new monarch contented himself
with levying a poll tax on the conquered
;

;

of his Asiatic provinces for
exhibition.
Cardinal Isidore
had the presence of mind to
exchange his purple robe for
the uniform of a dead soldier
he was thrown into prison,
but afterwards escaped to the
Morea and to Venice, bringing
to the West the first detailed
account of the event which
was to exercise so vast an
importance on the history of
;

the world.

Thousands had

taken refuge in St. Sophia,
the church which they had
scorned as a means of spiritual
salvation since the union
festival

of

December.

the

"If

previous
that

at-

moment," says a Greek historian, "an angel had descended from heaven and had
the
commanded,
'Accept
union of the churches,' they

would have preferred falling
into' the hands of the Turks

Rome."
The massacre which broke
out in the town and in the
church was checked only by
to surrender to

the

ron<;i Herat inn

living

tliat

trip
c

Were Of Value for their
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ENTRY OF MOHAMMED

II.

INTO CONSTANTINOPLE

anqueror entered a city of slaughter, and the plunder was so enormous
that it became proverbial to account for a man's wealth by saying he had been
at the conquest of Constantinople. Amongst the slain was the
Emperor.

THE FINAL CONQUEST OF CONSTANTINOPLE
One

most momentous events in history was the fall of the Byzantine Empire with the
capitulation of Constantinople
to Mohammed II, in May 1453. The Turks established themselves in the
gr-.-at capital of the Eastern Empire, and the
Church of Holy Wisdom (St. Sophia) became a Mohammedan mosque the Crescent
had triumphed over the Cross.
of the

;

he also attempted to draw the Greek
priesthood into his toils by declaring for
the anti-union party and appointing as
The
patriarch the orthodox Gennadios.
emir was henceforward sedulously careful
that the rights of previous emperors,
especially the confirmation of the patriarch
1
C6 sh< 1 d rema n in his
??
j
? T thlS
[
hands
CaS6 there
WaS
.{?,
no Possibility of an investiOfficialdom
ture quarrel.
Henceforward
the patriarch -was obliged to buy his position from the emir, and
shortly afterwards
from the chief officials of the empire as

cracy, and, as bankers, became indispensable to the Ottoman government, which was
always in want of money. The Phanarists

obtained the most productive posts, and
their daughters became influential in the
harems of the Seraglio and of the Turkish
grandees. The higher spiritual and secular
classes of

'

Corruption

.

a high rate of purchase. Mohammed
the conqueror transformed the temple
of the Holy Wisdom (St.
Sophia) into a
praying-house of the servants of Allah.
The new patriarch was given the second
best church, that of the apostles, as his
patriarchion
however, this was pulled
down two years later, and the memorial
column of the mighty empire-founder
was afterwards erected on the site. It was
not until 1606 that the Phanarists i.e.,
Christians in Phanar, the Greek quarter
of the Golden Horn
were able to make
the modest church of St. George their
religious centre. The families from Trebizond, Kassa, Amastris, and other places,
who settled here soon formed a plutowell, at

;

Greek society ended by making

common cause for mutual profit with
their Mohammedan masters, with the

'

of Byzantine

.

object of plundering the Christian rayahs.
It became usual for Greeks from Constantinople, Smyrna, the Peloponnese,
and the islands to occupy the bishops'
thrones in the Turkish Empire and to
throng the monasteries of Mount Athos.

The Phanariote

clergy were bound by
no national ties to their people, and
were often entirely out of sympathy

with the

inhabitants

of

their

dioceses

This
Europe and Asia.
Greeks and
ecclesiastical
and secular
Moslems make
f
GreekS
Ve
Common Cause |U P remaC
I
and
Slavs,
Roumanians,
Arabs gradually engendered deep hatred,
and was the cause of the intricate linguistic
and ecclesiastical complications which still
exert a confusing and embittering influence
upon the national questions and struggles
of the Balkan states.
Henceforward,
the Greek
in
every quarter
clergy
_,

in

i

,

J

,
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preferred siding with the Ottomans to
for
accepting the tutelage of the Pope
them the sultan's rule, eventually proved
more tolerable and more profitable than,
for instance, the hated government of the
Venetians, who desired to enchain soul
Mohammed also sumas well as body.
moned the Archbishop of Armenia from
Brusa to Constantinople and
;

Western

appointed him patriarch

Europe's
that date
Lamentation

immigrants
Constantinople.
Turkish victory
"

dogs

;

from

numerous Armenian
streamed

The news

of

into

the great
"

over the
Christian
soon reached every country in

the East.
The Emir Mohammed had
now success on his side, and prestige has
always counted for more with the East
than with the West. Western Europe,
however, burst into loud lamentation over
the heavy loss which Christendom had

The literature of this century
resounds with threnodies or songs of woe
With
upon the fall of the eternal city.

suffered.

twenty or thirty thousand varriors and
a few ships, Christian Europe might have
but now the banner
brought salvation
;

of the Cross had bowed befort the sacred
standard of Mohammed.

Retribution was paid to the full. For two
centuries the West trembled before the
Mohammedan rulers on the Bosphorus.
The earliest news of the fall of Eastern
Rome and the bloody end of the bravest
of the Palaeologi was received at Venice
on June iQth. On June 2Oth the signoria
imparted it to the Pope, who was deeply
shocked and at once sent out legates to
try and secure peace among the Italian
states, which were torn by internecine
conflict. On September 30th, Nicholas V.
issued a great appeal for a new Crusade, and
in 1454 the Reichstag of Ofen appointed
On the
Hunyadi commander-in-chief.
other hand, the Venetian Bartolommeo
Marcello concluded a peace on April
"
ruler of the faithiSth, 1454, with the
which
became the basis
ful,"
Appeal
o j a jj
su bsequent relations
*
or
between Venice and the Porte.

The
ful

first article

convention ran thus

Emir

Mohammed and

of this disgrace"

:

the

Between the

Signoria of
Venice exists peace and friendship now
Yet the emir had executed
as formerly."
the Venetian Bailo in Constantinople,
and was holding 500 Venetian subjects
But the consideration of
as prisoners.
their warlike neighbours in Italy, their
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financial

increasing

and the

difficulties,

commercial interests which they valued
above everything decided the question.

Genoa

attempted to enter into relathe emir, and in Naples,
Florence and Milan men rejoiced openly
at the embarrassment of the lagoon city.
also

with

tions

The remainder

of Western Europe remained inactive. No one, indeed, confessed
to inaction
on the contrary, official
announcements were made by all the
;

princes of their readiness to help in driving
out the Turk.
With the exception of
Hungary, Alfonso of Portugal alone manifested any serious intent but his attempts
at relief were interrupted by the North
African Moorish states of Fez and Ceuta.
The mournful news reached Rome from
Cyprus and Rhodes that a Turkish fleet
of fifty-six sail had attacked Moncastro in
the Black Sea, surprised Sebastopol, raided
Kassa, Sudak, and Balaclava, and devastated the coast of the Crimea.
Nicholas V. issued invitations for a peace
conference at Rome.
On August 3oth,
1454, Venice, Milan, and Florence there
concluded a twenty-five years' league
for securing the safety of
Peace and the
-r>,
their states.
This peace
Renaissance
marks
the
true
renaist
A *
Arts
oft the
sance of art and science
in Italy.
Together with his Crusade
preachers, Nicholas V. had sent out a
;

,-,

,

band

of emissaries and messengers provided with considerable sums to all
the countries in Europe and Asia which
the Ottomans had subdued, with orders to
discover the manuscripts carried from Con-

stantinople and to buy them up at any price.
Pope Calixtus III. issued a new
Crusade Bull on May I5th, 1455. The
order of the Minorites worked miracles of
in pareloquence as Crusade preachers
ticular, Capistrano and Heinrich Kalteisen
;

Coblenz succeeded in gathering and
the masses of the
people.
Chai 'S VII. of France absolutely forbade
meetings in his country, and retained
the crusading fleet for service against
England. Burgundy embezzled the funds
for the Crusade, Alfonso of Naples misused
the papal fleet for an expedition against
of

exciting
I

Genoa
of

;

and

in

1455

King Christian

Denmark and Norway plundered

cathedral

"Turkish

the

sacristy of Roskilde of the
offerings" given by the pious.

In vain did Calixtus order that the angelus
should summon all Christians at midday
to prayer against their hereditary foe.

A GLIMPSE OF
From the painting
By permission of

Sir

LIFE
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A
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Gilded Cage," by Frederick Goodall, R.A.
Francis Cory-Wright, Bart., owner of the picture.

entitled

EASTERN
EUROPE TO
THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION

THE

OTTOMAN
EMPIRE
HI

THE GREAT AGE OF SULEIMAN THE MAGNIFICENT
was

confirmed in his
MOHAMMED
resolution to act on the aggressive by
II.

observing the fruitless endeavours of the
Holy Father to induce the European
nationalities to unite for the repulse of
Islam. With true foresight the Ottoman
ruler recognised that Hunyadi and Skan-

derbeg were his most dangerous opponents.
In July, 1455, he conquered the wellfortified Servian mining town of Novoberdo
with all its treasures. In Krushevatz, on the
western Morava, he established a foundry

which

his

workmen, including German,
Hungarian, Italian, and other Christians,
were busied day and night in casting
heavy guns for the siege of Belgrade.
Careful war organisation of this kind,
extending even to the smallest details and
the most remote contingencies, was at that
in

time unprecedented in the West.
Belgrade had been invested since June,
was be1456 the courage of the besieged
"
the three
ginning to fail by the time that
;

Johns "approached. Hunyadi, Capistrano,
and the papal legate Carvajal advanced at
the head of an army consisting mainly
of ill-armed citizens,
peasants, monks,
hermits, and students, with a few German
men-at-arms and three hundred Poles.
On July I4th, 1456, they reached Greek
Carvajal had failed to
Weissenburg.

the aged Capistrano also succumbed on
October 23rd at Illok, on the Danube,
the most beautiful town of Sarmatia.
The complete indifference of the Western powers obliged the Pope in December,
1456, to apply for help against the Turks
to the Christian king of Ethiopia, to the

T" r
c onqu

Christians

in
Syria, Georgia,
Persia, even to Uzun Hasan,
e chieftain of the Turkomans of the White Ram. The

and

^

Turks had

conquered Servia without
the death of the despot
Georg Brankovic on December 24th, 1457.
Helene, a daughter of Thomas Palaeologus,
and the widow of his son Lazar, who had
died at the end of January, 1458, had
surrendered the country as a papal fief in
the hope of thereby securing its safety.
The whole of the people rose against this
presumption
they would rather throw
themselves into the arms of the Turks than
attempt to purchase the entirely unreliable
support of the Latin West at the price of
Albania and Bosnia
their ancestral faith.
were soon to share the same fate.
In Bosnia private and sectarian feuds and
dissensions were raging alike in the ruling
house which inclined to Rome, and among
anti-Roman
the
magnates and the
Paterines, whose sympathies were Turkish.
difficulty after

;

reconcile the

The king Stefan Thomashevic paid

the inspiring eloquence of
C r istnm broke the Turk .
of Christianity
i
,1
f
.
ish barrier of ships in the
p
Danube after a murderous
conflict of five hours' duration.
A bold
sortie gained some breathing space for the
the emir himself was wounded.
besieged
Belgrade, the outpost of Christianity, was
saved, but Servia was lost. A fearful epidemic decimated the army and carried off
the heroic Hunyadi on August nth, 1456

double dealing towards King Matthias of
Hungary and Mohammed in 1458 under
the executioner's axe in 1463
thirty
thousand young Bosnians were incorporIn vain did
ated with the Janissaries.
Stefan's mother Katherina bequeath her
lost
country to the apostolic chair.
Hunyadi's son, Matthias Corvinus, conquered Jaicze on October 1st, 1463. but
could not prevent the advance of the
Turks to the mountain passes of Herzegovina and Montenegro, and the victory
The Franciscans were
of /Islam in 1464.
and refuge tor the
the sole shelter

Emperor Frederic III. with
King Ladislaus Posthumus of Hungary.
The Hungarian nobility themselves stood
The troops, however, inflamed by
aloof.
The Outpost

,

,

;

;

191

for his

;
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Christians who remained in Bosnia under
decrees of toleration and the letter of protection issued by Mohammed.
In Albania, notwithstanding the treachery of the jealous leaders of his warlike
mountain people, the heroic spirit of
Skanderbeg offered a most tenacious
in the autumn of 1457 he
gained a bloody victory over
the arm y
f
the
IsabCg
Defeats
e
s
Tomornitza. At the same time
1?
the papal fleet under Lodovico
Scarampi defeated the Turks at Metelino.
But in the summer of 1458 the Morea and
Attica were overrun and devastated by
Mohammed's wild troops
Athens fell

resistance

;

et

m

;

hands of the Turks in June, as
did Corinth on August 6th. In that region
Turakhan was summoned by the despots
of the Morea, Thomas and Demetrius
PaUeologus, to quell an Albanian revolt
in 1453 and 1454 he defeated the Albainto the

;

nians in a series of bloody engagements.
"
"
The despots now felt the conqueror's
A quarrel began between the
power.
Duke of Athens and Bartolommeo Contarini, who fled to Stamboul. The emir then
resolved to make a clean sweep.
Omar
Pasha, the son of Turakhan, marched
into Athens in June, 1456, while a great
famine wasted the land and a comet appalled the inhabitants ; two years later the
Acropolis surrendered, as we have related.
After the massacres in the Peloponnese
the emir himself appeared in Athens in
the last weeks of August with a brilliant
following at the invitation of his pasha.
Though his arrival marked the beginning
of four centuries of servitude, he proved
more merciful than Xerxes OF Mardonius in
days of old. His admiration of the architecture and situation of the city is related
by his flattering biographer Kritobulos.
However, the jubilation of the Greeks at
the retirement of the Roman clergy from
the Latin church of the Parthenon was
premature. When Mohammed revisited the
city in the autumn of 1460,
he transformed the PartheBecomes a

non into a mosque,
,

in anger
,
,
p.
at the repeated revolts of the
inhabitants. In 1458 the duke was spared,
but he was executed at Thebes in the next
..

Mosque

,

,

year for treachery. His sons were placed
in the Janissary lifeguard.
His widow, a
daughter of the dynast Demetrius of
Morea, was given in marriage to the former
Protovestiarius George Amoirutzis, who
had betrayed to the sultan in 1461 the
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"

Great Comnenus," David of Trebizond.
Athens was no longer a name of importance
in Europe.

In 1462 the Ottomans began the subjugation of Wallachia, whose tyrannical prince, the Christian Voivode Vlad
Vladislav IV., nicknamed Drakul had
roused the sultan's anger by the treacherous destruction of a Turkish army under
Hama Zenevisi Pasha.
Mohammed's
punitive campaign led him through that
appalling oak forest where for two miles
the army marched past the 20,000 Turkish
and Bulgarian corpses which Vlad had
impaled in 1461. Vlad Drakul took refuge
.with Matthias Corvinus, who kept him
under strict guard, since the fugitive had
plotted for the betrayal of his protector
to the emir. His brother Radul, a hostage
of Mohammed, obtained the power in

Wallachia under Turkish supremacy.

During the six years of his pontificate
(1458-1464) Pius II. (jEneas Silvius) had
worked incessantly to raise a general
crusade. So early as October I3th, 1458,
he had issued a vigorous bull inviting the
Christian princes to a council of war at
but the French cardinals opMantua
posed him both publicly and
A Rapid
,
Tr
^. T
of
privately.
Q
King Louis XL
Succession
v,
j ,,
France not only
retained
the
, -..
J ,
of Disasters
,.,,
crusade tithes for his own
purposes, but would not allow Duke
;

,

.

i

.

Philip of Burgundy to perform his promise
to the Pope.
In 1459 Frederic III. had
received the crown of Matthias Corvinus

from the magnates

of

Hungary.

Nuremberg Reichstag, the

At the

legate, Cardinal

Bessarion, strove in vain to heal the breach

between the emperor and Hungary.
Disasters soon occurred in rapid sucThe island of Lemnos, which
the Genoese
belonged to
family of
Gattilusio, had been betrayed by the Greeks
to the Turkish fleet in the spring of 1456.
In September, 1462, Lesbos also fell into
the power of Mohammed II. On March
7th, 1461, Thomas, the dethroned despot
of the Morea, arrived in Rome by way of
his brother Demetrius had subCorfu
mitted to the emir at the end of May,
cession.

;

1460, and had given him his daughter in
he died in 1470 as a monk at
marriage
The daughter of Thomas,
Adrianople.
the Princess Zoe, married in 1472 the Grand
Prince Ivan III. Vassilievitch of Moscow,
thereby placing her claims in the hands of
Russia. Ivan adopted a new coat-of-arms
for Russia, the two-headed eagle, which
;
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be
Moscow,

seen to-day in

may

and

an

sent

the Kremlin at

ambassador

to

no
Stamboul, naturally to
purpose.
Andreas, recognised as titular despot of
the Morea by Pope Paul II. in 1465, the last
male descendant of the royal house of the
Palaeologi, in order to relieve his financial
difficulties, sold his rights to the French
king Charles VIII. in 1494, and bequeathed

death on April 7, 1502, to the
Spanish rulers Ferdinand and Isabella.
In the summer and autumn of 1461 the
principality of Sinope and the empire of
Trebizond fell into the hands of the
Ottomans. Argos was lost on April 3rd,
1463, and the whole of Bosnia in the
summer. Ragusa was then placed in a

them on

his

The Pope
highly dangerous position.
projected and actually carried out an
attempt to convert the emir himself,
holding out as an inducement the possession of the whole of the East. At length,
on July igth, 1463, the Pope's zealous
efforts were rewarded by the reconciliation of the emperor with the king of

A convention was executed in
Vienna-Neustadt, which recognised the
Corvini as kings so long as their family
should continue, while securing
pe *
the succession to the Hapsburgs
in case Matthias should leave no
AmWtiol
children. About this time Venice
and Hungary concluded an offensive and
Hungary.

.

,

upon which Skanderbeg
reopened hostilities in Albania. Milan and
the Florentines stood aloof, watching the
Venetian disasters with malicious joy.
A Florentine chronicler even relates
that his countrymen intercepted Venetian
letters and handed them to the emir. In
vain did the Pope attempt to dazzle the
Florentines with
a stupendous
plan
for the partition of Turkey, the first of
the many subsequent projects of the
kind which have continued to our own
defensive alliance,

times.

When

Ancona grew

the

crusading army in
waiting and disdied in sight of the

tired of

banded, Pius II.
Venetian galleys his

life's

object unrealised,

on August i4th, 1464.
His successor, the Venetian Pietro
Barbo, Paul II., resumed his predecessor's
task with vigour. Of pressing importance
was the relief of the bold Skanderbeg
in his fortress of Kruja, or Croja.
In the
event, the Turks were defeated in 1466

and 1467, their leader Balaban killed,
and Kruja saved. But on January I7th,
1468, Skanderbeg succumbed to the effects
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of a fever at Alassio at the age of sixty.
Christianity had suffered no severer loss
since the death of Hunyadi and Capi"
strano.
have lost their sword and
They
"
their shield
cried Mohammed II. in
!

The Albanian army was
and the upper and wealthier

joy.

dispersed,
classes of

population accepted Mohammedanism, while the lower

Albanian

the

v

classes,

as Naval

the ancestors of
~ ,.
~,

the

,.
modern Catholic
Gheges,.'.,*pre-,
Conquerors
life of

,,

'

,

.

ferred to retire to the
shepherds and klephts, or brigands,
the inaccessible mountain ranges.

in

Between 1465 and 1468 the Venetians
had gained some success in Greek waters
under Sigismondo Malatesta, who died in
1468, Vettore Capello,

who

died in 1467,

and Niccolo da Canale. To the energetic
emir this was but a stimulus to raise his
fleet to the invincible power which it
attained in 1469. His crews included the
most capable seamen of the age, Jews and
Greeks, especially the so-called Stratiotes,
who then served as mercenaries all over
Europe. Mohammed started for Greece in
1470 at the head of an army of- 100,000
men, while his admiral Mahmud Pasha cooperated with a fleet ef three hundred
sail.
On July I2th, Negropont Chalcis
in

fell after a desperate resistFortunately for Christendom, the

Eubrea

ance.

Turkoman

prince

Uzun Hasan

created

a diversion in Asia which drew off the
main body of the Turkish forces, for the
Ottoman cavalry had completely overrun
to

Croatia

the

very borders of Styria

and Carinthia.
"
the famous general
On June 24th, 1471,
"
was opened at RatisChristian assembly
bon under the presidency of the emperor.
Messages of disaster and appeals for help
rang in the emperor's ears more importunately than ever before. In vain did the
papal legate strive to heal the quarrel
between the brothers of the house of Wittelsbach in vain did the Venetian ambassadors make glowing promises in vain was
it resolved to send em;

;

bassies of peace to Poland
.,
End of the Council
^,
1C ,
. _
..
and TT
Hungary. The selfish
of Ratisbon
of
view
from
which
point
,

.

the lethargic emperor began the negotiations for help against the Turks and imperial reform unfortunately decided the
attitude of the princes of the empire. Compared with the great hopes built upon it, the
assembly came to a miserable conclusion.
Pope Sixtus IV. (1471-1484) also hoped
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a

secure

to

European

general

powers

for

federation of the
exclusive action

But on November
against the Turks.
i8th, 1472, died the noble Bessarion, the
life and soul of the movement for resistance
within the Curia. He, together with famous
like
Greeks,
Laskaris,
Chalkondyles,
Argyropulos, and Gaza., had done their
work as missioners of Greek life,
tO ralse
th Se &reat inte1 '
of Greek"
lectual centres in Italy whence
Life in Italy ,,
,
the humanist movement sprang.
For the moment, however, defeat followed
defeat.
Disputes broke out between the
Venetians and the cardinal-admiral Carasa,
although their united fleet had won vic.

tories at Satalia

and Smyrna.

On July 26th, 1473,
Mohammed had crushed

the lion-hearted
the Persian ruler

at Terjan and was now presshis enemies in Albania, on the
Adriatic, and on the Danube frontier.

Uzun Hasan
ing

upon

A

victory was gained by Stefan
the Great, the Voivode of Moldavia, at

fruitless

Racova

on

January 4th, 1475, over
In June
superior numbers of the enemy.
the Genoese colony of Kassa in the Crimea
fell into Turkish hands
in 1478 Moham;

med

the Tartar Mengli
Giray as Khan of the Crimea, of the north
coast of Pontus, and of Tartary Minor,
II.

appointed

under Turkish supremacy. Lepanto and
Leukas were vigorously assaulted in May,
In Albania, Kruja the capital, on
1477.
June I5th, 1478, Shabljak, Alessio, and
Drivasto were captured by the Turks,

who

repeated their devastating incursions
the Austrian Alps. The Venetian
Republic, devastated by a fearful pestilence, then came to the momentous resolution to give up the bloody struggle,
to
surrender
and
Albania,
Eubcea,
Lemnos, but to save their Levant commerce. At this price Venice concluded
peace with the sultan through Giovanni Dario on January 25th, 1479.
The conqueror, however, did not remain

into

Leonardo
III.
quiescent.
Tocco was driven out of Leu,,
*** ln
S " mmer
T
479of Otranto
j resistRhodes offered renewed
from
ance
May to July, 1480, under Pierre
d'Aubusson, grand master of the order of
St. John. But on August nth, Otranto in
Apulia fell into the hands of the unbe-

H

'

oi the r all

lievers

nage.

,

^

/.

amid the horrors of dreadful carThis news came upon Christendom

a bolt from the blue. In the midst
of hurried preparations for resistance the
like
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news arrived of the death of Mohammed II.,
the mighty conqueror who had terrorised
the whole of Europe for a full generation.
He died on May 3rd, 1481, at Ankyron,
near Hunkiar Chairi, between Gebse and
Herake in Asia Minor. Here, centuries
before, Constantine the Great, who founded
the city which Mohammed captured,

had breathed

his

On September

last.

loth, Otranto was recovered by the
cardinal legate Fregoso and King Ferrante
of Naples.
It is difficult to form an estimate from
a Western standpoint of the character of
Mohammed II. and of his importance to
Turkish history.
When this sultan expired in the midst of his army, he had
ruled the Ottoman Empire for thirty years,
and was nearly fifty three years of age.
The accounts of contemporary historians
concerning him are coloured either by
grovelling admiration of his personality
or by hatred and abhorrence of the misery
'

which

he, above all men, brought upon
Christendom. The cruelties practised by
his troops in Austria can hardly have met
with his approval, resulting as they did in a

useless expenditure of force, and the horrors
of Otranto so disgusted him
Imperial Murder

that he executed the pasha
responsible for their corn,
^
mission. But in order to

by the Koran

,

.

secure himself in undisturbed possession of
the throne he murdered his brother at his

mother's breast, and added an enactment
upon fratricide to the legal code of
it by the maxim
Kanunnameh, supporting
"
Disorder is more ruinous
of the Koran,

than murder."
After his victory he erected in Stamboul
the mosque of Ayub, the prophet's
standard-bearer, wherein all sultans were
henceforward girded with the sword of
He constructed a countless
Omar.

number

of buildings, chiefly through his
His
Christobulos.
architect
greatest
architectural work, the Mehmedieh, displays in its interior the words of the
"Ye shall
prophet in letters of gold
:

conquer Constantinople

and the army who

;

happy the

shall

prince

achieve this."

Mosques, hospitals, caravanserais, lunatic
asylums, libraries, fountains, and the old
Serai

were

completed

or

begun

at his

command.
wrote poems under the name
Ottoman
Auni, the ready helper.
poetry previous to the conquest of Conbeen dominated by
stantinople had

He

of
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Momysticism and didactic tendencies.
hamrned II. begins the series of poets of
as his contemporary appears
conquest
the oculist Sheichi with a romantic love
;

"

Khosrev and Shirin," which was
from the Persian.
Murad II., who had retired to live a life

epic,

merely an imitation

of contemplation at Magnesia, or Manissa,
on the Sipylos, was in the habit of holding
"
gatherings twice a week of the
knights
of intellect," and rewarding them liberally
he also 'made attempts at verse
;
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has no kinship even with his brothers."
Selim I., Suleiman the Great, and Selim
followed this example, conquered
kingdoms, and cherished the Muses amid
all their cruelties.
Mention must also be
made at this point of the sheikh Vefasade.
His dominant personality and his character
II.

of the old Roman type made him typical
of the sages who adorned this period of
Mohammed II. In his time occurred the
first installation of a poet laureate in the
person of Sati,

who

composition. The
conquest of Conby
stantinople

Mohammed

II.

the beginning of spring
and at the two
jects), at

of

a secure

poetry
basis.

art

com-

duce yearly three
Kasside (poems
on special sub-

gave the empire

and the

was

missioned to pro-

festivals

Among the

of

swarm of poets
who surrounded
the artistic

Beiram. It must
be said that the

two

ment of rhyme
and metre was

sultan were

skilful

manage-

poetesses, Zeineb
and Mihri, who
dedicated
their

sideration

divans, or collec-

the

tions of poems,
to the sultan.

poet.

the

to

The conqueror
was the founder
of

fi

rs t

Ottoman
Form was

him more
than

important
content,

numerous

con-

with

manner

than matter,
than

and kept
such Persian and

description

Indian

forms
were derived

schools,

in

scholars
pay as

his

Khoja Jihan and
Jami. Bajazet II.
followed this example. He, like
his brother Djem
and Prince Korkud, whose end
was no less tragic
j

i

If
1

art

and

poetry.

The

Wlth

feeling

;

his

poetical

from the
Arabs, the spirit
and home of the

chiefly

desert.

After the death

o

f

II.,

Mohammed
two dangers

THE MOSQUE OF THE PROPHET'S STANDARD-BEARER threatened
Ayub, the Prophet's standard-bearer, was
erected at Stamboul by Mohammed II. after his conquest of Coneach successive sultan girded on
henceforward
stantinople, and here
t ne sword of Omar. It is an excellent example of Ottoman architecture,

The famous mosque

of

Bajazet, or pigeon mosque, in Stamboul,
with its splendid forecourt,
remains
one of the finest monuments of Ottoman architecture. Before the battle of
Jenishehir, Djem, who had been previously
victorious at Brusa, proposed to Bajazet
that they should divide the empire as
with
the
brothers.
Bajazet replied
Arabian verse:
"The king's sword
cleaves the ties of blopd; the sultan

Turkish

the

Empire

revolt On the
part of the J anisBoth of
saries and internal disruption.
these were overcome by Bajazet II. (1481To the Janissaries he made rich
1512).
indeed, the presents given to
presents
these praetorian guards rose at every
change in the succession, until their
delivery three centuries later brought
about a financial crisis. Prince Djem, on
the other hand, was for a long time a
source of fear and anxiety to the sultan
;
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Beaten at
hands of his enemies.
he fled
on
20th,
1481,
June
Jenishehir
defeated at Konia
from Konia to Cairo
with Kasimbeg of Karaman in the spring

in the

;

of 1482, he took refuge with the knights
of Rhodes, on J uly 23rd ; in return for an
annual subsidy of 45,000 ducats from Turkey, they kept him confined at Rousillon, a
,, commandery of the order

The Grand Turk

Qn the

gj^

.

&fter

Feb _

he was kept
^
ruary,
J 1483,
in the Vatican
T
i,
AIHU
at Le Puy. All the princes
of Europe rivalled one another in their
"

"

Grand Turk into their
On March I3th, 1489, the prince,

efforts to get the

power.
famous, like his brother, as a poet, entered
the Vatican as a prisoner in honourable
confinement. On February 24th, 1495, he
died at Naples, after Pope Alexander VI.
had been compelled to hand him over to
Charles VIII. of France. He was presumed to have died from poison administered to him in Rome by the Pope, who

was paid by Bajazet for this service.
Bajazet's court had now become the
arena of the diplomatists of Europe.
Embassies and proposals for conventions
had replaced the sword. The six Italian
1
powers were the chief rivals for the sul
tan's favour
not
did
shrink
they
upon
occasion from employing the help of the
infidels to procure the destruction of
;

their Christian opponents.
While Bajazet
conquered Kilia and Akjerman, two important points in Moldavia, and while the
III. was embroiled with
Matthias Corvinus in further disputes
upon the succession after the death of
the King of Hungary on April 6th, 1490,

Emperor Frederic

Spain conquered Granada in 1492, and
was consequently able to interfere independently in the course of European

A

affairs.

short -time previously,

King

Ferrante I. of Naples had secretly supported the Moors against the Spaniards.
He now concluded peace with Spain,
from whose harbour of Palos the Pope's

The Jews
Expelled

8 reat

had

a new
e
P
r rom opam
,

compatriot,

Columbus,

sailed to the discovery of

u
world.

it

T

Impressed
by
r

,

.

these events, the sultan sent
the Pope the sacred lance of Longinus
as a most valuable present.
The decree of
the Grand Inquisitor Torquemada of March

expelled 300,000 Jews from
they were hospitably received by

3ist,

1492,

Spain

;

Bajazet, who settled them in ConstantiSalonica, Smyrna, and Aleppo.
nople,
From their great centres of refuge the

3000

Spanioles, or Sephardim, rose to positions
high honour and wealth, even as
diplomatists in the service of the Porte,
and were .therein surpassed only by
of

Greeks, Armenians, and Levantines.
On March 3ist, 1495, a holy league was
concluded by Venice, Ferdinand and
Isabella of Spain, Maximilian I., Lodovico
Moro, and the Pope for the protection
None
of Christianity against the Turks.
the less, several Hungarian towns in
Bosnia were conquered in 1496. In 1497

il

the Turks, Tartars, and Wallachians burst
into Poland, devastating the land far and

from Lemberg and Przemysl to
Banczug. On August 26th, 1499, fell
Lepanto, the only possession remaining
Startto Venice on the Gulf of Corinth.
ing from Bosnia the Turks devastated the
Venetian continent to the neighbourhood
of
Vicenza. The coasts of Southern
in August, 1500,
Italy were plundered
the Venetians lost Modon, Navarino, and
Koron in the Morea. In vain did Alexander VI. issue a great jubilee indulgence.
Benedetto Pesaro succeeded in reconquertowards the end of the same
ing ^Egina

wide

;

;

year, Cephallenia;
the Fruits

Alessio in

1501,

and

Santa Maura (Leukas) in 1502;
but in ^o* Durazzo was lost,

r- was Butrinto,1in 1502.
Venice was reaping the fruits
under
of her former careless peace policy
the peace of October 6th, 1505, she was
Hungary,
obliged to return Santa Maura.
which had accomplished nothing save a
few marauding raids upon Turkish territory, had concluded a seven years' armisThe Holy Roman
tice on October 20th.
was not even able to collect the
Empire
"
"
common penny which had been voted
In vain did the
at repeated diets.
of

Peace

as also
T

;

humanist Jakob Wimpheling of Strassburg
"
Epitome
complain in 1505 "in his
rerum Germanicarum of the decayof the
empire, the selfishness of the princes, and
the advance of the Turks. Fifty years
before Hans Rosenbliit had uttered an
"
in
The Turk's Caremphatic warning
"
"
nival Play
Our master the Turk is
rich and strong, and is very reverent to
his God, so that He supports him, and all
his affairs prosper.
Whatever he has
begun has turned out according to his
:

desire."

The last years of Sultan Bajazet were
troubled by disturbances within the emThe
pire and revolts excited by his sons.
Janissaries, who had placed him on the

IN THE YEAR 1520
was two generations after the Ottoman Conquest.

CONTEMPORARY PLAN OF CONSTANTINOPLE
This plan, published

in

Ven

ce about the year 1520, shows the city as

it

throne, obliged him to abdicate on April
25th, 1512, in favour of his third son, Selim.
Selim I. (1512-1520), an imperious and
warlike character, revived the plans of
Mohammed II., and threatened ChrisAfter
tianity with death and destruction.
poisoning his father Bajazet, two brothers,

Abbassid caliphs, Mutavakkil, to surrender
his rights of supremacy, that he might

and

nephews, he built a powerful
conquered the Shah
Khaldyran on August
23rd, 1514, after arousing him to fight on
Turkish soil by the capture and murder
of 40,000 Shiites
-conquered Armenia,
the west of Aserbeijan, Kurdistan, and
and in 1516 overthrew in
Mesopotamia

sacred

Syria and Palestine the mighty kingdoms
of the Egyptian Mamelukes, with which
his father had been unable to cope.
After the
he
battle of
Heliopolis
marched into Cairo on January 26th,
Tuman II. Bey, the last of the
1517.

the Turkish corsairs. In Hungary the
Turkish problem had grown more acute
than ever before. Carniola, Styria, Carinthia, and Austria lay open to Turkish
At the peace congress of Camattacks.
brai in 1517 the Emperor Maximilian I.
proposed a detailed scheme for the partition of Turkey to the monarchs, by the
adoption of which their differences might
be settled with the utmost profit to all
concerned. At the imperial diet in Augsburg, in 1518, the crusade of Leo X. was
approved. Nothing was done, however.
But a few years and two main outposts
of Christendom fell into the hands of the

five

of 500 sail ;
Ismail of Persia at

fleet

;

;

Burjites,

on

was taken

April I3th.
beautiful marble

and executed
had the most

prisoner,

Selim

pillars of the citadel
out and taken to Stamboul.
Cairo was reduced to the position of a
The richest merchants
provincial town.

broken

emigrated to Constantinople. Selim, being recognised as protector by Mecca and
Medina, forced the last descendant of the

himself thus become caliph
spiritual

;

and temporal head

followers of Islam.

that
of

is,

all

the
the

His position as such

was recognised neither by the Persian
Shiites nor by the fanatical Arabs of the
cities, who regarded their Shereef
as their spiritual head and as related to the
prophet. At the time, however, the event
implied the highest limit of power in the
East.
Algiers had also fallen into Turkish
hands. The towns on the Italian seaboard were now harried by the descents of
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Ottomans Belgrade on August 29th,
1521, and Rhodes on December 2ist, 1522.
Selim's son, the glorious Suleiman, had
ascended the throne. In honour of his
father

he

the

built

mosque on the

splendid

fifth hill of

Selimije

Stamboul, and

on the
placed the following inscription
"
warrior king's grave
Here rests Selim,
the
terror
of
the
Suleimans
,
,
,
,,
world
vet his body
*
,
,
Kevenge on the
f
alone
is
his
heart
here,' .
K n :rM ofr at.
s* John
IK
Knights
.,,
,.
TT
:

:

.

.

.

is

,

in battle.

still

,

He

avenged upon the Knights of St. John
the defeat which the conqueror of Byzantium had suffered before Rhodes, in 1480
after a heroic defence and a six months'
siege the strong island-fortress fell. A son
;

of Djem, whom Suleiman found
was strangled. The inhabi-

in

Rhodes,

tants of the island migrated in
1527 to the barren Malta
which Charles V. presented
to them, the Pope confirming
their possession
Similarly, in the case of

an

alliance with the, sultan against the
emperor. The noble oligarchy in Hungary
were not indisposed to accept the Grand
Turk as their ruler. John Zapolya, count
of Zips and voivode of Transylvania, attempted to secure the Hungarian throne
with the sultan's help. Peterwardein on the

Danube was captured by the Grand Vizir.
Then on August 2Qth, 1526, followed
the decisive battle in the plain of Mohacs,
its king
was defeated after a heroic struggle.
Lewis II. himself, the last Jagiello ruler of
Hungary, was drowned in a swamp while

where the Christian army with

Two thousand heads were placed
on pikes before the grand master's tent.
Four thousand prisoners were massacred,
Ofen was reduced to ashes, and the land
was ravaged as far as Raab
"
"
Gran.
the Etzelburg
and
homdone
who
had
Zapolya,
in flight.

to the sultan on' his
knees, received the crown of
the country from Ofen to

age

Stuhlweissenburg, and was
crowned at the latter town
on November nth.
King

Belgrade, Suleiman avenged
the repulse which Mohammed
II. had suffered there in 1456
by his capture of the city.

Europe trembled" with
his

imagining
"
wasters

Ferdinand, the brother-in-law
Lewis, was

of the
fallen
elected king of

fear,

before
Vienna. A German ballad of
1522 depicts the terror which
then
pervaded the
Holy
Roman Empire " The furious

at
;

already

:

Hungary

Pressburg on December i6th
the day of Mohacs thus became the birthday of the

and

riders

Austro-Hungarian monarchy.
Henceforward all the enemies

THE GREAT SULEIMAN
Under

this greatest of all sultans

of

the

Emperor Charles V.

a"
r<
* ed
Ferdinand were
P ttoWhilep hewerruled? c"sword
^ and ,,of King
zenith.
,
,
.,
and pen were never dry> for he on the side of the Turks and
come Greek Weissenburg, and fostered the arts as keenly as he Zapolya.
Even the dukes
thereon he prides himself, fought "the infidels." His was the William and Lewis of Bavaria
iory
From Hungary he has quickly Augus
entered into secret negotiaand lightly entered Austria in the light of
tions with the Grand Turk in regard to
Bavaria is his for the taking thence
their claims to Bohemia.
day
he presses onward, and may soon come to
The sultan forthwith sent the following
the Rhine, for which cause we have no
intimation to King Ferdinand in an open
"
letter
With reference to the loss of our
peace nor rest. Our carelessness and
selfishness, our proud distrust, hate, envy,
crown, you may fully expect that we shall
and jealousy against our neighbours, these
visit
you at Vienna shortly
Emperor
it is that
with thirteen kingdoms, and
give the Turk his victories."
and Pope
In truth, in 1522, the Turks had already
bring the most miserable death
at Peace
devastated a part of Hungary and were
that we can devise upon all your
The advance of the Turks and
meditating an incursion into Lower Austria
helpers."
and Bavaria. Mehemed Bey had occupied
the fact that a Turkish fleet was cruising
Wallachia
in May he ravaged the whole
off Sicily expedited the conclusion of entire
of the Karst to Friuli, and s'at down before
peace between the Emperor Charles V.
Laibach. The Venetians made no effort
and the Pope at Barcelona on June 2gth,
upon the loss of Rhodes
they" remained
1529, two months after the dispersal of the
secure in Candia. Francis I.,
the most
diet of Speyer. Francis I. had also made
Christian king of France," actually sought
peace with the emperor at Cambrai, though
3002

Turk has

lately brought great
forces into Hungary, has over-

the

.

t

,

.

'

;

;

:

;

;

>

/

INSIDE

m^-,

AND OUTSIDE THE GREAT MOSQUE OF SULEIMAN AT STAMBOUL
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he remained in secret communication with
"
the
Lord of all lords, the dispenser of
crowns to the monarchs of the earth, the
shadow of God over both worlds."
In 1528 Zapolya was forced to adopt
Henry, the son of Francis, as the successor
to Hungary. On September 2ist the Turks
appeared before Vienna. Their army was
Str ng)
OCCU Py in g
AQuarterofa 250 000
'

....

,

.

Million Turks

sixteen

encampments
/->.. vr-i

and

i

tents. Count Nikolaus
~J \
Attack Vienna 25,000
,
, ,,
Salm
had evacuated the suburbs, and burnt and dismantled the castle on
the Kahlenberg. With the courage of despair he established himself in the city with a
garrison of 12,000 men. The imperial army
voted by the diet of Speyer and the Protestants consisted of 100 horse and 14 companies of infantry. Yet, frequent sorties
were made and five vigorous assaults
Suleiman had sworn to take
repulsed.
no rest until the prayer of the prophet
was delivered from the tower of Stephan's
.

,,.

,

church

;

.

on October I5th

nevertheless,

want of supplies, unfavourable weather,
and dissatisfaction among the Janissaries
obliged him to raise the siege.
The wave of advancing Turkish power
had been broken upon the walls of Vienna.
But Hungary remained in the sultan's
hands, held in feudal tenure by Zapolya.
The Venetians hastened to send assurances
of their goodwill to the sultan and the
voivode, to whom they had done good
service as spies.
Aided by the religious
confusion in Germany, Kasimbeg carried
devastation through Austria, as did Zapolya with the Wallachians through Moravia
and Silesia. Resistance was offered by an
army of the empire and the forces of
Charles V., amounting in all to 50,000 men.
Clement VII. sent money and his nephew
Once again the
Hippolito dei Medici.
Mohammedan advance was broken before
Guns, which was heroically defended by
Niklas Jurishitz from August gth to 28th,
But the imperial army dispersed
1532.
When Ferdinand's
Luther Advises again.
ambassador boasted of the
the People not to
Resist the Turks

,

,

T,

,.

emperors power to Ibrahim
Pasha, the Grand Vizir in"
Has he
terrupted him with the words
:

made peace with Martin Luther?" Luther's
attitude towards the Turkish danger is remarkable. Luther advised the people not to
give help against the Turks, "seeing that the
Turk is ten times cleverer and more pious
than our princes." Hans Sachs, the enthusiastic

poet of the Reformation, repeatedly
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sings of victory over the arch enemy in
his poems and satires (1529). "Awake,

my

heart,
mind, and
good cheer, help
me to praise the man at arms as is his due
his knightly deeds have been performed
in Austria, even at Vienna in the city."
Luther, on the other hand, in his table
"
talk and in his
army sermon against the
"
Turks
in 1529, often used language
which can be explained only as prompted
by the deepest despair at the disunion
of the rulers and the slow progress of
"
the evangelical movement.
The Vene"
have done nothing of
tians," says Luther,
note ; they are not warriors, but pepper

my

my

;

bags.

Had Germany

easily resist the Turk,

a master, we could
but the Papists are

our worst enemies, and would rather see
Germany laid waste. The Papists will say
that the Turk has come because of my
teaching, that God has sent him to scourge
Germany because Luther and his doctrine
is not rooted out.
But I would rather
have the Turks as enemies (sic) than the

As the Pope
Spaniards as protectors.
has robbed us before of our money with
his indulgence in the name of the Turkish
war, so also for our money will the Turk devour us, following the Pope's
Luther Charges
jy Qur
example So

m

^

help us and
WHh Robbery L ?
strike both Christ
Pope and Turk to
the ground." Luther, however, does express
To him the Turks
patriotic sentiments.
are populus irce Dei, children of wrath,
he utters emphatic
servants of the devil
warnings against apostasy to Islam, cheers
the courageous, and consoles the prisoners.
In sharp language he points the contrast
;

between Turkish discipline and German
lawlessness.

But the point

of

dispute

the Christians continually recurs
among
"
To go to Turkey is to go to the devil to
:

;

remain under the Pope

is

to

fall

into hell."

At length a peace was patched up between
the sultan and the emperor in the summer
f I 533Suleiman employed this breathing-space to cross the Euphrates and to

accounts with the Persians. He
captured Tebriz, Tauris, and Bagdad,
1536.
returning in triumph in January,
"
To the year 1535 belong the capitula"
concluded between Francis I. and
tions
the Porte, which served- as a basis for all
later conventions of the kind with other
nations, with a special reference to France,
the nation that was always on friendly
terms and most favourably treated. These
agreements secured, free tra.de for the

settle

THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE AT
"

"

ITS

ZENITH

Franks
in France and for the
in all Turkish countries. They formed the
point of departure for the principle of
consular jurisdiction, provided for the

common enemy," and

great question of the holy places, and
stipulated for a kind of protectorate over
the Latin (Catholic) subjects of the Grand
Turk, on which the modern French
"
"
is based.
protectorate
It was in order to alleviate the miseries
of the prisoners of war and to check the
enormous growth of piracy, that Charles V.

large a

undertook his famous expedition against
Goletta was conquered,
Tunis in 1535.
many guns were taken as booty, including
cannons stamped with the French lilies,
20,000 Christian slaves were set free, and
Muley Hasan was allowed to hold Tunis

Hungary

Turks

struck

commemora"

medals with the inscription,
Non
contra fidem, sed contra Carolum." He
and the Venetian republic contributed so
tive

sum for the sultan's help that the
latter boasted that the king of France was
more

profitable

Ferdinand of
Austria Begs for
Protestant Help

Regensburg.

to

him than all other
With tears

tributaries.
in his eyes

Ferdinand of

Austria begged for help
from the Protestants at

Suleiman marched through

in 1542, capturing Valpo, Siclos,

and Stuhlweissenhad only 4,000 men

Fiinf kirchen, Gran, Tata,

burg, while Ferdinand

with which to oppose him.
Meanwhile Khaireddin Barbarossa had
fruitlessly besieged Corfu in 1537, but had

THE HARBOUR AND TOWN OF RHODES AT THE END OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY
This ancient island fortress was besieged in vain by Sultan Bajazet in 1480; but when Suleiman came to the throne he
soon avenged the defeat by taking Rhodes, after a defence of six months by the Knights of St. John, December, 1522.
fief of the Spanish crown. Charles V.
contemplated the conquest of Algiers
captured in 1506 and 1509 by Ferdinand
the Catholic with Oran and Bugia, but lost
and
by Barbarossa to Horuk in T5I5
But after the
even Constantinople.
death of Zapolya, on July 2ist, 1540,
Suleiman made almost the
whole of Hungary a Turkas a Turkish
ish province in September,
Province

as a

1541,

and the expedition

of

Charles to the African coast failed utterly,
as a great storm either shattered his ships
or drove them scattered upon the Spanish
coast.

Francis I. loudly proclaimed his delight
at the emperor's misfortune, congratulated
the sultan gn

"

the

overthrow of their

conquered Naxos, Tinos, and Seriphos, as
also Castelnuovo in Dalmatia in 1539, and
had forced Venice, under an agreement of
October 2nd, 1540, to cede Malvasia,
Napoli di Romania, Nadin, and Urana.
He now landed with the Turkish fleet at
Reggio in Calabria, devastated the coast,
joined the French fleet at Toulon, and
won a victory at Nizza on August 2oth.
1543, the

last

refuge

of

the

Duke

of

Savoy.

At the same time Suleiman Pasha, the
governor of Egypt, was spreading terror
even to the Indian Ocean, where he conquered the Portuguese, captured the town
of Diu, and subdued the Arab princes on
the coast of the Red Sea. The years 1546four of the most
1547 saw the death of
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powerful

men

of the period

Francis

I.,

and

Khaireddin
Barbarossa. Even in his tomb on the right
bank of the Bosphorus at Beshik Tash
this great sea hero was the example and

Henry

VIII.,

Luther,

the guiding star of his successors. After
the victory of the old corsair chieftain over
Andrea Doria at Preveza in 1538, the war
the
_
fleets and pirates of
,
Piratical Turks
TX Hi K.O wprp
Casters
of the
Id o \JL
LUC
WCl C lildb
.,
Q
Mediterranean. While MauMediterranean
> o
xi
rice of Saxony gave up the
.

,

towns of

Metz,

Toul,

and Verdun

to

France in 1552, King Ferdinand sent an embassy to the camp of
Sultan Suleiman at Amasia in Asia Minor.
Roger Ascham, the English ambassador
of the time, says of the French king, that
in order to do the emperor a mischief
he was ready to sell his soul simultaneously

Henry

II.

of

to Protestants and Catholics, to the Turk
devil.
Though not inspired
with the spirit of Machiavelli, yet well
acquainted with the learning of the re-

and to the

naissance, Ferdinand's ambassador, Augier
Ghiselin of Busbeck, set out for Amasia

Not only did he take back from
Persia documentary proof of an armistice
"
"
conwith the
glorious and splendid
queror, but with this embassy is also
in 1555.

discovery" of the Monuthe queen of
mentum Ancyranum,
inscriptions," near Busbeck in Angora,
which led to a revival of interest in

connected

antiquities,

paleography, epigraphy, and

securing victory." This pamphlet displays
Turkish military discipline in the best and

Tragedies in
Turkish Court
of Splendour

worst possible r
light.
li

,
But
contams numerous

also
.

for
improvecentury was to elapse before
this seed could bear fruit.
The Roman
emperor of the German nation could
not, as such, send emissaries to the Porte,
since he swore in his coronation oath
to wage eternal war with the infidels;

A

suggestions

was possible for him only as king of
Hungary to send arnbassadors to the
it
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permanent German embassy

could no more be maintained in Constantinople than a German colony.
Busbeck gives a full description of the
court life and court splendour, and also of
the horrible domestic tragedies which
stained Suleiman's imperial purple with
blood.
For the love of his Russian consort Roxalana, Khurrem
Sultana, the
sultan sacrificed Mustafa, the first son of
his first marriage in 1553, and Mustafa's
little son, Ibrahim.
Jehangir committed
suicide upon his brother's corpse before
As the younger
his cruel father's eyes.
brother Bajazet revolted against Selim II.,
Roxalana's eldest son, he was forced to
to Persia in 1561. The sultan's
flee
myrmidons caught him at the Shah's
court, and strangled him with his four sons.
In the summer of 1565 the Maltese order
The
repulsed a strong Turkish attack.
better to secure the safety of the order,
the grand master Jean Parisot de la
Valette founded the town of Valetta in
1566, "which was increased by later additions to a fortress of first-rate importance.

But the campaign begun by the Emperor
Death of
_
the Oreat
Suleiman

the

The same
numismatics in the West.
ambassador a so took the tulip bulb
and the elder-tree to Europe.
Besides the four long Latin letters
a
reporting upon his mission, he sent
"
to the emperor containing a
despatch
pro"
"
as to
the possibility of waging a
posal
continued conflict with the hereditary
enemy of the Christian name and blood,
taking the field without dismay and

ment.

A

Turk.

1566.

Maximilian

men came
j

vain

-111

with

II.

60,000
end.

to a miserable

^ ^

braye

^

{

I
~
.,,
,.
lr
sacrifice himself in Szigetvar in
.

.

After his heroic death this outpost

on September 7th, and Gyula, the
capital of the county of Beke, was lost with
fell

the surrounding territory.
But before the fall of Szigetvar the lion
whose roar had long so affrighted Christian-

had passed away on September 5th.
II., had
brought the Ottoman
Empire to the zenith of its power and
At the same time Ismail had
splendour.
established the power of Persia by the consolidation of the state, Siegmund II. had
secured Poland's greatness and prosperity,
Ivan-the Terrible had laid the foundation
of Russian greatness by the conquest of
ity

Suleiman

Astrachan

three

dangerous

neighbours

But Suleiman the
and contemporaries.
Magnificent undoubtedly takes precedence
of these as a ruler both in war and peace.
In his reign originated the proverb
"
Treasures in Hindustan, wisdom in
France, splendour in the house of Osman."
Under this greatest of all sultans a
golden age began for Turkish scholarship
:

The lyric poet Baki made his
Fazli wrote his allegorical
appearance.
"
Rose and Nightingale."
mystical epic
Khalil was pre-eminent in elegiac poetry.
and poetry.
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who died in 1561, and
Jelili, Fikri, Sururi
especially the fertile^Lamii, translated and
expounded the masterpieces of Persian
poetry.

Emri,

Chiali,

and Yahia were

their rivals.
The fable and the animal
pic came into fashion, as did the writers
of historical epics, Shahnameji
they were
creators and defenders of fame.
Sheikh
;

Ibrahim Halebi composed the second legal
code, Miilteka ill Buhur, a religious, politand military code of civil and
ical,
criminal law.

The Humayun nameh

(the

emperors' book) of Ali Veissi (Ali i-Wasi)
is an unsurpassed model of Turkish prose.
Firdusi the Long, so called to avoid confusion with his great namesake, composed
the Suleiman nameh, a collection of
Eastern tales and legends. Famous, too,
are the performances of the Khattat, that
the caligraphists
is,
Psherkef, Hasan
Effendi, and Karahissar. Sultan Suleiman
"
"
himself left behind a
divan
under the
name of Muhibbi that is, the kindly lover.
Under his rule sword and pen were never
dry. Messages of victory alternated with
songs, and intellectual rivalry outshone
the trophies of captured weapons.
This
was the Augustan age of Ottoman history.

germs of decay in the roots of the flourishing growth which bore these tropic blooms.
As the caligraphy, the epistolary art, and
the music of the Ottomans were based on
Arab models, so in content the Ottoman
poetry was a formal, intentional, volunIt began with
tary work of imitation.
artificial forms of religious mysticism and
didactic writing, and continued its existence as the hothouse growth of the atmosEven the
phere of court and chancery.
language affected by the poets was a

special product, which was and remains
unintelligible to the mass of the people.
The ideas of love and freedom appealed
to no Ottoman poet ; the passion of love

remained with him a primarily sensual
his imagination never awoke
impulse
from that half-sleeping rapture which the
Ottomans call Ke'if. Despotism above the
;

restraints of right and morality, the cruel
extermination of the prominent and therefore dangerous members of the dynasty

and the

court, seraglio education, the strict
seclusion of the young princes from public

Everywhere greatness, power, and splen-

polygamy, and slavery, destroyed the
freedom of intellectual and political life,
destroyed the power of the ruling dynasty
and of the government. The bold warrior

dour, to which the treasures in the old
Seraglio and the sultan's castles still bear
testimony, a splendour which defied the
'
sharpest introspection to discover the

nation became indolent amid the sweets of
the fighting race of Janissaries
peace
became ever more lawless and a danger
to the empire instead of a support.

life,

;

A DEFEAT FOR THE AGGRESSIVE TURKS AT MALTA

IN

THE YEAR

1565

After exhausting every effort to reduce the place, held by the Knights of Malta, the Ottoman army withdrew defeated.
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EASTERN
EUROPE TO
THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION

THE

OTTOMAN
EMPIRE
IV

THE WANING OF THE CRESCENT
THE MOSLEM WARS WITH CHRISTENDOM
AND GRADUAL DECLINE OF TURKISH POWER
TTHE

long and expensive war with
Suleiman the Magnificent had utterly
exhausted the imperial revenues of the
Hapsburgs. In the year 1568 Maxi-

*

was forced

to consent to the
a yearly tribute of 60,000
ducats to Selim II. In spite of this, the
incursions of the "frontier
devastating
"
upon the Austrian territories
guards
and from these, even in
continued,
time of peace, the Turks carried off year
by year as many as 20,000 Christian
The boundary of the imperial
slaves,

milian II.

payment

of

hereditary lands, extending about two
thousand miles with 21,000 men in
96 stations, absorbed 1,400,000 gulden

annually in payment of service alone, and
this amount was doubled in time of war.
On February ist, 1570, Selim II. wrote
"
to the Signoria of Venice,
I want Cyprus
from you," and the Venetians, who
were objects of suspicion to the powers
"
themselves as Christian Turks," could find
no helper but the Pope.
Pius V. issued
a jubilee decree touching the Turkish
war, and appealed to the Protestant
"
cast away religious differences
princes to
"
in the face of the universal danger
he
to
the
made
Maltese,
gave support
Italy
secure, and promoted an alliance between
;

Hungaiy, France, and Spain. But Charles
IX. of France had a short time previously
renewed his treaty of peace and commerce
with the sultan, and dissuaded even the
of England from supQueen
,.
inauguration *
fth

porting

"help
Holy League XT

News

of

the

movement

against

soon

,

for

Turks."

the
,

reached

~
Rome

the bloody overthrow of Nikosias in

Cyprus on September gth, 1570

;

Marc-

antonio Bragadino, who heroically defended Famagusta until August ist, 1571,
was flayed alive on August i8th by the
order of Lala Mustafa.
It was not until
May 2oth, 1571, that the Holy League

was solemnly inaugurated.

Don John
of

of Austria, the natural son.

the

Emperor Charles V., at length
left
Messina on September igth, 1571,
with a fleet of 208 ships and 80,000
soldiers from Spain, Venice, Malta and
Savoy. A battle was fought in the
Gulf of Lepanto,

off

the Curzolari Islands,

on October 7th. The Kapudan Pasha
_
Muezzin Sade Ali, the Begler_.
f
Al giers Ulu Ali and
Battleof beg
of Negroponte, MoLepanto the
(

>

J

>

hammed

Shaulak, commanded
277 ships with 120,000
men, which still flew Khaireddin's vicDon John, Marcantonio
torious pennant.
Colonna, Agostino Barbarigo and Sebastiano Veniero, Gianandrea Doria and
Alessandro Farnese, directed the battle on
the Christian side, in which Cervantes lost
his left arm.
"This immortal day," he
"
broke the pride
says in Don Quixote,
of the Ottomans and undeceived the
world, which regarded the Turkish fleet
t

the Turkish

fleet of

as invincible."
But the King of Spain's commands
and dissensions among the allies nullified
all the consequences of this shattering
Don John, the " man sent from
victory.
as
the
God,"
triumphant Pope designated
him, was obliged to surrender Goletta,
which Charles V. had captured in 1535,

together with Tunis and Biserta, his own
captures of 1573, to the Turkish admiral,
Sinan Pasha, in 1574. The Signoria of
Venice, who had again concluded a special
peace with the Turks at the price of
Cyprus, true to its traditions, congratulated the sultan on his success of 1574.

The Grand

Vizir Sokolli,

an old comrade-

in-arms of Suleiman, scornfully thanked
the Bailo of Venice with the words,
"
By the conquest of Cyprus we have cut
off one of your arms; by the destruction
of our fleet you have but shorn our beard."
The continual diplomatic intercourse between the Porte and the West European
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powers found expression in numerous
France and
commercial conventions
England in particular were eager and
;

disturbed state of Hungary it would be
wrong to conclude that the Turks were
always the aggressors. In the great mili-

Hunhad been steadily

jealous rivals for the sultan's commercial favour,

tary camp, which

though they did not join

fary
or

him

against

breaches

Selim survived the de-

and of
on both

in

alliance

m

Spain.

i

ng

for
decades
of
the peace
frontier rights
sides were the
,

XIII.
Gregory
(1572-1585) and Sixtus V.

order of the day.
The
imperial soldier fought
with
the
same .wild
courage and ferocity as
the Turk. We are upon
the eve of the Thirty
Years' War.
To scalp
the fallen after a victory,
to impale them before
the camp, to cover the
scalp with hay or powder

made

and

feat of his fleet

by only

three years, and died on
December i2th,
1574,
exhausted by his excesses

and

his

intemperance.
Murad III.
son
secured the throne (1574-

His

1595)
his

by the murder of
The
brothers.

five

Popes

fruitless

attempts

to promote a new general
the
federation
against
enemy of Christendom.
Sixtus V., one of the

set fire to

it,

were as

usual as to plunder the
dead, to outrage women,
to break conditions on
surrendering a fortress,

and to commit every
greatest Popes, and a
kind of treacherous surmost far-sighted ruler,
Yet
prise and betrayal.
pondered the possibility
on both sides were the
of a conquest of Egypt,
THE HERO OF LEPANTO
Don John of Austria, commander of the forces
conviction of the
the construction of of
Spain, Venice, Malta and Savoy, was deto scribed by the Pope as the "man sent from God." fear of God and the
Canal
the
Suez
same piety.
secure the trade of the Old World, the
The noble and capable
Grand Vizir Sokolli was murdered on
liberation of the Holy Sepulchre, and
alliances with Persia, the Druses, RusOctober nth, 1579, and was succeeded in
Poland.
But
sia, and
1580 by the Albanian
the most
Sinan, who had already
powerful of
the Christian powers of
distinguished himself, as
Europe were in alliance
governor of Egypt, by
with the sultan.
The
the conquest of Yemen
to
Rome
in 1571 and of Goletta
counterpoise
was to be found in the
in 1574, though mutiny
it
rooms of the Divan
among the Janissaries
was as though the old
had on two occasions
between
relations
the
obliged him to resign the
papacy and Byzantium
great seal to his enemies
;

had been renewed.
The Emperor Rudolf
II. was tributary to the
Turks.
Every year he
was obliged, like his
father before
him, to
send
130,000
gulden,
with an infinite quantity
of silver-work and watchmaker's work, to the

and

LEADER AT LEPANTO
sebastTano v^nteroVrs *o
of the' Christian
leaders acting with Don John.
From a
P rtrait b y Tintoretto now at Vienna.

sultan, to his wives, and
the grandees of the Porte

from Bosnia.

homage.

men he had

by way of
At the same time the breaches

of the peace continued.
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In view of the

rivals,

Ferhad and

Siavush. On his elevation to the post of Grand
Vizir for the third time,
in 1593, he induced the
to
peace-loving sultan
declare open war upon
the emperor on August

Sinan proposed to
i3th.
conquer Bohemia, while
n j s v i z i rs began the war
At the head of 150,000

captured Totis, or Tata, and
conquered the important town of Raab

HISTORY OF THE WORLD
1594. On the death of Murad III.,
Mohammed III. (1595-1603), after strang-

Zsitva-Torok on November nth.

nineteen brothers, marched in
"
"
but on
the
holy war
was
defeated
he
with
August I3th, 1595,
_,
crushing loss at Kalugareni
Michael the Bold the
Virtue of
national hero of Wallachia.
,
,
Temperance

to retain all
ceive a yearly present of 200,000 gulden.
Bocskay was recognised in Transylvania
and in eight counties of Hungary during
his lifetime.
In a secret protestation the
Emperor Rudolf II. affirmed that his

in

his

ling

to

person

;

^

>

.

.

however, by
mufti of Stamboul, and
the court historiographer Sead ed-din, he
Erlau on October I3th, 1595.
conquered
"
Drunkenness, the great curse of Germany/' wrote the Lutheran theologian

Accompanied,

his wise tutor, the

George Mylius from the camp, "has chiefly
betrayed us into the hands of the temperate
and watchful Turks." On October 2Oth,
Kanizsa, the bulwark of Styria, sank

Siegmund Bathori, who had

into ruins.

been independent ruler of Transylvania
since
1588, had been
attempting to
break away from the Turkish federain 1597 and 1599 he
tion since 1592
;

resigned the
government, and

was

finally

But
The Turks were
previous conquests and re-

under what conditions

!

signature had been extorted by necessity
and was not binding for the future. He
was forced to take this step, by the
Protestants in the empire and in Hungary,
the fratricidal struggle in the house of
-...
Hapsburg, bad harvests and
Ottoman
_
a general rise in prices, and
Power Begins ,, b
.,,
the incapacity
and petty
*
to Wane
f,
,,.
Vu
jealousy of his soldiers, lhat
heroic race had not yet grown up which
was to proceed from the military school
of Parma and Orange, and to enter the
.

.

.

"i.

of Hungary equipped with masterly strategical skill and with an art
of warfare and siege work which was made

arena

supeinfinitely
rior to the Turks.

ex-

After the Peace
Zsitva-Torok

from

of

Transylvania by
the Imperial

in

pelled

troops

The

in

1602.

peasants

themselves considered the Turkish

government

more

tolerable

1606 the

Hapsburgs did
not long remain
tributary to the
sultans
thence;

forward

the

Turkish Empire
gained no further

than the tyranny
of the magnates,
and were anxious

accession of terri-

for religious reasons to shake off
the yoke of the

point in the progress of Turkish
power, the transit ion to im-

ultra

Catholic

house of HapsIn 1604
burg.
Stefan

Bocskay

concluded an

alliance with the
Turks, and was

recognised

as

Hun-

tory. The peace
marks a halting

pending

decay

and on

this de-

;

imits
portance to the
the
history of

pends

world.

not

It

until

was
1616

gary and Tran-

that the corrcctions in tin-

sylvania in 1605.

documents

The commanding
fortress of Gran TYPES
had again fallen

the

prince

of

of

peace were
presented by the

OF VENETIAN GALLEYS USED IN THE
GREAT BATTLE OF LEPANTO
Austrian aminto the hands of the Turks in 1604.
He was the first
bassador Von Czernin.
Christian ambassador who entered ConUltimately, on June 23rd, 1606, peace
was made with the representatives of stantinople publicly with the banner of
Bocskay at Vienna, and with the Turks at the Cross and accompanied by music.
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THE MOSQUE OF THE SULTAN AHMED AND THE HIPPODROME AT STAMBOUL

This rich and beautiful monument, " like a vision of the

air,"

Two circumstances saved the Holy
Roman Empire from overthrow internal
disturbances and disputes concerning the
succession in Turkey, and the strengthenIn 1603 the
ing of the military frontier.
Persians took Tebriz and Bagdad from the
sultan, and defeated more than 50,000
men in a pitched battle. The crescent was
"
The breakwater of eastern and
waning.

"

western migrations at the Golden Horn
still ruled, it is true, over a world extending from the Rif shores of Morocco to the
Arabian seas, from the .Gulf
of Oman to the Don, and
from the angle of the Danube
at Waitzen to Georgia.
But
the
had
Forte's
powers
obviously flagged during the

manm

struggle from
1591 to 1606; Asiatic support
was tottering, and enemies at
fifteen

years'

home, more dangerous than

commemorates an unprofitable reign of fourteen years.

century, the revolts in the army, the
frequent changes of personnel in the
Grand Vizirship and all the higher posts
of the empire
but the chief cause
was to be found in the person of the
sultan himself. The tyranny of the Grand
Vizirs, the female government practised
by the harem, the system of rapacious
extortion practised by the Beglerbegs,
"
"
the sultan's sponges
'these are evils
closely connected with the pusillanimity,
;

fear, greed,

smEoem
'

and licentiousness of Murad III.
His character was compounded of the strangest

In common
contradictions.
with his contemporary, Rudolf II., he' had not only a
pacific disposition, but artistic
inclinations.
and scientific
Evidence of his artistic and

architectural taste may be
seen in the numerous build-

of which many were
erected under the Grand Vizir
Sinan, such as a new seraglio
of the theocratic
in Scutari, the mosques of
sultanate.
The Mohammedan Empire
Adrianople, Magnesia on the
was founded upon no basis SULTAN MOHAMMED in. Sipylos, and Cyprus, in the
of national sentiment, .and An infirm o'ld man while stm young great fortifications of Erivan,
any nationalist movement h"e ^emijied at* the 'smmToVthe Kars, and Shamachi, and the
was stifled by the doctrines cannon. He reigned eight years, drainage works of Mecca,
of the Mohammedan religion. The decline
Even the accounts of his enemies praise
of the Ottoman power dates from the outhis interest in music, legislation, and
breaks in the last quarter of the sixteenth
history. But as with Rudolf II. so with

the

Persians

or

Egyptians,

ings,

had undermined the army,
the navy, and the supremacy
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him,

tiie

dominant

influence of favourites was prehi every department of govern-

mental administration.

At the age

Mohammed

of thirty-three

(1595-1603) was already a sick and
For the first time since
infirm old man.
the foundation of the empire
a Padishah was seen upon
the
throne who trembled
even at the thunder of the
whereas his precannon,
decessors had appeared daily
before the troops and had
III.

of the old seraglio.

talented

brother,

the

Poles in the
of Khotin.
were conJanissaries

against
forests

His

and steppes

when he

quered, and

punish them
by extermination, they conto

attempted

fined him also in the Castle
of the Seven Towers, where

he was strangled by Baud
The
Pasha in May, 1622.
mad Mustafa was brought
out of his prison, and under

Okmeidan.

the

in

younger and more
and undertook a war

his vizirs, executed his

been accustomed to practise
archery and throwing the
jereed

Notwithstanding his

minority, Osman II. (1618-1622) was
At the age of
placed upon the throne.
fourteen he shook off the guardianship of

Ahmed

I.
(1603-1617) followed his father's example
he was licentious, incapable,
and proud to the point of
:

provinces of
Erivan,
Bagdad,
Ahmed died on
and Basra were again lost
insanity.
November 22nd, 1617, after
to the Persians in 1622.
MUSTAFA I.
an unprofitable
of Found to be insane, this sultan was
Mustafa I. was once move
reign
and kept in confinement
fourteen years.
His memory deposed
and Murad IV.
deposed,
is perpetuated by a great and beautiful
(1623-1640), a younger brother of Osman
monument, the Ahmed Mosque, with its II., was placed upon the throne. In the
six minarets, on the Atmeidan in Stamboul.
year 1620 Gabriel Bethlen had already
The mosque is a huge, yet light and delicate, attempted to secure recognition as King
of Hungary by sending rich presents to
building, like a vision of the air, with a
dome supported on four enormous marble the Porte through Franz Balassy, Stefan
Korlath, and even by an embassy of the
pillars, while the interior could contain
"
four small mosques. The six minarets were
winter king," Frederic V. of the Palatinate.
The price of this recognition was
regarded as an infraction of the dignity
of the central
Waitzen, which
shrine of Mohamfell into the
his

rule

the

Georgia,

-

medanism,

Kaaba

hands

the

and the sultan
was forced to
add a seventh

Haram of

Kaaba
its

Sultana
peiker

Ahmed
sons,

caravanserai, the

SULTANS IBRAHIM AND MOHAMMED
*

"

Mustafa

-

'

rising after the devastating Thirty

Ulemas, Muftis, and the Divan, resolved
upon the unprecedented step of deposing
the sultan and confining him to a tower

iv.

in his deposi-

>

when Germany was

I. (16171618), the brother of the deceased sultan,
therefore succeeded to the throne. He,
however, was insane, and the body of the
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and

largest

the

being but twelve The arrogance and caprice of Sultan Ibrahim resulted
w h>' e Mohammed IV., his son, began
*' n ant murt er
Vfars
of
apf>
y
&
,

the

minority of her
grandson Murad
IV; to her Stamowes its
boul

left

Osman,

eldest,

Mah-

governed

during

and

appease the susof
the
picions
orthodox.
seven

Valid e

Kassamu

the

to restore

prestige

The

1621.

5th,

praying tower to
the

the

of.

Pasha of Ofen
on November

of Mecca,

to reign just

Years War.

finest

Valide Han.

At the

same

Mohammed

time

Girai III.,
the
the Crimean Tartars, destroyed
the Turkish fleet the Cossacks plundered
Abasa, the
Bojiik-dere on the Bosphorus
Pasha of Erzeroum, revolted, and the

khan

of

;

;

advance of Wallenstein, in 1626, against
Mansfeld and Bethlen forced the Turks
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to raise the siege of Neagrad.

In 1634
Rakoczy, the successor of Bethlen,
who died on November I5th, 1629, hesitated
to join the sultan in an attack upon the
The sultan then gave his support
Poles.
to one Szekely and to Stefan Bethlen, the
brother of Gabriel, whose claims were also
urged by the ambassadors of France and
Holland. Meanwhile the cruel Murad had
conquered Tebriz and Erivan in a vigorous
campaign in 1634, had murdered his
I.

George

brothers Bajazet and Suleiman, and recaptured Bagdad, four years later, in 1636.

The imperial
Christian govern-

me nt

From this material the Austrian rulers
created that militia to guard the Danube
and the Save which for two centuries
acted as a bulwark against the Turkish
assaults.
The bravest of them and the
scourge of Turkey were the Zeng Uskokes
of the maritime frontier.
For more than
a century they were the terror of Adria,
and inflicted the most serious loss both
upon the maritime power of Venice and
the continental power of Turkey. Piracy
was carried on throughout the Mediterranean by the Barbary states Algiers,

;

j

pursued
re-

the Si-

and the

But the Zeng
Uskokes were the

creation of

which

Tri-

Neapolitans.
kings of
Adria, and from
pirate

a military frontier,

by the

cilians,

markable energy
by the slow but
sure

and

poli
Maltese,

the task of resist-

ance with

Tunis,

was

their

to

impregnable fortress of

nand

sheltering Quarnero, the home
of
the terrible

secure their
ultimate victory.
CorMatthias
vinus and FerdiI

Zeng on the

had

.

already
begun
but
the 'work
it was not until
the time of Maximilian II. that

Bora, their bold
expeditions went
forth even to the
shores of Persia.

this line of fort-

Ottoman

;

resses,

Murad, the
Nero,
Nero,
was passionately

who,

extending

approximately
one

thousand

devoted

miles from Tran-

sylvania

to

Dalmatia,was definitely

like

music, was

to
suchis

ceeded by
brother Ibrahim

I
|

secured.

I.
[

(1640-1648),

the Ottoman
Charles was
Heliogabalus.
appointed "per- THE BEAUTIFUL 'VALIDE MOSQUE AT STAMBOUL His arrogance
manent reSl- Fifty years were occupied in erectinig this place of worship, it was and threatening
be ^m in 1(515 b r the wife of Sultan Ahmed
and completed in 1665.
dential
ce drove the

The Archduke

|
!

governor

the Croatian and Wendish frontier
lands."
After the fall of Belgrade, in
"
Uskokes," Servian
1521, the stream of
and Bosnian fugitives, began to pour into
Austrian territory.
Ferdinand I. had

of

them numerous privileges and
immunity from taxation in 1535, and had
settled them in the Karst deserts of the
Sichelburg district, the modern Uskoke
Mountains. They were followed by a

granted

steady stream of refugees, who were ready
and willing to serve in the local levies as
cavalry and infantry.

I.,

capr j
Ulemas, the scribes, and lawyers to contract an alliance with the Janissaries in
their mosque of Ortajami.
Ibrahim was
the first sultan to be deposed and murdered
under an apparently constitutional form
of procedure on August i8th, 1648.
His son, Mohammed IV. (1648-1687),
ascended the throne in the year in which
Germany began to rise from the devastation of the Thirty Years' War.
It was

fortunate for the Holy Roman Empire
that, during this decade, a succession of
feeble sultans, wars with the Persians, and
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had weakened the
strength that repeatedly threatened the
destruction of Christendom. The struggle
for the guardianship of the sultan, who
was but ten, or perhaps even seven, years
of age, resulted, in 1651, in the death of
the mother of three sultans, the beautiful
Greek slave Tarkhan, and brought the empire to the verge of dis-

to the Venetians,

internal disturbances,

solution.

R
K
Beheads
of his Councillors

made~
,

^An ^

tripling

fa

embarrassthe state taxes and

Ahmed was highly educated, and
possessed a thorough knowledge of the
Koran, the Sunna, and Mohammedan

office.

debasing the coinage. At the beginning of
1656 crowds of peasants appeared from
Anatolia to complain of the unprecedented
extortion practised by their governor. The
name "Runjiber" that is, full of woe
clung to them henceforth as a memorial of
the continuous oppression under which they
groaned. Mutinies among the Janissaries

science in general.
His experience had
been acquired as Pasha of Erzeroum and
Damascus, and as Kaim-makam of Stamboul, and he became Grand Vizir at the
age of twenty-seven. The sultan was then

and revolts of vizirs increased to appease
the mutinous guards, who marched to the
;

Seraglio, Mohammed IV. sacrificed thirty
of his councillors, whose heads were sus-

destroyed seventy Turkish sailingvessels at the entrance to the Dardanelles.

cello

;

recaptured Lemnos and Tenedos in 1657,
conquered the castles of the Dardanelles,
in
1657-1658 defeated the troops of
George II. Rakoczy, who had made himself independent, and appointed Achatius
Barcsay prince of the country with an
increased tribute of 40,000
."*
Human Heads
Tr
~
ducats.
He drove the ^
Cos,

Decorate the

,

,

,

-~.

sacks across the Dnieper,
caused thirty pashas of Asia
Minor and Syria to be massacred in a
treacherous ambush at Aleppo in the spring
of 1659, and placed cartloads of heads on
the Seraglio walls as a warning. He even
ventured to repress the insane extravagance of the Seraglio and the harem.
Seraglio Walls

His only failure was his enterprise against
Mazarin having sent relief

Crete, Cardinal
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'

Mohammed

at hand.

twenty-three years old, absorbed in luxury,
the chase, in youths and afterwards in
women, and was resident in Adrianople. In
1662 Leopold's troops had seized Serimvar
in Transylvania Ahmed attacked them in
the spring of 1663.
In spite of the fact
that the soldiers' pay was stinted by the
avaricious sultan, he succeeded in capturing
Neuhausel, U j i v a r
"
Powdered and
and Gran.
Perfumed Frenchmen Serimvar,
However, on August
Fight the Turks
ist, 1664, he was defeated at Sankt Gotthard, a monastery on
the Raab. This battle marks a turning
point in Turkish military history. The
Austrians and Hungarians were co-operating with 6,000 French under Count Jean
Coligny and Francois d'Aubusson, Vicomte
de la Feuillade, with the flower of the
;

pended from the famous plane-tree on the
Etmeidan. Francesco Morosini conquered
Lemnos and Tenedos, while Lorenzo Mar-

The saviour was

island.

Kuprili died on November ist, 1661, at
the age of eighty. Mohammed IV. paid
him a visit on his death-bed, and promised
that his son Ahmed Kuprili should succeed
him in the office of Grand Vizir, a measure
unprecedented in the history of this high

attempt was

Kuprili became Grand Vizir in September,
An Albanian peasant boy, he had
1656.
come to Stamboul, and though he could
neither read nor write, his keen intelligence
and his strong will had raised him to the
highest position in the empire.
Kuprili
crushed the revolt in the blood of 30,000
victims
he took as his model Murad IV.,
the pupil of Machiavelli. He destroyed
the Venetian fleet of Lazzaro Mocenigo,

that

contempt.

less financial

ment by

who were hard

pressed
Kuprili retorted by
immediately imprisoning the French ambassador Jacques de la Haye in 1658, and
treated the threats of Louis XIV. with
in

'

French nobility. The Grand Vizir regarded the powdered and perfumed Frenchmen with their bright uniforms as girls.
The army was under the leadership of
Raymond, Count Montecuccoli, the AusBefore the battle
trian field-marshal.
the cavalry general Johann von Spore k
"

bared his head and prayed
God, our General on high,

:

if

Almighty

Thou

wilt

not help us, Thy Christian children, yet
help not these Turkish dogs, and Thou
shalt see

somewhat

to

Thy

delight."

French then charged the
hostile
ranks with the awful war-cry
"
"
and the small-arm volley firing
Tuez
Coligny's
!

here secured its first triumph. The chapel
of Sankt Gotthard, built in commemoration of the destruction of the Turkish army,
is still to be seen.
Jealousy and mistrust,
as usual, made it impossible to reap the
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Mohammed

advantage of the Christian victory.
In the peace of Vasvar, on August loth,
1664, the Porte retained- the fortresses of
Serimvar and Ujvar. But a great moral
the Sanjak-i-shereef,
effect was produced
the banner of the Prophet, which had been
unfurled in vain on August I3th, 1595,
had suffered another overthrow.
Ahmed Kuprili was obliged to seek
compensation in the conquest of Crete.
At ten o'clock in the morning of September 27th, 1669, tne Proveditore Morosini
handed to the Grand Vizir* the keys of
Candia, which the Venetians had held for
full

;

,

,

,

,

!

i

buildings, the
French in Pera and Galata,
and the Holy Places.

Some

time

Francis Bacon and

previously

Hermann

Conring had published sug-

I
I

^r^jH^S^B
ifi^fllwl
'^TO^lnS I

wEw^Pl^lsijJ^H

Ahmed

Kuprili

J^^^^
^/
^J^P^ :^^
iJ^'
^4^j|y
i

against whom the holy war
was declared, came off victorious in three successive
cam P a igns 1677-1679. Ahnied Kuprili had previously
died at the beginning of

November, 1676.
^ n t ^le
P eace * R a dzyn,
F erjruar y nth, 1681, the
Poles obtained

^ e Ukraine
W which
had

^P^^*JP^iPl^SJ?PH0
^!

and

!

465 years. The French relieving force,
under the Duke Anne Jules de Noailles
and Francois de Vendome, was as ineffective as the fleet of Pope Clement IX.
Naintel, the French ambassador, renewed
the capitulations of Francis I. with the
Porte on June 3rd, 1673.
According to these, special
.X^^rv^^O^
rights were reserved or con^Htf\Y\ vA^Kwl^
the
French
ambasto
firmed
Mn fnV^'V^^lS^,
French goods, the ^1 if^^VA^^IJRjHM,
sadors
East
India
the
trade,
jKi ||\\%^^fflKHBK\
in
Catholics
Turkey, the
ecclesiastical

IV.

ravaged Poland with 150,000 men as far
as Kamenez, Lemberg, and Lublin, and
forced the feeble King Michael Koribut
Wisniowiecki to cede Podolia and the
Ukraine in the peace of Buc*
s
sacs on September i8th, 1672.
Kut in the fl lowin g y c>:ir
TsarVeod r
the crown field-marshal J ohn
Sobieski defeated the Grand Vizir and
the Seraskier Hussein Pasha on the plain
of Khotin (November io-nth, 1673), and
captured the green banner, which still
hangs in St. Peter's at Rome. In 16741675 Sobieski, who was now King John
III., captured the towns of Hunan and
Lemberg and utterly defeated Kara MusDorotafa, the brother-in-law of Kuprili.
scenko threw himself into the arms of the
Russians. The Tsar Feodor 1 1 1. of Moscow,

portions of
Podolia,

and

already been of
returned to them
f
* ne P eace
*n
Zuravna,
concluded on October 27th,
necessity

gestions for the solution of
the Eastern question. These
ideas
were
reopened by A FAMOUS GRAND VIZIR I 6?6, between Sobieski and
while the
G. W. Leibnitz in 1670 and The Grand vizir, Ahmed Kuprih, Ibraham Sheitan
;

obtained
1671 in his" comprehensive who, with Mohammed iv., ravaged Russians
again
Poland in
"' died early in 1676> access to
De propositi
a port on the
memorial:,
propositione
Black Sea by the cession of the Laporog
Egyptiaca," which he presented in perCossacks.
With this year begins the
son to the Most Christian King in
His proposals involved nothing
Paris.
insidious influence of Russia upon Turkey.
less than the conquest of Egypt and the
The pathway to this goal .could be
A French engineered only by the triumph and the
cutting of the Suez Canal.
of
the
blood of Austria. On August loth, K>Sj,
diplomat " ironically observed
the Porte at the instigation of Louis XIV.
memoir
Mais vous savez que les projets
had appointed the rebel Count Emerich
d'une guerre sainte ont cesse d'etre cl la
mode depuis Saint Louis."
Tokoly, to whom the King of France had
The place of the powers hitherto pre- sent one De Ferriol as ambassador, as King
of Hungary, with influence extending over
dominant is now taken by two new states
Wai was
in hostility to the crescent
territory belonging to Austria.
PolandRavaged
thus rendered inevitable. Prince Eugene of
oland J nd Russia The
confirmed the
Port
Savoy afterwards declared in his memoirs
|;
"Had it not been for Louis XIV., the MosCossack Hetman
revolted
lems and the revolted Hungarians would
of the Ukraine, Doroscenko, in the position
never have reached the gates of Vienna."
of Sanjak Bey, or governor, as though he
The arrogant and ignorant Kara Mustafa,
were dealing with a Turkish province.
who acted as Seraskier and Sirdar, with
Poland raised a justifiable objection which
unlimited power, had dreams of founding
ended in war. In the early autumn of 1072
1(i

:

.

_p

^

.

:
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a second Turkish Empire, of which he was
to be the ruler, with Vienna as his capital.
The Emperor Leopold I. fled to Linz. On

March

1683, Pope Innocent II.
3ist,
brought about an alliance between the
emperor and Poland. Charles of Lorraine,
with 40,000 men, had been enabled to
prevent the Turks from crossing the
Raab, and was waiting behind the Kahlenberg, anxiously expecting the help of the
empire and of the Poles, while Count
Riidiger of Starhemberg established himVienna
self
in
with 10,000 men.

On

July

200,000
pitched

of the town.
It was not until all danger
was past that the emperor returned.
The Turks fled from Germany for ever,
Sobiabandoning inestimable treasure.

with Charles of Lorraine, pursued

eski,

and defeated them at Parkany, and captured Gran. Kara Mustafa fled to Belgrade,
where he was strangled by the sultan's
orders on December 25th.
In 1684 tin:
imperial troops

won

a series of victories

at Wissegrad, Waitzen, Pesth,

beg over Suleiman Pasha.

and HamzsaCount Leslie

made

a

victori-

ous advance into
age of Ottoman

their

triumphs

tents before the

passed

and

town,

The

Bosnia.

i4th,

Turks
sur-

rounded the

had
on

;

August

igth

Neuhausel

was
and
But

whole of the fortifications, in
conjunction with

stormed

the Tartars and

event

Khan Selim

campaign

Giray
of

I.

captured.

the greatest

A siege

terrible

the
the

fero-

siege
of

and

Ofen
September
an
1686,

2nd,

which

exploit

saved some portion of the

Turks

delivered
eighteen assaults
and the besieged

four

this

was

fall

on

city began, which
lasted for fortyfive days ;
the

made

of

library

of

the

The

Corvini.

twentysorties.

German Emperor's

Notwithstanding

field-

de-

marshal Charles

the city
fence,
was at the last

of Lorraine, sup-

gasp, when from
the Kahlenberg

German

a

brilliant

ported

by

the

elector

Maximilian
and

and Leopoldberg

Emanuel,

rockets

by troops from
Bavaria, Saxony

the

rose

night

September
anrl n
n
yl\ h
nOUncing
approach of

in

of
6th

an
an-

the

MUSTAFA

II.:

A VICTIM OF THE JANISSARIES

This un happy sultan, who ruled from 1095 till 1703, was deposed in
favour of his brother, Ahmed III., and was done to death in the Seraglio,

the relieving army, whicli had
gathered at Tulln, on the Danube. In conjunction with Charles of Lorraine, and

John George of Saxony, Max Emanuel of
Bavaria, and George Frederic of Waldeck,
John III. of Poland gathered his army
of seventy thousand men, and made the
Kahlenberg

his base at the outset

of the

battle, which ended on September
in a total defeat of the Turks.

I2th

On

September I3th he made his entry into
Vienna, and was greeted as t^. liberator
3018

of

the

infidels

the

and

Brandenharl fnrrpH
"
from the hands
most important
j[J

'b>

Turkish outpost, the capital city of the
realm of St. Stephen, and also the remainder of those territories. Thus the
freedom of the Magyars was by no means
due to the bravery of that proud and
warlike nation. On August i2th, 1687,
-

the indefatigable Charles defeated 60,000
troops of Suleiman Pasha in the battle of
Mohacs, and thus avenged the victory
which Suleiman II. had gained there in
1526.

The high expectations which were
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by the Austrian victories and the
simultaneous successes of the Venetians in
the Morea are displayed in the pain phlet of
the year 1687: "The Triumphant Imperial
"
it was already reEagle
ported that the sultan would
excited

;

appointed Doge, gave up the town,
which he found untenable. From Porto
Lione (the Pineus) he carried off in safety
the Athenian lions, which stand to-day
before the Arsenal of Venice
^_
as memorials of the abortive

have to transfer his capital to
Damascus, or Aleppo.
In 1688 Transylvania also
gave in her submission to the
Emperor and King of Hungary, and secured full tolera-

attempt at liberation, and of
the pillaging of Athenian art
treasures, and form a counterpiece to the bronze hoises
upon the portal of San Marco,
which were taken from the
sack of Constantinople in
For three years the
1204.

Cairo,

tion- for
religious

the

four Christian

communities

were recognised

that
in the

town of Pallas was abandoned
by its inhabitants, until the

In this same year
country.
the Turkish Empire suffered
severely from a famine and
from conflagrations.
In 1685 the Poles had ad- AN AMBITIOUS SIRDAR
vanced to Jassy and were Kara Mustafa dreamed of ruling
5
All the
defeated at Bojan.
stra^^e^b^the^uitans^rdr*s
more meritorious were the
'

victories of the Venetians in the Morea
under the defender of Candia, the capable

general Francesco Morosini. They drove
the Turks out of Dalmatia, conquered

Santa Maura,

Seraglio,

sultan allowed* the Athenians
to return in 1690.

This series of misfortunes
led to conspiracies among the
Janissaries and Ulemas and to
*ke d e P os 'tion of the sultan,

who was imprisoned

the
forgotten five
conspirators passed over
in

where he died

years later.
the sons of

The

Mohammed

IV., Mustafa,

who

was twenty-three years old, and Ahmed,
who was fourteen, and appointed his

Preveza, Arta, Corinth,
brother Suleiman III. (1687-1691) as
Argos, Patras, Koron, Modon,
sultan.
The Germans continued their
Navarino, Napoli di Romania,
the
Destroy
and
Malvasia. The banner of
under the Margrave Ludwig
conquests
Parthenon
Wilhelm of Baden, and captured Lippa,
Saint Mark flew once again in
On
Illok,
Peterwardein, and Erlau.
Greece, and in the Palace of the Doges
the grateful senate erected a triumphal
nth, 1688, Belgrade was snrAugust
"
rounded by the elector Max Emanuel
arch to
Morosini the Peloponnesian."
of Bavaria, with 53,000 troops from the
It must be said that during the siege of
Athens the Venetians inflicted szwBBK^^HRBi^^fi^M empire and imperial provinces,
Venetians

from the batteries of the
Venetian general, on Septem-

shell

I
I

\

Mustafa Kuprili. Charles of
Lorraine was fighting on the

vanced upon Constantinople

I

f^jP% \W

pleted the destruction of this

I

I

Madonna, and

I

I true to his

Athene,

the

the unbroken

dream

of

Euro-

I
|

pean

Philbellenes,

and the

.HMED

in.

motto,

"

aut nunc

Fazil, the virtuous, was now
tne one support of the tot.

In the new
event for which the oppressed He succeeded his brother on the tcring empire.
Greeks yearned, had never throne, and, after being summarily ordinance, the" Nisamjedid,"
KO
*
n near
**.. realisation
ro^Ueo+^r, since
c5o deposed, died of poison in 1736 he issued orders for Christian
so
been
the fall of Constantinople and Athens.
toleration, renewed in 1690 the capitulations of 1673 with the Marquis de ChateauFor Athens, however, the interval of
freedom lasted only until April <)th,
neuf, the ambassador of Louis XIV., and
;iltrr the victory of Tokoly at Zernesht
been
1689, when Morosini, who had
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over Generals Hausler and Doria, he successfully renewed the war with the conquest of Nissa, Widdin, Semendria, and
III. died,

Russia to the intervention of the sea
powers, Holland and*Ehgland, and in overthrowing the influence of the French ambassador in Stamboul, the peace of
Carlowitz, on the Danube, was concluded

and was succeeded by his brother Ahmed
II. (1691-1695). The Grand Vizir, in whose
army 300 French officers were serving, was
.-.
defeated on August
French Officers utterly

on January 26th, 1699.
This peace gave the emperor Transylvania and most of Hungary, and to
the King of
the
Poland, Kamenez

Belgrade.

On

July 23rd, 1691, 'Suleiman

.

.

P.lg
,

the

.

-,

igth at Slankamen, not far
from Peterwardein, by the
,
,
r
Grand Vizir ,,

.

f

r

v

Margrave of Baden (the
"Turkish Louis") and the Brandenburg
general Hans Albrecht von Barf us; with
him perished on the field of battle thirteen
pashas, many officers, and 20,000 men.

The Germans

also suffered severe losses.
After the death of Ahmed II., on February
6th, 1695, and the accession of Mustafa II.
the Kapudan Pasha, Hussein
(1695-1703)
"
Mezzo Morto," recaptured Chios
Pasha,
from the Venetians on February i8th.
Mustafa in person defeated the bold
Count Friederich von Veterani-Mallentheim at Lugos on September 22nd, and
took Lippa, while Peter the Great of Russia
forced Azov to surrender in July, 1696.
On July 5th, 1697, Prince Eugene of

Savoy was appointed commander-in-chief
of the

whole of the imperial army.

July 24th the prince,
years of age, took the

who was

On

;

;

field, and 10,000 in the Theiss
only 2,000
The sul'an was obliged to
escaped.
watch the destruction of his army from
the opposite bank of the river
he fled
to Temesvar and retired across the Danube.
Making Transylvania his base of opera;

;

tions,

Count

made an

Roger

incursion

of
at

Bussy-Rabutin
that

moment,

with 30,000 cavalry, into the
Banat and recaptured Uipa .
~T,
Carlowitz
,,
f
lanka on the Danube.
Ihe
.,
D
,.
and its Results
results, however, of the peace
of Ryswick, and of the battle of Zenta, could
not be utilised to the full, as the emperor

TK
I he D eace

oft

,

,

to carry on war in four different
places at one and the sime time. Moreover, the Austrian war ministry was utterly
exhausted. After more than three months
of negotiations which were spent in breaking down the resistance of Poland and
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Hungarian territories, though unfortunately his administrative capacities were
not equal to the task.
Revolts on the part
of the magnates Franz Rakoczy, Anton
Esterhazy-F orchtenstein,

Alexander

Karoly, and others, and of the evangelical
the
population, repeatedly endangered
position of this dearly-acquired province.
Mustafa II. retired to Adrianople.
The Grand Vizir Hussein Kuprili employed the peace of Carlowitz
Mustafa II.
f 1,
_
lor the introduction of opporDeposcd
but his premai
i tune reiorms
andj \f
Murdered
,
,,
ture death in 1703 deprived
the empire of his services. His successor
Mustafa Daltaban, showed great cruelty
to the Catholic Armenians.
He, together
with the Grand Mufti Feisullah, was sacrificed to the Janissaries, who then dethroned
the sultan, and set up his brother, Ahmed
III. (1703-1730), under the condition that
he should transfer his residence back to
Constantinople. Mustafa II. was confined
in the Seraglio, where he was poisoned
four months after his deposition. Like his
predecessors, Ahmed devoted himself personally to the art of poetry.
The most important event in his government was the arrival at Bender of the
Swedish king Charles XII., who had been
defeated at Pultowa in 1709 by the Rus,

.

;
'

,

,

,

was obliged

of the former.
The emperor was now in
a position to secure the solidarity of the

,

thirty-four

he had already
won his spurs before the walls of Vienna,
and from that moment the fortunes of
the Turks deserted them. After pacifying
a revolt in Upper Hungary, he followed
the suit in by forced marches to Zenta
when the sun set upon September 2nd,
20,000 Turks lay dead upon the battlefield

;

Venetian Republic secured the Morea,
without Lepanto, while Ragusa was embodied in the Turkish Empire.
The
chief result, however, of the peace was
to place diplomatic relations between
the emperor and the sultan upon
a
basis that corresponded to the dignity

The Grand

sians.

.

Vizir Ali

Chorli

had

promised him the help of the khan of the
Crim Tartars, and thus induced him to enter
the Ukraine, in spite of the Russian supe-

The Grand

Vizir was prevented
his deposipromise
" by
"
tion.
Charles Ironhead
(demirbash), as
the Turks called him, placed 1,000 men at
Czernovitz on the border of Moldavia to
keep watch upon the Russians, and with h,i
riority.

from

fulfilling his
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faithful friend, Stanislaus Poniatoffsky, in-

duced the Turks to declare war against
Russia on November 2ist, 1710. He had
already begun secret negotiations with the
Greek subjects of the sultan. At Rush on
thePruth the Grand Vizir Baltaji Mohammed defeated the 30,000 men of the Tsar
Peter, with a force three times as great but
the Tsarina Catharine succeeded in securing
freedom and favourable conditions of peace
on July 2ist and 22nd, 1711, by bribing
Osman Aga, and the Grand Vizir. After
this the Tsar gave up his claims to Azov
and its territory. After an adventurous
journey through Central Europe, the
Swedish king returned from Demotika to
Stralsund in November, 1714.
Thanks to the treacherous Greeks, who
preferred the Ottoman yoke to the Catholic
government, the Grand Vizir Damad Ali
was enabled, in 1715, to recover the
Morea from the Venetians, who had grown
effeminate in the luxurious life of their
palaces, and did nothing to secure their
;

The emperor and
possession.
found an occasion for alliance in the
Pope
"
"
Holy Federation of 1697. Their united
the Archipelago under
fleet traversed
the papal flag. On August 19,
The Fleet
Corfu was freed from
"Iu
I7i7>
'
precious

t

of the
.

Holy

..

Federation

,,

,/

lurkish besieging forces

the

,,
by the bold resistance of the
Venetian general Johann Matthias, Count

of

,

Schulenburg

,,

;

,

his

marble statue in

Corfu, erected in 1718 by the Venetian
"
Adhuc
Senate, bears the fine inscription
viventi."
Prince Eugene insisted upon
carrying out the terms of the treaty, and
gathered an army at Futak near Peter:

wardein. On August 5th, in conjunction
with Prince Alexander of Wiirtemberg,
"
he won the battle of Peterwardein,
the

Hungarian Gibraltar," in which the Grand
Vizir Ali Kamurjich was slain.
Pope
Clement XI. sent the prince a consecrated
sword and hat.
The Banat was conquered by Claudius Florimund Count
Mercy, and Temesvar fell on November
I3th.
Eugene decisively rejected an attempt at intervention on the part of the sea
powers, and turned upon Belgrade. The
bombardment of the island town began
on July 23rd, when the Turkish army
approached from Semendria. The imperial
troops had been increased by six infantry
battalions from the electorate of Bavaria
and a dragoon regiment. The Bavarian
princes, Charles Albert and Ferdinand,
were before the walls on which their father

had performed his most brilliant feat of
arms in 1688. On August lyth, Prince
Ferdinand Albert II. of Brunswick-Bex
began the assault and the battle Belgrade,
with a garrison of 25,000 men, surrendered
on the following day.
The fame of the
"noble knight" was in all men's mouths.
In the spring of 1718 negotiations for peace
~.
were begun at Passarovitz,
Christian Powers
u /-,
on the Danube. <iChrisThe
Attempt to
lan P WerS wh h
Weaken Rome
t

m

;

^
,

^
formerly made such feeble
J

efforts to crush the

now

f

,

enemy

of

Christendom

displayed great anxiety to diminish
the strength of the Holy Roman Empire.
Eugene determined to make a military

demonstration towards Nish and far into
Bosnia. On July 2ist the convention
was concluded. The Porte gave up the
Banat, with Temesvar, Belgrade, and a
strip of territory running to the south of
the Save. The jurisdiction of the imperial consuls over subjects of the Roman
Empire resident in the Turkish Empire
was confirmed in a commercial treaty.
Between 1722 and 1724 a protracted
struggle broke out between the Turks
and the Safevi Shahs, Hosein and Tamasp,
of Persia, which brought some advantage
to the Russians by the conquest of
Daghestan and other provinces on the
Caspian Sea it resulted, on September
7th, "1730, in the deposition of Ahmed III.,
;

vainly sacrificed to the demand
of the Janissaries the Grand Vizir Damad

who had

Kapudan Pasha, and

Ibrahim, the

Kyaya-beg,
affairs.

or

Ahmed

the
minister for domestic
died in 1736 of poison,

which war again broke out between
Russia and Turkey.

after

Mahmud

I.

(1730-1754), a

Ahmed, was a learned

nephew

of

prince, devoted to
fine architecture.

luxury, science, and
He enriched Stamboul with four libraries,
a mosque, several fountains, and eight
summer-houses on the banks of the Bos-

phorus, punished drunkenness severely, and
induced the Moslems to exM a Ua I
*.'
r change the wine-beaker for
the Evil of
and, !?
He exercised
th < ffee
Drunkenness
great severity against the
He dislibertine manners of the women.
played a stern fanaticism in opposing the
movement of the reformer Mohammed
Abd el-Wahhab and of the Wahhabites in
Arabia in 1745, and decorated the Kaaba

Mecca with extravagant splendour. He
allowed the Janissaries to exercise unat

limited influence

upon

all affairs of state.
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However, under his government the
kingdom reached a further height of
The campaign of the Turks
prosperity.
against the Austrians and Russians ended
in the defeat of the Austrians at Kroczka
on July 23rd, 1739; this led to the peace
of Belgrade on September i8th. The death
of Prince Eugene, on April 2ist, 1736, was
a loss severely felt. The imRuss.a

s

Strong

Position
n ...
on the Baltic

.^

rals

endangered

,,

,

by
J their mutual
jealousies, and were forced
to retire from Servia and Bosnia, beyond
the Save and Danube. They, therefore,
accepted the proposals formulated by
success

all
.

,

.

,

the French diplomatist Villeneuve, which
implied the cession of Belgrade, Orsova,
Lesser Wallachia, and Bosnia. Austria's
Eastern policy was checked at this boundary for a long period. Russia, however,
which had gained a firm footing on the
Baltic since the northern war, began to
entertain hopes of entering upon her
inheritance.
For the moment, however,
she was forced to content herself with
Azov, on the Black Sea, which she had
captured on July 1st, 1736, on her first
devastation of the Crimea, and to resign
her other conquests.
Turkish politics had never been in such
close connection with those of Europe
in general as in the reign of Mahmud I.,
the Solomon of the Golden Horn. Diplomatists of every country thronged to his
court, and rivalled one another in their
efforts to secure the favour of the Grand
Turk and of his vizirs, and to conclude
favourable commercial treaties.
The
greatest influence was possessed by the

French ambassadors such as Villeneuve,
and Desailleurs, who renewed

Castellane,

and increased the old capitulations
1740.

The

in

success of the Turkish

army
1737-1739 was

the

campaigns of
apparently due to the prudent counsels
of the French renegade Bonne val ("Ahmed
in

In 1747 Louis XV.
sent the sultan many splendid

Pasha," 1675-1747).
_,

Pride at
.
i
*.
Zenith

its

presents,

and

artillerists

to

T

twenty - two

work
r,

,

i

new

his
r>

i

i-

In 1748 the Sublime
guns.
Porte offered to act for the king as
mediator at the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle
Turkish pride had thus reached its zenith.
The Turkish historian Izzi relates the con"
clusion of the peace with the words
God
the
over
the
swine."
dog power
gave
Osman III. (1754-1757), a brother of
Mahmud I., who died on September I3th,
;

:
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1754, was fifty- four years of age when he
emerged from prison, an embittered and
hardened character. During his reign the
post of Grand Vizir changed hands fifteen

The eldest son of Ahmed
Mohammed Khan, on whom

times.

Prince

III.,

high

hopes were set, died before his father.
Hence, on the death of the sultan the
succession went to the second son of
Ahmed, Mustafa III. (1754-1773). His
reign was distinguished by the Grand
Vizirship of Raghib Mohammed, who
gave new vigour to the empire, and also
won considerable reputation as an author.
In 1747 he routed the Mameluke Beys
in Cairo, and on March 23rd, 1761, he
for maritime commerce,
and friendship with Frederick the
Great of Prussia, the sole object of which
was to deprive the Austrians of the fruits
of Carlowitz and Poscharewitz.

concluded a treaty
trade,

The Polish question brought about a
war between the Porte and Russia.
On October 6th, 1769, the Grand Vizir
fresh

Hamsa

confined the Russian ambassador
Obryeskoff in the Castle of the Seven
The khan of the Nogish Crimean
Towers.
Tartars, Krin Giray, entered the Russian
provinces on the Dnieper
Sultan s Short

^

nVTi>

Dniester though his
,

in March, 1769,
Defeated Generals fdeath,
j
T->
freed Russia from this
,

Mustafa III. had already adopted
the name of Ghazi, the victorious. The
sultan beheaded both the Grand Vizir
Mohammed Emin, and also the Voivode of
Moldavia, Kallimachi, for their ill success
against the Russians under Alexander
Golizyn and Peter Romanzoff at Pruth.
Khalil Pasha suffered defeat in 1770 at
Giurgevo, Bucharest, and Slatina.
Meanwhile, the Russian fleet, under

enemy.

Elphinstone, had sailed
to the Archipelago,
and landed troops at Vitylo in the
Morea. Orloff had defeated a Turkish
of
fleet on July 6th in the roadstead
Krini at Chios, and burnt it. Further,
of
Christians
the
the
Montenegro,
and other Greeks of the
Mainots,
Morea, especially in Kalamata, revolted
in
numbers under the leadership of
Russian officers. But the hour of liberation had not yet struck. The Russian
fleet could not force the passage of the
Dardanelles, which had been fortified by
the Hungarian-Frenchman Baron Franz
the Greek revolt was
Tott (1733-1793)
with
great slaughter with the
suppressed
Spiridoff

from

the

and

Baltic

;
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enlisted by the
The Albanians inflicted terrible
devastation upon Greece, until the Porte
was forced to take measures against them

help of the Albanians,
Porte.

;

but it was not until 1779 that they were
almost destroyed by Hassan Pasha at
Tripolitsa. Romanzoff, however, captured
Kartal. Bender, and Braila.
Mustafa III. died on December 24th,
as his son Selim (III.) was but
1773
brother
Mustafa's
twelve years old,
Abdul Hamid I. (1774-1789) ascended the
;

On July 2ist, 1774, at
Kutchuk-Kainarje, four hours from Silisthat peace was concluded which
tria,
Thugut has named the masterpiece of
Russia obtained a
Russian diplomacy.
kind of protectorate over Moldavia and
Wallachia and the Greek Christians in
tottering throne.

Turkey

;

at

so,

any

rate,

an

article

in

Prince Josias of Saxe-Coburg captured
the famous Laudon Novi and

Chotin,

Dubicza in Bosnia in 1788
Potemkin
conquered Oczakoff on September I7th,
1788, and in the Crimea the city of Hajibei.
;

the later Odessa, in the autumn of 1789.
On April ist, 1789, Abdul Hamid I.
died, and was succeeded by Selim III.
(1789-1807), an energetic charAustria at
War with acter, and the only son of
Mustafa III., who had hitherto
the Turks
pursued his studies in the
he was the bitter enemy of
Seraglio
Austria. The first important events during the continuation of the war were the
victories of Coburg and Suvarov at Focsani
on August ist, and of Clerfait at Mehadia
on the Cerna at Orsova
on September
22nd followed the victory of Suvarov and
Coburg at Martinestie on the Rimnek. On
;

;

October

convention referring to
Pera and
Jerusalem was
afterwards
interpreted
Further
the Russians.
this

vantages
tions

in

were
the

for

strongest opposition, both in
the Netherlands and in HunAustria was obliged
gary.
to agree to negotiations at
The Russians gave
Sistova.

time."

all

As early as 1783, Grigorii
Potemkin again invaded the
Crimea, seized the peninsula
of Taman, drove out the
Tartar khan, Shahin Giray,
and incorporated this country
and the Kuban territories in
the Russian Empire as the
of
Tauria and
provinces
provinces
Caucasia.

Joseph

II.

a

AN _
ENERGETIC SULTAN

m

had come

The

Sultan's

Tottering

Throne

i6th, the

Grand

to

a

On August

Vizir antici-

pated a revolt of the Janissaries by confining the Russian

ambassador Bulgakoff in the Castle of the
Seven Towers. On October I2th, Suvarov
(or Suwarrow)
began the second war.
Austria had never led so ]x>werful an

Her force in
against the Turks.
eluded 245,000 infantry, 37,000 cavalry,
and 900 guns, but no plan of co-operation
with the Russians had been evolved.

army

refusal

to

send

December 22nd, 1790,

Suvarov had stormed

Ismail,

'

the sultan to give way by threats of war.
In May, 1787, followed the memorable
meeting of the rulers in Kherson, where
Potemkin inscribed upon the southern
gate the boastful inscription: "This way

Byzantium."

decided

to the congress,
delegates
and declined to admit any
intervention whatever on the
part of foreign powers. On

Selim in., the bitter enemy of
Austria, and only son of Mustafa
" reigned from 1789 tm 1807

meeting in April, 1780, with the Tsarina
Catharine II. in Mohileft, and had forced

to

was

ment,

passage in the Black
and ^Egean Seas.
Peace was not, however,
"

Belgrade

Joseph's system of governhowever, excited the

certain

Crimea,

free

concluded

8th

surrendered, and the imperial
banner again floated on the
battlements of the fortress.

the strongest of all the forThe French
the Danube.
tresses on
Revolution forced Austria and Prussia to
the result of
compose their difference
their deliberations was the convention of
Sistova on the Danube, August 4th, 1791.
The allied imperial courts had failed to
obtain their object the partition of
;

European Turkey.

Leopold

II.,

emperor

since February 2Oth, 1790, was forced to
surrender the fertile district of Wallachia,
and even his acquisitions of Laudon and
it was settled that the stream
Belgrade
;

of Cerna Miould henceforward

form the

frontier.

After the death of Potemkin, on October
i6th, 1791, the peace of Jassy was finally
concluded on January 9th, 1792, by Count
The northern shore of the
Besborodko.

Black Sea had become Russian.
HEINRICH ZIMMERF.R
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EASTERN
EUROPE TO
THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION

ARMENIA

ARMENIA AND THE ARMENIANS
A RMENIA, situated in Asia, has an
** Asiatic history down to the period of

old

the Roman world-empire, into which it was
absorbed. But from the disruption of that

Bulgarian Empire (970 A.D.), it was not so
much the Greek nationality that brought
about the revival, but, on the contrary,
the Armenian population, which gave the

it becomes in religion and politics so
bound up with the West and especially with
the Ottoman Empire, that it is best treated

empire

,

connection with Eastern Europe. After
the
the downfall of
Armenian Religion
Sassanid kingdom (6 }
Tolerated by
,,
A
...
came
the
Armenians
the Mohammedans
,,
under the dominion ot
the Arabs, and since that time have been
subject, with short interruptions, to the
Mohammedan Arabs, Seljuks, Mongols,
Tartars, Persians and Ottomans, without,
however, accepting Mohammedanism. The
in

^

'

.

Mohammedans tolerated their religion, and
them free from East Roman supremacy,

set

which the Armenians hated, until the late
Middle Ages, with a hatred which runs like
a blood-stained thread through the whole
literature, notwiththe attempts at reunion which
were occasionally made on either side.
How far the Armenians were successful
during the Parthian and Sassanid period
in assimilating the people of Greater

of

their

standing

theological

all

Armenia

is a question which has never
In the
yet been thoroughly investigated.
valley of the Upper Tigris and Euphrates,
during the first thousand years of the
Christian era, the express testimony of
Armenian and Syrian authors and the
place names of the district show the

predominance of Aramaic, Syrian, and (in
the eastern mountains) of Kurdish popula-

and in the northern district as far
as Basean (Phasiane) the dominant Armenian population is decidedly in
the
minority compared with the foreign populations, which belong chiefly to Iberian
and Georgian stocks this, indeed, is the
state of affairs at the present day.
It is probable that only in Upper Armenia
was there anything like a dense Armenian
population, which had settled in the
district of Ararat, Turuberan, and Vaspurakan. Upon the restoration of the
tions,

;
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limits of the Byzantine Empire in
Thrace after the downfall of the East

Byzantine Empire its best rulers and
generals between 867 (Basil I.) and 1025
(Basil II.).

The Armenian John

I.

Tsi-

misces followed the example of Constantine V. in settling numbers of his compatriots about the newly-conquered town
Philippopolis to secure its safety.
The kingdom, however, reached its
highest pitch of prosperity under the
Jewish race of the Bagratids, nine kings of
which between 859 and 1045 ruled almost
independently the great buffer state between the empires of the Arab caliphs and
the East Roman emperors. At that time
the fortified capital of Ani on the Arpatshai
and Alajajai was decorated with castles,
palaces, and churches, the ruins of which
astonish, even at the present day, the
wanderer in the west of Alagoez. Tshoruk
in the Caucasus was the cradle of the race
of the Bagratids
after their conversion
they secured the royal power in Grusia
as well as in Armenia, and, like their great
ancestor Tigranes, showed themselves inIn consevariably friendly to the Jews.
quence, numerous colonies of the Israelites
settled in Erevantashad, Van, Nachitshevan, and Artaxata. However, in terror
before the invading Seljuks, Senekherim,
the last of the Artsrunians, ceded his kingdom, in 1021, to the East Romans an
example followed by Gagik
Armenians
fa
but
fiagratid in IO
45
Refuse Union
S*
r .,
submission naturally
failed
wi.
D
J
with Kome
,
to prevent the utter devastation of these districts by the Scljuk
;

;
'

,

,

and Mongol invaders.
After the destruction of Ani numbers
of fugitives fled into the Caucasus and the
mountains of Pontus, to Trebizond, to the
Byzantine Empire, to Russia, to the
Crimea, to Poland, and Galicia.
large
number settled on the far side of the

A

ARMENIA AND THE ARMENIANS
in the kingdom of Cilicia. At this
point in Tarsus and Sis the Armenians
once founded a native kingdom (" Armenia

Taurus

"), which from 1080, under the
Bagratid Reuben and his successors,
repeatedly joined in battle with Byzantium
and in friendship with the crusading states,
and even attempted a union with Rome,
which was often concluded and as often
broken, for the reason that the Armenians

of their patron the Surb Karapet (St. John),
instituted annual poetical contests in
his sanctuary at Mush.

and

Minor

clung tenaciously to their national liturgy.
When, however, in the year 1375, the last
king, Leon VI. of the house of Lusignan,
was obliged to surrender his last castle
to the Egyptian Mamelukes, the nation
preserved a merely ecclesiastical existence
in the patriarchate seats of Sis and
Etchmiadsin. However, like fire in the
ashes,

own poetry and

literature

alive, cherished in the

numerous

their

remained

In the fourteenth century,

;

,

,

.

.

1073.
Many hymns and
songs were collected in the "Sharakan,"
the Armenian liturgical book, while the
"
ballad singers,
Ashuges and Sasandares,"
,

whose names have disappeared, guarded
the perennial fountain of popular poetry,
society under the protection

and formed a

the

;

and,
shortly
Transported by
ot
k k Abbas
Aik
i
conquest
ohah
1.
.

,

.

the
Constanti-

after

in
nople,
1403,
they
permission to retain their own
patriarch, while they secured the confidence
of the Sublime Porte itself and grew rich in
its service.
In Persia, however, they had
to undergo a period of deep tribulation when
Shah Abbas I. transported the best portion
of the Armenian nation, under circumstances of great cruelty, to Ispahan (the

received

Julfa), and in 1614 went so far
as to transfer the national sanctuary to

suburb of

THE GREAT ARMENIAN FORTRESS OF VAN AS
monasteries of Asia Minor and Southern
while the industrial population
Europe
gained a living as shepherds and farmers
in the gorges of the Taurus and in the
mountains of Upper Armenia, and the
capable townspeople laid the foundation
of their wealth in Byzantiu-m, Smyrna,
The most
Damascus, and Alexandria.
brilliant representative of the abundant
Armenian literature of that period was
Nerses Klaietsi, otherwise
Annual Poetical c
,.
/,,
^
t 1N
~
Snorhali
(the
Graceful)
Contests Among ~ ,, ,.
from 1000 to
Cathohcus
A
the Armenians

when

Armenians both in the south and in the
north succumbed to the Turks, the Turkish
yoke was not oppressive
Armenians

IT

WAS

IN

MEDIAEVAL TIMES

Persia it was not restored to Etchmiadsin,
with the relics of St. Gregory, until 1683.
During the Persian persecutions the
Armenians had been dispersed far westIn
ward, even to Italy and France.
considerable colony was
particular, a
received in the Polish town of Lemberg,
;

its bishop, was induced by
Jesuit influence in 1625 to accept union
with Rome. This was the beginning of

which, with

great intellectual movement which
to embrace the whole of Armenia.
Clergy were sent out from Etchmiadsin
to found Armenian printing-presses. These

the

was soon

were erected,

in 1616, at Lemberg, in 1640
at Julfa and Livorno, in 1660 at Amsterdam transferred to Marseilles in 1672
in Constantinople in 1677, and elsewhere.
"
But the imperishable service of winning
back the Armenians to European culture,"
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is the glorious
says the historian Gelzer,
of Mechitar and of his order the
Mechitarists, who settled at Venice in
1717 on the island of San Lazzaro, together
with the mission to the Catholic Armenians
but apart from this, their labours
as authors and their splendid printing
exercised a highly important influence
_
upon the development of

work

;

.

War with
v
Venetians
..

the

literature
modern Armenian
,.
and upon scientific knowledge
,.
,,
,,
,.
,

,

,

.

,

among their nation.

Mechi-

da Pietro was born in
Sebaste on February 7th, 1676, and
after long persecution on the part of
his compatriots founded a congregation of

Maria Theresa conferred important

of its leanings to the Latin Church.
In
consequence Mechitar removed, in 1703, to

Modon

in the Morea, where he received
permission from the Venetian republic to
build a monastery and church.
After
their secession to the communion of the
Armenian Uniates, the congregation was
confirmed by Pope Clement XI. in 1712,
and received a rule similar to the Benedictine.
The war which broke out in 1714
between Turkey and the Venetians necessitated a migration to Venice, where the
Senate granted them the island of San

Lazzaro (1717), upon which their magnificent monastery was erected.
Mechitar
died there on April 27th, 1749.
The Mechitarists had a ritual of their

own

for purpose of worship, and devoted
themselves after 1708, when the first

printing-press was set up, more particularly to the publication of the classics in

Armenian. Their most famous productions
are their Bibles
the text was improved
by Mechitar in 1733, and appeared in
1805, based on the collation of nine
;

manuscripts. The press catalogue of 1716
to 1898 includes 1,000 entries of books,
chiefly in the Armenian language, which
numbers
of
the
provided
Armenian
,..,
i
j
r
nation with first-hand infor/-

.

mation upon Western science,

and upon the history of the
Armenian East as derived from manuscripts.

After the death of Mechitar twenty-one
priests migrated from San Lazzaro to
Trieste, where the support of the bishop
and the authorities of the town enabled
them to found the Mechitar congregation
of Trieste on May igth, 1773. The Empress
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upon

the

and gave them a

piece of ground. Shortly
afterwards the Mechitarist printing-press
in Trieste in 1776. The French
administration, however, of 1810 brought
about the suppression of the monastery
and the press, which had produced many
books in Armenian, German, Latin, ancient
and modern Greek, Italian and French.

was opened

The Armenian Uniates maintained

tar (the Consoler)

Armenian Christians in Constantinople in
1701, a community which soon fell under
the suspicion of the patriarch on account

privi-

congregation, and on
March 2oth, 1775, secured their recognition by the State as an ecclesiastical order,
leges

their

position since the period of the Crusades
and the Unitores, and had gradually
increased, though to no great extent.
Almost contemporaneously with the rise
of the Mechitarist movement a Catholicate
was created in actual communion with
Rome. Abraham, the Catholic Armenian
Bishop of Aleppo (1710), founded the
monastery of Kerem in Lebanon, to which
he gave the rule of St. Antonius. In 1740
his adherents made him patriarch of Sis,
and in 1742 he received the pallium from

Pope Benedict XIV.
Russia

s

Bid

unable

He
to

-,

in

was, however,

maintain

his

/--,-

Cihcia

against
of
the
the
_,
...
persecutions
r
~
,
,,
,,
Friendship
Gregonans, and the Catholicus transferred his residence to Lebanon,
where he died in 1749.
The efforts of the Russians to secure
the favour of the Armenians, who had
obeyed the Ottomans and the Persians
since 1555, were highly encouraging.
In
the year 1768 the Empress Catherine II.
reminded the Catholicus Simon that her
predecessors upon the throne, Peter the
Great and Catherine I., had assured the
Catholicus of their particular respect for
the Armenian nation by autograph letters
position
For Armenian f,
_,

.

,.

.

.

.-.

1724 and 1726. Further communicafrom the Tsar Paul I. in 1798 and
1800 opened to the Armenian leaders

in

tions

and clergy the prospect of placing their
countrymen under the protection of
The Persian rulers had made
Russia.
similar promises to the patriarchs
hence
in 1768 Catherine II., resolved not to let
slip the opportunity of
"protecting"
;

Armenia, concluded a formal convention
with the Archbishop Arguthianz, promising
nothing less than the restoration of the old
Arm?nian independent Christian kingdom.
Thenceforth Armenia occupies a prominent
position in the Eastern Question of the
nineteenth century and of the present day.

HEINRICH ZIMMERER

EASTERN
EUROPE TO
THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION

THE
HUNS

THE HUNS ON THE WARPATH
AND THE BARBARIC TRIUMPHS OF ATTILA
the

B.C.

the

Mongolian
year 50
ABOUT
kingdom of the Hiung nu in the north

China had been divided into an eastern
The eastern state
and northern portion.
came to an end in 142 A.D., and its people
were for the most part absorbed by
the
degrees into the Chinese Empire
northern kingdom of the Huns, however,
succumbed as early as 84 A.D. to the
repeated attacks of their more powerful
foes the Sien pe and of other Siberian
Tungusian tribes. Part of the Hun population then fled westward to the steppes of
Lake Aral, where a separate kingdom had
of

;

been founded under Tshi

tshi

immediately

after the disruption of the empire.
Considerably reinforced by the arrival of
these fugitives, about 90 A.D., this nomad
power extended so rapidly in the course of

the following century that

it

reached the

Caspian Sea and came under the notice of
European geographers such as Dionysios
Priegetes about 130 and
Fugitive Huns
Pto my about I50 About
Disturb
,,
the year 300 the state was
_,
Eastern Europe
-.1
j
T^involved in war with lindates the Great of Armenia, became a disturbing force among the peoples of Eastern
.

i

Europe, and was able to make a considerable step westward about the middle of the
fourth century, after attaining more or less
success in a series of petty struggles.
At this point we should emphasise the
fact that the ethnological character of these

Hun people must have been
considerably changed during these years
by the reception and incorporation of
related and foreign elements
the truth
of the matter probably is that only the
leaders and the nobles of the hordes were
of
pure Mongolian blood, while the
majority were a very mixed race, containing infusions of other branches of the
of
the
peoples,
Ural-Altaic-speaking
composite

;

Turkoman

Tartars, of Finns

and Ugrians,

Sarmatians and others.
All that we know of the customs and

and

also of the

manners
193

of the

Huns

is

in

correspondence

with the peculiar characteristics of Mongolian races. This remark is also true of
their physical characteristics, as described
by contemporary writers their large
round heads, small deep-set eyes, pro-

minent

cheek-bones, flat noses, dirty
low stature,
Curious Habits complexion,
,
,
broad chests, and heavy
and Customs
,
.,,
._.
build
In
above
the
waist.
r
k
H
L

,

.

,

of the

nuns

,

.

certain

t

races

.

.

this

.

.

,

original

type had so far disappeared under the
influence of infusions from elsewhere that
we may doubt whether the result was
rather Turkish or Finnish. These tribes
were accustomed to slit the cheeks of
their children in order to prevent the
growth of hair their noses were tied
down with broad bands, and the skull
;

compressed at the sides.
The Huns were true nomads, possessing
neither houses nor huts.
Their women
they were polygamists and their children they led about from place to place
in covered waggons, pasturing their herds
in summer on the wide steppes, and
retiring to the river-beds in winter. They
riders, accustomed to remain
day and night in the saddle, where they

were hardy

ate and drank. The horse, the sword, and
the favourite tools of a dead man were

buried with his body, which was placed in
a grave with the head towards the west
and the face turned to the rising sun. Over
the grave a mound was erected on \vhi< li
the meal of the dead was placed. Singers
then extolled the deeds of the departed in
their songs, while the relatives cropped
in
their
hair and slit their cheeks

token of their

grief.

About

the Huns left
Centenarian ,,
and
their
new
habitation
K
advanced into the district on
this
side of the
subjugating
Volga,
in 375 the Alans, who were living on the
Don and the Sea of Azov part of the
Alans were speedily incorporated with the
Under the leadership of
conquerors.
Balamber, or Balamir, they attacked the
the

year
J

372

.

;
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Eastern Goths, whose king Hermanarich,

who was more than one hundred

subsidy of

350 pounds of gold (about
his death, in 434 A.D., the
supremacy was taken over by his nephews
Bleda (or Buda, by Hungarian tradition)
$110.000).

years old,
committed suicide upon losing a decisive
His successor, Vithimir, or Vinibattle.
his two sons and
tharius, fell in a battle
some adherents fled to the Western Goths,
while a larger portion of the Eastern Goths,

and

who were

of

;

by Gesimund, submitted
the supremacy of the

led

AS.M.C Nomads

to

Hung

^

Wes tern Goths

afterwards retired behind
the Pruth, and when the
Huns also passed the Dniester they escaped
after a short time, some behind the Sereth
to Kaukaland, the modern Transylvania,
under the leadership of Athanarich, while
another portion, the Tervings, who had
accepted Christianity, entered the Roman
Empire at the advice of their Bishop
Ulfilas, under the leadership of Fritigern,
whither Athanarich followed in 380, notwithstanding his hatred of Rome, as he

had been expelled from Transylvania.
The Hunnish hordes of Balamber now
overran the whole country of the Danube
only the lower portion of this river and
;

the

territory

mouth divided
Roman Empire. Both for

about

them from the
the civilised and

its

for the barbarian nations

mighty invasion of Europe by Asiatic
nomads had grievous consequences. All
this

traces disappeared of the rising
civilisation,

German

which had been begun by the

colonies and flourishing
into ruins.
The wooden
palaces of the chieftains of the Huns
advanced nearer year by year to the
borders of civilisation, and Hunnish mercenaries soon became one of the main
supports of the Roman domination, which
was then entering on its decline.
During the years 400 to 408 the government was in the hands of Uldin, and in the
first half of the fifth
century three brothers

Goths

;

rich

Settlements

fell

reigned over the Huns Mundzuk known
as Bendeguz in the Hungarian traditions
Oktar, and Rua also known as Rof,

and Rugilas. Oktar,
Hun Ruler Rugha,
who was m the pay of the
rk
llies ,
from
several
Romans,
appeared
Gluttony
times on the Rhine and disturbed the Burgundians he died in that
district, as a result of excessive gluttony,
on the eve of a battle. His inheritance
was divided between his brothers Mundzuk,
who died early, and Rua the latter was
in friendly relations with Byzantium, and
was granted the title of general by
Theodosius II., together with- a yearly
,

.

,

-.-,

;

;
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Upon

Mundzuk.

Attila, the sons of

Many different attempts have been made
to explain the meaning of the name
the greatest of
the Hun
derive it from the^ Gothic
or father, and consider it as

Attila,

Some

Kings.
"

Atta,"

"

"

father
probably, howconnected with the name by
ever,
which the Byzantines denoted the Volga

meaning
it

little

;

is

in the sixth century. Magyar myths call
Etele, and in the German heroic
legends he is known as Etzel. The year
and v the place of his birth are equally
unknown. Upon his father's death Attila
was sent by his uncle, Rua, as a hostage to
Novae, where he made the acquaintance of
his later opponent, Aetius, who was there
Here he
living in similar circumstances.
acquired some tincture of Byzantine culture. Immediately after his accession the
two Hunnish princes renewed their peace

him

with the emperor Theodosius under conthe Byzantines
ditions of great severity
were forced to dissolve all
the
with
their
alliances
:

i

.

w

of Enrichfc
king
Friends

in
to

peoples
district,

the
Danube
all
surrender
,,

Hunnish subjects who had taken refuge
with them, and als^ to pay a yearly tribute
of five hundred pounds of gold. Attila discovered an easy mode of enriching his
favourites by suddenly sending one or
another of them with some despatch or proposal to the court of Constantinople, which
was then forced to expend rich presents in
return for the supposed communication.
The Hunnish hordes subjugated the
German and Slav peoples on the Danube
;

Attila's eldest son, Ellak, ruled over the
Ugrian hunting people of the Akatzires

on the Don from 488.
Attila turned westward,

At an early date
and between 435

and 437 destroyed the flourishing Burgundian kingdom on the Central Rhine and
on the east of Gaul the king, Gundihar,
In the year
or Gundicharius, was killed.
441 the town of Margum, at the confluence
of the Margus (Moravia) and the Lower
Danube, fell into the hands of the Huns,
who from that date remained the per;

petual guests of the East Roman Empire.
Under excuses of a very varied nature
Attila now sent out his bands to invade
a delay in
Moesia, Thracia, and Illyria
payment of the yearly tribute or the flight
;

THE HUNS ON THE WARPATH
of some Hunnish grandee whom he was
pursuing provided sufficient excuse for
such aggression.
In 445 he removed his brother Bleda
by a treacherous murder. Shortly afterwards a Hun shepherd brought in a sword

and the Danube, in the modern lowlands
of Hungary, possibly near Tokai.
He
also gives us a description of the
dwellings
of the Hunnish grandees, including that
of the minister Onegesius
(Hunigis, a Goth

which was said to have

the

fallen

from heaven

;

this object the superstitious people
attached the significance of future imperial
power, and Attila encouraged his people
in this belief.
He himself was convinced
of the possibility of his future empire, in
view of the weakness which then preIn
vailed in the East Roman Empire.
the year 447 he advanced with his bands
as far as Thermopylae
the Emperor
Theodosius then begged for peace, which
was granted him, at the 'beginn ng of 448,
at the price of a war indemnity of six
thousand poun <s of gold (Aaier can money,
$1,375,000) and a yearly tribute of two
thousand one hundred pounds of gold
Shortly afterwards (448) he
$475,000).
sent Ediko, one of his nobles, to Constantinople to receive the yearly tribute,
which the Byzantine court could collect
only by means of extortion from the imhe
poverished people
Plot Against

to

;

;

Attila Discovered

and Defeated

further

demanded from

Theodosius II. the cession
of the whole of the right

bank of the Danube. Thereupon Chrysa"
Tzuma," the all-powerful eunuch
phius
of the empire, induced the
Hunnish
ambassador to join a conspiracy for the
murder

of Attila.

In the year 449 the Byzantine embassy
approached Attila to treat with him

concerning his new demands. The leader
of the embassy, the senator Maximin, and
his secretary Priscus, a rhetorician and
sophist from Pannonia, fortunately for
themselves, knew nothing of the con-

though the interpreter Vigilas
was a party to it. However, Ediko him-

spiracy,

betrayed the proposal to his master,
who joyfully seized this favourable opporself

tunity

to

demand

from the Emperor

Theodosius the head of the hated Chrysaphius, together with an increase in the
amount of the yearly tribute it was with
great difficulty that he was persuaded
;

to give up this demand.
To the rhetorician Priscus we owe an
important description of his travels,
which gives us a glimpse of life at the
Hunnish court. He describes the capital
and the simple palace of Attila, which was

situated somewhere between the Theiss

by

descent).
entry of

He

informs us that upon

Attila the monarch was
preceded by a band of girls in white garments.
Priscus made the acA
quaintance of Queen Kreka, to
Court
wnom ne handed the presents of
of Attila
the emperor. He was present at
a banquet given in honour of the embassy,
at which singers and jesters attempted to
entertain the courtiers, while the Hunnish
monarch sat buried in gloomy silence, with
a whole band of Greek interpreters and
Roman scribes awaiting his commands. It
appears from this narrative that the
Hunnish king found Roman culture indispensable.
By his diplomatic insight, his
.

great generalship, his personal bravery and
daring, he so entirely surpassed contemporary princes that from the Rhine to the
Volga, from the Baltic to the shores of the
Black Sea, nations anxiously awaited
their fates at the hands of this powerful

and gloomy conqueror.
In the summer of 450 disturbances
broke out in Constantinople
Theodosius
died in the course of a revolt, Chrysaphius
was executed, and Marcianus ascended
the tottering throne. When the ambassa;

dors of the Hunnish kingdom came to
Constantinople shortly after his accession
to demand the yearly tribute he gave
"
Gold for my
them a short answer
friends and steel for my enemies." Attila
was apparently satisfied with this answer.
Geiserich, the king of the Vandals, had,
about 446, mutilated the first wife of his
eldest

son,

Hunerich, in consequence of

some suspicion she was a daughter of
the West Goth Theoderic I., and dreading
;

the revenge of the Goths, he concluded
an alliance with Attila, who now turned
his attention to the West Roman empire.
_
The reigning
emperor, Vae
Roman Pr.ncess
f. )had designed
lentinia n
that His sister Grata Justa
Honoria should take the
veil
she, however, had begun a love affair
with her procurator Eugenius, had been
banished for some time to Byzantium in
consequence, and on her return home had
secretly sent Attila a ring, thus offering
herself to him as his wife. For the moment
no answer to the
Attila vouchsafed
proposal, but at a later date he sent
.

n

'

;
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more, the West Goths had immediately
marched home on the death of their
Attila was thus able to retire to
king.
Pannonia without opposition.
In the following year, 452, Attila
marched upon Italy with a strong army.
After a siege of several months he captured
the town of Aquileia, the gate of Italy, and
The smoking
levelled it to the ground.
ruins of Padua, Verona, Milan, and many
other towns marked the path of the Hunnish bands as they marched upon Rome.
The whole civilised world was awaiting
"
eternal city,"
with horror the fall of the

to
demands
Valentinian,
repeated
requesting the bride for his harem and
half of the western empire as her dowry,
basing these demands on the gift of the
The refusal to these requests was
ring.
transmitted to the Hunnish ambassador
"
the
in the name of the emperor by Aetius,
last of the Romans," the companion of
In fierce
Attila's youth.
Eastern Europe
now
Converted into an

^^

|
Europe

Armed Camp

^

f

j

-~

into

an

^

armed

In the spring of 451 he advanced
with a gigantic army, composed of the most

camp.

when

different nationalities
said to amount
to
500,000 men
along the Danube
towards Gaul. The attention of the Hun
prince had been drawn to this country in
^48 by a rebel named Eudoxius, and after-

Attila suddenly began to retreat.

To

this step

he was probably induced, not so

much by

the magnificent present sent him
I. at Mincio, as by the news

by Pope Leo

that the East Roman Emperor Marcian had
invaded Pannonia, and that an even more
dangerous adversary, Aetius,
was collecting an army for

wards by the Vandal Geiserich and by an
ambitious Frank a long series ^^^^^^
of ruined towns marked his

_

;

j

progress. At Strasburg, Attila
crossed the Rhine with his

the relief of

Rome. To these

motives must be added the
intolerable heat, the unac-

army, burned Metz, and attempted to capture Orleans.
However, the inhabitants of
the town held out, under the

customed climate, plague, the
lack of provisions, and last,
but certainly not least, super-

leadership of their bishop,
until the vanguard of the
army of Aetius appeared

stition.

he had been joined, after long

It was thought that the
conqueror of Rome would die
shortly after the capture of

negotiations, by Theoderic,
the king of the West Goths.
Attila raised the siege and
led his columns back to the

before.
Attila
to the

;

J

THE SCOURGE OF GOD"

the city, as Alaric had died
The fact remains that
retreated homeward
banks of the Theiss.
r

*ide plain extending towards T he claim to this title was made by After threatening the Byzanleader, whose tines
with punishment in
Troyes and Mery, between "Attila, the Hunnish
East em Europe.
fol lowing yearj he
the Seine and the Marne.
On the field of Mauriazen, or Katalaun, died in the winter of the year 453 of
in the beginning of July, the great battle
haemorrhage on the night of his marriage
of peoples took place in which Roman
with Idliko, known to German legend as
Kriemhild. The body was buried in an
Christianity was opposed to the Huns
and heathendom. After fearful slaughter unknown spot, and the workmen employed
reports vary between 160,000 and
upon the grave were killed, that no one
300,000 men, while later legends asserted
might be able to betray the last restingthat even the fallen continued to struggle
place of the Hunnish monarch. Rome and
in the air
Attila retired to his bivouac at
had lost a
Attila Dies, and Byzantium
After
foe.
nightfall, and the death-songs of the Huns
dangerous
were heard even in the camp of the conAttila's death both his

^

i

querors.

The

Hunnish

Rapidly Declines

king

hastily

erected a funeral pile of saddles, on which
he proposed to undergo a voluntary death
by fire in case of a renewed attack by
the victorious enemy.
Aetius, however,
did not wish to destroy so valuable a
counterpoise to the Gothic power, and
had, moreover, himself gained the victory
at the price of heavy sacrifices ; further-
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clined

with

'

empire and his people de-

rapid

strides.

Ellak,

his

destined successor, had acquired Roman
culture and Roman military tactics in his
early youth, but was not a suitable ruler
for a barbaric people of nomads. The new
ruler was attacked by Attila's other sons,
This
especially Dengizich and Irnach.
fratricidal effort led to no result, while the

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M^M^^^^^H-

-

THE CHURCH FACES THE BARBARIAN: THE POPE AND ATTILA, THE

From

the painting

by Chenavard, by permission

of Blessrs.. Braun, Clement et Cie.
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Western Turks.

Goths and the Gepids seized this opportunity to revolt. Ellak marched against
the rebels, but his army was defeated by
the mighty force of the Gepids (under
Ardarich), Goths, Rugians, and Herulians
at the river Netad in Pannonia, where

.

,

,

ti

.

,

,

,

Nevertheless, in the year 469 Dengizich
again invaded Thrace, but on this occasion
he was captured by the Roman Anagastus,
was executed, and his head was sent to
Constantinople. With his death ends the
unity of the East European nomad peoples
under the name of Huns, which had
formerly been created by Rua and Attila.
Irnach,
accompanied by his brothers

Emnedsur and

Ultzindur, withdrew with
the remriants of the Huns far into the
steppes of South Russia.

For mort than fifty years we hear no
more of the Huns. Shortly before 523,
the Byzantines mention the Hunnish tribe
of the Uturgurs, whose king,
Gorda,
accepted Christianity, and was killed in a
revolt led by his brother Muager.
As
early as 507 and 508 the Albanian Bishop
Qarduct of Arran had made a missionary
journey into the lands of the Sabir. In
the middle of the sixth century Procopius speaks of the Huns as a people
divided into the two tribes of the Kuturgurs and Uturgurs. The Kuturgurs, who
were also known as Black Bulgarians,
joined for the most part with the Avars,
who are henceforward often
Huns Fall
_
known as Huns, in an exn
From Place
rn
pedition to Pannonia in 568
and rower r
.,
f
I
about 630 they were forced
.

,

,

.

,

.

-.-,

.

.

;

,

to leave

this

country in consequence of

the failure of a revolt. The Khagan of
the Avars now proclaimed himself ruler of
the two Hun tribes, and sent a demand to
Justin II. in 568 for the yearly subsidy
which Byzantium had formerly paid. In
the year 576 we find the Uturgurs, with
their neighbours the Alans, subject to the
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name
;

Ellak lost his life. Dengizich now undertook the leadership of the Huns, who had
been driven back to the
Defeated Huns
between the Lower
Make Alliance f.
,,
i-.
T
In
Danube and, the Don.
wit
With the /Goths
j
he
attacked
the
456 and 462
Pannonian Goths on the Save, but was
twice defeated by King Valemir. He then
made an alliance with the Goths, and
advanced to Dacia and Moesia. Three
armies sent against him by the East
Roman Empire were enticed by the allies
into a narrow valley, where they were'
surrounded and almost exterminated.
,

Shortly after that time
of the Uturgurs disappears from
their place is taken by the Bulhistory
garians in Old or Greater Bulgaria to the
east of the Sea of Azov. On the other hand,
in 598 we meet again with the Kuturgurs,
or Kotzagirs, who took refuge, to the number of 10,000 men, with the Avar Khagan,
while flying, with the Huns of Tarniach
the

and Zaben, from the Turks. But the supremacy of the Avars lasted only until 626.
At the outset of the seventh century the
Prince Organa ruled over the Kuturgurs,
who had remained on the Sea of Azov. He
was an ally of the Emperor Heraclius, and
accepted Christianity in 619. After the
death of Organa, his cousin Kuvrat united
his nation with their kinsmen the Bulgarians on the Kuban, and shook off the
yoke of the Avars. After the death of
Kuvrat, in 668, this allied tribe divided
into five different hordes under his sons.
One horde was united about 679 with the
Khazars under Bag-Bajan, the eldest son
of Kuvrat
with these the Bulgarians had
formerly been in alliance as a neighbouring
people, and were now to be conquered by
The danger threatened
them.
F
the Turkish
by their neighbours,
b,
of the
,
T-S
induced the Magyars
Pechenegs,
Huns
about 840 to form an alliance
with the Khazars, under whose supremacy
they retained possession for twenty years
of their second European home, Lebedia,
to the east of the Don.
When the
;

'

,

,

,

-.

i

Hungarians

abandoned

these

districts

shortly after 862, they were joined by
the Kabars, who now broke away from
their mother tribe the Khazars.
The empire founded by the Khazars,
augmented by the remnants of the Huns,
became a formidable menace to the South

Caucasian peoples in consequence of its
About 969 the
great raids, ending in 799.
empire fell before the advance of the

Russian Svjatoslav.
The second horde of the Hunnish Bulgarians found a temporary home to the
west of the Don.
The third horde, mingled with other tribes of the Huns,
founded the modern Bulgaria under the
leadership of Isperich, while the fourth,
unless there is some confusion here with
the above-mentioned settlements of 568,

advanced

to Pannonia.

Thus the nationality

of the

Huns was

broken up, coalesced with other nations,
and then disappeared.
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THE OLD BULGARIAN KINGDOM
AND

ITS

LONG STRUGGLE WITH BYZANTIUM

between the Ural Mountains,
THEthedesert
Caspian Sea, and Lake Aral was at

one time the home of those Ugrian families
of peoples to which the Bulgarians belonged.
How long the Ugrians may have inhabited
these districts is impossible to say. At
some time or other Ugrian races were
driven into that territpry by the Sabires,
who, on their side, had retreated from the
Avars, who were driven out by the Huns ;
at that time it is probable that the Voguls

and Ostiaks, perhaps also some Magyar
tribes, had retired northwards to the
Tobol, Irtish, and Ob. On the other hand,
the eastern branch for the most part
extended at least to the Lower Volga and
the Caucasus district, in the neighbourhood of which Bulgarian tribes, who had

emigrated at an earlier period, must have
been settled. These North Caucasian
Bulgarians were strongly influenced by the

overwhelming invasion of the Huns. The
is undoubted that it was the Bulgarians who formed the main
Mingling of
element of the Hunnish
the Huns and
armies hence we may exfact

Bulgarians

;

plain the fact that we hear of
Hunnish Bulgarians in the land of the Alans
in the fourth century, and that we learn,
shortly after 375, of the Langobards being
overwhelmed by Bulgarians of this kind.
Thus during those decades the Bulgarians
must have partly exchanged their old name
for that of Hun.
This fact naturally does
not facilitate the task of distinguishing the
individual families of Mongolian race, of
which we have in any case only scanty
The Huns,
records, difficult to interpret.
as we have seen, had gradually received
large reinforcements from other members
of the Ural Altaic-speaking peoples
and
;

their Turkish-Tartar nationality

had been

so entirely transformed thereby, that it is
difficult to say whether the hordes who
invaded Europe were primarily of Turkish
or Finnish race.
After the disruption of the Hunnish
unity in 469 A.D., this same phenomenon,
conscientious
reduces
which
every

historian to complete despair, is repeated
with greater intensity. The tribes formerly
subjected to the Huns had now indeed
recovered their freedom
but they had
been subject for so long a period
;

to

Hunnish supremacy, had so

Predominance
of the

Bulgarians

entirely

assimilated
their manners
and customs, had felt themselves to be so entirely members of the great Hunnish

nationality on their marauding expeditions,
and had so often acted in accordance with
this belief, that contemporary chroniclers
are continually in a state of confusion as
regards the identity of these separate

elements

;

Avars, Bulgarians, Sabines,
"

etc.,

and simply known as

Huns."
A century later the opposite tendency is in
force the remnants of the Hun nationality
are shortly
;

are incorporated with the Bulgarian people,
and the name of Hun disappears from
history, although the representatives of

were by no means extinct.
In that highly disturbed age of the
great migrations we hear only occasionally,
with the exception of the events above
mentioned, of actions which can be ascribed with any certainty to the North
Caucasian Bulgarians alone. In the year
this nationality

482 the emperor Zeno invited their help
against the Eastern Goths. This was the
first occasion on which the Bulgarians came
into practical contact with the East Roman
Empire. In 505, Sabinianus, the Magister
Militum of Illyricum, at the head of 10,000
Bulgarian auxiliary troops, was defeated on
the Morava while operating against Mundo
the Gepid and Pitzia the Goth. From the
shattered remnants of the Western Bulgarian outposts left in these
In Contact
districts, that branch may
w.thlhe Eastern
haye been formed or have
diverged, which was received about 670, under its leader Alzeco,
into the old land of the Samnites by the

Langobard Duke Romuald of Beneventum.
In any case, at that moment the main body
of the North Caucasian Bulgarians were in
enjoyment of complete independence from
3033
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the time that

Kuvrat shook

off the

yoke

of the Avars, about 635, and founded a
formidable state in conjunction with the
other branches of the Southern Ugrians

who had been driven
However,

Unugundur

into that district.
in
679 the power of the
Bulgarians was so entirely

shattered that for a time only fragmentary
remnants of them existed
Th P w
their destroyers
were the West
^
of Nomadic ~>
Tr
1 urkish Khazars, among whose
;

.

,

,

,

.

p

to the thirteenth century. We may
connect this state with al-Balchi.
On the Volga and the Kama the Bul-

garians certainly carried on cattle-breeding
and agriculture to some extent. They
were soon in constant communication
with the Arabs
as early as the year
922 the Bulgarians are said to have
;

accepted Mohammedanism, a statement
which appears credible. In consequence
of their intercourse with the Arabs, these

earliest conquests and settlements are included the East Caucasian
plains on the Terek and Ssulak, together
with the nomad settlements of Balangar
and Samandar. Yet the broken power
recovered itself with comparative rapidity,
and soon became a force to be reckoned
with.
One portion was entirely absorbed
by the Khazars Isperich, the third son of
Kuvrat, founded a new kingdom on the
Lower Danube, the fate of which will be
followed more in detail below
the fourth
and fifth sons with their following migrated

Bulgarians acquired considerable
the neighbouring Ugrian
races, the Magyars and others.
Among
other proofs of the fact are a few surviving monuments, written in a language
similar to that of the modern' Chuvashes
instances are the inscriptions on the gravestones found in the ruins of the town of
Bulgar on the Kama, also the remnants, of
a list enumerating the heathen princes of
the Danube Bulgarians before 765, wherein the ages are given in old Bulgarian
numerals, which can be compared with the

to the Avars.

words

;

;

The second son

of

Kuvrat, Kotrag,

on the right bank of the
Don, and from this point advanced along
the valley of the central Volga to the
country of the Kama (known at this point
as the Isgil, the second of three or four
tribes of these Volga Bulgarians), where he
"
founded the state of
Great Bulgaria."

settled

This

The

name

also gives rise to difficulties.
shores of the Sea of Azov, which were

occupied by those Hunnish Bulgarian
Uturgurs who fell victims in 568 to the
Avars and in 576, together with the Alans,
to the Western Turks, are now called, as
"
"
"
"
old
or
occasion rises, either
great
until
the
the
Bulgaria
occupation by
Magyars in the first half of the ninth
century.
be taken to avoid any
Special care must
"
"
on the
confusion of the
Old Bulgaria
"
"
Kuban with the other
Old Bulgaria
Now that all the remaining
in Europe.

Bulgarian states have entirely
from the map, the
disappeared
"
term
Old Bulgaria" is justiB i
fiably used to distinguish this
it
country from the modern Bulgaria
will occupy our attention later on.
Of
*

w
.

;

permanence than that Uturgur
kingdom was Great Bulgaria, created by a
remarkable retrograde movement of the
bands of Kotrag on the Volga and Kama,
which showed considerable powers of
endurance, and flourished from the ninth
greater
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Volga

influence over

;

in

Chuvash.

The development
for
was hindered

of

Great
time

Bulgaria
by the
invasions from the Baltic of the Norse
in
Russians
Vikings, or
Developmeat
.
Bul
devastated
they
9<39
re *
a
considerable
and
garia,
B
proportion of the inhabitants

a

;

"

.

removed

to

Hungary.

Notwithstanding

the repeated invasions of the Russians,
Greater Bulgaria maintained its inde-

pendence for a long period. We have
specimens of Arab coins, dated 976 and
977, which were struck in Bulgar and
in Suvar in the name of the Bulgarian
Besides agriprince Mumin ben Ahmad.
the Volga Bulgarians learnt
culture,
from Iranian immigrants manufacture
and trade which rapidly developed in the
towns of Suvar, Bulgar, and Bilar, and
extended even as far as Persia. In the
thirteenth century Greater Bulgaria lost
the country was conindependence
quered by the- Tartars, and afterwards
fell
into the hands of the Muscovite
Tsars.
The Bulgarians who had migrated to
the left bank of the Lower Danube under
Isperich, the son of Kuvrat, had meanwhile extended their settlements in the
district between the Dniester and the
Danube, whence they made invasions into
The Byzantine
Moesia and into Thrace.
IV.
Pogonatus,
emperor, Constantine
a punitive
sent
expedition
against
its

;

THE OLD BULGARIAN KINGDOM
them

679, with a precisely opposite
that intended
the victorious
Bulgarians moved to the right bank of the

result

in

to

Danube

;

the same year,

in

and

Isperich

occupied the territory from the Moesian
plain to the shores of the Black Sea.
The Slavs settled in those districts resigned themselves more readily to their
fate, as they were thereby freed from the
hated Byzantine yoke. This European
kingdom of Old Bulgaria extended so
rapidly that, at the outset of the ninth
century, it included all the numerous
Slav races of the Balkan peninsula,
who under this new and comparatively
mild government soon united into one
people, and adopted the name of their
conquerors, the Bulgarians. The ruling
class was weak in numbers, was soon subdued by the higher civilisation of their
Slav subjects, and adopted their language

the Bulgarians of Great Preslav. With
the help of Tervel, Justinian, who had
meanwhile married the Khazar princess
Theodora, re-established himself in Conin 705, heaped honours of
every kind upon his ally, and conferred
upon him the title of C^sar, though shortly
after he was ungrateful enough to dissolve
the alliance and attempt to
In Alliance
j.i_
TD
fr\.
surprise the Bulgarian Khan.
At Anchialos he was, however,
Byzantium
himself defeated by the Bul-

stantinople

i

.

.

garian ruler in 705, and was forced to
pay a yearly tribute and to cede the
Thracian district of Zagora, situated to
the south of the Balkans, which afterwards gave its name to the Bulgarian
kingdom of Tirnovo a name in use for
centuries among the Serbs, Byzantines,

and Italians, though denoting
localities
the
according to

When

different

changing
the Arabs

after two or three centuries, certainly after
their prosperous period.
This Old Bulgarian state, the centre
of gravity of which lay in the plains of

situation of the race.

modern Dobrudza, was ruled under
an aristocratic constitution. The supreme
power was in the hands of a prince,

town in 718.
Under the two succeeding princes the
Bulgarians lived in an alternate state of
peace and war with the Byzantine Empire.

the

Customs of

the

Bulgarians

known by the native name of
Khan he was supported by
J
;

a council of six nobles, or

Serfdom was an
and hence the adminibarbaric and
justice was
boyars.

ancient institution,
stration

of

arbitrary. Rebel nobles not only lost
their property and wealth, but their entire
families were also exterminated. Polygamy
was usual when the husband died, his
wives were burned with his corpse or
;

buried in the same grave. Human sacrifices, a practice indulged only at the
expense of Latin and Greek enemies,
are reported from the
outset of the
"
"
thirteenth century under the
Pious
an instance among the
Johannisza
savage Cumanians belongs even to the
;

year 1241.

Hardly had Isperich

settled with his

nation in the Lower Danube districts when
the Byzantines, in order to save Thrace,
were forced to agree to pay tribute under
a convention of 679. When the Emperor
Justinian II. Rhinotmetos, the last descendant of the house of Heraclius, refused
the demand, Isperich defeated the Greeks
and imposed a heavier tribute on them.
Under his successor Tervel (about 700 to
720), the Byzantine emperor, who was
exiled in 695, found his chief support in

besieged
Constantinople in
717 the
Bulgarians hastened to the help of the
hard-pressed defenders and relieved the

When

the iconoclast Constantine V. (741775) ascended the East Roman throne,
he made preparations in 758 for a campaign against the encroaching Bulgarians,
but was defeated in 759 in the passes of

Beregava, between Anchialos and Varna.
Byzantium internal
Fortunately for
disturbances broke out among the Bulgarians, whose vigour had moreover been
diminished by the transportation of more
than 200,000 Slovenians to Bithynia in 762,
immediately after the death of their
prince Kormisos, of the house of Ukil,
who on his side had overthrown the ruling
in
of the Dulo
753. Telec,
or Teletsh (760-763), of the family of
Ugain, was summoned to the throne
he, however, was defeated by the Greeks
at Anchialos, and died under the
At War
weapons of his own exasperwith
ated subjects. His successor Sabin a Romanised Wallachian,
as the name implies was soon deposed,
and forced to flee to Constantinople.
Under the princes Bajan, Umar, and
Toktu confusion within and pressure from
without reached their highest point. Part

dynasty

;

Bulgaria was occupied by Byzantine
and the rest was devastated by
the neighbouring Slav races. A change

of

troops,
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of fortune took place upon the accession
He succeeded
of Cerig shortly after 763.
than
rather
by force of
treachery,
by
arms, in freeing his country from the
later he was expelled by
East Romans
his revolted nobles, and forced to flee to
;

Constantinople,

and married one
Kis

in.

TI.

where he was baptised,
of the imperial princesses.
successor, Kardam, de-

feated the Greeks on four
occasions and forced them
.,
,
to pay a
yearly tribute.
Under the government of the Khan
Krum (802 until April I3th, 814 or 815),
who had conquered Serdika, or Sofia, in
809, the Emperor Nicephorus appeared
with the object of definitely incorporating
Annihilates a

Greek Army

,

Bulgaria with his empire. The capital
Krum was levelled to the ground and

of

proposals for peace were rejected.
closed the mountain passes
with barricades and annihilated the whole
all

The Khan

Greek army, together with their emperor,
on their retreat on the night of July 25-26,
In July, 813, Krum advanced
811.
against Michael I. Rhangabe as far as
he captured the town, and
Adrianople
transported 10,000 men with their wives
;

and children to the left bank of the Danube.
His successors, Cok, or Dukum, and
Diceng, remained within the frontiers of
own kingdom until the Bulgarian
prince Omortag concluded an armistice
in 817 for thirty years with the Emperor
Leo V., desiring to turn his attention to
the Franks, who were endangering the
Bulgarian kingdom after the expulsion of
the Avars from Pannonia.
In 818, 822,

their

824, requests were made to Lewis
the Pious for admission to the Prankish
federation
imperial
by the Eastern
Abodrites from the old Servian town of
Branicevo, which had for the moment
shaken off the Bulgarian yoke, as a result
of the revolt of the Pannonian Slovenian
a similar request was
Ljudevit (819-828)
made by the Timoans on the Timok.
Omortag raised fruitless ob-

and

;

B

j

^

CtionS
Proposals in
*?
Belgrade* 1,000 jf
conducted a successful
v
A
024,
.
Years
_..

Ago

war against TLewis the Pious
between 827 and 828, and secured his
supremacy over the Pannonian Slavs.
However, the Bulgarian rule was of no
.

A

long duration in this quarter
only the
district at the mouths of the Save and
Drave remained subject to them until the
arrival of the Magyars.
A Bulgarian
official was resident in
Belgrade as late
;
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as 885.

"

About 835 the
Macedonians,"
forcibly removed in 813 to
side of the Danube from Adrianople

who had been
the far

and

its surroundings, attempted to avail
themselves of the absence of some part
of the Bulgarians, who had marched
against Thessalonica under their leader

Boris-Michael, to flee to the Roman
They actually succeeded in
for
when the Khan
their
attempt,
Vladimir, a grandson of Krum, crossed
the Danube on this news, they inflicted
such a blow upon him that he was forced
to turn for help to the Magyars, who
then dwelt not far from the Danube
in the meantime the fugitives
mouth
found their way safely on board the ships
which the Emperor Theophilus had sent
to meet them.
Under the Khan Presjam, 'Christianity
had already begun to take root in the

Khan

districts.

;

Bulgarian Empire. His successor, Boris,
who reigned from 852, was largely occupied
during the first half of his reign with wars
against the Greeks, the Serbs, theCroatians,
and the Franks. For the most part his conflicts ended unfavourably.
Against the
Franks he fought in 853, as an ally of the

Moravian prince Rastislav
he also f
ht
inst the
Pannonian Slavs at the in;

Spiritual
'

I/the

who had

stigation of Charles the Bald,
suffered a severe defeat at the

of Lewis the German.
Boris now
joined the East Frankish king, whose son,
Karloman, had revolted with the help of
Rastislav in 862.
Karloman was beaten
Lewis and Boris concluded a treaty of
alliance in 864 at Tulln on the Danube,
which was renewed in 892 by the Emperor

hands

;

Arnulf, and remained in force for centuries.
In the same, or in the following, year (865)
the Byzantines ceded to the Bulgarians
Zagoria, between the important frontier
fortress Develtos, or Valandar, and the
Iron Gate. There may be a connection
between these and the following events.
A great transformation had been brought
to pass in the spiritual life of the whole
of the Slav people by the brothers Constantine and Methodius.
By their efforts
Christianity spread so rapidly in Lower
Pannonia and Moravia, that the Bulgarian
prince Boris found himself in the midst of
powerful Christian nobles, whose doctrine
he was forced to consider indispensable to
the maintenance and security of his
kingdom. Boris also became a Christian
for political reasons.
At first, in 864, he

THE OLD BULGARIAN KINGDOM
began to negotiate with Pope Nicholas I.,
through the medium of King Lewis, but
afterwards preferred to turn to Byzantium
when he was there baptised, he
took the name of Michael, in honour of his
godfather the Emperor Michael III. He
;

showed indefatigable energy

in preaching

the new faith to his subjects and also to
the Slavs in the south-west, by the founding
of seven churches,
and by continual
threats and exhortations, between 864 and
867, while he cruelly crushed the revolt
of the nobles who remained faithful to

heathendom
he even executed their
women and children in a most cruel
manner and exterminated whole families.
;

After a reign of thirty-six years, Boris
abdicated, in 888, in favour of his eldest
son Vladimir and retreated to a monastery.
While Symeon, the youngest son of Boris,
devoted himself to science in Constantiwhich afterwards
nople with a zeal
procured him the 'nickname of the "Half
Greek," Khan Vladimir led a dissipated
life, and thereby seriously endangered the
work his father had begun. After four
years Boris found himself obliged to leave
his monastery for a short time for the pur-

pose of deposing Vladimir
j
to the
and raising
J
IS ,Symeon
,.
,
,
Bulgarian
,-,
throne. Michael Boris died
c
,
National Saints
,,
TT ~.
on May 2nd, 907. He is
the first of the series of Bulgarian national
saints, and is revered as the converter of
his nation to Christianity.
_.

,

,

First of the

_

,

.

.

,

.

.

Under the government of Symeon (893927) the Bulgarian state attained its
It extended from the
greatest expansion.
banks of the Danube to the mountains of

Rhodope and Pindus, and southward from

in 894, occupied Moldavia and Wallachia.
Symeon was forced to retire at the end of
January, 895, before the general Nicephorus Phocas, who was quickly recalled

from

Asia Minor, while Bulgaria was
devastated as far as the royal seat of Great
Preslav by the Magyars and Khazar
Kabars under Liuntis, the son of Arpad,
who had been ferried across the
M
Danube in the imperial ships.

w

.

U

.

suffered

Symeon

..

two

defeats,

threw himself into the foFtress
of Drster, or Silistria, and begged for an
armistice.
The Emperor Leo agreed, and
recalled his armies.
Symeon forthwith,
in May, 895, annihilated the Magyars whom
the Byzantines had left on his side of the

Danube, and those that were left on the
bank were driven away by the

further

Pechenegs,

who

were in alliance with

Symeon.

He then secured an advantageous
peace from Byzantium by promising the
unconditional return of the prisoners,
including those who had been made by the
Magyars and purchased from them. Soon,
however, the unsatisfactory completion of
this contract gave him an excuse to break
the peace, and he defeated the Byzantine
troops under the new commander of the
Guards, Katakalos, at Bulgarophygos, not
The Emperor Leo
far from Adrianople.
was so alarmed at the loss of his general
that he even armed the Mohammedan
prisoners of war then confined in ConThe peace now concluded
stantinople.
between the Bulgarians and Greeks lasted
until
the
death of the Byzantine

emperor

in 911.

Symeon

who

assumed

the

title

of

Mesembria to Adrianople.
Besides the
Danube Bulgarians, he ruled over Macedonia, Thessaly, and Epirus, while Servia

Bulgarian Tsar in 917, employed the years
of peace in stimulating literary movements..
Educated in Constantinople, he was a

paid him tribute. By means of a series of
fortunate campaigns, Symeon brought the
East Roman Empire to the verge of
destruction.
The first inducement to a
breach of the peace was given by the
who imposed
themselves,
Byzantines
heavy customs duties upon goods im-

zealous scholar of Christian literature, and
did his "best to bring home the new teaching
to his people. The reign of the Tsar
Symeon forms the closing age of the early
Slavonic Bulgarian literature,
which is confined to ecclesias-

ported from Bulgaria. When Symeon was
unable to remove this embargo upon
Bulgarian trade by diplomatic means, he
declared war
after he had beaten the
guards of the capital in several battles, he
sent home the Khazar mercenaries, whom
he had captured, with their noses cut off.
The Emperor Leo VI. now called to his
aid the heathen Magyars, who at this time,
;

Contical writings. The Bishop
~ r
-r,
stantme, the Pope Gregory,
John Exarch, the monk Chrabr, and other
authors at Symeon's magnificent court,
raised ecclesiastical literature to a height
that justifies comparison with the Latin
and Greek literature of the period, and
also extended it from Bulgaria to Servia
and Russia. At the command of the Tsar,
Literature

theological

works and translations from
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Surrounded
the Greek were composed.
by scholars, he found time himself for
to him is ascribed the
literary activity
translation of a whole collection of homilies
;

of

John Chrysostom.
In the year 912, Symeon's peaceful work

The Emperor Leo had
interrupted.
and his successor Alexander went out
of his way to insult the
Bulgaria s
t e>
i
of Symeon
when
messengers
J
over
,,
Triumph
j
f

was

died,

>

,

they requested a renewal of
the peace. Alexander did

"".

not

the weight of Symeon's revenge,
which was reserved for his successor, Constantine VII. Porphyrogennetos notwithstanding the help of the Magyars, Servians,
and Arabs, the battle of Mesembria ended
with the defeat of the Byzantines on August
2oth, 917. With the exception of Constantinople and some parts of the seaboard, almost
the whole of the peninsula fell into the
hands of the Bulgarians. About the same
time the Serbs also came under Symeon's
supremacy with the support of Michael
Wysevyc (912-926), the prince of the
Southern Serbs, or Zachlumians, he imfeel

;

;

prisoned and executed their high Zupan,
Peter, whose policy favoured the Byzantines, and set up Paul, a relative of the
murdered man, as his successor in 917.
In 919 the Byzantine emperor, who was
distinguished for scholarship rather than

a scholar, and the

carefully constructed state
to ruins under his son Peter (927Under his government the decline
969).
of the newly formed state of Old Bulgaria
was accelerated by foes within and without. Symeon had left four sons. Michael,
the son of his first marriage, had been
confined in a monastery to secure the
throne to Peter ; the latter had two other

Symeon's

John, and Boyan, who was
popularly supposed to be a magician.
The Byzantines, Magyars, Servians and
Avars were only awaiting an opportunity
to humiliate the youthful Tsar.
Hard
pressed on every side, Peter contracted a
marriage on September 8th, 927, with
Maria, the grand-daughter of the Emperor
Romanus, in order to secure the peace of
his kingdom with the help of the Greeks.
This step,
was destined
however,
to be fatal to Bulgaria. With the entry of
the first Byzantine Tsarina, East Roman
influence began to take hold of Bulgarian
politics, an influence destined to produce
unlimited disaster in the following centuries. Greek tendencies now made thembrothers,

_ihe

selves felt both in

ratal
gtate
Influence of
i
i
the r
Oreeks

*u

marshal Romanus Lakapenos as co-regent
In 923 Symeon
against Symeon's will.
appeared before the gates of the capital
and began negotiations for the necessary
naval assistance with the Fatemid Fadlun
of Kairuan, and captured Adrianople.
It
was only anxiety with regard to the
Pechenegs and Magyars in the north that
induced him to conclude peace at the

affairs

TsaV of'tlT
Bulgarian,

a Certain
923 he, however, also entered into relaci

J

alit y

P.

Zacharas

in

to

J

tions with
the Byzantines, and was
therefore forced to flee from Symeon to
Croatia.
Symeon was unable to realise
his plan of bringing Croatia under his
supremacy, owing to the defeat in the
year 927 of his field-marshal Alpbagatur.
He died on May 27th, 927, the greatest
Tsar of the Bulgarians, at once a general,
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The o der
,

i

Church and
gtrain of the

.n-

the comrades
Bulgarian people,
r
\
.

in

were

The G

pioneer of European

fell

for political capacity, appointed his field-

personal request of the Roman.
While Symeon was occupied with Byzantium, the Servian Zupan, Paul, whom he
had set up, was aiming at independence.
Symeon sent an army to Servia, deposed
Paul, and handed over the

first

culture.

arms

dissatisfied

A,

of the Isar

Symeon,

with the new state

of

and joined the younger brother
However, the revolt was soon

John.
suppressed with the help of Byzantine
troops John was taken to Constantinople,
was overwhelmed with presents by the
Emperor Romanus, and was married to a
After a short
noble Armenian woman.
time the monk Michael, Symeon's eldest
;

son, also revolted, and placed himself at
the head of the malcontents in 929. However, he died before he was able to drive
the Byzantine courtiers out of the country.
The continual opposition to Byzantine misgovernment, which was always
smouldering at the court of the Tsar,
broke out into flame in 963, when the

boyar Sisman revolted against the weak
government, and after a short struggle
secured the western provinces of Macedonia and Albania. The Serbs also broke
away from Bulgaria, and constant plundering raids upon the country were made
by the Magyars and the Turkish nomad
Meanwhile,
people of the Pechenegs.
however, Peter carried on a luxurious life
amid his Greek relations and courtiers.
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Under the government of this goodnatured and cultured ruler the intellectual
of the Bulgarians was exposed to
A few years after the
severe attacks.
introduction of Christianity into Bulgaria,
life

a special form of opposition made itself
felt among the people to the teaching of
the state Church, which began to decay
under the 'influence of the pedantry and
while
preciosity of Byzantine literature
this
opposition was based upon old
;

religious traditions, it
to the teaching of a

was

drawn
The not

specially

new

sect.

to Thrace, to act as frontier guards,

and

a persecution initiated by Basil about
870 can only have increased their numbers.
In the

first

half of Peter's reign the Pope
in Bulgaria
he was

Bogumil appeared

;

known

as Jeremias, and came forward
as the reformer of the Paulician doctrine.

also

His teaching was merely a new stage in
the steady development of a doctrine
formed by the mixture of Syrian, Persian,
and Greek theories with fragments of
it was marked by a gradual
Christianity
conformation to Christianity, though at
the same time the remnants of
the old heathen cosmogony,
derived
from the
Ugrian
religion, were not cast away.
;

According to the traditions
of the Ugrians, God created the
world with the help of Satan,

who

to
eventually desires
secure the chief power for himself. From this division proceed
the good and the evil principles.

According to Bogumil,

the good divinity was a perfect
Triune being, the creator of the
and unseen world,
perfect
inhabited by spiritual beings
while the bad divinity, Satan,
or the devil, created the visible
changeable world, the cosmos
The
animate or inanimate.
;

opposition arising from this
contrast between matter and
spirit exists, according to the
of
the
moral
philosophy
in the soul of
only
Bogumiles,
"
The soul is an angel
man.
fallen from heaven, imprisoned
in the body, which will return
to its former home after the
last

death."

Besides

the

Scriptures, the Bogumiles
l"gS,
Slavonian rna.ny

TENTH CENTURY PICTURE OF A BULGARIAN ROUT

This crudely drawn illustration appears in colour in an ancient
maanuscript in the Vatican Library, and represents a cavalry skirmish in the
te nth century between Russians and Bulgarians, the latter being routed.

inconsiderable

survivals

of

the heathen

Ugrian popular mythology and cosmogony,
faded remnants of which still exist in
those districts, formed the basis for the

development in Bulgaria of the sect of the
Bogumiles, whose dualist doctrine was at
the outset in harmony with the spirit of the
nation.
Bogumilism began its career on
the Balkan Peninsula with the settlement
in 746
of the Armenian Paulicians
;

Constantine V. Kopronymos had transported a large number of them from Syria

together with their preaching,
spread OVCr the whole
Bogumil himself made a
Europe.

^

of
collection

of apocryphal writings, which
were counted among the sacred books
by his adherents. His gloomy doctrine,
which pronounced the damnation of all
animate nature, dominated the minds of
the masses, whereas the nobility clung more
closely to the powerful Eastern Church.
This intellectual movement brought
mischief enough upon the Tsar Peter. In
the year 963 the imperial throne of Byzantium was ascended by Nicephorus II.
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at his secret instigation the
prince Svjatoslav invaded Bulgaria in August, 968, and devastated the
country with the support of the ByzanThe nobility joined the Greeks,
tines.
while the common people, whose minds
were clouded by the teaching of Bogumil,
resigned themselves to quiet neutrality.

Phocas
Russian

;

Nicephorus,
to

Old

however,

soon

P erceived that he had brought
i

a dangerous

own

into his
neighbourhood in the

enemy

shape of the Russians, and secured a
peace, which was to have been confirmed
by the double marriage of two Byzantine
princes with Bulgarian princesses. Peter
also sent his sons, Boris and Romanus, to
He himConstantinople to be educated.
self enjoyed this doubtful peace only for

a short time

he died on January 30th,
throne to his

;

969, leaving his tottering

son Boris II.
Attracted b'y the prosperity of the Danube
districts, Svjatoslav invaded the country
with his Russians for the second time in
the summer of 969, took the title of Tsar,

and established himself in the country
this was a deathblow to Old Bulgaria,
after an existence of three hundred years.
;

In

971

the

new Byzantine

emperor,

John Tzimisces, freed Bulgaria from the
Russians, but incorporated it with the
Byzantine Empire. Boris II. was forced
brother
to abdicate, and his younger
Romanus was made a eunuch.
Western Bulgaria alone continued an
independent existence under Sisman I.,
who had secured his independence under
the Tsar Peter in 963. He left behind him
.

four

sons

;

of

these

his

successor,

the

Tsar David, fell in battle against the nomad
Wallachians, while Moses lost his life in
an attack upon Seres
the third son,
Aaron, was executed by the orders of his
Samuel now
youngest brother, Samuel.
ascended the throne of Western Bulgaria,
and retained it for almost four decades,
;

....

_

King Samuel
Western

amid great confusion (976-

ffi
domestic policy
^ .,
*
,
,
WaS g uided b V one g reat
Bulgaria
principle, to avoid arousing
the hostility of the Orthodox Church,
which was pre-eminent in the country and
enjoyed the support of the powerful
Boyars, or of the Roman Church, which
had conferred the Tsar's crown upon him.
After the death of the Emperor Tzimisces
the throne of Byzantium was
(976),
ascended by two youths of the family of

of
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Basil I., the brothers Basil II. and Conrevolts thereupon broke
stantine VIII.
out in every corner of the wide empire.
This induced the Tsar Samuel to liberate
the Bulgarians in Moesia, who had been
hastily subdued, and to restore the kingdom of Symeon to its former boundaries.
However, Basil II., who was a cruel ruler,
notwithstanding his monastic mode of
;

had made it his
upon entering upon

object, immediately
his government, to
the complete subjugation of

life,

bring about
the Bulgarians.

Samuel invaded Thrace
and marched upon Thessaly and Hellas,
devastating

A

the

country

as

he

went.

was fought on the Isker between
Ichtiman and Simokov in 981, at StoBasil himself had the utmost
ponian
battle

;

difficulty in escaping to Philippopolis.
peace of fifteen years succeeded, partly

A

interrupted by a fruitless attempt to
Meanwhile Samuel
besiege Sofia (987).
conquered the coasts of the Adriatic and
made the Servian prince, John Vladimir,
his vassal. In the year 996 a second war
broke out against Basil II., and on this
occasion the Bulgarian army was annihilated on the banks of the
khu
In the following
e Spercheus.
years the Byzantines occupied
Supremacy fi T->
-ill
the Bulgarian country without
of
the
fortress
a
blow.
Pernik,
striking
Only
or Peringrad, on the Struma, held out in
1002 as vigorously as afterwards in 1016.
The result was that at the outbreak of the
i

war Samuel was in possession only of
Western Macedonia, Albania, and the

last

In the south of the
environs of Sofia.
passes of Klidion and Kimbalongon his
army was annihilated on July 29, 1014,
The Tsar
on the Belasitza mountain.

escaped with difficulty to Prilep. Basil II.
put out the eyes of all his Bulgarian
prisoners, gave every hundred of them a
one-eyed man as a guide, and thus allowed
them to return home. Samuel was unable
to bear up under this heavy blow, and died

suddenly on September I5th, 1014.
Under Samuel's son and successor, Radomir, the Greeks again invaded Bulgaria.
In 1015 Radomir was murdered while
hunting by his cousin John Vladislav,
probably at the instigation of the Emperor Basil II. The negotiations for peace
set on foot by the murdered man led to no

and

Basil declined to abandon his
fresh army invaded Bulgaria.
In the spring of 1018, John Vladislav
fell in battle before Durazzo. After a short
result,

object.

A
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and desperate struggle, his son Fruzin
surrendered, and was appointed commander of the court guards.
onwards
1018
the
From
year

the kindred race of the Cumanians, and

had established themselves on each

fully 150 years, no longer
an obstacle to the expansion
of the Byzantine Empire, which had
never been more powerful in the Balkan

Bulgaria, for

formed

Peninsula

since

the

time

of

Marcian,

and Justinian I. The work of
the great Symeon had been destroyed.
Most of the Boyars were given posts at
the Byzantine court by Basil. Katharina,
a daughter of John Vladislav, and the last
Leo

ting

1

Tsarina Maria lived in Constantinople as
ladies of the court, while high military
posts were given to the Sismanid princes.
The Bulgarian Church retained its independence, but its supreme head was no
longer to be called patriarch, but archThe country was divided into
bishop.
each under the
districts or themata,
as these
government of a strategus
officials usually occupied their posts only
for a year, they did their best to exhaust
the wealth of their respective provinces
with all speed. After the death of Basil
II. the East Roman
Empire
g
a period of
entered upon
* -K *k
decay. Peter Deljan, supposed
to be the son of the unfortunate Radomir, escaped from captivity
and was welcomed by the nation as
At the same time the
Tsar in 1040.
Slavs at Durazzo proclaimed the warrior
Tichomir as Tsar
however, he was
soon deposed and stoned to death by
the people. Deljan, as sole ruler, then
undertook an expedition against Thessalonica, where Manuel Ibatzes, the chamberlain of the Emperor Michael IV., went
over to the Bulgarians with the army and
the imperial treasury. Epirus and Hellas,
weary of the extortions of the Strategi,
joined Deljan. He, however, unfortunately appointed Alusian, the younger
brother of John Vladislav as co-regent in
September, 1040, and by way of thanks
was drugged and blinded by him on July
;

.

;

For
3rd, 1041, and sent to Byzantium.
this reason the Bulgarian revolt came to
an end in December of the same year.
afterwards

(1048-1053)
dreadful
struggles with the pure Turkish race of the
Pechenegs, or Patzinaks, who had long
before embraced the Mohammedan faith
they had been driven out of their steppes
from the Lower Danube to the Crimea by

Bulgaria became the scene

^

Byzantines>

I.,

Immediately

side

Balkans shortly before 1048. On
the further side eleven tribes were settled,
about 80,000 in number, under their khan
Tirach, while two tribes, amounting to
20,000 heads, had accepted baptism under
their chief Kegen, received settlements in
the Dobrudza, and joined the
r
C,onv
of the

of

;

at

the

end

of

conquering their
Barbarians
relatives on the oth^r side of
the Danube. The prisoners were settled by
Constantine IX. Monomachos in the valleys
of the western mountain district, in those of
Sofia and Nis, and in Northern Macedonia.
Some of them were also employed as mercenaries in Asia Minor, and in 1073 and
1086 they gave their support to Bulgarian
revolts
against
Byzantium and the
Dobrudza. It was not until April 2gth,
in

1091, that the Byzantine armies, after
suffering a series of defeats, were victorious
at the battle of Lebunion, and with the help
of the Cumanians were able to put an end to

caused by the savage
During the Byzantine supremacy the sect of the Bogumiles developed a
wholly unexpected vigour. Notwithstandthe devastations

Pechenegs.

ing the repeated and cruel persecutions
different
instituted by
emperors, the
Bogumil doctrine spread westwards by
way of the Byzantine settlements in
Lower Italy. In Germany the adherents
of this belief were known as Cathari, in
Italy and Bosnia as Patarenes, in France
In opposition to the unas Albigenses.
limited dualism of former times, to which
the Macedonians clung tenaciously, a
second party rose in Bulgaria during the
military confusion of the tenth century,
which was marked by a belief in a moderate
form of monotheism, and explained the
existence of Satan, not as a primordial
being, but as a fallen angel. The Bogumil
belief is of great importance in the history
it is, moreover, a
remarkable
phenoFar-off Dim
menon t h a t such a religious
Beginnings of
movement originating
6 on
the Reformation
Bulgarian soil> I hou l d have
acquired influence over the people of

of

human

civilisation

;

very

Western Europe.

The

struggle initiated
against the Roman
priesthood eventually led to liberation
from the papal oppression. In this respect
the Bulgarian Bogumil doctrine contained
the germs of the movement that was to
develop into the great Reformation.

by

this

doctrine
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EASTERN
EUROPE TO
THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION

THE
BULGARIANS
II

THE LATER BULGARIAN KINGDOM
AND THE TURKISH SUPREMACY

VV/HILE Bulgaria was exposed under the
**

Greek yoke to disruptive forces both
internal and external, the Byzantine Em-

was also tottering to its fall. The
Cumanians were established in the Danube
territories, the islands and the shores of
the .<Egean Sea were devastated by the
Normans and Saracens, while in Asia Minor
the empire was threatened by
pire

the Seljuk power. When the
Isaac IL Angelus desired to enter upon a marriage
with Margareta, the daughter of the Hungarian king, Bela (1172-1196), his plans

Greek Yokte
'

Em Peror

were checked by want of money. Fresh
taxes were imposed, and the Bulgarians
and Wallachians in particular were subjected to oppressive extortion.
The dissatisfied parties were led by
brothers of an old Boyar family, Peter

John was crowned Tsar
the Bulgarians and Greeks in 1186, and

an archbishop independent
of Constantinople was set
The rebels were scattered

of the patriarch
up in Tirnovo.

by the Byzanand their leaders
were forced to take refuge beyond the
Danube with the Cumanians but in 1187
Asen appeared in alliance with the revolted
tines after

some

battles,

;

party at home. In the year 1187 the
Byzantines had recovered the corpse of
St. John or Ivan of Rila, who died in 946, a
costly relic, which Bela had carried off
to

Gran from

Serdica, or Sofia, in 1183

;

in 1188 they succeeded in capturing the

Bulgarian Tsarina by treachery, and an
armistice was concluded.
On April loth,

was overthrown by his own
brother Alexius III. and blinded, when the
campaign against the Bulgarians once more
ended without result. However, in the
midst of his career, Asen I., who had made
Tirnovo his capital, was killed in his palace
in 1196 by the Boyar Ivanko, a mountain
chieftain of Kricim in Rhodope (1195he called himself Alexius, and
1200)
married the Greek princess, Theodora.
Peter now took over the government in
1195, Isaac

;

conjunction
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with

his youngest

;

of Vardar from the Byzantine
in 1199.
In 1201 the Byzantines
"were obliged to conclude peace with Kalojan, and to leave in his power the districts

highland

Empire

The Bulgarian Empire,
means, extended under
to the
his government from Belgrade
Lower Marica and to the Black Sea, from
he had conquered.
restored

by

this

the mouths of the Danube to the Strymon.
This frontier was disturbed by the HunAlking, Emerich (1196-1204).
though Kalojan induced the Cumanians

garian

two
and

Johannes Asen.
of

but he also was murdered after
Kalojan
a short time by one of his compatriots.
In alliance with the Cumanians, Kalojan,
or Joannisz (1197-1207), made annual
invasions
into Thrace and Macedonia,
where he supported the revolt of the
Boyar Dobromir Strez, who wrested the

brother,

the territory of the Servian
Vlkan, who was independent of
Hungary, none the less the Hungarians
to devastate

prince,

captured from him five bishoprics in Lower
Moravia.

With the object

of confirming his royal
abroad, Kalojan, in 1202, applied to
Pope Innocent III. requesting a grant of the
title of emperor, and of a patriarch for his
kingdom independent of Constantinople.
In return Bulgaria was willing to submit
definitely to the papal supremacy. Innocent
III. sent Cardinal Leo of Santa Croce to

title

Bulgaria in 1203

;

he crowned Kalojan on

November

8th, 1204, with the royal diadem,
after consecrating the Archbishop Basil of
Tirnovo as primate of Bulgaria on the

previous day. Kalojan accepted the kingly
inbut
afterwards
_
crown,
himself Tsar
variably
styled
Patronises ,<-.
r
-,
7

R

.

(Caesar),

andj

,.,

i,

j

arbitrarily altered

the title of Primate to that of
"
Patriarch." This union of Bulgaria and
Rome had no influence upon worship or
doctrine.

Meanwhile, Kalojan's position had been
by the overthrow of the
Byzantine Empire by the Latins. Count
Baldwin of Flanders was crowned emperor
in the church of St. Sofia at Constantinople.
entirely altered
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Numerous petty kingdoms appeared

in the

Balkan peninsula. Kalojan's position became more dangerous every day. He was
cunning enough to offer a treaty of peace to
Baldwin, but the proposal was haughtily

by the Frank. An opportunity for
a counter stroke was afforded Kalojan by
the revolt of the Greek population, who
In alliance
offered him the imperial crown.
with the Cumanians, Kalojan occupied
Adrianople, and there fought a decisive
battle on April i4th or 15th, 1205, with the
advancing Baldwin the Latin emperor and
his army were utterly defeated.
However,
rejected

;

for thirteen

months (1205-1206) the Duke

Philippopolis, Renier de Trit, held out

of

at Stanimaka against the overwhelming
forces of the enemy. Kaloj an was murdered
he was one of the greatest princes
in 1207
of Bulgaria, notwithstanding his cruelty.
Boris II. (1207 to 1218), a nephew of
Kalojan, seized the Bulgarian throne in
Tirnovo, and married the widowed tsarina.
The legitimate heirs to the throne, the sons
of Asen, John Asen and Alexander, fled to
;

The

great empire which Kalojan
had acquired and maintained with his strong

Russia.

hand entered

upon

its

decline.

possessed his uncle's lust
for conquest, but not his great
surpcr
g enera j s hjp or hj s statesmanlike
became entangled in
forethought. He
war with the Franks, who were now
in possession of the greater part of the old
Byzantine Empire, and was utterly defeated by the Emperor Henry at Philippohe then confined
polis on July 3ist, 1208
his attention entirely to the suppression of
disturbances at home.
The Bogumil doctrine had obtained so
firm a hold on men's minds that the people,
weary of continual war and oppression,
longed for peace and quiet. The Tsar's
plans of conquest were opposed even by the
court circles. Boris had rightly recognised
the reason for the fact, and assembled a
*

Boris

;

synod of clergy in Tirnovo on February nth,
121 1. The synod pronounced an anathema
upon the Bogumil doctrine, and translated
a legal code, written against its adherents,
from the Greek the best known adherents
of the doctrine were imprisoned or banished
at Boris's command. In 1213 the Emperor
Henry, abandoned by all his allies, agreed
to a marriage with Boris's daughter Maria,
in the hope that the Bulgarian prince would
support him in a campaign against the Serbs.
Boris certainly equipped an auxiliary force,
but was forced to send it against John
;

Asen, who had returned from Russia, and
had collected a large following. The result
was that Boris was taken prisoner and
blinded in 1218 the Emperor Henry had
died at Thessalonica two years previously.
John Asen II., one of the noblest
;

characters of his time, now ascended the
(1218-1241).
Bulgarian throne as tsar
.
His memory as a humane and
G
survives
governor still
*
Prince Comes politic
~>,
among the nation. 1 he Byzanto His Ow
tine Georgios Akropolita, who
died in 1282, relates of him that all his contemporaries regarded" him as a remarkable
and fortunate man
He never turned his
arms upon the people at home for their
destruction or stained his reputation by
the murder of the Greeks, as his predecessors among the Bulgarian rulers had been
wont to do. Hence he was beloved, no>
only by the Bulgarians, but also by th
Greeks and other peoples." His effort*
were directed chiefly to raising the prosperity of his country rather than to con;

yet under his rule Bulgaria acquired
of territory which it never posA
sessed either before or afterwards.
special case in point is the acquisition of the
important Byzantine frontier fortress Beroe.
The shores of Asen's kingdom were washed
by three seas. Once again, for the first
time since the days of the Tsar Samuel,
all the Bulgarian Slavs were reunited under
one rule
this continued until
1230.
About 1220 Asen II. married Maria, the

quest

;

an amount

;

daughter of Andreas II. of Hungary, and
attempted to secure the existence of his
kingdom both at home and abroad by
various peaceful means, especially by
prudent marriages of his daughters.
Meanwhile a new state had arisen in the
Pindus territory between the Gulf of
Corinth and the Marica, founded by
Theodore Angelus, the ruler of Epirus
within a short period he conquered Achrida,
Corfu (1215),
Prilep, Pelagonia, Durazzo,
and Thessalonica, and in 1222"styled himself
henceforward
Emperor of
Statesmanship
theRoma o i." Asen concluded
of the Great
a compact with Theodore, to
whose brother Manuel he gave,
about 1225, his illegitimate daughter Maria
;

i

Notwithstanding the relationship
atbrought about, Theodore soon
Asen.
of
the
to
kingdom
conquer
tempted
to wife.

thus

A decisive battle was
at

the

village

of

fought in April, 1240,
Klokotnica, between

where Theo-

Philippopolis and Adrianople,
dore was defeated and taken

prisoner.
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Adrianople, with almost the whole of Macedonia and Albania as far as Durazzo, fell
He set
into the hands of the conqueror.
son-in-law, Manuel, who now
title of emperor in the remnants of the kingdom of Epirus and in
Thessalonica. He secured the obedience of

up

his

own

assumed the

the Servian king, Stefan Vladislav,

him one

The Making
of a Beautiful

c

.

by giving

of his daughters to
After thus ge _
T u
A
TT

^

wi{e in

curing peace, John Asen II.
devoted his entire attention

upon which was defaced" some two cenHe
turies ago by Greek
patriots."
supported trade and commerce by conferring extensive privileges not only upon
natives, but also upon foreigners, espethe people of Ragusa,

who then

had the whole carrying trade of the
To
Balkan peninsula in their hands.
secure the recognition and the independence of the Bulgarian Church by the
Greeks he concluded an alliance in 1234
with the Emperor John III. Dukas
Vatatzes of Nicasa against the Latin
Empire, and arranged a marriage between his nine-year-old daughter Helena
and Theodore (the second Lascar is),
the son of Vatatzes, who was eleven years
of age.

The allies now devastated the country
as far as Constantinople, although Asen
was excommunicated in consequence by
Pope Gregory IX. on May 25th, 1236.
When, however, Asen recognised the
growing power of his ally, he suddenly
broke

the

off

alliance

with

Vatatzes

and brought home the daughter he had
betrothed to Theodore. Irritated by the
tolerance which Asen showed to the
Bogumiles, and spurred on by the Latin
Emperor Baldwin II., who was
.

,

Bg
"!!""
?;
Attack the
..

.

.

Bulgarians

still

IX.
minor,
Gregory
,
TVr> Y
t\r
King* Bela IV.
a
i
begin a crusade against
a

,

commanded
,

to

Asen on February 27th, 1238. The
Hungarians were able to occupy Wailachia Minor, and Bela assumed the title
of King of Bulgaria and Cumania.

A new wave of migration then advanced.
The Cumanians, driven out of their habitations by the Mongols, who were advancing
from Russia,
3044

fled in

seven

tribes, partly

by Vatatzes. One fragment only, which
formed the nucleus of the mixed people
of the Nogai Tartars, remained in their
old home. Moldavia, Wallachia, and the
northern shore of the Sea of Azov were
for a long time known as Cumania.
In
the year 1239 Asen, strengthened by the
marched upon Thrace, to
capture the Greek citadels. There, however, he received the news of the death
of his wife and son in Tirnovo of a plague,
and he returned home. In the year 1240
Asen married Irene, the daughter of the

Cumanians,

to the internal organisation of his kingdom.
By his splendid buildings he transformed
his capital into one of the most beautiful
towns in the whole peninsula. In 1231
he rebuilt the fortress of Cepelarska Reka
at Stenimachos, the Bulgarian inscription

cialty

to Hungary, partly to the friendly state
of Bulgaria, and partly to Thrace in Asia
Minor, where settlements were assigned to
ten thousand of them as military colonists

Epirot Emperor Theodore Angelus, whom
he had kept in confinement and had
however, he died
shortly before blinded
;

in June, 1241.

Under the successor

of

steps being marked by continual
devastation. Kaliman died very suddenly,
The
TK Tk 00* probably from poison.
f rmer a11 ^
f J hn As611 the

their

Becomess

'

'

y

Emperor Vatatzes

of

Nicaea,

immediately seized the whole
country of
Rhodope and Northern
Macedonia, while Michael II. of Epirus
occupied Albania and Western Macedonia.
The brother of Kaliman, Michael Asen,
who was also a minor (1246-1257), could
make no head against Vatatzes and
concluded peace with him. In 1254 Perustica also fell, shattered by the Byzantine
Vatatzes died on October
siege engines.
3Oth, 1254, an d was succeeded by his son,
Theodore II. Lascaris, who had married
Helena, the daughter of John Asen.
Michael Asen attempted to wrest the
territory he had lost from his brotherin-law in 1246, but in 1256 was forced to
conclude peace and to leave all the
Bulgarian possessions in Rhodope and

Macedonia to the Byzantines. The Bulgarian throne became weaker and weaker.
In the year 1257 Michael Asen was overthrown by his cousin Kaliman II.
he,
however, died unexpectedly shortly afterwards.
The Boyars now chose the Serb Conhe was
stantine as tsar (1258-1277)
a grandson of Stefan Nemanja, and
possessed extensive territory in Bulgaria.
He had married Irene, the grand-daughter
;

\

lia-

John Asen,

liman I. 1241-1246, who was a minor,
the Tartars returned from Croatia and
Russia by way of Servia and Bulgaria,

;
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of

John Asen and took the name of ConAsen.
During his government

stantine

Michael VIII. Palseologus captured Constantinople in the summer of 1261 and put
an end to the Prankish dominion. At
that time the Tsar Constantine was
forced to turn his attention to Hungary.
Between 1260 and 1264 Prince Stefan,
who had been entrusted with the administration of Transylvania, undertook five
campaigns against the Bulgarians and
withdrew to the frontier walls of Tirnovo
the
though he did not definitely occupy
"
he assumed the title
country, still
King
"
of Bulgaria
when he ascended the throne
of Hungary as Stefan V. (1270-1272).
;

Constantine then happened to break a
limb and fell seriously ill, with the result
that his movements were impeded. The
consequent inactivity of the Tsar proved
fatal to Bulgaria.
Maria Palseologa, the
second wife of Constantine, who was acting
as regent for her young son Michael,
"
born in the purple," took the power for
herself in 1277.
With a view to checking
her most dangerous rival, the half independent despot Jacob Svetslav, a descendant of the Russian family who had been
established by Stefan V. in the Western
Balkans, she invited him to Tirnovo, and
him at a solemn service as her
recognised
"
son," who was to be henceforward

CITADEL AND PALACE OF THE MEDIAEVAL KINGS OF BULGARIA AT TIRNOVO
The

picturesque stronghold of Tirnovo, or Trnovo, remained the capital of the Bulgarian kingdom

After the death of Irene Lascaris, the
wife of Constantine, in 1270, the tsar
married Maria, the niece of Michael VIII.,
in 1272.
When he failed to obtain possession of her dowry, the towns of Mesembria and Anchialos, he entangled the

co-regent with her

own

till

the year 1393.

son Michael.

How-

ever, in the same year, 1277, Svetslav lost
his life .through the intrigues of his
"

mother."

Byzantine ruler in a war, which might
have proved serious for East Rome
had it not been for the interference of
"
Golden
Nogai Khan, a chieftain of the
Horde." Michael VIII. was the more
ready to begin negotiations for peace as
his allies, the Albanians of Berat (1273),
had deserted, in pursuance of their An-

The Nogai Tartars again invaded the
kingdom
thereupon Haiduk
Ivajlo Lachanas also known
Prophet
a
as
Brdoka
origi naii y
the
upon
shepherd,
played
*\
'f
Re-appears
minds of the people by his
a
band
of compatriots,
prophecies, gathered
and twice defeated the Tartars. He soon
announced that the saints had appointed
him to the throne of Bulgaria. The hard-

gevin policy, and a far more dangerous
enemy had arisen in the person of the
Angevin Charles I. of Naples, who rapidly
found allies in Servia and Bulgaria.

courtiers, were numbered among
The Tsar Constantine rose
his adherents.
from his sick-bed and marched upon him

defenceless

;

_

,,

,

,

,

.

pressed people believed him, and Boyars,

and even
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who remained

with those

faithful

;

but

Constantine's forces were scattered, and
he himself was slain without being able to
strike a blow in the winter of 1277.
Ivajlo now ascended the Bulgarian throne
as Tsar (1277-1279). These proceedings in
Bulgaria had roused the greatest anxiety
The Emperor
at the Byzantine court.
Michael hastily married his daughter Irene
to a member of the family of the Asenids,
who then raised a claim to the Bulgarian
crown as John Asen III. Meanwhile the
intriguing Maria celebrated her union

with

Ivajlo,

and had herself crowned
him in 1278. Attacked
by the Mongols and Byzanwas unable to maintain his

Asen

III.

in escaping
Charles I. of Naples found
George Terterii I. a valuable help against
the Byzantines.
A French army, which
landed on the Balkan peninsula and
obtained Albanian reinforcements, was
annihilated by the Greeks at
Mon ols
Berat at the beginning of April,
Dictators in
T,,
-v
IT
T
^ e cSicilian
I2 I<
Vespers
Bulgaria
(March 30th, 1282) put an end
to the further plan of Charles I.
On
December nth, 1282, Michael VIII. died,
and his successor, Andronicus II., concluded peace with the Bulgarian Tsar

together with
simultaneously

in

tines, Ivajlo

frontiers.

position,
of 1279.

and disappeared at the beginning

Terterii, who

a

was descended
Cumanian

noble

and related to the
most powerful families of
Bulgaria. With the object
of securing the support of
this dangerous rival, Asen

their

common Mongolian
threatening their

However, George Terterii was
able to offer but feeble resistance to the
attack of the Tartars
he was forced to
conclude peace and to give one of his
daughters to the son of Nogai Khan. None
the less the hordes established themselves in the empire, and
George Terterii was driven
out of the country and
imprisoned at Byzantium.
The Mongols now placed
the Boyar Smilec, who had
of Andronicus

|
I

III. gave him his daughter
"
"
in marriage the Despot
Terterii was forced to send
his former wife to Bulgaria
;

and

his son Svetslav

Slav

name

will

the

be observed

to Nikaia as hostages.
At that point Ivajlo, who
was supposed to be dead,

suddenly appeared with a
large following before
of Tirnovo.

gates

Emperor Michael
two armies

summer

for

married the grand-daughter

family,

sent

1284,

enemy was once more

;

Maria, who was with child by the
usurper, was sent into confinement at
John Asen III., a feeble
Adrianople.
and subservient character,
entered upon the government, while the people supported the Boyar George

from

had some trouble

the same fate.

the

The

VIII.
the
of 1280 to the help
in

of his hard-pressed son-inlaw, but both were annihilated.
Asen III. fled to

Bulgarian

II.,

throne

on the
about

Nogai Khan shortly
fell in a battle
of
Toktu, the ruler
against
"
"
in
the
Blue Horde
Western Kiptjak (12901312). His son Choki, who
assumed that he had heredi1292.

afterwards

tary rights to Bulgaria as
the
-stepson of Terterii,

made an alliance
Theodore Svetslav,

with

who

had spent his childhood in
out
Nikaia, and drove
Smilec. However, Svetslav
the Tartar intruder unawares and had

captured

him strangled by Jewish
executioners.

His govern-

ment (1295-1322) was at
first by no means devoted

to the works of peace. For
THE BULGARIAN NATIONAL
Constantinople ;
COSTUME
Terterii I.
three years he carried on
was crowned
Tsar in 1280.
war with Byzantium and conquered some
Ivajlo fled to the south of
Russia to seek help from Nogai Khan.
towns and fortresses on the Haemus. ToThere he met his old and unrelenting enemy
gether with the tsar, his uncle Eltimir
John Asen III.* Nogai Khan amused himself played an important part in the country as
for a time by making empty promises to
of Krun on the eastern slope of the

George

the rivals, until he finally beheaded Ivajlo.
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despot
Balkans. The Byzantine Empire was at this
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time hard pressed on every side. Ertogrul,
the leader of the Ottomans, had founded,
about 1250, a small kingdom in Bithynia,
which had been extended to the shores of
the Propontis by his son Osman in 1310.
The second half of the reign of Svetslav,
which lasted almost twenty-eight years,
was a time of peace at home and abroad
in 1320 he married a grand-daughter of the
old Andronicus II.
After the death of Theodore Svetslav
his son George Terterii II. ascended the
Bulgarian throne in 1322. In that year
he occupied Philippopolis, but in 1323
the town was lost by his Russian fieldmarshal Ivan, owing to the treachery of
;

the Greek citizens, and fell into the hands
Andronicus the younger. In the same
year the last descendant of Terterii died.
The Boyars now chose Michael as their
he was the half
Tsar (1323-1330)
of

;

Cuman

despot of Widdin, and was a son
of Sisman
with him begins the third
and last dynasty of the Bulgarian kingdom
At
at Tirnovo, that of the Sismanids.
that time, 1327, civil war was raging
;

between Andronicus

III.

and

his grand-

Emperor Andronicus II., who
2, ooo Cumanians from
Servia The Tsar Michael, who,
ofBulTril
in
1325, had divorced his
~
is Broken
.*".;
Servian wife Anna, and had
married the widow of his predecessor, a
father the

borrowed
'

.

jij

Andronicus the younger, joined
one and then another Andronicus

Stefan Dusan was crowned king on September 8th, 1331. Meanwhile the Bulgarian
Boyars revolted against their Tsarina.
Anna fled to Servia and Sisman II. to the
Tartars, whence he travelled to Constantinople, and finally settled in Naples
under the name of Louis, where he died
in 1333.
The Boyars then appointed John
Alexander as Tsar ( I 33^~^5),
Alliance
a nephew of the Tsar Michael,
Servia

and son-in-law

of

the

Rouma-

Barasab.
prince, Ivanko
He took the surname of Asen, and married
his sister Helena to Stefan Dusan, who
had entered upon his government almost
at the same time, and thus brought about
an alliance between Servia, Bulgaria,

nian

and Bessarabia. While the Serbs overcame Macedonia, Albania, and Epirus,
and the Roumanians defeated the Hungarians in the swamps of Wallachia in 1330,
the Bulgarian Tsar forced the Byzantines
to make peace, which was afterwards
secured by a marriage between his son
Michael and Maria, the daughter of
in 1337.
On June I5th,
1341, Andronicus III. died, and his son
John V. Palaeologus ascended the throne
the learned Viceroy, J ohn VI. Cantacuzen os,
set himself up as an opposition emperor.
During a civil war in the Byzantine Empire the Tsar Alexander succeeded in
considerably extending the boundaries of

Andronicus,

;

sister of

his state.

first

Meanwhile the downfall of the Byzantine
Empire was accelerated by an alliance
which the two conflicting emperors con-

with the object of capturing Constantinople, and thus realising the dream of the
ancient Tsars. However, his plan did not
succeed.

on

May

Constantinople was conquered
24th, 1328,

by Andronicus

III.,

who deposed his grandfather, aged sixty.
To secure his kingdom for the
future

the

Tsar Michael conceived the

dangerous idea of destroying the neighbouring state, the rise of which threatened
In alliance with the Byhis existence.
zantines, Tartars, and Wallachians he
marched against Stefan Uros III. A
decisive battle was fought on June 28th,
1330, at Velbuzd, at that time a Servian

town. The Bulgarian army was defeated
and Michael lost his life. The Servian
king erected a church of the Ascension
on the battlefield, and placed his sister
Anna, Michael's divorced wife, and her
son Sisman II. on the throne.
However, the real power of the Bulgarian
kingdom was broken. Stefan Uros III.
was taken prisoner and strangled, and

cluded with the individual Turkish princes,
who were accustomed, under the title of
"
allies," to devastate every district into
which they marched. At the end of 1353
a more correct date than that commonly
current, 1356 the Turks for the first time
gained a footing in Europe, at Tzympe

on

in ^354 Kallipolis
the Hellespont
and soon the Ottomans established
themselves on the shores of the Marica.
;

fell,

Not

was

only

Bulgaria

at any moment to fall
X
Dissensions on likely
,.
A
a P re JY. to tne Asiatics, but
M * Athos
A*K,
Mount
,
,
,
,
,
her solidarity had also been
destroyed from within by religious dissen.

.

.

,

'.

In the monasteries on Mount Athos
there sprang up among the monks about
1346 a special form of that mysticism whose
adherents were known as Hesychastes or
The monks received instrucQuietists.

sion.

tion in
Irene.

Bogumilism from a nun named
These doctrines were wholly op3047
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Church. From was not until

posed to the tenets of the
this a revival of the remnants of heathendom was brought about by the monk
Theodoretus.
Theodoretus, who possessed some knowledge of medicine, secured a large following
He revived early heathen
in Bulgaria.
customs, in particular the veneration of the
at the foot of which
Heathen oak-tree,
and lambs were sacrificed.
sheep
Customs
demedicinal treatment
His
Revived
pended, in the first instance,
upon the sacrifice of victims for the. purpose of appeasing the spirits of ill-health
and inducing them to look favourably upon
the patients. Almost at the same time two

monks appeared in Bulgaria (Lazar and
who turned the Bogumil movement
into more dangerous paths by their conCyril),

for the saints and for the Cross, and
by the scorn which they poured upon
labour and marriage, while another monk
disseminated the common Adamite heresy.
The Tsar John Alexander had also confined his wife in a monastery, and had

tempt

made

the Jewess Theodora his tsarina, in
consequence of which Jews obtained special

As the Turks on the further
Balkans were extending their
possessions from day to day, while in
Bulgaria the
Bogumils,
Hesychastes,
Adamites, and Jews pursued their way
without let or
tsar
hindrance, the
summoned councils (1350-1355) in which
the Bogumils, Hesychastes, and Adamites
were condemned and the encroachments
of the Jews were limited.
John Alexander Asen died in the spring
of 1365 and left behind him a disunited
kingdom tottering to its fall. His son
John Sisman III. (1365-1393) reigned in
Tirnovo, and another son of Alexander,
John Strasimir, in Widdin, while the
districts of Pontus were subject, until
about 1386, to the Cumanian despot
privileges.
side of the

Dobrotic, who had inherited the estates
his brothers Balikis and Theodore.
After the capture of Adrianople

of

its

"

Fall

,
I 3"3>

his

Murad
capital

T

transferred
from Brusa to
I.

Edreneh."

Danger, however, was also
threatening from another quarter. Lewis
I. of
Hungary conquered Widdin in the

summer

of 1364, and carried Strasimir
his consort prisoners to Croatia
in
the following year, 1366, Sisman attacked

and
the
of

;

new Hungarian province with the help
the Turks, but was beaten back. It
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1369 that the Bulgarian
Tsar succeeded in wresting Widdin from
the Hungarians.
While the Christian rulers of the Balkan
peninsula were at war with one another
the newly founded Turkish state increased
steadily year by year.
Finally the Serb
Wukashin, or Vlkasin, revolted, but his

army was destroyed on

the

night

of

September 26th, 1371. Upper Macedonia
was incorporated with the Ottoman
Empire. The Servian dynasts were forced
serve in the Turkish army
Marko
Kraljevic and Constantine of Velbuzd
alone offered a temporary resistance to
their new rulers.
Ivanko, the son of
Dobrotic, also held out about 1390 against
the Ottoman advance.
In 1388 Sisman III. was forced to agree
to the payment of an annual tribute.
Almost at the same time Strasimir did
homage to the Ottoman emir. His example was finally followed by the Kustendil
despot, Constantine, the brother of John
Dragas; he fell fighting against the
to

;

Wallachians in 1394, and he

membered

T

Velbuzd,

.

is

still

re-

as the last Christian ruler of

Kratovo,

Strumica

and Stip. Servia was delivered
UP to Turkey as the result of
a battle on the field of Amsel

on June

i5th, 1389. Turkish efforts were
concentrated upon Bulgaria.
The
downfall of the country was secured by
the fall of Tirnovo on July lyth, 1393
John Sisman III. probably died in a Turkish
prison in the citadel of Philippopolis. Old
Bulgaria ceased to be an independent state.
As the Bulgarians were destined to be
the rulers of the Balkan peninsula, so
they were also the founders of art and

now

;

literature, which they communicated to
the other Slav races. Through the teaching
of a native creed,
Bogumilism, they
brought confusion into the whole of
Southern Europe, then absorbed by the

Byzantine culture, with

and decay

;

this

culture

its

exaggeration
the Bulgarians

too accepted with all its traditions, and in
company with it they declined.
With the first Greek woman who ascended

the Bulgarian throne, in 927, the first step
was taken for the introduction of Greek
civilisation into Bulgaria. This dangerous
influence, however, affected only the upper
classes, the Boyars, and the clergy in the
fresh streams of national feeling
towns
watered the growth of the Bulgarian
peasantry, and without this there could
;
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have been no renaissance for Bulgaria.
The interests of the dominant Boyar
caste, and those of the people who were
for the most part in a condition of serfdom, were naturally in diametrical opposition.
Energetic tsars were generally
hated by the Boyars, most of whom ruled
their estates and their people exactly as
they pleased.

After the

Ottoman invasion

families accepted MohamThis was rather a benefit
to the body politic, in so far as the division
between the Mohammedan nobility and
the Christian people grew steadily wider
the lower classes, left to themselves,
became a barrier against the extension
of the Ottoman kingdom.
With the fall of the empire literary life
Most of the work
also disappeared.
produced in the pre-Turkish period was
lost.
Bogumilism, however, performed
the service of handing down to posterity,
even under the Turkish supremacy, the
One
written works of the Slav Church.
of the most important works of the

many Boyar
medanism.

;

Bogumils

is

said

to have

been

"

The

Questions of St. John Bogoslav, which he
* ne Lord on Mount
T. iv * 1 P u * t
Tabor." Side by side with the
Works of the ,
...
,/
,
,
ct
t description of the end of the
Church
Slav f*t.
world they composed a cosmogony in which the old heathen traditions
of the Ugrians were accepted and fitted on
to the Bogumil teaching
from Bulgaria
the work passed to Russia and Servia
and to France and Italy in the Latin
translation of Nazarius, a bishop of Upper
,

;

Italy.

Other works ascribed to St. John
"
were also popular. Such were
Questions
on the
Adam
and
Abraham
concerning
"
"
Mother
Olberg and a Sermon upon the
"
of God," also the apocryphal
Journey
of the Mother of God in Hell," the
"
of the Twelve Fridays," the
" Story
Histories of Daniel and Samson," and a
"
tractate on
Bad Wives," which was
incorporated in the collection of the Tsar
Besides these religious works
Symeon.
numerous romances and fairy tales of
Greek, Arabic and Indian origin were
widely disseminated, and were transmitted to the Slavs by Bulgarian translaThe life of Alexander the Great,
tions.
the Legend of Troy, the Indian tales
of the Panchatantra were widely known
among the Slavs in Bulgarian translations.
These religious and secular novels formed
the intellectual pabulum of the Slavs in

those

centuries, not only of the upper
but in particular of the common
"
"

classes,

The

people.

Sborniks

(manuscript

collections) give an accurate idea of the
current literature of the Bulgarians
;

together with fragments from Byzantine
theological literature, they contain numer-

ous apocryphal writings, fairy
~, .
Old

Legends

n
Become

xi

Nationali

tales, histories of miracles, legends

an d
,

.

essays
J
,

on

T

secular
,

In the days
subjects.
'
J
.
.,
_,
,
of serfdom the Sborniks
affected the popular mind so strongly that
many of these apocryphal stories and
UK,,-.*..,
Literature

legends received the stamp of national literature and were incorporated with native
songs and ancient traditions.
Of the historical literature of that

period only a few essays and fragments
have been preserved as, for instance,
"
An Account of the Foundation of the
"
Patriarchate of Bulgaria
a
(1235)
"
"
of
deceased
tsars,
pomenik
patriarchs,
bishops and Boyars; a "Conspectus of
Peoples and Languages," wherein the
people are compared with animals (from
the early part of the thirteenth century)
"
List of Languages and Writings."
a
Apart from these there are- also two great
of
the
origin,
popular
compilations
"
Legends of Alexander, ".and even some
one of these includes
apocryphal books
the downfall of Constantinople (1453).
The greatest historical work is the chronicle of Constantine Manasses, carried down
to 1078, which was translated at the orders
of the Tsar John Alexander (1331-1365),
in whose reign the reformer of the church
discipline, Theodosii of Tirnovo, together
;

;

;

(

with his disciples Dionysii and Euthymii,

composed numerous lives of national
and letters to the ecclesiastical
princes. However, in the following three
centuries more manuscripts were destroyed
by the Ottomans than Bulgarian industry
saints

could replace. The darkest period in the
history of the Bulgarian people is the age
of the Turkish supremacy,
The Darkest
fifteenth
fn)m the end Qf
century to the beginning of the
Trade
national renaissance.
and commerce were in the hands of the
Greeks, and the higher offices were almost

^

The
all
occupied by Mohammedans.
people existed only for the purpose of
bearing the weight of taxation. Victories
of the Austrian armies had aroused idle
hopes in Bulgaria, and many of the
inhabitants migrated in vain to the south
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Hungary. At no period, however, of
the Turkish supremacy were men wanting
to drive back the Turkish oppression by
armed force and to continue their free life
It was not so much
in the mountains.
robbery as revenge upon the oppressors
of their co-religionists which was the lifeof

work of these Haiduks, whose struggles and
adventures were immortalised
p
*
1 in numerous songs, surviving
eV6n at the Present da y- The y
theTurkf
.

.

'

were knightly

figures,

impa-

servitude, who made it their
profession to plunder and slaughter the
tient

of

while

Mohammedans,

protecting

and

supporting the Christians.
After the fall of the Bulgarian kingdom
and of the national Church, which became
wholly subject to the Greek Church, many
of
the
Bogumils sought satisfaction
for their animosity in Catholicism. Numerous Bogumils were converted by the
Franciscans of Bosnia.
These converts
afterwards called themselves Paulicians
not to be confused with the older sect of
that name and emigrated for the most
part to Roumania, Transylvania, and the
south of Hungary. In the year 1688 the
Emperor Leopold I. of Austria gave his
support to a revolt of the Catholic Bulgarians of Ciporovci, which was, however,
the population
suppressed by the Turks
were driven out of their settlements
and fled to Roumania. A few of them also
reached Transylvania, and were settled
;

in

Deva and

removed
on the
Minor,

Alvincz. Others, again, who
from Petikladenci at Nicopolis
Danube in 1727 to Wallachia

was

which

then

an

Austrian

province, betook themselves in 1740 to the

Banat of Temes in Southern Hungary,
where they were known as Pavlikeni.
In 1762 the monk Paysii of Mount Athos

wrote a small " Slovene-Bulgarian History
of the Bulgarian Peoples, Tsars and Saints,"
which has been of great importance in the

modern development of the Bulgarian
The enthusiastic patriotism
people.
which inspires every line of this little
book found a ready response.
A truly
popular work, the "History of the
Bulgarians,"
disseminated
revisions.

30^0

by
in

Paysii,

was

widely

countless editions

and

His pupil, Stoiko, who was

afterwards Bishop of Vraca, under the
name of Sofronii, continued the work
of the national renaissance.
The sentiments of patriotism, hatred of the Greeks,
and contempt for the Turks are even more
strongly marked in his writings than in
those of his master. In 1802 he composed
translations of Greek fables, narratives,

and aphorisms. In his memoirs he drew
an accurate picture of the age, about 1804.
His chief work was his sermons, which,
printed in 1806, formed the first book in
the Bulgarian language, and for that
reason is still popular.
In the year 1786 Bulgarian immigrants
again appeared in Hungary, and settled
for the most part in the county of Torontal.
In their new home, these settlers in the
mountain districts have retained their

Bulgarian nationality in more or less
complete purity to the present day, while
the settlers in the lowlands have become
a mixed people, and have adopted many
of the characteristics of the Roumanians
and Serbs. The fact that they have not
entirely

lost

their

characteristics

amid

the mixed people of their new home is
largely due to the fact that, like the
Balkan Bulgarians, they tenaciously clung
to their ancient customs, a habit which
survived the severest period of the Turkish

supremacy.
Hoi

,

National

The custom of household
communism still connects the
members of a family in a

in which the
and not necessarily
the oldest, is spokesman, manages the
common property, and distributes the
labour and the profits of it among the mem.
Have Survived corporation

deverest>

bers of the family. This feeling of corporate
family life has, by its persistence, given to
the Bulgarian character a certain narrowness of mind and a special theory of life
which deals largely with facts as they are,
cherishes no presumptuous dreams of
future prosperity, and regards life from an
This
eminently practical point of view.

theory of corporate family life is also
apparent in the ancient marriage customs.

was

in these scenes of patriarchal family
that those epic poems arose among the
Bulgarians which immortalised the national
heroes, the champions of freedom, and the
It

life

Haiduks.
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